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INTRODUCTION

Petroglyph National Monument, encompassing 7,244 acres, was
established in June, 1990 as a unit of the National Park System
to preserve the more than 15,000 prehistoric petroglyphs and
other significant natural and cultural resources that are on the
west side of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The monument is the first
National Park System area specifically established to protect and
interpret rock carvings and their setting.

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Public
Law 91-190, and the regulations promulgated by the Council on
Environmental Quality at 40 CFR 1505.2, the Department of the
Interior/National Park Service has prepared this Record of
Decision on the Final General Management Plan/Development Concept
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement for Petroglyph National
Monument.

The purpose of the general management plan is to set forth the
basic management philosophy and to provide the strategies for
addressing issues and achieving management objectives. The plan
will guide management decisions for the next 10 to 15 years to
meet the stated purposes for the monument.

The Record of Decision is a summary of what decisions were made
in the planning process, alternatives that were considered, the
basis for the decision, and the mitigating measures developed to
avoid or minimize environmental impacts. The Record of Decision
also documents the decision to approve the final general
management plan.

DECISION

The decision is for the National Park Service to implement the
proposed action as described in the Final General Management
Plan/D'evelopment concept Plan/Environmental Impact Statement for
Petroglyph National Monument, which was issued in December 1996.
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THE SELECTED ACTION

The selected action (alternative 1 in the Final Environmental
Impact Statement) protects the cultural and natural resources of
the monument for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations.
The plan directs visitor use to specific areas and provides
various ways for visitors of different ages and abilities to see
and appreciate many of the monument's significant resources.

As a unit of the national park system, the National Park Service
will have overall responsibility for managing the monument. The
National Park Service will have operational responsibility for
the Atrisco unit. The city of Albuquerque will have operational
responsibility for the; Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas units.
Cultural and natural resources will be managed by implementing
policies and programs including interpretation and education,
research, inventory, evaluation, monitoring, mitigation, and
consultation with American Indian groups and Atrisco land grant
heirs.

Visitors will be directed to sites and areas that can best
accommodate use and will be discouraged or prohibited from areas
where use would adversely impact or destroy sensitive cultural
and natural resources . New facilities will be designed and
located to minimize impacts on petroglyphs and other potentially
significant resources.

A new visitor center/heritage education center will be developed
at Boca Negra Canyon to provide orientation and information about
the monument, its significance, and how to view and enjoy the
monument with respect. Three visitor contact stations and parking
lots will be built at the primary petroglyph viewing areas:
Piedras Marcadas and Rinconada canyons and Mesa Prieta . Visitors
will be required to stay on designated tails. The National Park
Service will continue to work with the city to determine the best
access and location for a contact facility for the Piedras
Marcadas Ruin.

Visitor use of the volcanoes will be directed to a redesigned
parking area with a'pedestrian trail to Black Volcano where
exhibits will interpret the mesa top and volcanoes. Visitors will
have the opportunity to appreciate the expansive views of the
mesa top, Rio Grande valley, and Sandia Mountains. Climbing and
hiking on the volcanoes, other than Black Volcano, will be
prohibited to avoid further adverse impacts of visitor use.

Horseback and bicycle riding will be permitted on selected
designated mesa-top trails and at three crossing points. No
horses or bicycles will be allowed in petroglyph viewing areas or
archeological sites anywhere in the monument. Mesa top resources
and visitor experiences will be monitored to identify adverse
impacts.
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• Neighborhood pedestrian access trails will be provided to cross
the-escarpment or follow along the escarpment base on a case-by-
case basis in consultation with residents. These designated
access points will help prevent unauthorized access and reduce
erosion resulting from social or unauthorized trails. Visitors
will not be directed to these access points and they will not be
marked on monument brochures.

•

Boundary adjustments that are recommended are the addition of
10.5 acres, south of Boca Negra Canyon and north of Mojave
Street, east of Unser Boulevard and the deletion of a single
family residence on a 0.33 acre lot at the end of Creggs Street.
Future boundary adjustments will be considered for any lands
adjacent to the monument boundary that meet boundary adjustment
criteria.

Impacts on cultural and natural resources , the regional economy,
visitors and values held by culturally affiliated groups would be
minimal or, in some cases , beneficial. New structures would
impact the cultural landscape. There could be adverse impacts on
values held by culturally affiliated groups from the intrusion of
bicycles and horses . Resources will be better protected with the
implementation of a monitoring program and permit system on the
mesa top.

BASIS FOR DECISION

The selected action addresses issues and management concerns
related to the protection of natural and cultural resources and
the provision of quality visitor experiences. The selected action
supports the monument's purpose, significance, and interpretive
themes. The selected action also balances the mission of the
National Park Service to provide long-term resource protection
while still allowing for appropriate level of visitor use and
opportunities for visitor enjoyment.

The selected action will benefit resources by providing
information and education about their sensitivity and
significance and directing use to specific areas. Visitors who
understand the significance of monument resources are less likely
to inadvertently or intentionally damage monument resources.

Visitors will be required to stay on designated routes. Use will
be monitored and management actions will betaken to avoid and
mitigate adverse impacts.

The selected action is consistent with federal law and policy
that applies to units of the national park system as well as the
legislative intent of the law that established the monument.
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Public use in the monument has been evaluated. Where public use
will not damage monument resources and where it will further the
intent of the laws applying to the monument, those uses are
permitted.

The National Park Service will continue to consult with American
Indian groups and Atrisco land grant heirs. If adverse impacts on
natural and cultural resources or on the visitor experience
result from public use, management actions will be taken to
prevent further impacts.

There is public support for the selected action as well as
criticism for specific elements of the selected action. The
principal criticism has been regarding horse and bicycle useof
the mesa top and pedestrian access along the base of the
escarpment. Comments were received both in favor of expanded
horse and bicycle routes and the elimination of all horse and
bicycle use. There also continue to be comments both for and
against the city and regionally proposed roads through. the
monument, Paseo del Norte and Unser Boulevard, that are beyond
the scope of this plan and EIS.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Four alternatives including the selected alternative were
analyzed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement. The
selected action (alternative 1) is described above. Other
alternatives considered include:

Alternative 2: This alternative would preserve the greatest
portion of the monument and adjacent lands in as natural a
condition as possible, with the fewest intrusions from develop-
ment and fewer opportunities for public access and use. Visitors
would be directed to a visitor center at Lava Shadows where they
would have access to selected petroglyphs. A heritage education
center would be builtat Boca-Negra Canyon. Visitors would have
more opportunities to see the petroglyphs with a greater sense of
solitude than in alternative 1. More areas of the monument would
be reserved for research, traditional and cultural use, and
occasional guided tours than in the other alternatives. Horse and
bicycle use would not be permitted in this alternative except at
two escarpment crossings. Overall, adverse impacts on cultural
and natural resources and values held by culturally affiliated
groups would be similar to and in some cases slightly less under
this alternative than under alternative 1.

Alternative 3: The overall approach is to have easy access to the
mesa-top views and the volcanoes as well as petroglyph
concentrations below the escarpment. Visitors would be directed
to a visitor/heritage education center at Rinconada Canyon. From
the visitor center many visitors would drive to a new 10-mile
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• mesa-top loop road that would provide easy access to the mesa-top
views and the volcanoes. Parking and trails would be developed at
the volcanoes and geologic windows areas. Horse and bicycle use
would be provided at three escarpment crossings. This alternative
would have the greatest impact on natural resources, cultural
resources and values held by culturally affiliated groups.

Alternative 4: The "no-action" alternative, describes the
conditions that would exist at the monument without a change in
current management direction or an approved management plan -
providing a baseline for evaluating the changes and impacts that
would occur under the three action alternatives. There would be
parking areas and minor trail improvements in some areas. There
would be no new visitor center. This alternative would have the
fewest facilities. Horseback and bicycle riding would be
permitted within the monument only where currently allowed. The
interim visitor center at Las Imagines would become the primary
visitor center, accommodating only a limited number of visitors.
Archeological sites, petroglyphs, and the cultural landscape
would continue to be adversely impacted by vandalism.

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The selected action (alternative 1) is the environmentally
• preferred alternative because it provides for long term resource

preservation while still allowing diverse opportunities for
visitors. Of the alternatives considered, the selected
alternative and alternative 2 would best protect the monument's
resources, but alternative 2 would limit visitors' experience and
opportunities to see and learn about the monument resources.
Alternative 2 recommends fewer facilities than the preferred
alternative and therefore would adversely impact less land.
However, the increased visitor opportunities of alternative 1
will help to protect resources by providing better opportunities
to understand and appreciate the monument's resources.

MEASURES TO MINIMIZE HARM

•

All practicable measures to avoid or minimize environmental
impacts that could result from implementation of the selected
action have been identified and incorporated into the selected
action. These include, but are not limited to:_ preservation and
treatment of cultural resources , conducting surveys, inventories
and evaluations of cultural resources , revegetation of disturbed
sites with native plants; baseline studies of plants and animals;
documentation, consultation and compliance regarding cultural and
natural resources ; monitoring programs for resource impacts; and
emphasis on resource protection in interpretation and education
programs.
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The National Park Service in cooperation with the city open space
Division will develop and implement a permit and monitoring
program on the mesa top., These programs will provide the public
with general information about the monument, the need to protect
archeological sites, and the need to stay on designated routes to
avoid adverse impacts on cultural and natural resources. The
monitoring program will involve the direct observation of public
use to ensure and document compliance with regulations and the
indirect resource monitoring to identify indicators of adverse
natural or cultural resource impacts.

ERRATA

The Final General Management Plan /Development Concept
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement includes the following
errors:

Page x, first sentence under Costs should be: Development costs
have been reduced from $22.7 million to $14.2 million, and
staffing has been reduced from 57.5 (NPS ) and 25 ( city) to 38
( NPS) and 16 (city).

Map page 54, Proposed Action , Alternative 1: The " P" at the
intersection of Calle Nortefla and Homestead Circle should be
removed to be consistent with the text.

Page 236 - The Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments ( MRGCOG)
and the Urban Transportation Planning and Policy Board (UTPPB)
are not local agencies . The MRGCOG is the federally designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Albuquerque urban
area. The UTPPB is the MRGCOG's regional transportation policy
board for the Albuquerque urban area . An asterisk should be
placed next to the Urban Transportation Planning and Policy
Board. The UTPPB letter begins on page 297.

Pages 21 and 463 - The discussion of the Unser Middle Project
should state that the project is part of the Long Range Major
Street Plan that is prepared by the MRGCOG and adopted by the
UTPPB.

CONCLUSION

A notice of availability for the Final Environmental Impact
Statement was published in the Federal Register during the week
of December 20. The 30-day no action period ended on January 21,
1997.

The above factors and considerations justify the selection of the
final plan , as described in the Proposed Action section of the
Final Environmental Impact Statement . The Final General

is
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• Management Plan/ Development Concept Plan is hereby approved. The

officials responsible for implementing the selected action are

the Regional Director, Intermountain Field Area, National Park

service and the Superintendent , Petroglyph National Monument.

Recommended
onal Monument

Date 91

Date: Z 2.o11*-

Superintend t o h N

Regional D:
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FINAL

GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT
Bernalillo County, New Mexico

•

0

United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service
in cooperation with

City of Albuquerque • State of New Mexico • Federal Aviation Administration

Four alternatives for future management and use of the newly established Petroglyph National Monument are analyzed in this
document. Development actions under all alternatives are based on establishing a strong managing agency presence to preserve
the resources. The overall approach of alternative 1 the proposed action and preferred alternative, is to provide diverse
opportunities for visitors of different ages and abilities to see petroglyphs within the context of the escarpment, mesa top,
volcanoes, Rio Grande valley, and Sandia Mountains. Visitors would be directed to a visitor center/heritage education center
at Boca Negra Canyon. Horseback and bicycle riding would be permitted on selected designated mesa-top trails and at three
crossing points. No horses or bicycles would be allowed in petroglyph viewing areas or archeological sites anywhere in the
monument. Mesa-top resources and visitor experiences would be monitored to identify adverse impacts. Impacts on natural and
cultural resources, the regional economy, visitors, and values held by culturally affiliated groups would be minimal or, in some
cases, beneficial. Mitigating measures would be developed to avoid significant adverse effects on the ferruginous hawk, which
is being considered for listing by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened species, and for the two rare cactus species.
The overall approach of alternative 2 is to preserve the greatest portion of the monument and adjacent lands in as natural a
condition as possible with the fewest intrusions from development and fewer opportunities for easy public access and use.
Visitors would be directed to a visitor center in Lava Shadows where they would have access to selected petroglyphs. A heritage
education center would be built at Boca Negra Canyon. Visitors would have more opportunities to see the petroglyphs with a
greater sense of solitude than in alternative 1. More areas of the monument would be reserved for research, traditional and
cultural use, and occasional guided tours than in the other alternatives. Horse and bicycle use would not be permitted in this
alternative except at two escarpment crossings. Overall, adverse impacts on cultural and natural resources and values held by
culturally affiliated groups would be similar to and in some cases slightly less under this alternative than alternative 1. As in
alternative 1, mitigation measures would avoid significant impacts on the ferruginous hawk, which is being considered for listing
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened species, and for the two rare cactus species. The overall approach of
alternative 3 is that visitors would have easy access to the mesa-top views and the volcanoes as well as petroglyph concentrations
below the escarpment. Visitors would be directed to a visitor/heritage education center in Rinconada Canyon. From the visitor
center many visitors would drive to a new 10-mile mesa-top loop road that would provide easy access to the mesa-top views
and the volcanoes. Parking and trails would be developed at the volcanoes and geologic windows areas. Horse and bicycle use
would be provided at three escarpment crossings. Developing the mesa-top road would adversely impact the cultural landscape,
which has significance for traditional and cultural activities. There would be adverse impacts on natural drainage patterns and
on visitors and residents from increased noise levels. This alternative would directly impact more archeological sites, would
result in more negative cumulative impacts on cultural resources and values held by culturally affiliated groups, and would
require more costly programs to mitigate than the other alternatives. The ferruginous hawk, being considered for listing, and
for the two rare cactus species would be significantly adversely impacted under this alternative. Adverse impacts on scenic
resources would also be greatest under this alternative. Alternative 4, a no-action alternative, describes the conditions that would
exist at the monument without a change in current management direction or an approved general management plan- providing
a baseline for evaluating the changes and impacts that would occur under the three action alternatives. There would be parking
areas and minor trail improvements in some areas. There would be no new visitor center. This alternative would have the fewest
facilities. Horseback and bicycle riding would be permitted within the monument only where currently allowed. The interim
visitor center at Las Imagines would become the primary visitor center, accommodating only a limited number of visitors.
Archeological sites, petroglyphs, and the cultural landscape would continue to be adversely impacted by vandalism. There would
be no significant adverse impacts on the ferruginous hawk or the two rare cactus species. Most of the monument's natural scenic
qualities would not be disturbed by developing new facilities.

Questions about this document should be addressed to

Superintendent, Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Unser Boulevard NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120 (505) 899-0205



SUMMARY

Petroglyph National Monument is the first

national park system area specifically

established to protect and interpret petro-

glyphs and their setting for the benefit and

enjoyment of present and future genera-

tions. This Final General Management Plan /

Development Concept Plan J Environmental

Impact Statement for the newly established

monument sets forth the basic manage-

ment philosophy of the monument to pre-

serve and protect monument resources and

provide for visitor use. The monument

would be managed to preserve the cultural

and natural resources for the benefit and

enjoyment of current and future genera-

tions. Federal laws that are generally

applicable to units of the national park

system also apply to the monument.

"Environmental Consequences" section of

the document. Many resource management

actions, including cultural landscape and

archeological site values, natural resources,

and various other aspects of monument

management, are common to all four alter-

natives and are described in the "Actions

Common to All Alternatives" section The

alternatives describe different visitor

experiences and different kinds and loca-

tions for facilities under this common

resource management approach. The fol-

lowing section describes the most

significant of these common actions.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

• This document addresses the issues and

concerns that were identified in meetings

with concerned agencies, organizations,

and individuals. The issues and concerns

include partnership responsibilities,

cultural and natural resource protection,

the protection of the traditional and

cultural sites and values of the American

Indian community, the documentation of

traditional uses and the appropriate

responses to the concerns of the heirs of

the Atrisco land grant, as well as issues

concerning interpretation, education,

visitor circulation and access, public use of

the monument, neighborhood interests,

stormwater drainage and utility rights-of-

way, and boundary adjustments. In

addition, several issues were raised that

were beyond the scope of this plan.

This document presents four alternatives,

including a preferred alternative and

proposed action, for the development,

resource management, and visitor use of

the monument. The impacts of implemen-

ting the proposed action and the other

three alternatives are addressed in the

Partnership, Jurisdiction, Responsibilities

As a unit of the national park system, the
National Park Service would have overall

responsibility for managing the monument.

The National Park Service would have

operational responsibility for the Atrisco

unit. The city would have operational

responsibility for the Boca Negra and

Piedras Marcadas units. The Park Service

and the city Open Space Division would

work with city and county Land Use

Planning and Permitting Divisions to

ensure the coordination of review for

developing adjacent lands.

Cultural and Natural
Resource Management

Cultural resources would be managed by
implementing various policies, programs,

and strategies, including education, con-

tinuing scientific study, inventory, evalu-

ation, and consultation with American

Indian groups and Atrisco land grant

heirs.
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SUMMARY

Cultural resource management is com-
prised of several components including (1)
inventorying, evaluating, and monitoring,
(2) direct preservation, protection, mainte-
nance, and stabilization actions, (3) pro-
tecting the cultural landscape, (4) research,
(5) directing visitor use/designing and
locating facilities, (6) law enforcement, and
(7) educational and interpretive programs
(including the heritage education pro-
gram). The petroglyph research center/
function would be an integral part of
managing the cultural resources.

Cultural resources would be managed to
provide the greatest degree of protection

and preservation and to make all possible

efforts to ensure that archeological
resources would not be disturbed or
removed. No petroglyphs would be
relocated or repositioned.

Natural resource management programs
and techniques would include (1) inven-
tory and research (2) mitigation, (3)
monitoring, (4) protection (5) interpretation
and education, (6) administration, and (7)
appropriate design of trails and facilities.

Directing Visitor Use /
Designing and Locating Facilities

Visitors would be directed to sites and
areas that can best accommodate use and

would be discouraged or prohibited from
areas where use would adversely impact
or destroy sensitive natural or cultural
resources. New facilities would be
designed and sited to minimize direct
impacts on petroglyphs and other poten-

tially significant cultural and natural
resources.

Activities in petroglyph concentration
areas would be focused on opportunities
for visitors to see the petroglyphs in their

context and within the cultural landscape.
Only the development necessary to

iv

properly guide visitors and protect
resources would be allowed. Sensitive
design of new visitor facilities in
petroglyph viewing areas would be of vital
importance to prevent adverse impacts.
Visitors would be required to stay on
trails. Facility design would reflect cultural
and natural values of the monument and
have a common theme. Wherever possible,
new roads and trails would follow existing
routes to preserve the cultural landscape
and prevent new disturbance of archeo-
logical and natural resources.

Law Enforcement

Law enforcement would be used to ensure

compliance with monument regulations.
Rangers would actively patrol the monu-

ment, with special attention to petroglyph
and archeological sites.

American Indian Relationships,
American Indian Religious Freedom

Act, and Traditional Uses

All public lands within the monument
would be managed to comply with the

American Indian Religious Freedom Act

and related NPS policies. In carrying out
this mandate, all monument programs

would reflect informed awareness, sensi-

tivity, and serious concern for the tradi-

tional and cultural activities and values of

American Indians who have ancestral ties

to the monument. Monument managers

would work with Pueblo groups to

minimize interference with traditional and

cultural activities, consistent with the

American Indian Religious Freedom Act.

The National Park Service would involve

American Indians in current and future

interpretive programs . This involvement

could range from developing the programs

to reviewing materials to presenting
programs.

•

•
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Throughout and after the planning for this
management plan, the National Park
Service and city representatives would
continue to consult with American Indian
groups regarding visitor use, archeological
research, interpretive programs, and
resource management for the monument.

Atrisco Land Grant Heirs

The National Park Service would continue

to work and consult with the Atrisco land

grant heirs to determine and document the
nature and extent of any such traditional

uses and how to maintain opportunities
for such uses to continue. Consultation
with Atrisco land grant heirs would help
avoid impacts on potential traditional use
sites, provide for the continuance of po-
tential traditional activities, and help
develop culturally sensitive interpretive
programs.

Stormwater Management

The National Park Service, the city, and
the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo
Flood Control Authority would continue to
work together to study stormwater flows,
the characteristics of the drainage basins
that affect the monument, and alternative
management approaches to ensure that
stormwater coming into the monument
would not derogate the values and
purposes for which the monument was
established.

Interpretation and
the Visitor Experience

Interpretation is an educational activity
that is designed to stimulate curiosity,
convey messages to the visiting public,

and help the public understand, enjoy,
appreciate, and protect the resources.
Interpretation includes telling visitors

Summary

what there is to see and how to get there

as well as determining what visitors

should learn about the monument and
how they would best learn that informa-

tion - through media such as an audio-

visual program, a wayside exhibit (an
outside interpretive panel), a self-guiding

brochure, a guided tour, or some other

means. Interpretation is also an important

means of protecting resources. The more
visitors know about how special the re-

sources are, the more inclined they are to
respect and take care of those resources.

Under all alternatives, monument visitors
would be directed to the visitor center or
visitor contact facility to get basic orienta-

tion, interpretation, safety, and resource
protection information before seeing the
petroglyphs. Under all alternatives, visitors
would have diverse opportunities to see
the petroglyphs and other monument
resources.

Visitors could only see the petroglyphs by
pedestrian trails, and not all petroglyphs
would be accessible to the public. Horses,
bicycles, and dog walking would not be
allowed near petroglyph viewing areas in
the canyons below the escarpment.

A major component of the interpretive
message would be to convey present-day
American Indians' connection to the Petro-
glyphs and the landscape to visitors. This
message would include information that
has been developed with the American
Indian community about past and present
cultures to give visitors enough informa-
tion and experience to appreciate and
respect the monument resources. Various
communication techniques would en-
courage maximum visitor cooperation in
resource protection. Important messages,
including primary interpretive themes and
resource protection concerns, would be
repeated/reinforced in several ways and at
several points during a visit. Heritage
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SUMMARY

education programs would be a top
priority for the monument.

ALTERNATIVE 1

The overall approach of alternative 1, the
proposed action and National Park
Service's preferred alternative, would be to
provide various ways for visitors of
different ages and abilities to see and
appreciate many of the monument's signif-
icant resources. Resource preservation
would be accomplished by establishing a
strong managing agency presence and
public education programs.

Visitors would be directed to a visitor
center/heritage education center at Boca
Negra Canyon where they would have op-
portunities to learn about the significance
of the monument resources and past cul-

tures that have lived in the region and

easy access to many and varied petroglyph
viewing areas and other portions of the
monument. This alternative focuses
visitors on seeing the petroglyphs within

the context of the escarpment, mesa top,
volcanoes, Rio Grande valley, and the

Sandia Mountains. The National Park

Service and the city would work to de-

velop partnerships with other public
institutions, private industry, and non-
profit organizations to assist in funding

and operating the center.

Horseback and bicycle riding would only

be permitted on designated mesa-top
trails. No horseback or bicycle riding

would be permitted in petroglyph viewing
areas below the escarpment. There would
be three escarpment crossings. Horse and

bicycle use on the mesa top would require
permits. Mesa-top resources and visitor
experiences would be monitored to
identify adverse impacts and to identify
needs for management actions.

There would be a city-owned and city-

managed visitor contact and heritage
education facility outside l:he monument

south of the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin.

The National Park Service would cooperate
with the city and others in developing and
operating the proposed facility or a facility

at some other location outside the
monument.

Petroglyph research functions would
continue in existing structures. Other
options would be considered if these
facilities prove to be inadequate.

A 10.5-acre boundary adjustment would be
made to include lands south of Boca Negra
Canyon and north of Mojave (five lots on

Mojave east of Unser Boulevard) to protect
views from the visitor center, provide ad-
ditional lands for visitor service facilities,
and prevent incompatible development
that would adversely affect visitor use.

Most impacts on the cultural and natural
resources and other impact topics would
be minimal or, in some cases, beneficial.

New structures would impact the cultural

landscape. There could be adverse impacts
on values held by culturally affiliated
groups from the intrusion of bicycles and

horses into lands that are important to
those groups. Mitigating measures would
be developed to avoid significant adverse
impacts on the ferruginous hawk, which is

being considered for listing by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service as a threatened

species. Without these mitigating
measures, the ferruginous hawk would be
significantly adversely affected. The
destruction of potential habitat of two rare

cactus species could incrementally con-

tribute to their overall decline.

ALTERNATIVE 2

The overall approach of alternative 2
would be to preserve the greatest portion
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Summary

•

•

•

of the monument and adjacent lands in as
natural a condition as possible, with the
fewest intrusions from development and
fewer opportunities for public access and
use. Visitors would be directed to a visitor
center at Lava Shadows that would have
the same programs as in the proposed
action. Visitors would have access to
selected petroglyphs in the Lava Shadows
area and would walk about a mile or drive
to other petroglyph concentrations.

A heritage education center would be built

at Boca Negra Canyon. Because of the
more difficult access to Rinconada Canyon,

fewer visitors would go there and there
would be more opportunities to see petro-
glyphs with a sense of solitude. The petro-
glyph research center would be offsite, and

a city-owned and city-managed visitor
contact facility would be developed

outside monument lands south of the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin:

The volcanoes area, along with the geo-
logic windows, would be reserved for
research, American Indian traditional use,
and occasional guided tours.

Horse and bicycle use would not be
permitted in this alternative except at two
escarpment crossings.

This alternative would include a 129-acre
boundary addition of the mesa-top lands
between 81st Street and the monument
boundary to provide for the improvement

of 81st Street and a new trailhead, parking,
and viewing and picnic area at the south
end of 81st Street. This land is part of the

cultural landscape and a visual and physi-
cal extension of monument and open space
lands. This addition would provide sub-
stantial opportunities for visitors to enjoy
the views relatively unimpaired by
proposed development.

Also under this alternative it is recom-
mended that a private/public partnership

be established to protect about 475 acres
west of the monument, east of the pro-
posed Unser Boulevard, and north of Boca
Negra Canyon. Portions of this area would
be managed and protected by nonfederal
methods for open space and recreational
uses, and other portions of the area could
take the form of a planned community.

Overall, impacts on cultural and natural

resources and values held by culturally
affiliated groups would be similar to and
in some cases slightly more positive under

this alternative than alternative 1 because
there would be fewer facilities and these
facilities would be in previously disturbed

areas. The impacts on the ferruginous

hawk and the potential habitat of two rare

cactus species would be the same as in al-
ternative 1 but less severe. As in alterna-
tive 1, mitigation measures would be
required to avoid significant adverse
impacts.

ALTERNATIVE 3

The overall approach of alternative 3
would be to provide the easiest and
greatest amount of access to areas with
many petroglyphs and to the scenic mesa-
top vistas. Visitors would be directed to a
visitor center/heritage education center in
Rinconada Canyon where many petro-
glyphs could be seen without visual
intrusions from adjacent residential

development.

Interpretive programs would include simi-
lar information as in the other alternatives
about the petroglyphs, their context, and
past cultures. There would be more
emphasis on the mesa-top scenic views
under this alternative. From the visitor
center, many visitors would drive to a 10-
mile, mesa-top loop road that would pro-
vide easy access to the mesa-top views and

the volcanoes.
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Parking and trails would be developed at
the volcanoes and geologic windows areas.
Horse and bicycle use would be provided
at three escarpment crossings. A new
petroglyph research center would be built
just north of Piedras Marcadas Canyon,
and there would be a city-owned and city-
managed visitor contact facility outside
monument lands south of the Piedras
Marcadas Pueblo ruin.

Developing the mesa-top road and facili-
ties in Rinconada Canyon would adversely
impact the cultural landscape and its
significance to the Pueblo community. This
alternative would negatively impact more
archeological sites, would result in more
negative cumulative impacts on cultural
resources and values held by culturally
affiliated groups, and would require more
costly programs to mitigate than the other
alternatives. Visitor facilities would pro-
vide easy access to primary resources and
allow all visitors to appreciate one of the
monument's outstanding petroglyph con-
centrations in Rinconada Canyon. The
facilities would also establish a greater
management presence and protection for
cultural resources; however, there could be
negative impacts, including relic hunting
and vandalism, because of the easier
access.

The ferruginous hawk would probably be
eliminated from the area as a breeding
species, and this would be a significant
adverse impact. The development on
potential habitat for the two rare cactus
would be a significant adverse effect.
Other wildlife populations would also
decrease.

With the construction of the mesa-top
road, natural drainage patterns would be
disturbed and noise levels would be
greater than in the other alternatives.
Monument biodiversity would also be
more adversely impacted under this alter-
native because of species displacement

vu'

from monumentand adjacent develop-
ment. Adverse impacts on the monument's
scenic resources would also be greater
under this alternative.

ALTERNATIVE 4

Alternative 4, a "no-actiori" alternative,
describes the conditions that would exist at
the monument without a change in current
management direction or an approved
management plan - providing a baseline
for evaluating the changes and impacts
that would occur under the three action
alternatives. Under this alternative some
provisions would be made for increases in
visitor use - e.g., parking areas and trails.
A separate heritage education center
would not be constructed; monument staff
would continue to give guided tours to
school groups and bring interpretive pro-
grams to the classrooms. This alternative
would have the fewest facilities. Horseback
and bicycle riding would be permitted in
the monument only where currently
allowed.

The existing interim visitor center at Lava
Shadows would become the primary visi-
tor center. Some modifications would be
made by the city at Boca Negra Canyon,
such as improved parking area and rest-
rooms, trails, and shade structure. There
would be two new small parking areas,
one each near Rinconada and Piedras
Marcadas Canyons, and some improve-
ments to existing trails in these canyons.
Mesa Prieta would be accessible only by
pedestrian trails. The research center
functions would be carried out by existing
staff in existing facilities within the
existing budget. The Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo ruin would be closed except for
specially arranged tours.

There would be adverse impacts on arch-
eological sites, petroglyphs, and the cul-
tural landscape because of the resource
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deterioration and vandalism that could
occur due to lack of adequate funding,
opportunities to educate the public, and
programs to protect these resources. The
meaning and viability of the Pueblo
peoples' traditions and culture could
diminish.

There would not be significant adverse

impacts on the ferruginous hawk or the

potential rare cactus species habitat. With-

out permits to regulate visitor use, there

could be negative impacts on other wild-

life species. Biodiversity might decrease

because of species displacement on lands
adjacent to the monument. Most of the
monument's natural scenic qualities would

not be disturbed by the development of

new facilities. There would be less eco-
nomic benefits to the local and regional
economy. Visitors would have fewer
opportunities to appreciate monument
resources than in the other alternatives.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO THE
DRAFT PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Multiuse Trails

The draft plan included 18.5 miles of 8-
foot wide stabilized, gravel, improved
trails on the mesa top on existing routes.
The estimated project cost was $1,759,300.

The intent of these trails was to have well-

defined, improved trails suitable for family

use. In response to public comment con-
cerning mesa-top development and costs,
the draft plan has been revised to continue

multiuse of 11 miles of trails, on existing
routes, and eliminate the improved surface
of the trails.

If it is demonstrated that multiuse trail use
does not have an adverse affect on monu-

ment resources or visitor experiences,

possible future horse and bicycle trail use
of 5 miles in the southern portion of the

mesa top could be permitted. These 5

Summand

miles would be available for pedestrian

use pending any decisions to provide for

multiuse.

The trails would be signed and clearly
delineated, and other dirt roads and trails
would be closed and reclaimed to the
natural landscape.

Trail use would be managed to meet
changing needs and conditions related to
the amount of use, traditional and cultural

uses and sites, archaeological sites,
endangered species, vegetation, soil, and
wildlife.

The National Park Service would continue

to review the location of multiuse trails
with American Indians. The National Park
Service has invited the American Indian
community to walk the existing routes and
participate in locating the multiuse trail
routes.

One multiuse trail relocation would be to
move about 1 mile of multiuse trail at
Piedras Marcadas Canyon from the Pasco
alignment north to the City Open Space
Division parking lot - from inside to just
outside the monument boundary.

Heritage Education Center

The draft plan recommended a heritage
education center south of Rinconada
Canyon between Mesa Prieta and Unser
Boulevard, near the existing water tank.
The estimated project cost was $2,899,300.

The likelihood of funding for this facility is
remote within the 15-year time frame for
this plan. The draft plan recommendation
has been revised to eliminate the facility
and associated development costs.

The heritage education function would
continue to be a high priority and would
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be included in interpretive programs. The
National Park Service could cooperate with
the city and share the functions of a pro-
posed facility outside the monument
boundary.

Mesa Prieta Visitor
Contact Facility and Access

A visitor contact facility at the southern tip
of the monument has been added to the
final plan. The contact facility would
provide for increased resource protection:
Protection would be accomplished through
NPS presence, education, and information.
The National Park Service would continue
to work with Westland Development
Corporation to identify mutually agreeable
access from the south.

Neighborhood Access

The draft plan recommends neighborhood
pedestrian access trails at several locations.
These access points were intended to
address erosion problems caused by the
many social trails along the escarpment.
Designated and improved access points
would help prevent resource degradation
In response to public comments, neigh-
borhood access points were removed from
the alternative 1 map. However, the
National Park Service would retain the
flexibility to work with residents to
designate neighborhood access points.
These access points would require neigh-
borhood support and participation. Loca-
tion and designation of access points
would be phased in as monument
managers and neighborhoods agree on
management.

Fee Collection

The City Open Space Division charges an
entrance /parking fee at the Boca Negra

unit. The draft plan determined that the
monument does not lend itself to
establishing a fee collection program.

The National Park Service received no
comments supporting this determination.
The city and the National Parks and Con-
servation Association support fee collec-
tion. Therefore, the final plan has been
revised to enable the National Park Service
and the city to work together to establish a
fee structure that would work for all areas
and uses within the monument.

Calle Nortefia Parking Lot

The draft plan included a small parking
area at Calle Nortena. The location is in a
city-owned/managed portion of the monu-
ment. Based on public comment and lack
of support, the parking area has been
removed from the proposed action.

Petroglyph Research Center
and Administration and
Maintenance Facilities

The draft plan recommended the develop-
ment of new research center and adminis-
tration and maintenance facilities at a cost
of $4,052,700. It is not anticipated that
funds would be available for these facili-
ties within the projected 15-year imple-
mentation period for this plan. The plan
has been revised to use or improve
existing structures for the center's
functions or, if necessary, lease facilities
outside of the monument.

Costs

Development costs have been reduced
from $3.3 million to $14.2 million, and
staffing has been reduced from 57.5 (NPS)
and 25 (city) to 38 (NPS) and 16 (city).
These reductions are a response to the

x
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• intent of the draft plan to anticipate the
long-range development and staffing needs
for the monument. The draft plan has been
revised to recognize the limited availability
of development funds and unlikely
prospects for major increases in operating
funds and staffing. The final plan presents
a more realistic development program and
staffing increases for the next 10 to 15
years.

•

•

THE NEXT STEP

Summary

After the publication and distribution of
this Final General Management Plan /
Development Concept Plan / Environmental
Impact Statement there will be a 30-day no-
action period. Following the no-action
period, a record of decision will be issued.
The record of decision may be the same as
the proposed action in the plan or there
may be modifications.

xi
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF AND

NEED FOR THE PLAN

The purpose of this Final General

Management Plan / Development Concept
Plan / Environmental Impact Statement for

Petroglyph National Monument is to set

forth the basic management philosophy of

the monument and the overall approaches

to resource management, visitor use, and

facility development that would be
implemented over the next 10-15 years.
This combined plan and environmental

impact statement have been prepared to

meet the requirements of Public Law 101-

313 (the legislation that established the
monument; see appendix A) and the
National Environmental Policy Act and its
regulations. In addition, according to NPS

management policies, all other plans for

the monument would be consistent with

the direction established in this lead
planning document.

The principal lands in the monument that

are developed and managed for visitor use

are within the Indian Petroglyph State
Park, now known as the Boca Negra Can-

yon unit. Other existing facilities include a
small interim visitor center at Lava
Shadows and a parking area near the
volcanoes. The public lands within the
monument have many abandoned dirt

roads and trails that are used by walkers,
joggers, bicycle and horseback riders, and

people walking their dogs. The existing
facilities do not adequately serve current

or projected visitor and resource manage-
ment needs and legislative mandates.

This management plan identifies, within

the legislative parameters, reasonable use

and development alternatives to ensure
protection of the resources that prompted

inclusion of Petroglyph National Monu-
ment into the national park system and to

3

provide for compatible public use and
enjoyment of those resources. As directed

by the monument legislation, the National
Park Service has taken the lead in

preparing the General Management Plan l
Development Concept Plan / Environmental

Impact Statement for the secretary of the
interior in cooperation with the city of
Albuquerque (hereafter referred to as the
city) and the state of New Mexico

(hereafter referred to as the state).

The plan identifies management goals,
research needs and opportunities, resource
and visitor use actions and programs, the
functions and general locations of needed
facilities, and the roles and responsibilities
that will be assumed by federal, state, and
city agencies; the plan also proposes
boundary adjustments.

Specifically, as stated in the law
establishing the monument, PL 101-313,
this plan will address the following:

• the number of visitors and the types of
public use that can be accommodated
while protecting the monument
resources

• a resource protection program
• a general interpretive program
• a plan to implement the American

Indian Religious Freedom Act

• a general development plan, including
proposals for a visitor center and the
estimated cost thereof

• a plan for a petroglyph research center

This plan and environmental impact state-
ment identifies significant issues and
concerns facing monument managers, pre-
sents a reasonable range of management,
resource protection, and development
alternatives, and analyzes the effects of
implementing each alternative. The plan
and environmental analysis reflect
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information received to date during con-
sultation with the Indian community. The
environmental analysis in this document
does not address the impacts of designa-
tion (passage of law by Congress ) in June
1990 . Congressional acts are exempt from
compliance with the National Environ-
mental Policy Act.

Because monument managers are told that
the petroglyphs and their context have
traditional and cultural value to the Pueblo
and the Atrisco land grant peoples, the
petroglyphs must be seen as much more
than visual art. Common use of the term
"rock art" for petroglyphs and pictographs
might minimize or trivialize this
significance. Thus, other than in references
to legislative mandates the term rock art
will not be used in this document or in
any interpretive materials developed by
the monument. Pictographs are included
when the term petroglyph(s) is used in
this document.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF THE MONUMENT

Petroglyph National Monument, encom-
passing 7,244 acres, was established in
June 1990 as a new unit of the national
park system to preserve the more than
15,000 prehistoric and historic petroglyphs
and other significant natural and cultural
resources that are on the west side of
Albuquerque, New Mexico (see Region,
Vicinity, and Existing Conditions maps).

The major landscape feature of Albuquer-
que's western horizon is the west mesa,
which was created by a series of volcanic
eruptions and lava flows about 190,000
years ago. What remains of those erup-
tions are the mesa, with its five volcanic
cones, and the dark, winding, 17-mile-long
escarpment. The petroglyphs are symbols
or figures that have been scratched,

pecked, or abraded on the dark patina of
the basaltic rocks of this escarpment.

It is estimated that most of the petroglyphs
were created between A.D. 1300 and A.D.
1600; others are estimated to be 2,000 to
3,000 years old, and some date from the
early Spanish use of the area from the
1650s to the 20th century. Although the
petroglyphs occur are along the entire
escarpment and along the mesa-top
arroyos, four areas along the mesa escarp-
ment have concentrations of many petro-
glyphs within relatively small areas -
Piedras Marcadas Canyon, Boca Negra
Canyon, Rinconada Canyon, and Mesa
Prieta.

The petroglyph images include abstract
and geometric designs and figures of
reptiles, birds, large mammals, masked
and horned serpents, as well as four-
pointed stars, flute players, and other
anthropomorphic figures. This collection of
"piedras marcadas" ("marked rocks")
illustrates the rich complexity of Puebloan
cultural expression. Although the images
may be appreciated by non-Indians as a
rich visual gallery of prehistoric artistry,
they have a much deeper traditional and
cultural meaning to present-day Pueblo
peoples. The Indian community has said
that the placement of the petroglyph
images was purposeful and that their
meaning and significance are inseparable
from the landscape, nearby landforms, and
other petroglyphs. The petroglyphs are
part of the natural setting and the cultural
landscape (defined below). Researchers
also consider the petroglyphs significant
for their insight into past cultural history
and for their potential to contribute to
understanding the ideological diversity
among Pueblo groups of the Southwest.

Equally important as the petroglyphs and
their context, however, is the landscape of
the monument. The entire west mesa
landscape, including views from the mesa

4
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to the Sandia and Manzano Mountains, the
volcanoes, and the other natural resources
and features, is also considered of
traditional and cultural value to the Pueblo

people. Special knowledge of monument

features, traditional and cultural sites, and

petroglyphs have been passed from

generation to generation for centuries. This

landscape has continued as a part of the

cultural identity of these peoples - a

place of traditional and cultural value and

a place where Indian people have come to

practice traditional and cultural activities.

It is also a place whose timeless and

natural beauty and sense of place can be

appreciated and respected by others.

Existing development within the monu-

ment includes a residence that has been

converted to an interim visitor center at

Lava Shadows. It has a small book sales

area, information desk, one public rest-

room, and office space for five interpretive

rangers. The visitor center can accom-

modate up to 20 visitors at one time.

Another building in the vicinity (formerly

used as three small apartments) was

converted to office space for the chief

ranger and two law enforcement rangers.

Adjacent to the interim visitor center is a

recently acquired residence. Various

options for its use are being considered.

The current NPS staff includes 13 full-time

employees and two seasonal employees.

The primary visitor use area to see petro-

glyphs and to walk from the base to the

top of the escarpment is at Boca Negra

Canyon. This area was acquired by the city

in 1973 and developed as Indian Petro-

glyph State Park with state and federal

funds. Since establishment of the

monument, the city Open Space Division

and the National Park Service have jointly

conducted educational programs and law

enforcement at Boca Negra Canyon.

An entrance station at Boca Negra Canyon

is used by the city's Open Space Division

for visitor contact and fee collection. There

are three paved trails that provide easy

access to several petroglyph concentrations

and the mesa top.

There are two other structures on land that

has been acquired south of Boca Negra

Canyon. These buildings are being used

for NPS administrative offices and

maintenance work area.

The monument is adjacent to and partially

within the city of Albuquerque. Existing

and proposed residential areas, such as Las

Marcadas, Shenandoah, Taylor Ranch,

Santa Fe Village, and Park West, abut the

eastern monument boundary and the

escarpment. Vacant lands south of the

monument are being planned for residen-

tial and resort development. The Double

Eagle II Airport, a general aviation airport,

is west of the monument. Lands north of

the monument are owned partially by the

city Open Space Division and partially by

the Paradise Hills residential community

(see Existing Land Use map).

The monument appears to be eligible for

listing on the National Register of Historic

Places as a cultural landscape. A cultural

landscape is defined as a geographic area,

including both cultural and natural

resources, associated with an event,

activity, or person or exhibiting other

cultural or aesthetic values. Further

documentation will be prepared to re-

nominate the monument to the National

Register of Historic Places as resource

inventories and analyses are completed.

The monument also includes more than

300 other archeological sites (the

petroglyphs are archeological sites with the

same significance and values as the other

more common surface and subsurface

sites). Among these sites is the largest

unexcavated pueblo in the middle Rio

Grande valley, known as the Piedras

8
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Marcadas Pueblo ruin. The ruins are what
remains of a two- to three-story pueblo
that is thought to have contained 1,000
rooms. The earthen walls of the pueblo
have eroded, and the site is buried and
covered with vegetation. From a distance
the site appears the same as the surround-
ing landscape. This pueblo complex
appears to have been inhabited for about
300 years (ca. A.D. 1300 to ADD. 1600). The
occupants of this pueblo may have been
responsible for many of the petroglyphs in
the Piedras Marcadas Canyon and other
areas along the escarpment.

The five volcanoes (JA, Black, Vulcan,

Bond, and Butte) line the western edge of

the monument and frame Albuquerque's

western skyline. Pueblo groups feel that

the volcanoes are connected visually and

by traditions to both the escarpment petro-

glyphs and the Sandia Mountains. They

recognize a traditional and cultural

relationship among the volcanoes, the

rocks, the mountains, and the medicinal

plants.

There are also two geologic "windows" on

the mesa top; these noncontiguous
portions of the monument are depressions

or windows into the mesa's geologic strata

along the arroyos. There are many petro-

glyphs in these depressions, and these

areas also offer opportunities for visitors to

be isolated from the Albuquerque urban

environment. The Pueblo community has

stated that these features also have

traditional and cultural significance.

The vegetation and wildlife in the

monument are typical of central New

Mexico. However, there are microhabitats

along the escarpment that retain warmth

and moisture and provide shelter for a

greater variety of species than the

surrounding terrain. These microclimates

support some plant species that are

typically found farther south. Their

presence in the monument represents the

northernmost extreme for these species.

The mesa provides panoramic views of
Albuquerque, the Rio Grande Bosque
(Spanish for forest and referring to the
forested Rio Grande floodplain), and the
Sandia and Manzano Mountains east of
Albuquerque. West of the monument are
the Rio Puerco valley and Mt. Taylor.

About 1,517 acres of lands in the monu-

ment are owned by the federal govern-

ment, about 3,811 acres are owned by the

city, and about 740 acres are owned by the

state (see Landownership map). The
remaining private lands (approximately

1,315 acres) will be acquired as funds are

appropriated by Congress and the city and

the state for land acquisition. City open

space and existing and proposed city trails

provide opportunities to connect with the

monument and former mesa-top roads and

trails (see Existing and Proposed City

Trails and Monument Roads and Trails

maps).

BACKGROUND AND
LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

A 1986 survey of the west mesa
petroglyphs, done by Matthew Schmader

and John Hays, led to the national register

nomination of the Las Imagines Archeo-

logical District in 1986. During the late

1980s, citizen groups approached Congress

and requested federal assistance in pro-

tecting the area's values. The National Park

Service completed a New Area Report, Study

of Alternatives, Albuquerque West Mesa

Petroglyph Study in 1988 that identified

three alternative management approaches

and boundary configurations for the west

mesa. Congress responded by passing

Public Law 101-313 on June 27, 1990,

creating Petroglyph National Monument

- the first national park system area

specifically established to protect and

10
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

interpret rock carvings and their setting
and to

preserve, for the benefit and
enjoyment of present and future

generations ... the nationally
significant West Mesa Escarpment,
the Las Imagines National Archeo-
logical District, a portion of the
Atrisco Land Grant, and other
significant natural and cultural
resources, and to facilitate research
activities associated with the
resources.

The monument established by Congress
consisted of approximately 5,280 acres and
is generally known as the Atrisco unit.
With the signing of a binding agreement in
March 1992 by the city, the state, and the
National Park Service, the monument was
expanded to 7,160 acres - to include the
215-acre Boca Negra unit and the 1,179-
acre Piedras Marcadas unit.

Pursuant to Public Law 101-313 and after
consultation with the Petroglyph National
Monument Advisory Commission (see
below), 95 acres of land in two other
boundary addition areas - commonly
known as the northern addition and the
Lava Shadows addition - were author-
ized for acquisition and incorporation into
the national monument. These additions, a
total of 84 acres, were made in June 1994.

As are many recent additions to the
national park system, Petroglyph National
Monument was envisioned by Congress to
be a partnership where lands would con-
tinue to be owned not only by the federal
government but also by the city and the

state. The partners are working together to
develop plans, collect data, maintain
existing facilities, determine the roles and
responsibilities of each partner, and
manage natural and cultural resources.

Public Law 101-313 states that

• federal laws that are generally
applicable to units of the national park
system shall apply to the monument

• the National Park Service may par-
ticipate in land use and transportation
planning for lands adjacent to the
monument

• the secretary of the interior shall
prepare a general management plan in
cooperation with the city and the state

This legislation also authorizes the
establishment of the Petroglyph National
Monument Advisory Commission to
advise the secretary of the interior on the
management and development of the
monument and on the preparation of the
general management plan. The 11-member
commission is made up of nominees who
are appointed by the secretary for five-year
terms. The commission has met on several
occasions over the past two years.

In addition, the legislation directs the
National Park Service to conduct research
on other Rio Grande style petroglyphs on
federal lands in New Mexico and, through
cooperative agreements with state and
private landowners, on nonfederal lands.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
PLANNING - THE PROCESS

The general management process consists
of the following steps: establishing a
planning team, involving and consulting
with American Indian groups and Atrisco
heirs, developing purpose and significance
statements, identifying the issues and
collecting data, developing management
objectives and interpretive themes, and
generating and evaluating the alternatives.

Establishing a Planning Team

The first step in the planning process was
establishing an intergovernmental core
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planning team to coordinate and prepare

the General Management Plan / Development

Concept Plan / Environmental Impact

Statement. Because of the partnership

nature of Petroglyph National Monument,

the general management plan is being

prepared by a core team that includes

representatives from four city agencies,

two state agencies, the American Indian

Pueblo community, the Federal Aviation

Administration, and the National Park

Service. The core team has met throughout

the planning process to develop and refine

statements of purpose, to identify the

significant resources of and the objectives

for the monument, to develop alternatives

for visitor use and management, and to

assess the impacts of implementing each of

the alternatives.

To ensure participation from the many

governmental agencies that are concerned

with the monument, an agency coordinat-

ing team was established. The coordinating

team includes representatives with

expertise in various disciplines from city,
county, state, and federal agencies as well

as American Indian governments. The

coordinating team advises the core team

regarding past, ongoing, and proposed

projects and programs that have an effect

on the monument as well as providing

input on various aspects of the plan

preparation

Public Involvement and Consultation

Throughout the planning process the team

has met with governmental organizations,

American Indian groups, Atrisco heirs,

neighborhood groups, and other interested

people to identify issues and exchange

information. Another participant in

preparing the General Management Plan is

Introduction

the Petroglyph National Monument

Advisory Commission. As directed by

monument legislation, the commission is

composed of representatives from various

interested entities throughout the region.

The National Park Service keeps the

advisory commission informed of their

planning activities and regularly consults

with the advisory commission The advi-

sory commission has taken a very active

interest in planning for the monument and

met regularly with the Park Service to

review alternatives and make recom-

mendations regarding other alternatives.

The planning team has also involved,

consulted, and informed the Pueblo Indian

communities of the planning process and

issues that could affect lands that are

significant to them. The initial step was to
conduct a rapid ethnographic assessment

(Evans et al. 1993) to initiate contacts with
American Indian groups to determine

which groups wanted to be involved with

the monument planning process, what

their concerns were about monument plan-
ning, and what would be the best way for

them to participate in the planning

process.

Based on the results of the ethnographic

assessment, American Indian representa-

tives were invited to participate in core

team meetings. Monument staff and plan-

ning team members have both short- and

long-term interests in meeting with
American Indian representatives and in
understanding their interests. The short-

term interests are addressed in this plan;
the long-term interests include continuing

involvement in the management of cultural

resources, the interpretive program, and
research.

15
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Purpose and Significance
of the Monument

The monument's purposes and significance

were developed based on the legislation

that established the monument. The

monument's purposes identify why the

area was designated to be part of the

national park system and the significance

statements identify the national importance

of the monument's cultural and natural

resources. Purpose and significance state-

ments, which are basic to all assumptions

about the monument and the ways it

should be managed and developed, are

important to planning and management

because they help define the management

priorities for the monument.

Based on public comments and a close

look at the legislation and the legislative

history, the core team identified the

following purpose and significance

statements below.

01

• Preserve the integrity of the cultural and

natural resources in the context that gives

them meaning.

• Provide opportunities for diverse groups to

understand, appreciate, and experience the

monument in ways that are compatible with

the monument's significance.

• Cooperate with affected American Indians and

Atrisco land grant heirs in perpetuating their

heritage.

• Function as a focal point for the collection,

analysis, and dissemination of information

relating to Rio Grande style and other forms

of petroglyphs and pictographs.

Identifying the Issues
and Collecting Data

The issues are presented in later "Planning
Issues and Concerns" section, and the data
that has been collected, or that is still
needed, is presented throughout the entire
document and in the appendixes.

Developing Management
Objectives and Interpretive Themes

Management objectives were developed

and are included in appendix B. The
interpretive themes are presented under

"Interpretation and the Visitor Experience"

in the "Actions Common to All

Alternatives" section.

ip Tit MOW

• The monument contains one of the largest

concentrations of petroglyphs in North America and

represents an extensive record of peoples for whom

we have few written records.

• The monument has outstanding research potential

because the petroglyphs are numerous, have

retained their integrity, are an outstanding example

of Rio Grande style, and are close to other

associated archeological resources.

• Places in the monument have traditional, cultural,

and importance to American Indians and Atrisco

land grant heirs.

The Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin is one of the

largest pueblos of its time period in the Rio Grande

valley.

The monument's natural and cultural landscape

(escarpment, volcanic cones, and surrounding open

space) and long vistas are major elements that

define Albuquerque's western horizon and provide

opportunities to experience contrasts with a growing

urban environment.

16
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Generating and Evaluating Alternatives

The alternative development process is the

combination of the above factors and the

direction provided by legislation, the

issues and opportunities identified through

scoping, the overall concepts for visitor use
and resource management, and the contin-
uing refinement through consultation with

various interest groups and agency staff.
This process is described in greater detail
in the "Introduction' to the alternatives,

the "Environmental Consequences," the

"Consultation and Coordination' sections

of this document as well as in appendix C.

Final Document Preparation

Introduction

The Draft Management Plan / Environmental

Impact Statement was reviewed by the

public during a 90-day public comment

period that included public meetings.

Comments on the Draft General

Management Plan / Environmental Impact

Statement were analyzed, and appropriate

revisions have been made in the Final

General Management Plan / Environmental
Impact Statement. A record of decision will
be issued not less than 30 days after the
release of this document. Various elements
of the proposed action and other
alternatives might be modified or

interchanged in the record of decision.

17



PLANNING ISSUES AND CONCERNS

Several planning issues and concerns,
which are addressed in this document,

were identified in meetings with concerned

agencies, organizations, and individuals

(for additional information, see the

"Consultation and Coordination" section).

These issues and concerns are summarized

below.

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION,

ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Petroglyph National Monument was legis-

lated in June 1990 by Congress as a monu-

ment that would function as a partnership

between the National Park Service, the city

of Albuquerque, and the state of New
Mexico. Three units were identified - the

Atrisco unit in which the lands are owned

by the federal government, the Boca Negra

unit in which lands are owned by the state

and city, and the Piedras Marcadas unit in

which lands are owned by the city. How-

ever, the legislation, section 105 (e), was

also clear in stating that federal laws

generally applicable to units of the
national park system apply to all lands

within the monument. Lands within the
monument will continue to be owned by

the city, state, and the federal government

and managed by the National Park Service

and the city Open Space Division. The

issue is how to best define the roles and

responsibilities of the agencies.

PETROGLYPH PROTECTION

AND MANAGEMENT

Petroglyphs are vulnerable to intentional

and unintentional destruction Uninten-

tional vandalism may be caused by touch-

ing, rubbing, or highlighting the petro-

glyphs with chalk or other materials.

Petroglyphs are vulnerable to oils from

human hands and people climbing on

them (which erodes the patina). Intentional

vandalism on monument lands includes

removing the rocks and/or chiseling, spray

painting, scratching, and shooting guns,

which deface the rocks and/or the patina

of the rocks along the escarpment,
including the rocks without petroglyphs.

Removing significant associated features,

such as nearby plants and other rocks or

boulders, may adversely affect the qualities

that give the petroglyphs traditional and
cultural meaning for the Pueblo people.

One issue for monument managers is how

to prevent resource damage and still allow
people to enjoy the monument. Another

issue is how to restore areas that have

already been vandalized.

The legislation establishing the monument

directs that a plan be prepared for a
petroglyph research center. The issue is
determining the purpose, size of develop-

ment, management, and location for this

center and how to conduct the research

without adversely affecting, Pueblo and

indigenous communities.

ARCHEOLOGY

Another issue for monument managers is

how to protect the monument's 300+

archeological sites from intentional and

inadvertent destruction by monument

visitors. The risk of destroying archeo-

logical sites increases as visitor use

increases and as adjacent development

continues near the monument boundary.

Another concern is archeological sites that

are threatened by erosion.
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

A cultural landscape overview was con-
ducted by the National Park Service to
gather information about past use of the
monument lands and to identify features
that define the cultural landscape. Actions
proposed in this plan and the alternatives
would have different impacts on the cul-
tural landscape. The issue is how best to
preserve significant cultural landscape
features while also providing for visitor
use.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN
COMMUNITY AND ETHNO-
GRAPHIC RESOURCES

The American Indian Pueblo community
has ancestral ties to lands that include the
monument, and the monument holds
traditional and cultural value for the
Pueblo people. The issue is how to comply
with the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act - to protect the resources
and provide reasonable access for these
people to use traditional and cultural sites
in the monument for traditional and
cultural activities and keep visitors from
adversely affecting these activities - while
minimizing conflicts with monument
visitors and without adversely affecting
monument resources or visitors'
experiences.

The National Environmental Policy Act,
NPS Management Policies, and NPS Cultural
Resources Management Guidelines (NPS-28)
also require consultation with Indian
groups in planning and management activ-
ities that affect them. A related issue is
how to ensure such consultation.

An equally important issue is how to learn
more about the past use of monument
lands while respecting the wishes of the
American Indian Pueblo community. The
Pueblo community may view any archeo-

logical investigation as desecration rather
than scientific inquiry, and some artifacts
may have special traditional and cultural
significance.

HEIRS OF THE
ATRISCO LAND GRANT

The heirs of the Atrisco land grant also
claim ancestral ties to lands that include
the monument. The management concern
is how to document traditional use and
where to provide for use by the heirs of
portions of the monument without ad-
versely affecting monument resources or
visitors' experiences.

NATURAL RESOURCES

The canyons, exposed basalt, wildlife,
vegetation, mesa top, arroyos, and other
natural features in the monument are all
part of the natural environment in which
the petroglyphs were carved. In addition,
habitat has been identified that may sup-
port a federal proposed and a state-listed
rare plant species. The monument also
provides habitat for many bird species,
two of which are proposed for federal
listing. Portions of the monument have
been disturbed by illegal dumping, offroad
vehicle use, and cinder mining. Proposed
development and visitor activity could
affect soils, air quality, biological diversity,
and threatened and endangered species
habitat. The issues are how to protect and
reclaim these resources.

SCENIC RESOURCES

Views throughout the monument of near-
by and distant landforms as well as views
of the monument from many locations in
the Albuquerque area are important monu-
ment and area resources. The protection of
these views and vistas to and from the
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distinctive landforms of the monument,
including the volcanoes, mesa, escarpment,

and the various canyon features, is critical

to interpreting the significance of the
monument. Views are being affected by
adjacent development and could be ad-

versely affected by monument facilities.

The concern is how to protect the integrity

of these views as much as possible while

providing access to appreciate them.

INTERPRETATION

One question most visitors ask is what the
petroglyphs literally mean. The challenge
for the monument staff is to convey the
significance and importance of the petro-
glyphs even though we do not know their
literal meaning. They are associated with
cultural and traditional practices within

the Pueblo community, practices that are
private and have been kept that way for
centuries. As special and traditional to the
Pueblo community, these resources are
worthy of being protected and treated with
respect, just as most people respect
churches, synagogues, cemeteries, battle-

fields, etc. The issue is how to convey this

to monument visitors.

Interpreting the monument story requires

sensitivity to contemporary Pueblo cul-

tures and the Atrisco land grant heirs.

Reproducing images of petroglyphs for

interpretive media must be done carefully

and only with prior consultation to avoid

inappropriate use of traditional and
cultural symbols. One of the primary

challenges faced by monument managers

is how to convey an appreciation, under-

standing, and sense of respect for the

petroglyphs and their context.

At the same time, being a part of the

growing Albuquerque metropolitan area

provides many opportunities for heritage

education. The issue is how best to take

advantage of these opportunities and

develop programs that reach out to the

community.

HERITAGE EDUCATION

There are extensive heritage education
program opportunities at the monument
because of its location within the Albu-
querque metropolitan area. Educational

programs can play an integral role in

protecting monument resources as well as
expanding the understanding of past and
present cultures. The issue is how to
design and integrate education programs

with monument and community resources.

VISITOR CIRCULATION AND ACCESS

Another concern is how to provide visitor

access to the petroglyphs and other areas
of interest without having adverse effects

on sensitive archeological and ethnograph-
ic resources. Access, including access for
visitors with disabilities, should avoid
sensitive resources and intrusion on other

visitors' experiences. Circulation issues
include how to get visitors to the monu-

ment efficiently.

Some people want to have vehicle access

to the mesa top for the experience and
views. The issues are should this access be

provided, and if so, what is the best way
to do that without adverse affects on the
monument resources.

PUBLIC USES

In the past, the monument has been used

for shooting, bicycling, hiking, horseback
riding, walking dogs, rock-climbing,
offroad vehicle use, picnicking, grazing

cattle, and hiking. Local visitors have been
able to visit and enjoy the monument in

relative solitude and without restrictions

on these activities. With the creation of the
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monument and the acquisition of private
lands, increasing visitation necessitates
facilities, parking areas, established trails,
and less solitude. A few of these past
activities were restricted or prohibited
upon the creation of the monument. Other
uses have not been addressed until this
planning process began. As lands around
the monument become increasingly
developed, the monument is becoming
more attractive for various public uses;
many people, including adjacent residents,
have expressed strong desires for these
uses to continue. Some of these past uses
may conflict with the needs for resource
preservation and providing experiences for
monument visitors. The issue is how to
provide for use without adversely affecting
resources and visitor experiences.

NEIGHBORHOOD INTERESTS

Residents from adjacent neighborhoods
have concerns about monument visitors
creating traffic congestion and parking
problems in their neighborhoods . They do
not want visitors directed into their neigh-
borhoods to gain access to the monument.
Residents along the boundary want trail
access into the monument and have
created informal social trails to the top of
and along the escarpment . Creating these
trails increases the risk of damage to
archeological sites and natural resources.
The issue is how to direct visitors to the
monument without creating such problems
and, if neighborhood trail access is appro-
priate, how best to provide that access
while protecting monument resources.

STORMWATER DRAINAGE
AND EROSION AND UTILITY
RIGHTS-OF-WAY

Plnnuiaq issues and Concerns

resources and on nearby residents who
have homes below the escarpment. During
rainstorms, water tends to pour off the
escarpment edge, causing erosion and
sedimentation downstream. The Albu-
querque Public Works Department, the
Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood
Control Authority, and the development
community have also expressed concern
about how to carry stormwater from
proposed development on the mesa top to
existing drainage structures that carry
stormwater to the Rio Grande.

The development community has stated
that they did not intend for the monument
to adversely impact further western devel-
opment, which could include requests for
utility rights-of-way across monument
lands. Specific locations of utility crossings
have not yet been identified by the city or
other interested parties.

The issue is how and where to locate
facilities on the west mesa, including
structures for drainage and methods for
preventing stormwater erosion, without
adversely affecting monument resources -
even if additional costs are involved.

BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS

Several areas have been considered as
adjustments to the existing monument
boundary. The issue is evaluating these
areas, in accord with NPS policies and law,
to determine the suitability and feasibility
of these boundary adjustments.

ISSUES BEYOND THE SCOPE OF
THIS GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

Unser Middle Project - Unser Boulevard
Continuation and Paseo del Norte

Monument managers are concerned about
• preventing adverse effects of stormwater The city has proposed the development of

drainage and erosion on monument the Unser Boulevard middle project, which
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includes Unser Boulevard (a four-lane
major arterial parkway) and Paseo Del
Norte (a four- to six-lane major arterial) -
both of which would go through the
monument. The project includes (1) con-
tinuing Unser from Dellyne north to
Paradise Boulevard (with an escarpment
crossing south of Boca Negra Canyon in
an existing disturbed area), (2) con-
structing Paseo del Norte from Unser east
to Golf Course Road, and (3) developing a
recreational trail and utility corridor in
Boca Negra Canyon (the former Unser
right-of-way), including the removal of the
existing paved road in Boca Negra
Canyon. This project is the subject of the
1992 Final Environmental Impact Statement
(Leedshill-Herkenhoff 1992), which created
considerable controversy. As of this
writing, construction has not yet begun.

The purpose of new roadway construction
for the Unser Boulevard and Paseo del
Norte corridors is to provide improved
transportation service on the west side of
Albuquerque, to relieve existing and future
traffic congestion on Coors Boulevard and
other area arterials, and to distribute traffic
in the most efficient manner to adequately
serve east-west travel across the Rio
Grande. Paseo del Norte is intended to be
a freeway-type road that would serve the
Double Eagle II Airport and complement

the city road network Paseo del Norte is
initially planned to be four lanes, with the
potential for future widening to six lanes.

The monument's establishing legislation

states that federal laws generally appli-

cable to units of the national park system
shall apply to the monument. The con-
tinuation of Unser Boulevard would be
consistent with protecting monument

resources and purpose. The National Park

Service has the authority to permit the
construction of roads in national monu-

ments when they serve a park purpose.

The city's construction of the Unser

extension, which goes around Boca Negra

Canyon, would serve a monument pur-
pose by reducing the noise and visual
impacts that the current two-lane road
now causes at Boca Negra Canyon. The
cumulative impacts of this proposed road
corridor has been considered in this
document.

The existing Unser alignment through
Boca Negra Canyon would be replaced, by
the city, with a multiuse trail that does not
allow motorized vehicles and connects

with proposed city trails and the relocated
gas lines and a utility corridor (including a
stormwater conduit). The recreational trail
and utility corridor in Boca Negra Canyon
would be confined to the area disturbed
by the existing roadway. The Unser align-
ment through the monument would also
be through an existing disturbed area that
does not have any archeological sites. Both
Unser Boulevard and the Boca Negra
Canyon facilities must be designed to
minimize impacts on monument resources.
Further environmental and cultural
resource compliance would be required.

However, under the federal laws that
apply to the monument, there is no legal
authority to allow Paseo Del Norte to cross
the monument. The National Park Service,

the state historic preservation officer, the

state attorney general, and numerous other

national and local groups have stated that
(1) monument resources would be signifi-
cantly impacted, (2) there is not a monu-
ment or visitor-related purpose for such a

50-mph freeway-type road, and (3) there

are other prudent and feasible alternatives

that would meet the transportation needs

of the city without extraordinary costs and

disruption and that are feasible from a
design and engineering standpoint.

In addition, a number of American Indian

groups have gone on record as opposing

the Paseo del Norte project because of the

impacts on lands that have traditional and

cultural values. The Paseo del Norte road
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0
corridor is still under consideration by the
city, and unresolved issues about the road
remain. Therefore, the road alignment is
shown on monument alternative planning
maps as the Paseo del Norte study
corridor.

Double Eagle II General Aviation Airport

The 4,700-acre Double Eagle II Airport,
owned and operated by the Albuquerque

Aviation Department, is immediately west

of the monument. Built in 1983 as a
general aviation reliever airport, the two

runways and fixed-based operations
primarily serve small general aviation

aircraft. Ground access to the airport is via

a two-lane road known as the haul road,

airport access road, or Paseo del Volcan;
however, the city has recently built a two-

lane interim access road off of Paradise

Boulevard that extends 5 miles to the
airport's northern boundary. The Federal
Aviation Administration has completed an
environmental assessment for a proposed
airport access road that would connect the
airport to the city-built access road to the
north.

The establishment of the monument by
Congress and the signing of the binding
agreement resulted in the problems with

the Paseo del Norte road corridor - not
any actions recommended in this

management plan

Unser Boulevard and Paseo del Norte are

discussed in greater detail in appendix D.

Federal and City Policies

Concerns have been expressed regarding

potential conflicts with city and federal
policies. The Park Service and the city are
working together to resolve these conflicts.
These conflicts resulted from the passage
of the monument legislation in 1990 and
not by any recommendations in this
general management plan. Where local
laws and policies conflict with federal

laws, federal laws take precedence.

The monument legislation is generally
consistent with the Albuquerque/Bernalillo

County Comprehensive Plan (City of
Albuquerque 1988), the Northwest Mesa
Area Plan (City of Albuquerque 1980a) and

the Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan (City of

Albuquerque 1987). However there are
differences of opinion regarding how to
address the interpretation and imple-
mentation of some city policies such as the

Long Range Major Street Plan (Middle Rio

Grande Council of Governments 1993),

which identifies Paseo del Norte with an

alignment through the monument. It is
beyond the scope of this plan to resolve

conflicts between the Long Range Major
Street Plan and federal law and policy.

The city began updating the master plan

for the Double Eagle II Airport
(Herkenhoff & Associates, Inc. 1980) in

1990. The purpose of this master plan
update is to evaluate aviation-related
opportunities and reassess airport develop-
ment plans. The draft Double Eagle II
Master Plan Update (Greiner Engineering,
Inc. 1991) proposed significant expansion
of airport facilities, including constructing

two additional runways and lengthening

an existing runway. Individual projects
would be phased and developed on a
demand-driven basis. The draft report
states that the number of aircraft opera-
tions (takeoffs and landings) in 1990 was
51,100. Of the three forecast scenarios in

the draft plan for 2010, the highest forecast
is 311,350 operations, a sixfold increase in
operations. The National Park Service has
stated that an increase of this magnitude
must be thoroughly evaluated and may
have significant adverse impacts on the
ability of visitors to appreciate the monu-

ment. The cumulative effects of individual
airport improvements should be addressed
in an environmental document.
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Landownership

Approximately 1,315 acres of the monu-

ment, yet to be acquired , remain in private

ownership . The National Park Service and

the city will continue to acquire lands as

provided for in the Land Protection Plan

(National Park Service and City of Albu-

querque 1991 ). As stated in the Land

Protection Plan, lands currently owned by

the city within the Atrisco unit will be

transferred to the federal government. The

transfer of these lands will be subject to

future discussions and a memorandum of

understanding between the Park Service

and the city.

Also, the Land Protection Plan addresses the

state trust lands within the Atrisco unit.

According to the state constitution and

related statutes, the state land office must

receive fair market value for these lands.

Because land owned by the state or local

governments can only be acquired by the

federal government through donation or

exchange, the National Park Service will

look to other federal agencies to exchange

lands elsewhere in New Mexico for the

state trust lands in the Atrisco unit.

Because landownership, priority of
acquisition, and interests in lands required

to be in public ownership to meet the

objectives of the monument legislation

have been defined in the Land Protection

Plan, it is unnecessary to cover these topics

in this management plan.

The Land Protection Plan also states that the

federal government will acquire subsurface

ownership prior to or at the same time

that surface ownership is acquired.

SUMMARY OF RELATED

PLANS AND PROJECTS

Several planning documents have been
developed by the National Park Service,
the city, Bernalillo County, the Albu-

querque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Con-

trol Authority, and private developers.

Many of these have a direct relationship to

the general management plan. The most

relevant policy-setting documents are

described below: other related plans are

described in appendix E.

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County Comprehensive

Plan (City of Albuquerque 1988) - This is

the overriding document governing plan-

ning activities within the urban area, and

this plan provides a framework for other

plans. The comprehensive plan recom-

mends that new development west of the

escarpment take the form of physically

distinct yet politically integrated com-

munities connected by highvolume traffic

corridors.

Northwest Mesa Area Plan (amended

through 1987, City of Albuquerque 1980a)

- The plan covers a 207-square-mile area

of the west mesa that includes the monu-

ment. The escarpment, volcanic cones, Rio

Puerco escarpment, and i:he Rio Grande

and Rio Puerco valleys are identified as

areas to be protected. Large-scale mixed-

use development is anticipated. This plan

called for defining geographical bound-

aries for major public open space and

developing buffer areas for development

adjacent to major open space lands. The

plan recommended considering a contin-

uous pedestrian trail system.

Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan (City of

Albuquerque 1987) - This plan establishes

concepts for developing and conserving

the volcanic escarpment and immediately

adjacent lands. Four resource areas are

established for different degrees of con-

servation: (1) escarpment face - no

development, (2) conservation area -

preserving open space, (3) impact area -

enhancement of the visual character

adjacent to the escarpment, and (4) view

area - regulating affected views from a

distance. The plan provides for
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0 establishing a design overlay zone to
address such concerns as height, lighting,
color requirements, and building on a
slope. The plan calls for the concentration
of utilities and roads to minimize damage
to the escarpment, prescribes the preserva-
tion of the petroglyphs and other archeo-
logical sites, and identifies areas to be
avoided by roads.

Planning Issues and Concerns

Land Protection Plan, Petroglyph National
Monument (National Park Service and City
of Albuquerque 1991) - The National
Park Service, the city, and the state have
prepared a land protection plan completed
in October 1991. A summary of land status
is under "Landownership" in the "Issues
Beyond the Scope of this General

Management Plan" section
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Boca Negra Canyon, visitor faci l ities

Boca Negra Canyon, developed trail

Petroglyph, Atrisco Unit
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INTRODUCTION

With the aforementioned purpose and sig-
nificance and management objectives in
mind, four different alternatives -
alternative I (the proposed action)
alternative 2, alternative 3, and alternative
4 - for development at and use of the
monument for the next 10-15 years are
presented in this document. These alter-
natives describe different visitor experi-
ences and different kinds and locations for
facilities. Alternative 4, a no-action
alternative, generally describes existing
management trends. Current visitor use
patterns would continue without devel-
oping major visitor facilities or programs.

This alternative provides the reader with a
basis for comparing the other alternatives.
The impacts of implementing each of these
alternatives are presented in the
"Environmental Consequences" section.

All alternatives have a common resource
management approach because of resource
management laws and policies that apply
to various aspects of all national park
system areas, including cultural landscape
and archeological site values, natural
resources, and various other aspects of
monument management. The following
section describes those common actions.
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ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION,
ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

From its legislative conception, Petroglyph
National Monument has been viewed as a
partnership park - a park in which both
the National Park Service and the city
Open Space Division would have a sub-
stantial day-to-day management role. The
third partner, the state, has always been
envisioned as having a role in land acqui-
sition but a limited responsibility in land
management.

It is assumed that the Open Space Division
would continue to be the lead agency
representing the city. Their organization
supports operations throughout the city's
open space network. As a unit of the
national park system the NPS would have
overall responsibility for management of
the monument. The National Park Service
would have operational responsibility for
the Atrisco unit. The city would have
operational responsibility for the Boca
Negra and Piedras Marcadas units.

Each agency would have a monument
manager. Together they would be respon-
sible for working out specific agreements
to ensure the smooth and orderly flow of
monument operations and management.
The Park Service and the Open Space
Division would continue their close
working relationship through shared
responsibilities and cross-training of staff.

The National Park Service and the city
Open Space Division would work with city
and county Land Use Planning and
Permitting Divisions to ensure the
coordination of review for developing
adjacent lands.

As previously stated , federal laws that
generally apply to units of the national

park system shall apply to the monument.
If there are differing interpretations of the
application of federal laws, the NPS
Intermountain Field Area Field Director
(the secretary of the interior's designated
representative to manage the monument)
would determine the proper interpretation
of federal law and policy.

Although the National Park Service has
staff to manage Petroglyph National
Monument, additional staff, as outlined in
the later staffing sections, would be
needed to manage and operate the monu-
ment under any of the alternatives. The
city Open Space Division would also
require additional staff and equipment to
fulfill their responsibilities for monument
management. The National Park Service
and the city would develop formal agree-
ments with American Indians and the
Atrisco heirs concerning management and
development issues.

CULTURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

Cultural resources would be managed by
implementing various policies, programs,
and strategies, including education, con-
tinuing scientific study, inventory, evalua-
tion, and consultation with American
Indian groups and Atrisco land grant
heirs.

An important concept to apply to
managing the monument is "presence."
Presence is a management approach that
demonstrates to visitors the significance of
a site through subtle actions, such as
directing and encouraging visitor compli-
ance through interpretive signs, trail
design, and low barriers, and more obvi-
ous measures, such as installing boundary
fences and identification signs, putting
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visitor contact facilities at entry points, and
stationing rangers near fragile, irreplace-

able resources. Other approaches would be
sensitive design, operation, and mainte-
nance of facilities, which would demon-
strate care and concern to the visitor.
Interpretive programs and materials, law
enforcement patrols, and regular mainte-
nance all give messages to visitors that
they should treat the area with respect.

Cultural resource management is com-
prised of several components including (1)
inventorying, evaluating, and monitoring,
(2) direct preservation, protection, mainte-
nance, and stabilization actions, (3) pro-
tecting the cultural landscape, (4) research,
(5) directing visitor use/designing and
locating facilities, (6) law enforcement, and
(7) educational and interpretive programs
(including the heritage education pro-
gram). The petroglyph research center/
function would be an integral part of
managing the cultural resources. No petro-
glyphs would be relocated or repositioned.

Cultural resources would be managed to
provide the greatest degree of protection
and preservation and to make all possible
efforts to ensure that archeological re-
sources would not be disturbed or re-
moved. Monument managers would deter-
mine the optimum combination of the
above elements and make modifications to
address ongoing and changing visitor use
patterns and resource management needs.
Protection by directing visitor use/
designing and locating facilities (5 above),
law enforcement (6 above), and educa-
tional and interpretive programs (7 above)
are also described in detail in their own
respective sections and in each alternative
because they encompass more than the
cultural resources; the other components
(1, 2, 3, and 4 above) are discussed below.

Inventorying, Evaluating, and Monitoring

To manage effectively, managers must
know what cultural resources are present
within the monument and the integrity
and significance of those resources. The
first step in preserving and protecting
cultural resources is inventory, followed by
the evaluation of resource significance.
Past and recent surveys of monument re-
sources have identified the major cultural
resources, including cultural landscapes,
petroglyphs, and other archeological sites.
Further inventories, including resource
conditions, need to be conducted to ensure
consistent coverage, techniques, and docu-
mentation. Following evaluation, any sig-
nificant resources /qualified properties
would be nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places (or previously
drafted nominations might be revised).
Consultation with traditionally associated
American Indian and Atrisco groups
would occur before nomination of ethno-
graphic resources.

A damage assessment survey is needed to
document existing damage to sites and
petroglyphs and identify areas vulnerable
to vandalism, overuse, or damage from
natural processes. This base data would be
used to assess changes in resource condi-
tion. This information, and future infor-
mation, would allow managers to further
identify potential resource threats and
respond effectively to minimize impacts of
human use and natural processes upon
resources. Some resource threats (e.g.,
vandalism to petroglyphs) are currently
known, but the extent and sources of
damage are not fully documented. The
damage assessment survey would provide
this information Other actions are
proposed in this plan to address these
threats.

Because cultural resources are nonrenew-
able resources, any degree of degradation
is considered unacceptable. However, it is
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clear that change would occur through

time and that some resource deterioration

is inevitable. The monument staff would

develop criteria for impact assessment and

define unacceptable levels of change and

key indicators of potential damage before

adverse impacts occur - in consultation

with the state historic preservation office

and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation Such indicators would trigger

remedial action by monument managers.

Direct Preservation, Protection,

Maintenance, and Stabilization Actions

Conserving Petroglyphs . Extensive

research would be required to conserve the

petroglyphs. Where petroglyphs and rock
surfaces have been vandalized by scratch-

ing, gunshots, or paint, a monitoring

program and restoration plan would be
prepared in consultation with recognized

conservators and the Pueblo Indian com-

munity. The restoration plan would ad-

dress priorities for graffiti removal and

damage treatment and techniques that

should be used. Priority considerations

would be the visibility and extent of the

vandalized surface, the proximity to other

petroglyphs and to visitor use areas, and

the likelihood that the vandalized surfaces

would encourage additional vandalism.

Two 1993 studies could serve as the initial

basis for the monitoring and preservation

plan Survey of Vandalized Sites (McIntyre

1993) and Assessment of Potential

Conservation Methods to Remove Painted

Graffiti (Dean 1993).

Archeological Sites. Additional site-

specific investigations would provide

archeological and historical data as

needed. The Pueblo community would be

consulted before development and other

monument activities and programs that

could adversely affect sites. If consultation

or site monitoring indicates damage is

occurring from human activities or natural

processes, appropriate protective measures

would be initiated promptly. The integra-

tion of natural and cultural resource

management plans (e.g., fire management,

vegetation management, and ruins stabili-

zation) would ensure consistency in the

treatment of resources.

For any ground-disturbing activities
(including new construction, regrading,

filling, reclamation, or removing

structures), care would be taken to avoid

sites and prevent damage to archeological

or ethnographic resources. At the earliest
possible stage of a proposed project

(during project scoping or no later than
development of the task directive), the

state historic preservation office and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
would be invited to participate in the

development of conceptual and/or site-

specific designs to ensure the best possible

resource avoidance and preservation

strategies.

Where impacts on resources cannot be
avoided (e.g., site location constraints,

vandalism, or erosion), appropriate
investigations, documentation, and

mitigation would be conducted to recover

scientific data and mitigate effects.

Mitigation strategies might include
collecting diagnostic artifacts, stabilizing

surface features, recovering data, and

monitoring construction activities.

Mitigating measures would be developed
in consultation with the state historic

preservation office, the Pueblo community,

Atrisco heirs, and the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation.

Resource damage from natural processes

would be mitigated by data recovery or

management actions. Erosion control or

other mitigating measures would be used

where natural processes threaten sites,

especially on the volcanoes and along the

escarpment.
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Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin . Further
study of the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin
would be done to evaluate specific stabili-
zation and management approaches. This
study would address the management of
the ruin, including different approaches to
the research and interpretive potential of
the site. Inventory and analysis of surface
materials would be especially important to
prevent further loss of information
through unauthorized collection or inad-
vertent soil disturbance. The Pueblo
community would be full participants in
this study, which would be conducted in
compliance with federal and state laws
and policies. Only noninvasive techniques
would be used to conduct archeological
research and obtain information about the
ruin until the completion of such a plan.
The site would be completely fenced and
routinely patrolled. The visually intrusive
nonhistoric ranger residence would be
removed when adequate protection is
ensured.

Although excavation could be considered
in the future, it would be preceded by the
completion of a ruins management plan
and concurrence from the Pueblo com-
munity, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, and the state historic preser-
vation office. Further investigations and
interpretive programs would be consistent
with the ruins management plan.

Excavation is not recommended at this
time because ( 1) of strong concerns by the
Pueblo community, (2) further studies
need to be done, (3) it is contrary to NPS
policy (see 1988 NPS Management Policies
(V:1-2), (4) an excavated pueblo is already
available for public viewing and interpre-
tation in the Albuquerque area, (5 ) there is
potential that burial sites would be dis-
turbed , and (6) the purpose of national
parks and monuments is to preserve
resources, and opening the site would
disturb and destroy materials and infor-
mation and expose vulnerable features and

Actions Common to All Alternatives

artifacts to weathering and degradation
(see appendix F for further explanation).

Museum Objects. Museum objects and
natural and cultural resource collections,
study collections, archeological materials,
records of petroglyphs and sites, and other
archival materials are included among the
other monument resources to be preserved
and protected. A scope of collections state-
ment would be prepared to define the pur-
pose, extent, and uses of monument collec-
tions and to provide a consistent approach
among the partners to manage archeologi-
cal artifacts, museum objects, records of
petroglyphs, and natural resources speci-
mens. A collections storage plan would be
developed and could be part of or ac-
company a future collections management
plan to identify acceptable options for
management and care of these resources.

Monument managers would establish a
prompt and effective notification system to
contact and consult with concerned Ameri-
can Indian groups should burials associ-
ated with these groups be found (as is
consistent with NPS Management Policies
5:13 and as required by the Native Ameri-
can Graves and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) and its implementing regula-
tions [43 CFR 10]). A NAGPRA imple-
mentation plan, which would include
strategies to ensure discussions with
Pueblo Indians regarding archeological
investigations and inadvertent discoveries,
would be developed. Monument managers
would deal with discoveries of sensitive
resources on a case-by-case basis, with an
informed awareness of tribal concerns and
following procedures outlined in NPS 28
Cultural Resource Management Guideline and
the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act. For a discussion of
ongoing consultation with American
Indian and other culturally affiliated
groups, see later "American Religious
Freedom Act and Traditional Uses"
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sections under "Actions Common to All

Alternatives" and the "Consultation and

Coordination" section.

Ethnographic Resources . To prevent harm

to traditional and cultural use sites or

intrusion upon traditional and cultural
practices, the monument staff would work
with Pueblo peoples to provide privacy for
observing traditional and cultural activi-

ties. This could be accomplished by
restricting visitor activities in selected

portions of the monument or temporarily
closing an area/areas. Monument
managers would honor the wishes of
American Indians regarding traditional
and cultural activities, consistent with the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act.

Monument managers would ensure that
proper care and respect are given to any
traditional and cultural sites, objects, and
burials, and that consultation with
concerned local Pueblo Indians would
precede archeological investigations. The
identification of significant cultural
resources would be followed by protective
measures.

Monument staff would protect information
provided by Pueblo people and Atrisco
heirs and keep such information in confi-

dence. Information would be shared with
the public only with permission (NPS
Management Policies 5:13).

Fencing. Fencing and identifying the
monument boundary would help protect
resources from vandalism or misuse. All
public lands in the monument would be

fenced with an unobtrusive, high tensile,

smooth wire fence. This fence is already in

use in numerous areas of the monument to
identify the monument boundary and

prevent motorized vehicle access (see

Interim Fencing Plan for Petroglyph National

Monument [City of Albuquerque Open

Space Division and National Park Service

1991]). As needed, more restrictive fencing

and other protection measures would be

used to protect critical cultural resources
and prevent unauthorized access.

Protecting the Cultural Landscape

Within the boundaries of the monument
there are several distinct cultural land-
scapes that represent significant changes in
both land use and management over the

last several thousand years. A preliminary
study of these resources identified several
landscapes with potential significance for
the National Register of Historic Places.

Components of the cultural landscape
include views and vistas, natural features
such as the volcanoes, special features
including the petroglyphs, stone sheep
corrals and holding pens, archeological
sites, and vegetation patterns. All are
cultural resources and would continue to
be protected from disrespectful use and
degradation and treated in a manner that
shows respect for American Indian beliefs
and previous uses of the land. More de-
tailed information about the monument's
cultural landscapes is in appendix G and
the Petroglyph National Monument Cultural
Landscape Overview (National Park Service
1994a). Several recommended studies relat-
ing to the cultural landscape are listed in

appendix H.

Adverse impacts on the cultural landscape
would be minimized by proper siting and
design of new facilities to avoid intrusion
on the landscape, disturbance of archeo-
logical resources, or adverse effects on
ethnographic values. Reclamation pro-
grams would be coordinated with cultural

landscape management to ensure the

protection of character-defirung landscape
features.

Research

Petroglyph Research Center. Research
would be an important par]: of the cultural
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resources management program at the
monument. In the establishing legislation,
Congress made provisions for research
relating to the petroglyphs.

agreements with (1) other agencies on

public lands, (2) willing landowners, and

(3) entities who own other lands.

•

To provide for research relating to Rio

Grande style rock art, undertake

comprehensive evaluations of petro-

glyphs, . . . prepare interpretive pro-

grams that are sensitive to the concerns

of the Indian and Hispanic peoples,

and relate monument resources to
other styles and forms of rock art, .. .

the National Park Service ... in

cooperation with the University of

New Mexico, other educational insti-
tutions, foundations, Indian tribes, and

private entities shall establish a Rock

Art Research Center.

This petroglyph research center would
function as a focal point for the systematic

and scholarly collection, analysis, study of
conservation techniques, and dissemina-

tion of information relating to Rio Grande

style petroglyphs and other petroglyph

and pictograph forms within the region.

The center would provide leadership,
direction, and assistance for a broad
interdisciplinary program of research,
including ethnographic studies, petroglyph

dating and comparative studies of petro-

glyph forms and styles, protection, re-
source management, conservation tech-

niques, interpretive and educational

approaches, and the integration of petro-

glyph research with other archeological
research, sites, and cultural landscapes.

Center research, archives, and library

materials would primarily be directed

toward monument petroglyphs and arche-

ological sites and petroglyphs managed by

other units of the national park system
within the region. The National Park

Service is also authorized to undertake

research and assist in managing, protec-

ting, and interpreting Rio Grande style

petroglyph sites through cooperative

Research done at the center would include

(1) a list and map of various locations of

Rio Grande style petroglyphs, (2) the
ownership of the petroglyph sites and the
condition of the resources, and (3) the
protection options and types of technical

assistance needed for the protection and

care of these resources. The Park Service is

also authorized to expend appropriated
funds for research, site protection, and
interpretive programs for sites not within

the monument.

Center research data and information

would be integrated into monument
resource management and interpretive and

educational programs and materials. The
center would develop cooperative agree-

ments with the University of New Mexico
and other universities to encourage and
stimulate interdisciplinary petroglyph-
related research. The center would
function as a clearinghouse for petroglyph
related information that has been collected
in the past as well as facilitate the com-
munication of ongoing, state-of-the art
research and journal publications.

The center would also house a research
library of relevant books, periodical
articles, papers, and reports as well as
archival storage for slides and records of

petroglyph sites. Research center archives
and library materials would focus on
monument-related resources, techniques,
and methods; however, selected materials

on similar sites throughout the world
would also be included.

American Indian and Atrisco land grant
heirs' involvement in the center would be
essential not only to the ethnographic

component of petroglyph research but also

in developing information to be used in
producing educational and interpretive
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materials . Some information collected
through research may be sensitive to
Pueblo peoples, and this information
would not be shared with other
researchers or the public.

The center staff would develop a research

plan with priorities, costs, and strategy for

accomplishing and using this plan to seek

funding. This plan would allow for

unexpected research projects. The follow-

ing are examples of research projects that

the center could facilitate and support:

• gathering more data on Rio Grande

style - e.g., consensus on what

constitutes the style, its geographic
extent (regardless of land status),

quantitative data, and ethnographic
and archeological perspectives

• gathering more information on the
non-Pueblo IV period monument petro-

glyphs
• dating the petroglyphs
• analyzing the connection between the

archeological record and modern

Pueblo peoples (ethnographic and

ethnohistoric research)
• investigating, evaluating, and docu-

menting site-specific protection, preser-
vation, and management methods

• systems of reporting damage to
petroglyphs

• integrating principles developed in
other fields of conservation into
petroglyph research and conservation

• proper documentation and life of

archival materials (photos, videotapes,

etc.)
• petroglyph recording techniques and

approaches
• developing software and database and

networking techniques that are
applicable to petroglyphs

• developing and testing established and

new conservation techniques, including

techniques for removing or disguising

the effects of vandalism

The center would take an active role in

• communicating and coordinating with

site managers, researchers, educators,

and American Indians

• researching current visitor patterns and
alternative visitor management
techniques

• developing and testing site and

resource damage monitoring programs

• having American Indian authorities

comment on the significance of the

petroglyphs - and how to use or not

use this information appropriately

• developing and using monitoring

systems to detect unauthorized access

• establishing outreach to existing
organizations (such as the American

Rock Art Research Association and the

American Institute for Conservation of

Artistic Historic Works)

• establishing a private cooperating

association for additional funding to

support research mission, public

education and involvement, and
publication

• developing and evaluating educational
materials, programs, and curricula for a
variety of levels and target audiences

Research center staff would provide sup-

port for and coordinate and facilitate

independent research being carried out by

others.

Generally, visitors would riot be directed

to the research center; information about

on-going research would be provided in

the visitor center or through interpretive

programs/ materials. Researchers would

give occasional talks to demonstrate active

areas of research

Other Research, Studies, and Plans.
Other independent research projects would

be guided through research design, which
reflects monument management needs.

Research would be coordinated with the
petroglyph research center. Wherever
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possible, future cultural and natural
resource inventories and research efforts
would take advantage of a broad range of
professional disciplines and to clarify the
associations between natural and cultural
resources in the cultural landscape. Vari-
ous plans and studies would be imple-
mented to guide the study, treatment,
interpretation, use, preservation, and man-
agement of the monument's cultural re-
sources. These are itemized in appendix H.

DIRECTING VISITOR USE /
DESIGNING AND LOCATING
FACILITIES

Visitors would be directed to sites and
areas that can best accommodate use and
would be discouraged or prohibited from
areas where use would adversely impact
or destroy sensitive natural or cultural
resources. For more information, see
discussions of interpretive and educational
programs and law enforcement in later
sections and throughout the management
plan.

New facilities would be designed and sited
to minimize direct impacts on petroglyphs
and other potentially significant cultural
and natural resources. It is especially
important to avoid intrusion on the
unobstructed views of the Sandia
Mountains and the Rio Grande Valley.

Activities in petroglyph concentration
areas would be focused on opportunities
for visitors to see the petroglyphs in their
context and within the cultural landscape.
Only the development necessary to proper-
ly guide visitors and protect resources
would be allowed. Picnic tables, restrooms,
trash receptacles, etc., would be kept away
from petroglyphs. Such separation of activ-
ity areas from petroglyph areas would
focus visitors on the images and their con-
text, which would help increase apprecia-
tion and respect for these resources.
Horseback riding, bicycling, and dog

Actions Common to All Alternatives

walking would be prohibited from
petroglyph concentration areas.

Sensitive design of new visitor facilities in
petroglyph viewing areas would be of vital
importance to prevent adverse impacts.
Archeological survey data would be used
to site new facilities away from significant
resources and avoid adverse impacts.
Wherever possible, parking areas would be
screened or physically separated from
petroglyph viewing areas to diminish
noise, exhaust fumes, and visual intru-
sions. Care would be taken to prevent
visual and physical separation of petro-
glyphs from associated sites and landscape
context.

Visitors would be required to stay on
designated and improved trails. Off-trail
climbing or hiking on the escarpment
would not be permitted to prevent re-
source damage. Trails, perhaps with
widened sections, and viewing areas
would be designed to allow visitors to
clearly see the petroglyphs while staying
an appropriate distance away from the
petroglyphs to prevent touching. Low
subtle barriers or walls would be used in
areas of visitor use; more obvious barriers
or walls would be used in areas with more
visitor use. Because trails might disturb
relationships between petroglyph panels,
to the greatest extent possible trails would
not be designed between or through petro-
glyph concentrations.

Access from neighborhoods to the monu-
ment would be allowed only at designated
points along the escarpment to protect
monument resources. Dogs on leashes
would be allowed only in designated
areas.

In Albuquerque and most of the South-
west, flash floods are common occurrences.
Visitors would be warned to stay out of all
arroyos and drainage ditches in the
monument.
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Guided tours would be one method for

visitors to gain appreciation for the

petroglyphs while ensuring protection.

Other approaches to be implemented
would be to

• station a ranger near petroglyph con-
centrations to provide interpretation
and protection

• use interpretive and resource pro-

tection messages on wayside exhibits

(outside panels), trail brochures, and

other interpretive media to support
protection efforts

• issue permits to provide opportunities
for solitude, communicate the impor-

tance of staying on designated trails,
have a record of visitors using portions
of the monument, and if necessary,
control visitor numbers

Facility design would reflect cultural and
natural values of the monument and have

a common theme (see appendix I) that
would be repeated in all developed areas

to link the overall visual image of the
monument. Monument facilities (roads,
trails, and other facilities), would be
designed to direct the visitor's attention

toward the monument's landscape, re-
sources, and deeply rooted cultural

heritage and away from the intrusive

urban development encroaching upon the

area. The goal is to encourage this
attention with design consistency and
visual quality that communicate a sense of

place, including a reflection of natural

landscape patterns in developed areas and

minimal disturbance to ecological and

cultural resources during design, con-

struction, and maintenance.

Facility development would incorporate

energy conservation measures such as
timers and sensors for lighting, high

efficiency insulation, passive solar heating,

fresh air ventilation, using locally available
materials, and maximum use of daylight.

New designs should also be functional and

include opportunities for flexible future
use of facilities.

The development of designated trails in
petroglyph viewing areas, across the
escarpment, and on the mesa top would
reduce impacts of multiple informal, social,
trails by directing visitors on designated
routes. Sites adjacent to trails would be
protected by requiring visitors to stay on
designated trails.

Wherever possible, new roads and trails

would follow existing routes to preserve

the cultural landscape and prevent new
disturbance of archeological and natural

resources. While preventing damage to
archeological and natural resources, most
existing informal trails and parking would

be reclaimed; others would be improved
for visitor use.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Law enforcement would be used to ensure
compliance with monument regulations.
Rangers would actively patrol the monu-

ment, with special attention to petroglyph

and archeological sites. Ranger presence
would deter visitors from violating regu-
lations and serve as an indicator that the

regulations are being enforced. Unobtru-
sive law enforcement techniques, such as

electronic sensors, could be used to sup-
plement ranger patrols or to indicate when

people are off trails in remote areas. For

electronic devices to be effective, rangers
must be available to respond. (Recom-

mended staffing levels under each of the

alternatives (except no action) are adequate

to carry out these functions.) Law
enforcement staff would be trained to be

sensitive to Pueblo cultural and traditional

activities. The monument staff would

actively involve adjacent neighborhoods in

a neighborhood watch program to help

protect monument resources.
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Actions Common to All Alternatives

Monument rangers (NPS and city) would
enforce city, state, and federal laws within
the monument. The Park Service would
pursue concurrent jurisdiction for non-
federally owned portions of the monument
for law enforcement purposes by federal
officers. The city law enforcement rangers
have the authority to enforce federal law
on city-owned lands within the
monument.

AMERICAN INDIAN RELATIONSHIPS,
AMERICAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM ACT, AND TRADITIONAL
USES

All public lands within the monument
would be managed to comply with the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act
and related NPS policies. In carrying out
this mandate, all monument programs
would reflect informed awareness, sensi-
tivity, and serious concern for the tradi-
tions and cultural values of American
Indians who have ancestral ties to the
monument. This policy includes

• developing means for reasonable access
to sites with traditional, ceremonial, or
cultural significance (which may
include temporary closure of some
portions of the monument to prevent
interference by non-Indians with such
ceremonies)

• involving American Indians in the
decision-making process where their
traditions and cultural values would be
affected by monument programs

• providing technical assistance
• participating in cooperative activities or

programs related to American Indian
history, cultural traditions, or cultural
resources

• training monument staff to be aware
that the monument lands are signifi-
cant to American Indians, that most of
their traditional and cultural practices

are private, and that the American
Indians have rights and needs

• providing opportunities and adequate
time for American Indian groups to
comment on development and visitor
use plans that affect them

The Park Service would involve American
Indians in current and future interpretive
programs. This involvement could range
from developing the programs to review-
ing materials to presenting programs. The
proximity of the monument to the Albu-
querque metropolitan area has the poten-
tial for developing innovative programs
that would reach a large, year-round
audience.

Throughout and after the planning for this
management plan, the Park Service and
city representatives would continue to con-
sult with American Indian groups regard-
ing visitor use, archeological research, in-
terpretive programs, and resource manage-
ment for the monument. Formally, this
consultation would be through the Ameri-
can Indian Consultation Committee, which
is comprised of representatives from the
All Indian Pueblo Council Inc., Five
Sandoval County Pueblos Inc., Sandia
Pueblo, Santa Ana Pueblo, and Zia Pueblo.
Consultation with the Pueblo community
would help avoid impacts on traditional
and cultural sites, provide for continuance
of traditional and cultural activities, and
help develop culturally sensitive
interpretive programs.

Consultation is especially critical to reach
mutually acceptable solutions to questions
of resource preservation, interpretive
programs, visitor use, and archeological
research. All possible measures would be
taken to resolve differences in a manner
that respects the cultural and ethnographic
context of sites.

Monument staff would protect information
provided by Pueblo people and Atrisco
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heirs and keep such information in confi-
dence. Information would be shared with
the public only with permission (NPS
Management Policies V:13).

Traditional uses by Pueblo Indian groups

with long-standing cultural ties to the

monument might include a wide range of

activities, such as gathering special herbs

for healing or prayers at a special place.

Such activities, rooted in the history of
Indian communities, have been passed

down from their ancestors and are impor-

tant in maintaining the continuity of that

community's traditional beliefs and
practices. The continuation of the current

levels of traditional use poses no threats to
resources. Future requests for additional
traditional uses within the monument
would be decided in consultation among

concerned groups and monument mana-
gers to ensure that there is no resource

damage or use conflicts.

Monument managers would work with
Pueblo groups to minimize interference

with traditional uses, consistent with the

American Indian Religious Freedom Act.
Opportunities would be provided for

American Indian groups to comment on

development and visitor use plans in a
manner that allows for the American
Indian community to consider the

proposals.

ATRISCO LAND GRANT HEIRS

The Park Service would continue to work

and consult with the Atrisco land grant

heirs to determine and document the

nature and extent of any such traditional

uses and how to maintain opportunities

for such uses to continue. Consultation

with Atrisco land grant heirs would help

avoid impacts on potential traditional use

sites, provide for the continuance of po-

tential traditional activities, and help

develop culturally sensitive interpretive
programs.

Throughout the discussion of the Atrisco

heirs, the National Park Service is the
responsible monument manager because

the resources of interest to the heirs is

entirely within the Atrisco unit (within the

former Atrisco land grant).

The National Park Service would develop

and execute cooperative agreements to
ensure that the Atrisco heirs have the
benefit of use and access to the monument.

The National Park Service would protect

traditional resources to the extent practi-

cable. The location of sites would not be

disclosed to the public.

The National Park Service would consult

with the Atrisco heirs regarding planning,

management, and operational decisions
that affect materials and places or other

ethnographic resources with which they

are historically associated. Information

about the outcome of these consultations

would be available to those consulted.

NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Natural resources would. be managed to

understand natural processes and
human induced effects.; mitigate the
potential and realized effects; monitor
for ongoing and future trends; protect
existing natural organisms, species,
populations, communities, systems and
processes; and interpret these orga-
nisms, systems, and processes to the
park visitor. Monument lands would
be managed to preserve and enhance
biodiversity.

Natural Resources Management Guidelines
(NPS 77, 1991 chap. 1, pg. 2)

Natural resource management programs

and techniques would include (1) inven-

tory and research (2) mitigation, (3)
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monitoring, (4) protection (5) interpretation
and education, (6) administration, and (7)
appropriate design of trails and facilities.

Inventory and research would be aimed at
collecting baseline natural resource data
for the entire monument, following up and
concluding research activities that were
begun before the designation of the monu-
ment, and identifying new research needs
for natural resources. As part of the plan-
ning process for this management plan,
natural resource data has been collected
and consultation was conducted with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the New
Mexico Department of Game and Fish, and
the New Mexico Natural Heritage Pro-
gram. A federal and state endangered and
threatened plant survey was conducted in
areas proposed for visitor activity and
development. A soils map, habitat map,
and general vegetation map were also
prepared. However, more baseline data on
resources such as soils, flora, fauna,
hydrology, biodiversity, natural resource
processes, and air quality are needed.

An inventory of the status of all natural
resources would provide a baseline against
which changes could be measured and
assessed and appropriate management
actions could be taken to preserve and
enhance biodiversity. Limited and
incomplete data could make management
decisions speculative and could result in
mismanagement, including the degrada-
tion or destruction of resources. Limited
and incomplete data would also make it
difficult to provide comment on actions
occurring outside the monument boundary
and their potential impact on monument
resources. A Resource Management Plan
(draft, National Park Service 1994b) has
been prepared by monument staff to
address critical resource needs and the
priority by which this information would
be gathered and analyzed.

Actions Common to All Alternatives

Mitigation measures would maintain exist-
ing natural processes or system com-
ponents that might be threatened by
human activities from within or outside
the monument. Mitigation is also the con-
version of a resource, altered by human
activity, to a more functional or natural
state. Mitigation includes preservation and
reclamation activities.

Reclamation is the practice of returning
disturbed sites to conditions and processes
representing the undisturbed ecological
zone in which the disturbance lies. The
term reclamation is used to mean actions
that reestablish a high level of functioning
ecosystem processes such that the new
ecosystem is self-sustaining with a
minimum of human involvement. NPS
goals for reclaiming disturbed land are to
accelerate the natural processes of
succession and direct them toward self-
perpetuating native plant communities
with reasonably high species diversity.

Typical reclamation activities include: (1)
removing structures or other improve-
ments; (2) reshaping abandoned roads,
social trails, mine-related highwalls and
waste rock piles, and other human-caused
disturbances for erosion control, slope
stability, and establishment of contours
that blend the site with surrounding lands;
(3) reestablishing hydrological systems and
functions to conform with surrounding
processes; (4) replacing, salvaging or
decompacting topsoils; and (5) revegeta-
ting the site to an appropriate successional
stage. Not all of the potential reclamation
steps necessarily occur at each disturbed
site; appropriate measures would be
evaluated for each site-specific condition.

Monument lands are dominated by gras-
ses, sagebrush, and desert scrub, which
contribute to the overall natural character
of the monument as well as its cultural
landscape setting. It is important to
preserve the natural vegetation of the
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monument lands in future development

and reclamation efforts. The goal would be

to reclaim disturbed areas - those already

disturbed or those disturbed by future

construction - to a plant cover that is

consistent with surrounding natural

vegetation. Using native plant materials

commonly found in the monument would

be emphasized, and plants would be

acquired either within the monument or

commercially.

A successful native plant revegetation

program depends on adequate information

and testing for the appropriate mix of
conditions relative to plant species, soils,

climate, and degree of disturbance. A
testing program should be developed to
identify appropriate species, type of plant

material (such as commercial seed mixes,

collected seeds, sprigs, container grown,

etc.), quantity, and level of manipulation

for topsoil, soil ripping, mulching, and

fertilizing. The results of the test plots
would guide future decisions for revege-

tation in the monument.

The mesa top has many roads that have

resulted from past ranching activities and

recreational vehicle use. Many of these

roads and trails have created erosion and

stormwater runoff issues on the mesa top.

Except for those roads and trails required

for public use, most of these would be

closed and reclaimed to prevent additional

erosion and degradation of plant and
animal habitat. Many trails and some

roads that have developed in the canyons

would require reclamation and
revegetation.

Existing dirt roads that are used to main-

tain existing transmission and distribution

facilities would remain in their existing

condition to ensure the continued

operation and maintenance of the

transmission and distribution facilities.

An example of an area in need of reclama-

tion is Ladera Wash, which is an area in

the monument that has been subject to

grazing activity. This area would be
reclaimed using native, drought-tolerant

species. Research would be conducted to
determine if it is necessary to also restrict

revegetation to the use of indigenous local

species. The amount of area reclaimed

varies with each of the alternatives.

Reclamation projects would be coordinated

with the cultural landscape overview to

ensure that significant landscape features

are protected.

Monitoring, as defined by NPS 77 "is the

systematic collection and analysis of re-
source data at regular intervals, in perpe-

tuity, to predict or detect natural and
human induced changes and to provide
the basis for appropriate management
response" (pg. 1:3). The collection of base-

line inventory information combined with

the initiation of a long-term monitoring

program would alert management to
changes in natural resource conditions that
signal the need for a management action.

Natural resources would be monitored and

managed throughout the monument (as

directed by NPS 75, Guidelines for Natural
Resource Inventory and Monitoring), particu-

larly in visitor use areas, to prevent
adverse impacts.

A comprehensive monitoring program

would be established for all trails in the

monument. Monitoring would include
identifying evidence of social trails (which
might indicate too much use on trails),

trampled vegetation adjacent to trails, and

exotic species habitat. If resource degra-

dation were detected, management actions

such as more active patrols, limiting the

number of permits, and/or closure of trails

and areas would ensure the protection of

natural resources.

Protection is the prevention of overuse,
vandalism, or destruction of natural
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resources by human causes and the en-
forcement of laws and regulations affecting
natural resource management (NPS 77,
3:1). Rangers would actively patrol all
visitor use areas, including the mesa top,
to ensure that, regardless of their activities,
all visitors would stay on established trails
to avoid damaging natural resources. The
use of a permit system to protect natural
and cultural resources is discussed under
each of the alternatives.

Education and interpretation would be
used to explain the significance and value
of the natural resources found in the
monument, their relationship to the petro-
glyphs, their role in maintaining a healthy
ecosystem on the west mesa, the existence
of Chihuahuan desert species that are nor-
mally found much further south, and the
habitat zones that are present within the
monument.

Appropriate trail and facility location,
design, and development would ensure
minimal adverse impacts on natural re-
sources, including arroyos, floodplains,
plants and wildlife and their habitats, and
biodiversity.

These and other needed plans and studies
related to the monument's natural re-
sources that would be needed are listed in
appendix H.

INTERPRETATION AND
THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Interpretation is an educational activity
that is designed to stimulate curiosity,
convey messages to the visiting public,
and help the public understand, enjoy,
appreciate, and protect the resources. The
orientation aspect of interpretation is
telling visitors where the visitor center is,
what there is to see, how to get there, and
where the restrooms are. But more
important is determining what visitors

should learn about the monument - the
interpretive themes - and how they
would best learn that information -
through media such as an audiovisual
program, a wayside exhibit (an outside
interpretive panel), a self-guiding
brochure, a guided tour, or some other
means. When determined, this is called the
interpretive program for the monument.

Different approaches, media, and messages
are needed for different groups and visi-
tors. The media or methods are deter-
mined by analyzing likely audiences,
considering what media work the best for
each particular theme or message, and
determining what kinds of developments
would fit into the landscape and patterns
of use. The details of interpretation - for
example where the exhibits would be,
what they would say, what the movie
would describe, and what media should be
used - would be in a future monument
interpretive plan.

Educational programs, including both text
and graphics, would also be developed for
the Internet so that the public can learn
about the park resources in nonconsump-
tive ways. Both traditional use areas and
inaccessible areas of the monument offer
learning experiences through this
technology.

Interpretation is also an important means
of protecting resources. The more visitors
know about how special the resources are,
the more inclined they are to respect and
take care of those resources. Interpretive
messages at the monument would convey
this message.

Orientation

Under all alternatives, monument visitors
would be directed to the visitor center or
visitor contact facility to get basic orienta-
tion, interpretation, safety, and resource
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protection information before seeing the
petroglyphs.

At the visitor center, visitors could learn

about monument resources, activities, and

policies as well as related area attractions,

such as the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,

Coronado State Monument, the Albuquer-

que Museum, the New Mexico Museum of

Natural History, the Rio Grande Nature

Center, city open space, parks and trails,

nearby pueblos, and other national parks,

monuments, and forests. Special emphasis

would be given to areas that would

complement the interpretive story of the

monument. Orientation to services such as

food, lodging, and other recreation oppor-

tunities would also be available in the

visitor center, as would basic trip-planning

assistance.

Visitor Experience

Under all alternatives, visitors would have
diverse opportunities to see the petro-
glyphs and other monument resources.
The range of opportunities would include

short, flat, hard-surfaced (wheelchair

accessible) trails to longer, more

"primitive" trails

guided programs to self-guided
experiences

frequent, intensive onsite interpretation
to no onsite interpretation

well-publicized opportunities to personal
discoveries

short programs to extended /intensive
seminars and workshops

unrestricted access to permits and

previsit education

Visitors could only see the petroglyphs by

pedestrian trails, and not all petroglyphs

would be accessible to the public. Horses,

bicycles, and dogs would not be allowed

near petroglyph viewing areas in the

canyons below the escarpment (except in

escarpment trail crossing areas) because

they could impair the experiences of other

visitors, degrade the quality of the

contextual landscape, and adversely affect

traditional and cultural areas. However,

these activities could be allowed in

designated parts of the monument where

there is adequate space, where there are no

petroglyphs, and where potential for

damage to significant archeological sites is

low. Visitors would be instructed to stay

on designated trails, but they would have

opportunities to hike by themselves on

designated trails in various portions of the

monument. Activities not directly related

to petroglyph viewing may be linked to

increased vandalism, as indicated by

experience in other petroglyph areas in the

Southwest. Monument trails and parking

areas would generally be closed to use

after dark.

Monument managers, through consultation

with the Pueblo community, might restrict

access to selected areas. Possible criteria

include traditional and cultural importance

and resource protection. Access might be

restricted by not disseminating information

and avoiding trail access.

Interpretation

A major component of the interpretive

message would be to convey present-day

American Indians' connection to the petro-

glyphs and the landscape to visitors. This

message would include information that

has been developed with the American

Indian community about past and present

cultures to give visitor; enough informa-
tion and experience to appreciate and

respect the monument resources.
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Monument staff would also work closely
with the Atrisco land grant heirs to
develop interpretive messages that explain
the historical changes in the use of the
land and the lives of the people and
communities that have evolved in the
greater Albuquerque area. Activities,
media, and facilities would encourage
respect for Pueblo traditions and culture,
including respect for solitude.

Important messages, including primary
interpretive themes (described below) and
resource protection concerns, would be
repeated/reinforced in several ways and at
several points during a visit. Various com-
munication techniques would encourage
maximum visitor cooperation in resource
protection. Visitors would be told to stay
on the designated trails, how petroglyphs
and other resources can be inadvertently
damaged, and the reasons for trails and
barriers.

Many possible explanations for the
petroglyphs could be given and would
focus visitors on the significance of the
petroglyphs rather than knowing exactly
what the image means. These different
perspectives would be presented as
complementary and parallel rather than
competing or mutually exclusive. Interpre-
tation would not focus on individual
petroglyphs but rather on the broader
context and cultural landscape.

Monument managers, as allowed by ap-
plicable hiring regulations, would attempt
to hire interpreters with Puebloan, Atrisco
land grant heir, ethnographic, anthropo-
logical, and/or archeological backgrounds
to provide these diverse perspectives.
However, extensive consultation with the
Pueblo Indian community and the land
grant heirs would be required to
determine what is and is not appropriate
to share regarding the discussion of
traditional and cultural information by
interpretive media and personnel.

Monument staff would protect information
provided by Pueblo people and Atrisco
heirs and keep such information in confi-
dence. Information would be shared with
the public only with permission (NPS
Management Policies V:13). Active involv-
ement of Pueblo and Atrisco land grant
heir groups would be maintained to
ensure quality interpretive programs and
media. Efforts would be made to develop
programs and staffing to facilitate tours
led by Pueblo and Atrisco people.

Personal services (storytellers, interpretive
talks, and informal contacts) and audio-
visual media (videos, slide shows, and
audio recordings) would be used to con-
vey complex and culturally sensitive
monument themes.

Many topics could be effectively inter-
preted inside the visitor center, including
area geography, Pueblo culture, the history
of Hispanic settlement, stories from Pueblo
and Hispanic traditions, and comparing
Pueblo structures and petroglyphs with
other pueblos, tribes, and time periods as
appropriate. If appropriate, archeological
items might be displayed in exhibits.
Visitor center information could include
Puebloan, Hispanic, and anthropological
perspectives on monument resources.

Outdoor wayside exhibits at trailheads
would guide activities, introduce impor-
tant information, and interpret views and
resources ahead on the trail. Waysides
would be located near petroglyphs only in
highly developed areas and only with
sensitive placement and design Wayside
exhibits could provide effective interpre-
tation of landscapes and contexts.

Every reasonable effort would be made to
make the facilities, programs, and services
of the monument accessible to all people,
including those with disabilities. This
policy is based on the commitment to
provide access to the widest cross section
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of the public and to ensure compliance

with the intent of the Architectural Barriers

Act (42 USC 4151 et seq) and the Rehabili-

tation Act (29 USC 701 et seq.).

Outreach programs would provide educa-

tional and protection information to

schools, adjacent neighborhoods, and other

community and public interest organiza-

tions. Programs would be developed, with

cooperation from Pueblo and community

groups, to involve adjacent neighborhoods

in protecting the monument. Interpretive

displays at parks, public libraries, schools,

museums, and other areas where the
public might gather would be designed to

raise public awareness and communicate a

message of respect and preservation

Monument managers would explore op-
portunities to enter into cooperative agree-

ments or contracts with Pueblo groups and

nonprofit entities for interpretive services

and assistance. Such agreements might

include the development and operation of
interpretive facilities and programs on

lands and interests in lands outside the
monument boundaries.

Primary Interpretive Themes

The primary interpretive themes for the

monument were developed based on the
purposes and significance of the monu-

ment and its resources. The primary inter-

pretive themes do not include everything

that could or should be interpreted in the

monument, but they should include those

ideas that are crucial to the visitors' under-
standing of the monument's importance

and significance. Within those guidelines,

the following four primary interpretive

themes were developed for the monument.

These primary interpretive themes would

be conveyed under any of the alternatives

described later in this document.

A variety of interpretive techniques would

be used to present these themes. Tech-

niques would vary from area to area but

overall would include direct contact with

monument ranger-interpreters, an audio-

visual presentation, exhibits, outdoor

panels, and publications that explain

natural and cultural features found in the

monument. The difference between the

alternatives would be in the extent, place,

and. method that the themes are conveyed.

• Petroglyphs (images inscribed in rock)

and pictographs (images painted on

rocks) and their contexts are expres-

sions of peoples from prehistoric and

historic times. They are rare and

irreplaceable symbols that continue to

be important in people's lives. Most of

the petroglyphs found at the

monument date from A.D. 1300 to A.D.

1600; however, early Puebloan and
historic images are also found.
Petroglyphs can be appreciated from

traditional, cultural, and aesthetic

perspectives.

• Human settlement of the Rio Grande

valley dates back at least 10,000 years.

Monument resources reflect this con-

tinuum of history and human adapta-

tions to the largely arid but biologically

diverse environment as well as settle-

ment and transportation patterns, tech-

nologies, subsistence, and traditional

and cultural life.

• The petroglyphs were made by - and

have special significance to -

American Indians and Hispanic

settlers . The petroglyphs and their

settings have special meaning and

importance to American Indians,

especially the descendants of earlier

inhabitants. Many of the monument's

historic petroglyphs and structures

(such as stone corrals) reflect Hispanic

settlement and land use.
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Actions Common to All Alternatives

• Petroglyphs and other archeological
remains are irreplaceable and fragile
resources. Visitors can cooperate in
their preservation by not touching or
defacing images, leaving artifacts in
place, and respecting the rights of
other visitors.

Heritage Education Program

•

0

Heritage education programs are a top
priority for the monument. Educational
programs are an excellent way to reach out
to audiences who have had little previous
access to monument resources, programs,
and values. The monument is within the
Albuquerque city limits, and more than
89,000 students (54% are minorities) attend
the public schools. There is a strong tradi-
tion of educational programs at the Boca
Negra Canyon unit, which has been con-
ducted by the city Open Space Division; in
the last three years NPS interpreters have
shared in the interpretation Teachers and
school administrators show strong interest
in these programs, and there is consider-
able interest in expanding educational
partnerships.

The monument's resources and interpretive
themes correspond both to school curricula
and to contemporary issues affecting
neighboring populations. The educational
program would allow the opportunity to
further the goals and mission of the
National Park Service and Petroglyph
National Monument management policies
(see appendix B) as well as to serve the
needs of students and other citizens.

Effective educational programs would
require some investment in facilities,
interpretive media, and personnel. Out-
reach programs would be an important
part of the educational effort, but they
would not be a replacement for a site visit;
there is no substitute for direct experience
with monument resources. The most effec-

tive programs would have both indoor
and outdoor components; many intro-
ductory and preparatory activities and
interpretive media programs would not
work on trails and would require indoor
space. For these reasons, all alternatives
call for a heritage education facility or
function. Monument staff would explore
partnerships with industry and local
educational institutions to fund and
cooperate in implementing these programs.

Circulation

Possible Shuttle System. To provide
direct and efficient access to the monu-
ment, a shuttle bus system would be
considered for connecting the visitor
center, in whatever location, with other
facilities/ areas of interest to visitors. Such
a system would be evaluated and, if
feasible, implemented as visitor use and
demand increases. The visitor center area
could be used as a central parking and
staging area where visitors could get on
the shuttle buses. Options that use the
regional transit system would also be
evaluated in cooperation with the
Albuquerque Transit and Parking
Department.

Other Ways to See the Monument. An
alternate means for national visitors to
understand, appreciate, and enjoy the
monument could be to go on tours given
by the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center or
others. Guided tours from the center in
Albuquerque would encourage cultural
center visitors to visit the monument and
learn more about past and present
American Indian cultures. The city has also
recently initiated a cultural center shuttle
to connect Albuquerque museums and
cultural centers. This shuttle or a separate
shuttle could also connect with the
monument visitor center.
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CARRYING CAPACITY AND
VISITOR IMPACT MANAGEMENT

As the number of monument visitors

increases, the potential also increases for

visitors to damage cultural and natural

resources and/or alter the experiences the

monument offers. It is therefore important

(and required by NPS Management Policies

and the General Authorities Act of 1978

[PL 95-625]) to address the concept of

carrying capacity - which is defined as

the type and level of visitor use that can

be accommodated while sustaining the

desired resource and social conditions that

complement the purposes of the park units

and their management objectives.

Although the Park Service is currently

developing a visitor experience and

resource protection process for addressing

carrying capacity, the implementation of

an approved carrying capacity method-

ology is several years away. However,

some steps have been defined that are

being used in selected national park

system areas to begin to address carrying

capacity. Briefly, the steps are

• identify management zones and
desired resource and social conditions

• devise management strategies to
achieve the desired conditions

• identify key impact indicators and
standards for each zone, which can
measure whether or not the desired
conditions are being met

• analyze existing conditions with re-
spect to desired conditions and identify
probable causes of discrepancies

• refine management strategies based on

this analysis

• implement a program of continuous
monitoring and evaluation to ensure
that desired conditions continue to be
achieved

This management plan provides a basis for
beginning to address the monument's

carrying capacity. The plan identifies

general management goals and strategies

and management zones - the first two

steps above. Specific desired conditions

and key impact indicators still must be

identified in future studies, and desired

conditions should be compared with

existing conditions. Adopting the above

approach to carrying capacity would also

require the monument staff to establish

monitoring and evaluation procedures to

ensure that acceptable resource and social

conditions are achieved and maintained.

Until further studies are completed, staff

would monitor monument resources and

visitor use to establish baseline conditions

and watch for impact trends. If unaccept-

able impacts become apparent, monument

managers would take actions to restore

conditions to acceptable levels.

BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS

CONSIDERED AND RECOMMENDED /

NOT RECOMMENDED

Boundary additions specified in the

legislation for the 59-acre Lava Shadows

area and the 24-acre area just south of

Boca Negra Canyon were completed in

June 1994. During the general management

plan public meetings and through discus-

sions with the Petroglyph National Monu-

ment Advisory Commission and others,

the following other areas (see table below)

have been discussed as possible boundary

adjustments.

In accordance with NPS Management

Policies and Public Law 101-628, sections

1216 and 1217, the Park Service must

apply five conditions or reasons as criteria

to evaluate proposed changes to existing

boundaries of units of the national park

system. The criteria and evaluation for

boundary adjustments are detailed in

appendix J; a brief summary is provided

below for the boundary adjustment areas

listed above. The adjustments listed above
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TABLE 1. BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AREAS

Actions Common to All Alterna

Recommendation Location/Size Alternative

Deletion Single-family house and lot at the end of Creggs All
Street at the northern edge of the Atrisco unit -
less than 0.33 acre.

Modification at a later time Lots in Volcano Cliffs units 2 and 5 that have All
potentially lost access due to the way that the
legislative boundary was drawn - acreage to be
determined later

No action Areas adjacent to Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin All

are recommended under all alternatives.
Two additional boundary adjustments are
recommended, one under alternative 1 and
one under alternative 2; they are described
under those alternatives.

Single-Family House and Lot

The inclusion of this house and lot within
the existing authorized boundaries was an
oversight in the initial boundary mapping
process. It is the last house on a street with
seven houses abutting the monument. This
property does not include significant re-
sources or opportunities for the public to
further enjoy monument resources and
does not fulfill any monument purpose,
and it should be removed from the monu-
ment boundary.

Volcano Cliffs Units 2 and 5

In drawing the existing monument
boundaries, a portion of Rim Rock Drive
and lots on either side of this roadway
were included within the monument.
However, the closure of Rim Rock Drive
as envisioned by each of the alternatives
would eliminate access to approximately
54 lots in the Volcano Cliffs community.

Some of these lots must be acquired to
provide access. The National Park Service

would work with affected landowners, the
Volcano Cliffs Property Owners Associa-
tion, and the city to ensure that access
would be provided to these lots. Given
several alternatives and the need to consult
further with affected parties, it is prema-
ture to recommend a specific solution or
adjustment at this time.
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Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin

ves

The National Park Service has been
working with the city to determine the
best approach to protecting the ruin and
providing for visitor use. The acquisition
by the city of the 23.5-acre site south of
the ruin has provided new opportunities
for access to and visitor use of the site.
Because of these new opportunities and
existing and proposed adjacent develop-
ment, it is likely that the current 2-acre
site on the west side of the drainage
channel might not be used for an NPS
visitor contact facility as had originally
been intended.

The National Park Service and the city are
working together to further define the
extent of the archeological site that is
beyond the current monument boundary
and to evaluate the current level of
protection and significance of the areas
outside the monument boundary. These
ongoing discussions will determine future
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boundary adjustment needs and the vari-
ous options for visitor contact and use of
the site . The 2-acre site northwest of the
ruin is being considered for deletion from
the monument, which would require a
boundary adjustment . Other lands with
monument-related resources adjacent to
the ruin could also be considered for
addition to the monument.

Future Boundary Adjustments

Future boundary adjustments would be
considered for any lands adjacent to the
monument boundary that meet the criteria

in appendix J. In addition, boundary

adjustments would also be considered if

additional lands are required for public
access to areas within the monument with

high potential for visitor use and as
studies are done of Rio Grande style

petroglyphs throughout the Rio Grande
valley (as mandated in the monument's

establishing legislation). Such modification,
for this or other reasons, would be con-

sistent with NPS policies and regulations.

Where a boundary adjustment appears to

be appropriate, the National Park Service
would recommend it to the secretary of

the interior for legislative or administrative

action. Congressional action is required for

boundary adjustments; however, in some

cases the secretary of the interior may

make minor boundary adjustments where

authorized by existing law without

additional congressional action (NPS

Management Policies 11:9).

OPERATIONS

Monument facilities would be managed for

day use. Overnight facilities would be

provided outside the monument by private
businesses.

The National Park Service and the city
Open Space Division would concentrate on

providing opportunities to meet essential

visitor experience objectives. Limited

resources (such as staffing, funding, space,

and locations for development) would be

directed toward providing essential

experiences - such as seeing the petro-

glyphs in context. Activities that threaten

monument resources or interfere with

other visitors' experiences would not be
encouraged or permitted.

MONUMENT FEE COLLECTION

The criteria used to establish fees in

national park system units are included in

the Land and Water Fund Conservation

Act (see appendix K). The National Park

Service and the city would work together

as conditions change to establish a fee

structure that would apply to all or some

areas and uses within the monument.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The National Park Service, the city, and

the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo

Flood Control Authority would continue to
work together to study stormwater flows,

the characteristics of the drainage basins

that affect the monument, and alternative

management approaches to ensure that

stormwater coming into the monument

does not derogate the values and purposes

for which the monument was established.

The flood control authority, the city's

Hydrology Division, and Bernalillo County
would use their authorities to regulate

development and drainage improvements

upstream of the monument.

Stormwater flows and effects on monu-

ment resources would be monitored, and
control measures would be reviewed on a

regular basis. Drainage plans that allow for

the incremental addition or subtraction of
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upstream structures to/from the system
would be evaluated individually.

UTILITY RIGHTS-OF-WAY

As lands adjacent to the monument are
developed, requests for monument mana-
gers to locate utility rights-of-way across
the escarpment will occur. Requests for
rights-of-way for water, sewer, electricity,
telephone, cable television, and stormwater
control structures will be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis. However, there must be
specific statutory authority for granting
such rights-of-way and there must be no
feasible or practicable alternative, even if
the costs are higher. Furthermore, the use
must be compatible with the public
interest and not a derogation of monument
values, resources, and purposes.

The authorities for issuing rights-of-way
are contained in 16 USC 5, 16 USC 79, and
NPS 53 Special Park Uses. Rights-of-way
issued by the National Park Service permit

access for construction, operation, and
maintenance of facilities but do not grant
any interest in land and are revocable at

the discretion of the director.

Before approval of utility rights-of-way,
compliance with the National Environ-
mental Policy Act and section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act is
required. The applicant must be prepared

to implement appropriate mitigation
measures such as low-impact construction
techniques, corridor location, and under-
ground installations, including under-
ground powerlines.

PLANNING AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR ADJACENT LANDS

As provided in section 106 of the monu-
ment legislation, the National Park Service

would participate in land use and trans-

Actions Common to All Alternatives

portation planning for lands adjacent to

the monument and might provide techni-

cal assistance to local authorities and
affected landowners for such planning.

NPS efforts would be directed to activities

that could have adverse effects on monu-
ment resources and visitor use, such as
activities that could have high noise levels,
adverse visual impacts, or introduce plants
or animals that could adversely affect the
biodiversity of the monument.

The Park Service and city Open Space
Division staff would continue to work
with adjacent residents to minimize any
such adverse impacts.

ACCESSIBILITY FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

For people with disabilities, the highest
level of accessibility possible would be
provided to buildings, facilities, programs,
and services; accessibility would be consis-
tent with the nature of the area, the con-
servation of monument resources, and the
preservation of a quality experience for
everyone. The goal for accessibility would
be to provide the same experience for
people of all abilities. Buildings, facilities,
and trails would be designed and con-
structed or rehabilitated in accordance
with Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards
(49 FR 31528) to provide full accessibility
to people with disabilities.

All interpretive programs, activities, and
publications would be designed so that
people with disabilities receive as close to
the same benefits as nondisabled people.
Individuals and organizations for disabled
persons would be consulted to ensure that
facilities and programs are designed and
located to provide maximum accessibility
where terrain and protection of resources
allow.
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ALTERNATIVE 1- PROPOSED ACTION

INTRODUCTION

The overall approach of the proposed

action (preferred alternative) would be to

provide various ways for visitors of

different ages and abilities to see and

appreciate many of the monument's signif-

icant resources (see Alternative 1 map).
Visitors would be directed to a new visitor
center at Boca Negra Canyon where they
would have opportunities to learn about
the significance of the monument resources

and past cultures that have lived in the

region, as well as have easy access to
numerous and various petroglyph viewing

areas. This alternative focuses visitor

activity on seeing the petroglyphs within

the context of the escarpment, mesa top,
volcanoes, the Rio Grande valley, and the
Sandia Mountains.

Horse and bicycle riding would be allowed

on designated mesa-top trails away from
petroglyphs and archeological sites. Per-

mits would be required for trail use. Mesa-

top resources and visitor experiences
would be monitored to identify adverse

impacts and needed action. Parking would

be provided at Mesa Prieta and Rinconada,

Boca Negra, and Piedras Marcadas Can-

yons, with short trails at each area that
would accommodate people of all ages

and abilities. Mesa-top panoramic viewing

areas would be provided at Mesa Prieta

and near the end of 81st Street and at the

volcanoes. There would be several access

points to the monument but few oppor-

tunities for a remote or isolated experience.

tection (law enforcement), and mainte-
nance operations in the Piedras Marcadas
unit. The city would have responsibility
for staffing facilities and programs in the
Piedras Marcadas unit, and the city and
the Park Service would'. share responsi-
bilities in the Boca Negra unit, including
the visitor center.

MANAGEMENT ZONING

NPS Management Policies (NPS 1988) state

that general management plans prescribe a

system of management zones to designate

where various management strategies
would be implemented to achieve the
purposes of the monument. Management

zones indicate how resources, visitors, and

developments would be managed within
different parts of the monument. Subzones •
are used to focus management on specific
types of protection, use, or development.

The monument would be divided into

three zones: natural/cultural, develop-

ment, and transportation (see Management

Zones map). Management', zones are pre-

pared for the proposed action only. Private

lands that would be acquired by the

federal, state, or city governments have
been zoned to indicate the future manage-

ment approach to these lands if and when

they are acquired. The proposed manage-

ment zones would not restrict or regulate

private lands in any way.

The management zone descriptions in

alternative 1 would also apply to

alternatives 2 and 3.

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION,
ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Under this alternative, the city Open Space

Division would be chiefly responsible for

visitor services, visitor and resource pro-

Natural/Cultural Zone and Subzones

The natural/cultural zone would '
managed to preserve and inte- 0
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resources and natural resources and
processes. These resources would include
the cultural landscape, which has value
and significance because of the importance
that Pueblo Indian people and Atrisco land
grant heirs have for the area and which
includes the area's natural features, plants,
and animals. This zone would include
most lands above and below the escarp-
ment near existing and proposed resi-
dential areas. This zone would be a quiet
area in contrast to the nearby urban land-
scape and would be managed to protect its
inspirational, cultural, and natural values
while allowing for designated trail corri-
dors along existing dirt roads. All visitors
would be required to remain on desig-
nated trails. This zone would be managed
for a moderate level of visitor use.

The sensitive resource subzone would
also include quiet areas that contrast with
the nearby urban landscape and would
include the geologic windows, the escarp-
ment, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin,
and all the volcanoes except Black Vol-
cano, which has been adversely impacted
by past mining activity. General visitor use
in these areas would be restricted because
of the physical limitations of these areas to
withstand unrestricted public use, the
research potential of the areas, and their
significance to the American Indian Pueblo
community.

The mesa-top and flats subzone would
include the mesa-top lands with their
valuable wildlife habitat, opportunities to
study volcanic processes, numerous arche-
ological sites, value to the Pueblo Indians,
and vast open views of the volcanoes, the
escarpment, the Sandia Mountains, and
other landscape features. This subzone
would also include most lands below the
escarpment near existing and proposed
residential areas.

The solitude subzone would be managed
to provide a sense of solitude through the

Alternative I - Proposed Action

use of permits and/or trail design Because
it is difficult to see the city or other devel-
opment from these areas, and because of
the sense of enclosure, these areas provide
a sense of solitude.

Development Zone

The development zone would be managed
for the development of visitor and admin-
istrative facilities and structures. These
facilities would include a visitor center, a
heritage education center, a petroglyph
research center, visitor contact facilities,
parking and picnic areas, and overlooks.

Transportation Zone

The transportation zone would include the
Unser Boulevard development corridor
through the monument, which is proposed
by the city.

VISITOR CENTER -
BOCA NEGRA CANYON

The visitor center at Boca Negra Canyon
would be the primary visitor destination.
Here visitors would learn about the signifi-
cance of this national monument, the
petroglyphs and their context, their
fragility, their significance to present-day
Pueblo Indians, and current related
research. Orientation to the visitor services
and facilities, monument, metropolitan
area, petroglyph areas, and related sites
would be provided through brochures,
maps, exhibits, and a staffed information
area (see Boca Negra Visitor Center Site
Concept Plan). Congressional authorization
would be required for the expenditure of
federal funds for developing the visitor
center and related facilities.
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As visitors approach and enter the visitor
center, most should have impressions that
the building is unobtrusive, welcoming,
and compatible with the cultural landscape
and monument values. The center design,
including entry and exit roads and park-
ing, would give visitors a feeling of tran-
sition to and from this cultural landscape.
The design of the facility and media within
would encourage respect for the resource
and the monument story. (See appendixes
I and L for further information about
design guidelines.)

Visitor activity areas would include a

lobby and information area; exhibits; an

auditorium; a multipurpose room for

meetings, demonstrations, and other activi-

ties; offices and work areas for visitor

center staff; storage; restrooms; and an

outdoor plaza. Curatorial storage and a

staff library would be accommodated in

the petroglyph research center (described

below).

The visitor center would also serve as an

heritage education facility (see description

below). The multipurpose room would

serve as a classroom for these heritage

education activities. Heritage education

programs would include indoor and

outdoor activities and would relate both to

the primary monument themes and school

curricula.

The auditorium would be designed for

video and slide and film presentations and

talks about monument resources. It would

have a sloping floor (with flat areas for

wheelchairs), fixed seating for about 60

people, good acoustics and stage lighting,

a backstage area (for program preparation,

costumes, etc.), and a projection booth.

Interpretive and educational items, such as

maps, handicrafts, and other objects

directly related to the interpretive and

educational themes of the monument and

the national park system would be sold by

a cooperating association (currently the

Southwest Parks and Monuments

Association).

With the redesign and additions to the

existing trail system (described below),

petroglyph viewing areas, and associated

exhibits, visitors would be able to walk on

interpretive trails of varying lengths and

difficulty from the visitor center to see

petroglyphs in Boca Negra Canyon and

along Staghorn Drive. (Access to the

petroglyphs along Staghorn Drive would

be by pedestrian trails from the Boca

Negra Canyon area, not from Staghorn

Drive.)

Exhibits would contain additional infor-

mation and emphasize the protection of

the petroglyphs and other monument

resources. At least one trail would be

accessible to visitors of all ages and abili-

ties. The trail redesign would include a

connection to the city's proposed recrea-

tional trail, which will follow the existing

Unser Boulevard alignment. Bicycle racks

and horse tie-ups would also be provided

near the center but away from the escarp-

ment and petroglyphs.

Heritage education would continue to be a

priority for the monument. The visitor

center would be used for indoor heritage

education programs. Heritage education

programs would focus on monument

themes and related topics such as cultural

diversity, social issues, the cultures of the

southwest, natural resources, human

adaptation to the environment, and

resource stewardship. School programs

would also relate to school. curricula. Most

programs would have both indoor and

outdoor components. Efforts would be

made to reach out to groups who

previously have made little use of the

monument.

The National Park Service would cooperate

with the city and others in developing and
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operating a proposed city visitor contact

and education facility south of the Piedras
Marcadas ruin or a facility at some other
location.

The National Park Service and the city
would work to develop partnerships with
other public institutions, private industry,
and nonprofit organizations to assist in
funding heritage education programs.

VISITOR CONTACT FACILITIES

Piedras Marcadas Canyon

Piedras Marcadas Canyon would most

likely be visited by city/area residents

who are repeat visitors to the monument

and national visitors who wanted to see

more of the monument and its petro-

glyphs. Primary access to the canyon

would be from Paseo del Norte, where a

short access road would lead to a small

parking area (about 15 cars and 5 spaces

for oversize vehicles) and visitor contact

facility and restrooms (see Piedras

Marcadas Canyon Development Concept

Plan). This facility would be designed to

provide orientation and information

whether staffed or unstaffed (which would

depend on visitor demand and staff avail-

ability). Visitors could see exhibits and

information in and near the contact facility

before going on trails to see the petro-

glyphs.

The city would be responsible for

obtaining the necessary access permits

from the Urban Transportation Policy and

Planning Board for access to the Piedras

Marcadas Canyon from Paseo del Norte.

A pedestrian trail would go into the inner

canyon along the base of the escarpment;

the initial part of this trail would be hard-

surfaced and accessible for people of all

ages and abilities, but would become a

more primitive, softer-surfaced trail. This

trail would allow visitors to see the

petroglyphs with a greater sense of soli-

tude and quiet. If visitor use increases

beyond the carrying capacity in the inner

canyon, a permit system would be imple-

mented to ensure the preservation of the

natural and cultural resources as well as to

provide opportunities for visitors to enjoy

the area with fewer people around.

Other pedestrian-trail-only access

opportunities to the canyon would be from
designated access points in the northeast

corner of the monument and a 10-car

parking area (accessed from the proposed

Unser Boulevard segment) in the

northwest portion of the monument.

A pedestrian, bicycle, and horse trail

would be developed outside and adjacent

to the eastern edge of the monument

boundary connecting Paseo del Norte (and

the contact station) with the northern

portion of Golf Course Road (about 100

yards south of Paradise Boulevard).

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin

The National Park Service is working with

the city to decide how to best access the

site and locate facilities. One possibility is

for the city to develop and manage a

visitor contact facility south of the ruin

and monument land. This facility would

have office and interpretive space, rest-

rooms, and a parking area. The lands

south of the ruin have higher values for

visitor use. This southern visitor contact

area allows easier access from Coors

Boulevard and provides better views of the

Bosque and the Sandia Mountains. The

story of the monument could start where

the people lived, in the Bosque. The

combined functions would enhance the

city-NPS partnership.
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Law enforcement rangers, interpreters, or
volunteers would always be present when
visitors would have access to the site.

Themes to be interpreted would be
American Indian daily life during the
active period of the pueblo and the
connection of the Pueblo people to the
escarpment and the Bosque (the river and
its bottomland vegetation). Interpretation
at this site would explain noninvasive
archeological investigations and reasons
why excavation is not being conducted at
this time. Monument heritage education
functions could be combined with city
environmental education programs. An
interpretive trail would be developed to
allow visitors to see the pueblo ruins while
preventing damage or increased risk of
vandalism. Visitors would be required to
stay on the trail. As stated before, further
study and consultation would be required
before any excavation. This site would be
open only when staffed to further reduce
chances of vandalism, destruction, and
theft.

A proposed multiuse (pedestrian, bicycle,
and horseback riding) trail would connect
the contact facility with the city's Bosque
trail system, Los Metates, Piedras
Marcadas Canyon, and the mesa-top trails.

The city's interest in developing the site is
in the conceptual planning stages. The
Park Service will continue to work with
the city.

Rinconada Canyon

Rinconada Canyon would be accessible
only on pedestrian trails from a small
parking area (15 cars and 5 oversize
spaces) and visitor contact facility (which
would be staffed or unstaffed depending
on need) near the intersection of St. Joseph
Drive and Unser Boulevard (see Rinconada
Canyon Development Concept Plan). The

Alternative I - Proposed Action

entrance to the parking area would allow
access only from southbound Unser
Boulevard. Visitors traveling north on
Unser Boulevard could not make a left
turn from the intersection of Unser and St.
Joseph, which would encourage visitors to
go to the visitor center first and learn
about the monument and its resources.
The National Park Service would work
with the city and Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments to determine the
most efficient access from Unser Boulevard
to Rinconada Canyon The contact facility
interpretive information could be in an
open-air or enclosed structure, and
restrooms would be available.

A pedestrian trail would be designed
along the base of the escarpment into the
canyon; the first 0.5 mile would be hard
surfaced for visitors of all ages and
abilities. Beyond this 0.5-mile point, the
trail would be a marked but softer-
surfaced path. The inner canyon visitor
would see the petroglyphs with a greater
sense of solitude. If visitor use in the inner
canyon increases beyond the carrying
capacity of this sensitive area, the number
of visitors would be regulated by a permit
system. This would ensure the preserva-
tion of the natural and cultural resources
as well as the visitors' opportunities to
enjoy the area with fewer people around.

There would also be a connecting pedes-
trian trail to the mesa-top trails from
Rinconada Canyon.

Mesa Prieta

Currently there is no public access to the
southern portion of the monument. The
Park Service would work with Westland
Development Corporation, Inc., to acquire
access from the south to the southern
portion of the monument (see Mesa Prieta
Development Concept Plan) where a short
access road would connect to a parking
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area and visitor contact facility. From this
parking area and trailhead, pedestrian
trails would lead along the base of the
escarpment to petroglyph viewing areas
and to the mesa top, where an overlook of
the entire Albuquerque basin, the
mountains to the north and east, and the
mesa top and volcanoes would be
developed. There would also be access to
the mesa-top trail from the parking area.

PETROGLYPH RESEARCH CENTER
FUNCTION AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACILITIES - SOUTH OF BOCA
NEGRA CANYON AND AT LAVA
SHADOWS

Administrative offices for the monument
would continue to be in existing structures
at Lava Shadows and south of Boca Negra
Canyon. Structures and parking would be
improved and expanded as needed. If
structures are no longer adequate, options
would be considered to lease space outside
of the monument.

Although in this alternative the petroglyph

research center functions would not be in a

new facility, the petroglyph research

function would continue to be in existing

facilities. Other options that would be

considered, if existing structures are not

adequate, would include cooperative

agreements with the University of New

Mexico or other universities, museums,

institutions, and organizations, and

leasing.

A small parking area and trailhead would
be developed to connect to the multiuse
trail on the mesa top (see Lava Shadows
Development Concept Plan).

VOLCANOES AREA

Visitor use of the volcanoes would begin

at a redesigned parking area (near the

existing parking area), where an unstaffed
visitor information/bulletin board/shade
structure and restrooms would be pro-
vided. The parking and visitor information
facilities, which would be directly between
and somewhat to the west of Vulcan and
Black Volcanoes, would be designed to
minimize visual intrusions on the cultural
landscape. A picnic area near the parking
area but away from the volcanoes would
also be provided.

A pedestrian trail south to Black Volcano

would lead to the area where an overlook

and outdoor exhibits would be developed.

(This area, site 2 described below, was
surface mined for volcanic rock until the

1980s.) The exhibits wound interpret the

mesa top and volcanoes. Visitors could
appreciate the expansive southwestern
landscape with views of the mesa top,
Albuquerque basin, and Sandia Mountains,

as well as mountains in other directions.

Because the volcanoes are sensitive to the
impacts of visitor use (such as trampled

vegetation, erosion, and the displacement

of rocks and soil) and have traditional and

cultural significance to the Pueblo Indians,

only approved research projects, occasional

guided tours, and traditional and cultural

activities would be permitted at the other

volcanoes. Climbing and hiking on any of

the volcanoes (except Black Volcano)

would also be prohibited to avoid further

adverse impacts of visitation.

Vehicular access would be from Paseo del

Volcan. The Federal Aviation Administra-

tion, city, and National Park Service would

work together to identify access to the

volcano.

There are three abandoned surface mine

sites in the area of the volcanoes. Cinder

and scoria (vesicular basaltic lava thrown

out of the volcanic vents during eruption)
were extracted in these areas. The areas

are visual intrusions on the landscape in
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an area that has high potential for visitor
use. A 60-foot highwall (a steep bank
excavated into the side of the volcano) at
site 1 is a safety hazard for visitors. (See
appendix M for more detailed infor-

mation.)

All three sites would be reclaimed. The
combined area of the three sites is about
10 acres. Reclamation would include fil-
ling, grading, and revegetation. All three

sites would be reclaimed with native
vegetation. Further archeological investi-
gations, consultation with the American
Indian Pueblos, and site documentation
would be conducted to ensure that there
would be no adverse impacts on tradi-
tional and cultural sites or other significant
resources. If such sites would be adversely
affected by the above actions, the National
Park Service would not conduct the work
just described.

GEOLOGIC WINDOWS

Only Pueblo Indian traditional and
cultural activities, approved research
projects, and guided tours would be
permitted. No facilities would be
developed. As surrounding properties
develop, it would be necessary to
reevaluate visitor use and protection
programs.

TRAILS/ESCARPMENT CROSSINGS

Mesa-Top Trails/Access/Overlooks

As shown on the Alternative 1 map, 11
miles of trails (for horseback riding,
bicycling, and pedestrians) and 2.8 miles of
pedestrian-only trails on existing dirt roads
would continue to be used on the mesa

top. If it has been demonstrated that the

proposed multiuse trail use does not have

an adverse effect on monument resources

or visitor experiences, possible future horse

and bicycle trail use of 5 miles in the
southern portion of the mesa top could be
permitted. This 5 miles would be available
for pedestrian use pending any decisions
to provide for multiuse. The trail along the
escarpment rim would be set back a
reasonable distance from the rim to avoid
adverse impacts (such as erosion and
disturbance of plant and wildlife habitat)
and for visitor safety.

A 0.2-mile road that extends the southern
end of 81st Street into the monument
would be constructed on the mesa top. A
parking area would be developed, with a
fully accessible panoramic viewing area.
This overlook would not be near the edge
of the escarpment. Visitors could see the
Rio Grande valley, the city against the
backdrop of the Sandia Mountains, and the
mesa top and volcanoes. Information about
the significance of the entire landscape
would be provided on wayside exhibits.

Spur trails would be developed to selected
rim overlook points (not overlooking
residences and neighborhoods).

Multiuse trails (pedestrian, bicycle, and
horseback riding) would be developed by
the city adjacent to the monument bound-
ary. Where possible, existing dirt roads
would be used for these trails. Unused
routes and trails would be reclaimed.

Visitors would be required to stay on
designated trails on monument and adja-
cent open space lands. Where possible,
spur trails, horse tie-ups, and bicycle racks
would be designed so that bicyclists and
horseback riders could leave their bicycles
and horses and walk on trails to see the
petroglyphs and overlooks. Visitors would

be surveyed to see how horses, bicycles,
and numbers of people affect them or if
such use in various areas exceeds socially
acceptable limits and appropriate visitor
experiences.
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Trail use would be managed to meet
changing needs and conditions related to
the amount of use, traditional and cultural
uses and sites, archeological sites,
endangered species, vegetation, soil, and
wildlife.

Conflicts could occur on trails that com-
bine pedestrian, bicycle, and horse use
depending on the design of the trail, the
terrain, and levels of use. These conflicts
usually result from the relative intensity of
use, the terrain, and trail conditions. Visi-
tor use levels would not be expected to
result in user conflicts.

Informal trails and dirt roads, except for
those retained for pedestrian or multiuse
trails, would be reclaimed to natural
conditions to prevent loss of resources due
to soil erosion.

Trails Crossing the Escarpment

Multiuse (pedestrian, horseback riding,
and bicycle) trail crossings of the escarp-
ment would be developed at Lava
Shadows, Boca Negra, Calle Nortena, and,
if necessary as a critical link to city trails,
near the Paseo del Norte study corridor.
These escarpment crossings would connect
to city Open Space Division lands on the
mesa top west of 81st Street and the city's
proposed trails below the escarpment. The
escarpment crossing near the Paseo del
Norte study corridor would connect to
proposed city trails along the Piedras
Marcadas arroyo and would pass the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin and con-
tinue on to the Bosque and to the pro-
posed multiuse trail on the mesa top that
connects the northwest portion of Piedras
Marcadas Canyon with Boca Negra Can-
yon along the western edge of the monu-
ment boundary.

Alternative I - Proposed Action

Neighborhood Access Trails

Neighborhood pedestrian access trails
would be provided to cross the escarpment
or follow along the escarpment base on a
case-by-case basis in consultation with
residents. These designated points access
would help prevent unauthorized access
and reduce erosion resulting from social or
unauthorized trails. Neighborhood access
points - wherever they are - would not
be shown on the proposed alternative map
or on future monument brochures. No
parking would be provided. As new
neighborhoods are developed, monument
staff would address and evaluate access
needs into the monument. Informal
neighborhood access trails (social trails)
would be reclaimed, and users would be
required to use designated access points.

Permits for Trail Use

Because of the sensitive nature of all lands
within the monument, bicyclists and horse-
back riders would be required to obtain
permits for use of most monument multi-
use trails on the mesa top. Permits would
not be required for the trails crossing the
escarpment at Boca Negra Canyon, Calle
Nortefia, Paseo del Norte, Lava Shadows,
and for the mesa-top trail connecting the
Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas units.

The permit system would allow managers
to keep accurate track of the number of
people using the trail, help managers to
determine at what point trails become too
crowded, and provide an opportunity to
discuss regulations regarding bicycle and
horse use and the protection of the fragile
resources, the cultural landscape, and
visitor experiences. This information helps
the permittee understand why the regula-
tions exist and encourages them to observe
the regulations. Natural and cultural re-
sources would be monitored to identify
resource impacts, as would impacts on
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other monument visitors and on traditional
activities. Using the information about
visitor uses (numbers, locations, and types
of use) and resource impacts, monument
managers would take actions to ensure

that natural and cultural resources were
protected and a quality visitor experience
is maintained.

The process of getting permits would be
designed to be convenient for both the
frequent local users and one-time visitors.

Studies of the impacts of bicycle and horse

use in other national park system areas
have shown various results and no ad-
verse impacts when use is properly
managed. The National Park Service
would monitor use and impacts in the
monument and take appropriate actions to
ensure that no damage occurs to monu-
ment resources from either bicycle or horse
use. If adverse impacts resulting from
either horse or bicycle use were identified,
specific management actions would be
taken relating to either horse or bicycle

use.

CULTURAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The management of the cultural resources
would be the same as described in the
"Actions Common to All Alternatives"
section. In addition, a permitting system
for trail use, described above under

"Permits for Trail Use" would be imple-
mented to protect cultural and natural
resources and to maintain a quality visitor
experience. (Trail user permits would be
issued for different areas in the different
alternatives.) If adverse resource impacts

or degradation of visitor experiences are
identified, special permitting and enforce-

ment of regulations pertaining to protec-
ting wildlife species listed on state and

federal lists as well as cultural resources

would be implemented.

OTHER SITES

Homestead Circle park, a city-owned area
within the monument and adjacent to
Homestead Circle and Westside Elemen-
tary, is proposed for passive development
by the city. The development of this site
would include paths, shade structures,
native plantings, and a wall along Home-

stead Circle Drive to provide some
definition and separation from the road.
Additional fill would be needed to cover
concrete construction debris.

The only access to the mesa top in this

area would be the pedestrian trail on the
northern end of the site by way of a ridge
that separates the site from the Marie
Hughes satellite school.

The disturbed area adjacent to Calle

Nortefia and Taylor Ranch Road would be
regraded to more natural contours and
seeded with native plants.

BOUNDARY ADDITIONS

As well as the two boundary adjustment
areas that would be included under all
alternatives, under this alternative a
boundary adjustment would be made to
include lands south of Boca Negra Canyon
and north of Mojave (about 10.5 acres, five
lots on Mojave Street east of Unser Boule-
vard). The addition of these lands to the
Boca Negra unit would protect views from

the visitor center, provide additional lands
for visitor service facilities, and prevent
incompatible development that would
adversely affect visitor use (see appendix J

for more details).

STAFFING

The following are identified staffing needs

and assumptions for the various facilities
and programs outlined in the proposed
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action Daily staffing needs reflect the total
number of employees required to work in
a facility or program during a given day.
To provide breaks, lunchtimes, vacations,
sick days, training/ administrative duties,
and operate some facilities longer than an
8-hour workday, the total daily staffing
needs do not necessarily reflect the total
number of people who would be on duty
within a facility at one time.

An easy rule of thumb, and an assumption
used in computing the total staffing needs
for this plan, is that it is necessary to hire
three employees to cover a facility/
program that operates seven days/week,
nine hours/day, and needs two employees
in attendance at most times. A total of 126
person hours/week are thus required to
operate such a facility/program. Under
this scenario, there would be at least six
hours per week (126 person hours needed
versus 120 person hours worked) when
only one person is on duty.

Total staffing needs are shown as full-time
equivalents (FTEs). Unless otherwise
noted, positions are permanent and full

time. Table 2 is a summary; details are
shown in appendix N.

The Piedras Marcadas and Rinconada visi-
tor contact facilities could operate as either
staffed or unstaffed facilities. Thus, while
the facilities might be open daily, they
might only be staffed a portion of the day
and/or week.

The staffing needs assume that all
functions would be carried out by NPS or
city Open Space Division staff. Individual
functions would be evaluated regularly to
determine if functions could be better and
more cost-effectively done through service
contracts than hiring additional staff.

COSTS

Development costs for this alternative
would be about $14.2 million; implementa-
tion would be in phases (see the following
two tables). The estimated NPS annual
operating budget would be $25 million;
city operational costs would be about
$810,000.

TABLE 2. ALTERNATIVE 1, SUMMARY OF STAFFING NEEDS

Function Total Fits Needed

Visitor Services NPS needs = 12 FTEs; city needs' = 6 FTEs

Maintenance Operations NPS needs = 4 FTEs; city needs = 2 FTEs

Visitor and Resource Protection" NPS needs = 9 FTEs; city needs = 4 FTEs

Resource Management NPS needs = 4 FTEs; city needs = I FTEs

Petroglyph Research Center NPS needs = 2 FTEs

Administration NPS needs = 4 FTEs

Monument Management NPS needs 3 FTEs; city needs = 3 FTEs

TOTAL= NPS needs 38 FTEs; city needs 16 FTEs

•
a. City staffing needs would be provided by the city Open Space Division.

b. To provide adequate protection for monument resources, there would be 24-hour law
enforcement patrols throughout the year.
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TABLE 3. ALTERNATIVE 1, SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Facility/Location

Gross

Construction

Costs'

Construction

Planning'

Total Project

Costs

Visitor center, Boca Negra $7,215,400 $1,377,000 $8,592,400

Contact facility, Piedras Marcadas Canyon 717,900 137,000 854,900b

Interpretive trail and outdoor exhibits at Piedras

Marcadas Pueblo ruin

15,100 1,300 16,400b

Contact facility, Rinconada Canyon 520,300 99,300 619,600

Contact facility, Mesa Prieta 602,600 115,000 717,600

Complete fencing and signs of monument. boundary 225,000 N/A 225,000°

Trailhead and overlook, Mesa Prieta 78,100 14,900 93,000

Parking and trailhead, Lava Shadows 235,700 44,300 280,000

Volcanoes area 499,900 95,400 595,300

81st Street overlook 763,700 236,700 1,000,400

Pedestrian trails - 9.6 mi. x 3' 287,700 54,900 342,600

Reclaiming existing roads and scars (scarify, topsoil,

seed, mulch) 50 acres

642,000 122,000 764,000"

Reclaim abandoned cinder mines 44,000 10,100 54,100

TOTAL $11,847,400 $2,307,900 $14,155,300

NOTE: See appendix I for a detailed discussion of the size of the facilities mentioned above.

a. Gross construction costs include construction of new facilities, exhibit and audiovisual production,

construction supervision, and contingencies. Advanced and project planning costs include

aerial/topographic surveys, comprehensive design, utility negotiation, historic furnishings and structural

reports, archeological research, construction drawings and specifications, archeological data recovery,

exhibit design, and audiovisual design.

b. Actions fully funded by the city.

c. 15.6 miles are in the monument and 2.9 are outside the monument.

d. Actions partially funded by the city.
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TABLE 4. ALTERNATIVE 1, IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Phase 1 Development Costs

Complete fencing and signs of monument boundary $225,000'

Construct visitor center, parking, trails, and associated facilities;
rehabilitate Boca Negra unit facilities

8,592,400

Construct visitor contact facility, parking, trailhead, trails, and
associated facilities at Rinconada Canyon

619,600

Construct visitor contact facility, parking, trailhead, trails, and
associated facilities at Piedras Marcadas Canyon

854,900"

Initiate the development of pedestrian trails 114,200°

TOTAL PHASE 1 $10,406,100

Phase 2

Develop volcanoes trailhead, parking, picnic area, overlook, and
restrooms

595,300

Construct interpretive trail and outdoor exhibits at Piedras
Marcadas Pueblo ruin

16,400"

Continue development of pedestrian trails 114,200'

Site reclamation of existing roads and scars 764,000'

Reclaim abandoned surface mines 54,100

TOTAL PHASE 2 $1,544,000

Phase 3

Construct visitor contact facility at Mesa Prieta 717,600

Construct Mesa Prieta access road, overlook, trailhead, and parking 93,000

Construct 81st Street access road, overlook, trailhead, and parking 1,000,400

Complete pedestrian trail network 114,200°

Construct parking and trailhead at Lava Shadows 280,000

TOTAL PHASE 3 $2,205,200

TOTAL ALL PHASES $14,155,300

a. Actions partially funded by city

b. Actions fully funded by the city.
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ALTERNATIVE 2

INTRODUCTION

The overall approach of this alternative

would be to preserve the greatest portion

of the monument and adjacent lands in as

natural a condition as possible with the

fewest intrusions from development and

fewer opportunities for public access and

use.

Visitors would be directed to a visitor

center at Lava Shadows that would have

the same programs as in the proposed

action Visitors would have access to

selected petroglyph panels in the Lava

Shadows area and would walk about a

mile or drive to other petroglyph con-

centrations (see Alternative 2 map). Some

visitors would have more opportunities

than under the proposed action to see
petroglyphs with a sense of solitude

because of the more difficult access to the

Rinconada Canyon. Visitors would have

relatively easy access to see petroglyphs in

context at Mesa Prieta and at Boca Negra

and Piedras Marcadas Canyons. A heritage

education center would be built at Boca

Negra Canyon.

More areas of the monument would be

used for research, traditional and cultural

use, and occasional guided tours. Horse

and bicycle use would not be permitted in

this alternative except in two escarpment

crossing areas (at Boca Negra Canyon and

Calle Nortefia). It is recommended that the

city Open Space Division manage the

mesa-top lands north of the monument the

same as monument lands would be

managed, for pedestrian use only.

An overlook and picnic area, accessible by

vehicles (in the 81st Street boundary

addition, described below), and pedestrian

trails would be constructed, as well as

multiuse trails outside the monument.

Development concept plans and develop-

ment zones for Boca Negra Canyon (with a

heritage education center instead of the

visitor center and without the administra-

tive facility and research center), Piedras

Marcadas Canyon, Lava Shadows (with a
visitor center instead of the parking area),

and Mesa Prieta (without t:he heritage

education center site and with an
information kiosk instead of an overlook)

shown in alternative 1, also apply to

alternative 2.

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION,
ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The roles and responsibilities would be the

same as alternative 1 except that the city

Open Space Division would be chiefly

responsible for visitor services, visitor and

resource protection (law enforcement), and

maintenance operations in the Boca Negra

unit. The city would share staffing

responsibility at the visitor center.

VISITOR CENTER - LAVA SHADOWS

Visitors would be directed to the new

visitor center and parking area at Lava

Shadows - the major visitor use/infor-

mation/ orientation area in the monument

under this alternative. Existing structures

would be removed when no longer

needed. The primary interpretive concepts

and the visitor center functions would be

the same as described under alternative 1.

From the center, all visitors could walk a

short distance to see a few petroglyphs

along the base of the escarpment on

accessible trails; most visitors could also

continue on a 0.5- to 0.75-mile softer-

surfaced pedestrian trail to the top of the

escarpment (on an existing abandoned
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road) to areas with several examples of Rio
Grande style petroglyphs. The trailhead at
Lava Shadows would provide pedestrian
access to the rest of the monument.

VISITOR CONTACT FACILITIES

Piedras Marcadas Canyon

This canyon would be developed much as

described under alternative 1 - with a

visitor contact facility, access from Paseo

del Norte, parking, restrooms, a universal-

ly accessible, more intensive use outer

canyon pedestrian trail, and a soft-surfaced

inner canyon trail. Permits would be
required for the inner canyon trail. If

visitor use increases beyond the carrying

capacity in the inner canyon, the number

of permits would be limited.

Under this alternative only one other

access to the canyon, from a small parking

area (15-20 cars) and access road from
Unser, would be established on the mesa

top near the northwestern part of the

canyon and monument boundary.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin

Visitor use at the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo

ruin would be the same as alternative 1,

with a city-owned and -managed visitor

contact facility outside monument lands,

access from and parking on the city lands

to south of the monument, and an inter-

pretive trail. Interpretation would also be

as described in alternative 1, including the

use of noninvasive techniques to conduct
archeological research and Indian daily life

during the active period of the pueblo. The

site would be staffed whenever it was

open to visitors to reduce chances of
vandalism, destruction, and theft.

Alternative 2

HERITAGE EDUCATION
CENTER - BOCA NEGRA CANYON

A heritage education center, with functions

as described in the "Actions Common to

All Alternatives" section, would be

developed at Boca Negra Canyon. The

pedestrian trail system at the canyon

would be improved, along with the shade

structures and parking, to better accom-

modate the needs of groups, protect the

petroglyphs, and allow visitors to see the

petroglyphs in adjacent areas, such as

along Staghorn Drive.

PETROGLYPH RESEARCH

CENTER - OFFSITE LOCATION

The petroglyph research center would be
located near the Indian Pueblo Cultural

Center or the University of New Mexico.
The functions of the center would be as
described in the "Actions Common to All

Alternatives" section.

INFORMATION KIOSK -
MESA PRIETA

Mesa Prieta would be accessible to visitors
via an access road off 98th Street. A small
parking area (10-15 cars), restrooms, and
orientation area/ information kiosk/shade

structure would be constructed. A

pedestrian trail accessible to all ages and
abilities would lead to nearby petroglyphs.

Trails that would not be accessible to
visitors with disabilities would continue to

the mesa top and further into Mesa Prieta
below the escarpment.
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

PEDESTRIAN TRAIL -
RINCONADA CANYON

Rinconada Canyon would be accessed via

a 1-mile hard-surfaced pedestrian trail

from the Lava Shadows trailhead and from

more primitive soft-surfaced pedestrian

trails from Mesa Prieta and the mesa top.

More frequent visitor contacts would be

expected in the outer portion of Rinconada

Canyon, and the hard-surfaced trails

would minimize erosion and maintenance.

The inner canyon trails would be more

primitive, softer-surfaced material than the

outer canyon trails and would not be

accessible to visitors with disabilities; these

trails would be managed to give visitors

the chance to see the petroglyphs with a

sense of solitude.

A permit system would be adopted for the
inner canyon. If visitor experiences are
adversely affected or resource impacts
occur, the number of permits would be
limited. No other facilities would be
developed.

NONFEDERAL PROTECTED AREA

Under this alternative, it is recommended

that a private/public partnership be

established to protect an approximately

475-acre area west of the monument, east

of the proposed Unser Boulevard, and

north of Boca Negra Canyon. The area is

not currently served by water, sewer, or

electricity; most of the area is zoned for

single-family housing and has been

subdivided into lots of approximately

10,000 square feet that are owned by

various individuals.

Portions of the area would be managed

and protected by nonfederal methods for

open space and recreational uses, and

other portions of the area could take the

form of a planned community where

single-family housing would be clustered

or combined with multifamily housing and

commercial uses and public open space.

Nonfederal methods would include acqui-

sition by the city, state, or private trust,

land use regulation or planned unit

development, conservation easements, or a

combination of methods. The public open

space dedicated as part of this project

would allow horse and bicycle trail

connections with other parts of the city.

VOLCANOES AREA

Unlike alternative 1, no access would be
allowed to the five volcanoes (including
Black Volcano) except for traditional
cultural activities, approved research
projects, and occasional guided tours. The
parking area would be left as is, but the
entrance would be gated to restrict access.

Reclaiming abandoned mine sites 1, 2, and

3 would be as described in alternative 1.

GEOLOGIC WINDOWS

As described in alternative 1, only Ameri-

can Indian traditional and cultural
activities, approved research projects, and
occasional guided tours would be
permitted. There would be no facilities
developed.

ROADS, TRAILS, AND
ESCARPMENT CROSSINGS

81st Street Addition

With a boundary addition (see description

below under "Boundary Additions"),

visitors would travel on the existing 81st

Street to the monument access road. A

trailhead would be established at the end

of the road, and a 10-15 car parking area

would be constructed for visitors who

want to enjoy the expansive views or hike
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on the mesa top on the pedestrian trail.

Pulloffs along the road would be con-

structed to allow visitors to see the Rio

Grande valley, the city against the back-

drop of the Sandia Mountains, and the

mesa top and volcanoes. Information

would be provided on outdoor panels

about the significance of the entire

landscape and early and current

inhabitants of the Rio Grande valley.

Picnic areas would also be provided.

Trails

There would be several pedestrian trails

on the mesa top - see Alternative 2 map.

These trails, on existing dirt roads, would

connect with city trails on the city open

space land north of the monument and

around the southern geologic window. To
provide some relief from the urban

environment and encourage visitors to
think about the significance of this

landscape to ancient and current peoples,

no other facilities would be developed.

Visitors could explore this environment

and experience a sense of the open range,

away from the city.

Existing roads not converted to pedestrian

trails would be reclaimed. A pedestrian

trail would be developed on the mesa top
along the length of the escarpment from
Piedras Marcadas south to Mesa Prieta

inside the monument boundary. This trail

would follow the western edge of the

boundary north of Boca Negra Canyon

and would be set back from the escarp-

ment to avoid adverse impacts such as
erosion and disturbance to plant and

wildlife habitat and for visitor safety.

As in alternative 1, a multiuse trail on the

mesa top would be developed from Boca

Negra north to Piedras Marcadas Canyon,

except in this alternative the trail would be

located further west on nonmonument

Alternative 2

lands on the nonfederal protected area
(described above).

There would be pedestrian trails in Mesa

Prieta, Rinconada Canyon, and between

Lava Shadows and Rinconada Canyon

The city Open Space Division would

manage city-owned lands north of the

monument and adjacent to the geologic

windows the same as monument lands. To

minimize impacts on the cultural land-

scape, trail use would be restricted to
pedestrians. The city would also evaluate

options for relocating the equestrian center

and the Maloof Model Airplane Field.

Trails Crossing the Escarpment

Multiuse trails (pedestrian, horseback
riding, and bicycling) crossing the

escarpment would be developed at Boca
Negra Canyon and Calle Norteiia to
connect to the mesa-top multiuse trail that

would be constructed in the mesa-top
nonfederal protected area north of Boca

Negra Canyon (see Alternative 2 map).

Neighborhood Access Trails

There would be no access points designed

specifically for neighborhood residents.
Residents would be required to travel the

extra distances to designated access points

to minimize impacts on the escarpment. As

new neighborhoods are developed, monu-

ment staff would address and evaluate

access needs into the monument. Existing

informal neighborhood access routes

would be closed.

Walking dogs on leashes would not be

allowed under this alternative except at

the two escarpment crossings.
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Permits for Trail Use

Because of the sensitive nature of all lands
within the monument, visitors would be
required to obtain permits for going into
the inner portions of Rinconada and
Piedras Marcadas Canyons. Permits would
not be required for the trails crossing the
escarpment. The permit system would
allow managers to track the numbers of
visitors using the trails and discuss use
regulations and protection of the resources,
the cultural landscape, and visitor experi-
ences. The process of obtaining permits
would be convenient for both frequent
local users and one-time visitors.

Natural and cultural resources would be
monitored to identify resource impacts. If
resource damage or adverse impacts on
visitor use are identified, use would be
restricted or eliminated in specific areas.

CULTURAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The management of monument cultural
and natural resources would be the same
as described under "Actions Common to
All Alternatives." Slightly less monitoring
would be needed without the horse and
bicycle use trails.

A permitting program for trail users in
inner Rinconada and inner Piedras Marca-

das Canyons would be implemented in
conjunction with the monitoring program.

The Park Service would seek cooperation

from the city to manage the adjacent open

space lands with the same policies as
monument lands to avoid habitat fragmen-

tation that adversely affects plants and

wildlife.

OTHER SITES

Homestead Circle park (on monument
land) would be reclaimed by the city to as
natural a condition as possible. Con-
struction debris would be removed, and
disturbed areas would be reclaimed using
native indigenous species. A pedestrian
trail would be developed near the northern
portion of the site, up along the ridge of
the escarpment to access the mesa top.

The disturbed area adjacent to Calle
Nortena and Taylor Ranch Road would be
regraded to a more natural looking
contour and seeded with native plants.

BOUNDARY ADDITIONS

In addition to the boundary adjustments
that would be made under all alternatives,

under this alternative the mesa-top lands
between 81st Street and the monument

boundary would be added to the monu-

ment to provide for the improvement of

81st Street and the new trailhead, parking,

view, and picnic area at the south end of

81st Street. This 129-acre area (289 platted

lots) in the Volcano Cliffs subdivision

(units #2, #5, and a portion of #24) is

between the current monument boundary

and the city open space lands. Unlike the
adjacent open space lands, gravel roads

were developed throughout the property

as part of the subdivision process in 1967.
Ownership is similar to other parts of

Volcano Cliffs currently adjacent to and

within the monument boundary - mostly
individually owned 0.3- to 0.4-acre parcels.

When and if utilities are provided to this

area, these private lands would be

developed as single-family housing.

This mesa-top land is part of the cultural

landscape and a visual and physical
extension of the monument and open

space lands, with the same high-desert

vegetation, wildlife habitat, and expansive
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Alternative 2

views of the Rio Grande valley and the
Sandias as well as the broad, undeveloped
mesa top and volcanoes. The area also
provides good opportunities for visitor
access to mesa-top and Albuquerque basin
views, parking, and picnic facilities that
would not have adverse impacts on
monument resources.

The addition of these lands to the monu-
ment is feasible in terms of size and con-
figuration. Congressional action would be
required for this boundary adjustment.
Inclusion of this area within the monu-
ment would provide substantial oppor-
tunities for visitors to enjoy distant views,
both east and west, relatively unimpaired
by proposed development. If the property
were developed as currently zoned, visi-
tors would not only have viewing oppor-
tunities restricted, they would be faced
with having visually intrusive develop-
ment separate existing monument lands
from open space lands to the west.

The Volcano Cliffs subdivision was platted
in 1967, yet there has been no residential
or commercial development on the mesa
top to date because of the lack of utilities.
With the proposed extension of Unser
Boulevard, there is a greater chance that
this area will develop. However, a recent
fiscal impact analysis by the city indicates
that the cost of utility/infrastructure
expansion to this area may be substantially
more expensive than in other areas of the
city. The city's analysis indicates that the
average cost of infrastructure (water,
wastewater, storm drainage, and trans-
portation) in Volcano Cliffs would be

about $25,000 per lot (because of the
shallow soil and layer of basalt). The
development of an average lot in Albu-
querque ranges from $10,000 to $12,000
(City of Albuquerque, letter dated
November 22, 1993). Responsibility for the
additional infrastructure costs would be
shared by the city and individual lot
owners. A substantial amount of the land
acquisition costs could be generated by
reallocating public funds that would have
been used for developing the infra-
structure.

STAFFING

Staffing requirements in this alternative
would be greater than alternative 1
because of the heritage education center.
The interpretive ranger who would be
intermittently assigned to the Rinconada
visitor contact facility in alternative I
would have patrol responsibilities in
Rinconada Canyon under alternative 2. All
new positions would be evaluated to
determine the cost-effectiveness of hiring
full-time employees or contracting for
services.

COSTS

Development costs for implementing this
alternative would be approximately $16.2
million as shown in the following table.
The estimated NPS annual operating
budget would be $3.3 million; city
operational costs would be about $900,000.
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

TABLE 5. ALTERNATIVE 2, SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Gross
Construction Construction Total Project

Facility /Location Costs' Planning' Costs

Visitor center, Lava Shadows $6,428,000 $1,226,700 $7,654,700

Visitor contact facility, Piedras 717,900 137,000 854,900"

Marcadas Canyon

Interpretive trail and outdoor 15,100 1,300 16,400°

exhibits

Information kiosk, Mesa Prieta 602,600 115,000 717,600

Heritage education center, Boca 2,778,700 530,300 3,309,000

Negra

Volcanoes 306,300 64,200 370,500

81st Street overlook and picnic 900,400 171,800 1,072,200

area

Multiuse trails (inside monument) 71,900 13,700 85,600

0.9 mi. x 8'

Pedestrian trails (inside 539,500 102,500 642,000

monument) 18 mi. x 3'

Multiuse trails (outside 375,700 71,700 447,400°

monument) 4.7 mi. x 8'd

Pedestrian trails (outside 242,800 46,300 289,100°

monument) 8.1 mi. x 3'd

Reclamation of existing roads 552,000 105,400 657,400

(scarify, rip, topsoil, seed mulch)
43 acres

Reclamation of abandoned surface 44,000 10,100 54,100

mines

TOTAL $13,574,900 $2,596,000 $16,170,900

NOTE: No costs are shown for the administrative facilities because they would be outside the

monument in leased space.

a. Gross construction costs include construction of new facilities, exhibit and audiovisual production,

construction supervision, and contingencies. Advanced and project planning costs include

aerial /topographic surveys, comprehensive design, utility negotiation, historic furnishings and

structural reports, archeological research, construction drawings and specifications, archeological data

recovery, exhibit design, and audiovisual design.

b. Actions fully funded by the city.

c. Actions partially funded by the city.

d. The Park Service might enter into cooperative agreements with other entities to assist in the

planning, construction, and maintenance of these facilities.
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ALTERNATIVE 3

INTRODUCTION

The overall approach of this alternative
would be to provide easy access to areas
with many petroglyphs and to the scenic
mesa-top vistas (see Alternative 3 map).

contact station), Lava Shadows (with a
new administrative facility instead of using
the existing structures), and Mesa Prieta,
shown in alternative 1, also apply to
alternative 3.

Visitors would be directed to a visitor/
heritage education center in Rinconada
Canyon where many petroglyphs can be
seen without intrusions from adjacent
residential development. After orientation
at the visitor center, visitors would be
directed to petroglyph viewing areas in
Rinconada Canyon and to the mesa-top
loop road. This road would provide easy
access to the mesa-top views and the
volcanoes. With the visitor/heritage educa-
tion center, and hard-surfaced trails at
Rinconada Canyon, relatively undisturbed
petroglyph concentrations in the canyon
would be much more accessible. Parking
and trails would be developed at the
volcanoes and geologic windows areas.
Horse and bicycle use would be provided
at two escarpment crossing areas to
adjacent city Open Space Division lands.

Interpretive programs would include
similar information as in the other
alternatives about the petroglyphs, their
context, and past cultures, except that
there would be increased emphasis on
interpreting scenic views and trailside
ecology on the mesa top in the visitor
center. Mesa-top interpretation would
focus (through trail brochures and/or
wayside exhibits) on mesa ecology and
especially on past use of the mesa.

Development concept plans and the devel-
opment zones for Boca Negra Canyon
(with kiosk but without the visitor center,
administrative facility, and research
center), Rinconada Canyon (with a visitor
center/education center instead of a

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION,
ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Roles and responsibilities would be the
same as described under alternative 2.

VISITOR/HERITAGE EDUCATION
CENTER - RINCONADA CANYON

Under this alternative the visitor center
would be at Rinconada Canyon. This
facility would function as described in
"Actions Common to All Alternatives" and
include exhibits and a multimedia theater
to explain the significance of the petro-
glyphs, the history of the Rio Grande
valley, and the cultures of the people who
have lived and passed through the region
as well as classrooms that would be used
for heritage education programs for organ-
ized groups. This education program
would function as described in alternative
1.

The canyon would become an intensive
visitor use area, with wayside exhibits,
guided walks, and patrolling rangers
providing interpretation and protection.
From the center, visitors could walk to
petroglyphs throughout Rinconada Canyon
on hard-surfaced trails that would be
accessible to people with disabilities.
Higher visitation levels would be accom-
modated in part through several outdoor
interpretive exhibits. There would also be
a connecting pedestrian trail (not accessible
to visitors with disabilities) to Mesa Prieta.
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

From the visitor center area, visitors would
have the option of driving to see other
petroglyph concentrations at Boca Negra
and Piedras Marcadas Canyons or at Mesa
Prieta, or driving on the new mesa-top
road.

VISITOR CONTACT FACILITIES

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin

This area would be interpreted and

managed as described in alternative 1,

with a visitor contact facility and access

and parking on city-owned and -managed

lands south of the monument outside

monument lands and an interpretive trail.

The site would be open only when staffed

to reduce risk of vandalism, destruction,

and theft.

Mesa Prieta

There would be a pedestrian trail, along

the base of the escarpment, from the new

staffed visitor contact facility/ parking
area/trailhead at the southern end of the

monument. This would be the entrance

station to the mesa-top road.

PETROGLYPH RESEARCH CENTER -

PIEDRAS MARCADAS CANYON

The petroglyph research center and

parking area would be constructed on the

mesa top just north of Piedras Marcadas

Canyon Access would be from a new road

from Paradise Boulevard. The presence of

the center would provide some protection

for the petroglyphs and easy access to

petroglyphs for researchers. Visitor infor-

mation and restrooms would be provided

in the center.

Two pedestrian trail escarpment crossings

would be developed to provide the only

access into the canyon; in the canyon there
would be pedestrian trails along the base
of the escarpment, along which visitors
could see some petroglyphs. Visitor use in
the canyon would be controlled by a per-
mit system, which would provide visitors
with a sense of solitude and also provide
additional protection :for the resources.

INFORMATION KIOSK -
BOCA NEGRA CANYON

This area would continue to be a primary

petroglyph viewing area. Where feasible,

existing trails would be improved/

redesigned to provide access for visitors

with disabilities as well as to provide

additional protection for petroglyphs and

improve safety for visitors. There would be

a small parking area and restrooms, and

visitor information would be available at

an unstaffed visitor information kiosk.

ADMINISTRATION --
LAVA SHADOWS

The current interim visitor center in the

Lava Shadows area would be removed

and a new administrative structure,

including offices and work areas for the

administration, law enforcement,
interpretation, resource management, and

maintenance divisions, would also be

constructed.

VOLCANOES AREA

The volcanoes would be managed as

described in alternative I - with a

redesigned parking area (near the existing

parking area) and visitor information

kiosk, a nearby picnic area, a trail to Black

Volcano, the development of an overlook

and outdoor exhibits, and the reclamation

of the previously mined area. However,

under this alternative, access would be
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from the east (the mesa-top loop road)
rather than from the airport access road
(Paseo del Vulcan). The existing access
road would be closed and reclaimed.
Reclaiming abandoned mine sites 1, 2, and
3 would be as described in alternative 1.

GEOLOGIC WINDOWS

The city Open Space Division would man-
age the northern and southern geologic
windows to promote use and enjoyment.
Parking would be provided near the mesa-
top rims of these depressions, and pe-
destrian trails to petroglyph viewing areas
would be developed. Parking for both
areas would be accessed by existing roads.

ROADS, TRAILS, AND
ESCARPMENT CROSSINGS

Mesa-Top Loop Road

Visitors could take advantage of the
expansive views from the mesa top by
driving on a new, paved, two-way loop
road. A new spur road from 98th Street
would enter the monument just west of
the southern end of Mesa Prieta and travel
north onto the mesa top. A staffed visitor
contact facility within the monument
would provide information about the re-
sources and various points of interest. This
contact station would also function as an
entrance station for vehicles entering the
monument.

Picnic areas and overlooks along the road,
including a location on Mesa Prieta and
one on the mesa north of Rinconada
Canyon, would provide opportunities for
visitors to enjoy the expansive views of the
city, the Rio Grande valley, and the Sandia
and Manzano Mountains. The road would
continue north from Mesa Prieta to the
northern portion of the Atrisco unit, then
head west toward the volcanoes (where a

Alternative 3

spur road would access the volcanoes
parking area, observation area, and acces-
sible trail) and back south to Mesa Prieta.

Multiuse Trails

There would be multiuse trails (pedestrian,
bicycling, and horseback riding) on the
mesa top, both in the northern part of the
monument and in the city open space
lands west of 81st Street, and along the
escarpment edge from Boca Negra Canyon
north to Piedras Marcadas Canyon (see
Alternative 3 map).

Trails Across the Escarpment

There would be access across the escarp-
ment via multiuse (pedestrian, bicycle, and
horseback riding) trails at Boca Negra
Canyon and Calle Nortefia, which would
connect to existing/ proposed city trails,
and, if necessary to connect with city trails,
a crossing near the Paseo del Norte
corridor.

Neighborhood Access Trails

There would be neighborhood access trails
at Paradise Hills, Taylor Ranch, and Santa
Fe Village. As new neighborhoods are de-
veloped, monument staff would address
and evaluate access needs into the monu-
ment.

Dogs on leashes would be allowed only on
designated trails near existing neigh-
borhoods.

Permits for Trail Use

Because of the sensitive nature of all lands
within the monument, visitors would be
required to obtain permits for going into
selected areas. Permits would not be
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

required for the multiuse trails crossing

the escarpment. The permit system would

allow managers to track the numbers of

visitors using the trails and discuss use

regulations and protection of the resources,

the cultural landscape, and visitor

experiences. The process of obtaining

permits would be convenient for both

frequent local users and one-time visitors.

Natural and cultural resources would be

monitored to identify resource impacts. If

resource damage is identified, use would

be restricted or eliminated in specific areas.

CULTURAL AND NATURAL

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Natural and cultural resource management

would be the same as described in alterna-

tive 1. In addition, a permitting program

for trail users in Piedras Marcadas Canyon

would be implemented in conjunction with

the monitoring program.

OTHER SITES

In this alternative, Homestead Circle park

would be developed as a traditional neigh-

borhood park, including a turf grass play

area, a childrens play structure, picnic

tables and benches, and shade trees or

shade structure. Multiuse access to the

mesa top would be the same as in

alternative 2.

The disturbed area adjacent to Calle

Nortena and Taylor Ranch Road would be

regraded to a more natural looking con-

tour and seeded with native plants.

Parking would be provided for 5-10 cars

in a portion of the disturbed area near

Calle Nortena.

BOUNDARY ADDITIONS

There would be no additional boundary
adjustments under this alternative.

STAFFING

Staffing requirements for this alternative
would be the same as alternative 1 except
for the following. All new positions would
be evaluated to determine the cost-
effectiveness of hiring full-time employees
or contracting for services.

• The interpretive ranger assigned to the

Piedras Marcadas visitor contact facility

(alternative 1) would not be necessary.

• The alternative 1 Rinconada Canyon
interpretive ranger would be relocated
to Boca Negra Canyon.

• To maintain the approximately 10 miles

of mesa-top road would require one

additional laborer and a heavy

equipment operator.

• Two additional permanent protection

rangers and one seasonal protection

ranger would be needed to patrol the

road.
• One additional permanent and one

seasonal resource management

specialist would be required.

COSTS

Development costs for implementing this

alternative would be approximately $28.9

million as shown in the following table.

The estimated NPS annual operating

budget would be $3.4 million; city opera-

tional costs would be about $1.4 million.
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• TABLE 6. ALTERNATIVE 3, SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Gross

Construction Construction Total Project
Costs' Planning' Costs-

Visitor center/heritage education, $7,728,100 $1,474,800 $9,202,900
Rinconada Canyon

Interpretive trail and outdoor 15,100 1,300 16,400°
exhibits, Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
ruin

Visitor contact facility, Mesa Prieta 602,600 115,000 717,600

Petroglyph research center, Piedras 1,030,400 196,600 1,227,000`
Marcadas Canyon

Visitor kiosk, Boca Negra Canyon 690,400 131,800 822,200

Administration, Lava Shadows 1,720,300 328,300 2,048,600

Volcanoes area 327,900 62,600 390,500

Mesa-top loop road (10 mi) 9,643,600 1,840,400 11,484,000

Multipurpose trails (inside 535,500 102,200 637,700`
monument) 6.7 mi x 8'

Pedestrian trail (inside monument) 7 281,700 53,800 335,500`
mi x 3'

Multipurpose trails (outside 1,015,100 193,700 1,208,8006
monument) 12.7 mi x 8'n

Reclaiming existing roads (scarify, 642,000 122,500 764,500`
rip, topsoil, seed, mulch, 50 acres)

Reclaim abandoned surface mines 44,000 10,100 54,100

TOTAL $24,276,700 $4,633,100 $28,909,800

a. Gross construction costs include construction of new facilities, exhibit and audiovisual production,
construction supervision, and contingencies. Advanced and project planning costs include
aerial /topographic surveys, comprehensive design, utility negotiation, historic furnishings and
structural reports, archeological research, construction drawings and specifications, archeological data
recovery, exhibit design, and audiovisual design.

b. These costs would be fully funded by the city.

c. These costs would be partially funded by the city.

d. The Park Service might enter into cooperative agreements with other entities to assist in the
planning, construction, and maintenance of these facilities.

•
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ALTERNATIVE 4 - NO ACTION

INTRODUCTION

The no-action alternative describes the
conditions that would exist at the monu-
ment without a change in current manage-

ment direction or an approved general

management plan. This alternative pro-

vides a baseline for evaluating the changes

and related environmental impacts that

would occur under the three action alter-
natives. Under the no-action alternative,

the National Park Service and the city
Open Space Division would continue to
maintain the monument and the resources
and facilities in their existing condition

while providing for some increases in
visitor use (see Alternative 4 map).

No visitor center would be constructed.
Monument staff would continue to give
guided tours (mostly at Boca Negra

Canyon) to school groups. Staff would also
bring interpretive programs to school
classrooms.

This alternative would have the fewest

facilities and the most areas open to
multiple uses (horses and bicycles).
Neighborhood access points would be
similar to the other alternatives. Horseback

and bicycle riding would be permitted

within the monument only where current-

ly allowed (north of the Atrisco grant line,

excluding Rinconada Canyon).

The development concept plan shown in

alternative 1 for Rinconada Canyon indi-

cate the general locations for the small

parking areas in this alternative.

PARTNERSHIP JURISDICTION, ROLES,

AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The city would be chiefly responsible for

visitor services, visitor and resource

protection (law enforcement), and
maintenance in the Piedras Marcadas and

Boca Negra units. The existing interim

visitor center would be staffed and
operated by the National Park Service.

VISITOR CENTER - LAVA SHADOWS

The interim Las Imagines Visitor Center at

Lava Shadows would become the primary
visitor center for orientation to the monu-

ment. A few exhibits would be provided in
the existing space. This facility would only
accommodate a limited number of visitors

at one time. Visitors would be encouraged

to drive to Boca Negra, Piedras Marcadas,
and Rinconada Canyons to see the petro-

glyphs. The existing trail up the cut to the

mesa would continue to be used by horse-

back and bicycle riders and pedestrians).

The parking area would be improved to

accommodate increased use and provide

turning space for long vehicles.

SOME MODIFICATION --
BOCA NEGRA CANYON

Here visitors could see the petroglyphs

from established trails, some of which

would be made accessible to visitors with

disabilities. A slightly expanded parking

area and restrooms would continue to be

used. As already planned, the city would

make minor improvements to trails and

expand the shade structure. Heritage

education programs would continue at

Boca Negra Canyon.
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PETROGLYPH RESEARCH CENTER -
EXISTING FACILITIES AND STAFF

Petroglyph research center functions

would be carried out by existing monu-

ment and NPS Southwest Regional Office

staff in existing facilities within the

allocated budget.

PARKING AND TRAILS -

RINCONADA AND PIEDRAS
MARCADAS CANYONS

Two small parking areas (10-15 cars)

would be established, one at Rinconada

Canyon and one near Piedras Marcadas

Canyon (accessible from Golf Course

Road). Visitors could see the petroglyphs

in more primitive conditions in these

canyons than they would at Boca Negra

Canyon. Although minor improvements

would be made to existing trails in these

canyons (i.e., the designation of routes),

trails would not be accessible to visitors

with disabilities. There would be no rest-

rooms at these sites.

PEDESTRIAN TRAIL - MESA PRIETA

No facilities or orientation would be pro-

vided at Mesa Prieta. This area would only

be accessible on pedestrian trails by visi-

tors willing to travel cross country on the

existing trails from the mesa top or follow

the trail at the base of the escarpment

(accessed from the small parking area at

St. Joseph and Unser). Visitor use would

be discouraged by not providing

information.

LIMITED TOURS - PIEDRAS

MARCADAS PUEBLO RUIN

The site would be closed to the public

except for specially arranged guided tours.

There would be no visitor facilities.

VOLCANOES AREA

Alternative 4 - No Action

Visitor use of the volcanoes would con-

tinue, with most use occurring on Vulcan.

The parking area that now exists would

only be open from dawn to dusk and

gated when closed. No onsite interpreta-

tion or orientation would occur except for

occasional guided tours. The parking area

would not be redesigned.

There would be no reclamation of
abandoned mine sites 1, 2, and 3.

GEOLOGIC WINDOWS

Visitor use of the geologic windows would

be discouraged by not providing infor-

mation.

ADMINISTRATIVE FACILITIES -
SOUTH OF BOCA NEGRA CANYON

Existing structures in this area would be

used for administrative functions.

TRAILS AND ESCARPMENT

CROSSINGS

Mesa-Top Trails

Visitors could access the mesa from several

existing access points. No facilities, new

trails, or interpretive exhibits would be

provided. Multiuse mesa-top trails would

be on existing dirt roads north of the

Atrisco grant line.

Escarpment Crossings

Multiuse trail crossings (pedestrian,

horseback riding, and bicycling) of the

escarpment would be continued at Boca

Negra Canyon, Lava Shadows, and Calle

Nortena.
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Lava Shadows
• visitor center in existing structure

oca Negra Canyon
• continuing heritage education functions
• improved trails/shade structure

Rinconada Canyon
• parking and trail

Piedras Marcadas Canyon
• parking and trail

Mesa Prieto,
• foot trail

Petroglyph Pesearch Center
• functions in existing structures

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo izuin
• limited tours

Volcanoes
• occasional guided tours
• existing parking

Administration
• located in existing structures at Lava Shadows
and south of Boca Negra Canyon

visitor center

visitor contact facility

visitor information kiosk

administrative facility

petroglyph research center

overlook

parking area

0 neighborhood access

Petroglyph National Monument

escarpment

foot trail

multiuse trail

®w Paseo Del Norte study corridor

proposed paved road

Homestead Circle ParK
• no development or revegetation



PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Neighborhood Access Trails

Pedestrian access trails for adjacent
neighborhoods would be established at
Santa Fe Village, Homestead Circle, and
Paradise Hills. As new neighborhoods are
developed, monument staff would address
and evaluate access needs into the
monument.

Dogs on leashes would be allowed only on
designated trails near existing neighbor-
hoods.

Permits for Trail Use

A permit system would not be required or
implemented under this alternative.

CULTURAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Monument staff would continue to inven-
tory and map cultural and natural
resources. The Park Service would not
have the funds to develop and manage
trails in all petroglyph areas and other
portions of the monument. Trails would be
improved and managed as funds and
staffing permit, which would be less than
required for proper management but more
than permitted by existing staffing and
funding levels. The city would continue its
current and proposed programs in and
adjacent to the monument. Visitors would
be encouraged to use existing monument
roads and trails and would be prohibited
from climbing and scrambling on the
escarpment. Monitoring would be done as
staff and funds are available; however,
there would be less of it than in the other
alternatives.

OTHER SITES

Homestead Circle park . would not be
developed . The city could look for another
site outside the monument boundary for a
neighborhood park.

No action would be taken at the disturbed
area near Calle Nortena and Taylor Ranch
Road.

BOUNDARY ADDITIONS

No additional boundary additions would
be required for this alternative.

STAFFING

•

Even though new facilities would not be
constructed in this alternative, slightly less
staffing (but similar to) than alternative 1,
the proposed action, would be required to •
conduct resource protection and visitor
services programs. For comparison
purposes and impact assessment, staffing
levels presented under this alternative
would be less than required for proper
resource management and protection. Two
fewer interpretive rangers, seven fewer
maintenance workers, two less visitor and
resource protection staff, and two less
resource management staff, and one less
administrative staff than under alternative
1 would be required. Because there would
be a greatly reduced petroglyph research
center function, the staffing of five (in the
proposed action) would be reduced to one.

COSTS

Development costs for implementing this
alternative would be approximately $1.4
million as shown in the following table.
The estimated NPS annual operating

budget would be $2.9 million; city
operational costs would be about $274,500.
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0 TABLE 7. ALTERNATIVE 4, SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Alternative 4 - No Action

Mesa Prieta, Boca Negra, Piedras Marcadas, the volcanoes area, and the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin have no

new facilities under this alternative.

Gross

Construction

Costs'

Construction

Planning'

Total Project

Costs

Visitor center, Lava Shadows $304,400 $58,100 $362,500

Minor modifications, Boca Negra"

Parking and trails, Rinconada Canyon 163,700 31,300 195,000

Multipurpose trails (inside monument)

3.3 mi. x 8'

263,800 50,300 314,100"

Pedestrian trails (inside monument) 7.2

mi. x 3'

215,800 41,200 257,000"

Reclaiming (scarify, rip, topsoil, seed,

mulch) 18 acres

231,100 44,100 275,2002

TOTAL $1,178,800 $225,000 $1,403,800

• a. Gross construction costs include construction of new facilities, exhibit and audiovisual production,

construction supervision, and contingencies. Advanced and project planning costs include

aerial /topographic surveys, comprehensive design, utility negotiation, historic furnishings and

structural reports, archeological research, construction drawings and specifications, archeological data

recovery, exhibit design, and audiovisual design.

b. These costs would be partially funded by the city.
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES

Note: Actions common to all alternatives are not represented in this table.

Alternative I - Proposed Action Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 - No Action

Overall Would provide various ways for Would preserve the greatest Would provide easy access to Would continue existing use
visitors to see and appreciate many portion of the monument and area with many petroglyphs, while providing for some
monument resources. Easy access to adjacent lands in as natural a especially with the visitor increase in visitor use (i.e.,
petroglyphs from new visitor center, condition as possible with the center at Rinconada Canyon, parking areas and trails). Staff

and easy access to various fewest intrusions from develop- and to mesa-top vistas and the would continue current
petroglyph viewing areas. Focus on ment and fewer opportunities for volcanoes via paved loop program and guided tours at
seeing the petroglyphs in context of public access and use. Visitors road. Boca Negra Canyon. This
the escarpment, mesa top, volcanoes, could see some petroglyphs near alternative would have fewest
and surrounding mountains. visitor center and walk to other facilities and most areas open
Pedestrian, horse, and bicycle use areas where there were more to multiple uses (horses and
permitted on selected designated petroglyph concentrations. In bicycles). Horseback riding and
mesa-top trails. Rinconada Canyon visitors could bicycling would be permitted

see petroglyphs in more solitude. only where currently allowed.
Relatively easy access to No neighborhood access trails

petroglyphs at Boo Negra and would be built.
Piedras Marcadas Canyons and
Mesa Prieta. No horse or bicycle
use permitted (except at escarp-
ment crossings). Pedestrian use

only in most parts of monument.

Visitor Center At Boo Negra with heritage New center at Lava Shadows area. New visitor/heritage educa- Use of existing interim visitor

education function. tion center at Rinconada center at Lava Shadows.

Canyon.

Boca Negra See above; expand and redesign trail Construct heritage education Would continue as a primary Continue existing use/heritage
Canyon system. center; expand and redesign trail petroglyph viewing area; education program with

system, parking, and shade restrooms and expanded/ improvements to parking area
structure. redesigned trails; unstaffed and shade structure and minor

visitor information kiosk. trail improvements.

Piedras Marcadas Small parking area with visitor Same as alternative 1 plus small Petroglyph research center Small parking area on mesa top

Canyon contact facility and exhibits, parking arm/ trail access in constructed on mesa top north at northwest part of canyon;
restrooms, and trail to inner canyon. northwestern part of canyon. of canyon, accessed from soft-surfaced pedestrian trail

Paradise Boulevard; two into canyon.
pedestrian trails into inner

canyon trail (used by permit).
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

Alternative I - Proposed Action Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 - No Action

Rinconada Small parking area and visitor Outer canyon access only via I- Visitor/heritage education Small parking area with soft-
Canyon contact facility with restrooms; mile hard-surfaced trail from Lava center and hard-surfaced surfaced pedestrian trail into

canyon accessible only by pedestrian Shadows and soft-surfaced trails trails. canyon.

trails (initial part of trail accessible to from Mesa Prieta and the mesa
those with disabilities). top; inner canyon access via soft-

surfaced trails; permit system for

inner canyon.

Mesa Prieta Small parking area, visitor contact New small parking area, Pedestrian trail along base of No new facilities or orientation;
facility, overlook, and trailhead. restrooms, and visitor information escarpment; staffed visitor accessible by pedestrian trail

kiosk. Hard-surfaced pedestrian contact facility, parking, and from mesa top or from parking
trail to nearby petroglyphs, and trailhead at southern end area in northern part of

soft-surfaced pedestrian trail to (enhance to mesa-top loop Rinconada Canyon; visitor use
mesa top and trail below road). discouraged.
escarpment.

Piedras Marcadas Interpretive trail. Prepare ruins Same as alternative 1. Same as alternative 1. Closed to public except for
Pueblo Ruin management plan. City-owned and specially arranged guided

managed visitor contact facility tours. No visitor facilities.
outside monument lands.

Area South of Administrative and petroglyph Remove existing structures and Same as alternative 2. Some administration in existing
Boca Negra research functions in existing reclaim, structures.
Canyon structures.

Lava Shadows Provide parking area and trailhead New visitor center. Visitors could Existing interim visitor center Current interim visitor center
and connections to other trails. go a short distance to see a few would be removed, and a new would become primary visitor

Expand and improve existing petroglyphs along escarpment administrative structure would center.
structures and parking as needed. base on accessible trails. Trailhead be built.

would provide pedestrian access
to rest of monument. Remove

existing structures when no longer
needed.

Volcanoes area Redesigned parking area, unstaffed No public access except for Same as alternative 1, but Existing use would continue.
visitor information kiosk, restrooms, Pueblo Indian traditional and access would be from east Parking area open dawn to

picnic area, frail to Black Volcano cultural activities, approved (loop road); reclaim existing dusk; no interpretation except
overlook and exhibit area; limited research projects, and occasional road. for occasional guided tours.
use of other volcanoes; no hiking or guided tours; gated entrance
climbing.

Abandoned Mining sites would be reclaimed. Same as alternative 1. Same as alternative 1. No reclamation
surface mines



TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

Alternative I - Proposed Action Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 - No Action

Geologic Only Pueblo Indian activities, Same as alternative 1. Parking areas and pedestrian Use discouraged; no
windows approved research projects, and trails developed for visitor information provided to public

guided tours permitted; no facilities use; access by existing roads.

Petroglyph See area south of Boca Negra Canyon In leased space near Indian At Piedras Marcadas Canyon Functions carried out by
research center Pueblo Cultural Center or (described above) existing monument and NPS

University of New Mexico regional office staff in existing
facilities and within allocated

budget

Trails and roads Pedestrian and multiuse trails (on 1.3-mile road extended east from Ten-mile paved loop road on No facilities, new trails, or
existing routes) on mesa top; Sint Street, with trailhead, mesa top, with picnic areas interpretive exhibits; multiuse
overlook and exhibit panels at overlook and exhibit panels, small and overlooks; multiuse trails trails on existing dirt roads
extension of 81st Street. Escarpment parking area, pulloffs with views, on mesa top in open space north of Atrisco grant line;
crossings at Lava Shadows, Boca and picnic areas; several lands and between Boca Negra pedestrian trails in other parts
Negra, and Calle Nortena (and pedestrian trails on mesa top, one and Piedras Marcadas of monument; escarpment
maybe near Paseo del Norte trail going the length of the Canyons; escarpment crossings crossings at Boca Negra, Lava
corridor). Designate neighborhood escarpment; multiuse trail on at Boca Negm and Calle Shadows, and Calle Nortena;
access points, with cooperation from nonfederal protected area; pedes- Nortena, and if necessary at neighborhood access in three
residents; reclaim other social trails. trian trails in canyons and at Paseo del Norte; neighborhood areas. No permit system.
Permits required for most monument Mesa Prieta; multiuse trails at access in three areas; permits
multiuse trails on mesa top and escarpment crossings at Boca required for Piedras Marcadas
possibly for Piedras Marcadas and Negra and Calle Nortefia; fewer Canyon.

Rinconada Canyons. Impacts on designated neighborhood access
resources monitored and mitigated if points; permits for Rinconada and
necessary. Piedras Marcadas Canyons.

475-acre N/A Recommended nonfederal N/A N/A
nonfederal protection to encourage use as
protected area open space and recreational uses

and some form of planned
community.

Other sites City development of Homestead Homestead Circle park reclaimed Homestead Circle park No development at Homestead
Circle park facilities for passive to natural conditions by city; Calle developed as typical Circle park; no action at Calle
neighborhood use; reclaim disturbed Nortena/Taylor Ranch Road area neighborhood park by city; Nortena/Taylor Ranch Road
area at Calle Nortena/Taylor Ranch reclaimed, small parking area at Calle area.
Road area. Nortena/Taylor Ranch Road

area.

Boundary Five lots (10.5 acres) on Mojave Street 129 acres of mesa-top lands None None
additions not south of Boca Negra Canyon between 81st Street and the

common to all monument boundary.
alternatives
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

Alternative 1 - Proposed Action Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 - No Action

Staffing 38 additional FTEs, NPS Same as alternative 1; slightly Generally the same as Generally the same as
16 additional FTEs, city different assignments alternative 1 with one less alternative 1, but with 13 less

interpretive ranger and five staff and one person (instead of
additional staff. five) staffing research center.

Development $14.2 million $16.2 million $28.9 million $1.4 million
Costs

Operations Costs

NPS $2.5 million $3.3 million $3.4 million $2.9 million
City $810,000 $900,000 $1.4 million $274,500



TABLE 9, SUM•F THE IMPAS THE ALTERNATIVES

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

CULTURAL No petroglyphs would be moved or directly affected by construction. Negative impacts on resources, including increased

RESOURCE Developing trails and viewing areas and requiring visitors to stay on trails would risll to petroglyphs, would result from the lack of

IMPACTS have a positive effect on petroglyphs and their context by providing established
viewing areas and by removing trails that wind through and between petroglyph

adequate funding, staff, and facilities and the limited
interpretive and resource protection programs.

concentrations or that are too close to the features and allow visitors to touch or The limited petroglyph research center function

scratch the petroglyphs. would promote research and education and
Focusing visitor use in areas that previously had no visitor facilities could co ervation of the petroglyphs, but these gains would

result in some increased risk of damage to cultural resources. Monitoring buss effective than in the other alternatives.

resource conditions and responding to potential threats would reduce impacts on Fewer direct negative impacts on archeological sites

petroglyphs and other sites from increased visitation and minimize most of the from construction would be anticipated than in the

potential impacts that could occur over time and gradually diminish the integrity other alternatives. Because of the minimal monitoring

and scientific value of these cultural resources. and regulation on the many existing horseback riding

Establishing an increased presence (including frequent patrols), directing and and bicycle trails, there would be greater potential for
controlling visitor use through such measures as constructing new trails and damage to archeological resources.

rehabilitating existing trails, enforcing regulations, and expanding visitor This alternative would have the fewest negative

education programs would help protect the cultural resources. Most impacts would be the same as alternative 1. Most impacts would be the same as alternative 1. effe^ is on the cultural landscape resulting from visitor

During construction, dust, fumes from vehicles, noise, and large equipment facility developments, but there could be adverse effects

would temporarily diminish the visual qualities of the cultural landscape and frodr less directed and managed visitor use.

increase site-specific noise levels. Constructing buildings, trails, utility lines,

access roads, support facilities for various areas of development, and reclamation
and revegetation work would have the potential to impact known and unknown
archeological and ethnographic resources and the cultural landscape. Precautions

would be taken to avoid unknown possibly adverse effects of construction-related

compaction and vibration on cultural resources.
The identification and evaluation of cultural resources and appropriate siting

and design (with compatible materials) of facilities and trails would help reduce

the impacts of development, minimize visual impacts on these resources and the • j
landscape, and avoid direct impacts on sites during construction as well as later

indirect impacts on significant sites. Early participation by the state historic

preservation office and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in seeping

and design of new facilities would help prevent negative impacts from

development.

Visitor facilities would intrude on the cultural landscape, but sensitive siting

and design would minimize negative impacts. If it were impossible to avoid sites

during construction, further mitigative measures would be developed before final
design and ground disturbance, in consultation with appropriate agencies and

entities. Provisions for protecting previously unknown sites encountered during
construction would be included in construction documents, and an archeologist
would monitor ground-disturbing activities.

There would be a positive effect of trail redesign at Boca Negra Canyon. Some Impacts on the cultural landscape and There would be negative effects on cultural

increased risk for damage or vandalism in four main canyons because of archeological sites would be minimal bemuse resources. The location of major facilities in primary

increased visitor use would occur. All efforts would be made to prevent development is generally focussed in previously resource areas would provide easy access to important

vandalism. Petroglyph research function would promote research and public disturbed areas. resources; however, negative indirect impacts on

education and appreciation, which would help prevent adverse impacts. Limiting visitor access to the volcanoes area petroglyphs could occur.
Designating trails for horseback and bicycle riding and requiring riders to would have a positive impact on that area's cultural This alternative would directly impact more

obtain permits and stay on established routes would help protect sites from landscape and resources. archeological sites and would require more costly

illegal collecting and disturbance. Overall, impacts on petroglyphs would be similar programs to mitigate than any of the other alternatives.

Eliminating use on all but Black Volcano would have a beneficial effect on to alternative 1, but the impacts would be in different The presence of the research center in Piedras

resources in that area. areas for each alternative because of the different Marcadas Canyon would help reduce vandalism and

location of visitor use facilities. Because facilities collecting in that area and promote public education.

would not be located in Mesa Prieta or Rinconada Increased numbers and mobility of visitors on the

Canyon, there would be fewer impacts on the cultural mesa top and elsewhere would increase risks for relic

landscape. hunting and vandalism. Multiuse trails in the northern
section would increase the possibility of damage to
archeological resources.

The mesa-top road and the visitor center in• •
Rinconada would have more impacts on the cultural
landscape than the other alternatives. There would also
be a greater risk for long-term loss of cultural resources
under this alternative.
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY O•IMPACI5 O•ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

Cumulative Over time, vandalism, illegal collecting, and inadvertent damage to petroglyphs Impacts would be similar to those described for The extent and type of visitor use and facilities Over time, lack of staff and adequate funding and
Impacts on and other archeological sites reduce the number and quality of sites, which alternative 1. provided for in this alternative would result in more facilities to guide visitor use would contribute to loss of
Cultural would result in a cumulative impact on the sites and database. Various efforts adverse cumulative impacts than under any other resources from vandalism, unauthorized collection,
Resources and programs would minimize but not eliminate these impacts. With develop- alternative. erosion of informal trails, theft of artifacts, and

ment, visitor use and maintenance activities, erosion, etc., some diagnostic destruction of context by unmanaged horse and bicycle
artifacts and features would not be preserved for future analytic techniques. The cumulative impacts of the city's Unser Boulevard use. The cultural landscape and its values might also
Monument development combined with adjacent development would adversely extension and the recreational trail and utility corridor deteriorate because use would be less directed or
affect the cultural landscape. in Boca Negra Canyon would be the same as described managed than in the other alternatives. These lost

for alternative 1. resource values would be gradual but incremental and
There would be cumulative impacts from RIPS actions combined with the city's cumulative when combined with resource losses on
extension of Unser Boulevard and there might be impacts from the city's other federal, state, and private lands. The cumulative
development of the recreational trail and utility corridor. Impacts would be i,-.,pas of ti:e city's Uruer Boulevard extension and the
mitigated by minimizing rights-of-way and disturbed areas and using appropriate recreational trail and utility corridor would be the same
construction techniques and design materials. as described for alternative 1.

IMPACTS ON Consultation with the American Indian Pueblo community and the heirs of the There might be positive impacts on values held by
VALUES HELD Atrisco land grant would help ensure that the location and construction of new

I
these groups by participating in consultation regarding

BY facilities and the reclamation of informal trails or previous development would site protection and interpretation.
CULTURALLY (1) avoid areas of significance to these groups, (2) be compatible with the cultural Values held by these groups might be negatively
AFFILIATED landscape and traditional practices, and (3) not affect the viability of resources impacted by uncontrolled visitor use and more
GROUPS traditionally gathered by these groups. Some positive impacts would result. Same as alternative 1. Same as alternative 1. potential for vandalism.

Impacts from increased visitation on traditional and cultural activities are There would be less opportunity for visitor education
unknown, but special provisions such as temporary closures would provide and therefore increased risk of negative impacts on the
privacy to conduct traditional and cultural activities. Consultation with culturally traditional and cultural values held by these groups.
affiliated groups and training monument staff would ensure that interpretive
media and programs present a culturally sensitive and accurate picture of

traditional and cultural values, which would help reduce negative impacts on

• •

cultures affiliated with the monument.

There might be positive impacts on these groups by limiting public access to Developing Piedras Marcadas Puebo ruin only There would be negative impacts because of the Cumulative Impacts: If petroglyphs or archeological
the volcanoes area. after special study and consultation with concerned development proposed in this alternative, especially on sites, features, and objects are destroyed or desecrated

Developing Piedras Marcadas Pueblo nun only after special study and Pueblos would avoid impacts related to intrusion on the mesa top. by vandals, or practitioners are not able to use a special
consultation with concerned Pueblos would avoid impacts related to intrusion on traditional and cultural areas and archeological sites. Developing Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin only after area for traditional and cultural activities, those
traditional and cultural areas and archeological sites. There might be positive impacts onithese groups by special study and consultation with concerned Pueblos activities might not be continued. The city's

There could be adverse impacts from the intrusion of bicycles and horses into limiting public access to the volcanoes area. would avoid impacts related to intrusion on traditional construction of Unser Boulevard through the
lands that are important to the Pueblo community. and cultural areas and archeological sites. monument would adversely impact these groups and

Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative impacts on their ability to maintain their connection to the
Cumulative Impacts: There would be a cumulative impact if special traditional values held by these groups under thjs alternative Cumulative Impacts: The development of mesa-top monument. Impacts from facility development would
and cultural sites or features were destroyed or desecrated by vandals, or if would be similar but less than described for altema- roads and trails and intensified public use of this area be less severe than in alternative 1; however, impacts
practitioners were disturbed by construction or visitors. The city's construction of five 1. Because fewer visitors would hive access to would limit the areas that might be suitable for Pueblo from unrestricted horse and bicycle use would
Unser Boulevard through the monument would adversely impact these groups the volcanoes area and there would be no bicycle or groups to practice their traditional and cultural activi- continue.
and their ability to maintain their connections to the monument. horse use in the monument, there would be fewer ties. The city's construction of Unser Boulevard through

long-term impacts on resources that ate sensitive to the monument would adversely impact these groups
culturally affiliated groups. Privacy f'c traditional and their ability to maintain their connections to the
and cultural activities might be easier to achieve,I monument.
contributing to the continuation of traditional
activities in the future.

IMPACTS ON Eagles and whooping cranes (federally listed species) migrating through the Same as alternative 1.

1

Same as alternative 1. Same as alternative 1.
FEDERAL AND monument would not be affected. The black-footed ferret, also listed, would not
STATE be adversely impacted. The millipede (Toltecolus chihuanus), a category 2 species,
THREATENED would not be adversely affected by NPS actions.
AND
ENDANGERED Cumulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts on the millipede (Toltecolus chihuanus)
SPECIES might result when city actions for constructing Unser Boulevard are considered in

combination with NPS actions. Site-specific surveys before facility development
and before construction would mitigate such impacts. Amik
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TABLE 9. SUMMAR•E IMPACTS• ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

Plants About 3 acres of potential rare cactus habitat, (less than 0.1% of the total available About 7.5 acres of potential rare cactus habitat would About 50 acres of potential rare cactus habitat could be Abo t 8.5 acres of potential rare cactus habitat would

habitat) would be adversely impacted by development and visitor use. This be adversely impacted by development and visitor adversely impacted by development, and visitor use; be adversely impacted by development and visitor use.

would not be significant in terms of the habitat available in the monument. use. This would not be a significant impact. There this would be a significant adverse impact. This would not be significant.

would be fewer people on the mesa top than in the
Cumulative Impact : Development actions under this alternative could other alternatives and thus less disturbance to this Cumulative Impacts: The destruction of potential Cumulative Impacts: Development actions under this

incrementally contribute to the overall decline of the two rare cactus species . habitat. habitat for these cacti could contribute to the overall alternative could contribute to the extinction of the two

Cumulative impacts would not be anticipated bemuse of the city's construction of decline of the species. Cumulative impacts would not cactyts species. Cumulative impacts would not be

Unser Boulevard and the recreational trail and utility corridor. Cumulative Impacts: Development actions could be anticipated bemuse of the city's construction of an4ipated because of the city's construction of Unser

incrementally increase the amount and severity of Unser Boulevard and the recreation trail and utility Boulevard and the recreation trail and utility corridor.

potential impacts on these cacti and could contribute corridor.

to the decline of these species. Cumulative impacts
would not be anticipated because of the city's
construction of Unser Boulevard and the recreational
trail and utility corridor. '..

Birds Without mitigation, the ferruginous hawk would be significantly adversely Managing monument lands for pedestrian use only Development would have a significant adverse affect on Development would not adversely affect the

affected by development and use. Mitigation measures would avoid significant along with the 2,200 acres of open space lands north the ferruginous hawk. It would be eliminated from the ferruginous hawk. Development actions would not

adverse effects on the ferruginous hawk. of the monument might have less adverse impacts on area as a breeding species. contribute to the nationwide decline of this species.
the ferruginous hawk than in alternative 1. Develop-

Cumulative Impacts: Without mitigation, facility development along with ment of previously dosed areas would likely Cumulative Impacts. Developing certain sites, Cunpilative Impacts: Overall, cumulative impacts

development of lands outside the monument and the city's construction of Unser adversely affect the hawk. combined with adjacent residential development and word be similar to alternative 1, but they would be

Boulevard could incrementally increase the amount and severity of the impacts the city's construction of Unser Boulevard would sligljftly less due to the limited facility development in

on the ferruginous hawk and could contribute to its elimination as a breeding Cumulative Impacts: Developing certain sites, eliminate the hawk from the area and would contribute this alternative. With mitigation, there would be no

species in this area . With mitigation, there would be no significant adverse combined with adjacent residential development and to the overall decline of the ferruginous hawk significant adverse cumulative impacts on the

cumulative impacts on the ferruginous hawk. the city's construction of Unser Boulevard, might nationwide. With mitigation, there would be no ferruginous hawk.
disturb the ferruginous nd could c ute to significant adverse cumulative impacts on the
the species' over ll deli h naifigati e ferruginous hawk.a

would be no significant a se cumulativ acts

on the ferruginous hawk

IMPACTS ON Birds and Other Wildlife No significant impacts on birds and other wildlife Birds and Other Wildlife No significant impacts on Birds and Other Wildlife About 78 acres of wildlife Birds and Other Wildlife No direct significant adverse

WILDLIFE would be anticipated from developing facilities and visitor activity on 34 acres in birds and other wildlife would be anticipated from habitat would be impacted under this alternative. impacts on birds and other wildlife would occur as a

OTHER THAN the monument. Some wildlife populations would be adversely affected due to developing facilities and trails on 23 acres. Protecting Adverse impacts on birds and other wildlife would be result of implementing the no-action alternative.

LISTED SPECIES trails, people, horses, and bicycles on the mesa top. 129 acres of wildlife habitat would be a beneficial significant under this alternative.

impact for all species, as would the revegetation of 50 Cumulative Impacts: Over time, increased visitor use

Cumulative Impact : About 34 acres of monument facility development and acres of disturbed lands. Cumulative Impacts: Monument development of the monument without the use of permits and
visitor activity combined with the city's construction of Unser Boulevard and combined with adjacent development and the city's resource monitoring would adversely impact birds and

adjacent development would cumulatively impact birds and other wildlife species Cumulative Impacts: Impacts would be similar to construction of Unser Boulevard would cumulatively other wildlife species. Other cumulative impacts would
by destroying habitat and creating a barrier to movement by some wildlife. those described in alternative 1 plus the additional impact birds and other wildlife species by destroying be similar to alternative 1 but slightly less due to

protection of 475 acres adjacent to the monument and habitat. The cumulative impacts would be greatest limited facility development in this alternative.
the 129 acres in the boundary adjustment would help under this alternative.
avoid significant adverse cumulative impacts on birds
and other wildlife.

IMPACTS ON Surface runoff would increase from construction on 21 acres for parking, facilities, Stormwater flows in the monument would increase Stormwater flows in the monument would increase Current erosion and gullying activity would continue

NATURAL and trails. Reclaiming 30-35 acres of roads and trails on the mesa top and 15 from hardening and compacting 13 acres for parking from constructing 78 acres of parking areas, roads, on tie mesa top and along the escarpment. Stormwater

DRAINAGE acres of disturbed flatlands would help eliminate existing gullies and prevent areas , facilities, and trails. Reclaiming 40 acres of trails, and facilities. Reclaiming about 50 acres of drainage from the monument would increase but not

PATTERNS AND further gullying and erosion . roads and trails on the mesa top would help prevent disturbed land and establishing designated trails to gain signffrcantly.

FEATURES further gullying and erosion of soils, eliminate access to the mesa would decrease gullying activity and

Cumulative Impacts: NPS actions considered in combination with development existing gullies, and help prevent new gullies from erosion. Cu ulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts would be
eon adjacent lands and the city's construction of Unser Boulevard would impact forming. th me as alternative 1 but slightly less due to limited

natural drainage patterns and features. There would be adverse impacts within The increased development and stormwater flow from facility development in this alternative.

the new Unser alignment and positive impacts from extending the Unser Cumulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts would be the monument means that storms would have more

alignment and providing management of stormwater flows so that monument similar to alternative 1. serious impacts on the monument' s natural drainage

resources would not be adversely affected. patterns and features than under the other alternatives.

• • Cumulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts of the city's
extension of Unser would be similar to alternative 1 but
greater bemuse of the extent of monument road
construction in this alternative.

•

s
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY o0mtA^rs OF^ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

IMPACTS ON Developing about 21 acres plus 13 acres of habitat disturbed by visitor activities Development of about 23 acres would not likely be a Developing about 78 acres in the monument would be a No significant adverse impacts on biodiversity would

BIODIVERSITY would not result in a significant impact. Reclaiming disturbed areas would significant adverse impact on biodive isity; reclaiming significant adverse impact on biodiversity. This would be expected as a result of implementing the no-action

replace lost habitat. about 50 acres of disturbed land wool contribute to be mitigated by the reclamation of about 50 acres of alternative. This alternative would have the least

increased biodiversity. This represents^less disturbed land. beneficial effects on biodiversity.

Cumulative Impacts: Development might adversely affect wildlife populations development and impact than under h e proposed

and biodiversity, although there would be some cumulative benefits from action. Cumulative Impacts: The combination of species Cumulative Impacts: Due to the high rate of

reclaiming habitat. With the high rate of development occurring adjacent to the displacement that would occur because of monument development occurring adjacent to the monument and

monument, less habitat would remain for these populations. The construction of Cumulative Impacts: Nonfederal pro ction of 475 development and adjacent land development would the city's construction of Unser Boulevard, less habitat

Unser by the city might adversely impact biodiversity by eliminating habitat, acres and addition of 129 acres to the monument result in a cumulative adverse impact onbiodiversity. would remain for wildlife species, thus displacing them

increasing noise levels, and preventing some wildlife movement. The monument boundary would have a beneficial cumulative impact However, there would be some cumulative benefits of onto monument lands and associated open space lands.

is likely to become an isolated island of habitat that over time would have a on biodiversity in the monument arm. The impacts of helping reestablish habitat. The impacts of constructing The monument is likely to become an isolated island of

significant adverse impact on biodiversity. constructing Unser would be the same as described in Unser would be the same as described in alternative 1. habitat that over time would have a significant adverse

alternative 1. The monument is likely to become an The monument is likely to become an isolated island of impact on biodiversity.

isolated island of habitat that over time would have a habitat that over time would have a significant adverse

significant adverse impact on biodiversity. impact on biodiversity.

IMPACTS ON Development on about 21 acres would adversely impact soils (and thus plant and Development on 23 awes of sots wo d adversely Development on about 78 acres of soils would result in Visitor use and development on about 22 acres of soils

SOILS wildlife) and the mesa ecosystem. Reclaiming about 50 acres of other disturbed impact soils and the mesa ecosystem. ess impact on an adverse impact on soils and the mesa ecosystem. within the monument would not result in an adverse

lands would offset this impact. Impacts would not be significant. soils would occur under this alternative than under Reclaiming about 50 acres of disturbed land would be a impact on soils and the mesa ecosystem. Impacts from

alternative 1, and the impacts would of be beneficial impact by stabilizing soils that were subject to off-frail use could result in a significant impact. This

Cumulative Impacts: Facility development combined with adjacent development significant. Reclaiming about 50 acres of other erosion. alternative would have the least beneficial impacts on

including the city's construction of Unser Boulevard would cumulatively adverse- disturbed lands would have beneficial impacts. soils because only a small portion of disturbed and

ly impact soils . Cumulative Impacts: These impacts would be the same compacted soils would be reclaimed.

Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative impacts would as alternative 1 but more so because there would be

be similar to alternative 1. ^nonfederal pr eted '

area land and the 129 acr through

more monument development in this alternative. Cumulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts would be

similar to alternative 1 but slightly less with the limited

boundary adjustment wo a positive i facility development proposed in this alternative.

IMPACTS ON This alternative would preserve much of the monument in its natural state. New The proposals of this alternative would not result in The visual quality of the monument would be No significant adverse impacts would result from the

SCENIC facilities would have adverse impacts on the natural and cultural environment at significant adverse impacts on the visual quality of permanently changed and adversely impacted by proposals of this alternative. Adjacent development

RESOURCES selected areas. the monument. Adjacent development would development. would adversely affect the scenic quality of views from
adversely impact the views from the onument. the monument.

Cumulative Impacts: Preserving large areas in the monument in its existing state Cumulative Impacts: Development under this

and combining monument reclamation programs with local efforts to preserve Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative beneficial alternative would contribute to the increasing suburban Cumulative Impacts: Significant portions of the

the existing scenic resources would produce beneficial visual impacts. The visitor impacts of preservation and reclamation would be the development of the west mesa area and prevent the monument would be preserved in its natural scenic

facilities would contribute a minor increase to the overall adverse visual impact same as in alternative 1. Plus, compatible develop- preservation of expansive or important natural views. quality, contributing to local efforts to preserve the

of suburban development of the area. Development adjacent to the monument ment of the adjacent 475 acres, preservation of open Proposed actions in this alternative combined with natural areas of the west mesa. This would result in

and the city's construction of Unser Boulevard through the monument would space, and the 129 acres from the boundary addition adjacent development and the city's construction of beneficial, long-term visual improvements for the
or oadver sely effect s .g_e_.e. . ,.e..c qu a and views from the monument. would ha ve pcsitiv.hive impa ca_ _ ais or, the monuments U

r
a

s__ nouicJaa_- __
I wo rtrid ':ave- e th--e s

_
trfilar cumuli livee ° community. Adjacent development and the city's

scenic qualities. impacts to those in alternative I but they would be construction of Unser Boulevard would adversely affect
greater because of the extent of the monument road. scenic resources and views, but less so because fewer

monument facilities would be developed.

IMPACTS ON

THE LOCAL

Monument establishment and development would continue to provide positive

economic benefits for the Albuquerque area- Although the direct economic

The analysis provided for alternative 1 also applies

to alternative 2. It is likely that this alternative would

The analysis provided for alternative 1 also applies for

alternative 3. The monument would be developed, but

The direct economic benefits would remain relatively

small in relation to the entire economy of the region.

AND benefits might be relatively small in relation the to the entire economy of the result in less economic benefits than alternative 1. in a somewhat different manner. Differences in positive

REGIONAL region, they are significant. Even more significant might be the unquantifiable Differences in positive economic impacts between economic impacts between alternatives would be Cumulative Impacts: Although the monument is an

ECONOMY positive benefits that accrue to the region due to the monument's existence and alternatives would be expected, but these cannot be expected, but these cannot be quantified. addition to the many attractions found in the

development and the quality of life values it provides and protects. quantified. Albuquerque area, it would not become as important a
There would be a net savings to city taxpayers if Cumulative Impacts: Same as alternative 1. visitor attraction. Therefore it would be less likely to

Cumulative Impacts: Positive economic benefits would accrue to the local the 81st Street area were added to the boundary and provide an increase in the economic base for the local

economy. The city's construction of Unser Boulevard and the recreational trail acquired by the city and the Park Service. and regional economy. The impacts of the city's

and utility corridor would benefit the local economy; however, design and construction of Unser Boulevard would be the same as

construction costs would increase because of needs to minimize impacts on Cumulative Impacts: Cumulative impacts would be alternative 1.

monument resources. the same as for the proposed action. The 129-acre
boundary addition and the onfederaI protect d area
would also have Ion -t live iin a eP
local and regional eono
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TABLE 9. SUMMAOME IMPACHE ALTERNATIVES (CONT.)

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE I - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

IMPACTS ON Visitor experience would be improved by preserving the escarpment in its natural This alternative would provide a different experience It is likely that the relatively high level of development I plementing this alternative would provide visitors
NATIONAL state and restricting development within the monument. of the monument than under the other alternatives. and resulting visitor use would be inconsistent with with a less-than-adequate experience and result in an
VISITORS There would likely be fewer total visitors to the entire Pueblo Indian and Atrisco land grant heirs views of the averse affect.

Cumulative Impacts: Over time a more positive experience for visitors, monument because of the more difficult access. Lava monument. Thus it would be expected that there would
schoolchildren, and other organized groups would be provided as a result of this Shadows and Boca Negra Canyon would be more be no support or participation from these groups in C ulative Impacts: The impacts of the city's

alternative. Resources would be better protected, and visitors could gain a greater crowded and congested than in the proposed action, managing and interpreting the monument. construction of Unser Boulevard and the recreational
understanding and appreciation for the purposes for which the monument was making it more difficult to convey the significance of Opportunities to interpret these cultures' views would trail would be the same as described in alternative 1.

set aside. The city's construction of Unser Boulevard and recreational trail in Boca monument resources. be lost, and that would be an adverse affect on visitors.
Negra Canyon would benefit visitors by facilitating vehicular, bicycle, horse, and

pedestrian access to the mesa and by eliminating vehicular traffic in Boca Negra Cumulative Impacts: The 475-acre nonfederal Cumulative Impacts: More visitors would have easy

Canyon. There would be adverse impacts on national visitors because of the protected area and the 129-acre boundary addition access to primary monument resources such as

visual intrusion, increased noise levels, and the barrier of a four-lane highway. would benefit national as well as local visitors by Rinconada Canyon and the mesa top. The only place for

Creative design and material use would minimize these impacts. creating a compatible open space area adjacent to the visitors who have come to the monument in the past
monument. This compatible management arm would for a sense of solitude would be Piedras Marcadas

help visitors appreciate the cultural landscape of the Canyon or to more remote federal lands in other
monument. Other cumulative impacts would be the portions of the state. Impacts of the city's construction

same as alternative 1. of Unser Boulevard and the recreational trail would be

the same as alternative 1.

IMPACTS ON There would be generally beneficial effects on the local visitors and adjacent land- This alternative would generally have a beneficial This alternative would have a beneficial effect on the iius alternative would create a monument area

LOCAL owners because of greater protection of monument resources and accommodation effect on the local visitor and adjacent landowners. local visitor by providing greater separation of national primarily for local users and thus would have a

VISITORS AND of uses that the Albuquerque public desires. There would be impacts on adjacent More limited access would be provided to the and local visitor traffic and providing areas that would beneficial impact on those users. Heritage education

ADJACENT landowners because of federal laws requiring no degradation of monument monument than under alternative 1. Some residents be more likely visited by local visitors. would continue to be a small component of the entire

LANDOWNERS resources and because of the additional time for consultation, design, construction would be adversely impacted by the restriction of Higher visitation levels could increase the values of education program for the monument.

standards, and compliance with regulations. bicycles and horses, dosing informal access points, nearby commercial properties. Other impacts would be

and dosing the volca ea. the same as alternative 1. The primary visitor use areas Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative impacts would be

Cumulative Impacts: The city's construction of Unser Boulevard and the at Rinconada Canyon and the mesa top would reduce the same as described in alternative 1.

recreational trail and utility corridor would benefit local visitors and adjacent Cumulative Impacts: T cumulative imp cis would the number of vehicles north of Rinconada Canyon on

landowners by facilitating access and allowing enjoyment of monument be the same as described in alternative 1. Loser Boulevard and have a beneficial impact on local

resources. There would be adverse impacts from visual and noise intrusions from residents and adjacent landowners.

traffic on Unser. Creative design and material use would minimize these impacts.

Cumulative Impacts: The cumulative impacts would be

the similar to those described in alternative 1 but

greater because of the extent of monument facilities.

IMPACTS ON Incorporating and promoting energy conservation in the planning and design of Same as alternative 1. The new roads and facilities would result in adverse No adverse energy consumption impacts would result

ENERGY the monument facilities would mitigate most of the adverse impacts of increased impacts on energy consumption. from implementing this alternative.

CONSUMPTION energy consumption.
Cumulative Impacts: Impacts would be similar to those

Cumulative Impacts: Monument facilities would contribute to increasing demand described in alternative 1. The vehicular use and

for energy in the area. Energy conservation measures would mitigate much of the construction of the mesa-top road would contribute to
adverse energy consumption impacts. increasing demands for energy in the area as

surrounding suburban development continues to grow.

Energy conservation measures would mitigate much of
the adverse energy consumption impacts.

IMPACTS OF Noise from monument development and operations would not have a significant Impacts would be similar to alternative 1. Some areas Developing and operating monument facilities would Noise from monument development and operations
MONUMENT impact. would have more noise than alternative 1 and some have a significant adverse impact on noise levels. would not have a significant impact.
USE AND would have less.
ACTIVITIES ON Cumulative Impacts: Noise from proposed adjacent development near Mesa Cumulative Impacts: Same as alternative 1. Cumulative Impacts: Same as alternative 1.

EXISTING Prieto, Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas Canyons, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Cumulative Impacts: Same as alternative 1.

NOISE LEVELS ruin, and the volcanoes would also adversely affect the monument. Combined

noise levels from the construction and use of Unser Boulevard, expansion of the
Double Eagle II Airport, the proposed Paseo del Volcan, and proposed adjacent
development, could cumulatively and significantly increase noise levels in the
monument. Mitigation measures regarding the airport, Unser, and Pasco del
Volcan would be developed with the Federal Aviation Administration, the state,

and the city.

•

•
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF WFACIS OF 1W(ERNATIVES (CONT.)

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 - PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4

IMPACTS ON Overall, the effects on air quality would be minor. No state or federal air quality Same as alternative 1. Same as alternative 1. No adverse impact on air quality would occur as a
AIR QUALITY standards would be exceeded. The emissions generated within the monument result of implementing the no-action alternative. The

would not exceed de minimus levels. Temporary adverse impacts might occur emissions generated by visitors and staff would not
during construction from dust, but they would not be significant. exceed de minimus levels. Temporary adverse impacts

from dust might occur during construction activity.
Cumulative Impacts: Particulate matter from constructing proposed monument
facilities combined with adjacent construction, including Loser Boulevard, Double Cumulative Impacts: Same as alternative 1.
Eagle II Airport, and Paseo del Volcan, would have temporary adverse impacts
on air quality. The use of the airport and adjacent roads and development would
increase emissions.

UNAVOIDABLE Facility development and provision of a quality visitor experience would Under the National Environmental Policy Act, evaluation of these impacts is not required.
ADVERSE increase visitation and change the nature of the experience from what exists
IMPACTS today. This might be perceived to be an adverse impact on the monument

resources by some groups and individuals. Adjacent residents would no longer
be able to access the monument from social trails of their own design. This might
be perceived by some adjacent landowners and local residents to be an adverse
impact on their ability to enjoy the monument resources.

A total of 34 acres of biotic communities, wildlife and wildlife habitat, soils,

and associated biodiversity would be adversely impacted by developing visitor
facilities, visitor activity, and constructing Unser Boulevard.

Several archeological sites could be negatively affected by construction,
unauthorized visitor use, and vandalism. There would also be impacts on the

integrity and character of the cultural landscape resources and on the scenic
qualities of the cultural landscape.

RELATIONSHIP Constructing visitor facilities and visitor use would muse a long-term decrease of Under the National Enviro Policy A ation of these impacts is not required.
BETWEEN natural biological productivity on 34 acres. Although these changes are reversible

SHORT-TERM in the long term and the natural biological productivity could return to the area,

USE OF THE it would be unlikely in the foreseeable future, and the extent of adjacent
ENVIRONMENT development makes it even less likely. The monument has likely already

AND experienced changes in productivity due to the extent and type of development

MAINTENANCE occurring adjacent to the west mesa.

AND
ENHANCEMENT
OF LONG-TERM
PRODUCTIVITY

IRREVERSIBLE Although all archeological sites would be avoided where possible, or Under the National Environmental Policy Act, evaluation of these impacts is not required.
- -bane would be mitigated through the recovery of cultural information and

IRRETRIEVABLE significant artifacts, some losses of archeological objects and cultural information

COMMITMENTS would be likely due to vandalism, illegal collecting, or construction activities.
OF RESOURCES These losses would be irretrievable.

Habitat for the Pediocactus papyracanthus and Mammillaria wrightii would be
adversely affected by visitor activity and development. The ferruginous hawk

could be eliminated as a breeding species in this area. If all these species continue

to decline elsewhere to the point of extinction, this loss would be irretrievable
and at least partially attributable to implementing the proposed action.

Although most developed areas could be reclaimed over time, the use of land
and financial resources to implement the proposed action would, in the practical
sense, be an irretrievable commitment of resources.
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ALTERNATIVES AND OTHER ACTIONS CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

MANAGEMENT ROLES/
RESPONSIBILITIES

developments outside the boundaries of
the monument.

Two distinctly different management
models were considered in attempting to
determine the appropriate role for the city
and National Park Service to play in the
monument's daily operation. One model
looked at having each agency assume
overall control for various geographic units
of the monument. Under this model, for
example, the city could be solely
responsible for the Piedras Marcadas and
Boca Negra units while the National Park
Service could be responsible for the Atrisco
unit. A second model looked at assigning
roles based on functional responsibility.
Under this scenario, for example, the
National Park Service might be responsible
for all monument interpretation and the
city for all law enforcement. The proposed
action calls for a hybrid of these two
models.

WEST SIDE ACTION
COUNCIL PROPOSAL

As part of the public involvement process
for preparing the management plan /
development concept plan, an alternative
proposal for Petroglyph National
Monument was presented at the December
6, 1993, Petroglyph National Monument
Advisory Commission meeting by the
West Side Action Council, which
represents several economic development
and neighborhood organizations. The key
components of the proposal are as follows:

1. "Urban monument" means effective use
of the area with nonrestrictive access
and the National Park Service's
participation in working out long-term
and critical infrastructure needs and
active support of approved and inplace

2. The Paseo del Norte extension through
the monument is critical to meet
Albuquerque's long-term transportation
needs and can benefit the monument.
The construction can be accomplished
in an environmentally sensitive manner.

3. Primary access to the monument should
be from the mesa top, and strategies to
access through existing, or proposed,
neighborhoods should be abandoned.
Access should be provided from one
end of the monument to another. This
approach also provides a higher degree
of protection by controlling access. The
proposed visitor center location would
be southwest of the proposed inter-
section of Unser Boulevard and Paseo
del Norte west of the escarpment.

4. The American Indian, Hispanic, and
other cultures should be focal points of
the educational experience and be
integrated with visitor use throughout
the monument.

5. The strategies of access throughout the
monument should consider ways to
enhance economic impacts in the
Albuquerque area.

6. New land acquisitions (unidentified)
should be limited and considered on a
case-by-case basis.

7. The mesa top should be provided with
an extensive trail system.

8. The National Park Service should be
willing to participate in solving
Albuquerque's long-term infrastructure
needs.
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This management plan / environmental

impact statement has incorporated ele-

ments of the West Side Action Council

proposal that are consistent with the

legislation that established the monument

and the purposes and significance of the

monument. This proposal includes com-

ponents that have been previously rejected

for further consideration or that are con-

trary to the mission and purpose of the

National Park Service and the monument

legislation, the legislative history of the

monument, and the purpose and signifi-

cance statements for the monument. The

Park Service has responded to each of the

above key elements as follows:

1. Petroglyph National Monument, like

many other units of the national park

system, is within and adjacent to

portions of an urban area. As stated in

the legislation, federal laws generally

applicable to units of the national park

system shall apply to the monument.

The fact that portions of the monument

are within the city of Albuquerque does

not diminish the importance of the con-

gressional directive to "preserve for the

benefit and enjoyment of future genera-

tions." However that proximity in no

way diminishes the congressional intent

in establishing the monument. There are

no special provisions or exceptions of

NPS policy that apply to units of the

system within urban areas versus rural

areas. The only reference to urbaniza-

tion in the legislation is that the petro-

glyphs are threatened by urbanization

and that there is an urgent need to

protect the area from urbanization.

The alternatives address a range of

access and public use options consistent

with the legislation and monument

purposes. Access options addressed in

the alternatives include trails for use by

pedestrians and horseback and bicycle

riders, roads to overlooks, and a variety

of parking and trailhead locations.

Alternative 3 incorporates a mesa-top

road system similar to the West Side

Action Council's proposal. As provided

for in the legislation, the National Park

Service will participate in land use and

transportation planning for lands adja-

cent to the monument and may provide

technical assistance for such planning.

Critical infrastructure needs are

addressed in the "Utility Rights-of-Way"

section.

2. The National Park Service has deter-

mined that there is no authority to

construct Pasco del Norte through the

monument and that there would be

significant adverse impacts on the

natural and cultural resources of the

monument resulting from constructing

a four- to six-lane major arterial. There

would be no direct benefit to monu-

ment visitors. The route would provide

the quickest and most direct route

through the monument for local traffic.

The road would not serve a monument

purpose.

3. Preliminary alternatives for visitor use

included primary access to the escarp-

ment from the mesa top. This approach

was rejected because of the impacts of

roads and parking areas on the mesa

top and the difficulty in getting from

the mesa top to petroglyphs at the base

of the escarpment. Alternative 3 incor-

porates a mesa-top road, but this road

does not include primary access to the

escarpment. Several escarpment cros-

sing trails would be required that

would also have significant adverse

impacts on monument resources,

including the views, context, and

undeveloped nature of the escarpment

canyons. Many visitors would have

difficulties due to the length of trails

required to get to many petroglyph
concentrations and the steepness and

elevation difference from the base to the

mesa top.
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None of the alternatives have identified
nonlocal visitor access through existing
or proposed neighborhoods. Unser
Boulevard provides for access from one
end of the monument to the other with
minimum impact. The West Side Action
Council is not specific about how addi-
tional protection would be provided by
controlling access nor what access
controls would be adopted.

Mesa-top visitor center locations were
rejected for several reasons: difficulty in
interpreting the primary petroglyph
resources of the monument to visitors,
difficulty in getting large numbers of
visitors to petroglyph viewing areas,
compatibility of adjacent land uses,
additional boundary adjustments and
land acquisition would be required, and
there would be increased construction
expenses due to the difficulty of pro-
viding utilities in areas with shallow
basalt.

4. We agree that American Indian, Atrisco
land grant heirs, and other cultures
should be the focal point of interpretive
programs.

•

5. The alternatives do consider ways to
enhance economic impacts in the
Albuquerque area. However, the
monument and the National Park
Service have no authority to enhance
economic development. Although
economic development and tourism
may be associated with many units of
the national park system, these second-
ary affects usually occur after the
resources have been protected and
adequate visitor services and programs
have been provided. The private sector
would be expected to provide tourist
services outside the monument bound-
ary, either independent of or in cooper-
ation with the National Park Service.

Alternatives Considered But Rejected

6. The alternatives consider several bound-
ary adjustments. Land acquisition policy
is addressed in the Land Protection Plan
(National Park Service and City of
Albuquerque 1991). The West Side
Action Council proposal did not include
how much land would have to be
acquired outside the boundary to
implement their proposals. It was
therefore impossible to evaluate this
component of their proposal.

7. The alternatives consider a range of
mesa-top trail systems within and
adjacent to the monument that are
consistent with the nature and character
of the mesa top.

S. As provided in the legislation, the
National Park Service will participate in
land use and transportation planning
for lands adjacent to the monument and
may provide technical assistance for
such planning. See the "Utility Rights-
of-Way" section.

OPTIONAL LOCATIONS FOR THE
HERITAGE EDUCATION CENTER

Piedras Marcadas Canyon,
Southeast Corner

Another possible location for the heritage
education center is the southeast corner of
the Piedras Marcadas Canyon, north of the
Pasco del Norte alignment and west of the
Piedras Marcadas arroyo. (This is the
proposed site for a visitor contact facility.)
This option would combine the visitor
contact functions with the heritage
education functions. Site modifications
would include an expanded parking area
with additional space for bus parking and
turning areas. From the contact station/
education center, trails would guide
visitors to petroglyph concentrations near
the Alameda grant line, the "alcove," and
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several locations within Piedras Marcadas
Canyon.

The site is small and hard to get to from
the rest of the monument. Adjacent land
use would be intrusive and prevent
appreciation of the cultural landscape. This
area has too much use and development
near petroglyph concentrations and too
many facilities are being proposed within
the monument boundary. There are other
more appropriate places where use could
be dispersed. Heritage education functions
would detract from local use of the area.

The Roberson Ranch Property

Another alternative site for the heritage

education center would be immediately
south of the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin.
This 23.5-acre site, owned by the city, is

proposed to be developed as a city visitor
contact facility and heritage education

center. Monument heritage education
functions could be combined with city
environmental education programs. The

Park Service will continue to work with

the city. At this time the city's interest in

developing the site is in the conceptual
planning stages.

ABANDONED MINE
SITE RECLAMATION

The restoration to original contours of the

abandoned mine adjacent to Vulcan

Volcano was considered and rejected

because of the volume of material required
to restore the site to its original condition.
There would be excessive costs and
unacceptable adverse impacts that would
result because of transporting this volume
of fill material to restore the site to its
original contours. The benefits of
restoration to original contours do not
justify the costs or the adverse impacts.

BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENTS
CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

Four areas that were considered and
rejected for boundary adjustment are the

area north of the volcanoes
area south of volcanoes
area east of Mesa Prieta
Park West (formally known as

Laurelwood)

These areas were rejected from further

consideration for a variety of reasons
including adequacy of protection under

current ownership, lack of known
connection to monument resources, and

feasibility of adjustment at this time.
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Petroglyph, Piedras Marcadas Canyon

Pear cactus in bloom

Looking east from mesa top
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PREHISTORIC USE

The continuum of human occupation in

the Rio Grande valley began some 10,000

to 12,000 years before present and con-

tinues to this day. More than 300 archeo-
logical sites documenting the full span of
human use are found within Petroglyph

National Monument. (The following
discussion was abstracted largely from
Schmader 1988).

Evidence for human use of the west mesa

dates back to Paleo-Indian times (circa
10,000 B.C. to 5,500 B.C.) and is primarily
documented in the area between the Rio

Puerco escarpment and the volcanoes.

Only a few scattered traces, primarily
stone tools, remain of the early hunters
and gatherers who pursued large Pleisto-
cene mammals and made use of the
resources near these ancient playa (dry
lake beds with no outlet) shorelines.

By around 7,000 years before present, the
climate had begun to change and many
large mammals became extinct. During this
period, known as the Archaic (circa 5,500
B.C. to A.D. 600), human cultures began to
rely more on smaller game and seasonal
gathering (Schmader and Hays 1986a;
National Park Service 1994c).

These Archaic adaptations led to the
formation of early Puebloan (Anasazi)
cultures. By about 500 B.C. major changes
in human use of this area were underway,
beginning the gradual transition to Basket-
maker and later Pueblo periods that would
occur over the next 10 centuries. Cultiva-
tion of corn and construction of pithouse
habitations and food storage features
suggest settled village life. Populations
increased, and improved technologies
appeared.

During the Pueblo II period (A.D. 900 to
A.D. 1100) there was greater reliance on

agriculture. Local groups built above-
ground linear room blocks as well as
major agricultural features such as terraces,
rock alignments, and dams that served to
divert and hold water. Campsites and
lithic quarry sites also reflect specialized

prehistoric activities in this area.

Evidence of the Pueblo III period (A.D.
1100 to A.D. 1300) is found at several sites,
including the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo.

Increased use of the monument area
between the volcanoes and the east edge
of the west mesa occurred during Pueblo
IV times (circa A.D. 1300 to A.D. 1600), a
period of explosive social and techno-
logical change. Large multistory adobe
pueblos, including Piedras Marcadas in the
monument, were constructed along the Rio
Grande valley and reflect the complex
social and traditional and cultural organi-
zation among pueblos along the river.

Piedras Marcadas pueblo was one of the
largest Pueblo IV settlements along the

Middle Rio Grande, covering an area of

approximately 39,000 square meters. The
unexcavated Piedras Marcadas ruin
(formerly known as the Zuris-Mann site) is
the largest and perhaps the most signifi-
cant of the sites remaining in the Middle

Rio Grande valley. This pueblo complex, of
earthen construction, appears to have been
inhabited for about 300 years during the

Pueblo IV or Rio Grande Classic period.
Subterranean kivas reflect the rich and
complex traditional and cultural life of pre-
historic inhabitants. There is a great deal of
midden debris and an unknown number
of pithouse constructions concealed by
alluvium covering the site (Marshall 1984).
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This Southern Tiwa Pueblo may have been
an ancestral village for the present-day
Sandia Pueblo people, and the site was
almost certainly visited by early Spanish
expeditions. Ceramics analysis suggests
that the site may have been abandoned
during the period of initial Spanish
exploration but before major Spanish
settlement.

The occupants of this pueblo are thought

to have been responsible for much of the

Rio Grande style rock art in the monu-

ment's Piedras Marcadas canyon (along the

escarpment). A prehistoric trail may have

connected the pueblo with Los Metates, a
prehistoric milling and processing area

about 0.75 mile west, and continued to the

escarpment and beyond. Thus, this pre-

historic settlement forms an integral part

of the monument's cultural landscape and

is linked with the petroglyphs. It is listed

on the National Register of Historic Places.

The ruin is about 0.5 mile from the Rio

Grande, bordered by a few houses and a
nearby bank. There is no other adjacent
development, and the escarpment is visible

from the ruin. However, development

proposed for lands adjacent to the ruin

would create a visual intrusion on the

pueblo's landscape and prevent views of

the escarpment.

Trails connected the large pueblos in the

Rio Grande floodplain with the escarpment

and the mesas beyond. No doubt both

these areas were vital to the existence of

Puebloan peoples for hunting, gathering,

agriculture, procurement, processing, and

traditional and cultural activities. Over 300

boulder metates or grinding slicks have

been found along the escarpment,

especially at Los Metates (outside the

monument, but protected by the city Open

Space Division) and in selected petroglyph

areas. These grinding slicks may have been

used for food processing and for pigments

or herbs used for ceremonial or medicinal
purposes.

Agriculture-related structures in the mon-

ument include water diversion/control

structures, catchment walls for agricultural

fields, and fieldhouses. Stone rings or

shelters, cairns, and walls are also found in

the monument.

The escarpment's petroglyphs are the most

unique and visible markers of this period.

Most of the more than 15,000 petroglyphs

along the escarpment are thought to have

been created during the Pueblo IV period.

A great profusion of masks, faces, anthro-

pomorphs, animals , tracks, hand prints,

and geometric designs were left by

Puebloan inhabitants of the Rio Grande

valley. Some of these petroglyphs may

have been created as part of daily

subsistence activities, such as collecting

and processing wild or domesticated plant

foods and collecting the rocks found on

gravel benches for stone tool production.

Other petroglyphs are thought to have

been created during traditional and

cultural ceremonies and may portray

events and characters from the Pueblo

world or depict various clan symbols.

HISTORIC USE

Although many of the large pueblos along

the Rio Grande continued to be occupied

until the time of European contact, some

had been abandoned at least a century

before, probably as a result of factors

including overpopulation, drought,

warfare, and/or overexploitation of

resources.

Members of Coronado's expedition first

entered the Rio Grande valley in 1540.

They wintered at Pueblo Santiago in the

Bernalillo area. It is likely that the Piedras

Marcadas Pueblo was occupied at this time

and may have been damaged during
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fighting between the Puebloans and
Coronado's soldiers. The Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo was probably abandoned in the
16th century.

The coming of the Spanish and their
subsequent expeditions had a massive
impact on local populations. During the
1540s, many Indians were killed, and most
area pueblos were burned. Although

pueblos were reoccupied, strife and dis-
ease continued to decimate populations
over the next two centuries.

There is little information about land use
activities in the monument during the 16th
through the 19th centuries. Portions of the
monument were, however, included in two
early Spanish land grants - the Atrisco
and Alameda grants. A portion of the
Piedras Marcadas Canyon now within the
monument was within the boundaries of
the town of Alameda Grant, established in
1710 under a grant by Don Diego de
Vargas to Francisco Montes Vigil and
included 89,346 acres of land.

The Atrisco grant was established some-
time before the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 by
members of the Duran y Chavez family
near what is now Albuquerque in the Rio
Abajo of Atrisco. Following the Pueblo
Revolt, the Atrisco grant was reestablished
in 1692, including approximately 82,000
acres on the west side of the Rio Grande.
Atrisco included the village (collected
dwellings and garden plots on individual-
ly owned grant lands in the valley), the
Ranchos de Atrisco on better bottomland
holdings, and the open range/commons of
west mesa. West mesa lands were not
formally developed as part of the Atrisco
or Albuquerque town sites; instead they
remained a commons area for livestock
grazing. Although there was little change
in land use during the succeeding years,
increases in the importance of livestock in
New Mexico and construction of the

railroad in the 1880s put additional

pressure on west mesa lands for grazing.

These land grants facilitated Hispanic
settlement throughout the area and were

generally occupied by a number of families
organized into small plaza-oriented
communities or more typically isolated
family ranchos. Agriculture and animal
husbandry, especially sheepherding on the
dry mesa grasslands and the canyons
along the escarpment, were critical to the
economic success of the ranchos. Archeo-
logical remains along the escarpment
document use of the west mesa for grazing
and seasonal herding camps during the
historic period. This pattern of land use
continued throughout the 18th and 19th
centuries and into the 20th century.

In 1917 the Santa Fe Railway was given
"checkerboard" grants for the land around
the volcanoes and across the mesa top.
This land was subsequently leased to area
ranchers for livestock grazing. It was not
until the early to mid 20th century that
several large private ranches were
developed on the west mesa. Portions of
what is now within the monument were
purchased by Frank Bond and Co., Inc., in
1951 from the former railroad grants.

In the 1920s and continuing until the
1980s, portions of the volcanoes area were
leased for surface mining of cinder and
scoria (vesicular basaltic lava thrown out
of volcanic vents during eruption). A
large quarry for cinder gravel was exca-
vated southeast of Vulcan, a smaller
excavation was mined from the small cone
near Black Volcano, and a third surface
mining site is south of JA Volcano. The
total area disturbed by the three sites is
about 10 acres. Also, during this time
exploration for oil and gas deposits was
conducted in and around the west mesa
area.
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In December 1941 the War Department

(later the Department of Defense) leased

lands on the west mesa and established a

15,246-acre precision bombing range that

included targets used by the Kirtland Air

Force Base bombardier school. The range

extended from just east of the volcanoes to

the Rio Puerco Escarpment on the west,

and from the southern boundary of the

town of Alameda Grant on the north to

the northern boundary of the town of

Atrisco Grant on the south. At least one of

the bombing range target areas is included
within what is now the monument. The

target areas consisted of fences, mock
outlines of industrial facilities, and targets

that were bladed into the soil. Remnants
from spotting charges and concrete

practice bombs have been found near the
target areas. The range was used for

bombing practice during the period 1941-

46. Grazing resumed after the war, and the
Atrisco land grant was eventually incorpo-

rated as the Westland Development
Company, Inc., in 1967 and is about 50,000

acres.

HISTORY OF WEST MESA
OPEN SPACE LANDS

Albuquerque enjoys the reputation of

having a nationally recognized open space
program. Over 40,000 acres of land in

Bernalillo County is designated by the
AlbuquerquelBernalillo County Comprehensive

Plan (City of Albuquerque 1988) as major

public open space, with 23,000 acres in
public ownership. Open Space in Albu-

querque/Bernalillo County is defined as

any large area of land (or water) that is left

largely undeveloped and serves at least

one of the following major functions:

conservation of natural and cultural

resources, protection of the public from

flooding or other hazards, provision of

recreational services, or satisfaction of

psychological needs for space.

The history of the Open Space program

spans four decades. In 1961 the city

acquired more than 4,000 acres on the west

mesa from the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment, as part of the Recreation and Public

Purposes Act. Included in this acquisition

were the west mesa lands for the Shooting

Range State Park, Grasslands Preserve, and

La Boca Negra Park. Interest in protecting

Albuquerque's open space was first public-

ly recognized in the City/County Goals

Program of 1969. Throughout the 1970s, a
desire to protect the open space lands on

Albuquerque's west mesa grew as citizens

became interested in acquiring the Sandia

Mountain foothills, Rio Grande Bosque,

and other specific open space lands.

Even before the 1975 and 1988 Albu-
querque/Bernalillo County comprehensive
plans or establishment of the monument,

acquisitions of the northwest mesa's lava

flows were proposed. The city acquired the
70-acre Indian Petroglyph State Park in

1972, prompted by a local park dedication
ordinance. Matching state and federal

funds were later used for park develop-

ment. In 1973 Albuquerque's City Commis-

sion approved acquisition of 1,883 acres on

top of the mesa including the three

southern volcanoes, using matching federal

funds from the Land and Water Conserva-

tion Fund. Shortly thereafter, in 1976, the

two northern volcanoes containing 440

acres were acquired using the same federal

matching source of funds; these lands
became known as Volcano Park. A third

matching grant from the federal govern-
ment in 1978 matched city funds to acquire

2,120 acres from the owners of the Bond

Ranch between the volcanoes and La Boca

Negra Park.

Although the city has been acquiring open

space lands for decades, acquisition needs

far exceed available funds. Major open
space acquisitions below the volcanic

escarpment did not occur until the city

began purchasing land in Piedras
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Marcadas Canyon in 1983. The first formal
Open Space program was established in
Albuquerque in 1984 with the formation of
the Open Space Advisory Board, an ap-
pointed citizens board that, along with
staff, is charged with reviewing and
approving acquisition priorities and addi-
tions to the system. In addition, the board
advises the Environmental Planning Com-
mission and the mayor and makes recom-
mendations regarding extraordinary facili-
ties, open space plans, and proposals to
sell lease or acquire lands using open
space funds.

In 1986 the board placed approximately
3,120 acres along the escarpment in their
highest priority group for acquisition in
1986. Nomination of the Las Imagines
Archeological District to the National
Register was completed in 1986 and
includes the escarpment and 50+ meters
from the escarpment face. Subsequently,
the Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan (City of
Albuquerque 1987), adopted by the City
Council in 1987 and the County Commis-
sion in 1988, recognized the importance of
the escarpment, adjacent open space, and
the Zuris-Mann (Piedras Marcadas pueblo
ruin) site, purchased in 1988 by the city.

After the establishment of Petroglyph
National Monument in 1990, the city has
continued to acquire lands in and adjacent
to the monument. A primary source of
funding for the recent land acquisitions is
the Open Space fund. Another major
source of funding for acquisition of major
public open space is the use of the
"Quality of Life" funds, generated through
a temporary increase in the city's gross
receipts tax, which was approved by the
voters and expires in 1997. City-generated
tax revenues allocated to purchases within
the monument have been $13,800,000.

Several individuals and groups have
continued to work hard to raise awareness
of and protect Albuquerque's open space

Cultural Resources

system. Groups such as the Committee to
Save the Volcanos, Open Space Task Force,
West Mesa Committee, and Friends of the
Albuquerque Petroglyphs have been
involved in land protection efforts to
establish a strong land base. These groups
recognized the importance of protecting
Albuquerque's western horizon, the
volcanic cones, and the escarpment. The
success of the open space program is
largely due to their efforts.

NATIONAL REGISTER
OF HISTORIC PLACES

The entire area encompassed within the
monument was added to the National
Register of Historic Places in 1990 though
the passage of the monument legislation
by Congress. Separate national register
nominations had been prepared previously
for Boca Negra Cave, Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo ruin (Marshall 1984), and the Las
Imagines Archeological District (the west
mesa escarpment) (Schmader and Hays
1986b). The monument appears to be
eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places as a cultural landscape.

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

Cultural landscapes are defined as geo-
graphic areas, including both cultural and
natural resources, associated with an
event, activity, or person or exhibiting
other cultural or aesthetic values. The
lands included within the boundaries of
the monument represent a conglomerate of
several types of cultural landscape
resources.

Cultural landscape resources include
natural features such as the volcanoes,
caves, promontories, and special plants
and minerals and cultural features such as
petroglyphs, archeological sites, and
traditional and cultural use sites. Other
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character-defining features associated with

prehistoric activities include agricultural

fields along the river bottoms and on the

natural terraces found along the escarp-

ment and the broad sweeping grasslands

of the mesa top and below the escarpment.

Important physiographic features such as

the Sandia Mountains and Mount Taylor

are visible from the monument and have

traditional and cultural importance for the

Pueblo Indians. It is the combination of

these elements and the meaning they con-

vey to contemporary traditional cultures

that helps define this cultural landscape.

Many of the beliefs, customs, and practices

of Pueblo peoples that have been passed

down through the generations, both orally

and through practice, are reflected in the

traditional and cultural sites within the

monument. The monument encompasses

places where traditional and cultural

practitioners have gone to perform

ceremonial activities or gather special

medicinal plants.

Resources that help define the character of

this landscape include the fences, survey

markers, and landforms that formed visual

and legal boundaries of the area, including

brush and stone corrals, and acequias

(irrigation ditches). Other features include

stock tanks, target ranges, and mining pits.

The potentially significant cultural

landscapes that have been identified

during a cultural landscape overview are

detailed in appendix G and the Petroglyph

National Monument Cultural Landscape

Overview (National Park Service 1994a).

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

Within the monument, more than 15,000

petroglyphs and more than 300 archeo-

logical sites have resulted from centuries

of human use. There are significant pre-

historic archeological sites in the monu-

ment such as terraces, walls, and field

houses in association with major concen-

trations of petroglyphs. Although most of

the lands in the monument boundary have

been inventoried, past surveys have varied

in their coverage, research design, repor-

ting, analysis of data, and terminology -

leading to conflicting and confusing

definitions of sites and their contents. Most

archeological sites have been defined by

the presence of surface materials.

The most visible and prolific archeological

sites include petroglyphs found through-

out the escarpment, in the geologic win-

dows, and on rock outcrops. Although

some petroglyphs are thought to date to

the Archaic period, most are probably

Anasazi or Puebloan in origin. Others,

containing brands, initials, dates, and

crosses, are associated with the historic

period.

Three of the 13 Paleo-Indian sites identi-

fied on the mesa lie within the monument.

These sites include lithics and debitage

(debris from making stone tools) and fire-

cracked rock.

Thirty Archaic sites/site components have

been identified within the monument. Site

features and artifacts include petroglyphs,

grinding stones, occasional stone tools and

scattered tool manufacturing debris, and

evidence of campsites and procurement

and food processing areas such as ash

stains, fire-cracked rock, and grinding
stones.

Two Basketmaker sites were reported from

the mesa top/volcanoes area.

A number of caves, lava tubes, and rock

shelters, which were created by volcanic

activity, are in the monument. Like the

volcanoes, the monument's caves are

thought to hold meaning for contemporary

Pueblo peoples. The most significant of

these features is Boca Negra cave. This
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cave is an important multicomponent site
containing early as well as late Archaic
materials and maize cobs and squash

remains radiocarbon dated A.D. 370 ±168
(Reinhart 1968). This cave also contained
evidence for the transition between
Archaic adaptations and emergent
Puebloan horticultural developments.

Only seven of the 129 Anasazi or Puebloan
sites/site components within the monu-
ment are identified as belonging to the
Pueblo I through Pueblo III periods; 62
Pueblo IV sites and four Pueblo V sites
were reported for the area. Surveys done
in 1992 and 1993 identified an additional
67 sites/site components as "prehistoric."

Some Puebloan occupation sites are quite
complex, containing lithics, ceramic sherd
concentrations, rock alignments, agricul-
tural fields and water diversion structures,
cairns, and stone rings and rubble. (The
rubble may be remains of structures or
may have come from agricultural uses.)
The Schmader and Hays (1986a) and
Schmader (1986) surveys along the escarp-
ment found seven sites with agricultural
terraces, 12 water/soil control features,
and three possible field houses, all
probably constructed during the Pueblo IV
period. (Field houses are small, sometimes
temporary structures built close to agricul-
tural areas to provide shelter for farmers.)

Many water control features are situated
along and just below the escarpment itself,
where prehistoric inhabitants could easily
channel runoff into agricultural fields.
More subtle water control features (rock
alignments used as check dams and grid
gardens) occur on the mesa top when
deeper alluvial concentrations made
agriculture feasible. Rock shelters often
had petroglyphs associated with them, and
several had sherd, lithic, and/or ground
stone scatters and grinding areas present.
Stone alignments, possibly habitation units,
may be found near the escarpment.

Cultural Resources

Smaller sites appear to be related to
specialized activities such as camping or
food procurement and processing. About
25% of area sites had ash stains, fire-
cracked rocks, and/or hearths. Many lithic
scatters are relatively small in area, but
quarrying/procurement and manufac-
turing sites may occupy a fairly sizeable
acreage. These site types are generally in
areas where raw materials such as gravel
are readily available, especially in the
Mesa Prieta area.

The most striking evidence of procurement
specialization (making tools) is the lithic-
reduction quarry site. Large gravel
outcrops of igneous rocks (from the Santa
Fe formation) occur on benches below the
escarpment. Petrified wood, chalcedony,
chert, quartzite, rhyolite, and basalt
cobbles collected from the benches were
broken apart by prehistoric toolmakers
who left behind the larger, less useful
lithic debris. The most useful stones were
taken to make into stone tools. This
multistep process is evidenced by the
progressively finer lithic debris found at
occupational sites across the west mesa.

The age and cultural affiliation of some of
the monument's sites are 'unknown; these
sites generally include rock alignments or
cairns on the mesa or along the top of the
escarpment. Hearths and ash stains are
frequently present. Because lithics are
present at several sites, these sites are
likely to be either prehistoric or early
historic. A few sites reportedly document
continued use of the area by historic
Pueblo groups following European contact.

A total of 158 site components have been
identified as "historic." Four of these are
classified as post Spanish in nature, while
another 15 predate World War II and ap-
pear to be associated with area ranching
and grazing between about 1875 and 1940.
Most of these historic sites are sheep
corrals/pens and are probably related to
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Hispanic occupation of this area. Areas
along the escarpment such as Rinconada
Canyon provided excellent natural shelter
and grazing for livestock.

Historic petroglyphs dating between ca.
A.D. 1598 and A.D. 1900 and thought to
have been created by the land grant
herders using the monument area include
livestock brands (symbols and alpha-
numeric designations), Christian crosses,
name initials, and family emblems. These
inscriptions are associated with archeo-
logical sites such as linear and circular
dry-laid (unmortared) masonry wall
alignments used as shelters and livestock
corrals. Herding sites also include

stone and brush corrals, walls, cairns,
campsites, lambing pens, debris scatters
and dumps, and brands and initials etched
into rocks along the escarpment. It is clear
that before about 1950,, most activities in
the monument area related to herding and
ranching. Several structural remains,
including footings and walls, reflect brief,
scattered occupation of the area during the
late 19th or first half of the 20th century.

Eighty-seven historic site components date
to World War II and later. Of these, two
are shooting range targets and eight are
military features such as concrete "dummy
bombs."
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AIR QUALITY

Air quality is an important resource that
directly affects the visitor experience. The
Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401 et seq.) was
amended in 1977 to, among other things,
preserve, protect, and enhance the air
quality in national parks, wilderness areas,

and other nationally significant areas -
such as Petroglyph National Monument.
The monument is designated as a class II
clean air area under the 1977 amendments.
Class II designation permits modest
industrial growth in the vicinity of the
monument, but the air quality standards
(increments) established for class II areas

are still more stringent than the national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS).
The Clean Air Act was amended again in
1990, and those amendments retained and
enhanced the park and wilderness
protection provisions.

Petroglyph National Monument is in the
Albuquerque-Mid Rio Grande Intrastate
Air Quality Control Region in New
Mexico. As of July 1993, this region is
maintaining the national ambient air
quality standards for all regulated air
pollutants except carbon monoxide; the
region is classified as nonattainment for
carbon monoxide. However, this status
may soon be reviewed and changed to
reflect three consecutive years without
violation of these standards. According to
Steven W. Walker, manager, Air Pollution
Control Division, Albuquerque Environ-
mental Health Department, stationary

sources account for about 5% of the air
pollution in this air quality control region,
and automobile and other mobile sources

account for the rest. There are no major
stationary sources on the west side of the
river near the monument. The city
maintains 11 monitoring sites, which
measure carbon monoxide, ozone,

inhalable (fine) particles, and oxides of
nitrogen. The nearest monitoring site to
the monument is near the intersection of
Coors and Corrales Roads (pers. comm.
12/21/93.)

Ozone, a secondary air pollutant that
results from the chemical transformation of
volatile organic compounds (hydrocarbons)
and oxides of nitrogen in the presence of
sunlight, is a growing problem in Albu-
querque. The street system near the monu-
ment currently does not allow efficient
traffic movement, resulting in increased
auto emissions and higher ozone concen-
trations (pers. comm. 12/21/93.)

NOISE

Noise levels in the monument vary
depending on time, wind direction, and
location. In the interior of the Piedras
Marcadas and Rinconada Canyons there is
generally far less noise than at the base of
the escarpment near adjacent develop-
ments and above the escarpment near the
model airplane field. Airplanes landing
and taking off from the Double Eagle II
Airport are other sources of noise in the
monument.

Noise levels were identified at several
locations in or near the monument in a
study done for the Unser Middle Transpor-
tation Corridor Study, Final Environmental
Impact Statement (Leedshill-Herkenhoff, Inc.
1992). Background noise was identified
from distant traffic, aircraft flyovers,
barking dogs, and transformer noise. A
study conducted by monument staff in
1993, 1995, and 1996 measured 21 sites
within the monument for level and source
of noise present. Of the 21 sites, measured,
Boca Negra Canyon and the Las Imagines
Visitor Center had the highest noise levels
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(ranging from 48-60 decibels) , and those
with the lowest levels being the inner
Rinconada and Piedras Marcadas Canyons
(ranging from 32-47 decibels). Aircraft
activity was noticed most often at the
northern geologic window and Bond
Volcano. Other urban-related noise was
evident at almost all locations below the
escarpment with the exception of the
Piedras Marcadas Canyon and the inner
Rinconada Canyon. Noise measurements
have not been taken at Mesa Prieta or the
southern geologic window.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The mesa top offers panoramic views of

Albuquerque and the surrounding

environment. Western views encompass

the volcanic cones. From the volcanic

cones the landscape opens outward to the

valley of the Rio Puerco, with Mt. Taylor

(north of Grants) visible in the distance.

Eastern views include the city, the

cottonwood forest lining the Rio Grande

(the Bosque), and further east the Sandia

and Manzano Mountains. Views to the

north include the Ortiz, Sangre de Cristo,

and Jemez Mountains. The face of the

escarpment generally forecloses vistas from

the base, but the southern volcanoes can

be seen from Rinconada Canyon. From the

escarpment base the views to the east of

the Bosque and the Sandia Mountains are

often blocked by adjacent development.

However, from the mesa top adjacent

residential development is less prominent.

In the lower Piedras Marcadas and

Rinconada Canyons, the walls block all but

eastern views; in contrast, a series of

rolling ridges at the base of Mesa Prieta

block all views of the city, creating a sense

of isolation.

Another major aspect of the visual quality
of the monument is the importance of the
mesa, escarpment, and volcanoes as part of
the view from Albuquerque. The

monument is a major landscape feature
that helps to frame the city.

Several features affect the scenic quality.

Three major transmission lines, owned by

Public Service Company of New Mexico,

Plains Electric Coop, and El Paso Electric,

cross through the monument. These lines

provide power to Albuquerque from the

Four Corners area. A major substation is

also on the southeastern edge of the

monument, as is a large water tank.

Several residential developments abut the

monument and are clearly visible from the

monument, including Santa Fe Village,

High Range, Shenandoah, and Las

Marcadas. Unser Boulevard runs along the

base of the escarpment and there are plans

for Unser to cross through the monument.

Atrisco Drive is a major cut in the escarp-

ment; eroded trails on the escarpment are

also clearly visible at Lava Shadows, just

south of Boca Negra and adjacent to many

of the neighborhoods. Extensive dumping

has occurred at the west end of the Piedras

Marcadas Canyon. Sporadic dumping has

occurred along dirt roads adjacent to the

monument. There are scars from off-road

vehicles and ranching roads throughout

the monument.

Other developments in the future could

affect scenic views, such as development of

the Westland Development Corporation,

Inc. lands to the south, expansion of the

Double Eagle II Airport, and development

of the Volcano Cliffs, Shenandoah, and Las

Marcadas subdivisions.

The Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin has

vacant land around it except for a few

residences and a bank. The escarpment can

be seen from the site, as well as the Rio

Grande valley and the Sandia Mountains.

Several development proposals are under

consideration by the city for high density

housing near the site.
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GEOLOGY

Petroglyph National Monument lies within
the Albuquerque Basin, one of the world's
great troughs. The basin has been sub-
siding over the past 10 million years and
filling with sediment eroded from sur-
rounding regions. The Santa Fe formation,
which underlies the basalt and other sur-
face deposits on the mesa and terraces at
the base of the escarpment, accounts for
most of the first several thousand feet of
sediment. It consists primarily of uncon-
solidated to loosely consolidated fine-
grained sand, silt, gravel, and clay
deposited in the Rio Grande depression.
The gravel includes quartzite, quartz,
chalcedony, chert, petrified wood, rhyolite,
basalt, and granite cobbles.

The basalt in the monument was deposited
approximately 190,000 years ago (± 40,000
years) (Bachman & Menert 1978), when
molten lava rose through a fissure in the
uplifted mesa and flowed east toward the
ancestral Rio Grande. Because of the
difficulty in dating geologically recent
basalt, it is possible that the monument
lava flows are as young as 110,000 years
old (University of New Mexico, John
Geisman, geology professor, pers. comm.
1994). Six separate flows erupted in rapid
succession. The earlier flows were rela-
tively fluid and may have reached the
river. Later flows were more viscous and
moved only a few hundred feet from the
fissure. The last series of small, explosive
eruptions built up the five volcanic cinder
cones that are visible today along the
original fissure as well as numerous
smaller cinder outcrops called spatter
cones or nubbins.

The basalt caprock, varying from 2 feet to
more than 38 feet thick (Vineyard &
Associates Inc. 1992), has been undercut by
weathering and modern streams, exposing
underlying sands and gravels. The escarp-
ment is retreating slowly to the west as
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these less-resistant sediments erode and
blocks of basalt at the rim break along
joints and tumble down the steep slope.

At Mesa Prieta, Rinconada Mesa, and
Marsh Peninsula, narrow promontories of
lava rock jut out from the escarpment.
These reveal where lava followed ancient
streambeds. The lava here was thicker and
more resistant to erosion than the
surrounding materials.

The true color of the west mesa basalt is a
light gray that can be seen on rocks that
have chipped or cracked surfaces. When
the rock surfaces are exposed to air over
time they become coated with a thin, black
layer of iron and manganese. This is called
"desert varnish." (There is also evidence
that desert varnish can be formed by
manganese-oxidizing bacteria.) This was
the surface most frequently used for
carving the petroglyphs. Thus, to make a
petroglyph, the rock surface with the
desert varnish patina was pecked, chipped,
scratched, or abraded in a manner that
removed the desert varnish and exposed
the lighter gray color of the basalt. When
the basalt boulders are turned over,
however, the bottoms are crusted with a
layer of white calcium carbonate or caliche.
The white surfaces of overturned boulders
stand out in stark contrast to their dark
surroundings.

The northern and southern geologic
windows in the middle of the west mesa
are believed to have been hills of soft
sedimentary materials (they could have
been sand dunes) that were surrounded by
the lava flows. The windows formed when
these sedimentary hills were eroded away
by the Boca Negra arroyo, leaving depres-
sions in the terrain. These depressions
reveal different lava flows and the under-
lying sediments, providing a window into
the geologic past. There is a "middle"
window that is not within the monument
because there are few petroglyphs, there
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are no other sites of cultural value or
significance, and the site has been severely
impacted by illegal dumping, offroad
vehicle use, vandalism.

The five volcanic cones - JA, Black,

Vulcan, Bond, and Butte - are extinct. JA,

Black, and Vulcan are the highest cones

and illustrate clearly the characteristics of

the final eruptions. The sides of JA and

Vulcan are composed in some places of

crumbly cinder and in others of dense

lava, reflecting alternating cinder eruptions

and viscous lava flows. JA contains the
most diverse, colorful mixtures of lava,

spatter, and cinder of all the cones. It also

has a small lava cave, "driblet flows" that

resemble candlewax in form and behavior,

and a tongue-shaped lava flow that
formed when the lava in the crater broke

through the rim.

The monument lies within the Albuquer-

que Basin, part of the Rio Grande Rift

Zone. The Rio Grande Rift Zone is a major

geologic feature in North America that

consists of a series of large grabens.

Grabens are elongate, depressed portions

of the crust bounded by faults on the long

sides. The Albuquerque Basin has been
subsiding over the past 10 million years

and continues to subside today. In the last

100 years there have been several hundred

earthquakes in the Rio Grande rift, but

most rarely exceed a magnitude of 3 on

the Richter scale; none have exceeded

magnitude 5.

The Albuquerque Basin has been filling

with sediments eroded from the surround-

ing mountains and upland areas. The

Santa Fe formation accounts for most of

the several thousand feet of sediment that

underlies the basalts and other relatively

thin surface deposits on the mesa and

terraces at the base of the escarpment. The

Santa Fe consists of unconsolidated to

weakly consolidated fine-grained sand silt,

gravel, and clay. The gravels consist of

quartzite, quartz, chalcedony, chert,
petrified wood, rhyolite, basalt, and
granite cobbles.

The only known mineral resources in the

Albuquerque area are scoria ( loose cinder-

like lava) and sand and gravel . (Sources:

National Park Service 1988; Schmader

1988; City of Albuquerque 1987; MTK Inc.

1991) Past use of the monument included

mining of scoria near the volcanoes.
Mining no longer occurs in the monument;

however, abandoned pits remain.

SOILS

The common parent materials for all of the

soils found in the monument are basalt

and fine eolian and alluvial silt and sand.

Sand is common in the area and is fre-
quently deposited by wind. On the mesa

top, soil varies in depth from zero on the

escarpment rim and volcanic cones to
more than 5 feet in broad areas of little

slope.

Five major soil types overlie the basalt
along the upper edge of the escarpment.

The predominant type is Alemeda sandy
loam, a well-drained soil that occurs on
slopes of 0% to 5% from the Piedras

Marcadas Canyon to Mesa Prieta. The fine

sandy loams of the Madurez-Wink

association are deep and well-drained.

They occur on slopes of 1% to 7% along

the upper edge of the escarpment south of

Boca Negra to Marsh Peninsula and north

of Mesa Prieta. The Akela-Rock outcrop
complex consists of rock outcrops and

coarse, gravel loam; basalt is exposed

throughout 20% of the complex. It occurs

on slopes of 1% to 9% along the upper

edge of the escarpment north of Boca

Negra and north of Rinconada Canyon.

The rock outcrop-Akela complex is on the

volcanic cinder cones, on 10% to 50%

slopes. The Akela soil component, a stony
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sand loam, is in areas between the rock
outcrops. The Latene sandy loam, a deep,
well-drained soil, occurs on slopes of 1%
to 5% along the upper edge of the escarp-
ment south of Boca Negra. The face of the
escarpment is predominately the Kokan-
Rock outcrop association. The Kokan soil
component is a gravelly sand that occurs
on slopes of 25% to 45% near the base of
the escarpment.

The predominant soil association along the
base of the escarpment is the Bluepoint-
Kokan association. Both of these sand/
gravel loamy are deep and very well
drained. The Kokan component occurs on
slopes of 15% to 40%, while the Bluepoint
component occurs on slopes of 5% to 15%.
Bluepoint loamy fine sand occurs on
slopes of 1% to 9% at the base of the
escarpment in the Piedras Marcadas
Canyon area.

Many of the monument's soils have
development constraints. Vertical joints
along the rim of the escarpment are planes
of weakness, and as the soft sediments
below the basalt are weakened by water
passing down the joints, blocks of rock
detach and roll down the slope. The mesa-
top soils tend to be shallow with low
density and are susceptible to wind
erosion, which limits their use for devel-
opments. Piping (formation of horizontal
conduits below the surface) could be a
problem if soils are locally saturated for
extended periods.

The soils below the escarpment also have
characteristics that can limit development.
Especially along the northern and central
parts of the escarpment, the soil is fine silt
and sand, which is highly erodible,
especially on steep slopes.

There are no prime or unique agricultural
lands, as defined by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
in Petroglyph National Monument (Soil

Conservation Service, J. Warner, pers.
comm. 1992). (Sources: National Park
Service 1988; U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
1977; City of Albuquerque 1987).

WATER RESOURCES

There is no standing surface water in the
monument, although there are two rela-
tively small playas (closed basins with no
outfalls) in the Piedras Marcadas Canyon
area and one in the Lava Shadows area.
During small storms these playas fill with
water; however, in larger storms the
playas overflow to adjacent watersheds
that drain to the Rio Grande.

The area west of the escarpment can be
generally characterized as having broad
drainage swales with several intermittent
streams or arroyos. Seven arroyos and
their branches drain the escarpment:
Piedras Marcadas, Mariposa, Boca Negra,
San Antonio, Rinconada, Ladera, and
Mirehaven. These arroyos can be grouped
into four major watersheds: Piedras
Marcadas, Mariposa/Boca Negra, San
Antonio, and Ladera. All of the arroyos
flow in an eastward or southeastward
direction to one of several escarpment
crossings. Below the escarpment, storm
runoff flows through city, Albuquerque
Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control
Authority, and Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District facilities and
eventually drains into the Rio Grande.

In semiarid climates, arroyos generally
carry large amounts of sediments with
rainfall runoff. Most sediment is picked up
from the arroyos' banks and beds along
steep or narrow reaches where velocities
are high and deposited at a point where
the arroyos widen out or the slopes are
milder. There is abundant evidence of
historical flows scouring the escarpment
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where arroyos cross the escarpment as part

of a natural process.

Erosion damage on the escarpment is also
occurring due to development adjacent to

the monument, which has affected the
area's drainage patterns and increased
runoff above historic rates. In particular,
gravel roads adjacent to the monument
and informal trails can concentrate and
increase runoff to cause erosion of wind-
deposited sands along the escarpment.

Grazing on the west mesa, together with
the gravel roads, has exacerbated erosion.
In some cases, archeological sites in soft
sands adjacent to arroyos have been partly
destroyed by erosion

The Rio Grande trough (20,000 feet deep)

is a natural underground reservoir for an

immense volume of water. The monument

is a recharge area for this aquifer. Precipi-

tation permeates through fissures in the

basalt flow and enters the thick, porous,

Santa Fe formation, through which water

moves with relative ease. The rate of

recharge is especially high along the base

of the escarpment. The depth to ground-

water is estimated to be as much as 800

feet below the surface of the mesa above

the escarpment, and as little as 160 feet

under the surfaces of the terraces below

the escarpment.

Groundwater is the sole source of public

drinking water supply in Bernalillo

County. The water quality is generally

good, requiring little treatment before use.

In some portions of the county, including

the west mesa, the water quality is below

acceptable drinking water standards. The

city and county have prepared a Ground-

Water Protection Policy and Action Plan (City

of Albuquerque 1993c) to address these

issues.

FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS

Although the sparse precipitation in most

places is almost immediately absorbed by

the monument's porous soils, the arroyos

can flood during intense summer thunder-

storms that can produce more than 1 inch

of rainfall in 30 minutes. Dangerous flash

floods are possible in the arroyos, which

should be considered high hazard areas.

The Federal Emergency Management

Agency has mapped the monument area

for flood insurance rates. Community

panels 350002-0020, 021, 0013, 0014, 0007,

and 0008 show the 100-year flood

boundaries for the monument; 500-year

flood boundaries have not been mapped.

All of the arroyos and their branches in

the monument have 100-year flood

boundaries that generally coincide with the

arroyos' banks and average about 100 feet

or less in width The Mirehaven arroyo in

the southern tip of the monument, where

it bends around the escarpment, has a

broader flood boundary, approximately

250 feet in width. There is a much larger

100-year flood boundary north of the

training dike at the southern base of the

escarpment: at its maximum, the flood

boundary is about 1,500 feet wide. North-

west of Butte Volcano there is another

relatively large, flat area, about 100 to 700

feet in width, that falls within the Boca

Negra north arroyo's 100-year flood

boundary. A small portion of the Piedras

Marcadas Pueblo ruin area is within the

100-year floodplain of the Piedras

Marcadas arroyo, which may have shallow

flooding of 1-2 feet.

According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service's national wetlands inventory

maps, the monument has wetlands, the

vast majority of which coincide with the

arroyos and are classified as riverine
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intermittent streambeds.' There are also

small, isolated palustrine scrub-shrub,

lacustrine-littoral-unconsolidated bottom,
and palustrine-unconsolidated bottom
wetlands identified on the maps. (Sources:
Leedshill-Herkenhoff, Inc. 1992; Federal
Emergency Management Agency National
Flood Insurance Program Floodway, Flood
Boundary, and Floodway Maps for the
City of Albuquerque 1983; U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service National Wetland
Inventory maps.)

VEGETATION

Petroglyph National Monument's vege-
tation has not been completely inventoried.
The monument's flora is influenced by the
Great Basin Desert, Rocky Mountains,
Chihuahuan Desert, Great Plains, and the
Rio Grande. Two grassland and two mixed
shrub grassland native plant communities
were identified in this area by the Soil
Conservation Service in 1977 (U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service 1977). A survey done in 1993 and
1995 identified some species in the monu-
ment that are usually found much further
south.

Most of the plant communities in the mon-
ument have been disturbed by heavy
grazing, off-road vehicles, and other hu-
man activities. Consequently, many of the
monument's prominent plants are exotic
species that thrive once an area has been
disturbed. These species would seldom be
dominant in natural communities. (Russian
thistle, snakeweed, and summer-cyprus are
three species that may need to be
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controlled in the monument.) The
vegetation of the northern geologic
window is relatively undisturbed. Most of
the plant biomass on the mesa top consists
of perennial bunchgrasses, with some
shrubs and annual plants. Black grama
and galleta are the dominant grasses, and
saltbush, winterfat, and Apache-plume are
the dominant shrubs. In areas where the
soil is sandier, the dropseeds and Indian
ricegrass are likely to dominate. (Indian
ricegrass is particularly common on the
deep soils of the geological windows.) In
disturbed areas, black grama is less
abundant, while sand dropseed and broom
snakeweed are more common. Some of the
rockier, less accessible areas appear to be
close to natural conditions because they
have been little disturbed by recent
grazing activity.

The arroyos support several species of
shrubs and the only tree species found in
the monument. Four-wing saltbush tends
to be abundant near the arroyos, while
Apache-plume lines stretches of the
arroyos. Thickets of skunk-bush also occur
in arroyos. One-seeded juniper trees define
many of the arroyo cuts below the volcanic
cones. Some of these juniper may be very
old (Paul Knight, botanist, pers. comm.
1992).

The face of the escarpment supports a
mixed shrub grassland. Black grama and
bush muhly are the dominant grasses, and
four-wing saltbush and sand sage are the
dominant shrubs. On south-facing slopes
the woody shrub Parthenium incanum is
fairly common, as is at least one species of
thin-stemmed brickelbrush. In disturbed

1. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service notes that riverine intermittent streams may not meet the definition of
wetlands. In addition, it should be noted that the arroyos and playas on the monument are ephemeral and do
not stay inundated long enough for hydric soils to evolve or for hydrophytes to establish themselves. Thus,
under the hydrology, hydric soil, and hydrophytic vegetation criteria of the Federal Manual for Identifying
Jurisdictional Wetlands (1989), there are no jurisdictional wetlands in the monument (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Albuquerque, Chuck Mullins, pers. comm., Feb. 28, 1992).
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areas along the escarpment, annual species
and shrubs increase in number and size.
Prickly pear and chub-cholla cacti are
present.

A mixed shrub grassland also occurs at the
bottom of the escarpment and the sandy
flats extending out to the monument
boundary (the flats) (see Ecological Zones
map). Indian ricegrass and sand sagebrush

are normally the dominant species, but
grazing and other human activities have
reduced the grass and increased such
shrubs as sand sagebrush, rabbitbrush,
broom snakeweed, and Russian thistle.

Those ecological zones - mesa top,
escarpment, escarpment bottom, and flats
- create "edge zones" where the zones
meet. These edge zones provide a broad
variety of microhabitats for plants and
animals that prehistoric peoples used.
These microhabitats exist partly because
the east-facing slopes of the escarpment
are sheltered from the prevailing westerly
winds and because the black rock holds
and disseminates heat from the sun.

The long narrow zone made up of the
escarpment, slope, and sandy dune flats
directly below the escarpment are places
where many species interact. The dark
color of the basalt causes absorption of
heat during the daylight hours. The sandy
gravel underlying the boulders holds
water for several days, especially after
summer rainstorms. An environment is
created that favors longer growing periods,
resulting in denser plant growth that
provides good wildlife habitat. This creates

an ecotone that is rich in biodiversity
compared with the mesa top. The adjacent
flatlands also provide good habitat for

many species of wildlife, including birds,

jackrabbits, coyotes, and rodents.

WILDLIFE

Detailed information is not available on

wildlife populations that occur in
Petroglyph National Monument. West
mesa animals are typical of the upper

Chihuahuan Desert. Some animals are

year-round residents; others, especially

birds, may be present only during the
migration or breeding season. Although
the monument may appear to not support
many wild animals, most mammals and

reptiles and some invertebrates are
nocturnal - they are not apt to be seen
during the day. The populations of some
animals, particularly mammals such as
pronghorn antelope, are declining on the
west mesa as development and human

activity increase (National Park Service
1988).

The most common mammals in the
monument area are rodents and rabbits.
Rodents are found in all of the west mesa
habitats. Common species include the
whitethroat woodrat, rock squirrel, prairie

dogs, kangaroo rat, white-tailed and
antelope ground squirrels, rock pocket
mouse, deer mouse, and white-footed
mouse. Black-tailed jackrabbits and desert
cottontail are also common, living in open

areas above and below the escarpment.

Other mammals found in the area include

bats such as the western piipistrell that

roosts in rock cavities along the escarp-

ment. A herd of pronghorn antelope
occasionally forages west of the monu-
ment. Prairie dogs are found along the

western boundary. Other carnivores that

may be found in the monument include

coyote, badger, and striped skunk. Reptiles

are widely distributed throughout the

monument. Lizards, such as whiptails,

side-blotched, prairie, lesser earless,

eastern fence, leopard (collared), and
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horned lizards, are plentiful most of the
year. Snakes that are common in open
areas include the bull snake, western
coachwhip, and prairie rattlesnake.

Resident and nonresident birds are also

well distributed through the monument. A

total of 106 bird species were identified in

the monument, primarily along the escarp-

ment, in Piedras Marcadas and Rinconada

Canyons and the northern and southern

geological window. Some of these are

year-round residents, some may be year-

round residents, some are summer resi-

dents, some are winter residents, and some

are migrants. Thirty-five of these species

have been observed nesting or are believed

to be nesting on the monument (Schwarz

1993). Common nesting species include

scaled quail, horned lark, eastern and

western meadowlark, rock wren, canyon

wren, loggerhead shrike, crissal thrasher,

common and Chihuahuan raven, common

nighthawk, canyon towhee, rufous-
crowned sparrow, and black-throated

sparrow.

Great horned owls can often be found on

the monument's rocks and cliffs. The red-

tailed hawk, northern harrier (winter), and

American kestral are common on the mesa

top and in the open areas below. The Mesa

Prieta cliffs are good raptor habitat; red-

tailed hawks, prairie falcon, and American

kestrel may all nest here. An active golden

eagle nest was found in the Mesa Prieta

area in the mid 1970s.

Insects and other invertebrates are found

in all parts of the monument. Several

species of spiders, sun spiders (solpugids),

and scorpions occupy habitats both in

rocks and in open areas. The escarpment

supports a thriving population of the

common desert millipede Orthoporus

ornatis. Other numerous invertebrates in

the monument include darkling beetles,

leafhopper bugs, grasshoppers, camel

crickets, and harvester ants. (Sources:

National Park Service 1988; Crawford 1991;

Leedshill-Herkenhoff, Inc. 1992; Paul

Knight, botanist, pers. comm. 1992; City of

Albuquerque 1987; Hart Schwarz, local

ornithologist, pers. comm. Jan. 31, 1994.)

THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

Of the 13 bird species listed by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service as threatened,

endangered, or category 2 (those species

for which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service has information indicating the

possible appropriateness of listing but for

which further information is still needed)

species for Bernalillo County, four species

have been seen in the monument - the

bald eagle, ferruginous hawk, south-

western willow flycatcher, and whooping

crane. Section 7 of the Endangered Species

Act does not require protection of category

2 species or their habitat. However, the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service requests

consideration of these species and their

habitat, and NPS policy directs that these

species be treated as if they are listed

species.

The bald eagle is a winter resident in this

area, but no nesting habitat occurs in the

monument. Whooping cranes were seen

migrating through with sandhill cranes in

the winter of 1993. The southwestern wil-

low flycatcher was seen in 1990; however,

no habitat exists in the monument to sup-

port it. The ferruginous hawk, loggerhead

shrike, and western burrowing owl are

category 2 species. There is potential nest-

ing habitat for the ferruginous hawk in the

monument, and the loggerhead shrike is a

confirmed nester in the monument. The

western burrowing owl has been observed

near the monument. Black-footed ferrets

historically lived in Bernalillo County, but

none have been seen in the county since

the 1920s. Black-footed ferrets are listed as

endangered on the federal list.
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The mountain plover (a category 1 species)
has been observed on shortgrass prairie
north of Albuquerque and may occur in
the short grasses on the monument's mesa
top. (Category 1 species are those species
for which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has substantial information to
support their listing as threatened or
endangered and the development and
publication of proposed rules for these
species are anticipated.) There is a chance
the plover could breed in the monument,
but more likely it is a migrant.

An unusual millipede, Toltecolus chihuanus,

is also a category 2 species. This millipede

was found in the former Petroglyph State

Park and along the south-facing base of

the escarpment in Rinconada Canyon. Its

only other known occurrence in the world

is at the city of Chihuahua, Mexico. The

millipede apparently lives in very

sheltered areas, beneath volcanic boulders

and at the base of cliffs (University of New

Mexico, Dr. Clifford Crawford, biologist,

pers. comm. 1994).

The state maintains a list of state
endangered animals and plants and a list

of rare and sensitive plant species. Both

the peregrine falcon and grama grass

cactus are classified as state endangered

species. According to the New Mexico

Natural Heritage Program, five plant

species classified as rare and sensitive also

potentially could occur in the monument:

Natural Resources

Santa Fe milkvetch (Astragalus feensis),

dune unicorn plant (Proboscidea sabulosa),

Wright's pincushion cactus (Mammalaria

wrightii), Galisteo sand verbena (Abronia

bigelovii), and Knight's milkvetch

(Astragalus knightii).

Santa Fe milkvetch may be present with

black grama grass dominating. Dune

unicorn plant is not likely to occur this far

north (Patricia Barlow, botanist, pers.

comm. 1994).

A plant survey for species listed on federal

and state lists was conducted during
September 1993. This survey included

category 2 species because under NPS

policy category 2 species are given the

same protection as listed species . Of the 14
species known to occur in Bernalillo

County, no species were found in the
monument. Two cacti species were
determined to have the potential to occur
in the monument . These were Pediocactus
papyracanthus (common name grama grass
cactus) and Mammillaria wrightii, another
cactus.

The grama grass cactus is threatened by
collection and habitat modification, in-

cluding grazing activity and trampling.

The Mammillaria wrightii cactus is protected

by state law from unauthorized collection.

This species has a wide sporadic distribu-

tion and may be in decline due to over-

collection and habitat alteration.
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REGIONAL LAND USE AND
REGIONAL VISITOR FACILITIES
AND SERVICES

Petroglyph National Monument is
bordered by residential developments on
the east and northeast and the Double
Eagle II Airport (general aviation) on the
west.

supports a variety of professional dance,
music, and theater groups as well as minor
league baseball and professional soccer.
The city is home to the University of New
Mexico. With an enrollment of nearly
25,000, this institution provides a diverse
selection of educational and cultural
opportunities.

On the south lies a large tract of undevel-
oped commercial/ residential land. On the
north is undeveloped land and a platted
subdivision. It is likely that in the future
the monument will be completely sur-
rounded by urban development.

SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

County and Regional
Characteristics - Overview

Albuquerque has a culturally diverse

population. American Indians make up

about 3% of the population, and their

culture continues to influence modern

Albuquerque (as well as the rest of the

nation), especially in the areas of fine art

and crafts. The Hispanic community com-

prises about 40% of the area's population.

This culture heavily influences the total

community in many areas, including

architecture, arts, food, and language.

Other minorities add to the depth and

breadth of the region's cultural diversity.

Albuquerque offers numerous and eclectic

cultural activities - from traditional fes-

tivals to major sporting events. One of the

largest events in the state is the annual

Kodak-Albuquerque International Balloon

Fiesta that is one of the largest air shows

in the world. Albuquerque hosts several

arts and crafts fairs as well as the New

Mexico State Fair. The metropolitan area

Population

The 1990 census figures place New

Mexico's population at 1,519,724. This is an

increase of 16.7% over the 1980 figure.

Albuquerque is the state's largest city and

the 38th largest city in the country. The

Albuquerque Metropolitan Area, which

includes Bernalillo, Sandoval, and Valencia

counties, accounts for 39% of New
Mexico's population (see following table).

Population growth in the Albuquerque

Metropolitan area is highlighted by the

growth of the city of Rio Rancho, just

north of Albuquerque in Sandoval County,

which has more than tripled its population

from 1980 to 1990 - from 9,985 to 32,505

(Consensus Planning, Inc. and Cole &

Associates 1994). It has been one of the

fastest growing communities in the nation.

Economy

Albuquerque's economy is maintaining a
pace of slow but steady growth. Non-
agricultural employment increased about
2.6% in 1990. This closely matched the
performance of the previous years. The
area supports a diversified economy
including 18 major employers of more than
500 people. The exception to the city's
steady growth is the rapid growth of the
West Side of Albuquerque and Rio
Rancho. Fueled by the development and
expansion of Intel Corporation in Rio
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TABLE 10. POPULATION AND POPULATION PROJECTIONS

Year

Bernalillo

County

Sandoval

County

Valencia

County

Albuquerque

Metro Area New Mexico

1980 419,700 34,799 30,769 485,268 1,302,894

1990 482,125 63,803 45,479 591,407 1,519,724

1995 518,532 76,719 51,689 646,940 1,643,580

2000 553,500 90,023 58,296 701,819 1,763,742

2005 583,966 104,845 64,946 753,757 1,880,103

2010 612,726 120,852 71,849 805,427 1,996,688

2015 642,709 137,561 79,246 859,516 2,115,878

2020 671,401 154,987 87,125 913,513 2,234,194

SOURCES: Bureau of the Census; Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of New Mexico.
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Rancho, Albuquerque's West Side and Rio
Rancho have experienced the rapid
development of single-family homes. In
January 1994 the West Side represented
nearly two-thirds of all building permits
issued in the city.

Transportation/Ac cess

Albuquerque and Bernalillo County are
served by air, road, and rail transportation
systems.

Aviation . The city owns and operates
Albuquerque International Airport. The
1,550-acre site is 15 minutes southeast of
the central business district and has easy
access to the interstate highway system.
Eight air carriers provide direct passenger
service to 45 cities. More than 100
departures occur daily. In 1989 passenger
service was over 4.5 million, and growth is
expected to be about 7% per year. Air
freight service is provided by 11 carriers.
The runways are owned by the city and,

by agreement, used by Kirtland Air Force
Base. The airfield is capable of handling all
types of commercial and military aircraft.

Albuquerque also owns and operates
Double Eagle II Airport, a general aviation
"reliever," which is due west of the
monument. Fixed-base operations were
established in 1988. Current flight opera-
tions are approximately 37,000 per year
and are expected to increase. This airport
can accommodate freight operations and
aircraft maintenance work.

Coronado Airport is a privately owned
facility that is open to the public. Annual
flight operations are more than 129,000.
This 254-acre facility is adjacent to 1-25 and
15 minutes northeast of the central
business district.

Highways. Albuquerque has an extensive
system of primary and secondary roads.
Interstate 25, running north-south, and
Interstate 40, running east-west, intersect
in the center of town. The area is con-
nected to the entire country by this system
of highways.

Freight and passenger traffic are constantly
on the move throughout the city and
county. More than 40 motor freight
carriers operate in the area, providing
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access to all national markets. The city
owns and operates the Sun Tran bus
system. There are more than 30 routes
serving all parts of the city.

Interstate bus service is provided by
Greyhound-Trailways Bus Lines.

Railroads. The Santa Fe Railway provides
mainline daily freight service connecting
Albuquerque to all regions of the country.
Amtrak provides daily passenger service
to Los Angeles and Chicago.

Visitor Services

A full range of visitor services are avail-
able in the Albuquerque area. Hotels and
motels are numerous. The Albuquerque
Convention Center attracts large numbers
of visitors year-round. Cultural activities
include ballet, opera, symphony orchestra,
and live theater. Albuquerque has many
fine museums. An introduction to
American Indian culture in New Mexico is
available at the Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center. This cultural attraction/museum is
owned and operated collectively by the 19
Pueblo tribes in New Mexico. Shopping
opportunities are abundant. The area also
has numerous hospitals and related
medical facilities.

Recreational opportunities are numerous
and varied in the Albuquerque area.
Ballooning, camping, golf, hiking, bicycling
(touring and mountain), horseback riding,
rafting, and snow skiing are a few of the
readily available activities. The city offers
an outstanding system of city parks;
swimming and tennis are two of the popu-
lar activities available to the public. The
city has one of the largest open space
systems in the country, with 22,000 acres
of designated open space in the Sandia
foothills, Bosque, and along the west mesa.

The city has developed an extensive trail
system, comprised of routes on separate
rights-of-way and on existing streets, to
link various neighborhoods of the city (see
Existing and Proposed City Trails map and
appendix E for relevant related plans).
This trail system provides for commuter
and recreational use and connects with the
city's extensive open space areas, including
the Sandia Mountains, the Rio Grande
Bosque, and the west mesa.

Cibola National Forest includes a desig-
nated wilderness and provides picnic
facilities, a ski area, a snow play area, and
many miles of hiking and mountain biking
trails.

VISITOR USE STATISTICS
AND ANALYSIS

Visitor use (as registered by an inductive
loop traffic counter) is reported for Boca
Negra Canyon area, which has the most
use. Actual numbers of visitors participa-
ting in guided tours of Rinconada, Piedras
Marcadas, and Mesa Prieta Canyons are
also reported. This use amounts to about
9.4% of all recreation visits. At this time,
informal use of other areas of the monu-
ment is not reported. Therefore, the
reported visitation of the monument is less
than what is actually occurring.

Reported use of the monument amounted
to 48,403 visits in 1990 and 88,059 visits in
1994 (figure A). Relatively, visitor use was
lower in January, February, November,
and December for both years. October was
the busiest month in 1990 and 1994.

Some visitation data are available for the
Boca Negra unit of Petroglyph National
Monument before June 1990 when this
portion of the monument was operated as
Indian Petroglyph State Park. Visitation
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FIGURE A. VISITOR USE OF BOCA NEGRA CANYON BY MONTH FOR 1990 AND 1994

SOURCE: National Park Service, Washington Office, Socioeconomic Studies Division

i

data for this area for 1985 through 1994 are Based on these figures, annual visitation
shown in the following table. for this area has increased more than

fourfold since 1985.
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TABLE 11. MONTHLY VISITOR USE DATA FOR INDIAN PETROGLYPH STATE PARK

(BOLA NEGRA UNIT OF PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT) -.

1985 THROUGH 1993

Number of Visitors

Month
1985 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

January 941 2,120 2,220 2,188 2,710 3,713 4,346

February 893 2,753 2,853 3,288 3,863 3,501 4,940

March 1,868 3,573 4,508 4,738 5,793 6,764 6,962

April 1,844 3,018 4,518 4,483 6,767 9,179 8,204

May 2,012 3,523 4,660 5,273 7,206 9,329 8,030

June na 3,060 4,563 5,240 6,283 5,323 7,365

July 1,848 3,790 5,455 6,083 7.038 5,160 8,650

August 2,025 3,448 4,575 6,668 7,170 5,280 7,675

September 1,556 3,125 3,908 4,808 6,207 5,186 7,651

October 2,732 4,655 5,740 4,808 7,994 6,413 10,023

November 1,708 2,570 3,290 3,719 4,469 3,444 5,885

December 1,356 2,217 2,113 2,925 2,648 3,053 5,328

TOTAL 18,783- 37,852 48,403 58,262 68,148 66,345 88,059

SOURCE: City of Albuquerque, Open Space Division, and Petroglyph National Monument

NOTE: The decrease in visitation in summer 1993 was due to the Hantavirus news stories.

Indian Petroglyph State Park Became the Boca Negra unit of Petroglyph National Monument

in July of 1990. Vehicle counts were multiplied by 2.5 persons per vehicle each month to arrive

at the figures presented here.

na = Not available, but during June 1984, 1,744 people were reported to have visited the

state park.

0

0
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Rinconada Canyon looking northwest

Boca Negra arroyo after summer thunderstorm
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INTRODUCTION

THE DERIVATION OF
IMPACT TOPICS

To compare the alternatives and focus the
discussion of potential consequences of
implementing the alternatives, specific
impact topics were selected based on (1)
federal laws, regulations, and executive
orders, (2) NPS management policies, (3)
knowledge of the resources, (4) resource
studies, and (5) concerns expressed by the
public, including special interest groups,
the Pueblos, and other agencies, including
the city and state, during scoping (see the
"Consultation and Coordination' section
for further discussion of scoping). A brief
rationale for the selection of each impact
topic is given below.

Archeological Sites The National His-
toric Preservation Act and NPS planning
and cultural resource guidelines call for
the consideration and protection of his-
toric properties in development pro-
posals. As defined by the National His-
toric Preservation Act, the term historic
properties refers to all cultural resources,
including prehistoric archeological sites,
cultural landscapes, and historic sites
eligible for or listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. The evalu-
ation of potential impacts of proposed
actions on historic properties is required,
as is attention to the provisions of the
Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act for sites where burials
may be present.

The cultural resource impacts have been
divided into three sections - petroglyphs,
the cultural landscape, and archeological
sites - only to help organize the impact
discussion. By definition, petroglyphs are
archeological sites, and individual boulders
containing petroglyphs are part of the
larger archeological site. Archeological
features such as grinding areas are often
found near the petroglyphs. In turn, the
combination of natural and cultural
features (including the petroglyphs) and
the meaning they possess for American
Indians and land grant heirs make up the
monument's cultural landscape.

Petroglyphs The national monument
was established specifically to protect
this irreplaceable resource.

Cultural Landscape The cultural land-
scape includes both natural and cultural
features and provides the broad context
within which these resources can be
understood. The development and use of
the monument could affect this broad
context.

Values Held by Culturally Affiliated
Groups The Pueblo Indians and the
heirs of the Atrisco land grant regard the
monument as a place of traditional and
cultural use. Use by these peoples could
be affected by the development and
visitor use of the monument.

Air Quality The Clean Air Act requires
federal land managers to protect park air
quality, and NPS management policies
address the need to analyze air quality
during planning. Petroglyph National
Monument is designated as a class II
area. Albuquerque is currently not in
conformity for carbon monoxide accord-
ing to the Environmental Protection
Agency's new regulations. However, this
status may soon be reviewed and
changed to reflect three consecutive
years without violation of these
standards. Therefore, the impacts of
increased visitor traffic and monument
staff are analyzed.

Scenic Resources A fundamental park
purpose, according to the NPS organic
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act, is to conserve the scenery. The
purpose and significance statements that
were developed for the monument also
recognize the value of the monument's
long vistas, both from within and of the
monument. Concerns about the views of
the city from the mesa top were raised
during scoping.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The Endangered Species Act requires an

examination of the impacts on all

federally listed threatened and

endangered species. NPS policy also

requires the examination of the impacts

on state-listed threatened or endangered

species and federal candidate species.

Natural Drainage Patterns and Features

The and environment, storms, and the

state and local regulations pertaining to
stormwater drainage require the exami-

nation of impacts on natural drainage

patterns and features.

Biological Diversity NPS management

policies call for protecting the biological

diversity within NPS areas. This issue

was also raised during scoping.

Soils Soils are important resources

because they support plant and wildlife

habitat that exists in the national

monument. Proposed development and

visitor activity would affect soils.

Local Visitors and Adjacent Private

Property Owners This category includes

four concerns that were raised during

scoping - additional traffic from visitors

on neighborhood streets adjacent to the

monument, visitors engaging in monu-

ment activities close to private lands,

changes in existing monument land uses

(dog walking, bicycling, and horseback

riding), and boundary adjustments.

National Visitors to Petroglyph

National Monument The proposed

action and alternatives would affect how
visitors from beyond the Albuquerque

area understand and appreciate

monument resources.

Regional and Albuquerque Economy

National monuments have the potential

to contribute to the local and regional

economy in various ways, including

employment, operational expenditures,

and land acquisition. Public lands also

can have secondary effects on adjacent

lands that could affect land values, the

nature of adjacent land. development,

and local plans. The regional economy

could be affected by increased tourism,

changes in land values, and the quality

of life related to protecting the natural

and cultural resources of the monument.

The issue is how to measure, evaluate,

and quantify these economic impacts.

Energy Consumption The National

Environmental Policy Act requires a
discussion of the energy requirements of

the alternatives. This impact topic

includes potential solar energy use.

Noise Levels Additional noise levels

that would be generated during con-

struction and operation. within the

monument are assessed.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF UNSER

EXTENSION, RECREATION TRAIL,

AND UTILITY CORRIDOR

The extension of Unser Boulevard and the
modifications to the existing disturbed area
within Boca Negra Canyon by the city for
the recreation trail and utility corridor are
consistent with NPS policies and this plan.
Therefore, the general cumulative impacts
of these actions are addressed in the
appropriate impact sections.
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The following explains the rationale for
dismissing specific topics from further
consideration.

Impacts on Floodplains Executive
Order 11988 requires an examination of
the impacts on floodplains and of
potential risks involved with placing
facilities within floodplains. No flood-
plains within the monument would be
adversely impacted by development. All
development has been sited to avoid the
100-year floodplain. In accordance with
NPS regulations, all hazardous materials
(such as found in maintenance areas)
and cultural resource collections,
including artifacts, would be stored
outside the 500-year floodplain. The 500-
year floodplain would be delineated
during the design phase.

Impacts on Wetlands Executive Order
11990 and NPS management policies
require an examination of the impacts on
wetlands. Potential wetlands identified
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are
associated with the arroyos throughout
the monument. These wetlands are inter-
mittent streams that do not carry water
most of the year but do carry water
during storms. The national wetlands
inventory maps indicate that although
the maps identify these streams as
wetlands, the assumption should not be
made that they all qualify as wetlands.
Additional fieldwork, including delinea-
tion of wetlands in areas proposed for
development, would be completed
during design, which would ensure that
all development avoids adverse effects
on wetlands.

Impacts on Prime and Unique
Farmlands There are no prime and
unique farmlands as defined by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture within the

Introduction

monument boundary; thus there would
be no impacts on these lands.

Paseo del Norte The National Park
Service has determined that there is no
monument purpose for constructing
Paseo del Norte. Therefore, according to
the laws that apply to units of the
national park system, there is no authori-
ty to allow Paseo del Norte to be con-
structed through the monument. There-
fore, the presence or absence of Paseo
del Norte is not being analyzed in this
General Management Plan / Development
Concept Plan / Environmental Impact
Statement.

Existing City Plans The proposed action
and alternatives do not affect the city's
existing approved plans. The city's plans
were affected by the congressional action
designating this area as a national monu-
ment in June 1990 and the signing of the
binding agreement in 1991. Congression-
al actions are not subject to the National
Environmental Policy Act. Therefore, the
impacts of the designation of the monu-
ment on the city's plans are not
evaluated in this management plan /
environmental impact statement.

NEPA AND SECTION 106 GUIDANCE
FOR ANALYZING IMPACTS ON
CULTURAL RESOURCES

Impacts on cultural resources from actions
recommended in this management plan
and by other outside influences are
analyzed according to the National
Environmental Policy Act. Additionally,
section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act requires agencies to
consider the effects of their actions on
historic properties. Regulations contained
in 36 CFR 800 issued by the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP)
direct this evaluation process for federal
agencies. Guidance is also provided by the
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1990 servicewide programmatic agreement

among the National Park Service, the

National Conference of State Historic

Preservation Officers, and the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation as well as

NPS Management Policies and NPS 28,

Cultural Resource Management Guidelines.

To comply with sections 106 and 110 of

the National Historic Preservation Act,

cultural resources are inventoried and

evaluated to identify historic properties on

or eligible for the national register. Follow-

ing the identification of properties either

on the register or that have potential to be

on the register, the area of potential effect,

in this case the entire monument, is

defined. All proposed actions are analyzed

in consultation with the state historic

preservation officer and the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation to

determine if historic properties will be

affected.

If the National Park Service determines

that there is no effect on historic proper-

ties, this decision is documented by the

National Park Service (through completion

of an assessment of effect form and notifi-

cation of the state historic preservation

office) and the project may proceed. If the

proposed action is determined to have an

effect on historic properties (and this effect

may be beneficial), the project is further

analyzed to determine whether or not it

would have an adverse effect and require

further 106 compliance actions.

According to section 106, an effect on a

significant (eligible for the national

register) cultural resource occurs if the

undertaking (the proposed action) has the

potential of changing in any way the char-

acteristics that qualify that property for

inclusion on the National Register of

Historic Places. The entire area

encompassed within the monument was

added to the National Register of Historic

Places in 1990 through the passage of the

monument legislation by Congress.

Separate national register nominations had

been prepared previously for Boca Negra

Cave, Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin, and

Las Imagines Archeological District (Albu-

querque west mesa escarpment). Section

106 also requires consultation with

American Indians.

The National Environmental Policy Act

directs agencies to analyze the direct,

indirect, and cumulative impacts of their

actions on resources, including cultural

resources. Where such impacts might

occur, agencies are required to consult

with the advisory council, the state historic

preservation officer, and the American

Indians. Direct impacts are those that are

likely to occur from construction. Indirect

impacts are those likely to occur over time,

during the operation of the monument

facilities, such as vandalism, excavation of

sites outside the monument, and illegal

relic collection. Cumulative impacts are

impacts from the proposed actions com-

bined with impacts from actions proposed

by others on resources in and outside of

the monument.

In accordance with the National Environ-

mental Policy Act, the analysis below

discusses the direct, indirect, and

cumulative impacts on resources in the

national monument from proposed actions

in the alternatives. In accordance with

section 106 and with procedures estab-

lished under the programmatic agreement,

tables 12, 16, 18, and 20 list the monu-

ment's prehistoric and historic properties,

the effect upon those properties, the

proposed determination of effect, proposed

mitigating measures, and further section

106 compliance required.
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The following section, as required by the
National Environmental Policy Act,
describes the impacts of implementing the
four alternatives. Impacts common to all
alternatives are described first. Cumulative
impacts are described only for topics
where there are cumulative impacts.

IMPACTS ON PETROGLYPHS,
ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES, AND
THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

There would be no direct adverse effects
on petroglyphs. Under no circumstances
would boulders with petroglyphs be
moved.

Appropriate siting and design (with com-
patible materials) of facilities and trails
would

• reduce the impacts of development
• minimize visual impacts on petro-

glyphs and their context and on the
cultural landscape and maintain those
characteristics that make these
resources significant

• avoid direct negative impacts on most
archeological sites; however, as out-
lined in the 1990 programmatic agree-
ment, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, the state historic preser-
vation officer, and concerned Pueblo
Indians would be invited to participate
in the design and construction process
to ensure resource protection. If it were
impossible to avoid sites, further
mitigative measures would be devel-
oped before final design, in consulta-
tion with the state historic preservation
officer, the advisory council, and
concerned Pueblo Indians. These
measures would be implemented
before design and before undertaking
any ground-disturbing activities.

Provisions for protecting previously
unknown sites encountered during
construction, including stipulations
required by the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act,
would be included in construction
documents. All construction would be
monitored.

Constructing new trails and rehabilitating
existing trails would generally have a
positive effect on cultural resources by
directing visitor use.

NPS experience in other areas has shown
that by establishing an increased presence,
directing and controlling visitor use, and
providing an experience that allows
visitors access but prevents actual contact
with petroglyphs provides better pro-
tection than uncontrolled use. However,
focusing visitor use in areas that pre-
viously had no visitor facilities could
potentially result in some increased
damage to cultural resources.

Having frequent patrols, establishing an
increased presence, controlling visitor use,
enforcing regulations, enhancing visitor
education, and educating schoolchildren
and other groups would

• provide better protection for petro-
glyphs, archeological sites, and the
cultural landscape

• educate all visitors about the signifi-
cance of the resources and stress the
importance of preservation, which
would provide better protection for
petroglyphs, archeological sites, and
the cultural landscape

• help prevent illegal collection activities,
the trampling of sites, and the creation
of social trails

• help minimize indirect impacts on
archeological sites and petroglyphs that
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might occur from concentrated visitor

use in some areas

The identification and evaluation of

cultural resources would help prevent

negative direct or indirect impacts on

archeological sites and the cultural

landscape.

Monitoring resource conditions and

responding to potential threats, along with

the development of designated trails and

visitor facilities, would

• minimize adverse impacts on petro-
glyphs from increased visitation

• minimize most of the potential impacts

that could over time gradually diminish

the integrity and scientific value of the

petroglyphs, archeological sites, cultural

landscape, and resources traditionally

gathered by Pueblo or land grant heir

groups

Constructing utility lines, access roads, and

other supporting facilities for the various

areas of development would have the po-

tential to adversely affect archeological

sites and the cultural landscape. No

proposals have been submitted; proposed

locations are not known.

During construction, dust, fumes from

vehicles, noise, and large equipment

would temporarily diminish the visual

qualities of the cultural landscape and

increase site-specific noise levels.

Accomplishing reclamation work while

avoiding disturbance to subsurface

archeological sites or resources would

reduce the potential for negative impacts.

A wide variety of sites, from Archaic lithic

debris to Hispanic corrals and World War

II bomb targets have been found on the

mesa top, including the geologic windows.

The proper location of trails would help
avoid these sites.

The effects of vibrations and material

compaction from nearby construction

activity on petroglyphs and archeological

sites are unknown. Construction and

material compaction techniques would be

designed to avoid adverse impacts on

petroglyphs and archeological sites.

Developing trails and viewing areas would

have a positive effect upon the petroglyphs

and their context by providing established

viewing areas and by removing trails that

wind through and between petroglyph

concentrations or are too close to the

features. Requiring visitors to stay on

established trails and keeping trails at least

arms length back from petroglyphs, com-

bined with regular ranger patrols, would

have a positive impact on petroglyphs by

decreasing the potential for visitors to

touch the petroglyphs or scratch the rocks.

Localized pollution from buses and auto-

mobiles might have as yet undetermined

effects on the patina into which the petro-

glyphs are carved. Potential adverse effects

from pollution would be minimized by

requiring buses to turn off their engines

while parked. General urban air quality

might also have a negative impact on the

patina. Preparing the site and constructing

buildings, roads, and trails could disturb

or destroy surface and subsurface materi-

als. The reclamation of roads that are on

archeological sites could result in addi-

tional disturbance. Potential adverse effects

on archeological sites would be mitigated

by data recovery and by having an archeo-

logist present during ground-disturbing

activities that might uncover archeological

sites.
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•

IMPACTS ON VALUES HELD BY
CULTURALLY AFFILIATED GROUPS

Consultation on facility siting and design
with the American Indian Pueblo com-
munity and the heirs of the Atrisco land
grant would help ensure that new facil-
ities, exhibits, and interpretive programs
avoid areas of significance to these groups
and would be compatible with the cultural
landscape and traditional practices.

Special provisions outlined in the plan,
such as temporary closures and the train-
ing of personnel, would provide privacy to
conduct traditional and cultural activities
and minimize negative impacts. Con-
sultation with culturally affiliated groups
would ensure that interpretive media and
programs present a culturally sensitive and
accurate picture of traditional values.
Training monument staff in culturally
sensitive interpretive messages would
reduce negative impacts on cultures
affiliated with the monument. Consulting
with Pueblo Indians and heirs of the
Atrisco land grant would help ensure the
preservation and continuation of the
resources traditionally gathered by these
groups.

The reclamation or revegetation of infor-
mal trails or previous development would
be preceded by consultation to identify the
resources traditionally gathered by Pueblo
Indians and heirs of the Atrisco land grant
to ensure that there is no negative impact.

IMPACTS ON THREATENED
AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Eagles and whooping cranes (species on
the federal list of threatened and

endangered species) migrating through the
monument would not be affected. Black-
footed ferrets, also listed on the federal list,
historically occurred in Bernalillo County,
but have not been seen in the county since
the 1920s.

The millipede Toltecolus chihuanus, a
category 2 species (being considered for
listing), would not be adversely affected by
NPS actions under this alternative (Univer-
sity of New Mexico, Cliff Crawford, biolo-
gist, pers. comm. April 1994).

Fencing the monument would not present
a barrier to wildlife.

There might be cumulative impacts on the
Toltecolus chihuanus resulting from the
city's construction of Unser Boulevard
across the escarpment. Site-specific surveys
must be conducted before construction to
ensure that no threatened or endangered
species were present.

IMPACTS ON NATURAL DRAINAGE
PATTERNS AND FEATURES

Stormwater management, which would
prevent degradation of monument re-
sources and ensure that natural drainage
patterns and features, would be main-
tained. Cooperation by the Park Service,
the city, and the Albuquerque Metro-
politan Arroyo Flood Control Authority,
would have positive impacts on monu-
ment drainage features, soils, vegetation,
and wildlife.
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IMPACTS OF IMPLEMENTING ALTERNATIVE 1- PROPOSED ACTION

Note: When no cumulative impacts would
occur for a specific topic, this heading has
been deleted from the discussion.

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES

Methods for Analyzing Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Areas proposed for development were
inventoried to identify cultural resources.
Most sites along the escarpment are

included within the national register dis-
trict or as part of a separate nomination

and are considered contributing elements.

Some sites have not yet been evaluated for
national register eligibility. However, for
the purposes of this document, all poten-
tially affected sites are treated as eligible.

Maps showing the locations of petroglyph
concentrations, cultural landscape

resources, and archeological sites were
compared with the development and visi-

tor activity plans. The resulting informa-
tion was incorporated into tables 12, 16, 18,

and 20 and the following impact analysis.

The effects of proposed alternatives on
resources were assessed according to the
advisory council's procedures (36 CFR
800.9), and preliminary conclusions regard-

ing effects are included in the tables listed

above. As more detailed site plans were

prepared, further analysis and consultation

would be conducted.

Cultural resource surveys of monument re-

sources are continuing, and newly dis-

covered sites would be evaluated for the

national register as part of the inventory

process. When specific information is

available on proposed developments (but

before final design and implementing

actions that might affect potentially eligible

resources), appropriate avoidance or

mitigating measures would be developed
in consultation with the state historic
preservation officer, concerned Pueblo
Indians, and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.

Impact Analysis on Petroglyphs

The redesign of the trails and viewing
areas at Boca Negra Canyon would have a
positive effect upon the petroglyphs and
their context by providing established
viewing areas and by removing trails that
wind through and between petroglyph
concentrations or are too close to the
features.

Locating facilities within the four main

canyons would increase visitation in areas
where little visitation has occurred, except
in Boca Negra Canyon (the current pri-
mary visitor use area), which could result

in some increased risk for vandalism or
inadvertent damage to the petroglyphs.

The petroglyph research function would

promote research regarding and public
education and appreciation of the petro-
glyphs. Monument resource management
and center staff would develop viable

ways to conserve the petroglyphs and
repair vandalism - all of which would

help prevent adverse impacts on
petroglyphs.

Impact Analysis on Archeological Sites

The construction of a parking area, visitor

contact facility, and an access road for

trails near Mesa Prieta and proposed

development in other areas (Lava Shadows

and Rinconada, Boca Negra, and Piedras

Marcadas Canyons, neighborhood access

points, the volcanoes, 81st Street overlook,
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Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

•

and mesa top) would be sited to avoid or
minimize direct negative impacts on
archeological sites (see following table).

Allowing horseback riding within the
monument increases the risk of damage to
cultural resources by horses straying off
the trail and trampling sites. Negative
impacts might also occur from bicyclists
straying off the trail. Both activities create
a churning effect that destroys soil strata
and displaces and breaks artifacts. The
designation of trails would focus horse-
back and bicycle riding activities and help
protect archeological sites from illegal
collecting and site disturbance. Frequent
monitoring of areas along the trails, and
implementing protective measures in areas
where straying is apparent, would help
reduce negative impacts on sites.

At the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin,
designing appropriate facilities, monitoring
resources and visitor use during and after
the development of visitor facilities, and
developing site protection measures would
help prevent negative impacts on the
archeological resources. The use of non-
invasive archeological techniques would
avoid the destruction of archeological data
and prevent the disturbance of areas of
traditional and cultural use by the Pueblo
Indians.

Consulting with the Pueblo Indians,
especially with regard to the Piedras
Marcadas Pueblo ruin, would also increase
participation and involvement in monu-
ment interpretation and resource protec-
tion programs, which would also help
reduce impacts.

Reclaiming abandoned mine sites would
have a slight potential to adversely impact
unknown archeological resources.

Impact Analysis on the
Cultural Landscape

Facilities would intrude on the cultural
landscape and compromise its visual
integrity, including those qualities of
feeling, association, and setting that
contribute to its potential national register
properties. Designing and locating facilities
to minimize visual intrusion on the cul-
tural landscape and to maintain those
characteristics that make it significant
would reduce the adverse impacts of de-
velopment. Such design would be especial-
ly important on the mesa near the
volcanoes, at Mesa Prieta, and at Piedras
Marcadas and Rinconada Canyons where
unobstructed views of the Sandia
Mountains and valley below are important.

The construction of trails, access road, and
parking adjacent to the volcanoes, one of
the major character-defining elements of
the cultural landscape, would require
special attention and consultation with the
state historic preservation officer, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
and the Pueblos before and during con-
struction to avoid impacts. The modifica-
tion or removal of significant character-
defining features identified in the cultural
landscape overview would be avoided to
the extent possible and practical.

Existing developments at the volcanoes
area contribute some noise and visual
intrusion into the cultural landscape;
proposed development would result in
more visitor use and more intrusive noise
and visual clutter from vehicles.

Developing a trail to the top of Black
Volcano and prohibiting use on the other
volcanoes would have a beneficial effect by
eliminating use on the other volcanoes that
are considered sensitive areas by the
Pueblo peoples.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Modern mining of cinders is one feature of landscape. Documenting this feature and
the cultural landscape. Reclaiming the monitoring during reclamation would
cinder mines would change the nature of prevent adverse effects on the landscape.
this character-defining feature of the

TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES LISTED ON OR ELIGIBLE FOR

THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES, PROPOSED PROTECTIVE MEASURES , AND REQUIRED COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION

106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT.

Note: The entire monument, Boca Negra Cave, Las ethnographic sites, and petroglyphs. Unless otherwise
Imagines Archeological District, and the Piedras Marcadas noted in the following table, construction could probably
Pueblo ruin are all listed on the national register. Cultural avoid sites.
resources include cultural landscape, archeological and

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Boca Negra Canyon - Six Construct visi- • No adverse • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

adjacent sites include 1 stone tor center, in- effect of cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
circle, (age unknown); 4 water and terim heritage construction. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
soil control structures; 1 historic education facia- • Positive • Design trails to reduce liminary design
shelter. Vicinity: petroglyphs, ity, parking, effect on impacts from visitor use and mitigation
potential cultural landscape. access roads, petroglyphs by (the construction and use of plan.

restrooms, rebuilding formal trails would protect

trails. inadequate trail resources from inadvertent
system. damage).
• With • Develop mitigation plan

mitigation, no with SHPO if cannot avoid

adverse effect sites during construction.

from visitor or • Continued consultation

student use. with Pueblos.
• Establish monitoring and
response plan.

• Increase educational
programs and law enforce-

ment to prevent impacts of
visitor and student use.

• Conduct archeological

investigations, collect
artifacts, and document and
stabilize sites and surface

features in areas adjacent to
facilities and where
intensive use is proposed.

0
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Impacts of Implementing Alternative 1 - Proposed Action

TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE I (CONT.)

•

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Piedras Marcadas Canyon - Sites Construct visi- With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

include three prehistoric lithic tor contact tion, no cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
scatters (one Archaic); one lithic facility, park- adverse effect, cultural landscape, preparing pre-
and ceramic scatter; four prehis- ing, restrooms, • Design trails to reduce liminary design

toric sites with stone circles, water access roads, impacts from visitor use and mitigation

control features, and/or lithic/ trails. (the construction and use of plan.
ceramic scatters; at least two formal trails would protect
multicomponent sites containing resources from inadvertent
prehistoric lithic scatters, grinding damage).

slicks, and/or historic herding • Develop mitigation plan

artifacts and features. Vicinity: with SHPO if cannot avoid

petroglyphs, potential cultural sites during construction.
landscape, ethnographic sites. • Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.

• If resource damage were

occurring, permits would be

required.

Mesa Top at Northwest Part of Construct With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid Same as above.

Monument, new Piedras parking, access lion, no cultural sites or intrusion on

Marcadas Canyon - One site in road, trail, adverse effect, cultural landscape.

area (prehistoric lithic and ceramic • Design trails to reduce

scatter, PIII-PIV). Potential cultural impacts from visitor use

landscape, petroglyphs. (the construction and use of

formal trails would protect

resources from inadvertent

damage).

• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.
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TABLE 12 SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFEC S OF ALTERNATIVE 1 (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures , Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin Develop With mitiga- • Continued consultation SHPO/ACHP

interpretive lion, no with Pueblos. consultation in

trail. adverse effect. • Develop ruins preparing pre-
management plan in liminary
consultation with Pueblo design, miti-

community, SHPO, and gation plan,

ACHP. and ruins

• Collect, document, and management

stabilize to prevent erosion. plan.

• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO.
• Design visitor facilities to
avoid pueblo ruins or intru-
sion upon cultural land-
scape and to prevent
impacts from visitor use.
• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law

enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitation.

• Fence and patrol site.

Rinconada Canyon - Two multi- Build visitor With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

component sites with historic and contact facility, lion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in

prehistoric petroglyphs, masonry access road, verse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-

wall alignments and isolated parking, • Design trails to reduce liminary design

room; rock shelters and/or post restrooms, impacts from visitor use and mitigation

World War II homesite. Potential trails, and (the construction and use of plan.

cultural landscape, ethnographic connector trail formal trails would protect

sites. to mesa top. resources from inadvertent
damage).
• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.

• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.
• If resource damage were

occurring, permits would be

required.

• Conduct archeological

investigations, collect
artifacts, and document and
stabilize sites and surface

features in areas adjacent to

facilities and where

intensive use is proposed.
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Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1 (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective
Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Southern Mesa Prieta - Seven Build overlook, With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
prehistoric sites (lithic quarry and parking, visitor tion, no cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
reduction/scatters, activity areas, contact facility, adverse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
boulder features); 1 historic site access road, • Design trails to reduce liminary design
(corral and artifact scatters); and 4 and trails. impacts from visitor use and mitigation
multicomponent sites with historic (the construction and use of plan.

activity areas, corrals, and/or arti- formal trails would protect
fact scatters; prehistoric com- resources from inadvertent
ponent has lithic quarry/reduction damage).
scatters, ceramics, water catch- • Develop mitigation plan
ment/rock features, agricultural with SHPO if cannot avoid
fields, and/or hearths/fire cracked sites during construction.
rock. Adjacent are petroglyphs, • Continued consultation

potential cultural landscape, with Pueblos.

ethnographic sites and historic • Establish monitoring and
livestock drive route. At least 12 response plan.

sites in area. • Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.

Lava Shadows - One adjacent Expand and With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

site (water control/rock improve tion, no cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
alignments, cairns ). Vicinity: existing adverse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-

petroglyphs, potential cultural structures, • Design trails to reduce liminary design
landscape, ethnographic sites. build parking impacts from visitor use and mitigation

area and (the construction and use of plan.

trailhead. formal trails would protect

resources from inadvertent
damage).

• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and
response plan.

• Increase educational
programs and law

enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.
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TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATT VE 1 (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures , Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Volcanoes - Volcanoes are sensi- • Construct With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHF

five ethnographic resources; four parking, access lion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in

prehistoric sites nearby include road, visitor verse effects cultural landscape. preparing pre-

petroglyphs, rock shelter, lithic/ information from construc- • Design trails to reduce liminary design

ceramic scatters, and/or grinding kiosk/shade tion, redama- impacts from visitor use and mitigation

stone; three historic sites include structure, rest- tion, or visitor (the construction and use of plan.

corrals, pre- and post-World War rooms, trails, use. Area has formal trails would protect

II historic debris, lambing pens, picnic facilities, been impacted. resources from inadvertent

hearth and/or corral; I site has and overlook Limiting public damage).

corral and lambing pen, rock on Black access to other • Develop mitigation plan

shelter and Ethic/ceramic scatters. Volcano. volcanoes with SHPO if cannot avoid

Vicinity: potential cultural • Reclaim would be sites during construction.

landscape, ethnographic sites. cinder mining beneficial to • Continued consultation

sites. values held by with Pueblos.

• Reclaim culturally • Establish monitoring and
selected trails affiliated response plan.

and roads. groups. Cinder • Increase educational

mines would programs and law
not be re- enforcement to prevent

claimed if ad- impacts of visitor use..

verse impacts • Conduct archeological
on values of investigations, collect

these groups artifacts, and document and

would occur. stabilize sites and surface
features in areas adjacent to

facilities and where

intensive use is proposed.
• When rehabilitating
facilities and cinder mines,

use care to avoid

disturbance of unknown
subsurface remains.
• Consult with American

Indians to ensure that

traditionally gathered

resources are not disturbed.

• Document cinder mines

before reclamation.

Geologic Windows - 13 sites in No action. No adverse • Continued consultation None.

vicinity of proposed trails effect. with Pueblos.

(prehistoric petroglyphs and rock • Establish monitoring and

features, windbreak historic response plan.

corrals, structures, shelter, and
walls). Potential cultural

landscape.

•
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TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1 (CONT.)

0

•

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

81st Street Overlook - One Construct With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
prehistoric site with structural parking, access lion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
wall, lithic scatter. Vicinity: road, overlook, verse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
potential cultural landscape, and trails. • Design trails to reduce liminary design
ethnographic sites. impacts from visitor use and mitigation

(the construction and use of plan.

formal trails would protect

resources from inadvertent
damage).

• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law

enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.

Mesa Top - Sites are too Continue • With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid Same as above.

numerous to list, ranging from existing trail lion, no cultural sites or intrusion on

Archaic period to present. use; reclaim adverse effect. cultural landscape.

Potential cultural landscape. selected • Continued • Design trails to reduce

existing roads multiuse of impacts from visitor use
and trails. trails on mesa (the construction and use of

top, could formal trails would protect
adversely resources from inadvertent

impact Pueblo damage).

values. • Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.

• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.
• Most trails would follow

existing informal roads.

• Permits would be

required for horse and

bicycle users.
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TABLE 12. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 1 (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106
Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Neighborhood Access - Several With neighbor- With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
adjacent sites, including hood consulta- lion, no cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
lithic/ceramic scatters. Vicinity: lion, possibly adverse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
petroglyphs, potential cultural construct • Design trails to reduce liminary design
landscape neighborhood impacts from visitor use and mitigation

access points (the construction and use of plan.
and trails. formal trails would protect

resources from inadvertent
damage).

• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO if cannot avoid
sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and
response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.

Escarpment Crossings - Boca Build multiuse With mitiga- • Sites would be avoided. None unless

Negra, Calle Nortena , Lava trails crossing lion, no • Design escarpment resources were

Shadows - Four sites in vicinity: escarpment, adverse effect crossing trails to reduce found.
one prehistoric lithic reduction site impacts from visitor use
(Calle Nortena); prehistoric (the construction and use of

shelter, Anasazi water and soil formal trails would protect

control walls and terraces (Boca resources from inadvertent
Negra). damage).

Homestead Circle, Taylor Ranch • Add fill and With mitiga- No known resources in SHPO/ACHP

Road/Calle Norteli a Area - One develop paths, lion, no proposed development review of

prehistoric site (lithic/ ceramic shade struc- adverse effect. areas. Site-specific surveys project if

scatter) in vicinity tares, native would be conducted as resources are
plantings, wall appropriate before discovered.

at Homestead development.
Circle
• Recontour

and reclaim
disturbed area

adjacent to

Calle Nortena
and Taylor
Ranch Road

Conclusion of Impacts
on Cultural Resources

The identification and evaluation of

resources, sensitive design, and appro-

priate mitigating measures would help

ensure that archeological sites would not

be negatively impacted during and after

facility development. Directing use as

recommended in this alternative would
have less impact on petroglyphs than the

existing uncontrolled visitor use. Trail

redesign and development would have a

beneficial effect on petroglyphs. The

management of visitors as described

would reduce the potentials for negative

indirect impacts of concentrated use in
selected areas and damage from looting
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and vandalism. With continued consul-
tation, direct or indirect negative impacts
on ethnographic resources or Pueblo
values would be minimized. Visitor
facilities would intrude on the cultural
landscape, but sensitive design would
minimize negative impacts.

Cumulative Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Vandalism, illegal artifact collecting, and
inadvertent damage to petroglyphs and
other archeological sites, both in and
outside of the monument, damage these
irreplaceable resources and destroy scien-
tific evidence through the undocumented
removal or disturbance of objects from
their original locations. Potsherds and tools
are diagnostic artifacts. Once they are
removed from an undocumented site, it
may be impossible to determine whether
the site dates from 1,000 B.P. or 10,000 B.F.,
or even who used the site. Over time,
these activities reduce the number and
quality of sites and there would be a
cumulative impact on the sites and on the
data base, which can skew and limit the
information available for research. Various
efforts and programs would be focused on
preventing these adverse impacts; how-
ever, some impacts would occur.

The impacts of development are mitigated
by collecting data, but this is done by
1990s standards. Twenty years ago most of
the analytic techniques and technology
used today were not imagined. The same
will be true 20 or 50 years from now. Once
a site is disturbed, there would be no
opportunity to do more analysis. There-
fore, over time and with development,
visitor use and maintenance activities,
erosion, etc., some diagnostic artifacts and
features would not be preserved for future
analytic techniques that would reveal even
more about the site than can be learned at
present.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

The development adjacent to the monu-
ment has negatively affected the visual
qualities of the landscape and will
continue to do so. Monument facility
development combined with the adjacent
development would adversely affect the
cultural landscape.

There would be impacts on cultural re-
sources by the city's construction and use
of Unser Boulevard through the escarp-
ment and possibly by the removal of the
existing road and the construction of the
recreational trail and utility corridor
through Boca Negra Canyon. These
impacts would be mitigated by minimizing
the rights-of-way and disturbed areas
required for the routes, using construction
techniques that would not disturb adjacent
basalt and petroglyphs, and using design
and materials to minimize noise and visual
intrusion.

IMPACTS ON VALUES HELD BY
CULTURALLY AFFILIATED GROUPS

Methods of Analyzing Impacts

The planning team has involved, con-
sulted, and informed the Pueblo Indian
communities of the planning process and
issues that could affect lands that are
significant to them. The initial step was to
conduct a rapid ethnographic assessment
(Evans et al. 1993) to determine which
American Indian groups wanted to be in-
volved with the monument planning pro-
cess, what their concerns were about
monument planning, and what would be
the best way for them to participate. Based
on the results of the ethnographic assess-
ment, American Indian representatives
were invited to participate in core team
meetings.

In addition to the rapid ethnographic
assessment, planning team members have
met with Pueblo and Atrisco heir
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representatives, ethnographers, and others
in an effort to better understand the
impacts on culturally affiliated groups.

Impact Analysis

Developing Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin
only after special study and consultation
with concerned Pueblos would avoid
impacts related to intrusion on traditional
and cultural activities and areas and
archeological sites. Consultation would
result in further participation and
involvement by culturally affiliated groups
in monument interpretive and resource
protection programs.

If reclaiming abandoned mine sites would

adversely impact areas of traditional and

cultural use, reclamation would not occur

in that specific area.

Conclusion

There might be positive impacts on the

values held by these groups through par-

ticipation in consultation regarding site

protection and interpretation and by

limiting public access to the volcanoes.

There would be adverse impacts from the

intrusion of bicycles and horses into lands

that are important to the Pueblo communi-

ty. Impacts from development and in-

creased visitation on traditional and

cultural activities are currently unknown.

Cumulative Impacts

If petroglyphs or archeological sites,
features, or objects were destroyed or
desecrated by vandals, or if practitioners
were disturbed by construction or the
presence of visitors and they were not able
to use a special area for traditional and

cultural activities, those activities might
not be continued.

The construction of Unser Boulevard by

the city through the monument escarp-

ment is opposed by American Indian

groups and the Atrisco heirs. There would

be adverse impacts on these groups and

their ability to maintain their connections

to the monument.

IMPACTS ON FEDERAL AND
STATE THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES;

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

The impacts on threatened and

endangered species were based on the

likelihood of each species and its habitat

type occurring in the proposed develop-

ment and visitor use areas within the

monument and direct loss of habitat based

on total acreage within the monument.

Consultation was conducted with the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, the National

Biological Survey, and the state . Section 7

consultation would be conducted with the

Fish and Wildlife Service.

A plant survey was conducted of all

proposed development sites and major

visitor activity areas except for the Mesa

Prieta area and south of Rinconada Mesa.

No plants were found that were either

listed or candidates for listing as federal or

state threatened and endangered species.

The site survey concluded that potential

habitat exists for the Pediocnctus

papyracanthus, commonly known as the

grama grass cactus (a category 2 species

being considered for listing), and the

Mammillaria wrightii (a state rare plant).

Surveys were not conducted for bird

species; however, information was

obtained from a local ornithologist who

has conducted regular bird. surveys on

monument lands since 1990 and has

maintained detailed records.
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Impact Analysis on Plants

The continued use of 11 miles of multiuse

trails and the possible future use of 5 miles
of existing abandoned dirt roads would

not adversely impact vegetation provided

that users stay on designated trails.
However, development of parking and
trailheads would disturb and adversely
affect 3 acres of potential habitat for the
Pediocactus papyracanthus and Mammillaria
wrightii.

Bicycling and horseback riding could
further impact habitat for these species
indirectly because of the greater potential
for off-trail use and trampling. Permits and
the enforcement of regulations that visitors
must stay on trails would prevent most
adverse impacts associated with these
activities.

Conclusion . There are potentially 4,534
acres of total potential habitat available; 3
acres represents less than 0.1% of the total
available habitat. This would not be
significant in terms of habitat available in
the monument.

Cumulative Impacts. The destruction of
further habitat could eliminate the oppor-
tunity for the Pediocactus papyracanthus and
Mammillaria wrightii to populate this area
and thus could incrementally contribute to
the overall decline of the species. As more
and more habitat is used for development
outside the monument by the private
sector, habitat within the monument
would become more valuable.

It is not anticipated that there would be
any adverse impacts on threatened or
endangered plant species by the city's

construction/ extension of Unser Boulevard
or the development of the recreational trail
and utility corridor in Boca Negra Canyon
because these routes are in areas that have
been previously disturbed. Site-specific
surveys must be conducted before facility

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

development and before construction to
ensure that no threatened or endangered
species were present.

Impact Analysis on Birds

Without mitigation, the multiuse trails
with horseback and bicycle riders on the
mesa top and the parking areas at Mesa
Prieta and the volcanoes would have a
direct adverse effect on the ferruginous
hawk (a federal category 2 species). Trail
users would adversely affect the birds'
ability to hunt throughout the monument
during certain parts of the day as well as
disrupt any nesting activity.

These birds are very sensitive to human
disturbance. Unlike many other bird
species that tolerate human activity near
their nest sites, the ferruginous hawk has
been known to abandon its eggs and at
times its young when disturbed by
humans near nest sites. One study found
that incubating ferruginous hawks did not
habituate to experimental disturbances;
rather, they became sensitized and flushed
at increasing distances each time they were
disturbed. This same study concluded that
ferruginous hawk presence may be more
an indicator of the level of human dis-
turbances than of habitat quality in the
ecological sense (White and Thurow 1985).

The ferruginous hawk has been known to
nest on the ground, but other areas also
provide suitable habitat for nesting activi-
ty. (One possible nest has been identified
in the monument.) Based on information
available, the use of multiuse trails in the
monument would have significant adverse
effects on the ferruginous hawk and
eliminate them as a breeding species in
this area.

Groups hiking south of Rinconada Mesa
during the critical nesting period (March
1-July 1) might adversely impact nesting
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activities of the ferruginous hawk, causing
the birds to abandon their nests and
young.

The National Park Service would work
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
National Biological Survey, and local
ornithologists to develop mitigation to
protect the hawk and avoid a significant
adverse effect. This might result in areas of
the monument being closed during certain
times of the year to allow nesting to occur
and prevent disturbance until young are
hatched.

Conclusion. Without mitigation, the

ferruginous hawk would be significantly
adversely affected by the development and

use on the mesa top. Because the hawks

have been known to nest on the ground

and use the monument for hunting, mesa-

top trails would eliminate any safe areas

where they could be ensured of little to no

contact with human activity. Pedestrians

on trails below the escarpment at certain

areas might adversely affect the hawks

during the nesting period (March 1-July

1); however, activity at other times would

not be expected to adversely affect this

species. Initial mitigation would include

avoiding the improvement of trails above

and below the escarpment during the

nesting period.

Cumulative Impacts. According to

records, ferruginous hawks were probably

more numerous in central New Mexico

than they are currently. However, the

conversion of grasslands to urban and

agricultural uses has contributed to the

hawks decline. Without mitigation, facility

development under this alternative, com-

bined with the development of lands out-

side the monument by the private sector

and Unser Boulevard by the city could

incrementally increase the amount and

severity of the impacts on this species and

could contribute to the elimination of the

hawk as a breeding species in this area.

With mitigation, there would be no signifi-

cant adverse cumulative impacts on the

hawk. Site-specific surveys before facility

development and construction would

ensure that no threatened or endangered

species were present.

IMPACTS ON WILDLIFE
OTHER THAN LISTED SPECIES

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Existing studies were consulted to deter-

mine the extent and type of wildlife in the

monument. No new surveys were con-

ducted; however, recent bird surveys were

used, wildlife habitat was identified, and

acres affected by development and visitor

activity were calculated to determine

impact.

The total acreage of wildlife habitat within

the monument is 7,244 acres. The acreage
distribution is as follows:

f T l% t

Acreage

o o a
Monument
Acreage

Flatlands 1,475 20
Escarpment edge 35 <.5

Mesa top 4,534 63
Escarpment 1,200 17

Total 7,244 acres

Most impacts on wildlife habitat from

development and visitor activity would

occur in 7 acres of flatlands below the

escarpment. This represents 1% of the total

available in the monument. About 3 acres

of escarpment edge would be impacted by

visitor activity - representing about 1% of

the total within the monument. Also, 3

acres of mesa top would be impacted by

development, representing less than 0.10%

of the total mesa-top habitat available

within the monument. Visitor activity on

the mesa top would affect about 10 acres

of wildlife habitat. About 1 acre of the
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escarpment would be adversely impacted
by trail crossings, representing less than
0.1% of the total within the monument.
These impacts would not be significant.

Impact Analysis on Birds

A total of 106 bird species have been
recorded at the monument since 1990, 35
of which have also been seen nesting in or
near the monument boundary. The diver-
sity of species present is evidence of a
relatively healthy ecosystem (Hart
Schwarz, local ornithologist, pers comm.,
January 1994). As land adjacent to the
monument continues to be developed and
vacant land is eliminated, the monument
will become an island of natural habitat for
wildlife. Populations might be displaced
onto monument lands and compete for
habitat with existing residents.

Except as discussed above for the ferru-
ginous hawk, no other raptors would be
impacted by visitors because trails would
be constructed far enough from the edge
to prevent visitors from disturbing nesting
birds. Overlook sites would be placed in
areas that avoid any raptor nesting sites,
including a golden eagle nest (although
apparently abandoned for several years).
The temporary closure of these overlooks
and trails would prevent adverse impacts
on nesting raptors who might, during
some years, place their nests near the
overlooks.

Temporary direct adverse impacts on these
birds would be avoided during construc-
tion by limiting construction periods to
times when the birds are not nesting
(March to August). Horse, bicycle, and
pedestrian use and presence on the mesa
top might discourage raptors from hunting
in this area. Monitoring would be con-
ducted, and visitor carrying capacity levels
would be identified to prevent significant
impacts from visitors.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

The development under this alternative
would adversely affect 14 acres of shrub/
grassland (flatland), which is habitat for
the loggerhead shrike. This represents
about 1% of the total available habitat
within the monument and would not
represent a significant impact on this
species. Increased activity in visitor use
areas might indirectly impact the birds,
causing disturbance and adversely affect-
ing their ability to nest; however, no
studies have been conducted to confirm
this.

Temporary impacts would occur during
construction.

The crissal thrasher and sage sparrow
occupy the same habitat as the loggerhead
shrike. Adverse effects on shrikes would
also occur on the crissal thrasher and sage
sparrow.

Impact Analysis on Other Wildlife

No specific parts of the monument are
known to support unusual or large
populations of wildlife - with the
exception of Mesa Prieta, which supports
nesting habitat for raptors.

According to biologists, the flatlands in the
base of the canyons and the edge area
adjacent to the escarpment most likely
support more wildlife species than found
on the mesa top or on the escarpment
itself. Assuming that the flatlands and
edge of the escarpment are habitat areas,
the construction of facilities, trails, and
visitor activities would impact about 20
acres of monument wildlife habitat. Visitor
activity on the mesa top would affect
about 10 acres of wildlife habitat. This
represents about 1% of the total flatlands
habitat available in the monument.

Multiuse trails, pedestrian only trails,
parking, and overlooks on the mesa top
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would disturb 3 acres. There would be a
loss of 3 acres of mesa-top habitat,
representing less than 0.1% of mesa-top
habitat available in the monument.

The 16 miles of horse/bicycle/pedestrian
trails on the mesa top would likely in-
crease the numbers of visitors who visit
the mesa top. Some wildlife species tend to
leave an area when it becomes populated
by people, which would create less diver-
sity of species on the mesa top. The
presence of hikers, bicycles, and horses on
the mesa top might disturb species and
lead to a decrease in population due to
loss of. habitat or disturbance. Monitoring,
issuing permits, identifying carrying
capacity levels, and keeping visitors on
established trails might mitigate some of
these adverse impacts on wildlife species.

As more and more adjacent land is devel-
oped, there would be indirect adverse
impacts on wildlife. Habitat for many
species such as rodents, rabbits, coyotes,
and foxes would diminish, forcing many of
them to compete for available habitat on
monument lands. Wildlife populations
adjacent to the monument would decrease
due to loss of habitat.

Conclusion

No significant adverse impacts on birds
and other wildlife would be anticipated
from developing facilities on 21 acres and
visitor activities on 25 miles (about 35
acres) of multiuse and pedestrian only
trails within the national monument. Some
wildlife populations would be adversely
affected due to trails, people, horses, and
bicycles on the mesa.

Cumulative Impacts

A total of about 34 acres of facility
development and visitor activity combined

with adjacent development and city
construction of Unser Boulevard would
cumulatively impact birds and other
wildlife species by destroying habitat and
creating a barrier to movement by some
wildlife.

IMPACTS ON NATURAI, DRAINAGE
PATTERNS AND FEATURES

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

A 1991 U.S. Geological Survey erosion
study identified 50 gullies within the
monument. These gullies were ranked
according to four erosion classes - class I
was defined as slight erosion (21 in the
monument), class II as moderate erosion
(22 in the monument), class III as intense
erosion (6 in the monument), and class IV
as severe erosion (1 in the monument).
Fourteen of the gullies were associated
with mesa-top dirt roads, 7 were on
pedestrian or bicycle trails, 11 were
associated with a permanent stream
channel, and 18 were on a hill slope.

The study noted a higher density of gullies
in the northern areas of the monument,
possibly related to the higher density of
dirt and gravel roads and pedestrian and
bicycle trails in the northern areas. Mesa-
top roads appear to be channeling surface
runoff, resulting in gullying and rilling in
the roadbed. Thirty of the 50 gullies were
identified with surface drainage from
existing mesa-top dirt roads. Impacts of
development and visitor activity, including
trails with hardened surfaces, were
evaluated using the results of this study.

Impact Analysis

Most rainwater on monument lands per-

colates into the ground through the sand
and down through cracks and fissures in
the basalt caprock. During large storms,
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the soils become saturated rather quickly,
and the basalt caprock limits complete and
fast percolation. Soils compacted by graz-
ing activity also slow percolation. Both
conditions lead to the channelization of
water and the subsequent formation of
gullies and erosion. Stormwater on the
mesa top tends to flow as sheet runoff
either into arroyos or over the top of the
escarpment.

The hardening or compacting of about 21
acres for parking areas, trails, and facilities
would increase sheet flow, the formation
of gullies, the erosion of sediment, and
cause flooding, which would adversely
impact soils, vegetation, and possibly
facilities. All development would comply
with the intent of state and local storm-
water regulations. Particular attention
during the design phase would be made to
minimize adverse impacts. Various storm-
water management techniques, such as
developing detention ponds (or holding
areas), minimizing impervious areas,
revegetating disturbed areas, locating
structures to minimize erosion, minimizing
the disturbance of natural contours, and
other innovative approaches, would be
used in design to help minimize impacts.

Reclaiming 20-30 miles (about 35 acres) of
dirt roads and trails on the mesa top and
about 15 acres of disturbed flatlands
would decrease the number of gullies
forming and minimize further erosion on
the mesa top. Gullies would continue to
enlarge or get smaller, depending on the
amount of water and sediments they
would carry during storms. Flooding
during major storms would continue,
creating new channels and erosion of the
escarpment where water comes over.
Providing designated trails for residents
adjacent to the monument to access the
mesa top would reduce further erosion of
the escarpment edge.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 1 - Proposed Action

Conclusion

The hardening of land for facilities and
trails would increase surface runoff in the
monument. The area of impervious sur-
faces would be about 21 acres. Establishing
designated trails to gain access to the mesa
top, and reclaiming about 50 acres of
disturbed lands would have a positive
impact by eliminating existing gullies and
helping to prevent further gullying and
erosion. This represents and overall
beneficial effect on vegetation and soils
and the monument's capacity to handle
stormwater.

Cumulative Impacts

The construction of monument facilities
and, in addition, the development of
adjacent properties and the construction of
Unser Boulevard by the city would have
impacts on natural drainage patterns and
features. There would be adverse impacts
on natural drainage patterns within the
new Unser Boulevard alignment. Positive
impacts from extending Unser Boulevard
would include the removal of a 1,000-foot
trench that is outside the monument,
which directs stormwater flows from
Paradise Hills into Piedras Marcadas
Canyon. Other positive impacts would be
providing an opportunity to manage
stormwater flows in a manner that would
not adversely affect monument resources.

IMPACTS ON BIODIVERSITY

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Information on the biodiversity of the west
mesa was gathered from ecological studies
and reports prepared before the creation of
the national monument. It was assumed
that facility development and visitor use
would alter an area's biodiversity, so
development plans, including areas of
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visitor use, were analyzed for their affects
on biodiversity.

Impact Analysis

The development of a visitor center in the

flats in Boca Negra Canyon, parking and

expansion of existing facilities at Lava

Shadows, and parking and visitor contact

facilities at Rinconada, Mesa Prieta, and

Piedras Marcadas would eliminate 14 acres

of flat dune habitat. Pedestrian trails

would impact another 3 acres of the nar-

row zone at the base of the escarpment.

The presence of visitors in areas not now

visited might displace some species of

wildlife, although this is not anticipated to

be significant. About 31 acres of other

mesa-top lands would also be affected by

development. About I acre of escarpment

habitat would be impacted by trails cros-

sing the escarpment, and 13 acres of

monument land would be impacted by

visitor activities.

Horse use on the mesa top would adverse-

ly affect biodiversity through the intro-

duction and spread of exotic plants.

However, most of the monument has been

previously disturbed by extensive grazing,

and many of the prominent plants are

exotic species. Thus, horse use would not

be a significant impact. Reclaiming 20-30

miles (approximately 35 acres) of dirt

roads and trails and 15 acres of other

disturbed land including Homestead Circle

park, Calle Nortena, and the mined area at

the volcanoes, would have a beneficial

impact on biodiversity by increasing avail-

able habitat. Restricting visitor use in a

large portion of the volcanoes area would

also improve biodiversity.

Conclusion

The 21 acres of developed land plus the 13

acres of habitat disturbance related to

visitor activities represents 0.5% of the
total habitat available in the monument.
This would not be a significant adverse
impact. Reclaiming disturbed areas would
replace lost habitat.

Cumulative Impacts

Visitor activities combined with develop-

ment would impact 34 acres of land. This

might proportionally decrease wildlife and

plant species and adversely impact

biodiversity in the area affected, although

there would be some cumulative benefits

from reclaiming habitat. Together with the

high rate of development occurring

adjacent to the monument, less habitat

would remain for these populations.

The construction of Unser Boulevard by

the city might have adverse impacts on

biodiversity by eliminating habitat,

increasing noise levels, and preventing

some wildlife movement.

The monument is likely to become an

isolated island of habitat that over time

would have a significant adverse impact

on biodiversity.

IMPACTS ON SOILS

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Consultations were conducted with the

Soil Conservation Service, and a soils map

(based on the Soil Survey of Bernalillo

County and Part of Sandoval and Valencia

Counties, New Mexico, USDA 1977) was

prepared using the city's geographic

information system. Proposed develop-

ment, including trails, were compared with

the map, and the area of impact was

determined.
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Impact Analysis

The following tables show impacts by soil
type and at developed areas to provide a
more complete and understandable picture
of the impacts on soils. Impacts can be
seen by looking at the "Soil Characteris-
tics/Impacts" column. For example, soils
with moderate to high potential for erosion
(by wind or water) would be impacted by
development and vegetation removal more
than soils with slight to moderate potential
for erosion

During construction, requirements such as
watering and immediate revegetation
efforts would mitigate adverse impacts on
these soils.

After construction is complete, impacts on
soils would include compaction from
visitor use. These impacts would not be
significant. Horse and bicycle use would
be on previously compacted routes. No
other impacts would be anticipated.
Keeping visitors only on established trails
would prevent further erosion, vegetation
removal, and compaction that all result in
adverse impacts on soils. Mine reclamation
around the volcanoes and reclaiming dirt
roads, trails, and other disturbed areas
would have a beneficial effect on soils by
stabilizing sites and creating environments
where vegetation would grow.

Conclusion

The development on about 21 acres of soils
within the monument would result in
adverse impacts on soils. These impacts
are significant because soils support plant
and wildlife habitat and contribute to the
health of the west mesa ecosystem. How-
ever reclaiming about 50 acres of other
disturbed land would offset this impact.
No impacts on soils would be anticipated
after construction. Keeping visitors only on
established trails would prevent further

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

erosion, vegetation removal, and com-
paction. Impacts on soils would not be
significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Facility development combined with
adjacent development including Unser
Boulevard would cumulatively adversely
impact soils.

IMPACTS ON SCENIC RESOURCES

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

The alternatives are evaluated by
considering the impacts of the proposed
developments on the monument scenery.
Each proposed development area was
visited to document existing views. The
monument scenery within the boundaries
is dominated by the natural landforms and
typical regional vegetation, with relatively
few modern intrusions. However, the
monument scenery is also influenced by
the surrounding suburban development,
which creates an already negative effect on
the overall quality of the visual resources
at the monument boundaries. All proposed
development is considered within the
context of this existing scenery.

Impact Analysis

Locating major monument facilities close
to or adjacent to the monument boundary
where suburban development does or will
exist would reduce the adverse visual
impact of new development. This would
relate the facilities more closely to the
neighborhood context. Keeping parking
areas, visitor contact facilities, and access
points closely associated to city streets,
would minimize incursions into the
monument and have less adverse impacts.
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TABLE 13. AFFECTED SOILS AND CHARACTERISTICS

Soil Type Soil Characteristics/Impacts

Bluepoint-Kokan association, hilly Slow runoff potential. Moderate to severe potential for erosion by water.

Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes. Slow runoff potential. Severe potential for erosion by wind.

Akela-Rock outcrop complex, 1-9% slopes. Medium runoff potential. Light or moderate potential for erosion by

water.

Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes Medium runoff potential. Moderate to severe potential for erosion by
wind and slight potential for erosion by water.

Madurez-Wink, gently sloping Slow runoff potential. Gently sloping. Moderate to severe potential for
erosion by wind.

Rock outcrop-Akela complex 10-50%

slopes

Medium runoff potential. Slight to moderate potential for erosion by

water.

Kokan-Rock outcrop Rapid runoff potential. Slight potential for erosion by water.

Latene sandy loam, 1-5% slopes Medium runoff potential. Moderate potential for erosion by water or

wind.

TABLE 14. SOIL IMPACTS BY DEVELOPED AREA, ALTERNATIVE 1, PROPOSED ACTION

Developed Area Acres of Moderate to Highly Erodible Soils Affected

Rinconada Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes; Kokan-Rock outcrop

Piedras Marcadas Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Lava Shadows Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Boca Negra Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Volcanoes area Akela Rock outcrop; Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Rock outcrop-Akela, 10-50%

slopes

Piedras Marcadas ruin area Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Homestead Circle park Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; however, site reclamation would be result in beneficial impact

Pedestrian trails Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Bluepoint, loamy fine sand, 1--9% slopes;

Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Mesa Prieta Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Neighborhood access trails Kokan Rock outcrop

81st Street Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Madurez-Wink

Locating less intrusive development such

as pedestrian trails in the more naturally
scenic areas of the monument would be an
adverse visual intrusion Development at
the volcanoes area would be slightly more

visible because visitor information, rest-

rooms, and parking are further within the

natural scenery surrounding the volcanoes

and there is no nearby suburban develop-
ment to moderate the effect of develop-
ment in this area.

Having all facilities of the highest quality
design to sensitively blend in with the
monument surroundings would reduce

negative impacts to the greatest degree
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possible. Development sites would be

selected to minimize visual impacts. Visual

impacts of structures would be further

minimized by screening structures with

topography and vegetation. (Only local

native vegetation that was compatible with

the cultural landscape would be used.)

These would be sensitively built, attractive

buildings that would change the scene

from a predominantly natural one to one

that has monument development.

The natural scenery at Boca Negra, the
visitor center location, has already been
impacted by existing development. Thus,
adverse impacts on the visual quality from
additional development would be
minimized.

The views of the mesa top would be af-
fected by the increased presence of visitors

on the escarpment trails and overlooks.
Cars, horseback riders, and bicycle riders
might be occasionally sighted in the

vicinity of 81st Street. Locating roads,
parking, and trails back from the escarp-
ment rim would minimize these intrusions;
however, some access points to overlook
the city would be visible when looking at
the mesa from the east.

Black Volcano offers expansive views of

the mesa, the city, and the Sandias. This

view would be affected by trail develop-
ment and the increased presence of visitors
on the scene when overlooking the mesa
from the volcanoes area.

Many areas of the monument have been

disturbed by uncontrolled uses such as all-

terrain vehicles, biking, hiking use, walk-
ing dogs, illegal dumping, and gun target

practice. These uses have degraded the
scenery of the monument over a long

period of time. The management or prohi-
bition of these uses, as well as reclamation
programs, would return these disturbed

areas to their original natural character
and improve the scenic quality.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

Conclusion

This alternative would preserve much of

the monument in its natural state. New

facilities would have adverse impacts on

the natural and cultural environment at

selected areas.

Construction equipment, clearing and
grading operations, dust, etc., would create
temporary negative impacts on the scenic
quality during the period of construction.

Cumulative Impacts

The proposals in this alternative would

result in preserving large areas of the
monument in its existing natural state. In
addition, trash removal and reclamation
programs would begin to return large
portions of the monument to its natural
character. Therefore, the alternative would
contribute to local efforts to preserve the
existing scenic resources of the west mesa.
These efforts would combine to produce
beneficial visual impacts. The visitor
facilities would contribute a minor increase
to the overall adverse visual impact of
suburban development of the area.
Development adjacent to the monument
combined with the city's construction of
Unser Boulevard through the monument
would adversely affect scenic quality and
views from the monument.

IMPACTS ON THE LOCAL
AND REGIONAL ECONOMY

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

All recent information on visitor use was
gathered, and a market segmentation
analysis was conducted. Socioeconomic
impacts were generated through analyzing

the local and regional socioeconomic
environment. Economic data, historic
visitor use data, projections of future
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visitor use, and the future development of

the monument were all considered in

identifying and discussing the expected

impacts. Although it is not possible to

accurately project visitor use, based on a

market analysis and visitor use at similar

national park system areas the Park

Service projects about 189,000 visitors

annually by the year 2000 and 283,000

visitors annually by the year 2010 (see

appendix 0).

The NPS Socioeconomic Studies Division

(WASO-TNT) has developed an economic

model called the money generation model

to develop dollar estimates of economic

impacts and estimates of jobs that would

be created or supported by the monument.

The model was designed as a means of
inexpensively computing the approximate

economic benefits generated by

monument-related tourism . This model is

not very complex nor all encompassing. It

was designed to be used by monument

staff who may have little or no expertise in

economics . A limitation of all models is

that the output from a model is only as

accurate as the data that is input into it.

This is true of all models . A conservative

value is presented using the best available

information . This economic impact repre

sents the current situation as the data used
is the most current available.

The model is dependent on accurate visitor

use data, which in this case is not avail-

able. Monument visitation of 88,059 in

1994 and value of 1.6 hours were used for

the average length of stay to determine the

number of visitor days necessary to run

the model. If the actual number of visitors

were to be significantly different than this

figure, then the results of the model would

be significantly affected.

The model does not estimate precisely the

economic benefits derived by the local and

regional economy due to the operation of

the monument. It does, however, give

decision makers some indication of the

economic impacts of the monument. For

instance, when compared to the 1993 total

retail sales figure for Bernalillo County of

$4,487, 419,000 (source: New Mexico

Taxation and Revenue Department), even

the estimated total sales benefits of $1.9

million is not, relatively, a large amount.

Although the monument will contribute to

the local economy in a positive way, it will

not be a major factor in the overall econ-

omy of the region. Results of the applica-

tion of the model are presented in the

following table.

TABLE 15. APPLICATION OF THE MONEY GENERATION MODEL FOR 1994 AND 2004

Combined Benefits Due To. 1994 2004

Increased Sales $ 1,943,800 $10,292,200

Additional Taxes $ 139,800 $740,000

New Non-Monument jobs
Created or Supported

59 309

SOURCE: National Park Service, Denver Service Center, Central Team, Branch of Planning

* The money generation model was run using projected visitation and projected monument budget for

2004 instead of current data. All other data remain the same. This assumes that Ceritus Paribus all other

variables remain the same over time. This is not likely, but given this assumption allows some

speculation about the future economic impact of the monument.

•
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Impact Analysis

The creation of the monument so close to
the city has given the city new status. The
protection and management of monument
resources would enhance aesthetic, biologi-
cal, cultural, economic, geologic, historic,
natural, and recreational resource values of
the Albuquerque area - and add to the
quality of life in Albuquerque. However,
many of these values are extremely diffi-
cult and costly to measure. This is espe-
cially true of the "nonuse" values, such as
scenery or the preservation of archeo-
logical sites and cultural landscapes. A
dollar value is difficult to assign to these
items, yet people do value these things.
These benefits would continue into the
future.

Monetary benefits could accrue to indi-
viduals, businesses, and the city in general
through increased tourism. Not only
would more visitors be encouraged to
come to the city, but those who do might
stay longer to see and enjoy the
monument.

Another monetary benefit attributable to
the monument would be increases in
property values. Studies have shown that
property near parks has a higher value
than property further away from parks.
The establishment and development of the
monument has and will continue to influ-
ence real property values in a positive
manner. It then follows that property tax
revenues would increase over the years as
real property near the monument is
revalued for real estate tax purposes.

To speculate regarding the economic
impact of the monument in the future, the
money generation model was rerun using
the visitation figure projected for the
monument by the Socioeconomic Studies
Division. Estimated visitation is forecast at
245,000 visitors for the year 2004. The
National Park Service budget for the

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 1 - Proposed Action

proposed action is $3.3 million. Projected
city expenditures for the monument are
$1.1 million. Compounding this figure by
4% for inflation makes the 2004 monument

budget about $4.9 million. The results of
this projection and analysis are presented
in table 15. It is assumed that all other
variables would remain static over time.
Even though this is an unrealistic assump-
tion, it is necessary to make it in order to
estimate the potential economic impact of
the monument. Performing this type of
sensitivity analysis allows comparison of
the current situation regarding economic
impacts with the future. The forecasted
level of visitation and monument budget
lead to the expectation that the monument
will increase its contribution to the local
economy as shown in table 15.

Also, the monument is one more positive
inducement for industry and business to
locate in the Albuquerque area because of
the perceived improvement to the quality
of life it contributes. The planned develop-
ment of the monument would be a boost
to the economic life and growth of the
region because of the values it protects.

Concerns have been expressed that the
monument might hinder the development
and westward expansion of the city. This
is unfounded; there are plans to improve
access via a realigned Unser Boulevard,
and 1-40 provides ready access to the west.
Reasonable and viable alternatives exist to
the Pasco del Norte extension. As pointed
out above, the values that the monument
protects encourage the growth and eco-
nomic development of the Albuquerque
region.

Conclusion

Monument establishment and develop-
ment has had and will continue to provide
positive economic benefits for the Albu-
querque area. Although the direct
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economic benefits might be relatively small
in relation the to the entire economy of the
region, they are significant. Even more
significant might be the unquantifiable
positive benefits that accrue to the region
due to the monument's existence and
development and the quality of life values
it provides and protects.

Cumulative Impacts

Petroglyph National Monument is an
economic plus for the city and would
become a premier attraction of the city and
the region. The development of the monu-
ment would lead to increased visitor use
of the monument and increased tourism in
the city and area. Thus, positive economic
benefits would accrue to the local
economy.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard,
the recreational trail, and the utility
corridor would benefit the local and
regional economy by facilitating traffic
flow, reducing traffic congestion on other
roads, allowing for enjoyment of monu-
ment resources, and providing utilities to
the mesa top. However, because of the
need to minimize impacts on monument
resources, there would be increased design
and construction costs.

IMPACTS ON NATIONAL VISITORS

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

The alternatives are analyzed by looking at
the opportunities for visitors to understand
and appreciate the values for which the
monument was set aside, to experience the
monument in a variety of ways, and to
have programs and facilities for people of
varying abilities, including visitors with
disabilities.

A transit system evaluation was conducted
by a consultant to address concerns raised
during scoping.

Impact Analysis

Implementing the proposed action would
allow visitors to see petroglyphs in the
context in which they were created. Except
for the addition of constructed trails and
petroglyph viewing areas, the inner can-
yons would appear much. as they did in
prehistoric times. High-use trails in the
outer portions of the canyons, and less
improved trails in the inner portions of the
canyons would provide a diversity of
experiences for all visitors. Visitors who
are able and willing to hike to the back of
the canyons could see petroglyphs with a
sense of solitude.

The improved parking area and interpre-
tive viewing site on Black Volcano would
permit visitors to better understand the
entire landscape. The interpretation of the
connections the Pueblo Indians make
between the escarpment and the volcanoes
could be better explained from this
vantage point.

Constructing a visitor center/interim
heritage education center in Boca Negra
Canyon would provide visitor orientation
and introduction to the monument and the
significance of the resources and offer a
place for schoolchildren and other groups
to learn about the monument. Easy and
close access from the visitor center to some
petroglyphs would accommodate visitors
of different ages and abilities and offer
greater opportunities for effective interpre-
tation, both having positive impacts on
visitors. Boca Negra Canyon's central
location would be convenient for visitors
who choose to go north or south to other
petroglyph concentrations. The develop-
ment of a horse tie-up area near the visitor
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center would be sited to avoid any
potential conflicts with visitors.

Constructing a permanent heritage

education center would permit organized
groups to have a quality educational
experience in an exceptional resource. The
Mesa Prieta area, in contrast to Boca

Negra, would provide visitors with a more
isolated experience because the topography
separates it from surrounding land use.
The separation of the visitor center and
heritage education center would enhance
experiences for both visitors and school-
children. Typically, students stay longer at
the facility than visitors. The Mesa Prieta
area would provide more space to accom-
modate a heritage education program.
Additionally, the combined use of trails by
public visitors and educational groups in
high-use areas could lead to congestion
and seriously diminish the experience for
both groups of visitors.

Based on current information, it would not
be cost-effective to implement a transit
system under alternative 1. Further
analysis of visitor use patterns would be
required (Balloffet 1994b).

Noise levels from development near the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would
increase and adversely affect the site and
visitors.

Conclusion

Visitor experience would be improved by
preserving the escarpment in its natural
state and restricting development within
the monument.

Cumulative Impacts

Over time a more positive experience for
visitors, schoolchildren, and other
organized groups would be provided as a

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

result of implementing this alternative.

Resources would be better protected, and
visitors could gain a greater understanding

and appreciation for the purposes for

which the monument was set aside.

The construction of Unser Boulevard and
the recreational trail by the city would
benefit national visitors by facilitating

access to the mesa top by vehicles, bi-
cycles, horseback, and foot. There would
also be a beneficial impact of eliminating
vehicular traffic in Boca Negra Canyon.
There would be adverse impacts on visi-
tors by the visual intrusion, increased
noise levels, and the barrier of the four-
lane highway. Creative design and
material use would minimize these
impacts.

IMPACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS
AND ADJACENT LANDOWNERS

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Proposed actions for development and
visitor activity were compared with
existing uses that occur on monument
lands, both by the local public and
adjacent landowners. A transportation
consultant was hired to evaluate traffic
impacts and address concerns raised by
neighborhoods and the city Public Works
Department.

Impact Analysis

There would be some increased traffic
from visitors on Unser Boulevard, but
there would be no adverse impacts on
residents who use this road for access to
their homes. Although parking would be
provided for visitors, increased traffic
could occur on neighborhood streets,
adversely impacting residents in adjacent
neighborhoods, including Santa Fe Village,
Taylor Ranch, and Laurelwood. If these
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impacts become significant, parking
regulations, signs, and a visitor transit
system would be further evaluated.

Local residents might also be adversely
impacted by mesa-top visitors who travel
off trails to the rim and look over into
backyards, thus affecting privacy.
Although the number of visitors who do
this would be small, any occurrence might
be significant to neighborhood residents.

Regulating horse and bicycle riding and
restricting all visitors to trails would
prevent erosion and potential safety
problems that have affected other park
system units that have allowed unregula-

ted horse and bicycle use. Visitors wanting

solitude would not be able to find it as
easily and might have to go elsewhere.

Constructing three multiuse trail escarp-
ment crossings and the multiuse trails on

the mesa top would have a positive impact

on people who like to hike, bicycle, and
horseback ride on the mesa top. Con-
structing the multiuse trail in the northern

portion of the monument would have a
positive impact on users who want a
longer trail experience in the monument.

Local residents would benefit most
because multiuse trails on the mesa top
would tie into a city trail system already
planned and in some cases constructed
outside the monument. Constructing a
horse tie-up area near the visitor center

would have a beneficial impact on visitors
who would travel to the monument on
horseback. Visitors looking for solitude

would be disappointed and displaced.

Noise levels from development near the

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would in-

crease and adversely affect the site and

visitors.

There might be impacts on adjacent land-
owners because of stormwater manage-

ment and utility crossing constraints.

Federal law requires that there be no
degradation of monument resources, even

if there is additional cost. Adjacent
landowners would also be affected by
additional time for consultation, design,
construction standards, and compliance
with the National Environmental Policy

Act and the National Historic Preservation
Act, required to prevent impacts on
monument resources.

Conclusion

There would be minor increases in traffic
and no adverse effects from monument
visitation (Balloffet 1994a). This alternative

would have generally beneficial effects on
the local visitors and adjacent landowners
because of greater protection of monument
resources and accommodation of uses that
the Albuquerque public desires. In general,
greater access would be allowed to the
monument than now exists but in a way
that ensures better resource protection

There would be impacts on adjacent
landowners because of federal laws that
require that there be no degradation of
monument resources and because of the
additional time for consultation, design,
construction standards, and compliance
with the National Environmental Policy

Act and the National Historic Preservation
Act that would be required to prevent

impacts on monument resources.

Cumulative Impacts

The construction of Unser Boulevard, the

recreational trail, and the utility corridor

by the city would benefit adjacent land-

owners and local visitors by facilitating

access and allowing the enjoyment of

monument resources. Adjacent landowners

west of the escarpment would also benefit

from the utility access. There would be
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9 adverse impacts from visual and noise
intrusions from traffic on Unser Boulevard.
Creative design and material use would
minimize these impacts.

IMPACTS ON ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Energy consumption impacts were
analyzed by applying sustainable design
principles and experience in other units of
the national park system.

Impact Analysis

Energy conservation measures incor-
porated in facility development would
reduce adverse impacts from increased
energy consumption from facility develop-
ment and use. Building designs would
incorporate the most current technology
for sustainable design practices to reduce
overall energy and resource consumption
Through the use of sustainable practices
and consultation with recognized leaders
in alternative energy development, the
goal of all facility development would be
to serve as a local and international model
in energy and resource conservation.

Planning for alternative means of
transportation in the monument also
identifies opportunities for energy savings.
For example, each development area could
be reached by auto as well as other trans-
portation such as bicycles, foot, and horse
to assess the viability of shuttle bus and
transit systems. Further studies would be
needed as monument facilities are devel-
oped and visitor use patterns take shape.

The use of energy-saving devices, such as
timers and sensors for lighting, high
efficiency insulation, passive and active
solar heating, fresh air ventilation, and

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 1 - Proposed Action

maximized daylight in building design for
each of the development areas would help
conserve energy. Using locally available
materials would also reduce energy
consumption used to transport building
materials. The combination of these
devices would result in reducing the
adverse effects from increased energy
consumption of new facilities.

Conclusion

Incorporating and promoting energy con-
servation in the planning and design of the
monument facilities would mitigate most
of the adverse impacts of increased energy
consumption.

Cumulative Impacts

The facilities in the monument would
contribute to increasing demand for energy
in the area. Energy conservation measures
of the monument facilities would mitigate
much of the adverse energy consumption
impacts.

IMPACTS OF MONUMENT USE
AND ACTIVITIES ON EXISTING
NOISE LEVELS

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

Four sources of information were used to
analyze the impacts on noise levels - the
Traffic Impact Evaluation by Balloffet and
Associates, Inc. (1994a); the Unser Middle
Transportation Corridor Study, Final Environ-
mental Impact Statement by Leedshill-
Herkenhoff Inc. (1992); noise level moni-
toring of sites within the monument in
1993, 1995, and 1996; and the cumulative
experience of the National Park Service
with the construction and development of
facilities at other national park system
units.
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The Traffic Impact Evaluation analyzes the
potential traffic impacts associated with
the operation of Petroglyph National
Monument by looking at trip generation
and distribution to determine traffic
volumes in comparison to forecasted
residential and commercial travel on the
Albuquerque street system.

The Unser Middle Transportation Corridor

Study used 1990 and 2010 traffic volumes

to measure average existing peak hour

noise levels and projected future noise

levels at sites within and adjacent to the

monument.

Petroglyph National Monument staff used

an integrated sound level meter to conduct

measurements of noise levels at 21 sites

through the monument, with the exception

of the Mesa Prieta and southern geologic

window. These studies were conducted in

1993 and repeated in 1995 and 1996 to

collect baseline noise level data.

Impact Analysis

Noise levels would increase during
construction in areas being developed.
Construction noise would be temporary
and not significant.

Increased noise from cars, recreational
vehicles, and buses entering and leaving
parking areas would not be significant and
would likely be less than surrounding
traffic and urban noise levels.

Traffic volumes expected to and from the
monument would be small compared to
forecasted travel on the street system
resulting from residential and commercial
sources (Balloffet and Associates, Inc.
1994a)

The greatest increase in noise would

probably be at the area between Mesa

Prieta and Unser Boulevard (if the heritage

education center is developed on the

proposed site) from traffic and buses

bringing organized groups and for educa-

tional activities. This area does not

currently have road access. Adjacent

neighborhood development is currently

being planned, which would likely be in

place before a heritage education facility

and parking area is constructed. Therefore,

as in other areas, increased noise from

visitor activity would be significantly less

than adjacent neighborhood noise levels.

Adjacent neighborhood noise and traffic

from local streets including Unser and

Coors Boulevards would have a greater

adverse impact than that generated by

development at Boca Negra, Piedras

Marcadas, and Rinconada Canyons, the

Mesa Prieta, and the Piedras Marcadas

Pueblo ruin.

Visitor use activities in the volcanoes area
would, increase noise levels but would not
be a significant adverse impact.

Conclusion

Noise from monument development and
operations would not have a significant
impact.

Cumulative Impacts

It is expected that noise from proposed

adjacent development near Mesa Prieta,

Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas

Canyons, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo

ruin, and the volcanoes would adversely

affect the monument. Combined noise

levels from Unser Boulevard, the

expansion of the Double Eagle II Airport,

proposed Pasco del Volcan, and proposed

adjacent development could cumulatively

and significantly increase noise levels in

the monument. Mitigation measures

regarding Unser Boulevard, the airport,
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and Pasco del Volcan would be developed

with the Federal Aviation Administration,

the state, and the city.

IMPACTS ON AIR QUALITY

Methods for Analyzing Impacts

A 1990 amendment to the Clean Air Act
(section 176[c]) requires that the National

Park Service analyze the impacts of the
development proposed in the general
management plan, including visitor traffic

and staff commutes, on the city's ability to

maintain conformity with the required air

quality standards as determined by the
Environmental Protection Agency. The city
of Albuquerque has been determined to be

a nonattainment area for carbon monoxide.
However, this status may soon be
reviewed and changed to reflect three
consecutive years without violation of
these standards. The National Park Service

has estimated that up to 283,000 visitors
may visit the monument annually by the
year 2010, when all facilities are construc-

ted and the monument is in full operation.
Based on this figure, parking spaces for 55

automobiles and 15 oversize vehicles
(buses, RVs, etc.) would be required at the
visitor center. Parking spaces would also

be provided at the administrative facility
and trailheads. Using this information, the

amount of carbon monoxide emitted
annually was calculated.

The National Park Service contracted with
Balloffet and Associates to assist in
analyzing the potential traffic impacts
associated with the operation of the

monument by looking at trip generation
and distribution to determine traffic
volumes in comparison to forecasted
residential and commercial travel on the
Albuquerque street system (Balloffet and
Associates, Inc. 1994a).

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

Impact Analysis

The construction of these facilities would
result in temporary increases in inhalable
particles (dust) and mobile source emis-
sions (e.g., carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides, and volatile organic compounds).
During construction, dust suppression and
other mitigating measures used would
minimize temporary adverse effects on air
quality.

It was calculated that once the monument

is fully staffed, federal employees com-
muting back and forth from home to work
would travel 512 miles per day at 8.9
grams of carbon monoxide per mile. This
represents 9.2 pounds per day of carbon
monoxide emissions. It is assumed that

about two-thirds of these employees
would not be traveling during peak hours.

Projected visitor use data assumes 283,000
visitors per year by the year 2010. There
were about 88,000 visitors to the monu-
ment in 1994. The projected additional
195,000 would travel approximately 10
miles round-trip from the interchange with

1-40 and Unser Boulevard to the visitor
center at Boca Negra Canyon. EPA model
Mobile 5a projects that 8.81 grams of
carbon monoxide per mile would be
emitted in the year 2010 assuming that a
mix of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles
were used. This would contribute
approximately 41.5 pounds per day of
carbon monoxide emissions. It is assumed
that visitors would not be traveling during
peak hours by 2010. A total of 50.7 pounds
per day (9.3 tons per year) of carbon
monoxide emissions would be generated
by visitors and federal monument staff.

There would be no known indirect
emissions. These total emissions are below
de minimus levels (the maximum amount
of carbon monoxide allowed to be emitted
per year, which in this case is 100 tons per
year) as described in the Environmental
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Protection Agency's general conformity
regulation; therefore this action is exempt
from conformity. However, employees
would be encouraged to use the city
transit system as well as carpool to further
reduce emissions.

Due to the lack of information available to
determine emission levels generated by
construction activity, conformity would be
determined during the design phase for
proposed development sites. If required,
construction would be designed to ensure
conformity. Limiting the number of trips,
traveling during nonpeak hours only,

suppressing dust, and using other methods

would be required if necessary to ensure
that conformity is met. Other emissions,
such as ozone, particulates, and lead,
would be under de minimus levels as set
in the regulations pertaining to
nonattainment areas.

Conclusion

Overall, the effects on air quality would be
minor. No state or federal air quality
standards would be exceeded. The emis-
sions generated within the monument
from the proposed action would not
exceed de minimus levels (100 tons per
year for carbon monoxide) as described in
the Environmental Protection Agency's
general conformity regulations (section 176

[c] of the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments).
Temporary adverse impacts might occur
during construction from dust, but they

would not be significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Particulate matter (dust) from constructing
proposed monument facilities combined

with adjacent construction including Unser
Boulevard, Double Eagle II airport, and
Paseo del Volcan would have temporary
adverse impacts on air quality. The use of
adjacent roads and development and the
airport would increase emissions.

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

Developing facilities and providing a
quality visitor experience would increase

visitation and change the nature of the
experience from what exists today. This
might be perceived to be an adverse
impact on the monument resources by
some groups and individuals.

Adjacent residents would no longer be
able to access the monument from their
backyards on social trails of their own
design. All visitors would. be required to
use established access points to the mesa

top and canyons. This might be perceived
by some adjacent landowners and local
residents to be an adverse impact on their

ability to enjoy the monument resources.

A total of about 34 acres of biotic
communities, wildlife and wildlife habitat,
soils, and associated biodiversity would be

adversely impacted by the development of
visitor facilities and visitor activities.

Additionally, the construction of Unser
Boulevard through the monument would

adversely impact the above resources.

Several archeological sites could be
negatively affected by construction and

unauthorized visitor use and vandalism.

There would also be impacts on the

integrity and character of the cultural

landscape resources and on the scenic
qualities of the cultural landscape.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-
TERM USE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AND MAINTENANCE AND
ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM
PRODUCTIVITY

The disturbance of 34 acres by facility
development and visitor activities and
increasing visitor use of areas now not
visited by many people would cause a
long-term decrease of natural biological
productivity. Although these changes are
reversible in the long term and the natural
biological productivity could return to the
area , it would be unlikely in the foresee-
able future, and the extent of adjacent
development makes it even less likely. The
monument, partly within the Albuquerque
city limits, has likely already experienced
changes in productivity due to the extent
and type of development occurring
adjacent to the west mesa.

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Although all archeological sites would be
avoided where possible, or disturbance

Impacts of Implementing Alternative I - Proposed Action

would be mitigated through the recovery
of cultural information and significant
artifacts, some losses of archeological
objects and cultural information would be
likely due to vandalism, illegal collecting,
or construction activities. These losses
would be irretrievable.

The habitat for the Pediocactus papyra-
canthus and Mammillaria wrightii cacti
would be adversely affected by visitor
activity and development. The ferruginous
hawk could be eliminated as a breeding
species in this area. If all these species
continue to decline elsewhere to the point
of extinction, this loss would be irretriev-
able and at least partially attributable to
implementing the proposed action.

Although most developed areas could be
reclaimed to previous conditions over
time, the use of land, wildlife habitat, and
financial resources to implement the
proposed action would, in the practical
sense, be an irretrievable commitment of
resources.
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IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES

Impact Analysis on Petroglyphs

Fewer petroglyphs would be exposed to

risk from vandalism and inadvertent

damage because the visitor center area

would not provide easy access to large

numbers of petroglyphs and access to

Rinconada Canyon would be more diffi-

cult. Also, fewer visitors would have the

opportunity to see the petroglyphs because

of the more difficult access. Education,

understanding and appreciation of petro-

glyphs are critical components of the

petroglyph protection program. Loss of

educational opportunities could increase

the risk of vandalism because of the lack

of visitor understanding and appreciation

for petroglyphs. (See table 16 below for

potentially affected sites, effects of this

alternative upon resources, proposed

protective measures, and further 106

compliance needed.)

Redesign of the trails and viewing areas at

Boca Negra Canyon would have a positive

effect upon the petroglyphs and their con-

text by providing established viewing

areas and by removing trails that wind

through and between petroglyph concen-

trations or are too close to the features.

Locating facilities within Mesa Prieta and

Piedras Marcadas Canyon would increase

visitation in areas where little visitation

has occurred, which could result in some

increased risk for damage to the

petroglyphs.

There would be less impact on the cultural

landscape in this alternative than in alter-

native I because development is generally

focussed in previously disturbed areas.

The petroglyph research center would
promote research regarding and public
education and appreciation of the
petroglyphs, and resource management
and center staff would develop ways to
conserve the petroglyphs and repair
vandalism - all of which would be
positive impacts on petroglyphs.

Impact Analysis on Archeological Sites

Visitor contact and information centers at

Mesa Prieta, Piedras Marcadas Canyon,

and Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would

have about the same impact as in alterna-

tive 1. There might be an impact on one

site at the 81st Street overlook site, which

the Park Service would try to avoid during

specific site location and design

There would be few indirect impacts from

visitor use would be expected because the

development is focused into previously

disturbed areas at Boca N egra Canyon and

Lava Shadows. Frequent patrols and law

enforcement would reduce potential for

adverse impacts on sites in outlying areas

(Rinconada Canyon and the mesa top).

Limited development near the boundary in

the nonfederal protected area might mean

less risk of vandalism and destruction of

sites in the monument; however, a number

of factors, such as ease of access, could

result in a different outcome.

Reclaiming abandoned mine sites could
potentially adversely impact unknown
archeological resources at the volcanoes.

See table below for a summary of effects,
mitigation, and further compliance needed.
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES LISTED ON OR ELIGIBLE FOR
THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES, PROPOSED PROTECTIVE MEASURES, AND REQUIRED COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION
106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT.

Note: The entire monument, Boca Negra Cave, Las ethnographic sites, and petroglyphs. Unless otherwise
Imagines Archeological District, and the Piedras Marcadas noted in the following table, construction could probably
Pueblo ruin are all listed on the national register. Cultural avoid sites.
resources include cultural landscape, archeological and

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures , Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Lava Shadows - No known Remove exist- With mitiga- When removing facilities, SHPO/ACHP
resources in immediate area of ing nonhistoric lion, no use care to avoid dis- consultation in
existing structures; see alternative facilities; adverse effect. turbance of unknown preparing pre-
1 for further information on entire construct subsurface remains. liminary design
development area. visitor center, • Design facilities to avoid and mitigation

parking, trails, cultural sites or intrusion on plan.
trailhead, cultural landscape.
access road. • Design trails to reduce

impacts from visitor use
(construction and use of

formal trails protects

resources from inadvertent

damage).

• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law

enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.

Piedras Marcadas Canyon - Sites Construct visi- With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid Same as above.
include three prehistoric lithe tor contact lion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion
scatters (one Archaic); one lithic facility, park- verse effect. upon cultural landscape,
and ceramic scatter; four ing area, access • Design trails to reduce
prehistoric sites with stone circles, road, rest- impacts from visitor use
water control features, and/or rooms, and (construction and use of
lithic/ceramic scatters; at least two trails. formal trails protects
multicomponent sites containing resources from inadvertent
prehistoric lithic scatters, grinding damage.)
slicks, and/or historic herding • Develop mitigation plan
artifacts and features. Vicinity: with SHPO if cannot avoid
petroglyphs, potential cultural sites during construction.
landscape, ethnographic sites. • Continued consultation

with Pueblos.
• Establish monitoring and
response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.
• Permits would be

required.
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Mesa Top at Northwest Part of Construct With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

Monument, near Piedras parking, access Lion, no cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in

Marcadas Canyon - One site in road, trail. adverse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-

area (prehistoric lithic and ceramic • Design trails to reduce liminary design

scatter, P111-PTV). Potential cultural impacts from visitor use and mitigation

landscape, petroglyphs. (construction and use of plan.
formal trails protects
resources from inadvertent
damage).
• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid
sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and
response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law

enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin Develop With mitiga- • Continued consultation SHPO/ACHP

interpretive lion, no with Pueblos. consultation in

trail; remove adverse effect • Develop ruins manage- preparing pre-

existing meet plan in consultation liminary de,

building. with Pueblo community, sign, mitigation

SHPO, and ACHP. plan, and ruins
• Collect, document, and management

stabilize to prevent erosion. plan.

• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO.
• Design visitor facilities to
avoid pueblo ruins or intru-

sion upon cultural landscape

and to prevent impacts from
visitor use.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational
programs and law

enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitation.
• Fence and patrol site.
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECT'S OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Southern Mesa Prieta - Seven Build visitor With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
prehistoric sites (lithic quarry and information lion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
reduction/scatters, activity areas, kiosk, rest- verse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
boulder features); one historic site rooms, park- • Design trails to reduce liminary design
(corral and artifact scatters); and ing, access impacts from visitor use (the and mitigation
four multicomponent sites with roads, trails. construction and use of plan.
historic activity areas, corrals, formal trails would protect

and/or artifact scatters; prehistoric resources from inadvertent
component has lithic quarry/ damage).
reduction scatters, ceramics, water • Develop mitigation plan
catchment/rock features, with SHPO if cannot avoid
agricultural fields, and/or sites during construction.
hearths/fire cracked rock. • Continued consultation
Adjacent are petroglyphs, with Pueblos.
potential cultural landscape, • Establish monitoring and
ethnographic sites and historic response plan.
livestock drive route. At least 12 • Increase educational
sites in area . programs and law

enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor use.

Boca Negra - Six adjacent sites Construct • With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
include one stone circle (age heritage tion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in
unknown); four water and soil education verse effect. cultural landscape. preparing pre-
control structures; one historic facility, park- • Positive ef- • Design trails to reduce liminary design
shelter. Vicinity: petroglyphs and ing, shade feet on petro- impacts from visitor use and mitigation
potential cultural landscape. structures, glyphs by re- (construction and use of plan.

access road, building trail formal trails protects
trails. system. resources from inadvertent

damage).
• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid
sites during construction.
• Continued consultation
with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and
response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitor and

student use.
• Conduct archeological

investigations, collect

artifacts, and document and
stabilize sites and surface
features in areas adjacent to
facilities and where
intensive use is proposed.
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106

Determination of Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Rinconada Canyon - Petroglyphs Formalize With mitigation, • Same as above. SHPO/ACHP

and other archeological sites, pedestrian no adverse effect. • In addition, permits consultation in
potential cultural landscape, petroglyph would be required. preparing pre-

ethnographic sites. viewing trail. liminary de-
sign and
mitigation
plan.

Volcanoes - Volcanoes are serial- • Retain park- • With mitigation • When rehabilitating Same as above.
five ethnographic resources; four ing area and no adverse effects. facilities, use care to
prehistoric sites nearby include access road Area previously avoid disturbance of
petroglyphs, rock shelter, llthic/ for occasional impacted. Limiting unknown subsurface
ceramic scatters, and/or grinding tour groups. public access to remains.
stone; three historic sites include • Gate volcanoes would • Consult with

corrals, pre- and post-World War entrance be beneficial to American Indians to
II historic debris, lambing pens, • Reclaim values held by ensure no traditionally
hearth and/or corral; one site has cinder mining culturally affili- gathered resources
corral and lambing pen, rock sites. ated groups. Re- would be disturbed.

shelter and lithic/ceran is scatters. claiming mining • Establish monitoring

Vicinity: potential cultural sites would not and response plan.
landscape, ethnographic sites. occur if values of

these groups
would be adverse-
ly impacted.

Geologic Windows - 13 sites in No action. No adverse effect. • Continued None.

vicinity of proposed trails consultation with

(prehistoric petroglyphs and rock Pueblos.
features, windbreak; historic • Establish monitoring
corrals, structures, shelter, and and response plan.

walls). Potential cultural

landscape.

81st Street Overlook - Potential Construct No known • Design facilities to SHPO/ACHP

cultural landscape. No known parking, petroglyphs, avoid cultural sites or consultation in

sites in area. access road, archeological or intrusion on cultural preparing pre-
overlook, ethnographic sites landscape. liminary
picnic area, would be affected. • Design trails to design and
exhibits, trails. With mitigation, reduce impacts from mitigation

no adverse effect visitor use plan.

on cultural (construction and use

landscape. of formal trails protects

resources from
inadvertent damage).
• Develop mitigation
plan with SHPO if
cannot avoid sites
during construction.
• Continued
consultation with
Pueblos.
• Establish monitoring
and response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use. •
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TABLE 16. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106
Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Mesa Top - Sites are too • Construct With mitiga- • When rehabilitating SHPO/ACHP

numerous to list, ranging from pedestrian tion, no facilities, use care to avoid consultation in

Archaic period to present. trails. adverse effect. disturbance of unknown preparing pre-

Potential cultural landscape, • Reclaim subsurface remains. liminary design
ethnographic sites. selected roads • Design trails/facilities to and mitigation

and trails. avoid cultural sites or plan.
intrusion upon cultural
landscape, and to reduce

potential for inadvertent
damage from visitor use.

• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.
• Include in monitoring and

response plan.

• Most trails would follow

existing roads.

Neighborhood Access - Several Construct With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid Same as above.

adjacent sites, including neighborhood Lion, no cultural sites or intrusion on

lithic/ceramic scatters. Vicinity: access points adverse effect cultural landscape.
petroglyphs, potential cultural and trails. • Design trails to reduce

landscape. impacts from visitor use

(construction and use of
formal trails protects

resources from inadvertent

damage).
• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid
sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law

enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.

Escarpment Crossings, Boca Build multiuse With mitiga- • Sites would be avoided. None unless

Negra and Calle Nortefia - Four trails crossing Lion, no • Design escarpment resources were

sites in vicinity: one prehistoric escarpment. adverse effect. crossing trails to reduce found.
lithic reduction site (Calle impacts from visitor use (the

Nortena); prehistoric shelter, construction and use of

Anasazi water and soil control formal trails would protect
walls and terraces (Boca Negra). resources from inadvertent

damage).
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TABLE 16: SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECrs OF ALTERNATIVE 2 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective
Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Homestead Circle, Taylor Ranch • Remove con- With mitiga- • No known resources in SHPO/ACHP

Road /Calle Nortena Area - One struction de- lion, no proposed development areas review of

prehistoric site (lithic/ceramic bris, reclaim adverse effect. • Site-specific surveys project if

scatter) in vicinity disturbed areas would be conducted as resources are

at Homestead appropriate before discovered.

Circle park. development.

• Develop
pedestrian trail
neighborhood

access to mesa.

• Recontour,
regrade, and

reclaim dis-

turbed area at
Taylor Ranch
Road/Calle
Nortena.

Impact Analysis on
the Cultural Landscape

With close coordination and consultation

with Pueblo Indian groups, no adverse
impacts on the cultural landscape from the

development at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo

ruin would be expected. Because develop-

ment in this alternative is generally

focussed in previously disturbed areas, the

only new intrusions on the cultural land-

scape would be the small parking area at

the 81st Street overlook and the visitor

facilities at Piedras Marcadas Canyon and
Mesa Prieta. These facilities would be sited

to minimize their visibility. Limiting visitor

access to the volcanoes area would have a

positive impact on that area's cultural

landscape and resources.

Modern mining of cinders is one feature of

the cultural landscape. Reclaiming the

cinder mines would change the nature of

this character-defining feature of the

landscape. Documenting this feature and

monitoring during reclamation would

prevent adverse effects on the landscape.

Conclusion of Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Impacts on the cultural landscape and
archeological sites would be minimal

because development is generally focussed

in previously disturbed areas.

Limiting visitor access to the volcanoes
area would have a positive impact on that
area's cultural landscape and resources.

Overall, the impacts on petroglyphs would

be similar to alternative 1, but the impacts

would be in different areas for each alter-

native because of the different location of

visitor use facilities. Because facilities

would not be located in Mesa Prieta or

Rinconada Canyon, there would be fewer

impacts on the cultural landscape.

The identification and evaluation of
resources, sensitive design, and appro-
priate mitigating measures would help
ensure that archeological sites would not
be negatively impacted during and after
facility development. The management of
visitors as described would reduce the
potential for negative indirect impacts of
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concentrated use in selected areas and
damage from looting and vandalism. With
continued consultation, potential for direct
negative impacts on ethnographic sites or
Pueblo values would be minimized.
Indirect effects would be difficult to
evaluate, but they would not be expected
to be adverse.

Cumulative Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Cumulative impacts of this alternative
would be similar to those described for
alternative 1. There would be cumulative
impacts from NPS actions combined with
the city's extension of Unser Boulevard,

and there might be impacts from the city's
development of the recreational trail and
utility corridor. Impacts would be miti-
gated by minimizing rights-of-way and
disturbed areas and using appropriate
construction techniques and design
materials.

IMPACTS ON VALUES HELD BY
CULTURALLY AFFILIATED GROUPS

Little if any adverse impact upon cul-
turally affiliated groups would be expected
under this alternative, except that the
limiting of visitor access to the volcanoes
area would result in a positive impact on
values held by these groups. With no bi-
cycles or horses on top of the mesa, there
would be fewer impacts under this
alternative.

Developing Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin
only after special study and consultation
with concerned Pueblo Indians would
avoid impacts related to intrusion on
traditional and cultural areas and archeo-
logical sites. Consultation would result in
further participation and involvement by
culturally affiliated groups in monument

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

interpretive and resource protection
programs.

No adverse impacts on areas of traditional
and cultural significance would occur from

reclaiming abandoned mining sites because
reclamation would not occur if Pueblo
Indians had strong objections.

Conclusion

There might be positive impacts on the
values held by these groups through par-
ticipation in consultation regarding site
protection and interpretation. No adverse
impacts would occur from reclaiming mine
sites.

Cumulative Impacts

The cumulative adverse impacts on values
held by these groups under this alternative
would be similar but less than described
for alternative 1. Because fewer visitors
would have access to the volcanoes area
and there would be no bicycle or horse use
in the monument, there would be fewer
long-term adverse impacts on resources
that are sensitive to culturally affiliated
groups. Privacy for traditional and cultural
activities might be easier to achieve,
contributing to continuation of traditional
activities in the future.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard
through the monument escarpment is
opposed by American Indian groups and
the Atrisco heirs. There would be adverse
impacts on these groups and their ability
to maintain their connections to the
monument.
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IMPACTS ON FEDERAL AND
STATE THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

Impact Analysis on Plants

Section 7 consultation would be conducted
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
the Pediocactus papyracanthus and
Mammillaria wrightii cactus species. About
7.5 acres of potential habitat for the two
cacti would be adversely impacted by
trails and visitor activity.

Conclusion . The 7.5 acres of potential
habitat for the Pediocactus papyracanthus
and Mammillaria wrightii cacti represents
0.10% of the total potential habitat and
would not be a significant adverse impact
within the monument.

With the mesa-top lands in the monument
being managed for pedestrian use only,
along with the 2,200 acres of open space
lands north of the monument, there would
be fewer people on the mesa top than in
the other alternatives and less disturbance
to habitat for the Pediocactus papyracanthus
and Mammillaria wrightii.

Cumulative Impacts. Destruction of
further habitat could eliminate the
opportunity for these cactus species to
populate this area and thus could
contribute to the overall decline of these
species. As more and more habitat is

developed outside the monument by the
private sector, habitat within the
monument would become more valuable,
and development actions under this
alternative could incrementally increase
the amount and severity of potential

impacts on these cacti.

These impacts would be mitigated by site-
specific surveys conducted before facility
development and before the city's con-
struction of Unser Boulevard and the

recreational trail to ensure that no

threatened or endangered species were
present.

Impact Analysis on Birds

Impacts would be similar to those
described under the proposed action
alternative.

Development would disturb and adversely
impact the ferruginous hawk during its
nesting period. Pedestrian. use only in the
entire monument might result in fewer
visitors to the mesa top, thereby providing
more privacy to the hawk.

Conclusion. Managing the monument for
pedestrian use only, along; with the 2,200
acres of open space lands north of the
monument, might have less adverse
impacts on the ferruginous hawk than in
alternative 1. Pedestrian trails would be
located far enough back from the escarp-
ment edge (at least 100 meters; National
Biological Survey, Greg Farley, orni-
thologist, pers. comm. August 10, 1994) to
avoid adverse impacts on potential nesting
areas. Mitigation might include closing
trails from February 1 to July 1 to avoid
disturbing the hawks during sensitive
nesting periods. Development in areas that
have been closed to the public would
likely adversely affect the hawk, causing
disturbance and visitor activity in an area
that is currently closed to the public and

undisturbed.

Cumulative Impacts. Developing certain

sites in the monument, combined with
adjacent residential development outside
the monument boundary and the city's
construction of Unser, might disturb the
ferruginous hawks, causing them to
abandon the area. This would contribute to
this species overall decline.

Site-specific surveys done before facility
development and before the city's
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construction of Unser Boulevard would
ensure that no threatened or endangered
species were present.

IMPACTS ON WILDLIFE
OTHER THAN LISTED SPECIES

Impact Analysis on Birds

Pedestrian use on the mesa top would not
adversely impact bird species. As
described under the proposed action,
impacts on raptor species in the Mesa
Prieta area would be avoided by con-
structing trails far back from the rim and
placing overlooks away from nesting sites.
Temporary closures of nesting area sites
would occur if, during certain years,
nesting activity was found near overlooks.
Monitoring would be conducted, and
carrying capacity levels would be identi-
fied to prevent significant impact from
visitors. Pedestrian use only on the mesa
top would by itself limit the numbers of
visitors and any associated impacts on
birds. With less development and visitor
use occurring in Rinconada Canyon and
Mesa Prieta than under the proposed
action, less bird habitat would be
adversely affected than under the
proposed action

About 3.5 acres of habitat for the
loggerhead shrike would be adversely
impacted by facility development. There
would also be adverse impacts on the
crissal thrasher and sage sparrow, which
occupy the same habitat as loggerhead
shrikes. These impacts would not be
significant.

Impact Analysis on Other Wildlife

Constructing facilities would adversely
impact about 10 acres of wildlife habitat
within the monument. Constructing 18
miles of pedestrian trails would adversely

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

impact another 13 acres of habitat. Indirect
impacts on wildlife would occur as more
and more adjacent land was developed.

Total acreage of wildlife habitat within the
monument is 7,244 acres. The acreage
distribution and percentage of the total
available acreage in the monument is as
follows:

Acreage

% of Total
Monument
Acreage

Flatlands 1,475 20
Escarpment edge 35 <.5
Mesa top 4,534 63
Escarpment 1,200 17

Total 7,244 acres

Most impacts on wildlife habitat from
facility development and visitor activity
would occur in the flatlands (12.5 acres),
encompassing 0.8% of the total habitat
available. Three acres of escarpment edge
would be impacted by visitor activity,
representing 8% of the total habitat
available. About 9.5 acres of mesa top
would be impacted by development, repre-
senting 0.20% of the total available within
the monument. About 0.5 acre of the
escarpment would be impacted by trails,
representing 1.5% of the total within the
monument.

Conclusion

No significant impacts on birds and other
wildlife would be anticipated from
developing facilities on 10 acres and 18
miles of trails (13 acres) in the monument.

About 23 acres of development would
occur under this alternative; however, 50
acres of disturbed land would be
reclaimed, creating more available habitat
for plants and wildlife. This would have a
beneficial effect.
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Protecting 129 acres (through the boundary
addition) of wildlife habitat now proposed
for development would be a beneficial
impact on all species.

Cumulative Impacts

Impacts would be the similar to those

described in alternative 1 plus the addi-

tional protection of 475 acres adjacent to

the monument and the 129 acres within

the monument from the boundary adjust-

ment would help avoid significant adverse

cumulative impacts on birds and other

wildlife.

IMPACTS ON NATURAL DRAINAGE

PATTERNS AND FEATURES

Impact Analysis

Hardening and compacting 13 acres for

parking areas, trails, and facilities would

increase sheet flow and stormwater

drainage. Sheet flow would contribute to

the formation of gullies and erosion of

sediment and result in flooding, which

would adversely impact soils, vegetation,

and possibly facilities. About 40 acres of

roads on the mesa top would be reclaimed,

resulting in less gully formation. Storm-

water management techniques would

minimize the impacts of stormwater flows.

Providing designated trails for residents

living near the monument would help

prevent further gullying and erosion of the

escarpment edge because nearby residents

would use designated trails instead of

creating of social trails.

Conclusion

Hardening and compacting 13 acres for

facilities and trails would increase storm-

water flows in the monument. Establishing

holding structures and designated trails to

gain access to the mesa top and reclaiming

about 40 miles of roads and trails on the

mesa top would help prevent further gul-

lying and erosion of soils because visitors

and local residents would be less likely to

create or need social trails, which con-

tribute to impacts of erosion and gullying.

This would represent an overall beneficial

effect on vegetation and soils and the

monument's capacity to handle storm-

water. Reclaiming 40 acres would also

have a positive impact by eliminating

existing gullies and preventing new gullies

from forming.

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts would be similar to

alternative 1. The construction of

monument facilities and, in addition, the

development of adjacent properties and

the construction of Unser Boulevard by the

city would have impacts on natural

drainage patterns and features. There

would be adverse impacts on natural

drainage patterns within the new Unser

Boulevard alignment. Positive impacts

from extending Unser Boulevard would

include the removal of a 1,000-foot trench

that is outside the monument, which

directs stormwater flows from Paradise

Hills into Piedras Marcadas Canyon. Other

positive impacts would be providing an

opportunity to manage stormwater flows

in a manner that would not adversely

affect monument resources.
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IMPACTS ON BIODIVERSITY

Impact Analysis

Developing an heritage education center
and parking at Boca Negra Canyon, a
visitor center at Lava Shadows, visitor
contact facilities at Piedras Marcadas
Canyon and Pueblo ruin, visitor infor-
mation and parking at Mesa Prieta, and
trails in Piedras Marcadas, Boca Negra,
Rinconada, and Mesa Prieta Canyons
would impact 13 acres of flat dune habitat.
The presence of large numbers of people
in areas not now visited might adversely
affect some species of wildlife, although
this would not be significant. Reclaiming
the Homestead Circle park site to its
native condition would have a.beneficial
impact and add 7 acres of wildlife habitat
that is currently disturbed. About 10 acres
of other land would also be disturbed for
development.

Reclaiming 10 acres of mined area at the
volcanoes would help establish habitat and
contribute to the monument's biodiversity.
Closing the volcanoes would also contri-
bute to biodiversity, as would reclaiming
about 50 acres of disturbed land including
Homestead Circle park, Calle Nortefia, and
various trails, roads, and other disturbed
areas.

Conclusion

About 23 acres would be developed, repre-
senting less than 0.1% of the total habitat
available; thus, this would not likely be a
significant adverse impact. About 50 acres
of disturbed land would be reclaimed,
creating more available habitat and result-
ing in a beneficial effect on biodiversity.
This represents less development and
adverse impact than under the proposed
action (alternative 1).

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

Cumulative Impacts

Developing 23 acres might proportionally
decrease wildlife species and adversely
impact biodiversity in the area. About 23
acres of plant species would be eliminated,
which would also contribute to an adverse
impact on biodiversity. With the high rate
of development occurring adjacent to the
monument, less and less habitat would
remain for wildlife and plant populations.
Reclaiming about 50 acres of disturbed
areas would contribute to increased
biodiversity.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard,
might have adverse impacts on biodiver-
sity by eliminating habitat, increasing
noise levels, and preventing some move-
ment of wildlife.

Protecting 475 acres by other than federal
means, if developed as a compatible,
planned development as envisioned,
would have a beneficial cumulative impact
on biodiversity in the area of the monu-
ment, as would the 129-acre boundary
addition. However, if dedicated open
space in the 475 acres included exotic
species and application of large amounts
of fertilizer and herbicides and pesticides,
there would be adverse impacts on
biodiversity.

The monument is likely to become an
isolated island of habitat that over time
would have a significant adverse impacts
on biodiversity.

IMPACTS ON SOILS

Impact Analysis

The following table shows impacts by soil
type and at development areas to provide
a more complete and understandable
picture of the impacts on soils. Impacts can
be seen by looking at the "Soil
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TABLE 17. SOIL IMPACTS BY DEVELOPED AREA, ALTERNATIVE 2

Developed Area Acres of Moderate to Highly Erodible Soils Affected

Rinconada Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes

Piedras Marcadas Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes

Lava Shadows Madurez-Wink, gently sloping; Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Boca Negra Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Kokan-Rock outcrop

Volcanoes area none

Piedras Marcadas ruin area Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Homestead Circle none

Mesa Prieta Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand , 1-9% slopes

Mesa-top trails Bluepoint loamy fine sand , 1-9% slopes; Madurez-Wink , gently sloping;
Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Akela Rock outcrop, 10 -50% slopes

Neighborhood access trails Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Kokan Rock outcrop; Bluepoint loamy fine sand,

1-9% slopes

81st Street addition Latene sandy loam, 1-5 % slopes

Characteristics/Impacts" column on table
13. For example, soils with moderate to
high potential for erosion (by wind or
water) would be impacted by development
and vegetation removal more than soils
with slight to moderate potential for
erosion.

During construction, requirements such as
watering and immediate revegetation
efforts would mitigate adverse impacts on
these soils.

After construction is complete, adverse
impacts on soils would include compaction
from visitor use. No other impacts would
be anticipated. Keeping visitors on estab-
lished trails would prevent further erosion,
vegetation removal, and compaction.

Overall, impacts on soils would be less
than under the proposed action because
there would be no horse and bicycle use
on the mesa top.

Reclaiming the site that has been used as a
dumping ground for builders would have
a positive impact because it would prevent
further loss of soil from erosion

Conclusion

Facility development on 23 acres of soils
within the monument would result in an
adverse impact on soils, which is impor-
tant because soils support plant and

wildlife habitat and contribute to the

health of the west mesa ecosystem. Less
impact on soils would occur under this
alternative than under the proposed action,

and the impacts would not be significant.

No adverse impacts on soils would be

anticipated after construction. Keeping

visitors only on established trails would

prevent further erosion, vegetation

removal, and compaction.

Reclaiming 50 acres including the site near
the Taylor Ranch Road and Calle Nortefia,
the volcanoes, and other disturbed areas,

0

0Homestead Circle park would be a more
natural setting than under alternative 1.
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would have beneficial impacts on monu-
ment soils.

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts would be similar to
alternative 1. The 129 acres in the

boundary addition and the 475 acres in the
nonfederal protected area would be a
positive impact.

IMPACTS ON SCENIC RESOURCES

Impact Analysis

Impacts under this alternative would not
be significantly different from alternative 1.
The elimination of facilities at Rinconada
would decrease the adverse visual impacts
of facility development by a small degree.
Also, pedestrian only trails on the mesa
top would eliminate the adverse visual
impacts from horse and bicycle use.
Adverse visual impacts would also be
eliminated by leasing facilities for the
petroglyph research center, which would
reduce the square footage of building
structures by a nominal amount within the
monument. Adding 129 acres to the
monument would help preserve additional
scenic views. Reclaiming the Calle Nortena
area and Homestead Circle park to a more
natural setting would have a beneficial
effect on scenic resources.

Conclusion

The proposals of this alternative would not
result in significant adverse impacts on the
visual quality of the monument. However,
it is expected that adjacent development
would adversely impact the views from
the monument.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

Cumulative Impacts

The cumulative beneficial impacts of
preservation and reclamation would be the
same as alternative 1.

Compatible development of the 475-acre
nonfederal protected area adjacent to the
monument and dedication and preserva-
tion of open space would have positive
visual effects on the monument's scenic
qualities.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard

would adversely impact the scenic views.

IMPACTS ON THE LOCAL
AND REGIONAL ECONOMY

Impact Analysis

The analysis provided for the proposed
action (alternative 1) also applies to
alternative 2. It is likely that this alterna-
tive would have fewer visitors than the
proposed action because access to some
portions of the monument would be more
difficult. Differences in positive economic
impacts between alternatives would be
expected, but these differences cannot be
quantified.

The 81st Street boundary addition would
remove 289 platted lots from private
ownership and eliminate the need for the
provision of utilities and infrastructure
improvements (such as roads, water,
sewer, electricity, and stormwater disposal)
to this area. It is likely that there would be
a net savings of public funds if this area
were added to the monument and
acquired. Although individual home-
owners would be paid the fair market
value for their lots (not the perceived
speculative value), removing this area
from private ownership and development
would impact landowners who have
invested in these lots.
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If the 475-acre nonfederal protected area is
developed under the cluster concept, it
would be expected to decrease infrastruc-
ture costs. There would be a lower overall
density because of areas dedicated as open
space.

Conclusion

Because visitors would have to do more
hiking to see the entire monument, visitors
might stay longer than they would under
the proposed action. However, less devel-
opment might also attract a slightly
smaller number of visitors, and this would
have a less positive impact on the local
and regional economy than the proposed
action.

At this time it is not clear if utilities would

be provided for the 81st Street develop-

ment by the city and how the cost for the

utilities would be paid. It is likely that
some combination of city tax revenues,
special assessments, and individual owner

contributions would be used to cover the

costs. It appears that there would be a net
savings to city taxpayers if the 81st Street

area were added to the boundary and
acquired by the city and the National Park

Service.

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts would be the same as
for the proposed action, except for the

impacts of the 81st Street boundary

addition and the nonfederal protected

area. The 81st Street boundary addition

and the nonfederal protected area would

have long-term positive impacts on the

local and regional economy by reducing

expenditure of public funds. The non-
federal protected area would be an asset to

the local and regional economy and en-

hance adjacent land values because it

would demonstrate to the city, region, and

nation the net high economic value of

innovative, environmentally sensitive,
quality development.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard,

the recreational trail, and the utility
corridor would benefit the local economy;

however, increase design and construction

costs would be required because of needs
to minimize impacts on monument

resources.

IMPACTS ON NATIONAL VISITORS

Impact Analysis

Implementation of alternative 2 would
allow visitors to experience the monument
in a very different way than the proposed
action. It provides a wider range of
opportunities but accommodates fewer
visitors throughout the monument than

the proposed action. Most visitors would

visit Boca Negra Canyon, and a smaller
number would visit Piedras Marcadas and

Mesa Prieta. Fewer visitors would see
petroglyph concentrations in context at
Rinconada Canyon.

The protection of the 129-acre boundary

adjustment area would allow visitors to

better appreciate the cultural landscape

and views of the city and the Sandias.

With very little development in Rinconada
Canyon and Mesa Prieta, other than

pedestrian trails and a visitor information

kiosk, visitors would see a landscape with
minimal intrusions. This would be of

greater value given the proximity of Albu-

querque to the monument and would have

a positive impact on the quality of life.

The 81st Street boundary addition and the

development of the picnic area and over-

look would provide visitors with an
opportunity to access the mesa top by
vehicle. Some view this as necessary to

have a positive visitor experience.
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The Mesa Prieta parking area and trail-
head would provide easy access to the
southern portion of the monument.

Developing a visitor contact facility in
Piedras Marcadas Canyon would provide
visitors with interpretation of and
orientation to this resource. Numerous
alcoves would separate visitor groups
more effectively than in Rinconada and
would provide more solitude.

The trails in Rinconada Canyon would
provide visitors with opportunities for
more isolated experiences while seeing the
petroglyphs than found in the other petro-
glyph concentration areas or in the other
alternatives. The canyon is considered by
some to be one of the monument's princi-
pal resources, and this lack of develop-
ment under this alternative would pre-
serve its high resource values.

Because the visitor center at Lava Shadows
would not be near any major petroglyph
concentrations, visitors would have to
walk (1 mile) or get back into their cars to
see many petroglyphs. This would provide
staff with the ability to direct visitors
throughout the monument rather than
focussing them in a few areas, which
would also allow opportunities for visitors
to see the petroglyphs in solitude. Visitors
would have a variety of areas to visit,
some easily accessible and others that
would require more time. More time
would be required to see the monument
under this alternative.

The heritage education center in Boca
Negra Canyon would provide school and
other organized groups with the oppor-
tunities to see the resources and have
nearby classroom space.

Combined use of trails by public visitors
and educational groups in highuse areas
would lead to congestion and seriously

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

diminish the experience for both groups of
visitors.

Noise levels from development near the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would
increase and adversely affect the site and
visitors.

Conclusion

This alternative would provide a different
experience of the monument than under
the other alternatives. Visitors would have
opportunities to visit large portions of the
monument with a minimum of encounters
with other visitors. There would likely be
fewer total visitors to the entire monument
because of the more difficult access. With
the concentration of visitors at the Lava
Shadows visitor center and Boca Negra
Canyon to see the petroglyphs, these areas
would be more crowded and congested
than in the proposed action, making it
more difficult to convey the significance of
monument resources.

Cumulative Impacts

The 475-acre nonfederal protected area
would benefit national as well as local
visitors by creating a compatible open
space area adjacent to the monument. This
compatible management area would help
visitors appreciate the cultural landscape
of the monument.

Other cumulative impacts would be the
same as described in alternative 1.

IMPACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS
AND ADJACENT LANDOWNERS

Impact Analysis

Impacts would be the same as described in
alternative 1. Additionally, local residents
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would be adversely impacted by not
allowing continuation of uses such as
horseback riding and bicycling on the
mesa top. Neighborhood residents would
be adversely impacted by the closure of
existing informal access points. Adding 129
acres of undeveloped land to the monu-
ment and the different development sug-
gested for the nonfederal protected area
would enhance local residents' quality of
life by preserving a natural landscape so
close to an urban setting.

Compatible management of open space

lands adjacent to the monument (including

the southern window) would preclude

horse and bicycle use of this area, which

could have an adverse impact on local

residents by requiring them to go else-
where for these activities. There would be

more opportunities for undisturbed hiking

and solitude.

As a reclaimed natural area, Homestead
Circle park would have higher scenic

value to the local visitor and adjacent

landowners. No adverse impacts would

result due to this reclamation because the

site is not currently used as a developed

park area. Neighborhoods could be ad-

versely impacted by not having a neigh-

borhood park. Because of the natural

vegetation and no designated trails, the

park's primary value would be its appear-

ance from outside rather than active use.

Closure of the volcanoes might adversely

impact local residents who consider this

area a popular visitor attraction.

Noise levels from development near the

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would in-

crease and adversely affect the site and

visitors.

Conclusion

This alternative would generally have a

beneficial effect on the local visitor and

adjacent landowners. More limited access
would be provided to the monument than
under the proposed action. Some residents
would be adversely impacted by the
restriction of bicycles and horses except at
the two escarpment crossings, no use of
Homestead Circle park as a neighborhood
park, and the closure of informal access
points. Closing the volcanoes would
adversely affect local residents.

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts would be the same as

described in alternative 1. The construction

of Unser Boulevard, the recreational trail,

and the utility corridor by the city would

benefit adjacent landowners and local

visitors by facilitating access and allowing

the enjoyment of monument resources.

Adjacent landowners west of the escarp-

ment would also benefit from the utility

access. There would be adverse impacts

from visual and noise intrusions from

traffic on Unser Boulevard. Creative design

and material use would minimize these

impacts.

IMPACTS ON ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Impact Analysis

Energy consumption impacts for this alter-

native would be the same as alternative 1.

There would be less energy consumption

because there would be no new construc-

tion of visitor contact facilities at Mesa

Prieta and Rinconada Canyon. However,

there would be a separate heritage

education center. There would also be

approximately 25% less new trail con-

struction than in the proposed action.

Energy consumption for all other facility

development would remain the same as

alternative 1 and the same mitigation

measures would apply.
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Impacts would be the same as alternative
1. Incorporating and promoting energy
conservation in the planning and design of
the monument facilities would mitigate
most of the adverse impacts of increased
energy consumption.

Cumulative Impacts

Impacts would be the same as alternative
1. The facilities in the monument would
contribute to increasing demand for energy
in the area. Energy conservation measures
of the monument facilities would mitigate
much of the adverse energy consumption
impacts.

IMPACTS OF MONUMENT USE
AND ACTIVITIES ON EXISTING
NOISE LEVELS

Impact Analysis

Noise levels would increase during
construction in areas being developed.
Construction noise would be temporary
and not significant. Noise levels would be
similar to alternative 1. Different areas
would be affected by noise resulting from
visitor use. Some areas would have in-
creases from visitor use and other areas
would have less noise than alternative 1 -
such as Rinconada Canyon. The Lava
Shadows visitor center area would not be
expected to have a significant increase in
noise levels, given its proximity to Unser
Boulevard. Noise levels at Mesa Prieta
would also increase with the parking and
visitor information station. As in the
proposed action, noise levels from adjacent
development at the Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo ruin would increase and adversely
affect the nature of the site and visitors.
Noise levels in Rinconada Canyon and the

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 2

volcanoes would be less than that in
alternative 1.

Conclusion

Impacts would be similar to alternative 1.
Some areas would have more noise than
alternative 1, and other areas would have
less noise.

Cumulative Impacts

It is expected that noise from proposed
adjacent development near Mesa Prieta,
Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas Can-
yons, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin,
and the volcanoes would adversely affect
the monument. Combined noise levels
from Unser Boulevard, the expansion of
the Double Eagle II Airport, proposed
Paseo del Volcan, and proposed adjacent
development could cumulatively and
significantly increase noise levels in the
monument. Mitigation measures regarding
Unser Boulevard, the airport, and Paseo
del Volcan would be developed with the
Federal Aviation Administration, the state,
and the city.

IMPACTS ON AIR QUALITY

Impact Analysis

Impact analysis would be the same as
alternative 1 because it is assumed that all
visitors traveling to the visitor center at
Lava Shadows would also travel to Boca
Negra Canyon to see the petroglyphs.

Conclusion

Overall, the effects on air quality would be
minor. No state or federal air quality
standards would be exceeded. The emis-
sions generated within the monument
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from this action would not exceed de
minimus levels (100 tons per year for
carbon monoxide) as described in the
Environmental Protection Agency's general
conformity regulations (section 176 [c] of
the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments).
Temporary adverse impacts might occur
during construction from dust, but they
would not be significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Particulate matter (dust) from constructing
proposed monument facilities combined
with adjacent construction including Unser
Boulevard, Double Eagle It airport, and
Pasco del Volcan would have temporary
adverse impacts on air quality. The use of
adjacent roads and development and the
airport would increase emissions.

•
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IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES

Impact Analysis on Petroglyphs

center staff would develop ways to con-
serve the petroglyphs and repair vandal-
ism. All of these actions would have posi-
tive impacts on petroglyphs.

No negative direct impacts of development
on petroglyphs would be expected under
alternative 3. The development of visitor
facilities would establish a presence and
help provide greater protection for petro-
glyphs. However, because there would be
more visitor activities focused in
Rinconada Canyon, the geologic windows,
and Mesa Prieta, and on the mesa top,
negative indirect impacts on petroglyphs
could be expected. Petroleum products
from vehicles on the mesa could have as
yet undetermined effects on petroglyphs.

On one hand, the projected slightly higher
visitation and the location of the visitor
center in one of the most dramatic petro-
glyph concentrations of the monument
would increase the number of people who
would be exposed to the interpretive
messages about the monuments signifi-
cance and values. This awareness would
help to protect the petroglyphs from
damage and vandalism by visitors. Con-
versely, increased visitation and access
would increase the potential for accidental
damage to petroglyphs and other archeo-
logical sites. The location of major facilities
in primary resource areas (the visitor
center in Rinconada Canyon and the loop
road on the mesa top) would provide easy
access to important resources of high
interest to visitors, but it would be more
difficult to explain the significance and
values of the monument because major
facilities would be placed in primary
resource areas.

The petroglyph research center would
promote research regarding and public
education and appreciation of the
petroglyphs. Resource management and

Redesign of the trails and viewing areas at
Boca Negra Canyon would have a positive
effect upon the petroglyphs and their
context by providing established viewing
areas and by removing trails that wind
through and between petroglyph concen-
trations or are too close to the features.

The increased activity levels at Homestead
Circle park could increase the risk to the
50+ petroglyphs along the escarpment in
this area. Petroglyphs would be easier to
access and thus more likely to be
destroyed through vandalism and
inadvertent actions such as climbing.

Impact Analysis on Archeological Sites

The presence of the research center would
reduce vandalism and illegal collecting in
Piedras Marcadas Canyon and would pro-
vide for new dimensions in public educa-
tion. Constructing paved roads, multiuse
trails, and other visitor facilities could
directly impact sites, especially considering
the larger scope of the development in this
area when compared to the other
alternatives.

Increased numbers and mobility of visitors
on the mesa top and elsewhere would in-
crease risks for relic hunting, vandalism,
and destruction of archeological sites,
including long-term continued loss of
surface artifacts.

Creating horse tie-ups and multiuse trails
in the northern section of the monument
would increase the possibility of damage
to cultural resources by horses straying off
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the trail and trampling sites, grazing, and
rubbing on rocks. Negative impacts might
also occur from bicyclists straying off the
trail. Both activities create a churning effect
that destroys soil strata and displaces and
breaks artifacts. Designation of trails
would focus horseback and bicycle riding
activities and help protect archeological
sites from illegal collecting and site dis-
turbance. Frequent monitoring of areas
along the trails and enforcement of regu-
lations and other protective measures in
areas where straying is apparent would
reduce potential for negative impacts on
sites.

Sites in the geologic windows would also

be at risk for vandalism and relic hunting

because they are separate from the rest of

the monument and visitors would have

unrestricted access, which would make the

windows more difficult to manage and

protect.

The management of visitors as described

in this alternative would help mitigate the

negative impacts of concentrated use in

selected areas and damage from looting

and vandalism. However, some vandalism

and loss of archeological materials would

likely continue.

Reclaiming abandoned mine sites could
potentially impact unknown archeological

resources.

See the following table for a summary of
suggested effects, mitigation, and further
compliance needed.

Impact Analysis on the
Cultural Landscape

Facilities would intrude on the cultural

landscape and compromise its visual

integrity, including those qualities of

feeling, association, and setting that

contribute to its potential national register
properties. Designing and locating facilities
to minimize visual intrusion on the cul-
tural landscape and to maintain those
characteristics that make it significant
would reduce the adverse impacts of
development.

Constructing paved roads on the mesa top

would adversely affect the, cultural land-

scape by introducing visual intrusions and
noise from vehicular activity. The west

mesa, especially the volcanoes, has been

identified as an area of traditional and

cultural significance, and roads would be

an adverse impact on this resource. The

presence of facilities, especially the mesa-

top road and the visitor center in

Rinconada Canyon, would intrude on the
cultural landscape. Changes in vegetation

patterns could result from modified

drainage patterns as hard surfaces are

introduced on the mesa. Although
sensitive design and management
strategies would reduce these adverse

impacts on the cultural landscape, there
would be no way to avoid them entirely.

Conclusion of Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Developing a road on the mesa top would

adversely impact the cultural landscape

and its significance to the Pueblo com-

munity. This alternative would directly

impact more archeological sites and would

require more costly programs to mitigate

than any of the other alternatives . Identi-

fication and evaluation of resources , sensi-

tive design, and appropriate mitigating

measures would minimize impacts on

archeological sites during and after facility

development . There would be some ad-

verse effects on cultural . resources. There

would also be a greater risk for long-term
loss of cultural resources under this

alternative.
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TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 3 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES LISTED ON OR ELIGIBLE FOR

THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES, PROPOSED PROTECTIVE MEASURES , AND REQUIRED COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION

106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT.

Note: The entire monument, Boca Negra Cave, Las ethnographic sites, and petroglyphs. Unless otherwise

Imagines Archeological District, and the Piedras Marcadas noted in the following table, construction could probably

Pueblo ruin are all listed on the national register. Cultural avoid sites.

resources include cultural landscape, archeological and

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures , Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Rinconada Canyon - See Build visitor With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

alternative 1 for sites in vicinity of center and lion, most pro- cultural sites or intrusion consultation in

visitor center and heritage heritage educa- posed activities upon cultural landscape. preparing pre-

education facility. Other sites in lion facility, would have no • Design trails to reduce liminary design

canyon too numerous to mention. parking, rest- adverse effect. impacts from visitor use and mitigation

rooms, access Intensive use of (construction and use of plan.

roads, and area might formal trails protects

pedestrian have adverse resources from inadvertent

trails. impacts on damage.)
resources. • Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law enforce-

ment to prevent impacts of
visitor and student use.

• Conduct archeological in-

vestigations, collect artifacts,

and document and stabilize

sites and surface features in

areas adjacent to facilities

and where intensive use is

proposed.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin Develop With mifiga- • Continued consultation SHPO/ACHP

interpretive tion, no with Pueblos. consultation in

trail; remove adverse effect. • Develop ruins manag- preparing pre-

existing ement plan in consultation liminary de-

building. with Pueblo community, sign, mitigation

SHPO, and ACHP. plan, and ruins
• Collect, document, and management

stabilize to prevent erosion. plan.

• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO.
• Design visitor facilities to
avoid pueblo ruins or in-

trusion on cultural land-

scape and to prevent

impacts from visitor use.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational pro-
grams and law enforcement
to prevent impacts of visitor
use.

• Fence and patrol site.
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TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF 7HE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 3 (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106

Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Mesa Prieta - See alternative 1 Build visitor • With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

for description of sites in contact facility, tion, no ad- cultural sites and minimize consultation in

proposed development area and parking, verse effect intrusion on cultural preparing pre-

along 98th street access road. Sites restrooms, from construc- landscape. liminary design

on mesa top in vicinity of access road, tion or visitor • Design roads to prevent and mitigation

proposed roads too numerous to trails. use. impacts from visitor use plan.

list, ranging from Archaic period • Adverse ef- (e.g., informal pullouts,

to present. Also, potential cultural fed on cultural overlooks adjacent to sites,

landscape, ethnographic sites. landscape from etc.).
mesa-top road • Develop mitigation plan
and traffic. with SHPO.

• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.
• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent

impacts of visitation.

Piedras Marcadas Canyon - Construct • With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid Same as above.

Three sites in vicinity (two Pill- petroglyph tion, no ad- cultural sites or intrusion on

PIV lithic-ceramic scatter and research center, verse effect. cultural landscape.

water control features; historic parking, rest - • Presence of • Design trails to reduce

campsite). Petroglyphs, potential rooms, center would impacts from visitor use

cultural landscape. pedestrian deter (construction and use of
trails. vandalism. formal trails protects

resources from inadvertent
damage).
• Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Establish monitoring and

response plan.
• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.
• Permits would be
required.

Boca Negra - Six adjacent sites Construct vis- • With mitiga- Same as described for Same as above.

include 1 stone circle, (age itor informs- tion, no ad- Rinconada Canyon (above).

unknown); 4 water and soil lion kiosk, im- verse effect.

control structures; I historic proved trails, • Positive ef-

shelter. Vicinity: petroglyphs, parking, access fect on petro-

potential cultural landscape. road, rest- glyphs by re-
rooms. building in-

adequate trail
system (helps

to prevent
impacts from
visitor use).

0
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TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECFS OF ALTERNATIVE 3 (CONT.)

0

0

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Lava Shadows - No known Construct With mitiga- Presence of administrative No action.

resources in immediate area of structure for Hon, no facility would help prevent
existing structures. administration; adverse effect. unauthorized access to

raze existing cultural sites in vicinity.
structures.

Volcanoes - Volcanoes are sensi- • Construct • With mitiga- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP
five ethnographic resources; four parking, access lion no adverse cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in

prehistoric sites nearby include road, visitor effects. Parking cultural landscape. preparing pre-
petroglyphs, rock shelter, lithic/ information, area previously • Design trails to reduce liminary design

ceramic scatters, and/or grinding improved impacted. impacts from visitor use and mitigation

stone; three historic sites include trails, rest- • Limiting (construction and use of plan.

corrals, pre- and post-World War rooms, picnic public access to formal trails protects

II historic debris, lambing pens, facilities, other volcanoes resources from inadvertent
hearth and/or corral; one site has overlook, would be damage).

corral and lambing pen, rock • Reclaim beneficial to • Develop mitigation plan

shelter and lithic/ceramic scatters. cinder mining values held by with SHPO if cannot avoid

Vicinity: potential cultural sites. culturally sites during construction.

landscape, ethnographic sites. affiliated • Continued consultation

groups. with Pueblos.

• The recla- • Establish monitoring and

mation of response plan.

cinder mines • Increase educational

would not programs and law

occur if enforcement to prevent
adverse impact impacts of visitor use.

on values of • Conduct archeological

these groups investigations, collect

would occur. artifacts, and document and
stabilize sites and surface

features in areas adjacent to

facilities and where

intensive use is proposed.
• When rehabilitating

facilities, use care to avoid
disturbance of unknown

subsurface remains,

• Consult with American

Indians to ensure no

traditionally gathered

resources are disturbed.

• Develop memorandum of

agreement with SHPO,

ACHE, and Pueblos
regarding development
impact on ethnographic

landscape values and sites.
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TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 3 (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106

Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Geologic Windows - 13 sites in Rehab existing Potential ad- • Design facilities to avoid SHPO/ACHP

vicinity of proposed trails access roads; verse effect on cultural sites or intrusion on consultation in

(prehistoric petroglyphs and rock construct resources at cultural landscape. preparing pre-

features, windbreak; historic parking and geologic • Design trails to reduce liminary design

corrals, structures, shelter, and trails. windows. impacts from visitor use and mitigation

walls). Potential cultural (construction and use of plan.

landscape. formal trails protects
resources from inadvertent
damage).
• Develop mitigation plan
with SHPO if cannot avoid
sites during construction.
• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.
• Establish monitoring and
response plan.

• Increase educational

programs and law
enforcement to prevent
impacts of visitor use.

Mesa Top - Sites too numerous • Construct • Adverse ef- • See proposed protective Same as above.

to mention, ranging from Archaic scenic drive, fect of road, measures for volcanoes.

period to present, many different multiuse trails, traffic on • Develop memorandum of

activities land uses represented. picnic areas, ethnographic agreement with SHPO,

overlooks. values and ACHP, and Pueblos

• Rehabilitate cultural land- regarding development

and reclaim scape. impact on ethnographic
existing roads • Possible landscape values and sites.

and selected adverse

trails. impacts on
archeological

sites.

Neighborhood Access - Several Construct With mitiga- Same as geologic windows Same as above.

adjacent sites, including neighborhood lion, no (above).

lithic/ceranuc scatters. Vicinity: access points adverse effect.

petroglyphs, potential cultural and trails.

landscape.

Escarpment Crossings , Calls Develop With mitiga- • Sites would be avoided. None unless

Nortena and Boca Negra - Four multiuse trails lion, no • Design escarpment resources were

sites in vicinity: one prehistoric crossing adverse effect. crossing trail to reduce found.

lithic reduction site (Calle escarpment. impacts from visitor use

Nortefia); prehistoric shelter, (the construction and use of

Ana sari water and soil control formal trails would protect

walls and terraces (Boca Negra). resources from inadvertent

damage).
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Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 3 (CONT.)

Area and Major Resource Action

Proposed

Determination

of Effect

Proposed Protective

Measures, Mitigation

Further 106

Compliance

Requirements

Homestead Circle, Taylor Ranch • Develop No effect of • No known resources in SHPO/ACHP

Road /Calle Nortena Area - One Homestead development, proposed development review of
prehistoric site (lithic/ceramic Circle park as but increased areas. project if
scatter) in vicinity. Petroglyphs, neighborhood risk to adjacent • Site-specific surveys resources are

park. petroglyphs would be conducted as discovered.

• Develop trail from proximity appropriate before
for access as in to park. development.
alternative 1. • Increase public education

• Regrade and and patrols.

reclaim dis-
turbed area

near Taylor
Ranch Road/

Calle Nortena.

Cumulative Impacts
on Cultural Resources

The extent and type of visitor use and
facilities provided for in this alternative
would result in more adverse cumulative
impacts than under any other alternative.

There would be impacts on cultural re-
sources by the city's construction and use
of Unser Boulevard through the escarp-
ment and the removal of the existing road
and the construction of the recreational
trail and utility corridor through Boca
Negra Canyon. These impacts would be
mitigated by minimizing the rights-of-way
and disturbed areas required for the
routes, using construction techniques that
would not disturb adjacent basalt and
petroglyphs, and using design and
materials to minimize noise and visual
intrusion.

IMPACTS ON VALUES HELD BY
CULTURALLY AFFILIATED GROUPS

Pueblo Indians. Because easy access is
provided to the volcanoes, the opportunity
for unauthorized use of these ethno-
graphically important features would
increase. Because of the increased use and
road development, it would be more diffi-
cult to ensure privacy for affiliated groups
and traditional and cultural activities and
they would be adversely affected.

Developing Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin
only after special study and consultation
with concerned Pueblos would avoid
impacts related to intrusion on traditional
and cultural areas and archeological sites.
Consultation would result in further
participation and involvement by
culturally affiliated groups in monument
interpretive and resource protection
programs.

Facility construction and continuing in-
trusion by visitors and automobiles would
have a negative impact on the monument
area's traditional and cultural values to the

If reclaiming abandoned mine sites would
adversely impact areas of traditional and
cultural significance to the Pueblo
community, reclamation would not occur
in those areas.
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Conclusion

There might be positive impacts on the
values held by these groups through
participation in consultation regarding site
protection and interpretation. There would
also be negative impacts because of the
development, especially on the mesa top.

Cumulative Impacts

The development of mesa-top roads and

trails and intensified public use of this area
would limit the areas that might be suit-
able for Pueblo groups to practice their

traditional and cultural activities, con-

tribute to degradation of archeological
sites, and make solitude much more
difficult to achieve.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard

by the city through the escarpment is
opposed by American Indian groups and
the Atrisco heirs. There would be adverse
impacts on these groups and their ability
to maintain. their connection to the
monument.

IMPACTS ON FEDERAL AND STATE
THREATENED ENDANGERED SPECIES

Impact Analysis on Plants

Facility development in the monument

would adversely impact 50 acres of
potential habitat for the Pediocactus
paprycanthus and Mammillaria wrighth.

Bicycle and horse activity in the northern

portion could also further adversely

impact this habitat because of greater

potential for off-trail use and trampling.

Conclusion . Although 50 acres represent

1% of total available habitat, this alterna-

tive would impact more potential habitat

for the Pediocactus paprycanthus and the

Mammillaria wrightii than in the other

alternatives, and the impacts would result
in a significant adverse effect.

Cumulative Impacts. The destruction of
potential habitat for these cactus species

could eliminate the opportunity for this
species to populate the area and thus
could contribute to the overall decline of

these species.

As in alternative 1, conducting site-specific
surveys before facility development and
before the city's construction of Unser
Boulevard and the recreation trail and
utility corridor would ensure that no
threatened or endangered species were
present.

Impact Analysis on Birds

Development in the monument would ad-
versely impact the ferruginous hawk. A
10-mile road and associated visitor activity

would provide enough disturbance to
eliminate the bird as a breeding species in
this area.

Conclusion. Development in the monu-
ment would have a significant adverse
affect on the ferruginous hawk. It would
be eliminated from the area as a breeding

species.

Cumulative Impacts. Developing certain

sites, combined with adjacent development

and the city's construction of Unser, would

eliminate the hawk as a breeding species

in this area would contribute to the overall

decline of the ferruginous hawk

nationwide.

As in alternative 1, site-specific surveys
should be conducted before facility
development and before the city's con-
struction of Unser Boulevard to ensure
that no threatened or endangered species
were present.
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IMPACTS ON WILDLIFE
OTHER THAN LISTED SPECIES

Impact Analysis on Birds

Impacts from developing visitor facilities
would be much the same as discussed
under the proposed action. Development
below the escarpment would adversely
impact 16.5 acres of habitat. This would be
an adverse effect, but it would not be
significant.

Additionally, developing a 10-mile paved
road on the mesa top would adversely
impact habitat for many bird species -
more than in any of the other alternatives.
As land is developed adjacent to the
monument, bird populations would
attempt to move to monument lands. The
extent of development under this alterna-
tive would discourage that process.

Impact Analysis on Other Wildlife

Constructing a 10-mile loop road and 7
miles of multipurpose trails on top of the
mesa would adversely impact 60 acres of
habitat that supports coyote, rabbits, foxes,
and rodents. Road kills would be in-
creased. Some populations might decrease
due to the increased presence of people
and motorized vehicles in an area that
currently has no paved roads. Detailed
wildlife surveys have not been conducted
on the mesa top; however, roads have
been known to fragment habitat and
populations in other areas. Some species
are not likely to cross roads, thus roads
become a barrier and gene pools are
impacted. Population decreases would
occur as species leave the monument due
to the disturbance from road and visitor
activity. Homestead Circle park develop-
ment would eliminate small mammal habi-
tat and adversely affect 3 acres of native
wildlife habitat.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

Conclusion . Approximately 78 acres of
wildlife habitat would be developed. Most
impacts on wildlife from development and
visitor activity would occur in the flatlands
and equal 16.5 acres of impact. This
represents 1% of the total available habitat
in the monument. Adverse impacts on
birds and other wildlife would be
significant under this alternative.

Cumulative Impacts. Facility develop-
ment combined with adjacent development
and the city's construction/ extension of
Unser Boulevard would impact wildlife
species by destroying habitat. The
cumulative impacts on birds and other
wildlife would be greatest under this
alternative.

IMPACTS ON NATURAL DRAINAGE
PATTERNS AND FEATURES

Impact Analysis

Five arroyos would be crossed by the road,
requiring bridges and culverts. The con-
struction of the road would change the
natural drainage patterns on the mesa,
causing more sheet flow from 103,250
square yards of pavement. Depending on
road construction methods, sheet flow
might be directed into these arroyos,
increasing erosion and deposition of
sediment downstream. A drainage
management plan would have to be
developed to address stormwater flows
resulting from road development.

Erosion from rainfall would continue on
the mesa top. Arroyos would continue to
enlarge and get smaller, depending on the
amount of water and sediment they would
carry during storms. Flooding would
continue, creating new channels and
erosion of the escarpment edge.
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Conclusion

Constructing and hardening 78 acres of
parking areas, roads, trails , and facilities

would increase stormwater flows in the

monument . Establishing designated trails

to gain access to the mesa top and

reclaiming existing roads and trails on the

mesa top would slow current erosion and

gully formation. However, the level of

development would not be a beneficial

effect on monument vegetation and soils.
About 50 acres of disturbed land would be
reclaimed throughout the monument,
decreasing gully activity and erosion.

Flows would be diverted into holding
structures or other stormwater manage-

ment methods that would decrease po-
tential for erosion and gullying but would

not eliminate these actions during storms.

The increased development and storm-
water flow from the monument means that

storms would have more serious impacts

on the monument's natural drainage pat-
terns and features than under the other
alternatives.

Cumulative Impacts

The cumulative impacts would be similar

to alternative 1 but greater because of the

extent of road construction in the monu-

ment. The construction of monument facili-

ties and, in addition, the development of

adjacent properties and the construction of

Unser Boulevard by the city would have

impacts on natural drainage patterns and

features. There would be adverse impacts

on natural drainage patterns within the

new Unser Boulevard alignment. Positive

impacts from extending Unser Boulevard

would include the removal of a 1,000-foot

trench that is outside the monument,

which directs stormwater flows from
Paradise Hills into Piedras Marcadas

Canyon. Other positive impacts would be
providing an opportunity to manage

stormwater flows in a manner that would
not adversely affect monument resources.

IMPACTS ON BIODIVIERSITY

Impact Analysis

Constructing a road on the mesa top might
fragment existing habitat and serve as a
barrier to some species. Fragmenting

habitat and eliminating species interaction
adversely impacts biodiversity and gene
pools within species. Populations decline
either through death or displacement thus
having further adverse impact on bio-
diversity. This alternative develops more
land, 78 acres, than the other alternatives.

The development of 78 acres might pro-
portionally decrease wildlife species and
plant species. Due to the high rate of
development occurring adjacent to the
monument, the monument might serve as
an area where species would move to if
habitat exists to support 1:hem. In this
alternative, less species might move to
monument lands due to the level of
development in the monument.

Horse use on the mesa top would

adversely affect biodiversity by the
introduction and spread of exotic plants.
However, most of the monument has been
previously disturbed by heavy grazing,

and many of the prominent plants are
exotic species . This would not be a
significant impact.

Developing an active recreation park at
Homestead Circle would introduce exotic
species, fertilizers, and possibly herbicides
and pesticides into the monument. There
would be negative impacts on biodiversity.

Reclaiming 10 acres of mined area at the

volcanoes would help establish habitat and
contribute to the monument's biodiversity.

Closing a large portion of the volcanoes
would also contribute to biodiversity, as
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would reclaiming 50 acres of various trails,
roads, and other disturbed areas.

Conclusion

The development of 78 acres in the

monument out of a total of 7,244 acres
represents 1.0% of the total habitat
available. This would be a significant
adverse impact. However, this would be
mitigated by reclaiming 50 acres of
disturbed land.

Cumulative Impacts

Development in the monument would
have a adverse cumulative impact on
biodiversity in the monument because of
species displacement that would occur
because of monument development and
adjacent land development. However,
there would be some cumulative benefits
of helping to establish habitat.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard
might have adverse impacts on biodiver-
sity by eliminating habitat, increasing
noise levels, and preventing some wildlife
movement.

The monument is likely to become an iso-
lated island of habitat that over time
would have a significant adverse impact
on biodiversity.

IMPACTS ON SOILS

Impact Analysis

The following table shows impacts by soil
type and at development areas to provide
a more complete and understandable
picture of the impacts on soils. Impacts can
be seen by looking at the "Soil Charac-
teristics/Impacts" column on table 13. For
example, soils with moderate to high

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

potential for erosion (by wind or water)

would be impacted by development and
vegetation removal more than soils with
slight to moderate potential for erosion.

During road construction, requirements
such as watering and immediate revege-
tation efforts would mitigate adverse
impacts on these soils. Constructing new
access to volcanoes and revegetating
existing roads would not adversely affect
soils because there would be no net loss.

Runoff from the paved road would con-
taminate soils. Typically roadways
accumulate deposits of oil and other
petroleum-based products. These products
would migrate into the soil in stormwater
runoff. This would be an adverse impact
on soils.

Keeping visitors only on established trails
would prevent further erosion, vegetation
removal, and compaction, which all result
in adverse impacts on soils.

Conclusion

Facility development on about 78 acres of
soils within the monument would result in
an adverse impact on soils. This is impor-
tant because soils support plant and wild-
life habitat and contribute to the health of
the west mesa ecosystem.

Reclaiming mining sites, the volcanoes,
Calle Nortena, and other disturbed areas
(about 50 acres) would be a beneficial
impact, stabilizing soils that are currently
subject to erosion.

Cumulative Impacts

Facility development combined with
adjacent development, including Unser
Boulevard would cumulatively adversely
impact soils.
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TABLE 19. SOIL IMPACTS BY DEVELOPED AREA, ALTERNATIVE 3

Developed Area Acres of Moderate to Highly Erodible Soils Affected

Rinconada Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes

Piedras Marcadas Canyon
(including trails)

Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9%

slopes

Lava Shadows Madurez-Wink, gently sloping; Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Boca Negra Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Volcanoes area Akela-Rock outcrop, 1-9% slopes; Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes;
Rock outcrop-Akela, 10-50% slopes

Continued visitor access to Vulcan would continue erosion of the
shallow talus soils and have an adverse impact on these soils.

Piedras Marcadas ruin area Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Homestead Circle park Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Mesa Prieta Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes

Mesa top trails Madurez-Wink, gently sloping; Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes;
Akela-Rock outcrop, 1-9% slopes

Neighborhood access trails Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Kokan Rock outcrop; Alemeda sandy loam,
0-5% slopes; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes

Windows Kokan-Rock outcrop; Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5%; Akela Rock outcrop

10-mile mesa-top loop road Alemeda sandy loam, 0-5% slopes; Madurez-Wink, gently sloping;
Rock outcrop-Akela, 10-50% slopes

IMPACTS ON SCENIC RESOURCES

Impact Analysis

Developing a 10-mile loop road on the
mesa top would affect views from Black
Volcano, 1-25, and from the new Unser
alignment. The road proposed in this
alternative would fundamentally change
the scene of the mesa top from a primarily
natural scene to a scene eclipsed by a
major development and many cars circu-
lating on the mesa top. Although the road
would provide access to views of the city,
the Sandia Mountains, and the general
character of the mesa, it would adversely
impact the views of the mesa from all
directions.

Developing a visitor center at Rinconada
Canyon would adversely impact an

important natural scene of the monument.
The canyon would be the primary location
where the escarpment could be seen in its
natural setting from Unser, the principal
visitor access route through the monu-
ment. As development occurs adjacent to
the monument boundary and disrupts
views of the escarpment, this view would
become increasingly important.

Homestead Circle park and playground
development would change the scenic

quality at this location by using nonnative

turf and playground structures, which

would be inconsistent with the native

vegetation and architectural style of the

structures of the rest of the monument.
This action would relate Homestead Circle

more closely with the neighboring
suburban development, and it would lose

its visual connection to the monument,
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thus resulting in an adverse impact on
visual quality.

Mesa-top drainage facilities would have
significant visual impacts.

Other proposed actions of this alternative
would result in the same visual quality
impacts as alternative 1.

Conclusion

The visual quality of the monument would
be permanently changed and be adversely
impacted by developing facilities on the
mesa top, at Rinconada Canyon, and from
adjacent development.

Cumulative Impacts

Developing a road on the mesa, locating
the visitor center at Rinconada, and
developing Homestead Circle park as a
neighborhood park would contribute to
the increasing suburban development of
the west mesa area and prevent the
preservation of expansive or important
natural views. Other actions of this
alternative combined with adjacent
development, the Unser Boulevard exten-
sion by the city would have the same
cumulative impacts as alternative 1, but
they would be greater because of the
extent of the monument road.

IMPACTS ON THE LOCAL
AND REGIONAL ECONOMY

Impact Analysis

The analysis provided for alternative 1 also
applies for alternative 3. The monument
would be developed, but in a somewhat

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

different manner. Differences in positive
economic impacts between alternatives
would be expected but cannot be
quantified.

Conclusion

Monument establishment and develop-
ment has had and will continue to provide
positive economic benefits for the Albu-
querque area. Although the direct eco-
nomic benefits might be relatively small in
relation the to the entire economy of the
region, they are significant. Even more
significant might be the unquantifiable
positive benefits that accrue to the region
due to the monument's existence and
development and the quality of life values
it provides and protects.

Cumulative Impacts

Petroglyph National Monument is an eco-
nomic plus for the city and would become
a premier attraction of the city and the
region. The development of the monument
would lead to increased visitor use of the
monument and increased tourism in the
city and area. Thus, positive economic
benefits would accrue to the local
economy.

The city's construction of Unser Boulevard
the recreational trail and the utility
corridor would benefit the local and
regional economy by facilitating traffic
flow, reducing traffic congestion on other
roads, allowing for enjoyment of monu-
ment resources, and providing utilities to
the mesa top. However, because of the
need to minimize impacts on monument
resources, there would be increased design
and construction costs.
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IMPACTS ON NATIONAL VISITORS

Impact Analysis

Developing a 10-mile loop road on the
mesa top would not provide an experience
for the visitor that is vastly different than

what is provided by the 81st Street exten-

sion and overlook described under the
proposed action. It would provide driving
experience on the mesa top that allows
visitors to drive from the escarpment to
the volcanoes on a monument road. Simi-
lar mesa-top driving experiences are
achieved by driving 1-40, 81st Street, and
the Double Eagle II access road. Views of

Albuquerque provided by this road are
also provided from 9-mile hill on 1-40 and
from the summit of the Sandias.

The 10-mile loop road would provide
monument visitors with an experience
similar to what is obtained in other NPS
areas in which a closed loop road is pro-
vided for visitors to enjoy the monument.
However, visitors would not be able to see
petroglyphs along this road, because most
of the petroglyphs are along the base of
the escarpment.

Developing a visitor center in Rinconada
Canyon would provide visitors with a
dramatic entrance to the monument, dose

to the interstate. Sufficient orientation and
interpretation would occur to introduce
visitors to the monument and its resources.
Petroglyphs would be within easy walking
distance for all visitors and abilities, thus
providing immediate interpretive
opportunities.

Developing a visitor contact facility and
entrance station at Mesa Prieta would also

provide visitors with a dramatic

experience soon after they leave the
interstate. Visitors would walk along the
base of the escarpment on a designated
trail to petroglyph viewing areas.

Developing the visitor center and driving

route in the southern portion of the monu-
ment would effectively concentrate and

focus visitor activity in this area rather
than spreading it throughout the monu-
ment. Only those visitors with more time

or who expressed specific interest would

be directed to Piedras Marcadas and Boca
Negra Canyons. These areas would have

the impression of remaining the most
isolated and undeveloped; however, both
would be surrounded by neighborhood
development.

Combined use of trails by visitors and
educational groups in high-use areas
would lead to congestion and seriously
diminish the experience for both groups.

Noise levels from development near the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would in-
crease and adversely affect the site and
visitors. Because of the level of develop-
ment in this alternative, there would be
few opportunities for solitude.

Conclusion

It is likely that the relatively high level of
development and resulting visitor use
would be inconsistent with Pueblo Indian
and Atrisco land grant heirs views of the
monument. Thus it would be expected that

there would be no support or participation
from these groups in managing and inter-
preting the monument. Opportunities to
interpret these cultures' views would be
lost, resulting in an adverse affect on
visitors.

Cumulative Impacts

More visitors would have easy access to
primary monument resources such as
Rinconada Canyon and the mesa top. The
only place for visitors who have come to

the monument in the past for a sense of
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solitude would be Piedras Marcadas

Canyon or to more remote federal lands in

other portions of the state.

The construction of Unser Boulevard and

the recreational trail by the city would
benefit national visitors by facilitating

access to the mesa top by vehicles,
bicycles, horseback, and foot. There would

also be a beneficial impact of eliminating
vehicular traffic in Boca Negra Canyon.
There would be adverse impacts on visi-

tors by the visual intrusion, increased
noise levels, and the barrier of the four-
lane highway. Creative design and mate-
rial use would minimize these impacts.

IMPACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS
AND ADJACENT LANDOWNERS

Impact Analysis

Implementing this alternative would,
better than the other alternatives, separate
national and local visitors from each other

by focusing national visitors in the
southern portion. Piedras Marcadas and
Boca Negra Canyons would likely accom-
modate more local residents who visit the
monument on a more regular basis.

Constructing a 10-mile loop road would
adversely impact those horseback riders
and bicyclists who use the mesa top for a
wide open space, free from urban develop-
ment. Some might use the shoulders of the
road.

Constructing a visitor center and heritage
education center in Rinconada Canyon
would decrease visitor traffic through
neighborhoods that would likely have
increased traffic in the other alternatives.
Developing a petroglyph research center at
Piedras Marcadas Canyon would not likely
adversely impact local residents.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

Constructing neighborhood access points

would have a positive impact on adjacent
landowners, providing them with easy
access to the monument and protecting the
escarpment from the creation of social
trails.

Developing Homestead Circle park as an
active recreation area with turf and play-
ground equipment would benefit neigh-
borhood residents because of the limited
opportunities for these activities in the
area.

Local residents and adjacent landowners
might be adversely affected by the
requirement to obtain a permit before
entering Piedras Marcadas Canyon, but
they might also appreciate the benefits
afforded by the use of permits.

Noise levels from development near the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would in-
crease and adversely affect the site and
visitors.

Conclusion

This alternative would have a beneficial
effect on the local visitor by providing
greater separation of national and local
visitor traffic and providing areas that
would be more likely visited by local
visitors. This might provide a feeling of
greater stewardship for the area than exists
today among residents.

Higher visitation levels could increase the
values of nearby commercial properties.
Other impacts would be the same as alter-
native 1. The primary visitor use areas at
Rinconada Canyon and the mesa top
would reduce the number of vehicles
north of Rinconada Canyon on Unser
Boulevard and have a beneficial impact on
local residents and adjacent landowners.
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Cumulative Impacts

The cumulative impacts would be similar
to alternative 1 but greater because of the
extent of monument facilities. The con-
struction of Unser Boulevard, the recrea-
tional trail, and the utility corridor by the
city would benefit adjacent landowners
and local visitors by facilitating access and
allowing enjoyment of monument re-
sources. Adjacent landowners west of the
escarpment, would also benefit from the
utility access. There would be adverse
impacts from visual and noise intrusions
from traffic on Unser Boulevard, combined
with the monument road. Creative design
and material use would minimize these
impacts.

IMPACTS ON ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Impact Analysis

Developing the mesa top road would
significantly increase energy use and result
in adverse impacts on energy conservation
Much energy would be used to construct,
use, maintain, and patrol the road.

New facilities constructed at Lava
Shadows would increase energy consump-
tion to a minor degree. Other actions in
this alternative would result in impacts
similar to alternative 1.

Conclusion

New roads and facilities would result in
adverse impacts on energy consumption.

Cumulative Impacts

The construction and vehicular use of the
mesa-top road would contribute to in-
creasing demands for energy in the area as
surrounding suburban development con-
tinues to grow. Constructing new facilities
at Lava Shadows would raise local energy
use for new building materials and trans-
portation to a minor degree. Energy con-
servation measures would mitigate much
of the adverse energy consumption
impacts.

IMPACTS OF MONUMENT USE
AND ACTIVITIES ON EXISTING
NOISE LEVELS

Impact Analysis

The greatest increase in noise levels would
likely be at Mesa Prieta, the mesa top, the
volcanoes, and Rinconad.a Canyon. Noise
levels from construction would be tempo-
rary and not significant. Noise levels from
operation in the above-mentioned areas
would be increased significantly. De-
velopments in this alternative would have
a greater impact on noise levels than
development in the other alternatives.

Conclusion

Developing and operating monument
facilities would have a significant adverse
impact on noise levels.
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• Cumulative Impacts

It is expected that noise from proposed
adjacent development near Mesa Prieta,
Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas
Canyons, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
ruin, and the volcanoes would also
adversely affect the monument. Combined
with noise levels from Unser Boulevard,
the expansion of the Double Eagle 11
Airport, proposed Paseo del Volcan, and
proposed adjacent development could
cumulatively and significantly increase
noise levels in the monument to a greater
degree than in the other alternatives.
Mitigation measures regarding Unser
Boulevard, the airport, and Paseo del
Volcan would be developed with the
Federal Aviation Administration, the state,
and the city.

IMPACTS ON AIR QUALITY

Impact Analysis

Carbon monoxide emissions from visitor
travel on the 10-mile mesa-top loop road
could be as much as double the emissions
in the proposed action

Conclusion

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 3

Overall, the effects on air quality would be
minor. No state or federal air quality
standards would be exceeded. The emis-
sions generated within the monument
from this alternative would not exceed de
minimus levels (100 tons per year for
carbon monoxide) as described in the
Environmental Protection Agency's general
conformity regulations (section 176 [c] of
the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments).
Temporary adverse impacts might occur
during construction from dust, but they
would not be significant.

Cumulative Impacts

Particulate matter (dust) from constructing
proposed monument facilities combined
with adjacent construction including Unser
Boulevard, Double Eagle II airport, and
Paseo del Volcan would have temporary
adverse impacts on air quality. The use of
adjacent roads and development and the
airport would increase emissions.
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IMPACTS OF IMPLEMENTING ALTERNATIVE 4 - NO ACTION

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL RESOURCES

Impact Analysis on Petroglyphs

Implementing the no-action alternative

would increase the risk of loss of petro-

glyphs because of the lack of facilities and
programs except at the Boca Negra unit.

Existing trails would not be improved or

changed, thus continuing adverse impacts

on petroglyphs. In many areas, existing
trails are directly adjacent to petroglyph

panels. The location of the trail adjacent to
the petroglyphs combined with the nar-
rowness of the trail has the effect of

encouraging visitors to touch the petro-

glyphs. Over time, there could be an ad-
verse affect on the patina of rocks that

outline the petroglyphs because of thou-

sands of visitors touching or scratching the
rock surfaces.

Also, existing trail alignments pass be-

tween petroglyph panels, allowing visitors

to walk between them, thereby inter-

rupting the understanding of possible

relationships of panels in a concentrated
area. Direct and indirect adverse impacts

would occur on petroglyphs in Rinconada

and Piedras Marcadas Canyons by pro-
viding parking but having limited inter-

pretive information and resource
protection staff.

The petroglyph research center would

promote research regarding and public

education and appreciation of the petro-

glyphs. Resource management and center
staff would develop ways to conserve the

petroglyphs and repair vandalism. All of
these action would have positive impacts

on petroglyphs. However, with less staff

and funding, these gains would be less

effective than in the other alternatives.

Impact Analysis on Archeological Sites

Fewer direct adverse impacts on archeo-
logical sites from construction would be
anticipated than in the other alternatives.

Because of minimal monitoring and regu-

lation on the many existing horseback
riding and bicycle trails, there would be
greater risk of damage to the archeological

resources. Horses straying off the existing
trails could trample sites.. Negative impacts
might also occur from bicyclists straying
off the trails. Both activities, if off the trail,
create a churning effect that destroys soil
strata and displaces and breaks artifacts.
There is also greater risk of pot-hunting.

See the following table for a listing of the
monument's prehistoric and historic pro-
perties, the rationale for affects to those
properties, determinations of effect, and
further section 106 compliance
requirements.

Impact Analysis on the
Cultural Landscape

Developing parking at Rinconada and
Piedras Marcadas Canyons would have
limited negative effects on the cultural
landscape in these areas.

Conclusion of Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Adverse impacts on petroglyphs, the
cultural landscape, and archeological sites

would occur. Under this alternative,
resource deterioration and. vandalism

could occur due to lack of adequate
funding, opportunities to educate the
public, and programs to protect sites,
including petroglyphs.
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Impacts of Implementing Alternative 4 - No Action

TABLE 20. SUMMARY OF TIFF SUGGESTED EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 4 ON CULTURAL RESOURCES LISTED ON OR ELIGIBLE FOR

THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES, PROPOSED PROTECTIVE MEASURES, AND REQUIRED COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION

106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT.

Note: The entire monument, Boca Negra Cave, Las ethnographic sites, and petroglyphs. Unless otherwise
Imagines Archeological District, and the Piedras Marcadas noted in the following table, construction could probably

Pueblo ruin are all listed on the national register. Cultural avoid sites.

resources include cultural landscape, archeological and

Proposed Further 106
Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures , Mitigation Requirements

Lava Shadows - No known Use existing No adverse Presence of monument staff, SHPO/ACHP
resources within immediate visitor center, effect. visitor center would help review of
vicinity; potential cultural parking, roads, deter vandalism, resource individual
landscape, ethnographic sites in and trails. degradation in vicinity. actions
general vicinity. affecting

significant

cultural

resources.

Boca Negra - Six adjacent sites Parking, rest- • With mitiga- • Areas receiving intensive Same as above.
include 1 stone circle (age rooms, con- tion, no ad- use would be documented,
unknown); 4 water and soil tinued heritage verse effect of artifacts collected, and
control structures; I historic education construction. surface resources stabilized.
shelter. Vicinity: petroglyphs, function; minor • Continued • Continued consultation
potential cultural landscape. trail improve- adverse affect with Pueblos.

ment, and on patina • Design trails to prevent
improved because of impacts from visitor use.

parking and visitors

shade touching rock

structure. surfaces.

Rinconada Canyon - Petro- Construct • With mitiga- = Design trails and facilities Same as above.
glyphs, archeological and parking, access tion, no ad- to avoid cultural sites or
ethnographic sites - too road, and trails. verse effect of intrusion upon cultural
numerous to list. Potential cultural construction. landscape, and to reduce
landscape. • Potential potential for inadvertent

adverse effect damage from visitor use.

of visitor use. • Develop mitigation plan

with SHPO if cannot avoid

sites during construction.

• Continued consultation

with Pueblos.

• Include in monitoring and

response plan.

• Use educational programs

and law enforcement to help

prevent indirect impacts of

visitation.

Piedras Marcadas Canyon - Construct With • Locate parking to avoid SHPO/ACHP
Petroglyphs and potential cultural parking and mitigation, no intrusion upon cultural review of
landscape access road. adverse effect. landscape and sites. individual

Potential • Use educational programs actions

adverse effect and law enforcement to help affecting

of visitor use. prevent indirect impacts of significant

visitation. cultural
• Use fencing, patrols, resources.
visitor education to reduce

indirect impacts of visitor

use,
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TABLE 20. SUMMARY OF THE SUGGESTED EFFEcTs OF ALTERNATIVE 4 (CONT.)

Proposed Further 106
Determination Proposed Protective Compliance

Area and Major Resource Action of Effect Measures, Mitigation Requirements

Mesa Prieta - Petroglyphs, No facilities; With mitiga- • Continued consultation SHPO/ACHP
several prehistoric quarry sites, use existing lion, no ad- with Pueblos. review of
archeological sites ranging in age trails. verse effect of • Establish baseline individual
from Paleo-Indian times to visitor use. monitoring plan to detect actions
present, historic livestock drive damage or deterioration of affecting
area, potential cultural landscape, sites and petroglyphs. significant
ethnographic sites. See alternative cultural
1 for more information. resources.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo Ruin Conduct oc- With mitiga- • Stabilize any eroding Same as above.
casional tows. lion, no areas.

adverse effect. • Continue to inventory site
resources.

• See that informal trails do
not impact buried resources.
• Fence site and provide

law enforcement.

Volcanoes - Volcanoes are sensi- • Continue use Potentially ad- • Consult with Pueblos Same as above.

tive ethnographic resources; four of informal verse impact of regarding operational

prehistoric sites nearby include parking, access continued methods of preserving sites,
petroglyphs, rock shelter, lithic/ road, and trails. unauthorized ethnographic values.
ceramic scatters, and/or grinding • No reclama- use of vol- • Use patrols, signing, and
stone; three historic sites include lion of cinder canoes. visitor education to help
corrals, pre- and post-World War mine sites. protect sites.

II historic debris, lambing pens,

hearth and/or corral; one site has
corral and lambing pen, rock

shelter and lithic/ceramic scatters.
Vicinity: potential cultural
landscape, ethnographic sites.

Geologic Windows - 13 sites in No action. Potential for Use fencing, patrols, and Same as above.
two areas. adverse effect visitor education to reduce

of unauthor- indirect impacts of visitor
ized use. use.

Mesa Top - Mesa-top sites too Continue to With mitiga- • Most trails follow existing Same as above.
numerous to list, ranging from use multiuse tion no adverse informal roads.
Archaic period to present and pedestrian effect. • Restrict use to trails.
Includes ethnographic resources trails. • Continued consultation

and potential cultural landscape. with Pueblos.

Neighborhood Access - Several Construct With mitiga- Same as Mesa Prieta. Trail Same as above

adjacent sites, including lithic/ neighborhood Hon, no construction would avoid
ceramic scatters. Vicinity: access points adverse effect. sites.
petroglyphs, potential cultural and trails.
landscape

Homestead Circle, Taylor Ranch No action. With mitiga- • Consult with Pueblos Same as above.
Road /Calle Nortena Area - One lion, no regarding operational
prehistoric site (lithic/ceramic adverse effect. methods of preserving sites,
scatter) in vicinity ethnographic values.

• Use patrols, signing, and
visitor education to help
protect sites.

0

0
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Cumulative Impacts
on Cultural Resources

Over time, lack of staff and adequate
funding and facilities to guide visitor use
would contribute to loss of resources from
vandalism, unauthorized collection,
erosion of informal trails, theft of artifacts,
and destruction of context by unmanaged
horse and bicycle use. The cultural land-
scape and its values might also deteriorate
because use would be less directed or
managed than in the other alternatives.
These lost resource values would be
gradual but incremental and cumulative
when combined with resource loss on
other federal, state, and private lands.

There would be impacts on cultural re-
sources by the city's construction and use
of Unser Boulevard through the escarp-
ment and possibly by the removal of the
existing road and the construction of the
recreational trail and utility corridor
through Boca Negra Canyon. These
impacts would be mitigated by minimizing
the rights-of-way and disturbed areas
required for the routes, using construction
techniques that would not disturb adjacent
basalt and petroglyphs, and using design
and materials to minimize noise and visual
intrusion.

IMPACTS ON VALUES HELD BY
CULTURALLY AFFILIATED GROUPS

Developing parking at Rinconada and near
Piedras Marcadas Canyons would not
have direct adverse impacts on values held
by these groups. Lacking a major interpre-
tive program to teach visitors respect for
the traditional and cultural values of tradi-
tional groups, more conflicts would arise
between visitor use and groups practicing
cultural and traditional activities.
Traditional and cultural use sites might
lose value because of inadvertent visitor
use.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 4 - No Action

Conclusion

There might be positive impacts on the
values held by these groups through
participation in consultation regarding site
protection and interpretation. Values held
by these groups might also be negatively
impacted by uncontrolled visitor use and
more potential for vandalism.

There would be less opportunity for visitor
education and therefore increased risk of
negative impacts on the traditional and
cultural values held by these groups.

Cumulative Impacts

If petroglyphs or archeological sites,
features, and objects are destroyed or
desecrated by vandals, or practitioners are
not able to use a special area for tradi-
tional and cultural activities, those
activities might not be continued.

The construction of Unser Boulevard by
the city through the monument escarp-
ment is opposed by American Indian
groups and the Atrisco heirs. There would
be adverse impacts on these groups and
their ability to maintain their connections
to the monument. Impacts from facility
development would be less severe than in
alternative 1, however impacts from un-
restricted horse and bicycle use would
continue.

IMPACTS ON FEDERAL AND
STATE THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

Impact Analysis on Plants

Implementing the no-action alternative
would adversely impact 8.5 acres of
potential habitat for the Pediocactus
papyracanthus and Mammillaria wrightii
cacti. Bicycle and horse activity would
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

have greater impact on this potential
habitat than under the proposed action
because permits would not be required
and it would be more difficult to monitor
and manage activities.

Conclusion . The 8.5 acres of potential
habitat disturbance represents 0.30% of

total potential habitat available. This
would not be significant.

Cumulative Impacts. Development
actions under this alternative could
contribute to the extinction of the
Pediocactus papyracanthus and Mammillaria
wright ii.

It is not anticipated that there would be
any adverse impacts on threatened or
endangered plant species by the city's
construction/ extension of Unser Boulevard
or the development of the recreational trail
and utility corridor in Boca Negra Canyon
because these routes are in areas that have
been previously disturbed. Site-specific
surveys must be conducted before con-
struction to ensure that no threatened or
endangered species were present.

Impact Analysis on Birds

It is anticipated that there would likely be
no adverse effects on the ferruginous hawk
from actions proposed in this alternative.
However, the hawk might be adversely
affected by development adjacent to the
monument.

Conclusion. Development would not
adversely affect the ferruginous hawk.
Development actions would not contribute

to the nationwide decline of this species.

Cumulative Impacts. Without mitigation,
facility development under this alternative,
combined with the development of lands
outside the monument by the private
sector and Unser Boulevard by the city,

could incrementally increase the amount
and severity of the impacts on this species
and could contribute to the elimination of
the hawk as a breeding species in this
area. These impacts, however, would be
less severe than for implementation of
alternative 1. With mitigation, there would
be no significant adverse cumulative
impacts on the hawk.

IMPACTS ON WILDLIFE
OTHER THAN LISTED SPECIES

Impact Analysis

Trails that are shown on the Alternative 4
map are ones that currently exist. Minor
trail improvements would be made to
control erosion and prevent further
widening, but no new trails would be
developed. Therefore no additional
adverse impacts on wildlife would be
anticipated. Constructing parking areas
would not have a significant impact on
wildlife. About 4 acres of habitat would be
eliminated. This would not have any
significant adverse impacts on wildlife.
Adverse impacts on 8 acres of flatland
habitat would impact the crissal thrasher,
sage sparrow, and loggerhead shrike. This
would not be a significant impact. The
monument would continue to have a bene-
ficial impact on wildlife species on
adjacent lands as their current habitat is
developed.

If the former surface mine areas remain in
their existing condition, the recovery of
vegetation to conditions found in the
surrounding lands might take several
decades or centuries.

Conclusion

No significant adverse impacts on wildlife
would occur as a result of implementing

the no-action alternative.
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Cumulative Impacts

Over time, increased visitor use of the
monument without the use of permits and
resource monitoring could result in more
off-trail use, which would adversely
impact wildlife species.

Monument facility and trail development

combined with the city's constructing of

Unser Boulevard and adjacent develop-

ment would cumulatively impact birds

and other wildlife species by destroying

habitat and creating a barrier to movement

by some wildlife; however, these impacts
would be slightly less than alternative I

due to the limited monument facility

development proposed under this

alternative.

IMPACTS ON NATURAL DRAINAGE

PATTERNS AND FEATURES

Impact Analysis

Erosion from rainfall would continue on
the mesa top. Arroyos would continue to
enlarge and get smaller, depending on the
amount of water they would carry during

storms. It is likely that new erosional cuts
would be created during storms where
water cuts over the top of the escarpment.

Only a small portion of disturbed land
would be reclaimed, allowing continuing

gullying activity and erosion. Without
adequate staffing to patrol all areas of the
monument, social trails would be more
likely to occur under this alternative,
increasing erosion and gullying activity.

Conclusion

Current erosion and gullying activity

would continue on the mesa top and along

the escarpment. Stormwater drainage from
the monument would increase, but not
significantly.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 4 - No Action

Cumulative Impacts

The construction of monument facilities

and, in addition, the development of

adjacent properties and the construction of
Unser Boulevard by the city would have

impacts on natural drainage patterns and

features. However, these impacts would be
less than described in alternative 1 because
of the limited extent of monument facilities

proposed. There would be adverse impacts

on natural drainage patterns within the
new Unser Boulevard alignment. Positive
impacts from extending Unser Boulevard

would include the removal of a 1,000-foot
trench that is outside the monument,
which directs stormwater flows from

Paradise Hills into Piedras Marcadas
Canyon. Other positive impacts would be
providing an opportunity to manage
stormwater flows in a manner that would
not adversely affect monument resources.

IMPACTS ON BIODIVERSITY

Impact Analysis

The presence of large numbers of visitors
in the monument, without available staff

to ensure that all visitors are staying on
trails, would increase the likelihood for
creation of social trails and might displace
some species of wildlife, though this
would not be anticipated to be significant.
Developing a total of 2 acres (0.02% of the
total habitat available) would decrease
wildlife and plant species and adversely

impact biodiversity, but this would be
insignificant.

Under this alternative 22 acres (0.3 % of

the total habitat) would be developed.
However, most of this development (18
acres) would occur on previously

disturbed land. This would not be a
significant adverse impact on biodiversity.
A small amount of disturbed land (20
acres) would be reclaimed.
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Continued horse use in the monument

would adversely affect biodiversity by the

introduction and spread of exotic plants.

However, most of the monument has been

previously disturbed by heavy grazing and

many of the prominent plants are exotic

species. This would not be a significant

impact.

Conclusion

No significant adverse impacts on biodi-

versity would be expected as a result of

implementing the no-action alternative.

This alternative would have the least

beneficial effects on biodiversity.

Cumulative Impacts

IMPACTS ON SOILS

Impact Analysis

The following table shows impacts by soil

type and at development areas to provide

a more complete and understandable

picture of the impacts on soils. Impacts can

be seen by looking at the "Soil Charac-

teristics/Impacts" column on table 13. For

example, soils with moderate to high

potential for erosion (by wind or water)

would be impacted by development and

vegetation removal more than soils with

slight to moderate potential for erosion.

During construction, requirements such as

watering and immediate revegetation

efforts would mitigate adverse impacts on

these soils.

Due to the high rate of development
occurring adjacent to the monument and
the construction of Unser Boulevard, less
habitat would remain for wildlife species,
thus displacing them onto the monument
lands and associated open space lands.

The monument is likely to become an

isolated island of habitat surrounded by

development. This over time will have a

significant adverse impact on biodiversity.

Conclusion

Visitor use and facility development on

about 22 acres of soils within the monu-

ment would result in a adverse impact on

soils. Soils are important because they

support plant and wildlife habitat and

contribute to the health of the west mesa

ecosystem. This would not be a significant

impact because most of this development

would occur on previously disturbed land.

TABLE 21. SOIL IMPACTS BY DEVELOPED AREA, ALTERNATIVE 4

Developed Area Acres of Moderate to Highly Erodible Soils Affected

Rinconada Canyon Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand , 1-9% slopes

Piedras Marcadas Canyon Alemeda sandy loam; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes; Bluepoint-Kokan,

hilly

Lava Shadows none

Volcanoes area Unrestricted visitor use would compact soils and increase erosion in this area.

Neighborhood access Kokan-Rock outcrop; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes; Alemeda sandy loam,

0-5% slopes; Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly

Mesa Prieta Bluepoint-Kokan, hilly; Bluepoint loamy fine sand, 1-9% slopes; Alemeda sandy

loam, 0-5% slopes; Madurez-Wink, gently sloping

•
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After construction is complete, impacts on
soils would include compaction from
visitor use. Under this alternative there
would likely be more off-trail use than in
the other alternatives. Unless visitors
remained on designated trails, adverse
impacts on soils would occur from off-trail
use. This could result in a significant
adverse effect. This alternative would have
the least beneficial impacts on soils
because only a small portion of disturbed
and compacted soil would be reclaimed.

Cumulative Impacts

Facility development combined with
adjacent development including Unser
Boulevard would cumulatively adversely
impact soils - not to the degree that they
would be impacted in the other alter-
natives due to the limited facility
development proposed in this alternative.

IMPACTS ON SCENIC RESOURCES

Impact Analysis

Scenic qualities of the monument would be
less affected because there would be fewer
buildings in the monument under this
alternative. The main visual impression of
the monument as the visitor enters the
monument access points would be of
existing roads and parking areas. The net
gain in visual quality would not be
increased from fewer buildings in this
alternative. The adverse visual impacts of
trail use would also be increased by
allowing most of the existing roads scars
on the mesa to be used for trail develop-
ment, and less area of the mesa top would
be reclaimed to a more natural scenic
character. However, these actions would
result in minor adverse visual impacts on
the monument. There could be a positive
impact on visitors because most of the
monument's natural scenic resources

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 4 - No Action

would not be disturbed by the develop-
ment of new facilities.

There would be no improvements from
mine reclamation or reclamation of
Homestead Circle park or Calle Nortena
under this alternative.

Conclusion

No significant adverse impacts would
result from the proposals of this alterna-
tive. Adjacent development would ad-
versely affect the scenic quality of views
from the monument.

Cumulative Impacts

Significant portions of the monument
would be preserved in its natural scenic
quality, contributing to local efforts to
preserve the natural areas of the west
mesa. This would result in beneficial, long-
term visual improvements for the
community.

Adjacent development and the con-
struction of Unser Boulevard by the city
would adversely affect scenic resources
and views, but less so because fewer
monument facilities would be developed.

IMPACTS ON THE LOCAL
AND REGIONAL ECONOMY

Impact Analysis

Fewer facilities and a lack of development
would prevent visitor use of the monu-
ment from reaching its highest potential.
The monument would continue to serve
primarily as a local resource and would
not provide the level of service to visitors
nor the level of resource protection con-
sistent with the monument's purpose and
significance. As a result, the monument
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would be less of a national and regional
attraction than in the other alternatives.

Conclusion

The direct economic benefits would remain
relatively small in relation to the entire
economy of the region.

Cumulative Impacts

Although the monument is an addition to

the many attractions found in the

Albuquerque area, it would not become as

important a visitor attraction. Therefore it

would be less likely to provide an increase

in the economic base for the local and

regional economy.

The construction of Unser Boulevard, the

recreational trail, and the utility corridor

by the city would benefit the local and

regional economy by facilitating traffic

flow, reducing traffic congestion on other

roads, providing recreation opportunities,

and providing utilities to the mesa top.

However, because of the need to minimize

impacts on monument resources, there

would be increased design and

construction costs.

IMPACTS ON NATIONAL VISITORS

Implementation of the no-action alternative

would provide visitors with a minimal

experience. The existing visitor center

would include some new, small exhibits,

but would continue to function primarily

as an orientation site. Access would be

provided to petroglyph concentrations,

and trails would be maintained only to

prevent significant resource damage. Some

personal interpretation would occur in

these areas, but no facilities such as

wayside exhibits, restrooms, and visitor

contact facilities would be constructed.

The absence of these facilities would

adversely impact visitors' experiences of

the monument and limit the ability of the

monument managers to impress on the

public the significance of this resource.

Lack of staff would impact monument

managers' abilities to effectively patrol the

monument, thus there might be an in-

crease in vandalism, which would ad-

versely impact opportunities for visitors to

see undamaged petroglyphs.

Vandalism would also likely increase

because of the lack of appropriate facilities

(a heritage education center) to teach

schoolchildren and other organized groups

about the significance and importance of

the petroglyphs and their context. This

would have an adverse impact on the

experience of national visitors.

Interpretation of the area's traditional and

cultural qualities would be more difficult

given the type of visitor experience

provided and the level of development

throughout the monument.

Additionally, combined use of trails by
public visitors and educational groups in
high-use areas would lead to congestion
and seriously diminish the experience for
both groups of visitors.

Noise levels from development near the

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would

increase and adversely affect the site and

visitors.

Conclusion

10

Implementing this alternative would pro-
vide visitors with a less-than-adequate
experience and result in an adverse affect.
There would be an increase in vandalism
throughout the monument because of the
limited visitor and heritage education
facilities. This would result in an adverse
impact and make it more difficult for
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visitors to understand the significance of
the monument.

Cumulative Impacts

The construction of Unser Boulevard and
the recreational trail by the city would
benefit national visitors by facilitating
access to the mesa top by vehicles,
bicycles, horseback, and foot. There would
also be a beneficial impact by eliminating
vehicular traffic from Boca Negra Canyon.
There would be adverse impacts on
national visitors by the visual intrusion,
increased noise levels, and the barrier of
the four-lane highway. Creative design
and material use would minimize these
impacts.

IMPACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS
AND ADJACENT LANDOWNERS

Impact Analysis

There would be no impacts from increased
visitor traffic.

Neighborhood access trails and multiuse
trails in the monument would accommo-
date Albuquerque citizens who have tradi-
tionally used this landscape to hike, ride
bicycles, and ride horses, thus providing
an expanded trail system for city residents.
Increased local visitation would continue.

Combined use of trails by visitors and
educational groups in high-use areas
would lead to congestion and seriously
diminish the experience for both groups of
visitors.

Noise levels from development near the
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin would in-
crease and adversely affect visitors on
occasional tours.

Continuation of the existing education
program would provide limited oppor-
tunities for heritage education.

Impacts of Implementing Alternative 4 - No Action

Conclusion

This alternative would create a monument
area primarily for local users and thus
would have a beneficial impact on those
users. Heritage education would continue
to be a small component of the entire
education program for the monument.

Cumulative Impacts

The construction of Unser Boulevard, the
recreational trail, and the utility corridor
would benefit adjacent landowners and
local visitors by facilitating access and
providing recreation opportunities. Adja-
cent landowners west of the escarpment
would also benefit from the utility access.
There would be adverse impacts from
visual and noise intrusions from traffic on
Unser Boulevard. Creative design and
material use would minimize these
impacts.

IMPACTS ON ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Impact Analysis

All monument and visitor facilities would
use existing structures. Reusing the build-
ings at Lava Shadows for administrative
offices and visitor orientation would
eliminate adverse energy consumption
impacts by saving the energy required for
building the buildings, producing new
building materials, and transporting those
materials. However, new buildings would
be designed and constructed to be more
energy efficient.

Conclusion

No adverse energy consumption impacts
would result from implementing this
alternative.
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IMPACTS OF MONUMENT USE
AND ACTIVITIES ON EXISTING
NOISE LEVELS

Impact Analysis

Constructing parking areas in Rinconada
and Piedras Marcadas Canyons would
cause temporary increases in noise levels
but would not be significant. Operation of
these areas would not create a significant
increase in noise levels in the monument.
Any increase in noise would not be
noticeable compared with noise levels
adjacent to the monument.

Conclusion

Noise from monument development and
operations would not have a significant
impact.

Cumulative Impacts

It is expected that noise from proposed
adjacent development near Mesa Prieta,
Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas
Canyons, the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
ruin, and the volcanoes would adversely
affect the monument. Combined noise
levels from Unser Boulevard, the ex-
pansion of the Double Eagle II Airport,
proposed Paseo del Volcan, and proposed
adjacent development could cumulatively
and significantly increase noise levels in
the monument. Mitigation measures
regarding Unser Boulevard, the airport,
and Paseo del Volcan would be developed
with the Federal Aviation Administration,
the state, and the city.

IMPACTS ON AIR QUALITY

Impact Analysis

Implementation of the no-action alternative
would include some development of
parking areas at trailheads. Because the

level of development would be much less
than under any of the other alternatives,
visitors to the monument would primarily
be from the local area. Air quality emis-
sions would stay below the de minimus
levels as set by the Environmental
Protection Agency and would be well
below the levels of emissions in the other
alternatives.

Due to the lack of information available to
determine emission levels generated by
constructing the two trailhead parking
areas, conformity would be determined
during the design phase. If required, con-
struction would be designed to ensure
conformity. Limitations on the number of
trips, traveling during nonpeak hours only,
dust suppression, and other methods
would be employed if necessary to ensure
that conformity is met . Other emissions,
such as ozone, particulates, and lead,
would be under de minimus levels as set
in the regulations pertaining to
nonattainment areas.

Conclusion

No adverse impact on air quality would
occur as a result of implementing the no-
action alternative. The emissions generated
by visitors and staff would not exceed de
minimus levels. Temporary adverse
impacts might occur during construction
activity from dust.

Cumulative Impacts

Particulate matter (dust) from proposed
adjacent construction including Unser
Boulevard, Double Eagle II airport, and
Paseo del Volcan would have temporary
adverse impacts on air quality. The use of
the adjacent roads, airport, and
development would increase emissions.
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COMPLIANCE WITH CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS

In implementing the Petroglyph National
Monument general management plan, the
Park Service, the state, and the city would
comply with all applicable laws and
executive orders, including the following.

Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (42
USC 4151 et seq .) and Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 (29 USC 701 et seq.) - All
facilities and programs developed would
be accessible to visitors with disabilities.

Clean Air Act, as amended (42 USC
7401 et seq.) - Petroglyph National
Monument is designated as a class II
clean air area. Maximum allowable in-
creases (increments) of sulfur dioxide

(SO2), particulate matter (TSP), and
nitrogen oxides (NO.) beyond baseline
concentrations established for class II
areas cannot be exceeded. These class II
increments would allow modest indus-
trial activities in the vicinity of the
monument. Section 118 of the Clean Air
Act requires all federal facilities to com-
ply with existing federal, state, and local
air pollution control laws and regula-
tions. Petroglyph National Monument
would work with the Albuquerque Air
Pollution Control Division and the state
to ensure that all monument activities
meet all requirements. During the
design phase for development proposed
in the monument, an analysis of antici-
pated emissions from construction
activities would be conducted to ensure
conformity with federal and state air
quality regulations as part of the Clean
Air Act.

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended (16 USC 1531 et seq.) -
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
requires all federal agencies to consult
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
to ensure that any action authorized,

funded, or carried out by the agency
does not jeopardize the continued
existence of listed species or critical
habitat. The National Park Service is
conducting a section 7 consolation with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Before construction and during the
design phase, further surveys and
consultation would occur to protect
these species.

NPS policy provides protection for
species proposed for listing as well as
any state-listed species. It is the
conclusion of the National Park
Service that the proposed action may
adversely impact habitat for
Pediocactus papyracanthus (the grama
grass cactus, category 2) and
Marnmillaria wrightii (a state-listed rare
species) and might adversely affect
the ferruginous hawk (category 2).
Consultation would occur with the
Natural Heritage Program and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to make
further determinations on this and
provide for adequate mitigation. The
Mesa Prieta area and the site for the
heritage education center were the
only sites not surveyed for threatened
and endangered plant species. Site
surveys would be completed during
the design phase.

Executive Order 11988, "Floodplain
Management" - This order requires all
federal agencies to avoid construction
within the 100-year floodplain unless no
other practical alternative exists. No
known floodplains would be affected by
the proposed action. Trails are exempt
from compliance under NPS guidelines
to implement this executive order.
During the design stage of any develop-
ment, the most recent floodplain maps
shall be consulted and siting of any
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structures would be accomplished while

avoiding the 100-year floodplain, unless

the activity is exempted.

Executive Order 11990, "Protection of

Wetlands" - This order requires federal

agencies to avoid, where possible, im-

pacts on wetlands. No known wetlands

would be affected by the proposed

action. Trails are exempted from compli-

ance under NPS guidelines for imple-

menting this executive order. During the

design phase of any development, the

most recent wetland maps shall be

consulted to ensure that facilities are

sited outside of any wetlands.

"Analysis of Impacts on Prime and

Unique Agricultural Lands in Imple-
menting the National Environmental

Policy Act" (45 CFR 59189) - Federal

agencies are required to analyze the

impacts of federal actions on agricultural

lands, in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act. This policy

was developed to minimize the effect of

federal programs in converting prime,

unique, or locally important farmland to

nonagricultural uses. According to the

Soil Conservation Service there are no

prime and unique farmlands within the

national monument.

During the design phase for all develop-

ment proposed in the monument, NEPA

compliance would be conducted as
determined necessary by the National

Park Service.

The following additional actions would be

taken to ensure compliance with federal,

state, and city laws and regulations.

Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wild-

life Service and the New Mexico Natural

Heritage Program would be carried out

before construction to ensure that no new

listed species have been found on site.

During design, the most recent wetland

and floodplain maps would be consulted

to ensure that development is not located

in either one of these resources. In the
event that new data shows floodplain or

wetlands in areas previously not identi-

fied, development would be sited to avoid

these areas or if not possible, a statement

of findings would be prepared in accord-

ance with NPS guidelines for implemen-

ting Executive Orders 11990 and 11988.

During design, consultation with the New

Mexico Environmental Improvement

Division shall be accomplished to ensure

compliance with the state's 401 water

quality certification program, the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) for stormwater discharge, and

the state's groundwater protection
program.

If any unknown hazardous waste is found

in areas proposed for development or visi-

tor use, the National Park Service would

comply with the Comprehensive Environ-

mental Response Compensation and

Liability Act (42 USC 9601 et seq.) to
determine if resources are being polluted

by the substance or if it presents a health

and safety issue. If any excavated material

is determined to be hazardous, the

National Park Service would comply with

the Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act (42 USC 6901 et seq.)

The National Park Service would work

with the city and Bernalillo County, to the

extent possible, to comply with the intent

of all applicable regulations and policies

including the Storm Drainage, Flood, and

Erosion Control Ordinance of 1986, and

the city's 1983 Development Process Manual.

Those regulations and policies that protect

monument resources to a greater extent

than that provided for under federal law
would be enforced and adhered to. Con-

sultation would continue with the city of

Albuquerque during the design and
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construction phase for development of the
monument.

The National Park Service is mandated to
preserve and protect its cultural resources
- through the organic act of August 25,
1916, and through specific legislation such
as the Antiquities Act of 1906, the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (as
amended), and the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, which is
described below. Cultural resources in
Petroglyph National Monument would be
managed in accord with these acts and in
accord with chapter V of the NPS Manage-
ment Policies, the Cultural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS 28), the Ad-
visory Council on Historic Preservation's
implementing regulations regarding
"Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR
800), and the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and
Historic Preservation (FR 48:44716-40). Other
relevant policy directives and legislation
are detailed in NPS 28.

As part of its cultural resource manage-
ment responsibilities, as directed by section
110 of the National Historic Preservation
Act, the National Park Service surveys and
evaluates all cultural resources on lands
under its jurisdiction. Cultural resources
are evaluated by applying the eligibility
criteria for the National Register of
Historic Places. All cultural resources in
the monument eligible for the national
register would be recorded according to
the highest professional standards. Con-
sultation with traditionally associated
American Indian and Atrisco groups
would occur before nomination of
ethnographic resources.

Before preliminary design, a professional
archeologist would determine the need for
further archeological inventory or testing
evaluation. Any such studies would be
carried out in consultation with the state
historic preservation officer and concerned

Pueblo Indians before construction. Any
large-scale archeological investigations
would be undertaken in consultation with
the state historic preservation office and
the Pueblo Indians.

Responsibility for protecting archeological
resources is included under several laws
mentioned earlier as well as the Archeo-
logical Resources Protection Act of 1979.

Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 requires that
federal agencies having direct or indirect
jurisdiction over undertakings consider the
effect of those undertakings on properties
on or eligible for listing on the national
register and afford the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation and the state
historic preservation office an opportunity
to comment. Toward that end, the
National Park Service would work with
these entities to meet the requirements of
36 CFR 800 and the August 1990 program-
matic agreement among the National
Conference of State Historic Preservation
Officers, the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, and the Park Service. The
agreement requires the Park Service to
work closely with the state historic
preservation office and the advisory
council in planning and design for new
and existing NPS areas, and provides for
their review of monument development
projects at four stages - task directive,
policy review draft, and draft and final
documents. The state historic preservation
office and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation would be invited o
participate in the scoping process for
design of the proposed facilities.

Comments on the Draft General
Management Plan / Development Concept
Plan / Environmental Impact Statement
received from the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation and the state historic
preservation office would be included in
the Final General Management Plan /
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Development Concept Plan / Environmental
Impact Statement.

Also this agreement provides for a number
of "programmatic exclusions" for specified
actions that are not likely to have an ad-
verse effect on cultural resources. These
actions may be implemented without fur-
ther review by the state historic preser-
vation office or the advisory council
provided that NPS internal review finds
the actions meet certain conditions and
this review is documented with an
assessment of effect. Undertakings, as
defined in 36 CFR 800, not specifically
excluded in the programmatic agreement
must be reviewed by the state historic
preservation office and the advisory
council during the planning and design
stages and before implementation.

Internally, the National Park Service will
complete an "Assessment of Effect on
Cultural Resources " form (XXX form)
before implementing any proposed actions.
This is necessary to document any project
effects, outline actions proposed to miti-
gate any effects, and document that the
proposed action flows from the general
management plan. All implementing
actions for cultural resources would be
reviewed, using the XXX form, and certi-
fied by regional office cultural resource
specialists as specified in NPS. 28.

To ensure that general management plan
proposals that might affect properties
eligible for the national register comply
with provisions of section 106, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
and the New Mexico state historic preser-
vation office were invited to participate in
the planning process. Representatives of
the state historic preservation office have
been regular participants in core team
planning and will, along with the advisory
council, have an opportunity to review
and comment on the draft general
management plan.

As elements of the plan are implemented,
site-specific information on proposed
actions and affected properties would be
submitted to the state historic preservation
office and the advisory council for their
review and comment to ensure adequate
mitigation of any adverse effects. These
different actions for each alternative are
delineated in the text of this management
plan and are summarized in tables 12, 16,
18, and 20. Also included in these tables
are actions that are either programmatic
exclusions under the programmatic agree-
ment among the National Conference of
State Historic Preservation Officers, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
and the National Park Service or that are
subject to further 106 consultation with the
state historic preservation office and the
advisory council.

In the interim, no potentially eligible
property would be inalterably affected
without consultation with the state historic
preservation office and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.

Especially relevant to the management of
Petroglyph National Monument are the
various laws, rules, regulations, etc. that
deal with American Indian relationships
and discovery of human remains.
Throughout the planning process repre-
sentatives from the National Park Service,
the city, and the state met with concerned
Indian and Atrisco land grant groups, and
dialogue regarding the project is expected
to continue in the future. The principal
concerns raised in discussions have been
continued access for traditional and
cultural purposes, traditional use of
resources, protection of sites, and facility
development. In 1992 a Rapid Ethnographic
Assessment (Evans et al. 1993) was con-
ducted by researchers from the University
of Arizona to help define the presence and
general location of ethnographically
sensitive areas within the monument and
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to gain an understanding of Indian and
land grant heir concerns.

The 1992 amendments to the National His-
toric Preservation Act and the Archeo-
logical Resources Protection Act provide

means whereby information about the
character, location, or ownership of
archeological sites, historic properties, and

ethnographic sites, including traditional

and cultural sites, might be withheld from
public disclosure. This provision is
especially important in cases where dis-
closure could risk harm to the resource or
impede the use of a traditional site by
practitioners. Monument managers would
honor Indians' requests for confidentiality
of information received as part of ongoing
surveys.

The American Indian Religious Freedom
Act provides for the preservation of Indian
rights to practice their traditional beliefs.
The National Park Service will continue to
consult with American Indian tribes on a
government-to-government basis. This
special legal relationship is outlined in the
secretary's April 29, 1994, memorandum
for the heads of executive departments and
agencies. In keeping with this mandate
and provisions of the National Environ-
mental Protection Act, the Park Service
will consult with Indian groups on plan-
ning and management activities that affect
them. The Park Service and the city would
develop and accomplish their programs in
a way that reflects respect for the beliefs,
traditions, and other cultural values of the
Indian tribes who have ancestral ties to the
monument. The Park Service and the city
would also strive to ensure privacy for
American Indians to pursue traditional
and cultural activities without interference
or inappropriate observation by those who
want to learn of Indians ways.

Training programs would cover the
etiquette to be followed when monument
staff encounter traditional and cultural

Compliance with Cultural and Natural Resources Requirements

activities or sites and offerings. Consulta-
tion with American Indian groups would
continue in the future, helping to improve
understanding and achieve common goals.
Consultation is especially critical to reach
mutually acceptable solutions to questions
of archeological excavations, resource
preservation, and visitor use. All possible
measures would be taken to resolve
differences reasonably so monument plans
and actions respect the cultural and
ethnographic context of sites.

Discovery of significant archeological
resources would be followed by protective
measures. The Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act addresses
the rights of tribes and consultation
procedures regarding certain human
remains and cultural items with which
they are affiliated. Because of the monu-
ment's long human history and known as-
sociation with Pueblo communities, there
is potential for discovery of human
remains and associated items of cultural
patrimony.

To comply with the provisions of this act
and its implementing regulations (43 CFR
10), monument managers would establish
a prompt and effective notification system
as outlined in the law to contact and
consult with concerned groups regarding
discovery of human remains and associ-
ated objects. Managers would deal with
burials on a case-by-case basis with
informed awareness of tribal concerns.
Burials and associated objects would be
afforded the utmost respect, and the
National Park Service and the city would
consult with tribes regarding remains
associated with these groups. A Native
American Graves Protection and
Repatriation (NAGPRA) implementation
plan would be developed, which would
include strategies to include discussions
with Pueblo Indians regarding
archeological investigations and
inadvertent discoveries.
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Public involvement and consultation are
key components throughout the prepara-

tion of the General Management Plan /
Development Concept Plan / Environmental

Impact Statement. The NPS planning staff

works very closely with the city and state
agencies that have responsibilities for land
and program management within and
adjacent to the monument. In addition,
there have been numerous meetings with
city boards and advisory groups, organiza-
tions, and neighborhood and business
organizations.

STEPS IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

The first step in the planning process was
the establishment of an intergovernmental

core planning team to coordinate and
prepare the General Management Plan /
Development Concept Plan / Environmental

Impact Statement. Because of the partner-
ship nature of Petroglyph National
Monument, the general management plan

is being prepared by a core team that
includes representatives from four city
agencies, two state agencies, the American
Indian Pueblo community, the Federal
Aviation Administration, and the National
Park Service. The core team has met
throughout the planning process to
develop and refine statements of purpose,

to identify the significant resources of and

the objectives for the monument, to
develop alternatives for visitor use and
management, and to assess the impacts of
implementing each of the alternatives.

To ensure participation from the many
governmental agencies that are concerned
with the monument, an agency coordina-
ting team was established . The coordina-
ting team includes representatives with
expertise in various disciplines from city,
county, state, and federal agencies as well

as American Indian governments. The
coordinating team advises the core team
regarding past, ongoing, and proposed
projects and programs that have an effect
on the monument and provides input on
various aspects of the plan preparation.

Throughout the planning process the team
has met with governmental organizations,
American Indian groups, Atrisco heirs,
neighborhood groups, and other interested
people to identify issues and exchange
information. Another participant in
preparing the general management plan is
the Petroglyph National Monument
Advisory Commission. As directed by
monument legislation, the commission is
composed of representatives from various
interested entities throughout the region.
The National Park Service keeps the
advisory commission informed of their
planning activities and regularly consults
with the advisory commission The
advisory commission has taken a very
active interest in planning for the
monument and met regularly with the
Park Service to review alternatives and
make recommendations regarding other
alternatives.

In November 1992 the first planning
newsletter, including a comment and

response form, was distributed. The
purpose of this newsletter was to let the

local and national community know that a
plan and environmental impact statement
were being prepared for the monument.
The newsletter outlined the steps in the
planning process, some of the issues to be
addressed by the plan, the overall plan

schedule, the purposes and significant
resources of the monument, and prelim-
inary goals. Two public open houses were
conducted by the planning and monument

staffs to enable one-on-one interaction with
concerned residents. A series of meetings
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were held with community boards,
organizations, and groups to discuss the
planning process.

To maintain a dialogue with the public,
the planning team members and monu-
ment staff held a second series of open

houses on December 7 and 8, 1992. At
these meetings, planning team members
presented initial conceptual alternatives

that were described in the February 1993
newsletter for managing the monument.

A second newsletter, published in

February 1993, presented the refined
purpose and significance statements and
the planning team's three conceptual
alternatives for visitor use and resource
management. This newsletter also included

a comment and response form, which will

be summarized in the next document.

A series of public workshops was held to
allow opportunities for the public to
discuss the various elements of the
alternatives. Planning team members met
with city boards and committees, organi-
zations, neighborhood associations, the
monument advisory commission, repre-
sentatives of the American Indian
community, and individuals to discuss the
issues and alternatives.

The partnership arrangement of this
monument with the city, state, the core
team, consisting of individuals from state

and local offices and an advisory commis-
sion that have taken an active interest in
the plan, has greatly affected the degree of
public participation. Because advisory
commission meetings are by law open to
the public, the public has seen alternatives
in very early forms, before they were
complete, before analysis had been com-
pleted, and before approval by park
service directorate.

Revised alternatives were presented in
October 1993 to the commission. Based on

Consultation and Coordination

input from a commission subcommittee

and others, the National Park Service
revised the alternatives in December 1993

and these alternatives were presented to

the public. There were extensive comments

on the alternatives.

In November 1994 a preliminary draft of

this document was reviewed by the

Petroglyph National Monument Advisory

Commission and the intergovernmental

core planning team. Revisions have been
made based on comments received. Verbal

comments were received from the city of
Albuquerque staff, but official comments
have not been provided. The National Park
Service has attempted to work with the
city to resolve issues that were unclear or
contrary to NPS policies. The National
Park Service continues to work with the
city in the preparation of all monument-
related plans.

The Draft General Management Plan /
Development Concept Plan / Environmental
Impact Statement was reviewed by the
public during a 90- day public comment
period , which included public meetings.
Public meetings were held with

Bernalillo County Planning Commission
City of Albuquerque

Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails
Committee

Open Space Advisory Board
Planning Commission

Middle Rio Grande Council of
Governments

Public Involvement Committee
Technical Coordinating Committee
Urban Transportation Policy and

Planning Board
Petroglyph National Monument Advisory

Commission There were 30 speakers
giving comments at the Advisory
Commission meeting.

Santa Fe Village Neighborhood Association
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Comments on the Draft General Manage-

ment Plan / Development Concept Plan /

Environmental Impact Statement have been

summarized, and appropriate revisions

have been made in the Final General

Management Plan / Development Concept

Plan / Environmental Impact Statement. The

final document includes responses to
substantive comments.

AMERICAN INDIAN CONSULTATION

To facilitate consultation with American
Indian and Hispanic groups, the National
Park Service conducted a rapid ethno-
graphic assessment. This study identified

the principle concerns of American Indian
groups and how the National Park Service

should focus its consultation efforts. The
monument staff is continuing its efforts to
enhance communication and consultation
with both American Indian and Hispanic
groups as the planning process proceeds
regarding continuing and long-term

planning and management issues.

Based on the results of the ethnographic

assessment, monument and planning team
members met with American Indian and

Hispanic representatives and invited
representatives to participate in core team
meetings. Park and planning team

members have had both short and long
term interests in meeting with American

and Hispanic representatives. The Park

Service has had the desire to initiate
communication and understanding of

monument and planning issues as well as

an understanding of American Indian and
Hispanic interests.

Formally, this consultation has been and

will continue to be through the American

Indian Consultation Committee, who

conducted their first meeting on July 7,

1993. This consultation committee is

comprised of representatives from the All

Indian Pueblo Council Inc., Five Sandoval

County Pueblos Inc., Sandia Pueblo, Santa
Anna Pueblo, and Zia Pueblo.

Throughout the preparation of this
management plan, the planning team has
involved and informed the American

Indian Pueblo community of the planning

process and issues that could affect lands

that are significant to the American

Indians.

The monument staff recognizes that the

lands within the monument may have
significance to several Pueblos and nearby
groups and that most traditional and
cultural practices are very private.
Opportunities will be provided for
American Indian groups to comment on
development and visitor use plans in a
manner that enables adequate time for the
Pueblos and Tribes to consider the
proposals.

American Indians will be provided
reasonable access to all portions of the
monument consistent with 36 CFR 2.51.

The superintendent may adopt temporary

closures of specific portions of the
monument so that American Indians may
practice ceremonies or rituals without
interference from non-Indians. Monument
staff will be trained in identifying ritual

and traditional and cultural practices to
ensure privacy for these practices.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE

DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT
PLAN / ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

STATEMENT

This section summarizes the comments

received during the public comment

period from August 7, 1995, to November

6, 1995, during the public meeting held on

October 19, 1995, and at the Petroglyph

National Monument Advisory Commission

meeting of October 20, 1995.
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The National Park Service distributed
more than 600 copies of the Draft General
Management Plan / Environmental Impact

Statement and 500 copies of the Executive

Summary of that plan to state and federal

agencies, local governments, interested
organizations, individuals, and public

libraries. The availability of the draft plan
was announced in local media and was
listed in the Federal Register on July 31,
1995.

Service should consider established flight
tracks for Double Eagle II airport when
siting visitor facilities. There is no room for
latitude on use of the airport haul road for

access to the volcanoes. The National Park

Service has not met the intent of the
National Environmental Policy Act and
should consider the effects of its actions on
others as well as the monument. Impacts

do not address Pasco del Norte.

The National Park Service received more
than 298 written comments and several
hours of oral testimony during the public
review period for the draft plan. These
included letters from three federal
agencies, one state agency, and two local
agencies, including eight different
departments or divisions within the city of
Albuquerque. Letters were received from
23 organizations including environmental

groups, neighborhood associations, and
business interests. Written comments were
also received from nearly 270 individuals,
including a petition letter with 95
signatures, many of which expressed a
preference for a particular alternative or
components of a particular alternative.

Federal Agency Comments

Environmental Protection Agency.
The U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency commented with a letter that
classified the draft environmental impact
statement and the proposed action as LO,"
i.e., the agency has "lack of objections."

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service's comment on the
draft environmental impact statement was
that the National Park's Service's finding of
..no effect" on threatened or endangered

species is correct.

Federal Aviation Administration. FAA
comments were that the National Park

State Agency Comments

New Mexico State Highway and
Transportation Department . The Aviation
Division did not comment on any specific
items in the plan but did make comments
regarding the survival of both Double
Eagle II Airport and Petroglyph National
Monument. It remains the position of the
Aviation Division that the monument
should not and will not survive at the
expense of the inevitable development of
the west mesa.

Local Agency Comments

City of Albuquerque Comments. The city
favors horse/bicycle use on the mesa top
and maintains that Paseo del Norte and
drainage and utility issues must be
addressed, that the determination that
Paseo del Norte does not serve a park
purpose and that Unser Boulevard does is
an arbitrary decision lacking meaningful
analysis, that another multiuse escarpment
crossing is needed at the north end in the
Paseo del Norte alignment, and that the
impacts of not allowing for Paseo del
Norte and other transportation are not
addressed.

The city also commented that the National
Park Service should not preclude storm
drainage improvements in the monument,
that fee collection should not be ruled out
by the plan, that no new properties should
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be acquired until current ones are
purchased, and that Double Eagle II
airport should not be considered beyond
the scope of the general management plan.

The city further contends that the heritage

education center should be kept at the
visitor center or be combined with the

Bosque Education center near the pueblo

ruin, that Mesa Prieta should have an

access road to the mesa top for an
overlook, that the air quality impacts are

not properly documented and that the
summary of related plans and projects
should include the Unser Middle project

and the donation of city-owned land
within the Atrisco unit,

The city opposes boundary additions and
disagrees with staffing and facilities needs,
contending that the National Park Service

has overestimated needs. The city also

states that funds for developing a Piedras

Marcadas Pueblo ruin contact station
should be included in the plan.

Middle Rio Grande Council of
Governments. Comments from the council

were that (1) the draft environmental

impact statement does not comply with
NEPA responsibility of the implementing

agency to address issues that may result

from congressional action, (2) that the draft
plan did not address the impacts of Paseo
del Norte on the local community, (3) that
conflicts with local plans are not
adequately addressed, and (4) that

drainage, utility, and transportation issues
were not adequately addressed.

Individual Comments

In Favor of Alternative 2 or a Modified

Alternative 2. Comments were received
from individuals who expressed a
preference for alternative 2 or a modified

version of alternative 2, calling for a visitor

center at Boca Negra, access at staffed

points only, and no mesa-top multiuse
trails.

In Favor of Multiuse Trails. Comments
were received from individuals who were
in favor of alternative 1 with specific
preference for multiuse trails on the mesa
top.

Opposition to Paseo del Norte. Letters
were received from individuals who did
not comment on the plan but were
strongly opposed to the extension of Paseo
Del Norte through the monument.

In Favor of Paseo del Norte . Letters were

received from individuals who were in
favor of Paseo Del Norte extension
through the monument.

Other Comments From Individuals. Many
comments were made in support of
preserving and the need for protecting the
traditional, cultural, and natural values of
the monument. Several individuals
submitted comments expressing support or

opposition to various components of each
of the alternatives. Comments were also
received opposing the expenditure of

funds for developing new facilities.
Comments were received that suggest the
plan should implement more staffing to
protect the monument. One comment was
received on the value of archaeoastronomy
and that it should be part of the plan.
Several individuals did not comment on
the plan itself but rather commented on

Albuquerque's growth patterns and traffic

concerns.

Other Comments

• Having the regional director resolve

conflicts in interpreting federal law and

policy is a conflict of interest.

• Drainage and utility easements should
be addressed.
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• The impacts of creating the monument
should be addressed.
• A legislative environmental impact
statement should be have been done.
• Neighborhood parking and access would
result in traffic congestion and impacts on
air quality.
• Some people oppose neighborhood
access points.
• Generalized statements about traffic
increases are not acceptable; actual
estimates should be given, per hour, per
day, and per year.
• The impacts on energy consumption are
not adequately addressed (visitors' travels
to and from the visitor center).
• No alternative should include acquisition
of more land. Boundary adjustments to
include more land are unrealistic.
• The impacts of jogging and dog walking
have not been addressed.
• The environmental impact statement
fails to adequately address the impacts of
horse and bicycle use and the difficulties
of management.
• The document is in violation of the
National Environmental Policy Act by
failing to address a full range of
alternatives.
• There is no statutory basis for alternative
1 in the language of the law creating the
monument. There is too much recreation
and development. Components of
alternative 1 are inconsistent with
Congress' management directives and
would derogate resources.
• The costs of implementing the plan are
too high and unrealistic to think it will be
done.
• The National Park Service has
overestimated staffing and facility needs.
• The National Park Service is in violation
of addressing carrying capacity because it
is not in phase I of implementing the plan.
• Fee collection should not be ruled out.
• The impact on Double Eagle II Airport
access and utility rights-of-way through
the monument have not been addressed.

Consultation and Coordination

Summary of Comments by Issues

Comments Related to Paseo del Norte.
• Paseo del Norte should be addressed in
the plan.
• Federal laws that prohibit the extension
of Paseo through the monument should be
listed.
• The decision that Unser serves a park
purpose and Paseo does not is arbitrary
and lacks meaningful analysis.
• Impacts on local residences and adjacent
landowners are not adequately addressed.
• The impacts on traffic and air quality are
not adequately addressed.
• The impacts for allowing Unser without
Paseo are not addressed.
• Some people feel that the visitor center
should be placed on the mesa top. This
would create a park purpose for Paseo,
alleviating traffic and air pollution. Some
people reject NPS reasons for not placing
visitor center on the mesa top.

Comments Related to
Local Plans and Projects.
• The plan does not adequately address
conflicts with local plans and projects.
• Related plans and projects should
include the Unser Middle project and the
donation of city-owned land in the Atrisco
unit.
• The Double Eagle II Airport and should
not be dismissed as beyond the scope.
• The plan should fully address the
Westside Action Council's proposal and
list the impacts of this plan rather than
summarily dismissing it.
• The Westside Strategic Plan should be
included as a related plan.

Comments Related to
American Indian Rights.
• The draft environmental impact
statement fails to address cumulative
impacts on Pueblo religious uses and fails
to analyze the differing impacts of the four
alternatives on Pueblo worship.
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• Alternative I results in conflicts with
American Indian concerns.
• None of the alternatives incorporate all
aspects of the Native American Religious
Freedom Act.

Comments Related to Facilities.
• The heritage education function should
stay at the visitor center.
• A mesa-top access road and overlook
should be provided at Mesa Prieta.
• A multiuse escarpment crossing is
needed at north end.

Summary of Comment Regarding
Proposed Modified Alternative 2.
• The visitor center and self-guided trails
should be at Boca Negra.
• The current administrative headquarters
should be used.
• Piedras Marcadas should have a
hardened, self-guided trail from the
contact station.
• At Lava Shadows, the ranger station,
interim visitor center, and Cohen property
should be used for the heritage education
center and petroglyph research center.
There should be parking and a trailhead
for Rinconada Canyon, and no overlook at
Lava Shadows.
• At Rinconada Canyon there should be
no parking or contact station, only guided
tours.
• Actions at Mesa Prieta should be the
same as described in alternative 2.
• At the Volcanoes, there should be an
information kiosk and overlook.
• There should be no multiuse trails.
• There should be a controlled, guided
access via permit and no neighborhood

access.

Summary of Motions at Advisory
Commission Meeting of October 20,1995

be allowed provided there is consultation
and concurrence from the American Indian
community and the Atrisco heirs.
Passed: 8 to 2

2. Motion: The National Park Service
should work with affected parties to
optimize recreational use opportunities on
the periphery of the monument.
Passed: 9 in favor, 1 abstained

3. Motion: The commission opposes
unmanned access points and urges the
National Park Service to work with the
Native American community and
neighborhoods to develop volunteer
programs that can allow neighborhood,
nonmotorized, access that protects the
neighborhoods and the monument's
resources. Passed: none opposed.

4. Motion: The permanent heritage
education facility should be sited at Lava
Shadows. Failed: 6 to 4

5. Motion: The National Park Service
should remove the heritage education
center from the Mesa Prieta location and
site the heritage education facility at a
location in a less obtrusive and culturally
sensitive area. Passed unanimously

6. Motion: Alternative 1 should be
modified to reflect that the visitor contact
facilities at Piedras Marcadas, Rinconada
Canyon, and a proposed visitor contact
facility at Mesa Prieta be staffed. Passed
unanimously.

7. Motion: The Park Service should
amend alternative 1 to reflect a visitor
contact center at Mesa Prieta and that the
siting be done in such a way as to take
into consideration the cultural impact
aspects of it. Passed unanimously.

0

0

1. Motion No mesa-top multiuse trails 8. Motion: We move to instruct the

except for two escarpment crossings (Lava National Park Service eliminate 1 the

Shadows and Boca Negra Canyon) would overlook and parking option in Mesa
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Prieta in alternative 1. Tie vote; the

motion does not pass.

9. Motion We recommend to the
secretary of the interior alternative 1,
excluding Pasco del Norte, of the general
management plan, as modified by this
commission. Passed unanimously.

10. Motion: Resolved that the National
Park Service, the mayor of Albuquerque,
Native American representatives, and
other interested parties negotiate a solution
to the Paseo del Norte problem in a timely
manner. Passes 6 to 3

LIST OF AGENCIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS THAT RECEIVED
COPIES OF THE DRAFT PLAN

An asterisk (*) has been added to those
who sent comments on the draft plan.

Federal Agencies

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation*
Bureau of Indian Affairs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

Region 6*
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest

Service

U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service*

U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration*

Native American Tribes and Groups

All Indian Pueblo Council*
Acoma Pueblo, New Mexico
Alamo Navajo Chapter, New Mexico
Cochiti Pueblo, New Mexico
Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos*
Hopi Tribe, Arizona
Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico
Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico

Consultation and Coordination

Jicarilla Apache Tribe, New Mexico

Laguna Pueblo, New Mexico
Mescalero Apaches, New Mexico
Nambe Pueblo, New Mexico

National Indian Youth Council*

Navajo Nation, Arizona

Picuris Pueblo, New Mexico
Pojoaque Pueblo, New Mexico
Ramah Navajo Chapter, New Mexico
San Felipe Pueblo, New Mexico
San Ildefonso Pueblo, New Mexico
San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico
Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico*
Santa Ana Pueblo, New Mexico
Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico
Santo Domingo Pueblo, New Mexico
Southern Ute Tribe, Colorado
Taos Pueblo, New Mexico
Tesuque Pueblo, New Mexico

Ysleta del Sur, Texas
Zia Pueblo, New Mexico
Zuni Pueblo, New Mexico

State Agencies

Department of Game and Fish,
Habitat, Environment, and Lands
Division

Highway and Transportation Department
Highway and Transportation Department,

Aviation Division*
Historic Preservation Division*
Office of the Attorney General
Park and Recreation Division
State Land Office
Tourism Department

Local Governments

City of Albuquerque,
Advance Planning Division*
Aviation Division
Environmental Health Department*
Environmental Planning Commission*

Mayor's Office*
Office of Neighborhood Coordination
Open Space Advisory Board*
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Open Space Division
Parks and General Services Department
Public Art Program*
Public Works Department

Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood
Control Authority*

Bernalillo County
Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails

Committee*
Middle Rio Grande Council of

Governments*
Urban Transportation Planning and Policy

Board

Organizations

Alban Hills Neighborhood Association

Albuquerque Archeological Society

American Rock Art Research Association

The Archeological Conservancy*

Atrisco Land Rights Council*
Bay Area Rock Art Research Association*

Central New Mexico Audubon Society*

Corrales Horse and Mule People*
Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglyphs*

Greater Albuquerque Chamber of

Commerce*
Ladera Heights Neighborhood

Association*
Las Colinas Realty and Development
Company*

League of Women Voters of

Albuquerque/Bernalillo County*

National Indian Youth CouncilNational

Parks and Conservation
Association*

New Mexico Horse Council

Paradise Hills Civic Association, Inc.*
Petroglyph Citizens Alliance
Rim Rock Road Property Owners

Association*
Santa Fe Village Neighborhood Association
Sierra Club, Albuquerque Group*
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund*
Taylor Ranch Neighborhood Association*
Volcano Cliffs Homeowners Association
Westland Development Co., Inc.*
Westside Action Council*

Individuals

Letters from the following individuals

have been printed because they provide a
sample of the types of comments received.

Other letters from individuals were

received which expressed a preference for

a particular alternative or addressing a

specific issue have not been printed in this

document.

JoAnn B. Anders*
Howard H. Chapman*
Russell E. Dickenson*

Joe D. Luehring*
Richard M. Mooney*
Patrick J. Rogers*
Larry Weaver*

COMMENT LETTERS AND

RESPONSES

The letters and responses are printed in
the following pages.
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation

The Old Pa, Ofm Bdildin8 Raply ,a 730 Simms Smel. e400
'%0 noospW,ne Avenue . M4slW Golden . Colaeda wan
Wnhlnmo . BC 3CN0

December 12, 1994

Lawrence Beal

Chief of Planning
Petroglyph National Monument
123 Fourth Street SW , Room 101

Albuquerque , NM 87102

RE: Draft General Management plan for Petroglyph National

Monument , Now Mexico.

Dear Mr. Seal:

We recently received a copy of the draft general Management

Plan /Development Concept Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

for Petroglyph National Monument with a request for our comments

on the four proposed alternatives . The document is very detailed

and informative regarding the nature and significance of cultural

resources at Petroglyph National Monument, and the expected

impacts of proposed actions under each alternative . It appears

to us that the National Park Service has also done a very good

job of outlining the concerns of the Indian Pueblos and other

interested parties, and has provided a aeries of reasonable

alternatives for the public to review and comment on.

From a cultural resource protection standpoint, Alternative 2, as

proposed in the Plan , would clearly have the least impact. This

alternative would preserve the National Monument in as natural

condition as possible , would focus improvements in areas already

disturbed by visitor use, and would allow for the continued

traditional cultural ..a of the volcanoes and West Mesa by Pueblo

Indian groups with minimal disturbance by recreational visitors.

if the National Park Service believe. that this alternative does

not provide adequate opportunities for public recreation,

Alternative I provides increased visitor access to petroglyphe

and more remote areas of the Monument , without proposing actions

that will severely impact historic properties. As the National
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Park Service ' s proposed alternative, we have focused our comments

on Alternative I.

Under Public Law 101-313 , Petroglyph National Monument was

established to preserve , for the benefit and enjoyment of present

and future generations , the significant natural and cultural

resources in the Monument, and to facilitate research activities

associated with the resources ( Section 102 ( a)]. The authorizing

legislation also points out the urgent need to protect the

cultural and natural resources of the area from urbanization and

vandalism . As noted in the Plan, the entire National Monument i s

listed in the National Register of Historic Places and is likely

eligible as a cultural landscape . The All Indian Pueblo Council

has indicated that bicycling and horseback riding is inconsistent

with traditional use of this landscape and should not be allowed

on the sacred lands of the Monument . Before proceeding with a

preferred alternative that includes such use, the National Park

Service should seriously consider the possible consequences of

permitting bicycling and horseback riding, and of developing

trails for such multiple use on the integrity of setting,

feeling, and association, and on traditional Pueblo Indian

ceremonial use of the West Mesa and volcano area. Because of the

All Indian Pueblo Council's expressed concern, and because the

authorizing legislation for Petroglyph National Monument places

primacy on the preservation of the Monument ' s cultural resources

(presumably including the cultural landscape ) , we encourage you

to fully consider the potential adverse effects that development

of bicycle and horseback riding trails on West Mesa would have on

historic properties . We encourage you to adopt a preferred

alternative within the Plan that best preserves this landscape.

The inclusion of initial assessments of effects to historic

properties, and descriptions of additional consultation and

mitigation needed, will help interested parties and the general

public unde rstand t he ac tual impact s of proposed alte rnatives ,

inasmuch as they can be determined at this time . Table 12 is

particularly useful in detailing this information . We do note,

however , that proposed determinations of 'no adverse effect' have

been made for actions that may require archaeological excavation

as mitigation . Under the Council's regulations , at 36 CPR

800.9 ( c)(1), such a determination may not be appropriate where

archaeological properties are ascribed traditional cultural value

by Puebla Indian communities or if there is a likelihood of

disturbing human remains during excavations. While

archaeological data recovery may still be appropriate as

0

1. The table has been revised.

0



COMMENTS

mitigation , where an archaeological property is of value for
reasons other than, or in addition to, its research potential, a
determination of "adverse effect, should be made.

we also note one small typographical error on page 231: the
referred to amendments to the National Historic Preservation Act

2
were passed into law in October 1992, not 1993.

Thank you for providing me an opportunity to provide you with

some early feedback on the proposed draft GMP . If you have any

gases ions or concerns regarding these comments , please contact

Carol Gleichman of the Western Office of Review at (303) 231-

5320.

Sincerely,

Claudia Hiseley

Director , Western Office

of Review

RESPONSES

2. The final plan has been revised.

•
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONS

1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
GNU-4S. TX ]5102-2nd

OCT 2 6 1995

Mr. Lawrence Beal
Chief of Planning
Patroglyph National Monument
4735 Onset Boulevard Nw
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87120

Dear Mr. Meal:

In accordance with our responsibilities under Scotia. 300 of
the Clean Air Act , the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
and the Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for
Implementing NEPA , the D . S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Region 6 office in Dallas , Texas, has completed it. review of no
D.S. Department of the Interior , National Park Service (UPS)
Draft General Management and Development Concept Plan
Environmental Impact Statement ( DEIS ) for the Petroglyph National
Monument , Bernalillo County , New Mexico.

Petroglyph National Monument is the first national perk
syetem area specifically established to protect and interpret
patroglypha and their setting for the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations . This document presents four
alternatives , including a preferred alternative, for the
development , resource management , and visitor one of the
monument.

The proposed action is to provide diverse opportunities for
the visitors of different ages and abilities to see petroglyphs
within the context of the escarpment , mesa top , volcanoes, Rio
Grande Valley , and the Sandia Mountains . Visitors would be
directed to a visitor center/heritage education center at Bona
Negra CPnyon . Horseback and bicycle riding would be permitted on
aelecteLL designated mesa top trails and at several crossing
points . No horses or bicycles would be allowed in petroglyph
viewing areas or archeological sites anywhere in the monument.

1 I EPA classifies your DEIS and proposed action as "TA ," i.e.,
EPA has "Tack of obj actions ^. Our Classification will be

under section 309 of the Clean Air Act, to'inform the public of

1. Thank you for your review and comment.

n.y,Yeeewa.a..emw,nn wprae. atew np en SOON aeyrsa np.(doe P eIne1
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2

our views on proposed Federal actions . We appreciate the
opportunity to review the UEIS and request that you send our
office two ( 2) copies of the Final EIS at the same time that it
is ..at to the Office of Federal Activities, EPA,
401 N Street S.W ., Washington , O.C. 20460.

Jane Saginaw
Regional Adainietrato
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New Mauro EOOIOglo# Servicaa S. 01fics

2105 Cavan NE
AlbuWaqua, Now Mexico 07113

Phone : 1505) 7614526 Fax : 1505) 7814542

September 8, less

Memorandum

Cone . I2-2292-1-082

To: Superintendent , Petroglyph National Monument . National Park Service,
Albuquerque , New Mexico

From: State Supervisor , New Mexico Ecological Services State off.$

Subedk Draft General Menegement PtanlDevelpment Concept Plan, Environmental
Impact Statement for Potroglyph National Monument

This responds to your request for comments on the subject draft document dated

August 1995. In a memorandum dated January 9, 1992, this office indicated no

action. Data in out files and information in the draft document indicate a " no effect"
finding remains correct. We are enclosing an updated list of endangered , threatened,

and can did ate species a may =ou r m rna o County , some o which may occur

on Petroglyph National Monument . You should request an update to this list prior to
initiating any development projects.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this document . If we can be of further
assistance , plows contact Charlie McDonald of my staff at (5051761-4525.

IBPP

Co.
Regional Director , National Park Service , Southwestern Region, Same Fa, H. Mexloo

RESPONSES

1. Thank you for your review and comment.

0
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Threatened Endangered, and Candidate Species Potentially
Occurring in Bernalillo County , New Mexico

Petroglyph National Monument General Management/Oevelopment
Concept Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

September 8, 1995

Arizona black-tailed prairie dog . Cynomys ludoviclanua adzonenais. C2
Big free-tailed bet , Nvcnnom os m g{g$1g I =Tada6d & BL„ $„ moil na). C2
Black-footed ferret, Mussels morose E
Fringed myotis , Mvods thvsanodas, C2

Long-legged myotis, Mvetie volans. C2
New Mexican meadow lumping mouse, Zimzt hydsoniue Jutaga, C2
Occult little brown bat , M YOtia IOOPppye gggunua. C2
Pale Townsend ' s I. weateml big - eared bet, Macaws townsendii C2
Pecos River muskrat Qdatra zibathicus dpensis. C2
Snail-footed myotis, Myors clblabwm C2

Spatted bat. Eudarma ma
y

c data,m C2

Yuma MYOtla , MV9Ya yimanens a. 02

American peregrine falcon, fags pareorinus anatum E
Arctic peregrine falcon, Falco pgearinua tundriua . T IS/Al
9aird's aparrow , Ammodremus bandit. C2
Bald eagle , Hallaeetua leucoceohelus. T
Black tam, Q,idodoniae ojgat, C2
Ferruginous hawk , ganzE r e calls C2
Loggerhead shrike, Lanius ludovicianua. C2
Mexican spotted owl, ag" ocnidenrolix lucid, T w/CH
Mountain plover , Charadnua myp(apua, Cl
Northern goshawk . Accioiier g ni le C2
Southwestern willow flycatcher , Emoidonex tE&M aXdmya, E w/PCH
Western burrowing owl, Athens eunicularia tyouate. C2
W hite-feced on, Qlggadig gbjpj, C2
Whooping crane , funs am@flsans, E
Flathead chub . Plawaobio I = HVbopaisl g Iagi[is, C2
Rio Grande silvery minnow, Hvboanethue aM10L E w/PCH
Texas horned lizard, Phrvnosoma ggmutum, C2
Millipede , TekeyL hi£ n iagyy C2

Index

Endangered
T=Threatened
PCH =Proposed critical habitat
CI=Category I Candidate
C2=Category 2 Candidate
S/A=Similarity of Appearance
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
FemelVPe Nations! Man®mt

8801 V. metea'M NW
Aiupaagna New MWw $7120

5,76(PETR)
x&1621 ( SWSO-POS)

September 20, 1995

Field Supervisor
Ecological Services
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
2105 Osuna NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87113

SEP22

Enclosed is the informal biological assessment for the subject
Draft Environmental Impact Statement which includes proposals for
future development of visitor and administrative facilities at
? ecregLyph National Monument . Eernalillo County, New Mexico.

We find that the proposed developments would not likely adversely
affect proposed , threatened , or endangered species, or designated
critical habitat . This assessment is provided to advise you of our
current actions and decisions . Also enclosed is a copy of the
Draft General Management Plan /Development Concept Plan and Draft
Environmental repact Statement , as well as a concurrence form which
may facilitate your communications with us in this informal
consultation.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please
telephone Nanty Skinner an 505-988 .5859. Thank you for your
a334 tan.a.

Sincerely,

Enclosure,

•

RESPONSES

•
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Cons. 12-22_95-x-550

CONCURR ENTCE M FSOUTHWEST rWST£ NPS
r DAN, R£ I S 0 I At £

We have reviewed your informal Biological Assessment for
implementing the general management plan and development concept
plan, which would provide for visitor and administrative
facilities at Patroglyph National Monument , Bernalillo county,
New Mexico. -

-2ri We concur with your findings that the above proposed
N tional Park service action is not likely to adversely affect
listed species or critical habitat.

We do not concur with your Biological Assessment and
believe additional informal / formal consultation may be necessary
in this matter.

FXPtANATrONS (ifnece=_aa_ :

Signature

Cate Supe

Title

New Mexico Ecological Services Scate Office

USFWS Office

Data

R€CE®ED q,P,S.

acr t g aw
°e0s"T, owe" Namgbm

RESPONSES
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November 3,1995

Mr. Stephen Whitesell
Superintendent , Petroglyph National Monument
4735 Later Boulevard NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Dear Mr. Whitesell:

This letter teanamita our comments on to Draft General Management PIaNEnviromnemal

Impact Statement for Peleoglyph Naitonal Monument . We are faxing this letter to you to

expedite our response and will follow up with a hard copy is the mail.

I. One of our major concerns, one we have stressed in our comments provided to you on

December 13, 1994, is that it is extremely important for the National Park Service ( NPS) to

take into consideration the established flight tracks for Double Eagle It Airport (DBE II)

when siting the visitor facilities, meditation points, etc ., where solitude and quiet would be

very important . It is noted in the Bibliography of the draft we could find no mention of

reference to the final Environmental Assessment (EA) for an omairpon access road on DBE

11. Flighnracks and noise exposure contours found in the final EA may prove to be of

assistance to you.

2. We would appreciate having a copy ofthe Land Protection Plan referred to in the draft

EIS when addressing land acquisition policy. It is noted that reference is made to the Land

Protection Plan when addressing acquisition of land into the Monument boundary in lieu of

discussing any acquisition action in the EIS document itself.

3. Unless we have missed it, a map depicting areas identified in Table 1, page 49 of the

draft EIS. would have been very helpful.

4. On page 6 7 of the draft EIS reference is made to access from the Airport Haul Road to

the volcanoes and that an amendment of an agreement between the city of Albuquerque and

the Federal Aviation Adminisuation (FAA) would be necessary . As we have stressed in Fast

conespondence , there is no room for latitude on use ofthe Haul Road strictly for airport

access. The only alternative would be for the city of Albuquerque to repay the Federal

Government a ll Federal monies that have been expended on construction of the road; then
the city would own it and be able to determine its uses. There can be no amendment to the
agreement , which was, in acmaliry, the grant agreement when the FAA invested Federal
money into the airport mad. In our January 12, 1995. letter to you we enclosed an excerpt

1. The Final Environmental Assessment for an on-airport access road on
Double Eagle II was used as a reference and is cited on the second page
of the bibliography in the draft plan.

2. The National Park Service will continue to work with the city and the
Federal Aviation Administration to resolve the access issue. See
"Volcanoes Area" section in alternative 1.
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from FAA Order 5100.38A, Airport Improvement Program (AIP). which specifically
addressed the use ofairport access wads and their eligibility for Air funding . Since this
access to the volcanoes is a part of Alternative 1, the proposed action , it is important that the
NPS understand that this is not a negotiable item, but is is part of our established regulations.

5. Tnroughoul our review of the draft EIS, discussions of impacts, whether they were direct,
indirect, or cumulative , seemed to be directed only towards possible impacts to the
Monument itself. NEPA compliance, to us, has meant that Federal agencies are charged
with the task ofevaluating not only the onsite impacts , but also impacts that could occur
outside the area of the proposed action. Reference is made to page 141, Paseo del None
(PDN), in the draft 51$. The NPS has de[emsined thacconstru <tion ofPDN through the
Monument will serve ao purpose for the Monument ; therefore , the NPS is not obligated to
evaluate possible impacts to the announcing communities or the city of Albuquerque itself
should PON ultimately be concocted elsewhere or not at all. We feel that this approach
does not meet the intent of NEPA and that the NPS should consider the effects of its actions
on others as well as the Monument.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft EIS . If you should
have any questions concerning our comments , please contact Ms. Joyce M. Porter at
(817)222-5644.

Sincerely,

ND pmWOkJaho Airport
Development Offic

e
e

cc:
Mr. Hanson Scott
Director of Aclarion
Albuquerque International Airport
P.O. Bux9022
Albuquerque, NM 87119

RESPONSES

3. The intent of the National Environmental Policy Act has been met.
There are no actions proposed in the management plan that have not
been analyzed.

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

The plan does not contain any actions that conflict with city policy that
did not already conflict with city policy with the establishment of the
monument. Establishing the monument and signing the binding
agreement are the actions that put city policy in conflict with the
monument, not any actions in the general management plan. The
National Park Service does not have the authority under current law
and policy to allow development that would derogate the values and
purposes for which the monument was designated.

As stated on page 23 of the draft plan, the plan is consistent with the
City and County Comprehensive Plan, the Northwest Mesa Area Plan, and
the Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan. We look forward to working with
the city staff to identify the specific conflicts, other than Paseo del Norte,
that may exist.

It is not the purpose or intent of the National Environmental Policy Act
or the general management plan to resolve all these conflicts. Rather,
the National Environmental Policy Act requires the consideration of
conflicts resulting from a proposed agency action.

On page 23, the National Park Service clearly states that there are
conflicts with federal and city policy; however, these conflicts are not a
result of the management plan but they are a result of legislation
creating the monument. However, the National Park Service also states
that we are working with the city to resolve these conflicts. We state
those plans that we know we are generally consistent with, and we
identify the one plan with which we are in conflict.
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January 12, 1995

Mr. Larry Beal

Petroglyph National Monument

National Park Service

123 Fourth St., S.W., Room 101

Albuquerque , NM 87102-9953

Dear Mr. Beal;

fors, 5 e
m.. uwe.v.

,e:Medea aulam+
Rea

7,, wo,m.,M , 7515.0000

In reference to your telephone call of January 10, 1995, to

Ma. Joy porter , of this office , and to further clarify our

letter to you dated December 13, 1994, the following is

offered.

The appropriate operation . forecast table in the preliminary

master plan update ( Plan ) for Double Eagle ii Airport (DBE

I1), to be used in estimating projected aircraft operations,

is Table 3 . 14 on page 3-43 of the Plan. That table utilizes

three different scenarios for projected growth at DBE II,

all of which are defined on pages 3 - 4 through 3-6 of the

Plan. Of those three, we feel that the most realistic is

Scenario 2. A. stipulated in Scenarios 2 and 3, we do not

anticipate a new reliever airport being developed in the

area any time in the foreseeable future; however , Coronado.

Airport could remain open , in one form or another, due to

its acquisition by the Sandia Pueblo. All remaining items

i n Scenario 2 are deemed feasible . Scenario 3 assumes that

80 percent of the general aviation activity at Albuquerque

International Airport ( AIA) will move to DBE II. It is our

belief that the 40 percent estimate in Scenario 2 is a much

more realistic and feasible figure.

It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle
Project has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

There is no authorization for the Pasco del Norte right-of-way. The
entire Unser Middle Project is an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

- Together We Succeed -
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There are options other than 00E II in the area for
relocation of general aircraft , i.e. Salon or mriarity. we
also do not foresee large scale development opportunities
becoming a reality at OBE II in the foreseeable future;
modest is a much more realistic projection.

The operations activity forecasts in Table 3.14 are

considered to be the most appropriate forecasts for nez 11.

We do agree , however, that the table is somewhat confusing

when considering its set up . A revised copy of the table is

enclosed with heading lines adjusted , more clearly

indicating the appropriate figures to be included in each

category . In estimating total aircraft operations , which is
usually a high estimate , the Oh_Lmw column under the

Total heading represents the total operations forecasts.

For the year 1995 under Scenario 2, the operations total is
estimated at a8,900; for 2 0 0 is is estimated at 290,085.

This is a little over a'^hrE eef.1JJd increase in operations;

not the stated . ..enfold Identified in the draft EIS for

the Monument , Even when looking at the Scenario 3, which

you identified as the worst case scenario and used i n
preparation of the NPS EIS, the 1995 forecast is 111180;

the 2010 is 327,418. Again , it is not quite a threefold

increase in operations, keeping in mind that these figures

are higher than we anticipate occuring at DBE It.

Enclosed as you requested is an excerpt from Order 5100.38A,

Airport Improvement Program (Alp), addressing el igibi:ity of

airport roads for Alp funding . Also enclosed i s a copy of

the original grant cover sheet indicating Federal

participation in the access road. As stated in our letter'

to Mr. Whitesell dated duly 26, 1993, access to the Monument

via the portion of the road on airport property would be in

v iolation of the grant agreement between the city and the

FAA. Access to the Monument via the portion ' of the access

road below the airport boundary should be discussed with the

city.
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We hope this further clarifies the PAA'e concerns. If you
would like to discuss this letter further, please contact

Ms. JOY Porter of my staff at (017 ) 222-5644.

sincerely,

Newa^
Manager, New Mexico/Oklaboma

Airport Development Office

3 Enclosures

cc:

Mr. Hanson Scott

Director of Aviation

Albuquerque International Airport

P.O. Box 9022

Albuquerque , NM 07119

0
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December 23, 1994

Mr. Larry Beal
Petroglyph National Monument

National Park Service

123 Fourth St S.W., pope 102

Albuquerque, NM 81102-9951

Dear Mr. Beal:

Thank you for the opportunity to re view the draft General

Management Plan / Development Concept Plan Environmental

Impact Statement ( EIS) for the Petroglyph National

Monument.

I apologize for not being able to attend the upcoming

meeting in Albuquerque on December 14 due to previous

commitments in connection with the EIS we are preparing in

Taos. I have , however, enclosed our comments and

recommendations for your consideration.

I will be back in the office on December 19 and 20 before

leaving for the holidays . If you have any questions,

please give me a call at ( 817) 222-5644 . We extend to you

and the National Park Service staff our sincere wishes for

a very Merry Christmas.

Sincerely,

Porter
i4lpnmental Specfaliet

NM/OK Airport Development Office

Enclosure

•

- Together We Succeed -
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COMMENTS ON DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT
PLAN/DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT

1. Page 26, Double Eagle II General Aviation Airport:
Reference is made to the number of aircraft operations
increasing Sevenfold by the year 2010 . The actual master
plan update forecast figures reflect the present (1991)
operations as 22̂ . 071 the 2010 operations forecast figures
indicate the esti

.5
mated operations will be 283 ,7 00. This is

an increase of approximately 56,193 operations over the 20
year planning period; net the sevenfold increase indicated
in the preliminary EIS.

2. Pages 26/ 27: Reference is made to 1,315 acres of the
monument now in private ownership . If the Monument plans
to acquire these properties , will it be done under the
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970 ( URARPAPA ) ? If so, no mention was
found. Not having seen the referenced Land Protection
Plan, we were unable to determine if UEARPAPA Was
applicable.

Because of the recently completed EA for the airport and
our public involvement process, we have received concerns
from the public about the EIS for the monument and whether
the NPS is following NEPA in its land acquisition.

3. We have reviewed the various alternatives recommended
in the EIS . Please refer to FAA letter dated July 26,
1993, copy attached , concerning planned access to the
Monument from the airport access road referred to an the
Haul Road. We would like to again reiterate that any other
use of the airport access road other than airport access
would be in direct violation of the grant agreement
presently existing between the City of Albuquerque and the
FAA. Alternatives E (proposed action ), 2, and 4 show
public access to the Monument from the Haul'Road.

4. The final locations selected for visitor facilities,
meditation , and areas where primarily solitude and quiet
are of the utmost importance are recommended to be planned
and sited keeping in mind Operations connected With Double
Eagle II Airport . When possible , areas where the noise
levels from existing overflights from aircraft connected
with Double Eagle II Airport are at the lowest level should
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be considered . We recommend that you refer to the final EA
for Double Eagle II Airport for noise contours in the
vicinity of the airport . Those contours may prove to be
beneficial to you in the design and siting of these areas
for public use, If you need an additional copy of the EA,
please let us know.

•
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IOOL' 1 9 1397

Mr. Stephen whitesell , Superintendent
Patroglyph National Monument
123 4th Street , Room 101
Albuquerque , NM 87102-9953

Dear Mr . Whitesell:

This letter rescinds our letter dated July 15, 1993, concerning
the use of the Double Eagle ii Airport Haul Road for access to
the Petroglyph National Monument . After further review and
discussions with our Albuquerque Airports District office
personnel , we have found our previous letter was incorrect in the
exact definition of the term " use" on the different portions of
the road in question.

The Portion of the Airport Real Read from 1-40 to the airport
property boundary is owned by the city of Albuquerque , and the
city should be contacted concerning any use other than airport
access.

The Portion of the Airport Haul Road net is On airport property
has exclusive Can in that it can only be used for access to
Double Eagle II Airport . Any net use of that portion of the
road would violate the grant agreement between the city of
Albuquerque and the Federal Aviation Administration.

We hope that this Clarifies the appropriate use of the Double
Eagle II Airport Haul Road . If you should have any questions,
please give me a call at ( 817) 624-5608.

Sincerely,

m01m wj
wow-

Joyce M . Porter
Environmental Specialist
NM/08 Airport Development Office

- TOOETNUR IS 8000850 -

•
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DEPARTIA ENT OF TRANSPORTATION

re0eq,L AVrATION AOMIMISTRATION

GRANT AGREEMENT

Pan I-Offe

Date of Offer AUG 31979

Vat ]la.a

Project No. 5-33-0002-02

Contact No. 1I4T4A79SY-8925

Airport

TO: The City of Albogoeryu , U. Utica
(herein referred to as the "Sponsor")

FROM : The United States of America ( acting through the Federal Aviation Administration , herein
referred to as the " FAA")

WHEREAS, the Sponsor has submitted to the FAA a Project Application dated July 30, 1979
for a grant of Federal funds for a project for develop

ment of the West ueu Airport herein called
the "Airport"), together with plans and specifications for such project , which Project Application,
as approved by the FAA is hereby incorporated herein and made a part hereof; and

WHEREAS, the FAA has approved a project for development of the Airport ( herein called the"P(oject") consisting of the following-d escribed airport development

Phav II of: Aegafra lcod, fee tiny, (.pprozfa.tely
2,655 saRelae land. he title. (aPpeorlaa.ly
1,065 acre.); aegolre deer tree ve.. (epprosi-
aataly 70 acre.); .acme[ aeevx road (30' r 20.000');
Parfa.ter fancies, (appa.zfnaeiy 50,008 l.f.).

all as more particularly described in the property map and plans and specifications incorporated Nthe said Project Application;

RESPONSES
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My 17, 1994

a..

Mr. Stan phiteeell
National Park s.rrice
123 rei-rh Street, S.W.
Albugnergne , Mw Morino 27192.

Deer Mr . Whiteesut

we have been ;atoned that tbi yin fBadotel Indian Pueblo,
Inc. IPSIP ) Pueblo Connors have conasderet your Plans for
d..e;epin9 trail . on the .noted leads of the Latreglyph national
M9nusest and that they have consented to building trail . for people
oily.

to cur discussion sin rhea, strong t.nrvatioar so the total
plan oar. indicated . Phey indicated their agronsnt to build
trolls to aosaedsv psbbepI but sore that ta..e trail.
should net be used for s. ei Lanes. Strong feelinqa were
exrusd by All and again, the cost iaportsat adncen war that the

-radians have As nseae .tan i.g that this aurvt is a sacred
and religion site first sod for ec for Pueblos and other idians
of the area.

For these Pueblo Idiane •bn Use Used these altos for meA,
centuries and continue to Use the, w strongly dattnd that the
Park Service r..peet ad hold thin area is a .ewruat ®nn.r ;net
like ahsistian church property . As win other dansinatiwe
throughout as united States ad ppoo sasibly the world, horns or
bikes should not ho allowed in art ohvrdbosl our ahntthes or sits
t wrabip are, not enclosed atruototee , however, they are

nevertheless s plan for wnnbip . rarer, sacrifice . offerings and
burial . Pose. are eemwratod and Eeliwd areas wed will rain
w.

0
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an the property for not, and is the Yatan.
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STSr?AENT OF BILL ii&1hxtE , EXBCIIDE DIRP1rOR
Presentee September 28, 1995, to the Joint Planntng Commissions

City of Albuquerque and County of aernallilo . acv Xextco
Because of the severely limited time, I, representing the Five Sandoval Indian

Pueblos, must reiterate their stance on the Petroglyph National Monument I ask that
you listen with your hearts as we do not have a vote in this City.

The Petrogtyph National Monument area is a sacred place. It is recognized by
at the pueblos . It is recognized as sacred by non-Indians who are authorities in this
area of knowledge . Many things have been bused there over the centuries. These
things should not be disturbed in any way as many of these items were placed there
to accompany the deceased on his or her journey into the next world. To disturb or
destroy these things that belong to deceased Individuals also destroys their chances
of reaching their destination on this long journey. No greater harm or evil can be done
to a spiritt

The genuine and mostly ancient petroglyphs are an inherent part of the rituals
used to signal the spirit world that one is on this journey. Therefore , no petroglyphs
should be moved from their piece as they have been consecrated by our medicine
people.

Although people living now may try to measure the journey of those who left
here centuries ago there is no time element N the realm of the Great Spiro, The
petroglyphs have other uses and meaning but this will have to suffice for now.

We would ask that more serious consideration be given to our questions . Cities
throughout the United States are constantly spending great amounts of money to
capture and /or rebuild ancient or historical places within their cities. Some
undertakings are relatively small and many are large . Why cant Albuquerque join
other cities with a preservation mentality and recognize that the petroglyphs are
ancient and the an found in these settings is priceless , one of a kind , never to be
duplicated in the same place at time?

Although we understand there is a transportation plan, we must state that the
plan has not been followed exactly and that many changes have taken place rendering
it obsolete. it can no longer be useful in predicting the uses that are most appropriate
for this changing environment.

It is our opinion that much work needs to be done and consensus achieved
from these who address transportation issues for this entire area . Specifically, the
planners for Albuquerque , Rio Rancho , the Middle Rio Grande Council of
Governments , the counties of Bemalilio and Sandoval and communities who have
some semblance of autonomy or sovereignty need to get together. Foremost In this
planning must be represeniativee of the pueblo governments as portions of their
reservations will be affected.

RESPONSES

0
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The Ideal planning group would wok in an atmosphere of equality, mutual
respect and serious considerations of seNng the public at large wherever
transportation impacts communities and where those impacts wills remain into the
distant M ute,

Naturally, provisions would be made to protect areas such as the petrogyphs
and open spaces.

In the present situation, it seems incongruous to us to have the City of
Albuquerque spend time, effort and millions of dollars to purchase open space above
and adjacent to the escarpment for public use and at the same time plan for multiple
roads In the same area. Perhaps we have the wrong concept In mind but we are
under the Impression that open spaces are for quiet use by people.

The use of open space by people on the west side should be similar to the use
of the Elena Gallegos grant on the oat side . No vehicular traffic goes through the
land. Imagine the two different areas In our backyards)

Also, we do not understand why roads cannot go around the Petrogtyph
National Monument. Many of the major roads In Albuquerque stop and go around golf
courses. Gott courses are not In the category of ancient, historic or sacred. Or, are
they sacred? Commuters are conditioned to taking a low more minutes to get to their
destinations by going around parks , golf courses , schools, etc.. Besides, it the City
wanted to seriously consider other available roads , It will find them as they do exist

Lasty, we would ask the leaders to stop long enough to see all the real beauty
in Albuquerque that is being destroyed. Under the heading of 'development' and
'economic progress; most scenic areas are displaced by homes, businesses, etc. It
seems as though whenever we see a beautltut place that nature has spent millions of
years sculpturing, planing, and coloring , man has his own version of what Is needed
and promptly 'plumps' himself in the midst of It thinking his creation adds beauty. In
reality, he destroys it.

The Great Spiro through nature is the creator of all beauty in all Is forms. Try
as we may. we cannot compete and out do the nature% corms existing around us.
Therefore, we suggest and plead that we save what little nature is left in Albuquerque.

•
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National Indian Youth Council

313 Elm Sateat, S.E. Aib vquezyue, .[xw Mat ico %7 2
(505) 247-2251

FAX (505) 247-4253

National Indian Youth Council, inc.
Testimony on Draft General b(aaagemeat plan an,l

Fnviroomenvl Impact Statement for
Yehoglyphl4afonal Monument

Albuquerque TVI

Board Rm 100, Smith Brasher Hall
717 University Blvd SE, Albuquerque NM

Mr. Clmupernon and Commission Membem:

I are vormae Ration, Execudve Director of the National Indian Yotth Council, Inc. We are a

non-plohr organi zation and have been in operation since 1961. With offices in Albuquerque,

Farmipgron, and Gallup. We are an Indian orgavizadoa established to advocate and preserve

Indian interest in health, education, employmen; economic development religious rights, etc.

ran National Indian Youth Council, expresses support ofModified Alternative 52.

Concerns m alternatives presented in the General Management Plan are

The level of input or lack of input from the Native American community particularly the

surrounding Pueblos and Indian Tribes-

Was input really pursued and how much consideration was given to the religions

aigoificaoce of the area?

• • S
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After repeated testimony from Mr. Bill Weabkee and the local Native American organisations

regarding the religious significance of the area the presented altemanves do not reflect any

accommodation to Native American concerna, when the legislation specifically calls for

adhering to the Native American Religious Freedom Ace

We have reviewed all few alternatives presented at this time and feel that while each complies

with the present legislation to a degee, none filly ivcorpvrates every aspect of the legislation.

Most recently W. Malcom Meowya had give testimony presenting the Pueblo of Sandia', tb

main concerns ; these concerns are reasonable and legitimate.

Conceits stated are the following.

1. No roads

2. N. bikes rood horses

3. Keep development in already disturbed areas

4. Presence ofpark people so protectarea

Modified Alternative : 2 presented by W. Ike Eastvold incarporaiea all the above issues and

•

concerns which are reasonable and legitimate and most impunandy they complies with the
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present legislation and its intent

In closing we request this you consider and appmve modified almmative k 2 as presented here

today, and that you vigorously pursue input from the local surrounding tribes and include them

in Crary aspect afthis development

0
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March 4, 1994

Stephen whiteeell , Superintendent
Petroglyph National Menuaeat
Netioml Park Service
123 ?ourth Street , SW, Room 101
Albuquerque , NM 87102

pear Superintendent whitewall:

we have reviewed your neat recent Preferred Alternative forthe General nsba9daaee Pled- Zr appears you have incorporated theprevious Alternative ilk emphasiminq recreational trail development
into your preferred , mQ they are new one and the same . Also, you
show the Peace pal Norte crossing ae A dashed line Study
Corridor,' and the Usher crossing as a solid line , evidently
indicating your acceptance of Uoser.

The Pueblo of Sandie is opposed to these changes. wewish to
beve Perraglypa Natiaaal 93ehument protected from development
intrusions like these roads and recreation trails , and kept in a
largely natural condition . For this reason, we aueport the
recom endetiene of the sloe Ribbon Penal for pedaattian access on
calking trails , and .1 maw roads.

The Pueblo Pndiaa tribes consistently have emphasized the
importance of educating the non-Indian Visitor to Pet-.glyph
National Moaunenc as as to awaken a respect and deeper appreciation
for our culture. In his October 11, 198s, tesainony to the
Interior Committee of the U. S Concreae , aIPC Chairman Settee
Agovo stated our r solve that the area be protected ao as to
provide for our continued religious uses and, ' for the benefit of
both Indiana and non-Indian Visitor, who tune to appreciate our
culture.'

RESPONSES
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Superintendent, Wbitesall
March 4, 1994
Page 2

And the Pueblo Indian Position Paper prepared by Ted S. Jojela and
Joe L. Jolola In 1988 for senator Domenici's Advisory Commictea
rea£firae that the Monument contains,

• ..e great heritage which has considerable religious and
cultural importance to Pueblo Indian people today... (and
vas) Created for the benefit of all unto, gaaratLeos,•

The extensive recreational development proposed in your
Preferred Alternative, together with the proposed road intrusions,
dogs not bolting in a National Monument dedicated to the above
purposes. -lust as thare.are'good alternaglvfa ;Or.the rods, there
ere many other places Lbere.. te¢estioal trails can be located.
Our ancestral Barred landb`are a speciaL piece -set aside by
Congress. specifically for -our continued religious dean, for
contemplation and prayer, and, for interpretation to she an-Indian
public. Nsea allayed thould.be Goneistent with the contaQlative
tone of & great outdoor church so as to awaken respect and
appreciation in^tSe non-Indian for our cultural,8eritage.

s

iin

cerely,

Joe M. Ljan
Governor

cc: 8111 Weehkee, 1SIP
have Diley, AIPC

Royer Martin Chave2
Governor , Alvino Wrote, Ieleta Pueblo
Governor , Reginald T. Pasguel , Acorns Pueblo
Governor, Joe L. Perot, Janet pueblo
Governer . Andrew Quintana , CoChlti Pueblo
Governor , Andrew-Gallegos , Seats Ann pueblo
Governor, Henry Shije , Zia Pueblo
Rem Funk. Superintendent Open Space Division
John Cook, NPS

RESPONSES
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NEW MEXICO STATE HJCHWAT
AND TRAN9YORTATON JaE?AHTMENI

µ rpYN npPoRNM?I PM'.OS

25 October 1995

U.S. Dept. ofthe Interior
National Park Service
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Ureter Blvd NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Ann: Douglas E. Eury

Subj: Peroglyph Monument and Double Eagle II Airport

Gentlemen:

I am sorry I was unable to attend and participate in the recent public
comment sessions regarding the Draft Plan and EIS for Petroglyph
National Monument . However, I would like to take this opportunity to
submit for your consideration the concerns ofthe New Mexico State
Aviation Division regarding the pack and it's proximity to , and effect on,
nearby Double Eagle ll Airport.

in essence, Double Eagle D Airport was built with a great deal of
forsight and vision by Albuquerque's City Fathers . Unfortunately, those
visions have yet to be entirely filIlled due to an "identity crisis" by the
airport and its unfortunate geographical association with the Petroglyphs
and the Volcanoes . In spite ofthe many years ofrhetotic and differing
opinions by all sides in the matter, two things remain certain : ThePesro-
glyph Monument will remain in some form or fashion , and Double Eagle

II will remain in some form or fashion . It is my sincerest hope that a way
can be found I. the near future in which we can accept those foots and And

a way in which both sites can work together with, instead of against, each

other.

It is the charter ofthia Division to ensure that Double Eagle II Airport
survives - especially in these fiscally anorexic times. I'm sure the same
can be said ofyour efforts with the Park . While It may be my personal
opinion that , inevitably , the Petroglyph Park complex will emulate New
York's Central Park in terms of being surrounded by "civilization", it
remains the position ofthis Division that the Park should and will not
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survive at the expense of the inevitable devdopmem of the west mass.
I would like to think that, together, we might find a reasonable solution
which provides peaceful coexistence of both while providing some form
ofmutually-rewarding economic viability and eompatabihty. After sal, air.
ports axe all about open space, and with aircraft getting quitter all the
time (along with their ability to modify traffic patterns ), time is casaialy
something to be said about the beaeilt, of having an airport nearby, via
the misplaced perception that it is a nuisance and a target for elimination.
While it is vise that reduced federal spending is doing a darn goodjob in
shutting down airports all by itself, rest assured that Double Eagle Dwiff
not be one ofthem.

Please feel free to contact this office at any time if you would care to
discuss the testa about Double Eagle II and aviation in the area. We
would be happy to help you in any way possible . Thank you for your
time and interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

AviAviation Division
Director
Pete A der

u; Sen . Pete Domeaici, Washington, D.C.
Sen. ie$'Bingaman, Washington, D.C.
SorretesyBruce Babbirr. Washington, D.C.
Governor Gary Johnson, Santa Fe, NM
Mayor Martin Chavez, Albuquerque NM
FAA - Albuquerque Airports District office
Ernest Guenther, Double Eagle D Abpon Manager
Double Eagle 11 Airport Services, Inc.

0
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March S. 1995

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

OFFICE OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION

VILLA RIVERA BUILDING

IIG EAST PALACE AVENUE

SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO 60103

(50511x7.6320

Mr. Lawrmoe Scat
Cbfefof PLanS8
Peoogl>Ph National Mousiness
323 Posits Sort, SW, ROOM 101
Albuquerque , N. MX,. 87102

MIOSAEL ROO TAYLOS

Ac Draft Gmaal ManegemeoE plan for Petrowlyph National Moot % Now Mexico

Dm Larry:

Our off" bn rtviewrd the trail Genad Management PlmmDevalopmmE Concept Plan and
EnNtdvnesd Snpam S plao fn Pmogsoriol tiona Monument "RSpbn rapanu wtemmn onfon
proposed nnmafivm ,

N
is well presented you

Wok

Lyime Sebeci,s (Deputy SIWO and Sate

Aschecologin) sod I
w.The

Plan
ere eppradadve of Me ft.e you ok to friars on site te January whore we was

able to discuss the altanadva u we visited vnlass sessions of the Monument.

Our eommmts oancm with those of the AdNmry Councl dated Oaanher 12 , 1996 to your ofm.
Altrnedve 2 would have the law hoped to the cWOUOI rewmcef N the Monument Howova,

Altenwtive I which is the NPS proposed alternative , wadd inmuse oppodonidn for public m em os
and edos and dill keep impacts Ia the cWmn) pmpdsin to a sbUisom

Our office wools its AtEmutive 1 n NPS's loosed alremmivet salting tote eccou 1 me mmmann
provided to you by We Advisory Ceemc5 to the covwuoimties of December 12.

S'mumly,

Mi
Stns Hiuoric Prmenmioo Of0ow

Thank you for your review and comment.

a. Clan41SMosey. Advisory Cameit on Ftisweic Prtsavslioo. Wevhm M.
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City ofAlbuquerque
P.O. BOX1293 ALBUOUEeQUE , NEW MEXICO 87103

Martin T. Chavez
Mayor

September 29, 1995

Douglas Eury , Acting Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Unger, NW
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87120

Dear Mr. Eury:

The city of Albuquerque has completed its review of the August
1995, draft General Management Plan for Petroglyph National
Monument and we find that there are still many key issues that must
be resolved before development of the Monument. can some forward.
While we are pleased with the Park Service's agreement to include
horse and bicycle access to the mesa-top trails and to consider our
preferred location for the Piedras Mercedes Pueblo ruin visitor
facility, other matters noted in our response to the earlier draft
of the General Management Plan have been essentially ignored.

The Park Service refusal to adequately address extension of Paseo
del Norte or to make allowance for drainage improvements within the
Monument continues to fly in the face of our community's obligation
to adequately accommodate new growth on the west mesa , while also
ignoring an important option for protection of the Monument's key
resources. The western extension of Poses del Norte provides a
clear park purpose by providing access to the Piedras Marcadas
portion of the Monument and offering a corridor for drainage and
utility routes, yet the Park Service continues to dismiss this
without support as being beyond the scope of the management plan .
Drainage improvements within the Monument are critical to avoiding
damage to petroglyphe and surrounding natural features, yet the
Park Service continues to place the burden for managing atorm water
on property owners, including the City, outside of the Monument
with no consideration for the potential value of improvements on
Monument land.

The City has expended funding and staff resources over several
decades to acquire and protect Open space land in and around the
Monument. We are now asked to donate over 2,300 acres of thisproperty to the federal government, with no details of how our

=THE CITY OFALBUWEROUE ISAN EOUALOPPORIUNIWIeEASONABLE ACcOMMOOA110N EMPLOYERm

0
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Mr. Douglas Bury
September 29, 1995
Page 2

concerns for the development and operation of the Monument will be
addressed . The City objects to proposed boundary additions that
would bring more land into the Monument without adequate funding
for acquisition or consideration as to how it is to be managed.
The federal government has been very slow to acquire property
within its portion of the Monument , and additional owners should
not be subjected to having their land placed in an administrative
limbo.

The City actively protected resources in this area prior to
creation of the Monument , and has always recognized their value to
the community . The Park Services has failed to recognize the needs
of this community in its planning efforts and is seriously
jeopardizing the partnership that helped create Petroglyph National
Monument . Please review the attached comments carefully. The
final version of general Management Plan moat be revised to include
the City's position on these matter .. The continued bad faith of
the Park Service regarding the Petroglyph National Monument needs
to give way to a shared partnership between the Park Service and
the city of Albuquerque for the betterment and protection of both
the Monument and the residents of the city of Albuquerque.

Veryly our.,

P.R. Grant, Chairman , Petroglyph NM Advisory Commission
Members of the Petroglyph Advisory Committee
Pete Domenici , U.S. Senator
Jeff Bingaman , U.S. Senator
Steve Schiff , Congressman
Bill Richardson , Congressman
aot Skase , Congreeeman

RESPONSES
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INTROOVCT10N:

Clay OP ALBrl000RQVD RCSPOHS. SO

.WT 05105 , NARAGRShT PL.W

rot PISAIXSYPN NATTOwa, Maboad,

Geptember 1995

This docwrent summarizes the City of Albuque[que ' S response to the
National Pezk Service ' s Craft oeneral Management plan for Petzoglyph national
Nnnwn[. It xs

originally prepared in response to the General .Manage ant
Plan preliminary draft , released in November 1994 , and has been updated to
reflect changes made by the Park service in the August 1995 plan draft.

the City's response addressed wide -ranging c
n

many of the Park
Service z otne#dationn , particularly the tailors tozincorporate local adopted

Pic;eartruttutgw
t Plan action that would P rovide for the

art yiin of icy faq[ovmxata through the Moument. Other
solved issues include potential impacts of proposed federal actions on

both public and private land a unding the mo seen, the implication of
giving control of City Open Seca land to the federal government. and the
level of at sting and development cos. pcepoa.d by the Park Sereit..

The City of Albuquerque he. a long record of protecting natural and
cultural t zev in the Mnmmnt a The City u n a Otis. partner in
ateblishing tbeMonunt and has always recognized and respected its

The National Park Sevlce , howev, has failed to recognire and
respect the needs of the greater Albuquerque co®IUnity. MO.. cdente
address eom®ant issues that significantly affect our community.

The City's review fenvees on Alternative In the proposed action in the
part Service ' s draft muuge ant plan. where appropriate , the City addressesOther

actions of the Park Serv1Ce plan , calling out where the City's
preference differs from that of the Park Service . Issues not addressed in the
City alt. natise reflect agreement with the approach prevented In the Park
Service pion.

The Park Service Plat Male ult. the entire National shouvent, woile the
City's [e eponae concent. .tes on the two northern portions of the momrment, toe

.

x.gre and Pled... Marcelos unit -. within these unite , nument land. are
.ned by the City of Albuquerque and State of New Mexico and menaced by the

Open Space Division of the City' a Peke and Cameral .,,Co.SDepaztmeht. The
City also

a
n
or

- share ita r offended a manes t approach differs from
that

of
the Park Service for itw within the Federally ranged Nixie. OCR

of the Monument.

9ACKGROONO ON PAThCOtypN NATIONAL MJMRRXT:

Petzoglyph national M oreent was established in 1990 by Congreeeional
e ct ion Public is" 101-3111. This I.. states that the eo wnt was
established to • .. preserve , f or the benefit of present and futureg eneret,one, that a rea in Nex ..too c o ntaining the nationally significant

Lsceopeeth. the Laa angina ..,Local archeological District, a
portion of the Atrieeo lend Grant, and other aide l [ican tred and oulturel

end to cacilttete research activities associatedsith these

The coenents presented by the City a consistent sith the intent of the
Federal legislation--pzotacti^ n ut rote. m

-
They slat

Insider potent is! a omit imFattS IDltot cent isetion
and tmognize the Smpoz of Cz='oL1Lnu-infte• tivcture n a[y to edictal.
end support future development on lnn•A au[i cvnding the aenument.

The int[tel leri aia Lion a ep^iuLt:tale 5,P00
scree . ease up of the nisouthern-scat aAerlaco Ot, Agee nta bet ten it. City
of AShuquezque , State of saw antico, and National Path Service expended the
Monument to 7,190

aa
, including the Coca Negra and Piedras Narcadas Chita.

The Coca Negro Omit includes appze.LMtely 2 15 a cre s ground the forcer
... P. lypb State Park . The Piedras Mercedes Unit lapproxisately 1,779 acres)
includea the northern portion . Of the .nlcanln a erpe,anc, then rthern and_.b

be.. geologic sindo- a caress snare erosion has exposed different lava

. . .
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floss ), the a around the c northern -moat volcanic c and the Piedras

wxodaa Puebieruin, an theological site eaat of Coc.e ouievaxe. Two
later

noundary addition. brought epp1..iCately Be acres into the Ur.nrdnt, foe

e total sire Of 1,2ae acres.

roilo +ing eatabllaNnant of the no-Went in June 1990. the City of

Albuquerque and the National Park Service entered into three agreements

regarding -want management, operations and land acquisition . Suhetltute

Joint P teen Agreement ] 8-021.41-27'A (de con
1991 ) calls for the City to

purchase property within the Piedras Marca Unit and to a s agent for the

State on Nev Merico fez
property

purchases in the Boca Ne9za
Unit.

Shia

egremwnt also calls for all parolee to menage property In accordance eieh the

In. establishing tea w»nent. She a9zwment Co. be terminated only it all

p.rtiae .1.. to the termination, and, after termination , each party is
obligated to perpetually manage property In accordance with the establishing

legislation,

A Meeoraadm of Understanding , signed June 6, 1991, ca11a for the City Be
nape t

he
fiadxaa Rtcadaa and coca Negro Unfta 'a nds: existing PC

I
ICY, or.or I. ._fit.,

site he act aatabliehin9 the mnupnt. It also authonixta
the Pare Se[vlce to enter thee. Its to tar ry or ....urce management,

protection and interpretation activities . The Cahn ie for five y k[a from

June 6, 1991 . This egrament my be terminates by either party upon 60-days

notice to one Co.,oparty.

A letter agraemnt dated March 1992 netea that the Substitute Joint Powers

Agcetnant (June 19911 s roe. as the binding agxemmnt raquiwd by Section 10,
of the Betablia agent Act to incorpo rate the Piedras mrcadaa and Boca Nagra

Units Into the 1mamant, The she 1991 Substitute Joint Poean Agreement and

hatch 1992 letter e9xemant mare akin signed by the State of Nov Nwribe.

In addition to these agreements , a Petroglyph National ..-at land

national Park Service and City ofProtection Plan via approved by the
Albuquerque In October 1991. The Land Protection exec bar
properties would be acquired to carry out the mandates of the legislation
establlahinq the mnwmnt and establishes priorities for these acquisitions

Sugary of key ieevae:

SM following section a.mnazlaa. key Leaves of agreement and dl..greement with
marethe National Pack 9a[vica' a preferred aCtien. Lac. tell. I. discuaeed I.

detail lacer A. this doomoot.

At... of agreemnt with National Park Service , Alternative One;

1. top • o n the proposed Lteind in tic. Park Service central
Manggemnt plan provide s for pemieted, monitored bicycle and equestrian
go"%$ to

o
e-top trails within the m

e
The November draft of the plan

included a note s t ating that m top trails night be limited to pedestrian
This note has been deleted flan the August 1995 draft . The City agrees

with Chia approach, and supports bicycle , equestrian , and pedeatrfm a of
toe meat top, as Indicated in the Notional park 9eteice alternative

Lae

2. Location of major faeiliri.e . The proposed China IBIB.oo.tl_ 1) 1. to.

net
Insist Park Service plen Call. for locating the ...t' a min visitor

center at door Ne9[a Canyon, within the Citymeaa,%. portion of the am cant,
Initially , this would he combined with an inte[ in Seritage Bducetien Center.
A peCm site for the education center is proposed for the a rea south of
meas. da lceee , below Be, edrarleant tes t Mesa Prieto . A Pettoglyph Research
Conte[ ands e101etxat lea facility .11,10 +e lOtated s If B.C. nsgie
Ossy.n In. Rinconada site sod ores soul, of era N are both si,bi. Ine
federally managed Atrisco Unit.

In general, the City ag rica mieh these oo,pcaed locations . It my be m, e

tap Paopriate to look at $ ties other than Boca N0g[a Canyon for the min r

visitore Center . Also, in order to cn ..lidace facilities where practical,

the city proposes onabining the Heritage Education Center site either the main

visits enter o r with the visitor Contact station at the Lied[se mrcadaa

Puenlo Thin . Differences regarding other facilities , such as the hew. Pxietao
.[look, are noted below and disowned in mere debeil elsewhere Sn this

docw.ent.

RESPONSES
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3. Pledras searc ades Pueblo visitor lscilitiea The Park Service revised its
erller draft of the General Management Pleat allow for location of visitor
facilities for the Piedras ILrcadaa Pueblo .in On property south of the
pueblo site. The site originally considered for a visitor <ontaCc station
asst of the Puebla On Caere Boole va rtl would be deleted from the Monument. The

City agrees
with

this approach , although the costs for visitor facilities
her.. uhlch were not included in the August draft, should be Yetsined in Che
budge [ fur development of Che monunent.

I

Areas of diaagrecront with national Park Service, Alto eetive One:

1. Pure del Norte : tote city tisagae s that issues related to eases
noulevazd and Pence del Norte are bey- e Managementth

e lan ( xe:. page
216

the Citylso takes er [ ton se tee eutmmnt o
P, el,

aManagement plan and state and local policy vex. created by the moment
legislation and not the Cenral Management Plan asd therefore , need net be,d
eeenaed in the general Management

'too
and enviro oral Impact Statement.

The National Environmental Protection got ashes clear ( ref. urea 5 1501.16;
1506.21 that the [FS atoll discuss any inconsistencies between the Proposed
general Managment Plan action .nA any approved .tat . As local plan and lace
(whether I. not federally sanctioned) . Moreover chafe a . inconsistency
.,lots , the rnvlxamuntal Impact

sell
em at mu s t de>crib, the aslant to vhleh

the National Park Service would reconcile its proposed action with the plan Or
law.

the issue of Passo del Marta serving a park purpose, the document fall, A.
provid, any co ni.ning evidence to support the de ..atlon- that P.seo del

e does not nerve a park purpos Furthenmis , there are a numbe of
citations in the general pangpont Plan, a s written, from Mich to reasonablyre

nclude that Paso del Norte does indeed ser v e a park purpose. no
detezWnation by the National Perk Service in support of Onaer beulvard and
disapproval of Psaeo del Norte 1. Arbitrary and unsubstantiated by any

meanin
analysis . I. fac t , there is sufficient evidence that Paeeo del

VOxtG
e

gful provide for the piotectinn and preservation of nanumaot retovece .

In addition to p[evsding the only re sonable roabssy .c as to the liedae
Narcadaa visitor facility , Paeo del Nolte also serves to protect sensitive

a to the monument by diverting substantial .<Om ..t.. flown from A.
Pie sCadras Mazoda nyon that otherwise would be <henneled through the canyon

It also ensure. conformity with national Air Quality Standard., and
elnimtzaa noise i pactsto sensitive ar a in and sheet the moms ant. Tb.
likely negative a vtsonmentel fmpa< t of not construc ting Paste del Norte, a
1gnifi. .nt link in the city ' s long range transpo rtation pl.., will adversely
effect the public health , welfvs x en ireom.ntaI quality of activities both
witnt. the movmant

an
wait as these os the eurra <tmunit .mdiu

2. Xydxelegy iavuea : The Parr S e rvice originally c a lled for alloying only
the Dxe-developront level of atomwacer r u n off through the moms ant. The
August draft allows for accepting drainage flews provided aatonnuater cumin
into A. ..-at does not derogate the aine. and purposes for uhi.A theMona ant wa establiahed . e This w Id be scempllahad through control ofupatraaue developaeut end drainage imprevewna by she city end the Albuquasqus
Metropolitan Arroyo flood Control Authority (MMAPGI.

Given the cooPlicated nature of drainage the west me end its potential
impact on both developed areas below the escarpment And areas yet to develop
above the escarpment , the Perk service plan should not preclude the potential.
for some drainage isprovpsents within the ennunent. The Ctty advuceteo
otkinq with wa ll.nal Palk Service and t o establish train., policies

for toe a e that allow for iwpro s 'imioned to protect both monwav e At
sand surrounding pxopeztLo whet cry.

nonal own rehip The band rz<tectinn Plan for the P....aIyph

nitton[ (dn ed 1991) Pfede for City open Space land wit hin the
No

tion alt.A If gl
... Tna sdonate

unit
to on, saonatas tone .seer t tn at.,es that

of rota e,
donat i on o f 'Pave 1 . Gne c ct o n rotate encheetlda. av between he,k See e AATo

doCity And is k crvice . To e, no
ls

a a . have been held ha tong
.9 r..0

.crzest.
letn

would
v e
a drea.thes C, w hich tact. gpeitonally

,1
t o

the tiu
'
s concerns regarding All aspect s of the

Annuo.
wnment •> yNaggmntnt and

.. .time.

2
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RESPONSES

The Draft and Final General Management Plan I Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

2. The plan does not contain any actions that conflict with city policy that
did not already conflict with city policy with the establishment of the
monument. Establishing the monument and signing the binding
agreement are the actions that put city policy in conflict with the
monument, not any actions in the general management plan. The
National Park Service does not have the authority under current law
and policy to allow development that would derogate the values and
purposes for which the monument was designated.

As stated on page 23 of the draft plan, the plan is consistent with the
City and County Comprehensive Plan, the Northwest Mesa Area Plan, and
the Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan, We look forward to working with
the city staff to identify the specific conflicts, other than Paseo del Norte,
that may exist,

It is not the purpose or intent of the National Environmental Policy Act
or the general management plan to resolve all these conflicts. Rather,
the National Environmental Policy Act requires the consideration of
conflicts resulting from a proposed agency action.

On page 23, the National Park Service clearly states that there are
conflicts with federal and city policy; however, these conflicts are not a
result of the management plan but they are a result of legislation
creating the monument . However, the National Park Service also states
that we are working with the city to resolve these conflicts . We state
those plans that we know we are generally consistent with, and we
identify the one plan with which we are in conflict.

3. The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in

0 0 0
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5

6

7

8

A around issue is the leek of progress by the federal govetornnt I. acquiring
pvlvsce property within the ro asset boundary . The City P a. roved Steward
diligently "ith property acquisition in ens Boos Negro and iedras Maac•dae

of the Mon ment . Federal acquisition I. the Atriaco unit has been moth
slower.

a. potential Boundary Adjustments: The plan recomNnds a rai ad)uscmenea co
the Monument boundaries , to add or delete properties for various reasons.
Sumo z datlona apply To all alterna tive. . rOile others are mmeoded
only as

cmn
part of on* of the four alternatives reviewed in the p n The City

dos not agree its a ral of one proposed adfiuons to to. Monument. No n
properties should be slated for future etquialuon until t,tcarr acquisition
needs are caeplated in a timely panne[ and other Maowent Issue . ace edit....d.

5. Staffing/torte: The National Park Service estimates that implementation of
their preferred alternative would requite a additional 25 city enploysee,
rich operating eryemea for the City estimated at 11.1 million. The plan
calla for 57.5 federal mploy.... with an estimated $3.3 million in Park
Serape operating expenses. Total (National Dark Service and City)
developcuat (planning, design and construction) coats for this .ltecnettve era
estimated at 522 .7 million.

The City disagrees with the nead for such a large staff and extensive
facilities , The lest S e rvice estimates appear high for adequate operation of
the Mon,Mnt. smile the General Management Plan doe. not obligate the City to
carry out the prognee specified for the Comment, it does establish a ph.oed
schedule for future fanco and outline I.P,..alve management
program. The required personnel and faculty Coats should be carefully

analysed prior to proc eedi ng wit h the Mar.1unant Plan,

6 . nouble tagle il: Double Eagle It Airport serves a a gene..l aviation
reliever facility for Albiquerque lntern•ttonel eunpott. The City Is

nod about providing adequate a utilities, and other a tv iwe far
thecairport an operations there increase and the area around the facility
develops,

7. Pees: the City often relies on fees t o offset maintenance and operational
of its .. ... .tional and cultural facilities . The P.ck Service has

indicated tha 8 should not he charged for no nt visitor.. The city
feels that the potential for fee collection should

we
not be ruled out by the

nagement plan , but should he determined as it would for other cloypinged
facilities, beard on the specific requirements of the operation I. question.

e. heritage Education Center: The National Park Service proposes locating an
interim heritage fducetion Center It the Visitor Center in Poca bepra Canyon,
+ion a I....oc renter proposed eventually to be built below the acarpwnt
near Mesa Pieta. The City orefece either keeping the Narita" education
Co... with the I. Visitor Center at Soon Negro or Combining it with the
aorque tduation Center proposed neer one Piedtae Narunds. pueblo ruin.

9. Neignnn hood am., points : The City re genes i..a it is important to
allow limited a cce ss to the mansmet for n arby residents and to provide

xecion + into T. ..k from CO. City /County trail network . It is also
important to avoid potential adverse impacts of a e points on adjacent
neighborhoods . This elrernatice t rcnseda policies for diacouragIng use of

neighborhood access points by the general public,

10. Meat Prieto O etloOki The National Park Service preferred alternative
Includes a peaking s at the bare of the s arrynent with a trail leading to

a c ends continuing the acce ss road

9

overlook on the mess top. The City
eat the southern end of the amcerpnen, to T.IL peaking at,. the these top,

providing a a tG the overlook fad oe'mlyeeai1h di'eblliciee and other. rho
tight not becshin to calk the trail.

0

RESPONSES

Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

0

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unser Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negra Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors, The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

4. Page 43 of the draft management plan discusses stormwater
management and states that the National Park Service will work with
the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control Authority and the
city Hydrology Division to study stormwater flows, characteristics of
the drainage basins that affect the monument, and alternative
management approaches. The management plan does not preclude the
potential for drainage improvements as long as there is no derogation
of the values and purposes for which the monument was established.

5. The National Park Service and the city of Albuquerque have discussed
potential land donations. In the past four years the federal government
has acquired about 1,517 acres at a cost of about $21.3 million. The
National Park Service has been negotiating with landowners regarding
acquisitions with fiscal year 96 appropriations. Further land acquisition
can only occur after congressional appropriations and according to
federal law and policy.

6. The National Park Service has reviewed and modified the preferred
alternative to reduce some of the costs related to staffing and
development. The city staffing estimates were provided to the National
Park Service by the city's Division of Open Space. The city staffing
estimates have also been reduced.

7. This section of the document has been revised.

8. The document has been revised. See alternative 1, "Visitor Center -
Boca Negra Canyon" section. The development of a facility for heritage
education has been eliminated, but the function of heritage education is
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and ...d. _.

The following three topics -- the linear Middle Protect , donation of
City-owned land within the Ar rlsoo unit , and Double basis it Airport--ate
Identified by the lark Service as planning Aaeuea beyond the scope of the
Gaayul Management Plan. The City disagrees with this aeaelmen0. TAee,
issue. should be addressed I. the e $wmary of teletan It... and Projects'
..tied, whine I. !nand on page 2m of the national Park . service draft Cenral

management Plan.

GNBLR MTODLZ PRO.1LCf-G NSBR LO.,TlOAS CtltthvmfIGN Pan PASed DV. .0 feage 11)

The national Park service disml...s P..e. del hurt. as being beyond the

steps of Genealtwnabgwent
Pllan,, based on the lbnim,ent's establishing"I I

as a signed by the City And national Park
Service ThenCity disagrees with this . sows.nd !eels that the Tessa del
port.. n.lon a ea a Clear park purposeaaad muat be addr.... A I. the

nagement pl.n, a

The mon, nt legislation is generally consistent with the
IPAUgu¢gue/Bernslllio County Comprehensive Plan (City of Albuquerque 1911),.

the northwest Mes. Ate . Plan (City of .llbuqu .rqu. 1911 ), the northwest W.
Laur{mot Plan tcity of Albuquerque . Ise" and the cheer Mail. Transportation

Corridor , Accord of Decision (December 1993 ). however there are difference.

of opinion between the National Park Service and the City of Albuquerque

regarding how to andrese the interpretation and implementation of town city

pe licie. such a s the long Range Valor street Plan (Middle Rio Crende . Council

of Governments 1993 ), which identlflee Paeeo del Norte with en allgMent

through the monwrcnt.

The Albuquerque City Council , at a public hearing held June 1, 1993, on
the Vnaer Middle Transport ation Corridor . final lnvlroNesntal TOP.-
(F.

tement
IS), adopted the Mel alternative , which include . onset Boulevard (a

four-lam major arterial parkway ) and Paeeo Del home (. font- to aL.-lane
-)or arterld ) both Of which would qo through the comment . me a condition
Of its approval , the Council specified that neither construction n
pteparatLOn of construction drawings Is tuthorited until the City Attorney
Benda an Executive Coemunicatien to the Council indicating that no credible
legal barrier remains to A. road co..truction through the Monument, and until

in cosec Middle Transportation Corridor Record of Decision, dated December

1993, end applicable dgcunents , should by reference be -de a part of the

General "Anyoamnt Plan.

Ae the Park Service points out, the . Vnaer Boulevard Middle project
include. ( 1) continuing Vnaer !raw Deilyne north to Paradise loulewerd, (1)

nstructing Paeeo del Porte Irma Poser eaAt to All Course bead, and (3)

developing s national trail and utility corridor in the fOCrer wooer

right-of-way (note bourn Canyon ). The purpose of n

w

roadway C n [ colon in

the Vnaer boulevard and Paeeo del horta c rridors iato provide reproved

transportation service an the welt side of Albuquerque , to relieve eriating

and future traffic eongeetion on Coors Boulevard and other a re* arterial., and

to di st[ibute traffic in the most efficient manner to adequately serve

-w eat Ci avel .-,.a the Rio Grande . .,at and, Norte La intended to
AmthetDoubleaegis 11 Airport and conslment the City road network . Paeeo del

aorta in initially planned to be four lanes , with the potential for future
lanes.widening to it

A. noted by the Perk Service , tee Mo,unint ' a establishing legislation
t!net federal serf generally epFli r+Ple to .nib of the n eel F

vste.. +..,I - - tnt .entinuntten of vnser toulfverA would

he a ent oLth Protect ing Monument i and purpose . The national

Perk Service has the authority to permit the const ruction of toad. in national

wenta when they serve a park purpos e. The Part Service ha s determined

that C estrc[ion of anger would serve mn,aent purpose Oy reducing the

noise and visual impacts that the current two -lane road now causes at boo*
.agr. Canyon.

5

•

RESPONSES

emphasized. The function may be included at the proposed visitor
center, or the National Park Service could cooperate with the city and/or
others to share the function of this facility outside of the monument
boundary.

9. Mesa-top access for vehicles and people with disabilities is provided in
two other locations with minimal environmental impacts. A new road to
the top of the Mesa Prieta would likely have significant impacts and be
very costly.

10. These issues are adequately addressed as issues beyond the scope of
this plan.

It. See response #1.

12. Because there is authorization for Unser Boulevard, the impacts of
Unser Boulevard have been addressed in the cumulative impacts
section of relevant topics as an action proposed by the city. It is not the
purpose of this document to incorporate by reference city-proposed
projects that have no authorization and that are not directly related to
resource protection and visitor use.

0 0
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COMMENTS

similarly , the authority to construct eased del Norte is contained in the
enabling legislation , P.O. 101-313 (Tune 24, 1990 ), section X04(.). An
additional 'Act of Congress ' La not necevaa57 . A map specifically depicting
the Paaec del Norte extension r a promo ant part of the law . PM Park
service agceed that Paseo del Norte w n Important part of I. urban park

And a specified its agreevnnt by preparing the map which includes a specific
designation for the construction of Paseo del Norte. Additionally Paseo del
Norte serves s park purpose because this pack 1. a urban perk. The P.... del
Norte extension r o identified in the boundary proposels of alt .9 the
groups now Opposed to construction . The City of Albugverque , neighborhood
groups , and private property c e a relied upon the representations and public

positions of the Park service and the groups r in opposition . These grcup.
are emtapped from opposing the construction of Peaeo der Norte. Paseo del
Norte a s park purpose I. that It is the only east-rest c rossing that ca n
provide sable a s to the visitor cente rs planned by the Natienel Park
service eaaong Otherpurpoeea , it also s In protect nnaitlva ..... A.
one m t by dive rc l substantial

Ad

stormwater flora from the Piedras
slarc ¢Wacanyon that asthenia . would be channeled through the canyon area,

Onformlty
its

National air Quality Standards , and mLdmi res note
i^wce to sensitive area in and about the Monsoent.

3CVBLE EAGLE II AIRPORT (Page 23)

The ...I. Eagle II Airport (DEI) Is -6d and operated by the City of
Albuquerque Aviation Department as A gee ral aviation reliever airport.
Current operation . at ..I, are listed at.51.000 ..r year . DEII is Critical to
the future of air transportation in Albuquerque a s it provides ¢ e for
Increased sit c arrier Capacity at Aibugoarque International - Sunport through
diversion of general aviation aircraft I. DIII.

Ground transportation to Call is cu r re ntly linited to a haul road
established

during t nstruction of theu ai.port union I . a ..d a.-
Intersta te 40. The setablisasent of transportation corridors such as Uncer,Pasco

del Norte , and Paso del Volcan is e ss ential to the future of DE11 to
provide ♦ sufficient to accsonnodate the anticipated growth and
development of the aIrporc.

Equally as important as the transportation corrLMCa La the eetabLialmnt
of. utility corridors to provide the Aetna .ry pore rater, ga.,
oeuunicnlon ., drainage , and sanitaryae capabilities to west forecasted

broth
and

deveinpnen N 1..11...P
tcurrently an issue at DEII, will

as operations a t the airport Increase.

The Aviation Department recogninea that projected grorth and additional
development at DEII could require environmental a scho o l required by the
-.tional. Environmental Policy act and in accordance uiIhreda [ al Aviation
Adninietretion requireeenta . If significant adverse departs Cr. shown through
the e nvironmental process , mitigation sue s to the exten t p racticable and
as

> e.-to aIso cognize the lmpertan of o.IIP to Ctev >portetios I. the
tregion and offer hitigation caesuras for the scnueent'> impact on the airport.

The Nationa l Pack Setvlce must [ Cogni [ . DEII as a ma jot transportation
ecillty critical to I. travel In she .,at. of sle. Mexico and most also
aeognite that the develop ant of eetroglyph national lean,aeent and Double
Eagle 1! Airport rill impact each .'bar , requiring a woperative relationship
netreen the Clty or Albuquerque and one National are Service.

LAND OMNERSNIP ( Pox 24)

The Land protect ionPlan for the P-trOllyph National (constant ( October
1991) cells for City We, Space land within the htrieno 'nit (the loothetn
portion of the oo elated for federal management( to be donated to the
federal gove

r
nee nt. The plan . cat. a, "DPnation of these lands vi11 be the

sub Jett of future discussions and a randun, of understanding between the
National Park Service and It. city.

RESPONSES

13. A map depicting the Paseo del Norte extension does not constitute
congressional authorization. Agreeing to put the Pasco del Norte
alignment on a map does not constitute an NPS position or
endorsement for the road. Federal laws and NPS policies apply to all
units of the national park system, including units in urban areas. The
purpose of the monument is to protect resources from urbanization.

See response #3; monument purpose is a determination made by the
National Park Service.

In reference to the city's proposed benefits, the National Park Service
has determined that (1) a 4- to 6-lane roadway is not needed to provide
improved stormwater management, (2) a 4- to 6-lane roadway is not
required to provide access to visitor centers, (3) a 4- to 6-lane roadway
would not minimize noise impacts in the monument.

14, Double Eagle II Airport is addressed as an issue beyond the scope of this
plan. This plan / environmental impact statement is prepared for
general management plan proposals. None of the general management
plan proposals would affect the Double Eagle II Airport.
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15

1

16

To data, no mechanism for carrying out this land transfer has been
established. My discussions or memarandmo of understanding regarding this
land would have to involve the City's open Sppace advisory Daard, City Council,
the City adminl stration, and the Department of Tinware d Managmeent's Peal
Property AirisiOn. Such discussions would heve to be carried not in scoopers've

..A..'
nising the eity'a concerns foall elements of the

monument'. open and management.

The National Park Service muet recognise that, although moth of the Open
space land within the Atriaco Unit was Originally acquired with Recreation and
Public Purpose funds, the City matched these funds at its expense. The
opportunity costs lost bo the CSIy are elgnillcant, sines other properties

1d have bee acquired instead of shwas n w scheduled Lor doyefon. Similar
acquisitions wa ld be much m expensive today doe to the increased value of
property throughout the metropolitan area. The City also has a significant
investment in the protection and management of these lands over the last 10 to.20 years.

Donation of City open apace land would be based on agreements to be
negotiated by the City add the National Perk Service. As the problems
associated with deweloysot adjacent to the tbnmmnt have Nature anr

clearly
defined with respett the posture Of the National Park Service and the
practical needs for development and infrastructure, the City Will insist that
poatranofer of these lands Will be conditioned in part an resolution of

ge problems and the acquisition by the City of easements and corridors
permitted by the National Park service; resolution of transportation problems
including r ads and trail., and the acquisition of right- of any and corridors
peIDdtted by the National Park service; and resolution a-: -ft' sever, and
Lher utility problems including cba acquisition by the City of easements and
corridors permitted by the National Perk Service.

Another iseue related to land Ownership is the timely acquisition Of
private property within the Monument boundary by the Federal gcvercment. The
City has received a notion for summary judgment in one of the away lawsuits
alleging inverse condemnation Which the City rue defended to conjunction with
the Petroglyph National Monument. This particular c cite. federal Can Law
arising Oor of the creation Of voyageur. National Park in Minnesota. The
judge determined that the emulative delay. in land acquisition from the date
of publication of the Land Protection Plan were a taking of the properties.
(ALTNNS v. ONITa STATES)

The City has expended a large e- defending the neratoriws enacted to
preserve the status qua until land could be acquired. I. ALTMOS,the Co.detetmined that the accumulation of events triggered a taking, *wed though a
single went was not a taking.

The National Park Service has been the slowest be acquire private property
of all of the partners to the Monument and the Joint Pearce Agreement. The
general Management rise almost preauppoeee that all of the lane Will have been
acquired . Rovevar, the delay . So Federal appropriations mean that City

must be diverted to litigating Claims by property owners . The lackService must include an c.i.rated schedule for laud acquisition I. theGeneral Management Plan, ao co ntingency plan for the Monument should
dpment p elude Ian* acquisi tion Fuxtuie additi0ns to the MonwmM
should not be Considered until -, art land acguiaition needs are addressed.

A

This section describes issues
O

n to all of the Park Servtae'e
alternative van gement approaches . Several issues are of greet importance to
the

City and should be r feed to Include the language noted below.

TMN
ion,
SPGRTAT

pa
I
ge
AN

43
MMpurbodNT Its be Inserted before the a9tokwweter dw-,Waent•

sectJ

Vnaer Middle Projec : :hear eoulevard Continuation and Pass* del Name:
Transportation and as sociated infr a structure improvements 1 e.g. local and
regional drainage , utility relocation , bicycle la.es and trails ball be
permitted through the Ooundariee of to. Petroglyph societal Monment in
keeping With the policy guidance net forth in the passe Middle Transportation
Corricor , Record of Decision , dated December 1993. said Record of nenifien,
which by reference is Add. a part of this Geners1 Management Plan, I.
available for review in the office of the Transportation Development Division,
Public works Department , City Of Albuquerque , Albuquerque , New Mexico , 87103.

15. See response #5.

16. It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle Project
has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

0
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COMMENTS

possible Shuttle syatee ; The Natienat Pack Service notes the poaeibtlity

of a ahuttLe bur, eyaGm !o [ CO eE ring the visitor cente. with other

facilities or tnt e r e a[ points. MTh. posy ibi li cy of a sting t Mceue.nr to

other rlttectlona tnwngn the City's trou =y system isalso noted. The.

feasibty of suet . trolley cennercton ..cold have to be determined bt the

City Teansit and Parking Oapa ttenent based on their funding and operational

Cepenlllciea.

STOn t4aTLR M,hnhctttao if l. 43)

Al burergo e'a ve et aide consists of very rr..i. oils. asy disturbance

n Sncr a eros ton pot def ter, whirs ac ornnq ter tun off !xm urban ae•elopment

will a

e

significant problems if mitigating eeaeoree aren't taken.

St o[Met es eanageetnt within the Peteoglyp6 xetiooai MOnwtant must consider
d..d .=b ilue 1 .1 flows

on dovnetream capacity . The National Part service , working closely with the
city and IHAPCA , should undertake . comp re ne nil v e Study to identify

se t aoofI
a,

sprotectionl desiredtn...by the p
ounnotat, ands the lyitentype an

and locationsad finallya the tin
of imp<ovmenta needed by the mnant tonenhance and protect theirnfacillty.

This study should be r e Awed by all affaatea and interacted parties, bath

public and private.

This approach would allow the Peck Service to be a n active participant in

solution to drainage problms that have existed for yea rs
s.-<

the

arpee while providing a ontrol of developer t n <the eonmwnt....

Major l.suea that hould be addressed in the Study include

allowing for accepting flow. at a rate and volume Ceneastent with fully
developed mafnlal at their historic location (a ), cceeeedtting flow.
through the nnwoent, and

h
g then in ont rolled manner. The

Capacity of existing facilities downstream of the moneent may effect the
acoapteble ftow luelel o volumeto; . any such reerricttons will be
prorated evenly across the entire drainage basin.

mtanllahlnmethods for transportan` developed bows
a

none the Leant
in a onatetant with the poll iea and prwticeaof the Sattonel
P.rk Servic e, with the understanding that the odiqua location and urban
setting at the monteeent may require special reguireoenta and/or
conaideretiene.

beteneining sethode for the National rack service to provide the City of

Abuquerque and/or the Albuquerque Mettopolitan arroyo Rood Control

Authority rights -of-way o a in a form + ceptable to the receiving

party for the c veyance of public setet e e tne . ew ent. 1!

intenance is requited by the City or hmarCA, ttoititia moat be built to
the appropri ate currant standards.

Mind and water arosion have bean -J.' contributors to the c rving of the
a at least t and wary likelycarpcnent into What it is today. There
rflora OS places whe re " 1" 1 will flow off of the a cerement during a "Ora

The snot locatio ay be dependent no the atone, and It,

Cberae<exiatlca and nay change iron event to o v ent. Na)or arroyo location

.hare .. I ....M., ma .cured ove r tine will wit likely remain telativaly

stable with respect to location ; leas defined areas are here flow Patna tool.

change the moat.

Where the drainage basin, or I major portion of the drainage basin, is

within the m ent boundary creative spirts chow aueh as Small check demo 0

etcher. uindcowe a la no the dente u,s ^ ull t- Land to
leer

c in [11t ,ac ion and

vegetation while reduciep I -off o cell These net hod, could siwo be used co

a that

.,or
.,a.'

e direct - d where m t desirable and S.-

withinci
insure

ci ea within andcwnotrem Of the uinmEnt shut.

0

RESPONSES

17. The National Park Service would work with the City Transit and
Parking Department to discuss the possibilities for connecting the
monument to the city's public transit system.

18. It is not the responsibility of the National Park Service to undertake a
comprehensive drainage study. Drainage management is a regional
issue that is the responsibility of the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo
Flood Control Authority (AMAFCA), the city's Hydrology Division, and
the Bernalillo County Public Works Department. As stated in the draft
plan, the National Park Service would work with the flood control
authority and others to identify ways to manage drainage so that there
is no derogation of monument values. The National Park Service has
worked with the flood control authority and the city's Hydrology
Division in the past and has volunteered to participate in drainage
management plans that affect monument resources. The flood control
authority and the city's Hydrology Division must take the lead in
preparing regional drainage studies.

•
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COMMENTS

the tt locations of fac;iitina on ppivate propertyadjacent to the
tbnwent cance r be Coatrollad beyond the rural planning and toning
requlrecente. Oiveraion of drainage flora to location . other than their
historic locations at be acceptable to .11 afoected property ow era and

the
eaeablioNeant so r rights-of -say or istaoseenta bwe (indicated

documented through
financial

burden for constructing even facilities will be that of the proposing party
sod cannot be shifted to other. without chair concurrence . nose,.:, after

n.aroctlon , the city may be obligated to accept suintenance of bajot
faciLitiea ( as defined in the City's D rainag e Ordinance ) provided that such
facilities are built to City standards.

The National Pork Sconce will he fiuencially ...poneitia for ell
lo,rovewente within the hoccernt or propos for the direct benefit of the
ronument. Should inoremant.l additions , codifications at elladnatien of

netruction and naintenence will he that of the requeatot
or

agreed to by
all patties at the tine facility is proposed. this doe. not an that the
Park Sereito cannot ..ek alternate funning or Oa Klcipation U. any other

In ordec to carry oat the initiatives n oted move , the Motion). P.rk
Service , City and AHoJG will continue to work together to study etormwater
fio.a, the eharacteefstiaa of drainage basins that affect the n.n t and

lining a and alternative e: san.gmaet ."...CO.. that a
topreeect theresource , of the eanwantFurorMile westing the needs of the entire
Ccm.,ntlty.

w*Vch0fM on to." ti)

The City does not agree with the work Service's detewinatlon that
Petroglyph National Hpnmant Man not lend itself to saw collection.. no
City Often relies on fees to offset seintenance and operational coats of isran t s

ational and ccStorel facilities . In the c of Petraglypn national
Onacho nt , the bulk of maintenance co s t s falls on the City's open Space
Oivision , with limited purlcipationby the Park Service . Many other units of
the National Park Service charge fees and the potential for future fee
collection should not be ruled out by the nanegemaM plan.

Pons have been collected at the BWC& Negro visitors Center for s ran
years . berry fees could be Considered at the wain visitors Co.., as wall as
the visito r ntact feoilltie. at Piedr as burcadee Canyon and the Piedras
Mer cedes Pueblo ruin A policy for bee Ceilentlone within any City-teenaged
portion. Of the monsoon Mould be established As It would for other City

and CTa City
atiioon pppgraas., through 41....otot and approval by City Council

0tI1Ity k1OhTS -0r-sky (Pegs 51)

eights-of-issues are irgortanc to the City's abilities to aeroita
long-term growth in the areas eu tounding the flontssent . In. first paragraph
of this action of the Wnagment Plan should be Man".. as follOwe.

As lands adjacent t0 the 0pn,ment are developed , cequasts to locate
utility K9hta-of-why a e the ♦ augment will o ricepttng these
rights-of-sty nuthortaad with the eateneion of UMet eouievatd and Peeeo not
wsK.. as provided for I. the Onset Middle transportation Corridor, sensed of
Decision, dated December 1993, teyuee s for rights -cf-wry for water, s
ateccricicy , tetephone , cable tetevision, sod atotwuete[ control at..cturea
sill be re+iesed o

e
-

r
- cmi- ilia. rMtr of c;ght s-o[-way e

subject to the standard. andprocedurea er•scribed by a euic:y _el norit v.
tu[[he[mre, the a oust be coepetible .Ll. the public interest and Out a
detonation of nonee_nt values , resource., , end purposes.

RESPONSES

19. The National Park Service does not have the authority to accept
financial responsibility for all drainage improvements in the monument
or proposed for the direct benefit of the monument. As stated in the
"Actions Common to All Alternatives" section, the city would have the
primary responsibility for managing the Piedras Marcadas and Boca
Negra units. This management responsibility would include drainage
management. If detailed drainage studies are conducted that include
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act, the National Park Service
could request funds for drainage improvements that would protect
monument values.

20. See response #7.

21. There is no authorization for-the Paseo del Norte right-of-way. The
entire Unser Middle Project is an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

• •
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COMMENTS

22

23

24

25

The National Perk Service Game.. Henegement pl.. Identifies thzee z
for leplemantin9 differing eanagement aerate giro rithin the MenuRent. There

e the Natur.l/Cultural Resources Zone , made up of the remit ice to nee end

NANA6Dl2N[ ZONIny (Pogo -531

chilies would De located, and the rt.neportauon Lone , called cut as the
Umer Doulevetd and P .veo del Norte or lines pzepoved by the City. The it,

TRANSPORTATION 30N3 (Page 511

Nottse
transportationlzoSe on ona,esfen the CO., aeulevard and Paseo del

ng the utility / trail C rridor crossing

t hrough
rthe foes vegca Cenyon\, detected as, alt.reatlve ,

a.
authntiaaa by the

>5-199e3) . Therque
Cit y
trCou

cll , June 1, 1993 ( council Sill s-211 , enactment No.
pmen of traneporetion and as sociated infrastructure

impro nee she" be consistent .ith the selected allgomenc plena for each of
the corridors , t ogether with the namiLLtment 0f nuzeue mitigation aeaeuzae to

u
the protection of the Pettoglyph national MonWpnt Further detail onthebnser poulevera and Paver del Porte corridor. and specific mitigation

s
provided in the Under Middle Transportation Corridor - Record of

beciaion, dated December 1993.

Selected Onset Boulevard .,at Alignment , me Oneer Corridor Lyrovm»nteid fpre r itan., lim ed a , principal srtet lal roadway eatehding

to is chVase to a av .a co
he

u re tonal.
r ini[eccart needsot

utility relocation , bicycle lanes , and trails lThe lnulti
-Purpo.l et

oruee
s

r of
pt. o f

Cite oiier Corridor St J.C..d d to c tolialV Paellitiee , and therefore,minimiw tmpaete co the eterdgoglypn x.tional MO.,.

Se beet ed paaeo Del Norte Midair Seceroment C.... L.g , bite. Top Alignment
No. The Paseo del forte C rridor improvement ! provide for a a - land, limited

principal a eria1 eoadoray trend the existing intersection of Golf
Course Read to a coon ction with Onset Soulevacd, appterleately 1.6 mile, to
the "at- The typical roadway a-section includes additional right-Ofctf0[ the potential future eldenlog of ?a'- del forte to a 5-Lane roadway. In
addition to typlcel raadway fastness , Other infraetcuctvre nom, such as ideal

end^regitMlOneev
go'

utilltee mubicyce
lanes and trails are ¢cuegdated.

Ith
pl pose nature of the Paean tlel forte

Corridor in intended t o oinieire iepecta to the Petcogtyph fstional Mnnaene.
The Alignment could be adjusted to insure a1Wmtl agent on Monument res

area ,
ources

and to provide a buffer for the piedras Metcadaa Cale.

VI..TC' CfkTDR--eOCA -.OM CANTON IPege 57)

The primary visitor ce tar for the Monument adult be situated at the Boca
Negte unit ( former Intlen Pe t roglyph State Perk). This may no t be the most
appropriate location for the mein facility , dos to potential impart. o n

ding aiaee ant acc.ee Problems an traffic increases through the
Mon cancan. The City euggeste reful enelyais of other cites for use as the
mein visitor cent-r.

She visitor center should also se the mC 'a heritae education
fat it It y. Co-loceticn Of the visitor c

o
and the herltege ed . .

..
ion

facility Auld Provide effi:lency. Oin0R any 1 erpretive materials a
ev it able for ua in both hnritn3e edn=att". en1visitor in£Oemetlon. To avoid
poeaible COnnliota, education programs vo•ald be scheduled pin Lily during
periods of nmde[ece to Lou v sitation (October through April) .a Lf location of
the heritae education center n ..... imps act idol in non junct ton ulth the
visitor Canter, the lit,, seconpreieried location is at the visitor e
station ne the Piedras Maccedae pueblo in a noted below.

ovtact

26

develop ant of the visitor center , to the oaten characterized in the
Altetnat i ve 1 - propoaad action, is contingent largely o celocetin. of the

0

RESPONSES

22. The transportation zone does not include Paseo del Norte. Paseo del
Norte does not serve a monument purpose, is not authorized, and is an
issue beyond the scope of this plan. See responses #1 and #3.

23. A monument purpose is identified for Unser Boulevard to go through
the monument, and Unser is included in the transportation zone. The
associated infrastructure, such as local and regional drainage, utility
locations, bicycle lanes, and trails, are addressed in the "Utility
Rights-of-Way" and "Stormwater Management" sections under
"Actions Common to All Alternatives," under each of the alternatives,
and in the "Environmental Consequence" section of the document.

24. Several alternative sites have been analyzed for a visitor center location
(see Draft General Management Plan / Environmental Impact Statement,
appendix L, page 273).

25. See response #8.

26. The development of the visitor center in the preferred alternative is not
contingent on the relocation of Unser Boulevard. See response #1.

10
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26

27

28

fisting Una t Boulevard free the canyon
ra

to the •Va. line' location
outside the canyon as provided for on....h t he action of the Onaer Middle
Transportation Corridor . rollover, the benefits of such a relocation action
which contribute to the protection and pre ovation of the Mbnueent, most
notably ,wise and a i r quality benefits , a t . based .. the of
hot h liner Bouleverd and Pasco del Norte . without the develcp,oent of both

raidwr ' nat reepire wIrbi. thennee[9BoulevardandI.... del na[tes
Transportation Menegesent zees , thus Sering a potential adverse affect on the
proposed sots Negta vi,itot Conte, facility. per further derail, reference
the tuner piddle Transportation Corridor - Record of Decision , dated Oecenbe,
1993.

A aumury of the linear eacarl¢ent crossing through the'soon Negro unit in
provided below:

The under Boulevard edesi}ant < setng consist . of I e esinq components'.
the '9a. ilne' roadway corridor or sing and utility /recreation corridor
io li logo Such curricula extend tram human. Road to the top of the

madistance of apprerirately 1.2 miles . The 'gee line' c smug aligOpnt
follows • existing 100 foot wide ":all ne e asement which vu the face
of cN a ..preen [ The utility / recrttoe a rcleor fellowathe existing Omer
Boulevardcaiigaant through the Boca Negca Canyon and emoting entroolyph
stare earn.

'Ga. Line n recerpmnt Crossing : The 'gas line roadway crossing involve. a.
new a-tans , concrete barrier divided roadway extending through the boundaries'
o[ the Petroglyph National Nonumant a distance of approtoaeteiy 1,000 fast.

Aa the roadway ascends the escarpment , the typical roadway section
transitions frow a fill section to a cut s ection. The required fight-ofway
width ranges fees 312 feet with the earthen fill .Orionsto 329 feet will the
single tie-baea Out action . The Raxiwue our depth and fill neight at the

arrymni face are 25 and 30 fern, respectively. The length of the roadway
1111 and cut sections are 1,100 feet and 700 feet, respectively . A 15 foot
wide • se /ainten.nee a a behind the retaining wells b.. been provided to
allow apace for the wall anche,. end for future aintenmce.

The aeeeae liseitatlon plan provide. full ae net of the escarpment at.
Saute Oeetngo Street ( new entrance to the Beca Nagle Canyon, Petroglyph State
Park ) and west of the a ^aepnent at flat Street . Such accesses s e providedto

carve the PetcoglyphNaticnal Mun,ucent.

Utility /Trail Corridor Crossing : The objective of utilizing the existing
..... Boulevard righta-of-way is to aininiae the width of the roadway section
a long the 'gas line' orossing. specifically , the utility/troll corridor
iwpraveeents would utilize approadsately 12 feet of the 106 to 230 feel wide
existing S Oaer righVef -way for utility, drainage and recreational purposes.

The proposal is to provide a naturalistic trail setting within the Snca
Negro Canyon area including raving portions of the exiotln9 roadway
(evement. The a will thus be protected fret through traffic (motorized
vehicles ) -.re ally traveling this stretch of roadway . Access to the canyon
are a is proposed free the intersection of tamer Boulevard ('gas line' roadway)
and Santa hmingo Street.

OS..? VISITOR CONTACT facILlTue

Piedras Harcadea Canyon (Page 59)

Ae in the case of th. malts center ou<peped at the Bore Scorn Canyon,
development of the Piedca Meaadne Conte t center, and mere apoctently. the
preservation of the quality of the a t.. ant, particularly n and
air quality. contingen n inept tnGionoOf

me
Mtn u.ee, eouleverdeand

lasso del Noete without the development of both corridere, traffic level.

within the - tr -uldverd and o del Norte Transportation teanageebnt toe,

and corresponding noise and air quality impacts would worsen at r

thus hiving a potential adverse affect on (eon rent activities proposed in and

v e aeeo Norte corridor a lso serves to protect

.tae the Piedras scarcedaa Canyon that Otherwise would he char Bled through the

11

27. See response #1.

28. See responses #18 and #19. Storm drainage may be permitted provided
that there is no derogation of monument values. See "Stormwater
Management" "Utility Rights-of-Way" sections in the "Actions Common
to All Alternatives" section of the plan.

0
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COMMENTS

Coneetvatively, it will be beet to recognize the fragile and senaitioe
of the r

ce
in the Piadraa Mercadae

a`
This .- I be done chile

aidering the high quality of the resources aodthe desire of the public t o
Of beet are as of the vb ment. To eeemepltah this, trails will be

limitedonly c tho eded to arpoee the public to a halted quantity of

high-quity pettuglyghs
mjter than to aLi patcogLyphe in the area . The City

t hrOugh trail
naylelealct,l roughs

gn, monitoring , and resou rce hacegmnent, to
y areas open to the public. ntcyueand aquastridn .c

a

ould he allowed to tMaatlbeeda, with bicycle Car" and hales tie up.Ca

provided for pedestrian access to the petroglyph viewing ateen.

I

It should slat be noted thet the Our ent roadway . e policy for Paseo
del Norta doe. n allow for ..CO., t o thpiediae M cadge Canyon
proposed . Provision of such a cronactic. A. Contingent on the approval of
additional by the urban Transportation Planning Policy Board of the
diddle sic ce Council of dovernaeeta . o CO. provide s the only
reasonable Access to retie the Piedras Mercedes vlaltor contact station.

Piadraa MacCadee Pueblo Auld ( page 61)

The City mill acquire on r vote to. adbeeeon hearh residence for .ha .. as

.....Us s.141. ruin. Tnie tequ minor boundary adjustment to the
oaonwront, deleting the its along C ot . soulevaed t may proposed a

yr contact station, Inc anbeesOn property provides better eoeeee to the

the site located directly along Coots.

Costs for the vlaltor facility here w e deieted from the August draft of
the eanxgemenc plan. Thee figures should be included as paac of the

av Call
operation of t he Monme

de
In" facility would heeira the mbined

E -f aE Do g E ^^ E 3 o
O.C.enIt would include scale models of the pueblo, full-tire replicas of

a ral pueblo r rift demn a . living history preae,a aps,
demonstration gardens highlightingg traditional agricultural technique s ,

re
remote

ensing 1nfOrMtt, and a Limited trail syatam, probably designed da x
boaudvaik.

Pu. to the a ..ittvity of the Cultural resources at the ruin,
visitor depacta Dulalave to be tleeely spnitoted. to the ruin may
have to be limited to M erlook. At this tine, no va then of the pueblo

vreful consultation with thetecsees's npueb
ould be C..

lo coewnity. tooal toeblo Indians.
who

co,
have traditional of ancestral Cie. to the ruin, Could also be myloyed

an staffing the site and providing interpretative tours.

MLcA PRI6TA OVEAlOOt ( Page 621

The National Perk service preferred action proposes an overlook at Me.a

chile this s e. is within the federally epneged hteieoo Uiit of the eoowent,
,to city feels that it i s appropriate to propose development of a small
perking ar a t Mete ousts . yrevidin4 e a to the overlook for people rich
disabilities and others who it not beable to wal k th e trail. The move

This can he accOmpliehed without iaps.ting monument s since the route
to the top is not very steep here and be overlook i s s eelscively enter
distance trop where the proposed road weuldstop . This a ..tble --.look at
the southern

and of the mon ument would complement the or see
propo zed at the northern and along an mm ttneifn of Pl at Street.

The Park Service also diecunaee 1ocoting the heritage Education Centerno.
e Mesa Prieto . As n oted above, the s pretetence coooinea the

bd0Cation Center with the in Visitor :acres at Haca Nears. Or alternately
with the Visitor content vacuity at the Piedroz mrcadaa Pueblo ruin.

.B.-toP TMlyp/ACCESS ( Pa qe 6))

The National. Park Seiviee bas a nsidered seve ral approaches to wee topaccess
xitbin the con., The City agrees with the Psrk Service ' pretersed

alternative , which would allow a choice Of n vehicular methods for r eaching
the mean top, including bicycle, and eque staled as well sa pedestrian access.

12

RESPONSES

29. The plan has been revised to indicate the need to provide access
approval by Urban Transportation Planning and Policy Board. It would
be the city's responsibility to make such requests because the proposed
access is in the city-managed Piedras Marcadas Unit.

30. The National Park Service and the city are evaluating the impacts of
this specific potential boundary adjustment.

31. Costs for the renovation of the Robberson property have not been
included because: (1) the city has not acquired the property; (2) specific
uses and functions have not been determined; (3) renovation needs
have not been developed; and (4) the property is outside the monument
boundary. The National Park Service will continue to work with the city
regarding the use and operation of the property as it relates to the
monument.

32. See response #9.

33. See response #8.
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COMMENTS

This approach would Permit a wider base of u re on defined trolls which could
..id neitive . A permitting I.C.scould now for c rol and

monftn ing of activities on the meek by ebnmsent pet l. Providing
multiple-me trails on the me wod help increase pub

e
lic support for the

Nonu ent . since seamy people have anticipated being able to nt roue at TaYt
limited recreational a

e
of rommenr land. This approach a lee recognixe Chat

a large portion of the Monument was purchased with City funds and should to
available to a broad range of .... . from the tcmaunit,.

NEIGN.OsscOD ACC%$3 TBAIzs (Page 68)

Access to the mermen from adjacent neighborhoods =at be carefully
planned and monitored . smile it is important to allow limited access for
s.ident, near the NoewenC and to provide c nnections from the City/County
regional Cxail network , it is also important to *'old adverse impacts on the

points must be designed to discourage n e by the general public. Thai. access
points met or be ehovn On informational kiosks of in brochures , naps. or
.that literature distributed To the public and must not be diacleeed by

the1 monrmeeot. Parkin
foxtneighborhood moto r s

o f
points will beton-street only;

the me ument if this is determined n ary by residents of the .[fenced area
end City traffic engineers

in
coder to control nonresident parking.

Orsrn 91TES --4imestead Circle park (Page 69)

Prior to the eatabllalment of Pecroglyph National rks"""t , hmeetead
Circle Park van given to the City pursuant to the Park Dedication Ordinance to
offset increased demand for park land created by a large residential
dev.io men[ khan the monument w es tablished , homestead circle Park r
included within its boundaries . The City remains committed to providing an
addlEleal developed neighborhood park in the Nma.[Yd area . The City Parka
and general services Department, Design and Development Division, and themotional

fork service should enter into negotiation. fora park design
a ceptabla to the Palk service that meets the Deeds Of the neighborhood.

OOVNDMT ado ONS I......0)

Alterative 1 r mronde the addition of five lots along lbjave , south of
hoce Negea . The city feels that this is not appropriate . This property would
be located within the City-managed note Negra Unit, requiring city or stab
acquisition. Funding for additional acquisiclons

istseveieiY liih mule eselot. a road for office use and a rviced by City
than expensive to acquire . arms with the potential for federal aoqufeltion,
the likelihood of adequate funding is very narrow.

Adding this property to the ebnument with no clear lndicetion of the costao r
provision for funding acquisition would Peet with opposition ftM the

It does not asks sens e to add more land to the Monument when thereowCare.
difficulties aogilring the lard alread tunk for phisn e.

resCity --of up". this boundary are dment while property o el sewhin
the Monument are left in limbo due to the slow pace of federal acquisition..

STAFFING /COSTS ( Page 70)

The National Park Service identifies the following staff needs and project
nets Co. inplaeming the preferred alternative development scheme for
Petroglyph Nat i.n.l honoemnt

Park Sec'ire employees

City of . tuquarque tmployea

Park Service Operating Coa"a

City Operating Costa

Total development costs
Iplanning and conetructlon)

57.5 full time equivalents

^.5 full time equivalents

$3.3 million

$1.1 million

$22.7 adllfon

•

RESPONSES

34. The "Neighborhood Access" section in alternative I has been revised,
and neighborhood access points have been removed from the map.

35. The preferred alternative provides for the passive, city-proposed
Homestead Circle Park improvements.

36. This is the only boundary addition recommended in the preferred
alternative. Inclusion of these lands within the monument would
protect the views and character of Boca Negra Canyon, which is
currently and proposed to be the most intensive visitor use area in the
monument.

9
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COMMENTS

Theme Costs and Staffing levels Appear ertre,e for adegoare Operation Of
the MOnment . Law enfotcmuant , maintenance , and vlnitar se rvices

erv
take

epprozlnutely 30\ of the City an Space Division ' , budget, a t cost of
0210,000 as year. Staffing for n v facilities , w extensive pregraas, and
uporaded [ e protection .ould increase these costa . but it is not clear
.Sr, mo r e the. eO employee m , with *ca r $a pillion in Operating expenses and
over 922 million a x e needed for c lying out a sor...Olul Monweent program.

while approving the management plan doe. not represent a c omenlroannt of
City funds for the eanumnt , the plan still seta out an extensi v e program that
ould require future funding approval. To data there has be.. no foosal

di me...Lee
or

ceptance by the City ragarding the appropriate level of
staffing andfeeilitiee . There is n clearly identified scores for the City'scosts

activities within the me went. Any ccmitment by the City to
undertake the

re
tended aetina should include t reful analysis of the

estimated costs And
in

identification of potential long-term funding sources.

-Cesz.EEAL etorecTro Sam. IPag. 1.)

In alternative 2, the plan [ ends a pubtic /private part nership for
protection of e15 a c res eat of the Nanwent, north It boos Neer. Canyon and
act of the propoeedunaer allgssent . tarsus of the proposed protection

method s not provided , other then suggesting that a portion could he
developed a Ices ered , planned c®unlty, with significant portions set
.aide a open Space. As with potential boundary additions discussed
elsewhere , funding for Prot ection of this property unclear . It is also not
clear how the ...are feel about alternative development schemes , on if some
form of public subsidy would be required t offset loses to the a The
City objects to any additional toa. of Private

Land
in the tlon. nt

aa
d

oclef net support any revision of the Peat....d aIternative to includethi
an
s

option.

DOVNOART ADOITfONS ( Page 00)

Alternative 2 also includes n potential addition of 289 platted lots in
the Volcano Cliffs subdivision, between the correct ebmment boundary and City
Open Space land. As with the boundary addition proposed in Altarnstive 1, the
City is concerned that additional land be added to the lbnwant without
adegwte resources for timely acquisition. The City is cu ently working with
Volcano Cliff. property owners to resolve develops nt issues in this area andcannot support this proposed boundary addition if it is considered as pact of
the preferred option.

cwVtmxadc eta) ocesmUENCt9 (Page .1391

She National Perk Service identifies Peeeo del Porte and Onset as Impact
topics dislaaed

to.
further snaky pie (page Sal). The City Of A16YWex

CStagrees
with

the Palk Service rationale for this appproach . The Albuquerque
y at a puOllc hearing held Juoe 1, 1993, the Onaer middle

Transportation Corridor , adopted the sent alternative , which includes Onaer
Boulevard la tour-lam major arterial parkway ) and Pae60 Del Norte is four- to
ale-fan major arterial ) - both of whic h ... proposed to be a ended through

Given that the iapaca or horn development a rridors has been
Fully analyzed through the city' a c rridor location and environmental process,
of which the Rational Park Service served ae a cooperating agency, both reads

e dismissed as lapact topic .. The impact nalyeie for both road, and
w ociated mitaeetion m applied t^ minimioe halm to the fbnuoent, is
docwented I. Onaer Midole Treeepv rt et i^•. Erick, - Record of OacisLo, gated
300eebez 1993, mod applicabl e lcsumeut.. ,ud ty reh[.nc, is made a Part Of
this General Management Plan.

red on the ertenlve a,alysie -t 11, en. ir. tat r acts, _ of
n.tructing the sneer fuddle project lenacr from Dellyne north to Paradtae

and Pmeo del Norte from Golf COVrse act to liner ). the City sae a
e about the National Park Service ' s dismissal of the P o del n

extension Thes e
r

a focus on faeuea of transportation conformity, air
quality, and noiseimpacts as noted below.

RESPONSES

37. NPS staffing estimates have been reduced, and the National Park
Service has worked with city staff to revise city staffing estimates. See
table 2, appendix N, and response #6.
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40

COMMENTS

TAM(SPORTA Conro9MXTY

no wention is pads in the National Park Service Plan about the need for

xtavpottaeion eearoarity , or the requirement that Any proposed addition Or

delatiun Iron the approved local Transportation Plan be . lyred Per its

impact on air quality . The Onaer / coif Course connection Of Peas* del parts is

a part of the inn, Range ..... ortaeion Plan (LI¢P) and is a link scheduled to

be added to the z adsay network by 2005 . A satiety of activities and

atz¢eglee -aioh will reduce dingle-occuPanay vehicle t vel , relleve

congestion , and contribute to improved is quality are contelned in the LRTS.

The deletion of this link in the scheduled road system will likely lead to

ening air quality due to increased traffic congestion . This is a major

Change in the proposed toad network and its consequences have not been

consider ed by the National task service.

AIR QUALITY ( Page 139(

The National Park service plan did not include an Air Quality Impact
atuay. An' emission inventory &.1-has in the plea concluded that the
awbukee nt's selected development alternative would nave a niofoal effect 00 air

esnwv
bequality .

that dAix gaality wouldrof
bu ilt

be
degraded . BOwevmnt the

Could

Middle Transportation Corridor study libel Cnvtm'mental fact Stataeeat

points out, •r.iluse to implement proposed traneportatlon Seatevemnta ... rowed

cult In a n increase in -bon mono[ide con" nations throughout the protect

aces because of increased congestion , decreased tatf c ovement and reduced

rigs speed. ' The Conclusion that lecalired air quality is Oleanet under
the Park Service alternative is undezeined by the reality ening
regional air quality caused by significant gaps in the overall transportation

system.

Air quality within the lunn,sent Should not approach or exceed the state or

federal guideline. Pat carbon wnoride (CO) for eitner the one•hout or
eight-hour Standard for any of the Omen / Onser build alternative s bases upon
air-quality mpdellnq. Any at be build alternatives would likely of xeeult

the

ecause

general
seefficient

TO
raffic fit.
concentrat ions area

ad i.d....d ....V .ad.b

NO35T ( P.ge 110)

The Park servers Plan cites a November 1993 noise Study conducted by
nonement staff which measured 21 Sites within the moment tot noise seeable
and levels . Qualitative judgments - arode .bout ale levels at ..Pal

within the ..t. Novevar . no data relative to noise in provided In
the text . etc.sdsntitlo monody of testing or data gathering are noted. The
only Wentitatile noise data presented is that gathered for the WAS,girdle
Project.

Similarly , the National Park Service makes a qualitative debtmiatlon
that construedg maser Boulevard through the eztettog gas line sight-of-way
will reduce the ise and vlaual Appears Of the a ent t o-lane road through
Pore Negza Canyon. It 1. claimed that this ad will a rve a perk purpose.

PueoOn the other head, the seek
Angling

bas determined that the extension Of
del Narte

_.a
the escarpment will Monte a cceptable noise impacts and

negatively affect the armint inc varietyof in., ways. The Park service
In. Jesse. load.. a... frove an.plan

remainderofthe omnment11despite fplans for centlnuous pedestrian /nitrates
get

trail connections . Yet no such Blain in Safe for the Onset a arpment
crossing creating discontinuity between Rincomda Canyon and Boca Negta Canyon.

A nolae - impact analysis bar been carried out by the C ity uain ceptors
within aaroglyph National Monument. the a s evM nt a eluatedundrear the

Activity Category A as defined by the [., decal aighwayAdministration wore

Shebang., Criteria . This catagery includes egtta D sitlve a r eas -here the

peeeervetion of a

v

and -let a inl . pe Call.,, outside the

Monroen x evaluated under Category S , awhicn includes rmldences, Chutt

pparks. iibra . is., and schols . With the nitigatioe ee
uc

. proposed for ach

[ the build altetnatlvee , the predicted year 2010 noiselevela at eaon

receptor location was within the federal holes abatement standards. Measures

applied to mitigate noise i pacts include noise walls (Taylor Ranch

neighborhood ), shifts in roadway alige®ant (nor the bead of Piedras Matcadaa

Canyon ), and the incorporation Of earthen bero /jersey barrier walls (within

the Monment,.
is

0

RESPONSES

38. The management plan alternatives do not address city and regional
transportation planning and air quality issues. The management plan
does not propose any actions that would affect regional transportation.
Air quality conformity has been evaluated for management plan
actions. See "Impacts on Air Quality" sections for each alternative.

39. This comment appears to address the noise sections of the November
preliminary plan. The August Draft General Management Plan /
Environmental Impact Statement sections on noise was revised to include
a discussion of the baseline noise information that has been gathered.

40. The distinction between the authorization of Unser Boulevard and the
lack of authority for Paseo del Norte is that the new Unser Boulevard
replaces the existing Unser Boulevard. Thus the monument purpose for
Unser Boulevard is that it removes and eliminates a source of noise and
destruction of the natural context of Boca Negra Canyon, which is a
sensitive resource area and an area with high potential for increased
visitor use. See response #3.

• 0
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COMMENTS RESPONSES

LNVIAONl6MCAL c LIAHCE

The LnvEtormvatsl IRnact Statement for the Vnae [ Middle corridor w

nsistent with lateral Highway Administration gOidtline s and pro v isions Of

the Met ional Enviro,mmntal Policy Oct {MEPA1 . Develo pment of the project

would comply with the stand..d. of these regulation .. as .ell as with the

requirement. of the Haw.Mexico State Highway Oepartngnt Attlon Plan relating

to provi.tc.. f or Padertxlan . micycle end Equeetrlnn 3ra£tic and the lies

Mexico Prehistoric and historic Sites Art of 1989.

She project ': impact o cultural and natural c ould be c refully

monitored . Project actions would include data rt eryCe ording of
scienti f ic data , and potential reloeat ion of affected pettoglyph. and

a rcheological aite, a so.

11:1Y

Qualified personnel viii Oe selected by the
City. in C nsultation with thState Historic Proevivetlon Office and the
."coal tart service, to provide a -alte moeitoring of cultural r

during C natruotion. these a agencies would provide consultation on
speci fic method , of mitigation

Pedestrian . bicycle and equestrian t reational trails will be provided

Hehin the rcad ridrrof-say. a below grade pedestrian crossing w131 be
provided at the Pi

.
edras Maccadea Atroyt SCh s

o

to the nt.

Monitoring for wildlife and endangered .pedwwill be
condo.uctaded

d
during

construction . If any a e located within the roadway atigmeent s uch a, the
,..at

horned owl, burrowing owl or q[asnea grass cactus , they will be t ad

to suitable habitat elsewheee within the -..t or on adj.-.t open
.,.0.
Space

land.



COMMENTS RESPONSES

October 30, 1995

City ofAlbuquerque
P,0.00X 1293 ALBUQUEROUE , NEW MEXIC0871Qi

Douglas gory
Acting Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Unser NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Dear Mr. EVry:

The attached comments have been prepared by the City's
environmental Health cepertment regarding the August 1995 draft
o£ the General Management Plan for Petroglyph National
Monument. They are similar to those written in response to the
Wwvemher 1994 draft Which W.I. transmitted to you earlier this
year. These are being transmitted as an addendum to our

ants on the August draft and should be made pert of the
c•f ilicial record of comments for that draft.

Please contact Sandy Fish (168-3282) or Dan Warren (768-2637) if
you have any questions concerning this material.

nC^

4„L

Ronald N. Short, AICP

P3ev,ina Director

.c: Lawrence Rael, Chief Administrative Officer
Jay Czar, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer
.rah Notchian , Director , Environmental Health Department

Larry Beal, National Park Service

-THE GTY OF AL$UWERWE IS AN EQUAL OPPORNNISYfREASONAaLa AOCOMMOOkflO J EMPIOY£A-

• 0
0



COMMENTS

CITY OF ALBUQUEA ,
Albuquerque , New A!&t

,

/ R

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DIWAft

alpsssaOctober 25 . 1995

TO: Ron Short. Dir r. Planning Department

7a-' -o
Q ?r

FROM: Sarah Kotchla , rector. Environmental Health Department

SUBJECT: UPDATED COIMENTS ON THE DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/ DEVELDPMENT
CONCEPT PLAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT PON THE PETRODLYPH NATIONAL
MONUMENT

We have received the most recent draft of the General Management
Plan/Development Concept Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for the
Petroglyph National Monument. Since your office has been designated as the
central location for transmittal of City comments to the National Park.
Service. we are sending updated comments on the referenced documentation to
you. Our understanding is that the comments we submitted to your office last
January were received by the National Park Service In July. Due to this
timing. apparently little could be done to address our convents prior to
release of latest draft in early August. Therefore, our earlier cements
addressing air quality and noise ( see attachment ) essentially remain
applicable to the current Petroglyph National Monument documentation. The
deadline for final comments is November 6: please advise me once our comments
have been forwarded to the National Park Service.

After closer examination of the most recent draft. we feel it is appropriate
to take advantage of this final opportunity to content. Therefore, the
attached comments serve to update and elaborate on our earlier concerns. If
you have questions or would like to discuss our comments in more detail.
please let me know. At a meeting held October 18. we informed the National
Park Service that we continue to have concerns . prince ally focusing on the
Issues of General Conformity and possible changes to the transportation system
caused by the Monument . They expressed an interest in meeting at the end of
October to discuss our concerns.

cc: Aland Eager. Air Pollution Control Division, Environmental Health
Department
Richard Mitzelfelt, Consumer Protection Division. Environmental
Health Department

RESPONSES

•



COMMENTS

1

2

PDATED MANAGEMENT
UAM) ENVIR

OMMENTS
NTALaIN

THE
ATEMENTGENERALOR ETROGLYPHTHE NATIONAL T

that the assummtions . technical information , and analyses servinq as the
recodi fled as 20 NMAC 11.04 will became effective on December 1. 19951, states

The following discussions have been prepared by the Environmental Health
Department 's Air Pollution Control Division (.CO)C and are intended to update
Our earlier comments and concerns . The APCD is the designated Air Agency for
Bernaliilo County. We have five primary concerns related to air quality which
are discussed detail below.

1 . GENERAL CDNFdLMITY ANA YSIS

Air Duality Control Board Regulation No. 43 . General Conformity, (just

AS indicated in our January comments, there appear to be technical errors with,
the analysis . For example . vehicle emission factors seem unrealistically low
and travel distances for visitors and employees also seem IN. A thorough
analysis of all reasonably foreseeable direct and indirect emissions is
necessary , As the local Air Agency having J urisdiction over air quality In

review and comment at the earliest opportunity. -
conclusion that de minims levels are not met be provided to our office for
0ernalillo County , we request that the applicability analysis leading to the

NPACTS TO THE E I el TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

During the last year and a half we have expressed concerns about potential
impacts to the regional transportation system that may be caused by the
implementation of Petroglyph National Monument . In particular , the Paseo del
Norte escarpment crossing and surrounding roadways are of special concern;

Our understanding of events and factors associated with the monument and
transportation facilities is as follows:

• The Petrogly9h National Monument boundary map approved by

3
congress shows the Paseo del Norte escarpment crossing as a
transportation study corridor.

The Urban Transportation planning Policy Board and the City
of Albuquerque have established policies calling for the
construction of Paseo del Norte through Petroglyph National
Monument.

The current Petroglyph National Monument General Management
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement strongly suggests
that the Paseo del Norte escarpment crossing wilt adversely
affect the Monument.

The potential negative air quality impacts caused by
alternatives lacking the Paseo del Norte linkage have not
been technically evaluated by the current EIS.

RESPONSES

1. - The city's Environmental Health Department has been provided with
documentation of the air quality analysis, and the final plan has been
revised to include this analysis. Specific information was not available
when the draft plan was printed, so conservative estimates were used.

2. The management plan alternatives do not address city and regional
transportation planning and air quality issues. The management plan
does not propose any actions that would affect regional transportation.
Air quality conformity has been evaluated for management plan
actions. See "Impacts on Air Quality" sections for each alternative.

3. A map depicting Paseo del Norte extension does not constitute
congressional authorization. Agreeing to put the Paseo del Norte
alignment on a map does not constitute an NPS position or
endorsement for the road.

4. See response #2.

0
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COMMENTS

UPDATED COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT

Our understanding of the National Park Service's position is that the
Petroglyph National Monument Environmental Impact Statement will not serve as
an instrument to make a decision on the Paseo del Norte roadway within the
Monument. Because a comprehensive assessment of positive and negative impacts
far all potential alternatives has not been completed . we are unable to
adequately evaluate impacts of associated With implementation of the Monument
and related roadways. As the Air Agency, we need a more complete analysis to
understand possible adverse air quality impacts. If such an analysis will not
be part of the current environmental impact statement process, we would
appreciate a clarification by the National Park Service regarding when the
Paseo del Norte alternatives will be analyzed.

It is unfortunate that resolution of the critical Paseo del Norte issue is not
aided by the long and difficult General Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement process. Our preference would be to see the Monument's
General Management Plan take a firm position on the Paseo del Norte escarpment
crossing. We feel the documentation would best serve the overall community
from an air quality perspective by helping to resolve this question as soon as
possible.

The National Park Service has included numerous discussions about Paseo del
Norte's Impacts In the enviromental documentation . To provide a more
complete picture . we ask that an analysis of traffic and air quality Impacts
be undertaken before a record of decision or finding of no significant impact
is completed . Our office requests adequate opportunity to review any such
analysis , including accompanying traffic analyses ( just received ) serving as
assumptions in the air quality evaluations.

We are concerned that in the past years . many land use decisions in this part
of the community have relied on the locally - adopted policies identifying the
ultimate existence of the Unser Boulevard and Paseo del Norte facilities.
Irreversible land use development continues to occur in this area at a very
rapid pace . The longer this question remains unresolved . the more troubled
we are about land use and transportation decisions that are affecting the
surrounding areas.

We note that the alternative descriptions still refer to Paseo del Norte as a
"study corridor' even though our understanding is that the study for this
facility was completed several years ago. This designation on the maps is
confusing and/or misleading. We suggest the maps be changed to reflect
current conditions, i.e. locally-approved Paseo del Norte corridor'.

0

RESPONSES

5. It is not the purpose of this management plan to analyze Paseo del
Norte alternatives. See response #4.

6. The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unger Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negro Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors. The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle Project
has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

There is no authorization for the Paseo del Norte right-of-way. The
entire Unser Middle Project is an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

The transportation zone does not include Paseo del Norte. Paseo del
Norte does not serve a monument purpose, is not authorized, and is an
issue beyond the scope of this plan.

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.
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3 GENERAL AIR MIALIlY DDCMNTATIDtI

To date, the environmental documentation has not provided any site specific
air quality evaluations . We just received the traffic information we had
requested earlier and have not had adequate time to review the technical
report. Therefore. we are unable at this time to determine whether the
technical information is adequate to support conclusions of th e N
ereregarding air qua y moat s. Astire designated Air Agency,
believe the document ' s conclusions regarding the significance of impacts to
air quality and the health of affected individuals may be premature. We
request additional time in the comment period to review the traffic
information and other related air quality information.

Furthermore. If adverse health effects are potentially evident, the National
Park Service has a responsibility under NEPA to consider ways to mitigate
these effects.

Little distinction is made between the various "build" alternatives. It would
appear that more vehicle travel would be involved in alternative 3 which has
more internal roagtvays than alternatives 1 and 2.

Proposed accesses into the monument should not be permitted to adversely
affect existing and proposed bicycle facilities such as the one along Unser
Boulevard . Maintaining the integrity of these facilities is important since
bicycles provide one of the best alternatives for eliminating motor vehicle
trips.

4 TRAMSPGRTATIDN crIa 4t1Y

The responsibility for performing regional transportation conformity analyses
lies with the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governaents . Should the adoption
of the Petroglyph National Moament Management Plan and Record of Decision for
the EIS result in major changes in the area ' s transportation system, a new
transportation conformity analysis will be needed.

While a certain amount of flexibility exists within the current transportation
conformity results to achieve compliance-with federal regulations. it is
prudent to consider potential effects to the regional conformity determination
that might result from substantial changes to the transportation system.
Major changes affecting key linkages in the transportation system' can affect
air quality and need to be considered . Concerns could occur In relation to
increases in vehicle congestion and out-of -direction travel.

5 PARTI a MM (DUST)

Air Duality regulations apply to earth disturbing activities in Bernalillo
County. Topsoil Disturbance Permits may be required for various activities
associated with implementation of the Management Plan. Westside soils are
particularly difficult to. stabilize and special measures will be needed to
reduce fugitive 4'2t in this area.

RESPONSES

7. The approval of the Unser Middle Project, which includes Pasco del
Norte, is subject to assurance that there are no legal impediments to
proceeding with the project.

8. NPS staff and city staff have discussed and resolved the city's request
for background information and detailed air quality and traffic related
calculations. -

9. This plan has documented that adoption of this plan does not result in
major changes to the area's transportation system and is exempt from
the Environmental Protection Agency's general conformity regulations
because total projected emissions are below de minimus levels.
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City Ofa[buguergue
P.O. BOX1293 ALBUOUERDUE . NEW MEXICO E 7 1M „/ i

RECEIVED CPA.

Douglas Bury
Acting Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Onset NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

CDT 10 1Z

PN1,4nlh NSS mmmm

tear Mr. Eury:

A.lbuquerque' S Environmental Planning Commissionreviewed the
General Management Plan for Petroglyph National Monument at a
September 28, 1995, public hearing. At the hearing, the
Commission found, on a vote of four in favor and one opposed,
that, 'Preparation of the General Management Plan/ D evelopment
Concept Plan for Petroglyph National Monument is premature until
the issue of the construction of Paaeo del Norte has been
resolved."

In addition to Paseo del Norte, Commissioners expressed concerns
over the need to address issues related to storm water
management i n and net the Monument , the design of neighborhood
access points, potential impacts on Double Eagle Ir Airport, and
not Limiting the City's ability to charge fees for use of
portions of the Monument . The Commission also asked that the

eoard and Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails Committee,
which are attached.

We will also make this material available to the Petroglyph
National Monument Advisory Commission for use in their
deLiberations concerning the Management Plan,

Ronald N. short,
Planning Director

cc;Martin a. Chavez, Mayor
Lawrence Rael, Chief Administrative Officer
Jay Czar, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer
P.R. Grant, Chairman, Petroglyph Monument Advisory Commission
Members of the Petroglyph Monument Advisory Commission

v tNE CITY OP AIRUOUEROUE IS AN EOUALOPPORTUNITY, REASONABLE A60OMMOOARON EMPLOYER=

0

RESPONSES

See previous comments and responses to city mayor's letter.

0
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September 2_2. 1995

Adele Hundley, Chair
Environmental Planning Commission
c/o Planning Department
P.O. Box 1293
Albuquerque. NM 57101

Dear Ms. Huntley and Members of the Environmental Planning Commission:

Please consider the following comments on the National Park Service 's draft General

Management Plan for the paroglyph National Monument . The remarks are similar to those

that we one making to the National Pack Service on the Plan.

The Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails Committee (Trails Committee ) supports the

Preferred Alternative. We believe it strikes a good balance between preservation ofthe

resource , while acknowledging its when setting and providing for a variety of user groups.

The Trails Committee has tremendous respect for this said and believes t hat any rise must

reeognizc its rich cultural heritage . We believe the preferred alternative preserves and protests

the Monument's cultural resources while providing reasonable public access to the area's vast

acreage.

We believe she proposed traits in the preferred altemative permit various types of access

without the intrusiveness fan automobile . By pertaining other forms of nun-vehicular

transportation . such as horseback or bicycle , more people will have the opportunity to

xperience this vast unique area These trails should be planned to avoid petroglypli

concentrations and other sensitive resource areas . We feel that the proposed alignments, most

of which follow existing din toads. should remain dirt with stabilized soils where necessary.

Other existing roads should be closed and revegetated . We are pleased to see that

opportunities for people with disabilities will be provided at locations throughout the

Monument.

The Committee endorses the Park Services concept of a permit system for multi-use trail

users on Ne mesa top . Perhaps penrtiss should be required C AI those who wish w visit the

monument unescorted . especially in sensitive amt with high concentrations of petrogtYphs.

This would not only provide an opportunity to educate users , but it would provide additional

protection to the Monuments most sensitive arras. Furthermore . visitation should be limited

to davliuht hours- with strict enfoteement tMOUgh the use of locked gates and posted signs.

RESPONSES
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Letter
to

HPC
September 22. 1995
Page 2

We also support he proposed neighborhood access points and we would like to see a

combination of seating areas and pedestrian trails in and around Homestead Park . Trailhead

locations should be large enough to accommodate equestrian trailers . We agree with the
proposed location of the visitor's center at the Boa Negro and support the protection afforded
the geologic windows . The map on page 60 should be consistent with the text which

mentions a nail from the Piedras Mercedas contact station to the Taylor (ranch area. We

unanimously oppose a loop road as depicted in Alternative 3. We believe a roadway on the

mesa top would destroy the Monuments goals to preserve and protect a critical link with the

...itVS „i =^^ .al herimue

We are very interested in linking the City's multi- use trail system to the Monument and to

other regional trails beyond the Monument Alternate t fails to show a crossing of the

escarpment in the northern portion of the Monument. Carle Nprtena may be appropriate For

bicycles and pedestrians , our a crossing in the vicinity of Posters del Norte is needed for

horses . Additionally , a multi-use crossing at Sacs Negra is needed . finally, the map

showing the City existing and proposed trails is inaccurate We have offered to work with

We believe that the preferred alternative provides the community an unprecedented

opportunity ro preserve and protect an important cultural rsource that will be an invaluable

user to both the community and the nation.

Very trullyYours.

ve6,U
ur^

Sam Adama Chair
Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails Committee

RESPONSES

The alternative I map has been revised to indicate multiuse trail
crossings at Boca Negra Canyon and Calle Nortena.
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September 22,

Adele Kundley,
Environmental
Pp Box 1293

OPEN SPALt ADVISORY suARU 1 The final lan has been revised to address arkin and access concerns
City ofvltbuquerque

. p gp
in neighborhoods.

P.O. S0X :293 AL3U0UEAaue.NEWMEXR08,It3

2. See the draft plan, appendix 0, page 281.

1995 3. See previous comments and responses to city mayor's letter.

Chair
Planning Commission

Albuquerque , NM 61103

Dear Ms. Huntley and Members of the Environmental Planning

Commission:

Albuquerque ' s Open Space Advisory Board held a special meeting.

on September 21, 1995, to discuss the National Park Service's

draft General Management Plan for Petroglyph National Monument-

Four members of the seven -member board were present, The Board

did not formally endorse any of the alternatives presented in

the Park Service plan. Some members favored Alternative t, in

part due to the degree of interaction it offered with the

community . Others favored Alternative 2 due to the level of

resource protection it provided. A majority of the Board

members present favored pedestrian -Only use of the mesa top.

Board members raised the following issues and questions:

•What plans has the City made to Provide the additional

staffing necessary to carry out the programs called out in

the management plan?
-the Park Service was asked to explain the recommendation for

a boundary adjustment adding 10 . 5 acres on Mojave Street

d a e Heats h, no

• Concerns were raised regarding parking, loading, and

transportation issues, particularly the impacts of parking at

an eff cc on nearb net hborhoods.

More details information sou b e provr
oocoiected

s
visitor counts.

T a - - -
recommending e::ten

g

aion of Omer Boulevard through the

Monument.
a area around e a o

be designed?
-Why was the proposal for a boundary addition of 129 acres in

volcano Cliffs and non - federal protection of 475 acres north

of Boca Negra Canyon included only in Alternative 22
• What, if any. improvements would be done at the neighborhood

aceeae paints?

• The National park service was asked to explain how it

proposes reducing vandalism within the Monument.

What are the P ark Service ' s expectations of obtaining funding

for desired improvements : if funding is not available, is

Alternative 4 (no action ) the most feasible option?

• •
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Letter--Adele Bundley!£PC
September 22, 1995
Page 2

• There is a need to provide for upstream drainage as the area
beyond the Monument develops ; this should be addressed in the

an.manadement
•Areaa described as places o solitude for viewing pecroglyphs
are only accessible on soft-surfaced trails , limiting their

ailability to those with physical handicaps.
It may not be necessary to open every po .... fof tee monumen
to everyone ; bicycle and horse riding may not be appropriate
on to mesa t oo .

•
How does the management

p

lan relate to the C itya West S ide

Strategic Plan and the fact that land to the north and .At
will develop in the future ; how would neighborhood access
from currentlydeveloped land be handled?

ere are specla concerns for issues relat ed t o e on .751
• heritage of the area ' s pueblos.

Open Space Division Staff noted three concerns that they have
expressed to the Perk Service : 1)the need to clarity ownership
issues, particularly related to the City Open Space lands within
the federally managed Atrisco Unit of the Monument ; 2)cancerna
over the Park Service recommendation to eliminate Monument fees,
since the City currently charges fees for use of some open apace
facilities to help offset operational costs ; 1)the city's
interest in deleting the Coors Boulevard " visitor Centex"
property from the Monument in order to allow for development of
a visitor facility for the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin at the
Roberson Ranch property south of the pueblo . The Board noted
that it has already taken action supporting the City's
acquisition Of the Roberson Ranch property for this purpose.

Z hope that this summary is helpful to the Commission as it
reviews the general Management Plan. _

4

RESPONSES

4. Accessibility for people with disabilities is addressed the "Actions
Common to All Alternatives" section of the plan.

5. Access to the monument from currently undeveloped areas would be
addressed on a case-by-case basis with residents of new neighborhoods.
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October 10, 1995

Me. Doug Eury, Acting Director
National Park S.M. and

Mr. Bob Great, Chairmen
Petmglyph National Monument Advisory Committee

6001 easer Boulevard, NW
Atbugaergae, NM 81120

SUBIECT: Comments on the Draft General Management
Plea/Development Concept PlarJEnvironmenral Impact State-
ment for the Petroglyph National Monument

Dear Mr. Busy and Mr . Grant:

mmrik you for the oppormniry to comment on the Draft Management Plan
for the Pettoglypb National Monument. We appreciate the subsmndai effort
by the National Park Service in developing the draft plan, However, the
Document raises a number of concerns regarding isaues that impact the
region as a whole at well as the Monument , the neighborhoods immediately
adjacent to it , and the entire Weal Side. The Urban Transporomag plait.
mail Policy Board ' s Trampormion Coordinating committee and the staff of
the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments (MRGCOG) has addressed
these issues in detail in their attached letter . Our primary concerns are as
follows:

First, the draft Doeuaneot does not fully easterly u l the provisions of he
Nati onal Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Specifically, it Is the Imple-
menting agency's responsibility to address issues that may =It from
Congressional action, including the effect those actions may have on the
human environment.

• s.."sae Ba.,s Second, the draft Document does not address the importance of Paso del
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS Norte to a regional facility or the effect on the neighbotheeds near the

2 v.a,,,m wv^":,4 Monument and the region as a whole if it is not wase,er ed. The lack of
NM sh.urh"aadore.. regional penpoetive that is displayed In the draft Dacumeet is a serious

raw
Mans' . e„ene,

Tfl3

A. lwogogon of General and Special Puryose Units ./ L.1 Gove,nmenb
within New Menco State Planning and Development Dtadee III

RESPONSES

1 The management plan is in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The legislation that resulted in the
creation of Petroglyph National Monument was proposed by members
of Congress, not the National Park Service. It is not the purpose of the
management plan to analyze past congressional actions. The National
Park Service only does environmental analysis on legislation that the
agency proposes or actions that the agency proposes. The NEPA
process is intended to provide information so that the decision makers
can make informed decisions. The decision to create the monument has
been made, and it would serve no purpose to analyze past legislation.

2. The general management plan addresses Paseo del Norte as an issue
beyond the scope of this plan. See "Issues Beyond the Scope of This
General Management Plan" section for a discussion on Paseo del Norte.
The establishment of the monument by Congress and the signing of the
binding agreement resulted in the conflict of federal law and local and
regional policy, not any action recommended in this general
management plan. It is not the purpose or intent of the National
Environmental Policy Act or this management plan to resolve citywide
and regional transportation issues. The purpose of the management
plan is to set forth the basic management philosophy of the monument
and the overall approach to resource management, visitor use, and
facility development that would be implemented over the next 10-15
years.
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W. Eury and Grant .y October 10, 1993

Third, the draft Document does out fully explore the potential that Pasco del Norte may have
for serving one or more Park proposes, Including drainage issues.

If this document is to serve its stated purpose and fully ocmply with the NEPA, these Lea-
must be resolved. The Draft Management Plan must recognize that the sae, location, and
nature of the Park MR have a major negative impact on the region if it is not properly
developed and managed from the perspective of an urban environment.

To move forward with the Draft Management Plea without resolving these issues would be
detrimental both to the region and the National Monument . Given our concerns, -t concur
with the TCC's recommendation that the National Park Service withdraw this document and
undertake the studies necessary for resolving thaw issues that have been raised.

The staff of the MROCOG is available to di cuss these commm, at your com'eoieuce.
Phase feel free to contact Mr. Dennis It . Folm, Executive Director, or W. Roo Fare,
Director of Transportation at 247- 1750 for clerifutlon of these comments or for any other
assistance.

Sincerely,

Barbara 1. Seward, Chairman
Urban Transportation Planning Policy Board
Commissioner , Berealilo County

Enclosure : Later Dead October 2, 1995 to Mr. Etuy and Mr. Grant from Mr.
John Castillo , Chairman , Transportation Coordinating Committee and
Mr. Dennis R . Foltz, Executive Director, MRGCOG

xc: Honorable Pete Dnmeeid, U.S. Senator (w/encloaara)
Honorable Jeff Bingaman , U. S. Senator (w/enclosures)
Honorable Steve Schiff, U. S. Representative (w/enclosures)
Honorable Jaeeph Stara. U. S. Reprexetative (w/enclosures)
Honorab le Rill Richadson. U. S. Representative (or/enclosures)
Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission Go National Park Service

Jaime Chavez Coda Roberson
toe S. Chavez William F. Weabkee
Gerry Fans
Roaema7 Harris
Ray B. Powell, Jr.

0

RESPONSES

3. A 50 mph, 4- to 6-lane roadway is not needed to provide improved
stormwater drainage.

The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

4. See response #2 to this letter.
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SUBJECT: Comments on the Draft (react.] Management
PIan/Development Concept Plan/Environments) Impact state-
meat for the Petroglyph National Monument

new Mr. Bury and Mr. Grant:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Danis Management Plan
for the Pettoglyph National Monmment. While it u obvious thatthe Draft
Management Plan entailed a abstaasial effort by the ,analark Service,
we feel them see sever l areas wheat the document is substantially imuffi-
dent. Our specific comments are as follows:

Natural Environments] Policy An

The overall provisions of the National Environmental Polity Mt (NEPA)
have not been followed throughout the development of this Envimpmeoul
Impact Statement . In particular, we now that it is the responsibility of the
implementing agency to address issues that may result from Congteationsi
action. The impact ofTjeaaonm designation of a roadway corridor
or an amusement perk must still be evaluated for as affect on the environ-
ment. both Inman and natural . The draft Doc anent coned no ac;mow].
edgement of this reaponaibNry on the part of the Park Service.

T. Draft Management Plan .states on page 23 that,

'It is beyond the scope of this plan to resolve conflicts with the
Long Range Major Street Plan and Federal law and polIcy.-

Thu statement represents a serious as, in the document , since the NEPA
4OCFR, Section 1506.2(d) specifically mores that:

An Aesodadon of General and Spew; Puryose crusts at Loral Goue,nments
within New Mexico Score Planning and Development Dvmct 0I

RESPONSES

5. See response #1 to this letter.

6. The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

The plan does not contain any actions that conflict with city policy that
did not already conflict with city policy with the establishment of the
monument. Establishing the monument and signing the binding
agreement are the actions that put city policy in conflict with the
monument, not any actions in the general management plan. The
National Park Service does not have the authority under current law
and policy to allow development that would derogate the values and
purposes for which the monument was designated.

As stated on page 23 of the draft plan, the plan is consistent with the
City and County Comprehensive Plan, the Northwest Mesa Area Plan, and
the Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan. We look forward to working with
the city staff to identify the specific conflicts, other than Paseo del Norte,
that may exist.

It is not the purpose or intent of the National Environmental Policy Act
or the general management plan to resolve all these conflicts . Rather,
the National Environmental Policy Act requires the consideration of
conflicts resulting from a proposed agency action.

On page 23, the National Park Service clearly states that there are
conflicts with federal and city policy; however, these conflicts are not a
result of the management plan but they are a result of legislation
creating the monument. However, the National Park Service also states
that we are working with the city to resolve these conflicts. We state
those plans that we know we are generally consistent with, and we
identify the one plan with which we are in conflict.

Also see response #2 to this letter.
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Mr. E.7 ..d Mr . Grant -2- October 2, 1995

"(d) To better integrate environmental impact statements into State or local planning
processes , statements shall discuss any i consistency of a proposed acdon with any
approved Sate or local plan and laws (whether or not federally aancdoned). Where
an inconsistency exists, the statement should describe the extent to which the agency
would reconcile its proposed action with on, plan or law."

P o- del Norte (kDNI

The above comments relate directly to the Document's discussion regarding Pasco del None
(PDN). The imparts that not constructing PDN may have on the neighborhoods near the
Monument and on the region as a whole are net addressed.

It muse be noted that the Long Range Major Street Plan (LRMSP ) which contains the PDN
corridor through the Monument , is a regional policy that bas been approved and adopted
through mandated Federal requirements . The Unser Middle Trampanadon Corridor Sandy
Final Emironmentsl Impact Study , November 1992 (User Middle Rig), which specifies the

di=ant for both U
Federal statement . Given that the draft Management Plan does not incorporate or address the
findings of the Utter Middle EIS , adopted local policies , or the pro idecea of We LRMSP, it
Is not in compliance with NEPA requirements.

The Draft Management Plan consisendy undereatlmates the importance of PDN as a regional
transportation facility which In our opinion , will have a significant negative impact an We
region and the Nations) Park if it Is not constructed.

The importance of PDN as a regional facWty can be seen by a review of the following Earn:

1. If PDN were removed from the LRMSP, it would be nxessery to reevaluate
the current Tnrtspprredon Program as well as the Long Range Tramponatioa
Plan to determine whether the area would continue to be in conformity with
the air quality standards for &tmilfa County.

2. This facility has been an integral component of transportation planning on the
West aide for over can feet,

3. PON provides the shores route for vehicles travelling wean from 1-25 to the
Double Eagle D Airport

4. This facility is designed to remove the heavy commercial traffic from the
reidential areas in the northern sntion of the West Side

5. This corridor will be a vital link for long range commuting trade in the find
hothead of the LRMSP

6. This facility is a vital component for maintaining a better living environment
for West Side residents

7. PDN between 1-25 and Paseo del Volcan is a pan of the proposed National
Highway System

•

RESPONSES

7. It is not the purpose of the management plan to incorporate by
reference city-proposed actions that have no authorization and that are
not directly related to resource protection and visitor use of the
monument. See response #6 above.

The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Pasco del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unser Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negra Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors. The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle Project
has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

• •
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Mr. Fury and Mr. Grant -0- October 2, 1995

• Carbon monoxide pollution of approximately 2/3 a ton per day will occur

• An additional 27.000 miles of vehicle miles travelled per weekday

• Continuing high accident rate on Coors Boulevard

• An additional 10,000 hour of vehicle operation time per weekday

• Need to construct additional through lanes on intersection throughout the
Unser/PDN study area

The U. Middle EIS clearly shows the importance of PDN between Golf Course Read and
Universe , to the region In which the National monument exists.

Additionally, the following passage from the Draft Management Plan Is indicative of this
Document ' s inadequate compliance with the NEPA In that it raises many issues that are
either our addressed or subsaagucd.

"The National Path Service , the Stale Historic Preservation Officer, the Stale
Attorney General , and numerous other national and local groups have staled that (1)
monument resources would be significantly impacted , (2) there is not a monument or
visimr•relaled purpose for such s 50 -mph freeway-type road , and (3) there are other
prudent and feasible alternatives that would meet the transportation needs of the city
without extraordinary, costs and disruption and that are feasible from a deep and
engineering standpoint` (page 22).

In response on this statement , we would Rlre to note the following:

First, it bee not been demonstrated in the Draft Management Plan that PDN will negatively
Impact monument resources to a significant extent. In fact, the Document does not specify

any direct impacts , how they were determined , or how they were evaluated . The NEPA

Seetion 1502 . 1 states that:

*p shall provide full and fair discussion of significant environmental imp" and shall

inform decision makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would

avoid or minimize adverse impacts or eehanco the quality of the human environment.

Agencies shall focus on significant environmental issues and alternatives and shall

reduce paperwork and the savmulstioa of extraneous background data. Statements
shall be concise , clear , and on the point, sad shell be supported by evidence that the

agency he, made the necessary environmental analyses..

Thia Document does not comply with the above NEPA provision sit= no specifies ate

included as required . This is W. contradictory to the findings of the Una Middle EIS,
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Mr. Eury and Mr. Grant .4- October 2, 1995

• Carbon ouaued a pullution of approximately 2/3 a We per day will occur

An additional 27,000 miles of vehicle miles travelled per weekday

• Continuing high accident rate on Caere Boulevard

e An additional 10,000 hours of vehicle operation time P. weekday

• Need to construct additional though lanes on intersections throughout the

Unser/PDN study area

The Unsex Middle EIS clearly shows the importance of PDN between Golf Courae Road and

Universe, to the region in which the National monument exists.

Additionally, the following passage from the Draft Management Plan u indicative of this

Documem'a inadequate compliance with the NEPA In that it raises many issues that are

eit er not addressed or substantiated.

-The National Park Service, the state Historic Preservation Odicer , the State

Attorney General , and numerous other national and Ions groups have stated that (1)

monument resources would be dgWEcendy impacted , (2) there is not a monument or

viamr«uted purpose for such a 50-mph freeway- type road, and (3) there are other

prudent and feasible alternatives that would meet the transportation need, of the city

without extraordinary coals and disruption and that am feasible from a design and

engineering standpoint' (page 22).

in response to this statement, we would Sire to core the following:

First, it has not been demonstrated in the Draft Management Plan that PDN will negatively

Impact monument ceeeurm to a .significant extent . In fact , the Document does not specify

any direct impacts , how they were determined, or bow they were evaluated . The NEPA

Section 1502 . 1 starts that:

'It shall provide fail and fair discussion of significant environmental impacts and shall

inform decision makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would

avoid or mio)mia adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment.

Agencies shall focus on significant environmental issues and alternatives and shag

reduce paperwotk and the axamuletion of emneoua background data. Statements

shall he concise , clear. and to the point, and shall be supported by evidence that the

agency has made the necessary environmental analyses.'

This Document does not comply with the above NEPA provisions sere no speeido are

included as required. This b also contradictory to the findings of the Unsex Middle EIS,

0

RESPONSES

8. The Paseo del Norte corridor has been identified as an issue beyond the
scope of this plan. It is not the purpose of the management plan to
analyze the impacts of city-proposed actions. Monument purpose is a
determination made by the National Park Service based on monument
significance and the legislation. See first paragraph of response #6 and
the second and third paragraphs to response #7 above.

9. The impacts of Paseo del Norte are beyond the scope of this plan /
environmental impact statement. See first paragraph of response #6
above. It is not the purpose of this plan to analyze the impacts of
unauthorized city-proposed actions. The National Environmental Policy
Act requires the agency to analyze the environmental impacts of actions
that the agency proposes, not actions proposed by others.

• 0
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Mr. Eury and Mr. Grant -5- October 2, 1995

which identified the extension of PDN through the Monument an the preferred alterative end
the alterative with the host regional environmental impact.

Second, PDN has the potential to serve a Park purpose W the same manner and to the awe
extent that Unser Boulevard does. We feel that the Document ' s conclusion that PDN and
(loser Boulevard are substantially different types of facilities is not supported by fact. Their
impact, and benefIts to the Park are comparable. Both facilities sham the following
characteristics:

They are high capacity , limited access principal arterials
They provide needed corridors for utilities and smtmwater
They serve as recreational hails corridor, - bicycle , pednWan
Noise mitigation measures are associated with them
Native landscape berms are planned along each corridor
They are major regional transportation f ci ities

Third, the Unser Midefe EIS concludes that the extension of PDN through the National Park
was the preferred thorned" and had the lent environmental Impact. For the Draft

Management Plan to ante the opposite without specific documentation and shay is mappro-
priaee said, again . contrary to the NEPA regnirementa.

Fourth. the MROCOG provided the National Park Service with comments on the care of
PDN in a letter dated February 2, 1995 (see ATTACHMENT A). That letter was dra[ttd
after a review of the preliminary draft of the current repo rt. The current draft of the
Management Plan dome net address any of MXQCOO 'a comments in that letter. A quirk
summary of the Iswwe addressed I. the February letter I. as follows:

1. The LRMSP is mandated by ISrEA and is approved by policy.
2. Air quality and uavspormdov issues am the care rvlci dxu-

menr with aide dtsasslon

3. PDN does have a 'monument purpose' that It provides better recent.
4. Prohibiting construction of PDN rataea concerto about Mbuquerque' s traffic

congestion and the related sit quality conformity Woes.
5. There in to coal difference in facility type of mitigation measures between

Uneer nod PDN.
6. Uors may not be sufficient to handle the additional traffic demands.

Fifth , we nose that the draft Document a sumes the completion of tinier Middle with a
carnation to Paradise Boulevard . Given the current opposition and environmental Impact
associated with this opinion and the fact that the tinter Middle HIS recommended crmmue,
don of both Ureter said PDN through the Monument , it may be doubeul whether the Umer

portion will be completed anytime in the foreseeable fssure . The Park Service has not
addreaed this Jame or the impact such a scenario might have on the Monument in terms of
access , air quality , and to forth . Additionally , this scenario will generate severe impacts to
the adjacent area,, particularly in Paradise Bias , and Were impacts are not addressed.

I

RESPONSES

10. See the second and third paragraphs in response #7 above. The
distinction between the authorization of Unser Boulevard and the lack
of authority for Paseo del Norte is that the new Unser Boulevard
replaces the existing Unser Boulevard. Thus the monument purpose for
Unser Boulevard is that it removes and eliminates a source of noise and
destruction of the natural context of Boca Negra Canyon, which is a
sensitive resource area and an area with high potential for increased
visitor use. The National Park Service has determined that Paseo del
Norte does not serve a monument purpose and that a 4- to 6-lane, 50
mph roadway is not required to: (1) provide utilities or stormwater
drainage; (2) provide recreational trails; or (3) mitigate noise.

11. See first paragraph of response #6 to this letter. It is not the purpose of
the management plan to analyze the impacts of unauthorized
city-proposed actions. This management plan states under the topic of
"Issues Beyond the Scope Of This General Management Plan" that the
National Park Service, the state historic preservation office, and others
have stated that Paseo del Norte would have adverse impacts on
monument resources and that there are alternatives. The action to build
Paseo is not proposed by the agency and is an issue beyond the scope of
this plan. This plan analyses impacts for actions that are proposed in the
plan.

12. See "Impacts on Air Quality" and "Impacts on Local Visitors and
Adjacent Landowners" sections. Air quality and traffic issues are
discussed for actions proposed in the plan. The presence or absence of
Paseo del Norte is not analyzed in the plan because it has been
addressed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

13. See response #10 to this letter. There are no actions proposed in this
plan that prohibit the construction of Paseo del Norte. There is no
authorization for Paseo del Norte. It is not the purpose of the this
management plan to resolve citywide and regional transportation issues.

14. It is not the purpose of the this plan to analyze environmental impacts
of actions proposed by the city and others. These regional
transportation issues must be addressed by the city and regional
transportation agencies. See first paragraph of #6 above.
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Mr. Eery and Mr. Grant -fr October 2.1993

Again, Section 1302.1 of the NEPA requires the National Park Service to address these
issues in aclear, to the paint memos, supported by evidarm. Ibis tore not been secom-
pgshed in this document.

Use Bout as A rtss ProsdSiove

in addition to our major coam= about the Document's discussion regarding PDN, we also
have noted several issues related specifically to Ureter Boulevard.

Two of them Items are related to the LRMSP for the Albuquerque Metropolitan Planning
Alen. The l.&MS? is the approved policy document wpich deflaes the avaas policies lot
transportation facilities throughout the Planing Area, including Uaaer Boulevard. The Draft
Management Plan identifies numerous Development Zones. These Development Zones are
arena that contain impravemcnts arcs as the vssttor Center, Research center, vector Contact
Center, and Packing Facility. Two of these pares appear to require access points to Unset
Boulevard that are inconsistent with or in violation of existing policy.

Fire, the map and discutaon of the 'Preferred alternative ' indicate that the entrance to the
Riowmde Canyon visitor Contest Canter will be Just north of St. Joseph's Drive. This
access is Wadded as right-in , eightout only and is lam than 100 fact earth of St. fompb's
Drive . This access is net mnsietent with the LRMSP and would appear an matte a substan-
tial safety and operational problem along Unaer Boulevard.

Second . the Draft Management Plan Indicates that 'preferred alternative" access to the Main
Vieitoi a Center. Reread and Administration Facility would be form Saato Domingo Street.
The f.RMSP does not provide for as access point to the wart at that location.

In addition en these specific concerns , we nom that the Draft Management Plan provides lithe
or no Information on the Impact of park traffic and additional access to Ureter Boulevard, it
door not stem prudent to assume that amen and traffic modifications will act adversely

affect Ureter Boulevard , which is a major regional transportation faculty . Since (lesser

Boulevard has been planned s a high capacity . limited accwa principal arterial , any access
modification have the potential to degrade the facility and limit its ability to function as
planned . Therefore the impacts of such modifmtiom most be fully evaluated. Also, the
Document does not address the issue of the cost of providing these access modifications and
who wilt finance them.

Systems Development

Because drainage facilities throughout the urban area often either bisect or run parallel to
transportation facilities, the MROCOG coordinates closely with the Albuquerque Meterpoli-
Ian Flood Control Authority and the Middle Rio Grande consonancy District. Both
agencies are represented to the Transportation Coordinating Committee as well as the Urban
Transportation Planning Policy Board. It is with this elate relationship of trampoMUon and

RESPONSES

15. First, the plan has been revised to state that the National Park Service
would work with the city and the Middle Rio Grande Council of
Governments to determine the most efficient access from Unser
Boulevard to Rinconada Canyon.

Second, the Unser Middle Transportation Corridor Study / Final
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix A "Access Control Maps,
Sheet 1" indicates a proposed signalized access at Santo Domingo Street
and Unser Boulevard. We would expect that this signalized intersection
would provide access to the former Unser Boulevard and to Boca Negra
Canyon, the location of the proposed visitor center. The Unser Middle
Final Environmental Impact Statement does not address closing vehicular
access to Boca Negra Canyon - the site of the greatest visitor use in the
monument with more than 80,000 visitors annually.

In addition, the "Impacts on Local Visitors and Adjacent Landowners"
section in the draft plan cites the 1994 study by consulting traffic
engineers Balloffet and Associates, Inc., "Petroglyph National
Monument Traffic Impact Evaluation, Technical Memorandum." This
study documents that there would be minor increases in traffic and no
adverse effects from monument visitation. Because the visitor facility at
Boca Negra Canyon exists, we assume that cost estimates for Unser
Boulevard include the provision of continued access.

16. Page 43 of the draft management plan discusses stormwater
management and states that the National Park Service will work with
the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control Authority and the
city Hydrology Division to study stormwater flows, characteristics of
the drainage basins that affect the monument, and alternative
management approaches. The management plan does not preclude the
potential for drainage improvements as long as there is no derogation
of the values and purposes for which the monument was established.

It is not the responsibility of the National Park Service to undertake a
comprehensive drainage study. Drainage management is a regional
issue that is the responsibility of the Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo
Flood Control Authority (AMAFCA), the city's Hydrology Division, and
the Bernalillo County Public Works Department. As stated in the draft
plan, the National Park Service would work with the flood control
authority and others to identify ways to manage drainage so that there

0
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Mr. Eury and Mr. Grant October 2, 1995

drainage facilities in mind that we note that the draft Document does not adequately add ress
the norm drainage.

Land developers am required by Stan, law and local policy to complete Drainage Manage-
ment Plans for their sites. Asa landowner , the National Park Service is requited to
complete a Plan for the Monument . Such a plan moat analyse upstream fully developed
conditions and Provide for the conveyance of torn water flows through the property in such
a way to ensure 1 ) that other properties will not be damaged and 2) that the capacity of
downstream facilities will not be overwhelmed.

Again, the document has failed to comply with NEPA and has made an attempt to comply
with State and local laws or policies. It must be nosed that the National Park Service is one
of the largest land owmm/developers in the region . The monument will ultimately consist of
over 7,160 acres and will be 17 miles in length . We should note that Albuquerque Metro-
polltm Arroyo Flood Control Amhority (AMAFCA) raised similar comments in a petition
atammene adopted by the AMAFCA Board of Directors on September 28, 1995 (see
ATTACHMENT B).

We also note that the Legislation than created the National Park requires that the existing
utility facilities in the Park be allowed to remain and be maintained . The Draft Management
Plan requires that the dirt mainomce roads to them facilities , particularly to the Bwrooais
Canyon Area, be removed . Therefore , the question arises as to how these major regional
utility facilities will be maintained.

The draft Document states that there are no proposed rightof-ways acme the Monument
identified by other parries . We would point out that although the Park Service has stared that
the PDN roadway would serve no part purpose . the PDN rarridor also serves no a corridor,
for atorm water nmo$, sewer, and other utilities needed for servicing areas west of the
Monument. The document does net address this utility use nor the impact if use of this
corridor for these purposes I. denied.

Extfna and PArosed City Tails

Finally, there art some minor issues we would like m address In connection with the bicycle
and pedestrian tails as shown in the draft Document.

pleat, the map on page 12 of the Document Includes proposed and existing on -street bicycle
faculties Oman, routes) as well as proposed and existing trails (physically separated from
motorized vehicle traffic ). Modifications to the map symbols to differentiate on-street
facilities from trails would more accurately portray the btkewaya and trails rystm.

Second, map data for on meet facilities does not stem to be complete . Please rater to the
Pol.,, Mnam Plan (Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments , 1994) and to the Bata
and Bikeway s Faci lity Plan (City of Albuquerque , Bermalillo county ; adopted July 1993).

•

RESPONSES

is no derogation of monument values. The National Park Service has
worked with the flood control authority and the city's Hydrology
Division in the past and has volunteered to participate in drainage
management plans that affect monument resources. The flood control
authority and the city's Hydrology Division must take the lead in
preparing regional drainage studies.

17. The plan has been revised to clarify that existing dirt roads required to
access existing utilities and existing utility rights-of-way for
maintenance and operations of utilities would remain as required by the
monument legislation section 107 that specifically provides for the
continued operation and maintenance of existing transmission and
distribution facilities.

18. See the "Stormwater Management" and "Utility Rights-of-Way"
sections in the "Actions Common to All Alternatives" section; these
sections address the mechanisms and authorities to provide for utility
corridors.

19. The map has been revised.
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Mr. Eery and Mr. Orator -9- October 2, 1995

Third, the Dikew, Manor, Plan (Page 253) is incorrectly identified as a City of Albuquer-
que document . The suerwav_ Master Plz- is a plan document of the MRGCOG and is
reviewed annually by the Urban Transportation Planning Policy Board (UPBPB).

conclusion

That letter contains a number of concerns regarding lanes that impact the region as a whole
as well as the Monument, the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to it, and the entire West
Side . If this document is m serve its atased purpose and fully comply with the NEPA, three

issues mutt be resolved . The lack of a regional perspective that Is displayed in the Docu-
ment is a serious flaw. To move forward with this Draft Management Plan without
resolution of these issues would , In the long and short arm, prove on be detrimental both to
the region end the National Monument.

To aummariae , the Draft Management Plan has focused only on the impacts within the Park
boundaries and has failed to recognize that the actions propoxd to the Document have
impacts thus arc fa teaching and regional in nature . The Draft Management Plan mutt

recognize that the rise, location , and nature of the Park will have a major negative impact on

the region If not properly developed and managed from the perspective of the urban
environment.

Given that the Draft Management Plan dons not fulfill its oared pugna , door not resolve

the issue of how or if PDN will be developed and does not address aura isles related W
Unser Boulevard or drainage and utility aightrof.way issues, we re ommend that the

Doc ment not be approved or implemented at this time . We would suggest that the National

Park Service withdraw the document and undertake the appropriate traffic, access, drainage,
and t en,,e edon studies netxauty to resolve these Issues. In pardd. , the captive
impact that not completing PDN will have on the Nation4 Monument and the region mutt

be addressed and mitigated.

These comments have been prepared by the MRGCOO staff and were endorsed by the

Transportation Coordinating Committee (TCC) at the September 22, 1995 meeting.

The staff of the MRGCOG it available to dine, these comments at your convenience.
Please feel free to contact Mr. Ron Forte , Director of Transportation at 247-1750 if we can

help clan our comment, or Wirt you in any way.

V
ohv Catillo, Chairman
Transportation coordinating
Committee

0

Dennis R . Foltz, MCP
Executive Director

RESPONSES

20. The final plan has been revised.

21. The intent of the National Environmental Policy Act has been met. All
actions proposed by the management plan have been analyzed for their
environmental impacts on affected resources , including adjacent
landowners and local visitors . See "Derivation of Impact Topics' and
"Impact Topics Dismissed from Further Analysis" sections . Also see
response #2 to this letter and paragraphs 2-5 of response #6.

22. See response #6 to this letter . See "Stormwater Management" and
"Utility Rights-of-Way" sections in the "Actions Common to All
Alternatives" section. See also first paragraph of response # 16 to this
letter.

The National Park Service does not have the authority to accept
financial responsibility for all drainage improvements in the monument
or proposed for the direct benefit of the monument. As stated in the
"Actions Common to All Alternatives" section, the city would have the
primary responsibility for managing the Piedras Marcadas and Boca
Negra units. This management responsibility would include drainage
management. If detailed drainage studies are conducted that include
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act, the National Park Service
could request funds for drainage improvements that would protect
monument values.

The plan has been revised to indicate the need to provide access
approval by Urban Transportation Planning and Policy Board. It would
be the city's responsibility to make such requests because the proposed
access is in the city-managed Piedras Marcadas Unit.

•
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Enclosures : 1. Utter dated February 2 . 1995 to Mr . Stephen E. Whitesell, Superinten-
dent, U. S. National Park Sctvi a tram Dennis It. Poltz , Executive
Director, MRGCOG

2. Stormwater Management Paper Pmvidad by AMAFCA

see: Honorable Pete Damenici , U. S. Senator (w/encloawes)
Honorable Jeff Bingamann , U. S. Senator (w/endoava)
Honorable Steve Schiff, U. S. Representative (w/enclowns)
Honorable Joseph Skeen , U. S. Repmemailve (wieatlosem)
Honorable Bill Richardson , U. S. Representatlus (w/enclosures)
Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Camm (nee Go the
National Park SeMoe:

Jaime Chavez
Joe S . Chavez
Gem Falls
Rosemary Hut
Ray B . Powell, Jr.
Coda Robeson
William F. Weahkee

RESPONSES

•
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The staff of the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments, the designated
Metropolitan Planning Grganitadon (MPO) for the Albuquerque
Metropolitan Planning A. (AMPA), is offering several comments on the
subject doewoent related to transpomdan fesues . In short, we were
concerned that sever al serious transportation and air quality imues were
dhmissed with very limited distension. In the interest of interagency
mopentlan , we believe We National Park Service (NPS) should ashmpt to
be responsive not only to Congressional actions pertaining to t e Park
Service but also Congressional actions pertaining to Other depssmments; in
this east , ate Deparment of Transpormion (DUI) and the EwArcouncentia
Protection Agency (EPA). The issues rained by these comments am based

the Long
Range

Transporta tion Plan mandated by the rntermodal Surface
Tnmpoerasion Efficla ncy Act Long Range Tr n portationof 1991. The
Plan has been approved by We U. S. Department of Transportation. The
following ant our specific comments.

1) Oa page 21 , the subject of visitor acmes is rased . However, the

question of access by visitors to We Monument itself is not entirely

considered . On page 173, an entrance Is made that "up to 500,000
visitors may visit We Monument annually by the year 2D10... ' On
page 141 , peace del None , which Could also provide access W the
Monument . is dismissed as having 'no monument purpose'. This
means that the majority of visitors to the Monument will have to
we a qty of Albuquerque arterial , Unset Boulevard , to reach the
Macassar . As the MPO, we are Concerned with We traffic impact

on IT.-, Boulevard . The NPS dins not offer any mitigation
proposals or traffic studies to address the potential congestion an
Umer Boulevard.

M Aaadmlan qCa weucod Spedd puryosa Unfit ar Lord Gowmmmb
akin New Mennen Sens Plwf nag and Dealapmets Dman 21

A

RESPONSES
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2. As noted, Pasco del Norte , is dismissed as having 'n monument puryose' on page
141. On the contrary , P. der Norm u ideally suited to provide direct saes to
the Monument from 1-25 . If Pasco der None were built, it would provide the most
efficient accea for visitors coming from 1-25 or from the most populon, part of the
region, the nonheat put of Albuquerque . Paeo del None would also aaow
Monument visitors from the north to avoid the already congealed ' Big I' in erchange
of 1-25 and 1- 40. Paseo del Notre would also reduce adverse impacts of Monument
traffic on adjacent neighborhood . Without the Poem del Norte linir. Monument
visitors coming from the east atll be travelling through the Taylor Raved ad t.dera
neighborhoods.

3. On page 173 , the NPS slams that the Monument would not affect the aU quality
conformity for Albuquerque . This is net neeessmily correct. If Faso del None Is
not built , all Monument visitors would have to use Unea Boulevard and the
conformity issue would have m be resolved by mudding the revised dtadoo. The
current conformity findings for Albuquerque west bad on Fame del Note as an
alternate access to the Monument.

4. On page 23 , the NPS incorrectly describes Doter Boulevard as a foot- lane parkway
and Paco del None as a '$0 mph-freeway- type rod' . The fact is than both tinier
and Pasco del Norm are being propted Initially as four- lane limited Step , prncipal
arterials . Utter Boulevard and Paean del None could both be built to the carne
design standard . It Should also be hated t h at rinser Is proposed as s IW-lams
facility In a network which also contains a proposed four- lane Paso del None. If
Paten del Nerve is not built , four lanes for Uaet may one be ssf&{ent In hande the
additional traffic demand,.

5. The Trails and Bkways Facility Plan was adopted a an inlegn pat of the Ions
Range Transportation Plan. Bared on this Plan, we support retaining the multi-use
(bicycle and equestrian ) marmp tails J. alternative I , the proposed aafom These
mesa-cop traits provide important linkages with could-see mils suroondiog the
Monument a .mown on the Trails and Bikeways Facility Plao.

In summary, Prta del None serves * Monument purpose by
a) tmpeonng the aces, an the Monument;
b) by dan)bueng both Monument traffic and other regional traffic to that there is less

noise from Uruer Boulevard affecting those area of the Monument adjacent to
User, and

c) by improving the efficiency of the mosponatlon system so that Monument teamc tt
not adversely affecting air quality in Lite Albuquerque area.

S
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Mr. Whitreell -3. February 2, 1995

We appreciate the opportunity to briefly comment on the Draft Plan. We would be happy to
discuss any of three Issues in greater detail. We look forward to being part of the planing
process as the Monument Plan continues to be developed.

Sincerely,

Nevis R. Foltz
lixemttiva Director

xc: Mr. Lawrence Rael, Chief Admidandve Oamr, City of Mbugeeeque

DRF/DMjh

^l@ -
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23

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The GMPISIS states that`Smnnweter would continue lobe allowed to enter the monument provided that
the Albuquerque Menopollean Arroyo Flood Control Authority (AMAFCA) and the City's Hydrology
Divinlon use their authorises ro regutete development and drainage improvements upstream of the
monument that ensure aronnweterwming into the monument does not derogate the values and purposes
for which the monument was esubliahrd." (p43)

Seormwerer, will enter the monument whether, or not AMAFCA and the City exercise weir authorities.

Ensuring that " stormwzter coming into the monument does not derogate the values and purposes for
which the monument was esubu shed" requires thus a Dninege Report be developed to define, in precise
tetms, what derogation of values and purposes meats, and then define what measures are needed to
accomplish then rod. Ibis Report should be m<mspomihility of elm NPS.

Local policy requires the, conso-ueam,platting,o,other developnsmt convey 100-ye' Slows duough
the property, bused on fully developed conditions opeteam: w based on available downswam capacity
(most existing downsnuam facilities went builtto accept 100-yea fully developed flows). This policy is
ro , frstsmM" approach wharo dossmsoeant denelopmmrundutyconsaains

velo ent.upstream ficlo p mOnt.

In me eyesoffawl agencies me GAfPntpntunuadcvefopmrntplan. MY oteragency or private
entity proposing a plan, whether for public infeaswcmrc ( arch as e highway) or private development.
would be requited m prepare a Drainage Report which would address loom on-site flows, end how they
would be managed,

Under AMAFCA,Bemeli County,end City ofAlbuqueque drainage politics ,a aildmdnc rwho plans
to develop his y -.old be required to prepare adtainage reposL which would address, on e
minimum, the

fidlew
following:

• Off line ( upnwean) flows, for existing and fullydeveloped condisons.
• Flows generated on-site, both exist ing condition (pm-development) and developed condition.

Downstream son-sire consrrainns which mould place limits on flows passing through, or generated
on-site.

• Proposals to manage snnaweter flows,given the above analysis, end any controls th e developer
wanes ro impose . For example, ifs developer waneceo himir flows emtering his devclopmen4 he might
have to but ld detention ponds an or upshcam of bin property.

• Easements.and/or consnucced facilit ies would be provided , and normally conveyed to+IOW public
agency (AMAFCA, City, or County) to provide for conveyance offlows through the property.

Because the GMP proposes to build facilitiu ( except for the no-lotion option). AMAFCA, she City, and
the County view the GMP as a development plan, and me Mn u a developer . As such, the NPS should
comply with local dnhuge policies, lest R be in violation ofN.E.P.A. 40 CFRSection 17506.2 (d),

Restricting upsnmsn flown may mean significant coils for mgineeeing and environmmml analyses, right
of way, and snucmms . Because no Drainage Report exists, how these restrictions will be accomplished,
and what they will cost is unknown , However, dealing with amnnwam tows from approximately 45
NO. mils ofares wen of the monument will be aoeasy un i t.

RECEIVED
SEP 281995

C el OF mom

B

23. The National Park Service would work with the Albuquerque
Metropolitan Arroyo and Flood Control Authority, the city, and the
county to resolve drainage management issues. See "Stormwater
Management" section in the "Actions Common to All Alternatives"
section.
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5301 Cenual Ave. NO. Suite 1218

Albuquerque , New Mexico 87108-1517

(SOS) 266- 1540

November 3, 1995

Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument
4735 Unser Blvd. NW
Albuquerque , NM 87120

near Sir:

The Archaeological Conservancy is a national non-profit
organization dedicated to acquiring and preserving
archaeological sites on private land . Our national
headquarters I. here I. Albuquerque . over the past 15 years
we have acquired and protected 110 archaeological sites in
23 states including 12 in New Mexico.

we have had an opportunity to review the draft General
Management Plan for Petroglyph National Monument , and we are
taking this opportunity to offer our comments.

With regard to research:

* We urge the National Park Service to allow research
to be conducted at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo under controlled
conditions , following the principles of "Conservation
Archaeology ." This important pueblo holds many of the keys
to the unanswered questions about the people who produced
the patroglyphs . it may also contain invaluable information
about the Coronado Expedition of 1540 - 42 and its impact on
the local Tiguex people . While we agree that a major
portion of this site should remain undisturbed and should be
reserved for future study, we feel that qualified
researchers with institutional affiliation operating with
federal permits should be encouraged to conduct research at
this site.

We feel that rock art research would best be
conducted on a contract basis with the University of New
Mexico following the highly successful model of the Chaco
Culture research project. This strategy would save the coat
of constructing a rock art research facility on the monument
and allow research to begin almost immediately.

With regard to the management alternatives presented in
the plan:

we favor a modified alternative A2. Based on our
experience In protecting archaeological sites, we have found

PrestMnm the pact . for the future.

RESPONSES
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Page 2.

that rock art is the most difficult of all Southwestern
cultural resources to protect because it is so exposed and
vulnerable to vandalism . For this reason, We feel that
staffed contact stations at access points are essential. If
an access Point Cannot be staffed by employees or
volunteers , it should be temporarily closed.

We feel that especially sensitive sections of the
monument be reserved for escorted groups . This should allow
ccceeional visitors to view beautiful rock art panels on a
self guided trail while reserving the truly spectacular
petroglyph galleries for guided groups . Since the more
spectacular galleries tend to be deeper into the monument,
farther away from access points , these destinations land
themselves to guided group tours which require a longer
stay.

We do not favor inviting horses and mountain bikes
into the monument . We feel that their presence would
infringe upon the sacred landscape of the monument's
petroglyphs . In addition , we Peal that despite signs and
enforcement policies it would be very easy for horseback
riders and mountain bikers to leave the established trails
and endanger native plant and animal habitats.

We favor unlimited unescorted access by Native
Americans for religious purposes.

Thank you for allowing us to express our comments about
the management of Petroglyph National Monument.

Sincerely,

Mark Michel
President

"l -ts•c
.lames S. Walkerr
Southwest Regional Director
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ATRISCO LAND RIGHTS COUNCIL
P.O. BOX 12056 ATRISCO , NM 87195
TEL. (505 ) 333-0223 FAX : ( 505)213-2288

October 18, 1995

Mr. Bob Grant, Chairman

Petroglyph National Monument era a,evi

HAND DELIVERED

RE: Draft General Management Plan/Enviroamental Impact Statement

Petroglyph National Monument

Dear Chairman Grant,

The Attiaco Land Rights Council is a community based

organization dedicated to preserving the traditional lands of the

Atrisco Land Grant as was intended in the 1905 patent signed by

President Theodore Roosevelt recognizing the grant claim:

To have and to hold the same together with all the right,, pdrlleaef,
imaaoitiea gad a..MOOeeat whotaawee estate theteaoto hetottine
ooh the gets Tana of Atrtrm I. treat for the we cad Intent of the
lohabhme. or the geld oria6A sad addifiaiml anolf IheIr respeetiee
laureate may appear , and to their soeegwn In interest god affigna foresee.

According to Atrisco traditional elder Rosa Alloys, the
Petroglyph National Monument (Atrisco Unit , Rinconada Canyon and

Mesa Prieto ) are extremely important to maintaining the cultural

and apitimal integrity of the Atristo people. 'Los volcanoes estan

muy valoristaa por Is razors de que hay muchas piedras
escritas ... (translation) 'The volcanoes are very valuable because of
the many stone writings made by the ansestors of the Indians and
ourselves . We are Spanish , Indian , and Mexican . The petroglyphs

have power , and how! Over there , we used to collect many remedies

handed down by our ancestors . We collect herbs for healing, for

teas , for everything there . We are part of the land. I don ' t want to
see a road through the petraglyphs , because I 'm already sick and

tired of how noisy it is. We can't rest. Before you used to go sit on

the side of one of the volcanoes , well you had to be careful of the
snakes and other animals , but you used to rest for a white. And

now, no , because whatever you go , beep beep, honk honk!
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We need to insure that the Management Plan reflects the full

commitment of the National Park Service to it's central

responsibility to 'Preservation , research and education ' as described

in the 1994 Report by the Humanities Review Committee of the

National Park System Advisory Board . This commitment should

emphasize educating the public , nourishing scholarly research and

preserving the integritiy of historic , archaeological , and other

cultural properties to they may continue to inform future

generations,

This Report ' s recommendations speak directly to the unique

role of Petroglyph National Monument statutory purpose of

preserving the Native American and ladoluispano Land Grant

lavitag uy h..,, .yp i-d hea,nifmlg i n the gyoelvohs

themselves , and that continue as strong living cultures today. This

heritage should be more fully developed and described in the

Management Plan and the Plan should identify actual ' partnerships

and cooperative agreements with Native Americans and...(other

groups at PNM, Atrisquenos in particular ) to involve them actively as

valuable sources of historical perspective on their ancient

homelands and on the creation of national park areas; as

recomended in the 1994 report.

The Management Plan should explicitly reconfirm the mission

identified in PNM' s founding statute - PL 101-313- regarding the

`national significance of the West Mesa Escarpment and the

petrogiyphs and the urgent need to protect cultural and natural

resources of the area from urbanization and vandalism' and.

'preserve for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations, the

West Mesa escarpment... (including) a portion of the Attisco Land

Grant and other significant natural and cultural resources, and to

facilitate research activities associated with the resources.' This

mission should set the tone for the administrative and 'on the

ground' management strategy for PNM, and to clarify the basis for

asserting that PNM is for preservation and education, not high speed

transit corridors . ( Paseo del Norte)

Based on this foundation the Management Plan should include

a substantially wider background discussion of historical and

cultural activities in the area by specifically characterizing the

heritage of the park's historical users : medicinal use of plants,

traditional and spiritual relationships to the land, sheep-raising

•

RESPONSES

The plan recommends continued consultation with Atrisco land grant
heirs and American Indians to implement a variety of programs for
managing cultural resources. See "Cultural Resource Management"
under the "Actions Common to All Alternatives" section on page 30 of
the draft plan, the "Petroglyph Research Center" section on page 36,
and the "Atrisco Land Grant Heirs" section on page 40.

0
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cultural phase , intercultural trade, social exchange , race and ethnic
mixture among Indo •Nispano cultures /mestizaje, land tenure
struggles , and technology of the cultures.

-Identification of the diversity within the historic cultures of
the area provides a basis for management activities, in the research
and education area in active cooperation with Atrisquellos and
Native Americans which should include:

'inventorying traditional use and relationship to plants,
animals and the landscape;
*images of culture, photos, previous generations, technology
and household relics , and oral histories;
-cultural elements such as literature, indigenous artwork;
9ibraryfdalabase of social science literature, land tenure
documentation , legal history and arts of indigenous
communities;
'recognition of Atisco Land Grant (Town of Atrisco)
boundries on all plan maps.

We suggest stronger protection measures be applied at Mesa
prisms in order to preserve the fragile hawk population in the area.
No Mesa top road or view sites that will disturb their relationship to

this pristine area of the monument No parking sites south of Mesa
Prieta, Orientation to Mesa Priem should be coordinated with
Native/Atrisqueno interpretive programs and guided tours from the
water tower south of Rinconada Canyon and east of Mesa Priem.
This area is still an active spiritual landscape and pilgrimage
destination point for Atrisquevos -we continue to rekindle out
anceatoral ties.

Although these comments represent some of our concerns
related to PNM General Management Plan, others are sure to follow,
particularly regarding we used for buffer zones as a management
strategy, and fees reasonable to support heritage education
programs and needed acquisitions. We thank you for your interest
in our concerns and remain dedicated to the preservation of our
traditional homeland and our relationship to the power that resides
here.



•
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s;nee=amente

Debra Lest-Nuanes
ALRC Resident
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Bay Area Rock Art Research
Association

August 25. 1995

Superintendent
Perroglyph National Monument
4735 Unser Boulevard NW
Albuquerque NM 87120

Re Comments on "Draft . General Management PlartEvelopment
Concept PIaNEnvironmental Impart Statement

Dear Sir,

I have reviewed the four alternative management plans in the above
mentioned draft planning for Petroglyph National Monument and
would like to offer the following personal comments which do not reflect
an official opinion of the Bay Area Rock An Research Association.

Petroglyph National Monument is an unique resource on many counts
Not the least of these are Its abundant petrog/yph/cultural resources, ft
mission to capitalize on these resources to interpret the local Pueblo and
Spanish cul tures , and its proximity to a major metropolitan center.

The cultural groups who have historically made use of the West Mesa
continue on in the present area , and are alive and vibrant cultural
groups today. Any development of the Monument should put its first
priority on protecting , the historic-religious use of the land that
continues from the distant past into the current day. Let us not mislead
the public in believing that these pctrogiyphs of the Rio Grande have
only a historic interest. let us respect the place that these places and
images hold in the contemporary sacred life of the Pueblo peoples.

1289 Ho(mmt Roa - Oakland C4 94610 510-268-8794 - Fm: 510-531-7722
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Ray Area Rork Mt Rne cdt AUOOattoa
Page:2
August 25. 1995

It should therfore follow that development should be held awayfrom all
areas identified by Pueblo people as saved. Bike and horse trails should
not be allowed on the mesa top. Remote areas should be valued and
retained -thin the monument to allow for personal, respeaEul and
meditative experiences for those who seek them

The public should be invited to visit interpretive centers and drive-in
petroglyph viewing areas in concentrated locations as has been proposed
under the auspices of Alternative #2.

It also seems to me that spending 5 million dollars leer than has been
proposed for the preferred Alte hate #1, and thereby gaining a more
appropriately and sensitively scaled development lends considerable
fiscal sense to the argument for adopting Alternative #2.

Trunks for your attention.

RESPONSES
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eamae hew ftW' a '4uda6K $oele4
POST OPEN BOX 30002 - ALBUQUERQUE , NEW MEXICO 87190

October 27, 1995

Superintendent, Petroglyph National Monument
4715 unaer 9oulevard Nw
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87120

Ne: Draft General Management Plan
Development Concept Plan
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Sir:

The Central New Mexico Audubon Society provides this letter
in comment on the Draft General Management Plan / Development
Concept Plan / Environmental Impact Statement for the monument
dated August 1995 . The Central New Mexico Audubon Society and
National Audubon Society are organizations devoted to the
protection of birds, other wildlife, and their habitats

From this focus, the Proposed Action (Alternative 1) will
continue the disastrous fragmentation of the monument and the
adjacent areas by roadways and intensively used trails of all
types. Multi CO. trails, particularly on the escarpment top will
disrupt nesting and feeding activities of breeding birds, both
threatened and endangered ( ferruginous hawk ) and regular' birds,
such as the canyon wren , horned lark , and loggerhead shrike.
Furthermore , unrestricted public access to all areas of the park
will result in continued formation of un -official trails by
locals, heavy pedestrian and dog disruptions of nesting sites in
and below the escarpment , and concomitant increased breeding
failures of all nesting species in and below the escarpment.

Accordingly , the central Now Mexico Audubon society favors
Alternative 2 Modified for Protective Use, as proposed by the
Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglyphe . It has the principal
advantages of: (1) minimizing further fragmentation of the
habitats provided by the Monument ; ( 21 permitting p

„
ly pedestrian

traffic; (3) eliminating unrestricted access to theMonument; and
(4) reducing construction in zones not already impacted. The
Alternative also is significantly less costly than all but the No

0

RESPONSES

1. The plan does not propose any new roadways that would fragment the
monument. Mitigation measures to protect listed species would be
implemented; see the impact analysis on birds. Birds as well as other
resources would be inventoried and monitored. Mitigation measures
would be developed where needed to protect resources. See the
"Natural Resource Management"section under the "Actions Common
to All Alternatives" section.
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Superintendent , Petroglyph N.M.
October 27, 1995
Page 2

Action Alternative, which will help to maximize the likelihood
that the Monument will not be eliminated by a cost -conscious
congress in the future.

Thank you for your attention to these cosnents and your work
to protect the unique cultural and natural resource you watch
over.

RESPONSES

JDM/idm
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CJ1.A.MJ).
Ca-tales tia'se and Mule MOale

58
C;==Z=3-M=17048

Dhairpereet Treeeaer
Swan BN son Sena

November 20,1995

Mr. laity Beal
Chief of Planning
Pcunglypb National Perk Headquattes
600[ Unsex Blvd., NW
A7buquenlec. New Mexico 8]120

Re: Pcooglyph National Park Dmf General Management Plan & Elg dated August 1995

D. Mr. Beal:

CHAMP. is a newly created community organization de di cated to eomadng the use
and enl of equines, including hosra , pome, mules and donkeys ,intheViillageofCos-

oining communities wM, many Comles ofns side . We had our fn ttales in adj
orgenimtiotwlm«tingtofamthe group end elects fire [

Boad
Beard of DirtaosIn Augt1995.

Our fns[ BmN of Direcmu meeting following election of wee held on November 9,
1995, several days after you November rep ive . We

Imp
hopse,You will dm what we have

to saydpite our mdy tepoax beauxwawe represent a large group of local ci iure who have
done much taaeatlonal nail riding in the greater Albuquerque area.

C.H.A.M . P. views the Petoglyph National Monument as a valuable natural raomce
which met be pre served fa the oloym set of Satutc generations . We do not feel [fiat pre erve-
tionof the area shmtW preclude enpymeot by odile ecmnluernsetdees of today.

CRAMP.n rnate #1 with
no
no tmee l . Jr is oar uodesbndin8 tLNthe

Peuroglyph National MonumentAlteAdvisory Committee fimne modified the original Alteemuve #1
plan all eliminating the 15 . 6 mile mesa-top trails. We disagreewith the decision to elmlate
virtually all recreational usage of the [reap area pbyy epreviiustri. The ion and preemtion
of the mesa area can be adequa tely aaamating byPmvidlrsbetter security for the men trails,

has increased luaollng , and by facilitating amndd encomagmgtepoetiog of serious infiactioav
olxotved by law-abiding citizens CRAMP. believes the escarpment petm bT&s should
be protectef due to their historical and cultural algtdfeevice without advoxl, affecting eques-
ttien me of the mm top area.

C.HA.M. P. represents a large n mb r of men and women who own or Inc hose in this
region whore voices should be brats . Please do race hesitatetocontactoneoganization Inthe
future if Additional input is desired.

Very truly yours,

Melissa Hill

0 0 0
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r OTPP.rtl.nd . rice P.araa Sea eau 3773

page 2 - Mouthed Altematlve 2
FOTAP - November 6. 1996

A few key advantages of t e new Alternative 2 Mouthed for Protective Use

follow.

I EXISTING STBU MMES AND PREVIOUSLY IMPACTED AREAS ARE
-- --ADAPTWELYREI)SEDTO MINIM2Z ENVIRONMEM D)STIJRBAN

e At lavaShatlowa the existing Las Imagines Interim Ymitor Canter, ranger
headWartera. and Cohen residanco can, will, ranodeUng and melansions,
accommodate heritage educatia \ and Nd art research fuv tbns, and also
serve as en swan b!age pant It, Quidod tours of ft Inner RMnonade Canyon

(PC:10A : 14 to PC :T02) are dmtop lava Shadows (PC122:2to PC:10A:5)
potogryph areas . Conswcton of a hardened aef.t lrg tall can ,,an
petoglyph locales on the Aberlae road out (PC:122 : 2), awns the escarpment
baee going south toward Rinconeda (P:119 : 16 W PC :116:6), and [do the
molts of Rinwnada CaMcn (PC:10A :2) by foCOwng an old oxudng road

e At an9h W 9wa Nearg the existing administrative and maintenance
hea&warters using the former omces of Roberson Construction can remain
at the roddwest corner of Unset Blvd. and Montano Road.

e A Baa2N ere flaw Vuitdr Center are comPkx of hardened
aeM-guof

rdwponhe
vo taIt will be &W in the areas previously impacted

by the
fang

i
ntarpr

former San Pebogfyph state Park.

e At Eldest Marmdae the hardened Sefgudng ball going Iron, IN
contact station to access major petroglyph locals just north of the Arroyo
(PC2BA : 2 to P0 : 298:8) will blow an old aesdng road.

e At tin vol amec V* w(sting road and parking area would be used for a

II.&S d to the Black Vokeno overtook . No other tails would traverse The

remaining wicanoes , or come in close proximM, M order to respect Pueblo

Indian religious Values and uses.

e At the Mesa Priota the Contact Station and perking would be SAW In a
prSousy disturbed borrow and NI area south of the training dole.

e All gear MwywW with ant sigdfcant axGeptlon, wIt
fdkwr either old existing Nadu or trans. The exception is ft 'natural history
heir on the mesa top v.ldch MI fohow a branch of Pins ada Arroyo most of

way tc ms^:elcano. of twin are related Here SientllaaMe ordg
natural aM Cuauel History of the Mwumert

0 . 0
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optulgOI OP AfX PPOTECTS t.ONumnffRE,OUC

To protect adjacent neigteomoods , maxlmlze opport',a*ea for iraerpmatbn,
Provide for visitor safety, and protect park resources . the eleven largely unocntolled
'parking' and 'neighborhood access' pants shown in alf,mative of would be 6010M
and replaced in erg ModAed twfteaava 52 try atlowi o access b petoglyph locales
only through staffed contact sretbns- the vlcimr center., ccnlter totalities. lacka
volunteer a staff presence wood tempommy close that attlss Point The lab
Marcedas It paling accuse wood be limited to persona with disadtibe9 89Onginally
intMWAA.

A tinted approach to visitor use would complement control of Y5lter access:

1) Guided tours would tite r the viskor wish toms lime and interest an
unparalleled exporierce of WA;*' and remoteness from urbaniiabon in settings of
nigh environmental integrity, and encourage a despot understanding of the Monument
as a sacred landscape

2) A system of hardened solf-guiding balls would offer the vtsilor with Was ling
easy access to three varied petoglyph ocake Tretwatch hdunteers or staff would
roam These high-oat, hails as a ptem onion to their being open.

a Hatderted salf.pufd gg immmethra lmIs md athe Yrslor Canter ouch lea
provided into gone Noyta Canyon and Stagnant Doe escarpmanl areas;
from the Contact Station on Passe del Node extension into the MM 'A
Piedras Mercadas Canon; and from the lava Shadows Heritage Education
Cantor along the escarpment into the mouth of Rinmrreda Canyon . These
three complexes of bails access areas contatnk,g about 3000 paroggphe.
The majority of these hardened naffs wood be accessible to pelema won
disabilities.

e Goofed tours by trained docents ardfor perk stag wig be offered to Nslor5
who have more fine and in~ to seek out a higher quality experience The
natual topographic sedsion of the Mesa Prima , inner Rinconada canyon,
and over Piedras Mercedes Arroyo creates a cabedreNike space W"
Waled from the aunaaiding wban environment This unique feeling of
being in a sawed space can be mainainad when used by guided group s, bbl
is qIackly lost amen used by a steady steam of dispersedvety % Also, at
mre6 of these areas are too large to protect with awn loge ntonbers of
treitwatch volunteers andot pack staff . timieng access to guided me can
assure wry high cordgance ovals d resource prmactian , qualay
ids, retalion , and it safety

The maaxtop pedaabian trail system also lens dealt well in guided
tom and as of diffedge petogiyph locates . arageolog!cat Matures, and

RESPONSES
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areas important to the imerpretaWn of the Monuments marvel history.
Access (0 are vdesmas, other (Mn Back whale, to the 9eobgical

winWws, end to the Piedras Mercedes Nan mounds world also require

the tend possible onty bough tamed docents and/or park stew.

91 . AUDWING Y PEOMRIAN ACCESS OMG ACCESS FO
PERSONS WITH OISASI E MINIMIZES IMPACTS REDUCES COSTS AND

ENH Try GUE CHARACTER OF THE Cl wGAPLA

Respecting the re5gious character of the Monument to Pueblo Indian iraes':
protecting the biologcal divasity• Rages eeMeology, and Intrammaled character Of
the mesa top: edmkntIng $1 .7 rreWm In Cbnetructon costs for 15.8 miles of horse and
mountain bike trails: and sa*g sfalt time otherwise Wmma¢d W regulation and
monitoring of recreational use area few of the restore to manage Petoglyph National
Montmmd (though the pedestrian access abased M Alternative #2 Modi(9d ft
Prottctnm Use.

VANTAGESSSICMFICANfOVER

Sartre views wood be dominated by Uw rooftops of Santa Fe Village and
Ricer, susdMNiau. the eta Street overlook fails I. relate rneaningMly W the
sigiliraree of Petroglyph National Monument and, therefore , is efminated from the
Modified Alternative e2, sevmg $1,072.200.

TM overtook at Bark t loan , by contrast preset to. viaiter with sweeping
views of the Monument's Bubfine vak: anic landscape, the Rio Grande, rat, and
sunwnding mountains, all of which are Impodant W intarpreang the geology Of t e
region and file significance o(the krger sacred landscape for Pueblo Indian Idees.

The Modified Altanadve #2 recommndea the 10.5 aea boundary addition at
Boca Nagra Canyon , and Imebon of the Visitor Center there . for the reasons given in
Akenative et. Also recommended era the 81st ShedbatNery addiaan end the ran
federal 472 acres to the iuniper savarwh grassland on the mass top between Bona
Nags and Piedras Mercedes . Both areas would efmbate demand for drainage and
utility crossings of b' escarpment It these portions of Vdoaro Cliffs were developed.

Finally, the relum tail for guided tons into the inrer Rncwwda Canyon would
follow the old road bvagh the stabilized dines , stowing for interpalmon d the 11011
animal and pant Ida lound t ere , and separating guided groups enough ft maintain

the untrammeled , cathedn,14*e chracter of the Canyon

Isaac C. Eastvold. Prase rw:t

Cl. attached letters : Sandia Pueblo. Mardi 4, 1994 ; and AIPC. May 17, 1994.

• . •
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FRIENDS OF THE ALRUOUEROUE PETROGLYPHS (FOTAP)
2920 Caiaa NE , AIWquerye. NM 871H) 15051809-3779

RESPONSES

The draft plan has been revised to clarify that dog walking would not
be allowed in petroglyph viewing areas. We do not have any evidence
that dogs on leashes (as is required by city and county ordinances as
well as NPS regulations) would result in adverse impacts on wildlife,
other visitors, or the cultural landscape greater than would result from
visitor use without dogs.

Nonmber S. 1985

Doug Eury, Suthinandont By FAX
Petrogtyph National Monument
6001 Unser Boulevard. NW RE: Addendum to FOTAP Comment,,
Albuquerque , NM 87120 Draft GMP/DCP/EIS for Pal,. Nat Mon.

Dear Mr Eury:

Our new GMP alternative , he Alternative t1 Meddled for Preen/ty.
U¢a, has been miomtted la sealer reference ere a separate letter of comment. This
addendum letter of Comment sehla a dierent, but complementary htrohw: to
critique the assertions and facluaS4' of the draft GMP document Taken together, Ina
two letters mnstitWe the POTAP's comments on the drab General Management
PlawDelebpment Concept Plan Environmental Impact Statement.

Dm m1kipq : Page 44 states that, ' Horses, bicycles , and dogs wcutd not be ,thaws,
near pseogryph viewing areas in Me canyons below tta escarpment (accept a1
escarpment trot crossings) because they could impair the experiences of other
visitors, degrade IN quality of the contextual landscape , and advsrsey effect sacred
areas.' Page 68 states that 'Dogs on leashes would be allowed ony in designated

'

I

areas near mantra rl0ahbcrboods

These statements indicate the NPS ' invent to allow dog walking at different
daces in the Monument but it is unclear where that will be . The EIS reeds to daffy
this. Pelops vim a map , and analyze the impacts of dog walking on Snout,. the
character of the cutnaat Ianda cope , and Monument %isitors . This hasn't been done.

walkers ignore even posted Sgne , and slow their dogs to ream of hash, harassing or
harming wildlife . and intimidafing moors . In egnt of kids acute problem , via EIS should
addesa how the Park Service and City plan to enforce reatricttons , how scarce staff
resources will be diverted from other statutory obligations , and whether allowing dog
walking at all is Seeable.

Currently, the City Open Space Division , with the knoMadge and consent of the
Park Service , has signed Rinconada Canyon, Lava Shadows , and other Monunem
eras to allow walking of dogs onleashes . A sizable constituencyof dog walkers u

•
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.

being created which will make h dfiiwtt to implement the above polices . In order to
avoid the inevitable outcry from dog walkers , we would recommend immediately
amending the Superirnendent ' s Compendium to prohibit dog walking in coMOrmity
with these proposed pelves, or to dose completely the Monument to dog waIXing umh
these polices can be pmpany demise AM anaiyzed ' and an asonned decision made.

Jgg j g : Page 3 of the draft OMP sates . ' The public lands whin the monument have
many abandoned dirt roads and hells that are used by walkers, joggers , bicycle and
horseback riders , end people walking them dogs.- This statement is inagg OpwIatety
wedged M bite middle of a paragraph demoting the present inadequacy of halities.

The draft document fails to address jogging . Like dog walking , hre appearance
of sweet.suia0 with walkman headsets is anothoq suourben infusion wtch
detacts the viehars iet oar cause damaoo a toils vegetation ann

oth er resources . The 95 am

and

m the status of Jogging in the Monomers , lloalyze
ifs impacts, arc Betide wtwre and to what degree it should be akowed, or disalbwed
completely This hasni been done.

rre
verltM
Ina petra

zoo of dpi walkers . nnggma,
Me

aidlghwil smeltmmh l'iHe apparent 'vttered in
oglyptty

the
eewhele in City, nelgbb hood streetstr accommodate these

types of acth'ity ' b here Unsex gpAevam even has a special tweatonal tail along
as length specifically to provide for the a suburban ecmnfies

such
ch

As
as jogging, dog

walking, bike And hirtebsdc siding, and exertise walking . As a sort, we would
recommend immediate ly emending the Superintendent's Compendium to Plantain
jogging in petroglyph

a
areas Just as bicycle and horse use are prohibited.

Si9ydle and highl e Tpe NPS Preferred Almrnative 91 recommends construction of
156 miles 09 wide hardened gravel ' multiuse trails on the mesa top at a cast d $t
million. It is sated on page 250, Appendix C; Development of Alternatives , that. The
Greater Albuquerque (tic, Recreational ) Tralls committee strongly advocated that
horse and bicycle use should be allowed on tap of tae mesa and wanted mulfpurposa
b'ails ' ' Aker analysis d PLLykccmmfl cpnsceratwn G political rwtrie... ,•
Appendix C concludes,'die ahenatiws were revised to whet appear in this
Management Wen.•

Thus the
with

i &on is created that an appointed City advisory committee of
volunteers wnith

City
ity

gA
said support was largely responsible , sometime n October,

1993, and January, 1994 , for inclusion of this extensive system of reorsaboueskoral bails in
me Preferred Alternative #1. The November, 1993, minutes of tot Cly committee
state that del NPS Pkrcpz it fast proposed this system Of baits to them for Nair
endorsement

2

3
. i

n ththee MMo n
numentument

o aass a
a

f
fo

u
und

a
a

od..,
tion ffor evalweN Jhwtirg tPhe need fgmadta r gbike end fpre0

u
sae audit

RESPONSES

We do not have any evidence or precedent to regulate jogging within
the monument. If it is determined that "sweat-suited joggers with
walkman headsets" have adverse impacts on monument visitors or
resources, appropriate management actions would be taken.

NPS management policies state that the National Park Service will

encourage recreational activities that are consistent with applicable

legislation. The National Park Service will not allow a recreational
activity in a park or in certain locations within a park if it would involve
or result in (1) inconsistency with the park's enabling legislation, (2)
unacceptable impacts on visitor enjoyment due to interference or
conflict with other visitor use activities, (3) consumptive use of park

resources, (4) unacceptable impacts on park resources or natural

processes, or (5) unacceptable levels of danger to the welfare or safety of

the public, including participants.

• •
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an extensive network d crane or such a huge ezpem 1pre of scarce funds . The draft
GMP must provide sns a factual basis in order to establish some twat of need
beyond the desires of a City advisory committee . or the proposal of a NPS Planner

urthiermaie
Morwma have many abandoned roads and trails that are used by walkers , joggers.
blcyde and horseback rders : creates The Impression that a great deal of such use
lakes place. The map entitled,onod ment Roads and Trots: on page 13 shows that,
in reality, most of these abandoned mads and trails are dassdied as.'narmw, rocky, or
overgrown routes.' showing stgmt ant use. (oft scone, many ace bmag redain ad
through natural processes to be ome an indisdngulsneblapan of Me mesa top
grass l and.

ins tead of restricting horse and maumaln elks use to a portion of Me roads and

provide tar incmased levels d M. The Matt amp tails to analyze the impacts of
attracting signticonuy increased levels of mountain bike and horse Ise onto the mesa
top.

his network of track woulCalso lacludi an urdNlred number cd horse tieups
and bkyde rack areas fox spur trails, `designed so that bicyclists and horseback riders
cord Maya their hicMaa and roses and Walk on train toe n We nmrmUbe and

overlooks (page 68)' The impacts of These ne-ups , racks, spur tails . and overlooks
are not analyzed , nor are their locations shown In the draft GMP T his scheme would

sites M the Monunem-to totally wsoonwoaed use. Although the draft GMP adman that.
Activities not directly related to peboglyph viewing may be linked to Increased
vandalism, as indicated by experience at Oft, panogtyph areas in the Solanaast
(page 44),' the potential adverse impacts of this exposure are not mentioned or
analyzed In the draft amp.
,i, visitors to pebogryph ipca as n b, canyons below would look uP to sae
ocher users peering over the duff edge at them , thereby adversely Impacrtrg Those

'set tud or expertara 61 iso etion mom the 41nrm00ding visas area. This
degradation of the gualdy of vieROrs' expmience is hasher mmtenea or analyzed al
he draft GMP. Instead, the moekaaP emits Its discusson to confap6 among oitlerent
trail 'Sara on she system of nuatiuae nails, mncludas without (page 6nt¢non,
'Visitor use evWIS would not be expelled to result in user coNlkt9 (page 68): The
dMn GMP tans to the
actual or even approximate number of people "o would be given perm

s
A

to
to

Use
use the

multluae Nag system for nurse ate bicvde recreatlon
Page 69 assures lie reader that, 'Thet Pads SarVCe would montlm'aeganne

and impacts In The monument to maws that
no
o damage occurs to monument

15.6.,nhss^Mas from bicycle end horse use: Spreading that type of recreatwty use over
15.6 es of bails on thousands of some of a volcanic anldscape vNUally guarantees
that, short of hetiwpler monitoring , such a promise could not be kept.

•

RESPONSES

4. The "Carrying Capacity and Visitor Impact Management" section in the
draft plan (page 47) addresses the process that would be used to
evaluate and manage the type of visitor use that can be accommodated
without adverse impacts on other visitors or resources. These impacts
are addressed in several impact topics in the "Environmental
Consequences" section of the environmental impact statement. Horse
and bicycle use would require a special use permit, and the resources
would be monitored to identify changes in condition.

5. This is a general management plan, not a site-specific design detail. The
impacts of tie-ups, racks, and spur trails would be evaluated as more
specific designs are developed.

6. See responses #4 and #5.

•
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Finally. although Me draft GMP at pages 159 and 185 suggests that megaton
measures for protection of the Ferruginous hawk might include closure of this mirause
bait system during breeding season between February 151 and .hAY 1st, it WAS to
observe that this closure would e*Apse 5 of the 8 month of peak ,arhddn. The
egendeure of $1.7 million to provide for a small number of horse and bike permittees
for only 3 months of the main visitor use period is not oralitied by the draft GMP.

tinter Bow rd : The draft GMP creates a specal 'hanaporeeon tone' to allow the
Wnstuclion of Union Boulevard . a rdur•lae major arterial proposed to eventually
carry over 3066 vehicles a day through Pefroglyph Motored Monument. The NPS
has determined that the construction Of Unser in the vidnity of a gas pipeline OA would
servo a 'park purpose' by removing the present alignment of rinser from the more
zarm8ve Boca Nags Canyon ales . However, the draft GMP fails to point art that de

lanoa he, lime
dAR vAlh Land anon Waller Conservation lurid courses, are cutronty carries a wry
small number of vetnde"-pettms letter ban 500 dally--over tte escarpmarrt The
draft GNP lass to provide content are projected traft votaries for Cuss roads, ere
compares appals to oranges in determining a 'park purpose ' in this way.

The draft GMP also ra8s to mention poentiattY severe Impacts to Important
pedogltvh locales vary dose to Is 'tan9ppneegn zone' for ,arson. The soNMn
broth of Boca Negro ArrOyo has its hoed On the immediate north edge of the zone,
and has already been adversely impacted by the blasting for the gas pipeline: some
Of The peboglyph panes wldently were dislodged by shod, waves carded In the
basaa , broke away Roth the dal face, era were scarred when ton rocks tumbled a
bodes

it
05 the Moyo. The remaining eastern miff face of the Arroyo leans precariously,s

and might suffer a massive colapse during any blasting a hammering for the tinter
conevwvon . The dmpGMP should ensues husy Vie potenEeM severe imparts to put
peooglyph locate from Under construction . The Citys tuner Middle Project EIS tented
to tnatyte this ptctam as watt.

Also. the northern brand, Or San Frump Arroyo makes a small carryon in the
esearymem just south of the Uneb translo ball n zone , and has many his,
petmgyphs remaMing . Although dumping at corrstrudion wastes and other
vo m have degraded de vicinity. me Mayo cordd bar restored . Tier dreftQMP
fallss to

t
mention or analyze the acute increases in nose. degradation 01 visual quest,

are veer impacts which construction of rinser would Caine in the nordem bench Of
San Mlonio Arroyo. The Citys U. Middle Project EIS failed to discuss had,
inpecb as well

f "" t=' 1 t P ebb IncL ReidO In assessing the continued
Mauuw pf Pueblo Indian religious uses of the Monument the haft GMP fails to add
together all the external and internal impacts caused by both svrmundinp eprnml
devdopmanls (e.g., GOWSIe Eagle it airporteapension . Westland Sects Oeveepmere
Plan approval , rinser Boulevard , etc) and Internal developments proposed in the

RESPONSES

7. These impacts are addressed in the cumulative impacts of several
impact topics. Further analysis is beyond the scope of this plan / impact
statement.

40
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Preferred Aternalive #1 (multiuse trail system , facilities construction , multiple
access pants . etc.). When at these impacts are looked at cumulefim, the tuture of

these sensitive religious uses appears bleak indeed. Pueblo leaders already have
stated diet certain pomons of the escarpment and even the volcanoes . are becoming

ft.

development , and increasing numbers or uncontrolled Monument nations. These

oumuadve impacts need to be analyzed in detail to determine p some of the more
impacting Proposals in the Pratarred ARernativa q1 might lust be , ' the straw that
breaks the camel's back, ' and fluid be abandoned by the NPS.

Guleee mars At gages 31 and 143 . the draft GMP's d=USaion of establishing what a
earls management presence' poles or gives little attention to the important
management tool of limiting access to certain special petroglyph locales to graded
tours . The discussion and analysis of guided tours In special areas needs to be given
much greater scope in tlhe draftGMP In providng Pugh confidence evens for resource
protection. visitor safely, and in-depth interpretation , there is no substitute for to
guided tour.

uss of Vdtuffteers : Even t ough the Monument is adjacent to tag largest metrdpolRan
area in this part of the Southwest and Alb querque is re ognised for its veluntawism,
the draft EA has no discussion or analysis of esmblistng a program of volunteer
dares AM traihvatchsa to assist staff in prmteing that alpimportant management
'press ce.' The Albuquerque Museum, Zoo . Natural History Museum , icaan Pueblo
Cullurel Center, and oiler institutions all have prestigious volunteer docent programs
with waiting lists for parlcgation . There is no reason why Petmglyph National
Mamrment also oouldnh become a prestigious facility attracting volunteers. Other

volunteer help for most of their programs . The draft GMP orals m have adder an In-
depth section or

which
how volunteers can become integral to 9tlccessfully realizing

be Purposes for h the Monument was established.

Blue Rlbwn Parwl AJtlwmnw : Although the Blue Ribbon Panel of Resource and
Plamuag Exerts met for over tune years to advise the NPS and City on the GMP, it
tent mentioned awe in the draft document and its recommendation are so garbed in
Aitemative # as to be unrecogazabe and unsupportable by the Pepsi members
themselves . We tope ttis defiaarcy w t be remedied by tut Wnsidemeon in av PEIS
of the
outsta nding

five n ModlRed for Protective Use assembled iron the Pavers
outsta nding work

=
rely yours

Isaac C . Eastvold , President

RESPONSES

8. See "Impacts on Values Held by Culturally Affiliated Groups" in the
"Impacts Common to All Alternatives" section.

9. Volunteer programs are being implemented by the monument staff. It is
not necessary to address such a program in this plan.
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GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

BOARD POSITION.
Action: Approved

Date: October 12 1995

CHAMBER SUPPORTS REVISIONS To

PROPOSED PETROGLYPH PLAN

POSITION

The Board of Directors of the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce urges the

Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission to support Almmative I. with

certain quulificmiom , des ribed in the Draft Gcnenl Management Plea for Paninglypte

National Monument issued August, 1995.

The overall approach of Alternative I provides various ways for visitors to net and appreci-

ate many of the Momm^eni s signi6<aat resources . The ahemative provides ford visitor

center at Baa Negro Canyon . Horseback and bicycle riding would be permitted on

designated mesa-top trails . A new penroglyph research renter would be built , oath of Boca

Negro Canyon , along with a new adminisermive headquunm . There would be a ciry-

owned and riny-manoged visitor concoct facility outside the monument south of the Piedras

Mnrcados Pueblo Ruin.

The Chamber believes that Alternative I strikes a reasonable balance between rerourre

prcscrvation and the ability of citiuns to 'ucaten and enjoy the Menument . The chamber

urge, the Cmnmiasion to recommend that the Manugemmal Plan include the following:

I. The extension of Pasco del Norte, through the Monument, should be
specifically addressed. At a minimum, the plan should protect this coetidor.

The Paseo extension is crucial to the overall tmnsponation infmnmcmm
of Albuqucryur s West Side and can be constructed in an environmentelly

cnsilive manner.

2, An overall infrastructure strategy for the Monument and the Gry of Albuquer

as should be addressed. Utility easements (water, sewer, telephone, gas.

electricity) and flood control measures within the Mommreni or adjacent to

A the Monument should be addrcssod.

3. Double Eagle ll Airport should too allowed to expand he serve increased

general aviation amt freight traffic as well as serve as as industrial development

complex.

1

2

3

*Leu91 9ur•.
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE • (505) 7643100

RESPONSES

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Pasco del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

There is no authorization for the Paseo del Norte right-of-way. The
entire Unser Middle Project is an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

2. See "Utility Rights-of-Way" section in the "Actions Common to All
Alternatives" section.

3. Double Eagle II Airport is addressed as an issue beyond the scope of this
plan. This plan/ environmental impact statement is prepared for
general management plan proposals. None of the general management
plan proposals would affect the Double Eagle II Airport.

0 0 .
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4
4. Access routes through neighborhooda adjacent to the pad, should be eliminated or

severely restricted.

The Chamber believes that adoption of Alternative L with did changes recommended above,
provides the best opportunity for managing a Monument located in a fast-growing, urban envi-
ronment. The Chamber supported creation of the Monument and believes that it adds unique
dimensions to the area ' s quality of life . With careful planning and cooperation , the City and the
National Park Service can strike a balance between protection of the resource and solving the
city's critical West Side infnswc [um needs.

BACKGROUND

:he "neighborhood Access" section in alternative I has been revised,
and neighborhood access points have been removed from the map.

The Chamber has been involved in issues relating to the development and management of die
Monument since its inception . The Chamber has participated in hearings and meetings involving
the National Pink Service , the state's Congressional delegation , City of Albuquerque officials,
West Side neighborhood groups, and others. The Chanter's current position is consistent with
its previous positions enunciated through correspondence with the U.S . Department of the
Interior and National Park Service in 1992. 1999, and 1994.
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S
LADERA 11B1GRTS NEIGRBORIIOOD ASSOCIATION

3302-P Coors Biol., Jr. It, 0777
Mbufnaryo., Bswl(.Wro 87i20

oarras

ss..r. BUR vs.. n..u..t
o.mar Aa.., a...,.

Stpeantendent
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Unsex Blvd., N. W.
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87120

Dear Sit:

November 1, 7995
RECEIVED N.F.S.

NU`1 0 6

Poa•fpN1s8 MA*1RMR

The laden Heights Neighborhood Association is located between the

laden Gott Course , Western Trails . Coors Blvd ., and Unset Blvd. Bineonada

Canyon is right in our " back yard".

Our association would like to make the following comments on the Drfl
Management Plan.

. We are very much opposedto Alternative No. 3.

We are in (avot of Alternative No. 2.

We make these eammems baud on out concern tot the neighborhood and

the preservation of those qualities that make this "place" so distinctive Thank

you for she oppoettmho to express out wucerns.

KENNETH C . BURRY, President

Laden Heights Neighborhood Association

Sincettl

G

0
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LAS COLINAS
Realty and Development Co.

October 61 1995

Mr. Bob Crant . chairmen
Petroglyph National MonWnent Advisory Commission
9120-0 Candelaria ad. N.E.
Albuguergue , NM 87112

.Mc lm U.S.

UCT 18 n

R£: The Draft Management Plan for the Petroglyph National Monument

Dear Mr. Grant:

I am a native New Mexican , born and raised on a ranch that now
constitutes a pcrcion of the land that is proposed to be a part of
the Pecrogiyph National Monument (hereinafter referred to as the
•?ark,). The ?eidras Maroardas Canyon-Alameda Land Grant area,

which the City of Aihuyuergue currently owns , wes once our
property. My family preserved the ?etrnglyhs in this area from
1929 co 1960 as a part of out fenced , private ranch . As you Iccw,
thi s area of the Petroglyph has been recognized as one of the hest
preserved Co.aof the pet.". My 'f amily, which includes three Native
Americans , has a proud heritage '- a this park and were supportive is
the original efforts to preserve to escarpment , as well as the
volcanos to the west of the eeoarp+.:e.^.c where the Pecroglyyhe are
located.

the early to mid-1980 • s my family was actively involved in the
lccation of the extension of Paseo del Norte and onset Boulevard
through the Park ( see history t=ached ), . Several previously
existing roads that were in the area of the Park were taken out and
consolidated into these two highways to preserve and protect the
Parr as such as possible and still not create a negative
environmental impact on the surrounds .^. g neighbors of the Park.
These new highway alignments were a product of man, public aeetings
involving representatives of the City Open Space Division (the
o riginators of the Park) , Ike Pastvoid of Fatal, the Sierra Club.
the All Indian Tribes ( their 1ZGC O0 meaber ), Paradise Hills , Taylor
Ranch. the National Park Service , and all of the adjacent land
owners and govd_,shhcal agencies , in the final conclusion. all of

the shove representatives agreed that the extensions of Onser Blvd.
and Paseo del force Blvd . we re the most environmentally sensitive
transportation solutions for Co. park, the neighborhoods , and the
other adjacent land holders surrounding the Park. The Park and the
ccromity were all together an these transportation planning issues
umt'. the National Park servic e took over the management of the
Park (see recent alcamative Paseo del forte/Unser elvds.
a!ignraents map enclosed).

.naescerric. Ra. N W. Sail[ Ry I Albupeetpue . O N i'S Iii i)p5) A91. i`_ i s FA X 515i 5ei-tW6
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2 am disappointed to a as in the at recent draft of the Park Plan
(August 1995 ) that the National Park Service continues to refuse
to honor the Park's original obligations to cooperate with our
Community regarding the transportation network everyone originally

agreed to , as well as other vital issues such as regional drainage,
location of Park visitor and access locations outside of the Taylor

Ranch neighborhoods ( which should in ny opinion be located above
the escarpment as a part of the 4,000+ acres the Park owns that
have no Petroglyghs on itf, etc.

A. far s I can tell , very little , if any, input from the cosmunity
(see page 107 of the Draft Plan for instance ), and the City of
Albuquerque Planners has been incorporated into this !raft
Management Plan for the Park. if this attitude had existed in the
late 19P0 • s when the Park supporters had envisioned a national
Monument , this Park would not have gone into federal ownership. No
one involved is the early planning stages of this Park ever
imagined the National Park Service would be so unresponsible and
uncooperative to our Community.

The August 1995 Draft Management Plan, as proposed , has some
merits . But in light of the above referenced probleas with
transportation , drainage , and parking issues , please send this
proposed Plan back C. tae National Park Service and ask them to
review the plan in consideration of the original co®itments made
to our Community and to restore the peace that was Originally
negotiated when this great Park was created.

Sincerely Yours,

R$r F. slack

Pip esenti [y the flack Ranch Family

co; Mayo. Martin Chavez
Congressman Bill Richardson
Senator Pete Domenici ( Attention Tony Gallegos!
Douglas fur' , Acting superintendent , Petroglyph National, Park

Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission

encl:

0
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TEE RISTORY OF TEE PLANNED. PASEO DEL NORTE EIGEW+Y EXTENSION

WEST OF COORS BOULEVARD CONNECTING TG FUTURE PASEO DEL VULCAN

i, THE HISTORY OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OWNERSHIP OF PASZO DEL NORM

EXTENSIO4

The current plane for the Paseo del. Norte Boulevard extension west

of Coors Boulevard lies within the historic Alameda Land.Grant; the

land grant immediately north of the Atrisco Land Grant.

The Alameda Land Grant was established in 1710 by a grant from the

King of Spain to Francisco Months Vigil and his heirs . Later on in

than same year, the Alameda Grant was sold to Juan Gonzales, a

Captain in the Spanish assay.

In 1713, the transfer of the Alameda Grant to Juan Gonzales was

approved by the Governor of the Province of New Mexico.

the title to M.r. Gonzales for the Alameda Land Grant was also

referred to as per fect ad title in the treaties between the King of

Spain and the Mexican Republic in 1821 and , the Treaty of Guadalupe

of Fildalgo and the United States in 1848.

In 1845, the Treaty of Hildalgo and the United States set out the

Native American Indian. Reservation claims in the adjacent areas,

including the Sandia Indian and Islets Indian Reservations. There

were no claims made at this time by any of the local Native

American Indian tribes of any interest in the Alameda Grant

properties for worship purposes or any other reason.

On Deceaiher 16, 1892, in accordance with the Act of Congress dated

March 3, 1891 , entered into a Wr_tten douses that confirmed the

legal ownership status with the heirs of Juan Gonzales.

In 1920, the United States issued a patent to the heirs of Juan
Gonzales and Francisco Nantes Vigil.

In 1919, the Alameda Grant was sold to the Sap Mateo Land and

cattle Company.

In 1929, the Albert F. Black Family acquired title to 20, 500 acres

of the Alameda Land Grant. This portion of the Alameda Land Grant
extended from the west bank of the Rio Grande River to the "Ceja"

area or the west boundary of the Alameda Grant which lies
approximately tour miles west of the small portion of Alameda Grant

ease 1
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property that is being acquired for the Petroglyph Park. The
original holding of the Alameda Land Grant extended east to the
base of the Sandia Mountains , joust south of the Sandia Indian
Reservation. The 20,500 acres of the Alameda Grant purchased by
the Black Family was completely fenced and maintained as private
ranch land prior to and subsequent to its purchase . This land had
been under continuous private ownership and ranched by private
interests since 1710 , including the Piedras Mercadas Canyon area of
the Black Ranch.

In 1960, the Albert F. Black Family sold 8,500 acres of the Black
Ranch in the Alameda Grant to U.S. Land Corporation , the parent
company of Horizon Corporation , which developed Paradise Hills.
The Black Family reserved one-half of the mineral and access rights
to its remaining properties in the Alameda Grant through the entire
8,500 area tract sold to U.S. Land Corporation for the benefit of
the remaining undeveloped portions of the Black Ranch.

In the mid to late 1980 ' s, the Bellamah Corporation purchased land
in the Alameda Grant from Horizon Corporation and dedicated
portions of the planned right-o£-way for Paseo del Norte to the
City of Albuquerque as a platting requirement . This land was east
and west of the existing Golf Course Road.

I: 1990, the City of Albuquerque and the National Park Service
began to acquire a portion of the Alameda Grant property formerly
owned by the Black Family for the northern portion of the proposed
Pet=.glyph National Monument in this area.

II. THE HISTORY OF TBE APPROVALS OF THE ALIG.`H,ENT OF PASEO DEL
NORTE WEST OF COORS BDULEVARD

1961 - Paradise Boulevard was built as the principal access from
Coors Boulevard was, to Paradise Hills and other Alameda Grant
lands west of Paradise Hills in the Alameda Land Grant area.

1980 - Hearings begin at the Middle Rio Grande Council of
Governments (" COG") and its Urban Transportation Planning PolicyBoard ("UTPPS " 1 to study the potential of moving the ParadiseBoulevard principal arterial west of Coors Boulevard (SPiSH #448) to
the south boundary of the Alameda Grant. COG is the federally
mandated , regional transportation board that approves all major
highways in this region.

No opposition was recorded to this move of the p rincipal east-west
a_c¢u al

from
Paradise Boulevard to the currently proposed Paseo

del Norte location throu h th C p i
Lthe Petroglvoh

Park.

Page 2
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Endorsing the current planned move of the principal east-west
access from Paradise Boulevard to the currently proposed alignment
of Paseo del Norte during the COG/ UTPPB Hearings were:

1. Ike Eastvold - Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglyphs (FOTAP)

2. The Albuquerque Chapter of the Sierra Club

3. The COG representative of the All Indian Council, Edward
Parsano of the Pueblo of Sandia.

1981 - On March 20 , 1981, the UTPPB adopted resolution R-SL-S,
which designated the study area to officially relocate Paradise
Boulevard , which included an area between Paradise Boulevard and
the south boundary of the Alameda Land Grant.

In this same resolution , Calls Nortana was also proposed to be an
eases west crossing through the northern portion of PetrogLyph Park
or, the official 1981 Long Range Major Street Plan ("LPY.SP").

1985 - The UTPPB committee of COG passed resolution R-85-3 which
deleted Paradise Boulevard as the official principal arterial west
of Coors Boulevard and officially designated Paseo del Norte in its
currently planned alignment through the Petroglyph Park as the new
east-west principal arterial on the t$KSP of COG.

The Calle Nortena east-west road remained as another east-west road
through the Petroglyph Park in the Atrisco Land Grant area.

1986 - The Environmental Planning Commission approved the formal
Federal Environmental Impact Saucy for the currently planned Paean
del Norte Boulevard.

ise^u=..ea
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sr' ;tits., a64

League of Warner. Voters of Albuquerque/Bemalillo County

October 19, 1995

TO: PHILLIP It GRANT, CHAIRMAN, AND MEMBERS
OF THE PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT
ADVISORY COMMISSION

SUBJECT: PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT
DRAFT GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

The League of Women Voters of Albuquerque/Bemalillo County has reviewed

the August 1995 Draft General Management PlaniDevebpment Concept Plan,

Environmental Impact Statement which was prepared by the National Perk Service for
the Pebcglyph National Monument.

In considering the four Alternatives presented, we found many problems with

Alternatives 3 and 4. Alternative 3, which seems to promote access to every area of

the Monument, does not do enough to protect sensltrve petroglyphlarrheological sites

or environmental areas . We are particularly in opposition to the loop road proposed

for the mesa in the southern pert of the Monument and the roads leading to the

northern and southern geologic windows. Alternative 4 does not provide adequate

protection for the Monument due to the limited Improvements and supervision of the
area. We could not support the adoption of either Alternative 3 or 4,

Alternatives l and 2 are, in general, both good plans. Alternative 2 does, of

course, provide Me most protection for the Monument, but may limit visitor access

more than necessary. Alternative 1 has many good features but may provide open

access to some areas where limited access is more appropriate.

(505)884-8441 - 5015 Prospect NE Albuquerque , NM 87110
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We recommend that the final plan be a combination of Alternatives I and 2
with attention to the following features'.

VISITOR CENTER - It Is important that the main visitor center be located where
visitors have ready access to good petroglyph viewing areas . Trails to these areas
should be of different lengths and different levels of difficulty. There should be a had
which would allow persons with physical problems to proceed directly from the visitor

center to a viewing area. Families with young Children could also benefit from IMs
arrangement . It seems that the Ooce Negro site may have these advantages. The
Lava Shadows site appears to be some distance from areas with a concentration of
peboglyphs.

it may also be prudent to have the Heritage Education Fadlily at the main
Visitor Center so that those inclined to do so may team more about the petroglyphs,
other archeological sites and the geology and ecology of the volcanoes and the mesa.
If the facility is located at a different site, many may never go there.

Consideration must be given to the route by which most visitors will arrive at
Peboglyph National Monument if it is probable that most tourists Wig be coming on I-
40, it would seem advisable to locate the main center on a route that is as convenient
as possible to that freeway. The route chosen should disrupt local traffic as little as
possible.

Transportation - In addition to transportation for guided tours, some type of
shuttle service should be available between the main visitor center , other petroglyph
viewing areas, the Piedras Marcadas site and the Overtook areas This would not
only assist the visitors but help reduce traffic problems in the area. A reasonable fee
could be charged for the shuttle.

Trails - Multi-use trails on the mesa should avoid the volcanos and entry into
the geologic windows . Permits should be issued to horseback and bicycle filers for
use of these trails. Trails designated for the mesa top should follow sensing roads,
trails or pathways wherever possible and should remain soft-surfaced . In areas where
multi-use bails may negatively Impact the resource , pedestrian only access may be

appropriate . In other sensitive areas , access by guided tour only seems to be the
best way to protect the Monument.
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Geologic Windows - These areas are too fragile for general public access but
are of special interest to certain groups . Access should be by guided tours or special
permits.

Overlooks - The Overlooks shown in Alternative I provide ample opportunity
for the visitor to view the volcanos , the mesa, the escarpment and the Rio Grande
River. Activities at the volcano Overlook should be restricted to the viewing area.

Ranger Presence - Areas designated for visitor contact fedillies or Information
should have a ranger present if at all possible.

Night Closing - All enhances to the Pelroglypti National Monument should be
dosed at night This action may not prevent all illegal intrusion , but should discourage
casual , opportunistic entry. It would also deafly estabrsh the policy that unauthorized
persons should not be in the Monument at night . It would also make it easier for
neighbors or other observers to know that any activity seen in the monument after
dark may be cause to notify the Monuments ranger statian.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the Draft Management
Plan. We shall follow the progress of the Plan with great Interest

Sandra Browne
President

Copy to:

Doug Eury, Acting Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument

3
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We recommend that the final plan be a combination of Altemauves I and 2

with attention to the following features:

VISITOR CENTER - It is important net the main visitor center be located where

visitors have ready access to good petroglyph viewing areas. Trails to these areas

should be of different lengths and different levels of difficulty . Thera should be a ball

which would allow persons with physical problems to proceed directly from the visitor

center to a viewing area. Families with young children could also benefit from this

arrangement . it seems that the Boca Negro site may have mesa advantages. The

Lava Shadows site appears to be some distance from areas with a concentration of

petroglyphs.

It may also be prudent to have the Heritage Education Facility at the main

Visitor Center so that those inclined to do so may team more about the petroglyphs,

other archeological sites and the geology and ecology of the volcanoes and the mesa.

If the facility is located at a different site, may may never gc there.

Consideration must be given to the route by which most visitors will arrive at
Pefoglyph National Monument. If It is probable that most tourists will be coming on I-

40, it would seem advisable to locate the main center on a route that is as convenient

as possible to that freeway . The route chosen should disrupt local traffic as little as

possible.

Transportation - In addition to transportation for guided tours , some type of

shuttle service should be available between the main visitor center, other peboglyph

viewing areas , the Piedras Mercedes site and the Overlook areas. This would not

only assist the visitors but help reduce traffic problems in the area. A reasonable fee

could be charged for the shuttle.

Trails - Multi-use trails on the mesa should avoid the volcanos and entry into

the geologic windows. Permits should be issued to horseback and bicycle Were for

use of these trails. Trails designated for the mesa top should follow existing roads,

trails or pathways wherever possible and should remain soft-surfaced . In areas where

multi-use Veils may negatively impact the resource , pedestrian only access may be

appropriate . In other sensitive areas, access by guided tour only seems to be the

best way to protect the Monument

2
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Geologic Windows - These areas are too fragile for general public access but
are of special interest to certain groups . Access should be by guided tours or special
permits.

Overlooks - The Overlooks Shown in Alternative I provide ample opportunity

for the visitor to view the volcanos, the mesa , the escarpment and the Rio Grande

River. Activities at the volcano Overtook should be restricted to the viewing area.

Ranger Presence - Areas designated for visitor contact facilities or information
should have a ranger present it at all possible.

Night Closing - All entrances to the Petroglyph National Monument should be
dosed at night. This action may not prevent all illegal Intrusion, but should discourage
casual, opportunistic entry. it would also dearly establish the policy that unauthorized
persons should not be In the Monument at night . It would also make it easier for
neighbors or other observers to know that any activity seen in the monument after
dark may be cause to notify the Monuments ranger station.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the Draft Management
Plan. We shall follow the progress of the Plan with great interest

Z<4
1091

ndra BrowneSa
President

Copy to:

Doug Eury, Act ng Superintendent
Petreglyph National Monument
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National Parks
and Conservation Association

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL OFFICE

November6,1995

Mr. Doug Eery, Acting Superintendent
Penoglyph National Monument
4935 Unser Blvd. NW
Albuquerque , Nb. 81120

Dear Superintendent Euty.

The National Yards end Conservation Association (NPCA) appreciates this o ity to
comment on the draft General Management Plan/Enviromnenml Impact Statement for
Petrogiyph National Moo

the
eat . NPCA is a 450,000-member , wnpcotitd Perk

organation dedicated to thprotection and enhancement of the National Park Syum

Pettoglyph National Monument i a wonderful place, a complex ofnarmal and cultural
tesoorcrathai should be carefully Protected, managed, and nvrnaed. Arich, tn ti-
cultural heritage; much ofwhich is still a IMng heritage . is present . The monument is a
"sacred landscape" because fitsto the Pueblo co=,,any, and it also has
tremendous value to the Artisan heir . By virtue of its inclusion in the National Park
System,how ever, Peuogtyph Nafional Mommemis Ctdy sacred to cage Ameticaas. The
partnership between various Agencies on which monument management is based is also a
pannertp wish the psdaic, andte wih preeran, in dfunae generation . Locaaedin
such dose prowni to a large urban Ater, in a au in which the number one industry is

thetourism, thmommtent o&braemendoris opportunities, for education and

inspiration.

While the NPS has been present at Pettoglyph National Monument for over five years,
completion ofthe moeamem' a Seat General Management Plan (GMP) will more formally
launch the Nation i'arlc SeMen and the City of Albuquerque oa a course for the future,
and set avision and challenge before the public. As such it is extremely exciting to have
the momme nt's first GMP out in draft form . While we differ withsome ofNPS'a
preferved

erred actions , NPCA believes that , overall, the draft GMP does an excellent lob of
framing the major plamdng and management issues ai£eming the park, it is packed wilts

ustEd information, discussion , and refrttexn.

Southwest Regional Office National Office
823 Gold Ave., S W,, Albuquerque, NM BT 102 L7 76 Mass. Ave., N.W'.,'%'ashin8ron, D.C. 20036

Tel: 1305 247-1221 • Faa: (505) 247 1221 Teh (202) 223 6722 • Fax: (202) 659 065 0
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NPCA Comments on Petroglyph NM draft GMP/EfS
November 6, 1995
Page 2 of 10

NPCA supports a modi6eation of Alternative 2. Wtdle our preferences are outlived
below, some of the major poem we raise in these comments have also been transmitted in

four
to the National Park Satice overthe past tsoee years. NPCA notes at least

fother formal communications that we essentially consider input to the GMP,
including: our 'Newnleteer Response Form (Marc., 1993), and three fetters to
Superintendent Stephen E. Whieesell (Febnrasy 9. 1994; March 15,1995; and June 9,
1995). In addition, NPCAeessioed about the draft GMP before the PeVOglyp. National
Monument Advisory Commission on October 19, 1995.

Before discussing our preferred altemasive for faciiiss and management, NPCA has the
fallowing comments on other sections of the draft GNP/EIS:

Introduction

NPS sets the tone for monument management early in the document . In particular, NPCA
commands NPS for explaining the decision not to use the term "rock art' (p. 4 ), since the
petroglyphs and their context are much more than visual an. We are pleased to see the
statement that 'The entire weal mesa landscape ... is considered sacred and significant to
the Pueblo people ' (p. 8) up front in she document as a reference point for NPS proposals
Likewise, it is important to establish the fact that the monument' s natural resource values
go beyond the "orduary," since the " microhabitats along the escarpment that retain
warmth and moiauue ... provide shelter for a greater variety of species than the
surrounding terrain. ' ( p. 10) As some ofthe last remaining ' upland ' habitat in this par of
Albuquerque , the monument is likely to become even more significant ecologically as
surrounding lands are extensively modified and ecologically degraded.

NPCA also basically agrees with the statements of purpose and significance for the
monument. (p. 16) The mooumene 's enabling legislation (P.L. 101-313 ) also suggests
another important purpose , which we recommend be added to this section . One ofthe
main purposes ofthe monument is 'the urgent need to protect the cultural and natural
values of the area from urbanization and vandalism .' (P.L. 101-313, Section 101(b)(9)).

Planning hot. and Concerns

NPCA supports most of the disoussion in this section (p. 19-25 ) that were identified
duougb the planning process, Under the heading ' Federal and City Policies ," we support
the statement that 'where local laws and policies conflict with federal taws, federal laws
take precedence ' ( p. 23) as it is elear from Section 105 ofP . L 101-313 that this was the
intent of Congress . Regarding the brief description of the Double Fagle Airport ( p. 23),
NPCA suggests the adding a statement at the end ozone second paragraph w caai r Cat

RESPONSES
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1

NPCA Comments on Petroglyph NM draft GNP/EIS
November 6, 199$
Page 3 of 10

1. A summary of the Westside Strategic Plan is in appendix E.

2. The final plan has been revised.

the required environmental impact analysis documents have not yet been prepared. Under
the heading of"Suommry, ofRelared Plans and Projects ,' NPS should reference and
summarize the City of Albuquerque Wecs •ide sombag'ry_Pl_en which was recently adopted
by the City and County Environmental Planing Commissions , and should be adopted by
the City Council prior to the completion of the monument's GMT,

Actions Common to All Alternatives

P'rtnershipfrriadiet no Rnlee and Re port : hl'e'ee ! 30) Management ofisotroalyph
National Monument is based on partnership concepts . NPCA generally supports the

thrust of the GMP's description in this section Coordination . Federal laws that generally
apply to units of the National Park System shall apply to the monument. (p. 30) NPCA
believes the City of Albuquerque Open Space Division should ultimately assign specific

personnel and resources to Penoglyph National Monument. (p. 30) While the City has
been a tremendous partner in the acquisition of the monument area, a much more steady

2
final GP.IP may need to bar the Imernounmin Field Director instead ofthe Southwest
Regional Drector as the Secretary, ofthe Imerio's designated representative.

c'^tnnly psi4 „n( 1n11Y. NPCA strngy supports the goal of
managing to 'provide the greatest degree of protection and preservanion and to make all
possible efforts to ensure that archaeological resources would not be disturbed or
removed.' (p. 31) We agree that because " culnual resources are nonrenewable resource,
any degree ofdegradation E considered unacceptable.' (p.32) Abesic point that is eot
emphasized enough here, or elsewhere in the GMP, is the importance of the resource
condition inventories and the damage assessment survey that are essential steps in cultural
resources management . Appendix G and the final Gaff should make some eftbn to
emphasize certain anions as priorities for cultural resources management . Moreover,
NPCA believes that the above quotations from the GMP, which net the highest standard
for cultural resources management, actually tend to support our preferred alternative for
monument development and management , instead of the NPSS preferred alternative.

Find-, Ma road, Pmbb p ub, (n 13) NPCA agree with the "S's basic approach of
proceeding with extreme tare with this resource . Further study is necessary and A miss
stabilization plan should be prepared to address issues such as drainage and vegetation
Although NPS states that non-invasive research techniques and no excavation are favored
treatment , NPCA reads this section as still permitting some consideration of excavation
research, Sit can be conducted in such a way that is acceptable to Pueblo community and
without unacceptable resource impacts. While the warding ofthis section is acceptable for

•
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NPCA Comments on Petroglyph NM draft GMT/EIS
November 6, 1995
Page 4 of 10

future considerations ofall approaches, we do wish to underscore the importance of
udocldug some ofwhat could be a vast Interpretive potential at this site....

_ p'..; oal Uvr n••/n•damyg res.vbear lhea (p St f]PCA4vptjds

M goal o and ing visitors to areas the bean accommodate use, requiring visitors to

stay on with,, and other direct and indirect measures to protect petroglyphs (low barriers,

viewing areas , etc.). We also support a specnvg ofvisitorsdIttuae approaches,

including exhibits , ranger presence , permits, and guided tours . It should be sta ted that

NPS will strive to match an appropriate technique to each area in the monument.

American Ind i sn Rdat nnabba in 391 NPCA supports a strong-cooperative program

with Indiana and other culturally grated group. The statement that 'Ail monument

programs should reflect informed awareness , sendtivity, and serious concert for the

traditions, cultural values , and religious beliefs of American Indians who have ancestral

ties to the monument ( p. 39) is an essential guiding principle for management, yet we feel
that the NPS preferred alternative conflicts with this goal . We favor free unescorted
access for Native Americans , special provisions to protect religious uses, and provisions
for the appropriate collections ofinedicbtal plants and herbs

VanrsiRe^m. .gTe(4042) : This section is a good saturation ofthe
appropriate management approach and some of the weds inthis area . As for cultural
resources management, however, NPS needs to give the public some sense ofpriodty for

projects gated in Appendix H.

$tonnweter Manage.nenr (P 431' NPCA supports the proposed approach suggested by

the NPS. and sees no need for major changes to this section . NPCA does not characterize

this issue as one in which the monument will represent a six-mile "obstacle" to managing
stormwarm in an urban enidromnent. But them are clear responsibigties of alt parties,

particularly those than surround the monument, to take monument values into account. A
strong partnership between NPS, the City, AMAPCA, and private parries is needed: We
also recommend development of adequate information and education materials than will
assist the private sector to comply with monument goals for stormwater management.

Insmremtinnand the Vntnr Pyporir cnfn 4344) Asstatedabove,NPCA supponsa
range of visitor experiences as outlined here. We are concerned, however, that this
statement of intent will not match the outcomes from the NPS's preferred alternative,

integral role in interpretation for the Pueblos and Atrisco Land grant hers. The GMP
should be revised , however, to clarify that such involvement should not be constrained by
the assumption that everyone who might contribute to the interpretive program needs to
be NPS 'staff.' Volunteer docents and other fee-for- service arrangement have excellent

RESPONSES

3. The relative priorities for further studies (in appendix H in the draft
plan) are not identified in the plan so that priorities can be adjusted to
address both immediate and long-range management needs and to be
able to respond to the changing availability of funds and creative
approaches to combine projects.

4. Volunteer docents and other fee-for-service arrangement are
approaches that are being evaluated and will be used where
appropriate.

is
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potential at the monument . In the, it may be more cost -e ffective to develop more
partnership services in this axes.

NPCA is concerned that NPS may fail to take advantage of the perfect opportunity to
design the visitor experience and interpretive experience around an effective shuttle system
from the very start. NPCA also supports concepts for linking the Indian Pueblo Cultural
Center and City transportation networks to the movement If the monument experiences
anything like the predicted visitation , such systems will be extremely useful and could help
NPS avoid the classic problems that gradually emerge at developing parks with growing
visitation, namely congestion , excessive reliance on the private automobile, incremental
expansion of development in response to demand , and deterioration of the visitor
experience NPCA believes that NPS should commit much more firmly to some of the
concepts discussed under this beading, and that the foal GMP should include a
supplement that focuses on some preliminary shuttle scesseios and how they might ft in
with monument development . This might reduce difficulties of adapting a shunle system
to monument apendaa in the fugue.

Dealing with visitor „raped
management concerns (VIMS or VERP) is a legislative mandate for the National Park
$ervice (P.L. 95-625), one that was reiterated in the enabling legislation for Perreglyph
National Momunent . Section t08 (a)(t) oi?.L. 101-313 requires the GMP to include "a
statement of the number of visitors and types of public use within the monument which
can be accommodated in eceordmee with protection of its remurw ." TSla was the very
first required component of the GNP. NPCA is pleased to see that the NIPS has moved
away from a pattern of largely dismissing this issue in planning documents . However,
judging from our review ofseveral NPS planning documents within the Inc nix months
(including this one), NPS has simply developed standard boilerplate language that
artempts to men, these legal requirements , largely by relying on preliminary management
zoning and concluding that " an approved carrying capacity methodology is several years
away." NPCA commends NPS for idemif33ng zone ca tegori es and undertaking some

possibility for which the GMP should recognize. We are more confused , however, as to
5 why none of the other Alternatives include VMS strung, they clearly should.

The larger problem Is that the at NPS approach pushes VIMS decisions off to the
indefinite Enure , with essentially an frm commitments to address the issue. NPCA
recognizes that deploying a VIMS methodology is not an easy task, am can it be
accomplished overnight, but addressing VIMS is a clearer legislative requirement and a
higher priority than constructing a single building in the monument . Yet the carrying
capacity study is buried in Appendix H and line item needs in this area appear nowhere in

RESPONSES

5. The final plan has been revised to indicate that the description of zones
applies to alternatives 1, 2, and 3. The relative changes in zones for each
alternative do not require additional maps.
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November 6, 1995
Page 6 of 10

the draft GMP. This is in a draft OMP in which the NPS has a preferred altemaove witha
paicetagovers22nullionl VIMSisnotevenmrtatmePhau ldoddesforthe -
i In fact, ma ttmurceirtudiea at all ue even mended iit the 522 million Ti55 or,

projects that comprise the preferred ahenuiive . The, is m aecepleble and probably
guarantee , that NPS will remain inviotation of the law for years . Some signfiwar
changes to the foul CIMP am needed to eleven NPS' s commitment.

Hnnda ,kdj mmenr 41,50 n 811 : NPCA supports the draft Ghfe
recommendations iv thus s ction , NPCA also supports she addition of 10 5 acres south of
B. Negra Canyon to better accommodate the visitor center complex and protect views,
and the addition 01129 acres between Sin Street and the present monument boundary.
Bod, of these additions are critical for the effective management of the monument , and thee
protection of sensitive resoured . We support mmimu cluster development for Volcano
Cliffs .

Man m Fee nere„nee' ! 5 ) The fine) GMP should reverse the draft's proposal
Out to charge fees at Petroglyph National Monument . NPCA understands the criteria for
charging fees, but this is one ofthe most contrary recommendationsin she noose draft
GM1 The trend nationally, and across the National Park System, is toward more fee
coee sort, p cu y as a y-appropn opem nB mant s are to question. ere
are legislative changes moat certainly in the offing for the NPS that will promote this even
further, and NPS leadership is pushing hard for new authorities to collect fees. There are
plenty ofplaces in the monument that easily lend themselves to fee collection. The
American public actually does not mind paying reasonable park entrance fees. The
concept ofan entrance fee discouraging use tithe visitor center is absnd, since similar
fees are collected at dozens ofNPS visitor centers. Clearly , there is a need to arrive at a
common and equitable fee collection and distribution arrangement wish the City, not to
drop the issue and simultaneously deprive NPS ofan important revenue source.

Plxne:. a^A TmMmnt Ae<sn pee or AA+ ce (ten a '1 Thy is a ethic,, program
forme monument NPCA is concerned, however, that commitment to is is contradicted
by recent NPS action, which have largely eliminated this function at the monument. This
activity is a top priority for NPS to restore now, with our without a OW.

ABMsss_r Visitor s With ni"b ill tie. (51-e21' NPCA supports NPS access policy for
disabled whors, who should have plenty ofgood opportunities to experience the
motaunent . Some access points could be dedicated epecilcagy to person with
disabilities, such as the access point to Piedras Mercado unit between the Ins Marcadas I
and It subdivisions.

RESPONSES

6. See comment #3. Resource studies will be conducted as funds and
staffing are available.

7. The "Monument Fee Determination" section (under "Actions Common
to All Alternatives") has been revised to allow for fees to be collected.

•
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NPCA Comments on Petrogiyph NM draft GMP/EIS
November b, 1995
Page 7 of to

The Alternatives , Including the Proposed Action

Despite a rather extensive effort by NPCA, Friends of the Albuquerque Penoglypbs, a

NPCA is not satisfied that the draft GM]?/EIS presents an acceptable range ofaltemetives.
With the exception ofthe "No Action" alternative , all ofthe alternatives are weighted too
heavily toward development . The inadequate range ofeltematives presents problems with
NEPA. Plus some specific proposals ( such as recreational Sails) lack stmutory basis in the
enabling legislation.

NPCA instead supports a modified Alternative 2, which we refer to as a "protective Use"
option, and is generally outlined on the enclosed map . This is not to say that NPS has not
presented some good planning concepts and made some meardngful decisions in terms of
preserving this sacred landscape ( e.g. location of the major visitor center, treatment of the
volcanoes and the geological windows). NPCAjust does not find all the pieces in an
arrangement that fits. We believe that by selecting and combining certain components
from ail of the alternatives , our proposal is consistent with PI. 10I-313 and provides
better protection for natuod and cultural uses , all an a gready reduced cost to the pubic.
Most of the recommneodatioes made by the Petrog(yph National Monument Advisory
Council at their meeting of October 20, 1995 generally parallel NPCA's recommendations.
NPCA requests that co, recommendations be evaluated as a package, or another
alternative . Since most of its components have, already been addressed as part of the draft
Gb/ElS, this should not involve an undue burden on the NPS.

The mjor principles guiding our reconunendation are as follows:

I. Existing structures and previously disturbed areas should be used (and adaptively
reused) to minimize enviromneneal disturbance.

2. Major facilities and developed arms should be combined wherever possible to minimize
impacts and reduce construction and long-term maintenance costs.

3. Access to petroglyph arena should be carefully controlled, and should include pedestrian
acems only, except for persons with disabilities.

4. The overall mmugement approach should be consistent with NPS's stated intentions to
respect this sacred landscape and the wishes of the Indian comodary, and other
culturally-cif fixted groups.

RESPONSES

8. The alternatives presented do provide an adequate range to allow for
the evaluation of impacts and, if necessary, the selection of various
alternative components in the final plan or record of decision.

NPS management policies state that the National Park Service will
encourage recreational activities that are consistent with applicable
legislation. The National Park Service will not allow a recreational
activity in a park or in certain locations within a park if it would involve
or result in (1) inconsistency with the park's enabling legislation, (2)
unacceptable impacts on visitor enjoyment due to interference or
conflict with other visitor use activities, (3) consumptive use of park
resources, (4) unacceptable impacts on park resources or natural
processes, or (5) unacceptable levels of danger to the welfare or safety of
the public, including participants.
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5. NPS should establish a managemertftwnework that " provides the gtesteat degree_of._.

protection and preservation and to make all possible efforts no ensmb that gchicoldgical
resources would not be disturbed or rwoved* (p. 31) and offas.a,umilady_Aighasndard'
for nemral resource protecsioa .:...

..=. __....

The major components of the 'Protective Use' alternative are as follows:

Major Facilities and Developed Areas (North to South)
NPCA favors consolidating the three major proposed developments (visitor center,
heritage education center, and rock art research center) into two locations.

P'edraa td s rcadxc ' NPCA recommends a hardened , self-guiding trail from a contact
station to the major petroglyph concentrations north of the arroyo . This could follow an
old existing road. A connecting trail from the access point between Las Mercedes I and II
could provide convenient access for parents with disabilities . Solitude subzone
designation is appropriate for the inner canyon.

Breald geesfa, vorr NPCA supports location of a new visitor center at BocaNegra
Canyon that would serve as the NPS's prime facility. An expanded complex ofhardened,
self-guided trails with wayside exhibits (supplemented by ranger presence when available)
could be sited in this area (formerly Indian Peroglyph State Park). NPCA favors closure
ofUnser Blvd. through BocaNegm Canyon. South ofBocaNegra , NPS should utilize
the existing facilities a the intersection ofUeaer Blvd . and Montano Road. This location
will be very close to the main visitor center, yet will reduce intrusions from maintenance
activity and vehicles , while still being within easy distance of Lava Shadows, Rieconada,
and Mesa paints.

lava Sh,dnwa' The witting interim visitor center and other properties aft location
provide a great deal of space that could accommodate a variety of functions. NPS has
already refurbished a ranger headquarters here, and the Cohen residence could be utilized
as the heritage education center and petroglyph research center. With contraction of
suitable parking the Las Imagines area should be used as a trailhead/staging point for
Rinconada Canryon . Self-guiding trails along the base of the escarpment toward
Rincorada , and up the Abedre road cut could access petroglyph locales. An overlook
point north of Lava Shadows as outlined in Alternative 1 and 2 serves an useful purpose,
as visitors would be primarily viewing the Santa Fe Village development . Another
possibility, dependent an achieving a successful pardlership/cooperative agreement
between the parties, is to locate the perogiyph research center completely off-site,
perhaps in affiliation with a university such as the University of New Medco. The Chaco
Centerpresents a succesdidmodel. This type ofarrangevrtat would also save
development coat.

0
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Rincaned Cauv n Itineonada Canyon should be treated as Ne •refugium"and most
sanctuary-0ke portion ofrhe rnooumeac We support the 'solitude subzone"desig anon,
but favor extending the zone to the mouth of the canyon , instead ofincluding only half.
NPCA does not support parking and 4visitor contact station at Rinconads, but favors a
information kiosk located sensieivety on the land. (See NPCA letters to NPS re.
Rinconada Canyon, March 15,1995 and June 9,1995) The EA for the proposed parking
area at Rmconada was never formally approved, yet an information kiosk was installed.
We favor relocation ofthe kiosk to a location less visible from Uruer Blvd.

Mesa Prima NPCA supports a contact station as outlined by NIPS in Alternative 2.

Yalcanaea NPCA supports aelsitor information kiosk and ovesook as outlined in
..Alternatives I and 2.

Tails and Visitor Access
\PCA recommends hardened, self- guided trils an Be. Negro Canyon, in portions of the
Piedras Marcadas our. and from Lava Shadows to the mouth ofRincouada Canyon. On
the mesa top, we support alintited system of linked trails circling the major canyons, a
single cross- mesa bail between Rineonada and Black Volcano , and a trail skirting the
south end ofthe Southern Geologic Window.

NPCA has previously addressed in detail our objections to multi-use (equestrian and
mountain-bike) nails on the mm top. (See letter from NPCA to NPS , February 9, 1994)
Our principle objections remain: these trails conflict with the wishes of the pueblo Indians
to minimize inmuions into this sacred landscape ; and uses could result in natural and
cultural resource degradation le addition, these 94oot wide, hardened gravel trails would
cost over 51.7 million ro conshum. This money would be better spent on resource
programs , instead of resulting in committing the NPS to a permanent dedication of
resources and staff to controlling and monitoring these uses . NPCA believes that
mountain bike) quesuian uses troffer with the purposes oftbe monument as identified by
NPS in the draft OMP, and have no statutory basis in the enabling legislation, since the
word 'recreat (on' was specifically omitted from the legislation and the Senate report
lansusge

NPCA believes that access to all petraglyph areas should be carefully controlled, and
access so a few special arms in the statement should be controlled even more rigorously.
This will help to provide a at" apectrvm ofexpesiences that NPS seeks . We oppose NPS
proposals for eleven largely uncontrolled neighborhood access points , favoring instead the
plan in the " Protective Use" aiemasive that would establish major access point , mostly
staffed . NPCA recognizes that a strong partnership between the NPS and nearby
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residents is key to the atomsmenes future : We believe. however. that allowing
inditcrunin aaxss at tltis poivt , whm 18S sW lacks a6yuate smffand voiuvtar,._ _,-

pow ma

on
are^uvb sd1_puablieh use^patte nsthatwagbe.dThoo wchangemd.^.

reaourceimpacts Thenrmybathe'osinerniethe likelihood ofssew
towns.pos sibility of revisiting this lease in

the
the future.

NPCA favors an approach that makes extensive use of visitor orientation , NPS stag

volunteer doceess, Native American, and other guides wherever possible . It is difficult or

nearly impossible for the average visitor, who may be completely uninfomxd about the

area's resources or the religious values of the monumem, to have a only high-quality

experience and he respectful ofthe rnndlment without adequate orientation . Access to

the dense concectrations ofpeeroglypha at Meet Prieto , and to the inner portions of
Rinconada Canyon sa id Piedras Mercedes Canyon, most be the most carefully controlled.
NPCA favors a permit system to regulate and monitor use in these three areas, end
preurve highquality, uncosgested conditions . NPCA also recommends guided atoms in
the main to these areas . However, in order to preserve opportunities for more self-
discovery and solitude experimw, we could foresee aprogmrn by which some first-t'nne
visitors and some repeat visitors get a 'eertigaatioo ' to visit these areas unescorsed (in
conjunction with a strict permit system limiting numbe s). This would necessarily involve
a credible orientation and training program that would guarantee a certain basic
understanding and level ofietpecut for the instrument.

Managing Petroglyph National Monument will be a continuing tearing experience for the
National Park Service and the publn, NPCA included . We feet, however, that choosing
the "protective Use" alternative will allow the NPS the best opportunity to leant while not
committing the agency to overdevelopment and uses that compromise resources before we
understand them, or it is too late entirety.

Thank you for considering the association 's views.

attachment

0
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N!!!!!E7 Parallslse

Paradise Hills
Civic Association, Inc.

5901 Paradise Blvd. NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87114

Superintendent, Petroglyph National Monument
4735 Unser Boulevard NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Dear Sir

September 29,1995

The comments listed below were approved by the Paradise Fulls Civic Association at a
General Meeting on September 28, 1995 . 1 was instnacted to forward them to you as
soon as possible.

Sincerely,

William W. Fuller, President
Paradise Hills Civic Association

COMMENTS ON AUGUST 1995 DRAFT MANAGEMENT PLAN
PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT

COMMENT 1. Page 4, pare. I - "Congressional acts are exempt from compliance with

the National Environmental Policy Act'.

Page 141, para . 6 - "Congressional actions are not subject to the
National Environmental Policy Act."

RESPONSE' This natement is is error. The Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ)
Regulations for implementing the procedural provisions ofthe National Environmental
Policy Act are very explicit on this point . Para. 15023 covets the statutory requirements
for statements . This pars. states : 'As required by sec. 102(2)(C) oCNEPA enviromnenui
impact statements are to be included in every recommendation or report'. It goes on to
list several categories ofactions, one ofwhich is for legislation . Pars. 1508 . 17 covers
Legislation . ' Legislation' include a bill or legislative proposal to Congress developed by
or with ahe aigniflrant cooperation and support ofa Federal agency' . Para. 1506 8 covers
Proposals for legislation . This pan. states 'A legislative environmental impact statement
shall be considered pan offie formal transmittal ofa legislative proposal to Congress'. It

0
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also states that "The statement must be available in time for congressional hearings and
deliberations .' and 'The legislative statement shall be prepared in the same manner as a
draft state m e nt , but s hall be considered the "detailed statement ' required by statue.
However h Does on to list sasactal auo,,mo- where the l4slative ^o,t-ct i . . .t
allowed, and where the full EIS procedure is required. One ofthese exceptions covers the
formation ofthe Pesroglyph Monument. That is, "Legislative approval is sought for
Federal or federally asartd construction or other projects which the agency recommends
be located at specific geographic locations". Since the National Park Service
recommended the specific geographic location oftbe Monument, h appears that the full
EIS procedure should have been followed before formation ofthe Monument was even
allowed. The Park Service did not even file a legslative EIS, and consequently is
presently operating in violation ofFederal law.

Ifthe above items are not sufficient to prove the statements on pages 4 and 141 in error,
para. 105(e) of the Act forming the monument states that 'Federal laws generally
applicable to units ofthe National Park System including but not limited to, the National
Environmental Policy An of 1969 and the Archeological Resources Protection Act of
1979, shall apply to the monument" Consequently, the impacts ofdesignation ofthe
monument should be covered in the current document , particularly since they have never
been previously discussed as required by the above laws.

An internal NPS memo, dated February 2, 1993, was obtained under the Freedom of
Information Act. The memo was written to the Southwest Regional Director from Gayle
E. Menges, SW Region Field Solicitor, and on page 2 references Section I05(e) as
pertaining to the Monument , and on page 3 states, '--in accordance with the organic laws
relating to the Park Service including NEPA and certain other Federal laws.' Page 3 also
contains the statement that, "The Enabling Act specifically incorporates NEPA which
became as applicable to actions affecting the Unit as to actions affecting federal lands
within other pens of the Monument."

From all ofthe above information , there is no question that the Peboglyph National
Monument is resulted by law to follow the provisions of the National Environmental
Policy Act.

COMMENT 2. Page 4, para . 3 -'--the more than 15,000 prehistoric and historic
petroglyphs-"

Page 114, para . 6 - "-- of the more than 15,000 petroglyphs-"

Page 118, para. 5 - "- more than 15,000 petroyyphs-'

RESPONSE: The only definitive study ofwhich we are aware which counts the
petroglyphs is Las Imagines , which shows that there are less than 12,500 pnroglyphs. If
there is additional information available to show the presence ofacmher 2,500

RESPONSES

1, The management plan is in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The legislation that resulted in the
creation of Petroglyph National Monument was proposed by members
of Congress, not the National Park Service. It is not the purpose of the
management plan to analyze past congressional actions. The National
Park Service only does environmental analysis on legislation that the
agency proposes or actions that the agency proposes. The NEPA
process is intended to provide information so that the decision makers
can make informed decisions. The decision to create the monument has
been made, and it would serve no purpose to analyze past legislation.

2. Please refer to the legislation establishing the monument, Public Law
101-313, section 101, (b)(1). The description of more than 15,000
petroglyphs is based on an estimate and represents the knowledge of
the monument and the difficulty in counting individual petroglyph
images.

0
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petroglyphs it should be no noted in the document if the 15,000 is an estimate, this too

should be noted.

COMMENT 3. Page 14, pare. 2 - 'With the signing of a binding agreement in March

1992 by the city, the state, and the National Park Service. the monument

was expanded

Page 141, pan 6 - "-and the signing ofthe binding agreement in

1991'

3
RESPONSE : no National Park Service , city and state have never signed a legal binding

agreement u required by the enabling legislation . A SUBSTITUTE JOINT POWERS

required signxure . The provisions ofthis agreement have to do with the responsibility of

each of the three entities for the acquisition and purchase of various sections ofland which

were intended to be included in the monument and some other standard contract dvucs

such as Equal Oppormtory and Conflict of Interest.

An undated letter from John Cook, NPS Southwest Regional Director , to representatives

ofthe State and City addresses this subject . The letter states that "Prior to this date, we

anticipated the need to create a specific, stand- alone document for this purpose.

However, separate legal opinions tendered by the State and Federal govenunenfa legal

counsels indicate that we have already created this needed binding agreement when we

signed the Joint Powers Agreement (WA) establishing land purchase programs for the

monument last year. Accordingly , assuming that each Perry to that WA agree, we need

not complete a separate binding agreement " The lever goes on to say that Sall ofthe

parties Was that the WA mats the requirement than by signing this letter they accept the

IPA as the binding agreement required by the enabling legislation . The signatory for the

state signed this letter on 3-16-92, however , the NPS and City signatures were undated.

Since the NPS was attempting to use this letter to supplement the IPA it would be

classified as an amendme t to the IPA . An amendment to the IPA dees not become legal

unless approved by the New Mexico Department of Finance and Adntisusvatioq a

signature which is not on the letter, Pars. I1 of the Substitute WA signed on 4-15-91

requires this approval by DPA Consequently , the amendment to the IPA which the NPS

is trying to claim is the binding agreement required by the Enabling Am , is not legal.

it is as ssmed that both the City and State repreaentives who signed this document did

to because ofthe statement in the letter that legal opinions by both state and federal legal

counsel had determined that the binding agreement had already been accomplished.

A Freedom oflnformation Ad request for a copy ofthese legal opinions from the NPS,

resulted in a liner dated July 19,1994 which stated that, 'There was no written record Of-
[egg opinion from our counsel that the Join t Powers Agreement ( IPA) was the same as

the binding agreement."

3. The city's Legal Department and the New Mexico Office of the Attorney
General have affirmed the validity of the binding agreement.

0 0 0
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Another Freedom oftNbrmation Act request resulted in the discovery are NIPS letter to
the State dated April 9, 1991. This letter indoses a copy oldie true binding agreement
which has been signed by John Cook, NPs Southwest Regional Director. This agreement
is totally different from the IPA discussed above . In fact it even discusacs the WA as
follows,'- have signed ajomt agreement , IPA to clarify capabilities end
responsibilities far acquiring lend to be within Petroglyph National Monumat" No other
signatures were obtained on this document.

COMMENT 4. Page 22, para. 5 - "However, under the federal laws that apply to the
monument, there is no legal authority to allow Pasco Del Norte to cross

the monument."

Page 141, Pam 5 -'Therefore , according to the laws that apply to units
of the national park system , there is no authority to allow Pasco del
None in be constructed through the monument."

RESPONSE : If there are federal laws which prohibit this action , please list the specific
laws and sections that pertain. We know of no such laws . The prohibition is strictly NPS
local polity.

COMEv1ENT 5. Page 22, peas 5 -"there mother prudent and feasible alternatives that
would meet the transportation needs of the city without extraordinary
costs and disruption and that are feasible from a design and engineering
standpoint"

Page 169, pare . 3 -'Reasonable and viable alternatives exist to the Pasco
del None extension."

RESPONSE : This statement is in error . The Long Range Major Street Plan and the
Caner Middle Project EIS made this fact very clear . The agreements made during the
monuments formation resulted in at least 3 other roads crossing the escarpment bring
eliminated from the long range now plan , and being replaced by Passe. As explained in
the above listed EIS, the only other alterrudve would be to widen Paradise Boulevard.
This alternative was dropped because ofthe almost 400 % increase in cost and the major
disruption ofthe Paradise H sills community. The loss ofthe two largest churches in the
community, the effects on the elementary schools , the increase in traffic new the park and
r ecreational complex, the loss ofover 50 single family dwellings and the 15 businesses in
the small shopping complex would have major cultural and economic impacts on the
community. These points have not even been mentioned in the present document.

The study ofthe Calabacillas Alternative to Peseo del None showed that 37,000 vehicles
per day would Goss the county line on Unseat Boulevard . The NPS's Preferred Alternative
calls for the construction of Unser Boulevard without the construction ofPaseo del None.
The document fails to discuss the impacts on Paradise Hills and Taylor Ranch ofhat in,

J

RESPONSES

4. Refer to 16 USC la-1; 1978 that states: "The authorization of activities
shall be construed and the protection, management, and administration
of these areas shall be conducted in light of the high public value and
integrity of the national park system and shall not be exercised in
derogation of the values and purposes for which these various areas
have been established, except as may have been or shall be directly and
specifically provided by Congress."

5. It is not the purpose of this plan / environmental impact statement to
evaluate alternatives to the construction of Pasco del Norte because the
issue of Paseo del Norte is beyond the scope of this plan. Alternatives
have been proposed as part of the Draft Unser Middle Environmental
Impact Statement and the Final Unser Middle Final Environmental Impact
Statement. This NPS plan / impact statement does not address city and
regional transportation planning issues and does not propose any
actions that have an adverse effect regional transportation.
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this many additional vehicles per day using Irving , Paradise and Montano Boulevards to
go cast to Coors ; or for those who continue south past Montano. the efforts on the
neighborhoods to the south ofTsylor Renck

We would like for the document to specifically stare what otmer " pandent and feasible
alteratives' there are, and to provide a cost estimate for each of the alternatives so that
an individual unfamiliar with the srea could make a determination whether the costs were
'extraordinary ' or not . Also, the fug impacts ofthe additional 3 7, 000 vehicles per day
traveling on Unser should be addressed . The document also fails to discuss the
transportation effects ofatready approved subdivisions west and north ofthe Monument.

The vehicles from these approved subdivisions , some ofwhich are already under
construction, would also use Unser as the preferred route . When the number ofvehicles

from these areas are added to the current'normal ' tenSic and the metre 37.000 vehicles

from Rio Rancho , a really significant impact will occur The document should show the

estimated numbers which would use the above routes both with and without Paseo del

None in place.

COMMENT 6. Page 30, para . 5 - "As previously stated, federal laws that generally apply
to units ofthe national park system shall apply to the monument. If these

are differing interpretations of the applications of federal laws , the NPS
Southwest Regional Director ( the secretary ofthe interiors designated
representative to manage the monument) would determine the proper
interpretation offederal law and policy.'

RESPONSE : This is a Conflict oflnterest . If there were a confia in Interpretation, it
would be with the National Park Service . Conflicts should be resolved by the General
Council or the Courts, not one ofthe principals involved.

COMMENT 7 . Page 105, IMPACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS AND ADJACENT
LANDOWNERS

RESPONSE: This section dots not even begin so address the impacts of not allowing
Pasco del Norte to go through the monument on the community ofPamdise Hills . Earlier
in the document , on Page 23. the NPS states , ' The establishment ofthe monument by
Congress and the signing of the binding agreement created the problems with the Paseo
del Norte road condor - not any actions recommended in this management plan ." Since
there are no federal laws which prohibit the Pasta roadway, and it is merely a matter of
NPS wishes, then this is a management item. The full economic and cultural impacts on
the Paradise Hills community as well as the Double Eagle II airport, and the additional
costs to the City of Albuquerque in moving the roadway to Paradise Boulevard should be
fully evaluated . By not allowing the construction ofthe Pasco roadway, and by forcing it
to be built up Paradise Boulevard - the only way to Be, to developing areas west ofthe
monument the NPS will be responsible for all of the impacts caused by this decision.
Without the monument in place, Paseo would have been built as shown an The less, range

RESPONSES

6. The general management plan addresses Paseo del Norte as an issue
beyond the scope of this plan. See "Issues Beyond the Scope of This
General Management Plan" section for a discussion on Paseo del Norte.
The establishment of the monument by Congress and the signing of the
binding agreement resulted in the conflict of federal law and local and
regional policy, not any action recommended in this general
management plan. It is not the purpose or intent of the National
Environmental Policy Act or this management plan to resolve citywide
and regional transportation issues. The purpose of the management
plan is to set forth the basic management philosophy of the monument
and the overall approach to resource management, visitor use, and
facility development that would be implemented over the next 10-15
years.
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majorstreet plan and none ofthese impacts would have aavned . The EIS is incomplete
without this information.

COMMENT e . Page 105, - IMPACTS ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION

RESPONSE : Ttds draft differs significantly from the earlier drafts in that it fails to discuss
how a park visitor will get to the park in the first place . We assume that this was because

so many adverse comments were received on this topic in the ea tier draft that the NPS
hoped that ifthe topic was avoided completely in this document , they could eliminate
these adverse comments . It appears that the Park Service expects all visitors to approach
from I-00. Ifone makes a very, basic assumption, that 114 ofthe visitors will approach
from each of the 4 major directions , than the visitors arriving from the north will have to
drive an additional 10 miles to get to the visitor center . This is the dift'rence in going
across Paste del None from 1 . 25 to Unser and than to the visitor center The Park
Service has estimated that 500,000 visitors par year would be using the park by2010
(page 174 ). Figuring two people per vehicle, the mileage required in going around the
monument to the southern approach would amount to an extra 620,000 miles per year,
one way, driven by the 125,000 visitors coming in from the north, If they wired the
monument the same way, this figure would rise to 1,2,K , 000, miles per year. This is a

major energy consumption which should be listed as an adverse impact as well as the
damages to air quality which also ignore this issue in the discussion on page 106 , although
'Albuquerque is currently not in confomrity for carbon monoxide according to the
Environmental Protection Agencys . new regulations ' (page 139).

There has also been no discussion ofthe mileage driven by visitors after they leave the
Visitor Center . A certain number of visitors could be expected to only visit the immediate
center area . However, an even larger group could make one or more stops at the points
described by the orientation at the Center. No estimate is given of these numbers, miles
driven, ate .. These factors should also be considered.

COMMENT 9. Page 107 - WEST SIDE ACTION COUNCIL PROPOSAL

RESPONSE: This sltesnaeive plan to the earlier NPS draft alternatives is listed under a
section called ALTERNATIVES AND OTHER ACTIONS CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED. The West Side Action Council plan is wormanzad in B short paragraphs and

than the NPS briefly discusses each ofthe a points.

The failure to fully analyze the Wear Side proposal is contrary to both the CEQ
Regulations and NPS -12, the National Environmental Policy Act Guideline, published by
the National Park Service . Para, 1502.14(c) ofthe CEQ Regulations states, " Include
reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agenry ' This is one ofthe
reasons the NPS uses for not considering the West Side proposal.

On page 1, Chapter 4, ofNPS- 12, the Guideline states, 'The introduction is followed by a
full range of reasonable alternatives designed to resolve pertinent issues and reach the

RESPONSES

•

7. It is not assumed that 25% of all visitors would arrive from each of the
four major directions. Experience in other units of the national park
system has shown that visitors follow signs directing them to visitor
centers, The route identified in the plan, Unser Boulevard from 1-40, is
the route that is the most direct and has the least impact on west side
traffic patterns. It is also assumed that far more traffic coming to the
monument would be from 1-40 than from the north and 1-25. For further
information regarding traffic impacts, see the "Traffic Impact
Evaluation" by Balloffet and Associates, August 8, 1994.
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objective of Yne proposed anion . 'Ifiese may include aattmssives requiring legislation oc

actions beyond the ability of the National Park Service to accomplish.'

On page 2 of this chapter , NPS-12 states, 'Each alternative should be a distinctly different

approach to addressing impormnt lines, and may thus emphasize the achievement of

some objectives at the expense ofothers .' It also starts ,'Any reasonable alternative with

anticipated environmmrel consequences t an differ significantly from those of me

proposed action, should be comidered a major alternative and analyzed fully.' (bold

is ours)

Based on not only National Regulations but also its own Guidelines, the NPS must fully

evaluate the West Side Action Councils proposal and but the bnpacts of this plan rather

than summarily dismissing the proposal with the briefdiscuaaon in the current commuters.

COMMENT 10. Page 109, pars . 2 -'mesa-top visitor center locations were rejected for

several reasons difficulty in Interpreting the Primary pettoglyph

resources ofthe monument to visitors, difficulty in gaming large

numbers of viahms to petrogiyph viewing areas. compatibility of

adjacent land uses, additional boundary adjustments and land

acquisition would be required, and there would be increased

construction expenses due to the difficulty ofproviding utilities in

areas with shallow basalt."

RESPONSE. None ofthese objections is valid . We fail to understand how the location of

the center could result in difficulties in interpreting the petroglyph resources . Visitors will

he inside a room at the center either viewing graphic materials or littering to some type of

audio and visual presentation . The room could be in a downtown hotel and the

presentation would be the same. The location ofthe visitors has nothing to do with bow

the petroglyph materials are interpreted.

It would also be much easier to get large numbers of visitors to petroglyph viewing areas

if roads and parking areas were developed on the mesa top and the pttroglyph

concentrations approached from the mean top. Traits would be much shorta, Mora

Verde is a perfect example oftrails down a steep slope to viewing areas on the other side

ofsteep canyons. In addition , the N% has made no comments on the difficulty in getting

500,000 park visitor a year from one end ofthe 17 mile long monument to the other.

Since, without mesa top access , all traffic will have to follow may streets through the

neighborhoods adjoining the momsmens, the impacts ofthis group of "visitors" on

neighborfiood congestion should be addressed mote fully than in the current dreamers.

The park isurensty trying to rein S3 mittion for additional land acquisitions. If this

money is acquired, land could be acquired to fully implement a mesa top alternative with

much of rite access to the movement from above rather Shan below the escarpment This

would alleviate much ofthe neighborhood traffic problem discussed above.

0
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Additional cumruction costs due to installing utilities in ' shallow basalt" areas are also
questionable . The visitor location in the West Side Action plan is within In-3 14 ofa mile
from two planned major subdivisions and an apartment complex whose construction is
planned for the near future and whose builders anticipate no major problems with the
'shallow' basalt A suitable site should be easy to locate where utihry installation cotta
would not be excessive . The NPS should provide additional proof ofthis comment if it
remains in the document.

COMMENT 11. Page 121, para . 2 - "-, sazionery sources account for k" 5% Arai,

air pollution in this air qua lity control region, and automobile and other
mobile sources account for the rest..

Page t2t, para. 3 - "The street system near the momament currently
does not allow ettlrient traffc movement , resulting in increased auto
emissions and higher ozone concentrations.'

RESPONSE : The. statemems provide a very compelling reason for considering an
ahenutive with Pasco del None going through the monument and for developing mesa
top approaches to petroglypb viewing sites. Traffic could be channeled straight to a
viewing area m much more direct routes and without interfering with local traffic . Waiting
at stop signs , or moving slowly through already mowed streets, would only add to the air
pollution, which is already a very difficult problem for the entire Albuquerque ainhed.

COMMENT 12. Page 163, pars. I -'Positive impacts from extending Unset Boulevard
would include-"

RESPONSE : What about the negative impacts of extending Unser Boulevard without
having Pasco del None in Place . A recent study has shown that within 7 years 37,000 cars
a day will cross the Bernaddlo County line on Unser , Without Pasco del None in place,
the only way these vehicles can go east is down Irving, Pmadi na and Montano boulevards,
or continue south to 140 . In any ofthese scenarios , a tremendous adverse impact will be
Fete in Paradise Kills , Taylor Ranch end the several other communities which are south of
Taylor Ranch and north of 1-40. Ifthis traffic is added to that from the over 15,000
increase in population expected to occur west ofthe monument within the nett 10 years,
from already approved subdivisions , the adverse impacts ofbuilding closer without Paseo
del None would be catastrophic . These negative impacts should be fully documented in
the final document Also see Response to Comment 5 above

C0h4ENT 13. Page 166, para . I - 'Keeping parking Area, visitor contact station, end
access points closely associated to city streets would minimize
incursions into the monument and have less adverse impacts .' This is in
the discussion ofthe impacts to Scenic Resources.
Page 47. Para. 4 - "--a shuttle bus system would be considered far
connecting the visitor center, in whatever location, with other
facilities /aress of interest to visitors,'

is

RESPONSES

8. It is not the purpose of this plan to analyze environmental impacts of
actions proposed by the city and others. These regional transportation
issues must be addressed by the city and regional transportation
agencies.

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy . Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.
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Page 47, pars, 5 -'--tours given by the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center.
Guided tours from the center in Albuquerque would encourage cultural
cemn visitors to go visit the monument and team more about pan and
present American Indian cultures.'

RESPONSE: See responses to comments I I and 12. Scenic resources might benefit but
traffic congestion and air quality would deteriorate because ofparking areas adjacent to
the neighborhoods and which must be reached from neighborhood streets.

The number ofteun from the Indian Cultural Center should also be estimated and the
total ammaf miles driven . The negative impact on air quality should be included in the
other negative air quality impacts caused by the formation ofthe monument . The adverse
neighborhood rrafc impacts from sheen tour buses as well as the shuttle burs planned for
use by the NPS should be fully evaluated.

COMMENT 14 . Undo D&PACTS ON LOCAL VISITORS AND ADJACENT
LANDOWNERS
Page 171. para 2-'There would be some increased traffic from visitors

on Unsex Boulevard , but there would be no adverse impacts on
residents he use this road for access to their homes. Although parking
would be provided for visitor , increased traffic could ocau on
neighborhood streets, adversely impacting residents in adjacent
neighborhoods , including Sams. Fe Village , Taylor Ranch, and
Laurelwood."

Page 177, para . 9 -'There would be minor increases in traffic and no
adverse effects from tnotmmem vieitation (Baltoffet l994a). This
alternative would have generally beneficial effects on the local visitors
and adjacent landowners because of Beater protection ofmonument
resources and accommodation fuse, that the Albuquerque public
desires.'

Page 54, gap ofAltemative I - Seven neighborhood access points are
shown on this map. One at the southern end ofthe monument , four in
the Taylor Ranch area and two in the Paradise Life neighborhood.

Page 173, para. 7 -'Trafc volumes expected to and from the
monument would be small compared to forecasted travel on the street
system resulting from residential and commercial sources'

RESPONSE: See responses to Comments 5, 11, 12, and 13. In addition, we would find
it extremely doubtful that any adjacent landowner would consider the extra traffic
beneficial because ofgreater protection ofmonument resources". Many ofthe people
who would use the neighborhood access points would drive from their homes to the

RESPONSES

9. Increases in local traffic resulting from monument visitors would not be
significant. See "Impacts on Local Visitors and Adjacent Landowners"
sections. This plan has documented that adoption of this plan does not
result in major changes to the areas transportation system and is
exempt from the Environmental Protection Agency's general
conformity regulations because total projected emissions are below de
minimus levels. Detailed impacts of the possible shuttle bus system
cannot be evaluated at this time. For further information see "Transit
System Evaluation" (Balloffet and Associates, 1994b). As visitation
increases, detailed feasibility studies would be conducted.

The management plan is in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The legislation that resulted in the
creation of Petroglyph National Monument was proposed by members
of Congress, not the National Park Service. It is not the purpose of the
management plan to analyze past congressional actions. The National
Park Service only does environmental analysis on legislation that the
agency proposes or actions that the agency proposes. The NEPA
process is intended to provide information so that the decision makers
can make informed decisions. The decision to create the monument has
been made, and it would serve no purpose to analyze past legislation.

10. The "Neighborhood Access" section of the proposed plan has been
revised to eliminate specific access points from the map (and future
monument brochures). Designation access points would be determined
only through consultation with neighborhoods and adjacent residents.

• 0
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access point. Since there are no parking areas designated near these points, the cars
would be parked on neighborhood streets while the individuals were inside the monument.
There would probably be a constant disturbance in neighborhoods surrounding these
access points . These adverse impacts should be more Polly investigated , including the
decrease in property values of nearby homes due to this excess tragic.

T he fact that traffic volumes no and from the monument are small compared to forecasted
traffic from residential and commercial sources is immaterial. It is the additive effect of
these extra vehicles, including tour buses and shuttle buses, which could be the "rtmw that
breaks the camels back" and turns what is barely acceptable neighborhood traffic volumes

into unacceptable numbers.

In the document, these generalized sratemenss are not acceptable. Where numbers are
currently shown as some increased tragic" ( page 171 pars. 2), or 'Traffic volumes -
would be small- (page 173 pen. 7), the actual estimates per hour, per day or per year
should be listed, The reader can then decide for themselves whether the impacts are
beneficial or demmental.

COMMENT 15. Page 233, pars . 6 - "TheNational Pali Service has attempted to work
with the city to resolve issues that were unclear or contrary to NPS
policies . The mayor ofAlbuquerque was not interested in discussing
comments on the preliminary draft and indicated that the city would
prepare itsovm pine. The Mayorhas invited the Natioml Park Service
to cooperate in the preparation ofa city plan. The National Park
Service will attempt to work with the city in the preparation ofall
monument-rel fed plans'

RESPONSE: The NPS has invested S 19 . 3 million in the monument while the City and the
State have invested $26 million . The comment about the mayor not being "interested in
discussing wmmeme' is not true. The city took this approach because the city's
comments made by their representatives on the planning team were ignored by the NPS
when the draft plan was written.

We thirdt it is ouuageous that aFederat agency would be so unyielding inns attitudes that
an equal partner would have to develop a completely separate plan for development and
managementofthe monument. From the monument's inception, the NPS has developed
an attitude of"We will make all ofthe decisions. Ifyou don't like it, there is nothing you
can do about it because we are the federal Government and you cane stop us." Their
shameful actions reflect poorly on local park officials, their regional and national
supervisors and the Federal Govemment as a whole.
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Feltue fph Naticnel Monument Advisory Commission,

in response to Public comment on the Dena Gwaal Management ofthe Penog(yph
NatimW Monumem, the fogowng is offered:

1. V. fume development ofthe Petsogtyph National Mamameot (PNhf) must be taken in
the Ingot contact ofom federal, states and city gavunmrnn-theh polite and their
financial slam. 'lhe dkanma and philosophy ofourfederal govcmme t it in the banal
stags of a radical change for the late in the 18thcentury.
This new federaivn was broughtt upon by a majority of ciczma n tlm cormGy who fdt
they bad lost total contact with government and m spendng. 4xnmbeets wyegngosse m
be replaced mm1 the

not allow any new taxes at any test rand they believe tent monrye
being

and
The

all

enosrleCCnt cirylNr^refleGb this mood )!lj Nfae4 am]ner 0f
money and bust.

2. Afer king expanded twice ice its approval in June 1990, The Peeogyph National
Monument now comish of 7,244 acr s; however, only 5,928 amts have been purchased
by the by, state , seed federal gawmmeots , leaving 1,316 acres in Into stet 1990. The
[steam pr idea by Superintendent Steve nitetel en pnmhte is laneis about ell
million dollars As oftis dais, the federal gov rnment has only Around $49 million
dollars fa land acquisition in FY 96 throughout the entire United State. The National
Park Sersice budget will be reduce an;. The

NPS
10- 30 patent this Yea oihlb

more to follow for she next 7- l0 years . The NPS is ommnety in soars clone 1056 U76on
tones fm land acquisition , -° - «gtmemmd, and part maintenance . Ladies seW
gevdemen, therein v¢mally no more fed-rd money. The NPS unetting an era where
they most became much mace self t, oxlcnt by

hours
and pt toner.[ fey, negotiating

much better cancasf omrte aano-eces, tedvcng and staff reducing or closng peke
and momm^enq and cekbs4 privase funding itpants and monuments are not rit d or
closed by the NPS, there will be a closure commivion established it 1996 to do it

for
for

sheen . None oftltisis pleasant and will,ufommarnty , adverse(, affect the cam¢.four
rnve national psek systmrdut we love all enjoyed so much It a, shvpty, the m+Wtof
the new fiscal frdera4sm.

RESPONSES

0 0 0
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3. Cleary, this predicament will directly affect the fmure of the Pcuoglyph National
Monument and it is M. to deal with a now.

A, Detinuey, none of she altrnmtiva selected should include the seizure of mote land by
the National Park Smite since the money does not exist to py for what has already been
taken. This is a very mrpoeiant pint an it violates the Fifth Amendment wtdch stares,
...dire government abaft not take privaze propmy whirout sat compensation ." As you art
aware the Rim Rock Road prop¢p• Oweem As thion ftas colecmin of property owners
who would M. to see the government comply

with
th the Fifth Amendment -or mMu our

951en so ut by removing tent fiom sire born lacy of doe monument . We have Waited five
years fa senlemea; but none his come fond ,. - I'm suit Doctor Cohen, and The Westland
Cossoration also have comment, on this issue as they srem the tame simadan.

8. The t k of public funds for lend acq iition, monument eonstrveton and infruwcmre
plus she general public support (and congressional support) for the passage of Paso del
None duough sine monument are issue shat pea some or all of the Pesoglyyh Narianal
Monument at risk for survtvaL We suggest test LUUa mssst be resolved before any
alternative cots ioteiligently be selected

C. Ammon, Indian Pueblos and Tnbcs who so won* belies in the historical and
spiritual sacredness of t is might be approached to finance the purchase of the
private buds from their casinoo Pots until the federal gosesmnwt appropriates sufficitnt
land acquisition futA wiNi die matt 10 yeas . With land values increasing on the Was
Side, it may be an excellent invoameec for theta and an excellent solution for us

Rod ICOnmy

Executive Offices

1228 Sasebo NE

Amq, NM 87112
(505) 292-6333

Cop)'
National Pads SerAce

Albuquerque
Santa Fe
Wash DC

Semtoos
DomcnicL Biugaman
Cotton

liepramiadvra
Schiff Skcm
Richardson, Hansen

American Land Righce

RESPONSES
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SIERRA CLUB
Alhuqusque Group
207 San Pedro Avenue NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
Phone (506) 265„605

November 6, 1995

by FACSIMILE AND
•rDoou _a n.
Sr. rin

g fu
kden

Re Nattroglyph
734 5 National Monument
91b5 uergY Boulevard R11
Alhuquexque

, MX
RR 811320

P.A. Superintendent Ruryl

The Albuquerque Group of the Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra
Club has approximately 3,000 aeabers . Neehers of our Group
volunteer their tiara to pronote responsible nanagement of federal
public land0 . Hembers of the Group also engage in numeraue type. of
outdoor recreation on the public lands , including hiking, caaging,
sountaln-biking, horse back ridinand technical reek
pe

climbing.
trogly4b Nat i onal Monument is very dear to ue because of its

o tstandang natural and c ultural resources and its proximity to
Albuquerque , where many of ua live.

Petroglyph National Nonuaent contains a concentration of sore
than 15,000 petroglyphs , unique geologic feature. including the
geologic window and volcanoes , the largest known uneaeavated
pueblo in the Middle Rio Grandy valley, and habitat for many wild
creatures . These resources are nationally Significant and are of
substantial cultural inportence to several Indian Pueblos.

The proximity at the National Manuaont to Albuquerque I. both
a blessing and a curse . The Monument I. adjacent to the developing
weft Maas area of Albuquerque , one of the moat rapidly growing
areas in the nation over the last several yearn, This location ben
posed a grove threat to the Monuaant ' 5 resources through graffiti
and other fume of vandelies had encroachment by roods , hones and
other type. of development . On the other hand , the location and
accospanying aceeaaibility of the Monument increase the Monument'a
value as a place whore people can learn about the historic and
cultural aignificenea of the Monument '. resources. Proximity to the
largest netropolitan area Is this part of the southwest also offers
the Park Service an outstanding opportunity to involve volunteers
in all aspects of its progreaa , especially in snnitoring resources,
seeieting with tours and school groups , and providing invaluable
presence at visitor use areas.

Coogtees recoqu red both the national eignificaoce of theMonuaent ' e natural and cultural raeouroea and the threat s to those
resources attributable to the proximity to Albuquerque. Congress

RESPONSES
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Mr. Doug fury
Movesber, 6, 1995
Page 2

established the Monument in 1990 for the express purpose of
protecting the nationally significant cultural and natural
resources of the eras from urbanization and vandalism . Public Law
101-313, 106 Stat . 272 5 101 ( Suns 21 1990 )(1 lnabling Inc.,
Congress specifically directed the National Park Service to
administer , manage and protect the Monument in order to preserve
its cultural and natural resources and provide for iot.rpretetion
and research on those resources . Enabling Act S 105(a).

The Act makes no mention of managing the Monument to
accosaadate Infrastructure for continued growth of the Albuquerque
Metropolis. The out also Makes no mention of managing the Monument
to provide for recreational opportunities such as Mountain biking
or horse back riding.

The Park Pereira I . bound to manage the Monument In accordance
with Congress ' directives . Several cosponenta of the Park Service's
Preferred Alternative f, including a proposed mess top trail ayatem
for pedestrien , horse and mountain bike use, nuaeroua uncontrolled
neighborhood access points, a Stated intent to consider proposals
for extension of utilities through the Monument ( unnecessary
development of facilities and roads In currently undisturbed areas
and a failure to adequately provide for monitoring and control of
visitors in order to assure resource protection , are inconsistent
with Congress ' nanagemant directives, would derogate preservation,
protection and enjoyment of the Monument ' s natural and cultural
resource ., and, therefore , are prohibited by law.

Those coaponenta of the Preferred Alternative are not only
unlavfyl , but also are contrary to the stated desires of area
pueblos , threaten the Monument ' s Resources , and contribute
unnecessarily to the projected expense of enraging the Monument,
For these reasons we are unable to support the Preferred
Alternative.

Beginning around the time that work on the Draft General
Nanegeeent Plan/ Development Concept Plan / NIB for the Monument
('Draft GMP ^) began and continuing throughout the planning process,
Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglyphe (^FOTAP e ) and the Sierra
Club native American sites Ccmdttee prevented to the Park Service
the rscotmendatione of a Blue Ribbon panal of prominent experts,
including a former director of the national Park Service. The
recomvendetione included a proposed management alternative. no
recomendetione were given Short shrift by the Park Service,
although various proposed actions recommended by the slue Ribbon
panel re discussed at various places I. the map a oaprehensive
alternative designed to mailmize protection of the Monument's

h l1 Of T
p rented in the GKP . By fa111ng to consider such an alternative
the Rational Park Service has violated its obligation under the

0

RESPONSES

Resources would be inventoried and monitored, and mitigation
measures would be taken to ensure that resources are not derogated.
These issues have been specifically addressed in the plan. See impact
sections on and "Natural Resource Management" and "Cultural
Resource Management" sections under the "Actions Common to All
Alternatives" section.

2. A reasonable range of alternatives has been considered. Various
elements and plan actions are discussed under different alternatives in
this management plan. The National Environmental and Policy Act
requires a range of alternatives be considered, not that a specific
combination of actions be packaged into a single alternative.

49
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Mr. Doug Bury
November 6, 1995
page 3

rational environmental Policy Act (NNNPA ") to consider a reasonable

range of alternatives.

Alternative 3 asphacizea intensive development to on oven

greater degree than Alternative I and, therefore, also is not
available to the Park Service, leaving only two of the Perk

Service's alternatives, 2 and 4, available. consideration of

IDTAP's Modified Alternative 2 is therefore necessary to ensure

that the National Park Service meets its obligations under NSPA to

consider an adequate range of alternatives.

In contrast, a proposed alternative presented by the West Side
Action coalition, which contain. nuaeroue blatantly unlawful
provisions is diecuaeed at length in the GMP.

Bann on the recomsandetions of the Slug Ribbon Panel and

subsequent discussions with Park Service Personnel and Mnbere of

the public, TDTAP has developed and presented a modified version of

NPS' Alternative 2 entitled "Modified Alternative A 2 for

Protective Use." We urge NPS to adopt Modified Alternative 2

presented by PDPAP. This alternative best at. Congress'

management directives by emphasising protection of the $onusent'n

resources. At the am. time it allows adequate public access and

enhanced opportunities for viewing and learning about the historic

and cultural significance of the ppeetroglyphs. It also would result

is substantial at savings by elininati.q unnecessary, unattended

access points and the mesa top loop trail, and by consolidating

mat facilities and parking areas in areas that are currently in

use.

Mesa top trolls for joint use by hiker., mountain bike. and
horse back riders should not be included in the new. The tnahling

3 Act does not authorize vmagement for such intensive recreation
use. Such use would detract frog s.aningful visitor experience of
LAS-petrcgiypns ano-oxnar crmrar resou e ........vrue
top as a scenic and sacred landscape , and Is strongly opposed by

representatives of area pueblos whose Views are entitled to the

utmost respect . The loop trail also was rejected by the Petroglyph
National Nonunent Advisory Noard . The Board ' s reconeendations or
be given substantial weight by the Park Service.

The Sierra Club ' s national office also opposes the proposed
ease top trails . ( See Decesbar 8, 1994 letter frog Dr. Robert Cox,
President , attached).

The proposed multi-purpose loop trail presents difficult

issue for a group Such as ours . We lead mountain bike rides, but we

would not oven consider leading a mountain bike trip into the

Nonuneot . intensive recreational ue., including mountain biking and

RESPONSES

3. NPS Management Policies, chapter 8.2, states that "The NPS will
encourage recreational activities that are consistent with applicable
legislation, that promote visitor enjoyment of park resources through a
direct association or relation to those resources, that are also consistent
with the protection of resources, and that are compatible with other
visitor uses." NPS Management Policies, chapter 9.10, addresses
equestrian trails and bicycle trails stating that they may be provided.

Use of a permitting system, designated routes, and monitoring system
and mitigation will prevent derogation resources.

•0
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bergs beck riding , is Wholly inappropriate in a National Monlaent
established to preserve and protect natural and cultural resouroes
and is strongly opposed by native entries".

RESPONSES

4. Monitoring and permitting these activities will prevent derogation of
resources and will provide a quality visitor experience.

5. The final plan has been revised. See "Neighborhood Access Trails"
section.

Furthermore, the proposed single trail for sinultaneoua use by
bikers, mountain bikers and horse back riders presents tenagement
difficulties Which Mp8 does not meaningfully address. Sxperfonce In
other urban areas such as Boulder, Colorado has demonstrated that
trails designated for such multiple uses present serious management
challenges. horses, mountain bikes end pedestrians are not
compatible sees o a single designaldnted trail likely to receive
heavy use. The Park Service shouot squander its limited
resources on building end managing Avon a trail.

the sweetens unattended neighborhood access points included in
the Preferred Alternative would alloy visitors to Wander into the
Monument Without any guidance or supervision and would cause
increased and unwaicoms traffic end parking is local neighborhoods
.at the trailheada. It is important that visitors be directed to
the visitor center or other attended access points where they can
gain intonation About the Patroglypns which is necessary for
meaningful visitor experience.. It I. difficult to locate anny of
the petroglyphs, let alone learn anything about than, without such
guidance.

We support MPS' finding that there is no legal authority fot
allowing construction of pewee del Noma through the Monument. AN
has properly interpreted the Bnebiing Act, the Art specifically
states that the Monument should be a tablished because of the
urgent need to protect the cultural end natural resources of the
area from urbanization and vandalias . We one conceive of no sore
clear , definite end unambiguous statuette of Congressional intent
to prohibit construction of roads and other inirnetxneture through
the Monument.

both the express language of the enabling Act and the
legislative history indicate it was congress' intent to protect the
resources of the monument from the threats of urbanization,
including development end intensive recreation use.

Senator ooeenici In introducing the legislation creating the
Monument on the Sonata floor stated that the legislation was
"needed to protect the escarpment and the thousands of Ancient
petroglyphv it contains from being destroyed by rapidly encroaching
development ." 134 Cong. sec. 86711 ( June 28, 1968 ) Senator Bomenici
further stated:

0

Unfortunately, the asearpsent currently is being threatened by
development as Albuquerque spreads to the West. Buildings have
been constructed at the base of the escarpment , and hundreds
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of petroglyphs have already been destroyed , In order to
prevent any further destruction of the escarpment and the
potreglyphe, we mutt art to preaene this area soon. It we
delay, this magnificent resource, which fore a scenic
boundary and contains en important pert of the city'. history,
my he lost.

34.

furthermore , a Senate Committee is consenting on a draft of
the Ambling Act noted that the city of Albuquerque was roving an
equestrian complex adjacent to but not within the Monument "in
order to assure that the lands within and adjacent to the sonusent
are utilized in way. that are compatible with the monument." S.
Rep. No. 101 -230, 101et Ccng ., let Same . 7-8 (Dec. 20( 1989). This
in a clear statement that borax back riding and other intensive
recreational uses are not compatible with the Nonuaent.

We recognize that the National Park Service is receiving
intense pressure from the City of Albuquerque end Coma developers
to authorize extension of Passe through the Monument we urge the
National Park Service to resist those greatly and inappropriate
donates.

The Enabling Act directed the City of Albuquerque to cooperate
with the National Park Service in developing a generel wanegeaent
plan for the Monument consistent with the purposeg of the Act to
preserve and protect the Monument ' s cultural and natural reeourcee
trot the threats of urbanization and vandalism . S 105 (,). In a
Joint Powers Agreement, the City specifically agreed to participate

in managing the Monument in accordance with the Enabling Act. The
City recently We takes the position net none of the park
Service ' a alternatives are acceptable because they do not contain
a clearly unlawful provision authorizing extension of Paeeo through
the Monument . The City's irresponsible insistence on Inclusion of
a proposal I. the ONP which clearly 1s prohibited by the Enabling
Act is a blatant violation of the City ' s statutory and contractual
obligations to cooperate with the Park Service in developing a CAS
in accordance with the Act.

Certain parties also heve suggested that the (AMP he delayed
pending further discussion of the pease issue . The Park Senic. has
not pat Its stat utory obligation to prepare a eMp within threeYears

that
delay nodfurther . "Ile we

available
xhangs efforts

to res peolve
matters through negotiation , the Park Service cannot lawfully
authorize extension of Pease through the Mon.at. en . t appears
-Wing to a ccept nothing lees . There is no good reason Ito delay
the SHP , and such a delay would violate Section los(e).

0
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The position of the City administration is at odds with the
views of the citizens of Albuquerque . a'he last poll taken by the
Sh ac tual showed overwhelming opposition to extension of

Paeeo through the monument.

The Albuquerque area is privileged to have a national monument
on its western boundary . The area will gain substantial economic
benefit from the Monument through expenditures by tourists. The
Monument will enhance both the property values end the quality of
life of nearby residents.

Uncontrolled sprawl development is ruining any of
Albuquerque's special places , thereby threatening the quality of
life of which so Deny Albuquerque residents are so proud . The Park
service ' s protection of the Monument in accordance with its
statutory mandate vill allow the Monument to remain a refuge from
urban life for enjoyment of an enchanted lmedscepe , rock art and
Wild creatures . This will help aintaio . the quality of life in a
burgeoning , metropolitan area . We are prepared to assist the Perk
Service in resisting the greedy , short-sighted demands of those who
do not share this vision.

for these reasons , we urge the national Park Service to adopt
the Modified alternative 2 presented by MAP and to continue to
resist demands to subjugate the moment to speculative and
aeustainable , sprawl developaat.

Respectfully submitted,

.(ffr*a a 4et.n en

Susan wren

C./hy/a
'ir^r

Nicholas F. Par ieri, Bseq,
Vice Chair and Legal Advisor
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vlA VAX AND PIFST CAS D.S. 9GIh

Doug Bury , Superintendent , Petroglyph National Monument

4735 Doter Blvd N.N.
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87120

Petroglyph National Monument , Administrative Offices

6001 Under Blvd. H.M.
Albuquerque , New Mexico 81120

Re,- Draft myireemeatal Impact- Atstasunt for tbs
Oscars) Managaesnt ' plan/Devalo%Send Concept Plan.
Patreglypb National xanaant.

Dear Hr. Bury.,'

shank you fotI.thi5 opportunityy to provide oognents on the

a'E.Martagement Plm/Drvelopeenc•COncept?Plat'Draft Gloat
;Snvirbanant""a' Ippect Statement (DBIS') for Petroglyph National

;NOnusegt!(• Ptat)T -She Sierra Club legal Defense Fund supports
"tbe-position. bf+:the Sierra Club and Friends of the, Albuquerque

Petroglyphs ('POTAF•) on this issue, and so -endorse. -and
incorporates the comaents submitted by the Club's and POTAP's-
representatives: Sincethe Club and FOTAP•will discuss the

-.factual issues raised by the DEIS, SCLDP.will focus On the legal

issues rat•sd by-the DEIS and its conclusions.

These coements will focus on Alternatives 1 and 2.
Alternative 4 does nothing to address the problems currently
existing at PMM, and- properly I. rejected by the DRIB.
Alternative - 3, with its excessive development proposals, suffers
from the same' inadequacies as Alternative f, only even more so.

me legal deficiencies discussed below regarding Alternative 1

apply to Alternative 3 as, well. -

Alternative 1 suffers from several legal flaws . First, the
plain language of the statute which created Petroglyph National
Monument provides no basis for the emphasis Alternative 1 places
on recreation at the expense of cultural resource protection. In
addition ,. Alternative I goes against the' tgdative intent of
the creating statute . Finally , Alternative ' contradicts toalmon
sense , since it increase. unmonitored recreational use after
citing vandalism as A major threat to the Monument . While not a
technical legal argument , the 'straight face test ' to pertinent

1

e
rw..w.m.

3-V i. e TSSe,,j1 & m rirroc
f. aumvcs.a, of

,re,smwe

RESPONSES

NPS Management Policies, chapter 8.2, states that "The NPS will
encourage recreational activities that are consistent with applicable
legislation, that promote visitor enjoyment of park resources through a
direct association or relation to those resources, that are also consistent

with the protection of resources, and that are compatible with other
visitor uses." NPS Management Policies, chapter 9.10, addresses

equestrian trails and bicycle trails stating that they may be provided.

Use of a permitting system, designated routes, and monitoring system
and mitigation will prevent derogation resources.

is 0 0
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to the question of whether the National Park Service is making
reasonable conclusions or is being arbitrary or capricious.

Alternative 2 suffers from some of the same flaws as
Alternative 1, but these are easily corrected . With a few minor
modifications, none of which should require new NEPA analysis, a
modified Alternative 2 would serve the purposes of NPS, and
preserve the resource in accordance with applicable law.

A.
language of Pub. b. No
National Monument

101 hich cre d3

An elementary principle of administrative law is that an
agency can only act within the limits of the authority granted to
it by its enabling legislation . In this case , the pertinent
statute is the Petroglyph National Monument Establishment Act of
1990 (' PNM Ant ' or the 'Act "), pa.sed by congress on June 27,
1990. SES Pub. L. No. 101 - 313, 104 Stat . 272, as amended Pub. L.
No. 103-50 , 107. Stat . 252, codified at 16 O.S.C . 5 431 note
(Supp . 1995) The Act contains clear standards and mandates to
guide NPS ' e management of the Monument . BPS, has no, discretion to
authorise dabs of PNMlanda that do not comply with its statutory
mandate . Unfortunately , the Proposed Action violates both the
clear language and the legislative intent of the PM Act.

1. The e=re,a puIccne of pm is to protect the cultural
and natural of the West Me,, and the
gaca,,gNont. not to provide recreation ouren,tunities.

When Senator Domenici originally introduced the Act, BE, 134
Cong. Rec. 58711 (June 28, 1988], he made no mention of
recreation. Instead, he talked about the need to "protect the
(West Mesa ] escarpment and the thousands of ancient pstroglyphe
it contains from being destroyed by rapidly encroaching
development.' IS. As described by the Senator,

the escarpment currently is being threatened by development
as Albuquerque spread. to the west. Buildings have been
constructed at the base of the escarpment, and hundred. of
petroglyphe have already been destroyed. In order to
prevent any further destruction of the escarpment and the
petroglyphe, we meet act to preserve this area soon. If we
delay, this magnificent resource, which forms a scenic
boundary of Albuquerque and contains an important part of
the city's history, may be lost.

RESPONSES
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jL,_ This concern is specifically addressed in the Act, which

cites the "national significance of the West Mesa Escarpment and
the pstro,lyphs and the urgent need to protect the cultural and
natural resources of the area from urbanization and vandalism" as
the purpose of PNM . PM Act 5 101(b ) ( 3) and (9).

PNM was created as a response the threat - posed by

Albuquerque ' s sprawl and degradation caused by uninformed

visitors . It was not intended to be a city park, n.ighborh..d_

jog track and dog walk, or mountain bike loop. While NPS may

arguably have discretion to permit some of these recreational

uses in the Monument , according such use a higher priority than

the statutorily mandated protection of the Went Mesa's cultural

and natural resources is a violation of the plain language of the

PNM Act . Since Alternative 1 consistently favors recreational

use, trails , road building , and other development over protection

of the cultural and natural resources of the West Mesa , At Is an

illegal alternative not available to the NPS.

2. Th t t d rd t i Ch t t t d
id E tr ih 4 PNM' It 1 and

natural resource,

Section 105(x ) of the Act dictates the Standard for
management of PNM . Not only is there absolutely no mention of

recreation , but the section specifically orders that the
Secretary -.hall admini s ter, manage , and protect the monument

in such a manner as to preserve, for the benefit and

enjoyment of present and future generations , its cultural and

natural resource., and to provide for interpretation and research

on such resources .' See also H.R. Rep. No. 101-491, 101st

tong., 2d See.., at 10 (May 21, 1990 ). The mandatory ".hall"

eliminates any discretion to allow uses that degrade the

petroglypha and the landscape important to the interpretation or

research of the petroglypha . The object of "preserve for the

benefit and enjoyment " is 'cultural and natural resources," and

therefore the phrase cannot be interpreted as meaning recreation.

It Is important that the word ' recreation- doe. not appear

in connection with 'cultural and natural resource..' because it

does appear connected to those words earlier in the Act, when

Congress recognizes that " Albuquerque has played a significant

role in the preservation of the natural , cultural, and

re creational resources " of the West Mesa . PNM Act 5 101 (b)(5).

The word appears nowhere else in the Act , although the "cultural

and natural resource s" of the area are referred to several times,

including in 5 105. This exclusion has legal meaning.

10

2. See response #1 above.

RESPONSES

0
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3. Horse and bicycle use on selected, designated trails does not constitute
a primary purpose for the monument. Restricting use to designated
trails and implementing a permitting and monitoring system will
prevent derogation of resources.

A traditional canon of statutory construction holds that if
a statute designates certain items , all omissions should be
understood as exclusions . ( If you enjoy Latin , courts refer to
this canon as " expressio unius set exclusio alterus.").
Therefore , the fact that the word 'recreational' is used once in
connection with the words " cultural and natural resources" in
S 101(b ) ( 5) , but nowhere else , indicates that Congress was aware
of the recreational value of West Mesa , but chose not to make
recreation a primary purpose for PNM. The " expreesio unius"
maxim is especially applicable to situations like this one, where
something is listed in one part of the statute and omitted in
another. 5 2A Sutherland Statutory Construction 5 47.23 n.17.

The Proposed Action violates this intent by making
recreation a primary purpose for PNM, even where recreational use

3 will cause the degradation and destruction of PM ' s cultural and
natural resources. This is an abuse of discretion and not in
compliance with applicable law.

This analysis applies to all lands within PNM'e boundaries,

not just land owned by the federal government . Even though

Albuquerquey,.hnnd the state of New Mexico own some of,the land
within PNM'e boundaries , they are not free to ignore the statute,
and give recreation a higher priority , on those lands . Section
104(a ) of the Act mandate . that certain land. would be included

in the Monument only if the city , state , and Secretary entered

into a binding agreement that those lands be subject to the

management standards of the PM Act 5 105. This section was

specifically intended to avoid ' patchwork " management of PNM

based'on land ownership . Congress was "concerned that all unite

of the monument be managed in a consistent manner ," and it

'therefore made establishment contingent upon a binding agreement

which will ensure that the lands within the boundary of the

Petroglyph National Monument will be managed in accordance with

the National Park 'Service Organic Act of 1916 , the Archeological

Resources Protection Act of 1979 , and other appropriate
legislation ." H.R. Rep . No. 101 - 491, 101st Cong., 2d Sees., at 9
(May 21 , 1990 ). 1 The city and state voluntarily entered into
such an agreement , the Substitute Joint Powers Agreement , JPA No.
78-521 . 81-277 A (March 1991 ), and lends owned by them were added

This quote is discussing an earlier version of the Act,
which would not have created PNM at all if there was no binding
agreement for city and state land. The version of the Act that
passed Congress instead created 9MM on lands controlled by NPS.
The statute waa changed to require a binding agreement only for
city and state land later added to PM.
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to ISM. Therefore the city and the state are limited in the same
way ae NPS , and they cannot give recreation a higher priority
than preservation of the petroglyphs and the natural resources of
the West Mesa.

B. The emphasis on roareatio, in Alternative I is against the
legislative intent of Pub L No. 101-313.

The legislative history of the Act support. the conclusion
that preservation taken precedence over recreation. Congress
specifically rejected making recreation a primary purpose for
creating PNM. An earlier version of the Act, introduced in the
100th Congress, would have provided for the preservation of the
"natural, cultural, and recreational resources of the West Mesa
and its enviro...` BSS 100th Cog., 2d 8ees., S. 2580 and H.R.
4930, as introduced June 20, 19BB (emphasis added). In other
words, recreational resources would have had equal status with
cultural and natural resource.. However, the reference to
recreation in the parallel section of S. 286, the version of the
Act introduced in and passed by the 101st Congress, was
eliminated; -Clearly Congress considered and rejected the
alteraatJvevf creating a recreational park.

There are other indications in the legislative history that
Congress did not see high-impact recreational uses as compatible
with the purposes of PNM. As one example, the Senate Committee
noted that an equestrian complex had operated in La Such Negra
Park for fifteen years, and that the city of Albuquerque,

in order to assure that the lands within and adjacent to the
ilised in wave that are commoatible with the

onument , has proposed relocating the equestrian complex on
non-Federal lend. in the city. The Committee supports this
effort and directs the National Park Service to work with
the City and the New Mexico Horse Council to assist in the
relocation of this facility on non-Federal lands.

S. Rep. No. 101-230, 101st Cong., 1st Sees ., at 7-8 (Dec. 20,
1989) (emphasis added).

It is clear that Congress did not see horseback riding as a
use `compatible with the monument .- Otherwise , there would be no,
reason to encourage moving the equestrian center. Congress
clearly expected that horseback riding, mountain biking, and
other activities that would minimize or destroy the value of
PNM's cultural resources would be either prohibited or permitted
only in area. that would not threaten those resources. The
Proposed Action flies in the face of this expectation and intent. I

4. See response #1 above.
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5. The final proposed plan has been revised. See "Neighborhood Access
Trails' section.

C. N Lim i ts Recrea tion at Similar Sit es

UPS clearly is aware that it has the authority to limit
recreation to protect cultural resources . For example , mountain
bike. don't tear through Civil War battlefields , and rock
climbers don't rappel down the aides of Independence Hall. In
New Mexico , recreation is limited and closely managed at other
UPS sites preserving cultural resources , e.g. El Malpais, Chaco
Canyon, and Bandelier . NPS should similarly give resource
preservation a higher priority than permissive recreation at PM,
especially in view of the language of the PNM statute, and the
intent expressed in the legislative history.

The fact that PRE i s in an urban area does not change the
standards applicable to protecting the resource . There are
numerous UPS sites in urban areas that protect cultural
resources , and NP5 manages to prohibit damaging recreational uses
in those areas.

Of special concern in this case are the expectations of
local interests,) such as neighborhood groups, who seem to think
they have.*te rights to PNM than other citizens. .6nfortunetely,
NPS i n encouraging such misguided thinking , Congress knew that
PNM would ' be in an urban area with a variety of existing ueea in
surrounding lands , and the designation of the national monument
(was] not intended to deprive landowners of those existing ease.,
S. Rep. No. 101-230 , 101st Cong ., lot Sees ., at 10 (Dec. 20,
1989 ). Accordingly , Congress encouraged WS to 'afford
individuals and entities that have interests in surrounding land.
the opportunity to participate in the development of the general
management plan. : jd. In other word., the interests of local
property owners were a factor for NPS to consider,

However, there is absolutely no indication in either the Act
or the legislative history that Congress intended to give the
local neighborhoods special use rights , to sanction existing

preservation mandate to help Private businesses . Yet NPS has
expressed its intent to do exactly these things. For example,
UPS hoe indicated it would consider creating trail. from the
nearby neighborhoods , and then either not permit public use or
not put those trail. on maps . In essence , these would be private
trails for nearby land owners . This goes beyond NPS's authority.
Any trails created by UPS and paid for by taxpayer dollars would
bs subject to public use. It would be illegal to exclude the
public from these trails . Not acknowledging this reality now
will create management problems later. Such claims to special
rights should not effect NP51. decision making.
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D. UPS has limi ted dioc=t i on to Upgra de Blvd and 1
the Paaeo del Norte extension

9CGDP encourages NPS to continue resisting efforts to run
major roads through M. Not only is this the right thing to do,
but NPS has limited discretion to do Otherwise . NPS's authority
to authorize the proposed relocation and expansion of Unger Blvd,
and the extension of Paaeo del Nome ( the 'Paeeo'), is limited by
the terns and intent PM Act. Transportation needs are addressed
in section 106 of the Act, which state.:

The Secretary may participate in land use of
transportation planning conducted by appropriate local
authorities for lands adjacent to the monument and may
provide technical assistance to each authorities and
affected landowners for such planning.

(emphasis added), It seems odd that Congress would mention
adjacent transportation projects but not made within PNM, Unless
congress did not expect road. J. PNM to be an issue because there
would be na,,;large roads.

Clearlj' the Paaeo would not be authorized by [he Act,
However , the relocation of Unsar Blvd may similarly be
unauthorized , and may not be saved by the fact that it is an
existing use. Congress granted only one exception for current
existing Uses in PNM , for electrical transmission or distribution
facilities . PNM Act S 107. Since Congress made one exception,
the expreasio union Canon dineussed earlier indicates that no
other- exceptions would be within Congress ' intent . In fact, eve.,
for the power lipe exception , Congress encouraged the UPS to
'pursue - long range planning with affected utilities to examine
the possibility of relocating power transmission facilities in
anticipation of the time when the existing facilities need to be
replaced .- S. Rep . No. 101-230, 101et Cong., 1st Sees., at 10
(Dec. 20, 1969 ). Obviously , Congress did not see electrical
power lines as compatible with the monument . If that is true,
how could a large highway be compatible? It seems unlikely that
Congress simply overlooked or was unaware of the Unger/Paeeo
issue, since it was already a controversy whenPM was created.

UPS should continue to resist the intimidation tactics used
by organizations which see EMI ' s land as an easy way to increase
profit. by reducing the costs of accessing and providing services
to new development . If this land was private rather than public,
the developers would find a way around it, even if that increasef
their costs. They can al so find a way aro ved the colt__!

RESPONSES

•
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resources within RUM 'S boundaries . UPS's mandate I. to protect
those resources , not make life easier for private business.

S. JmRat^

The petroglypha are not remnants of a lost culture, but part
of the living tradition of the Pueblo people, who still consider
this area sacred and still perform Services at RUM regularly.
Congress recognized that protection of the cultural resources of
the West Mesa included preservation of Pueblo religious sites
.till used today, and required UPS to adhere to the principles of
the American Indian Religious Freedom Act ('AIRPA'), 42 U.S.C.
5 1996. Specifically, the Act requires the General Management
Plan for PMM to include a 'plan to implement' the provisions of
AIRFA and which would `protect and preserve (for the Pueblo]
their inherent right of freedom to believe, express, and exercise
their traditional religions . including but not limited to
aceeea to the sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and
the freedom to worship through ceremonials end traditional
tire..-

The DEj6 recognizes these duties and acknowledges the
religious privacyright. of the Pueblo people. For example, the
DEIS indicate. that UPS will allow temporary closure of certain
areas to prevent non-Indian interference with ceremonies, and
will provide for joint consultation between the UPS and Pueblo
authorities concerning minimization of adverse impacts on
religious practices by development and visitor use.

Despite this, the DEIS identifies alternatives that favor
increased recreation use, including opening new trails horseback
riding and mountain biking, and excessive construction of trails
and roads. Because protection of cultural resources includes
protecting the living tradition of Pueblo religious practices at
PIAf, alternative. that unnecessarily interfere with those
practices violate UPS'. statutory mandate for the same reasons
explained above.

In addition , the DEIS does not analyze the differing impacts
of the four alternatives . Alternative I will have different
effects on Pueblo worship than Alternatives 2, 3 or 4, yet these
difference. are not addressed. USIA requires this analysis of
impact..

6. See "Impacts on Culturally Affiliated Groups" sections for each
alternative and Table 9: Summary of the Impacts of the Alternatives.

Finally, UPS must remember tat it may not violate the
protection. afforded the Pueblos by the First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of
1993 (' RFRA' ), 42 U.S.C. 9 20o0bb at pa, . , which prevents UPS
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from. placing an undue burden on the free exercise of reliai
th a PNM a oun ar e. by t e Pueb o people. Each o£ the Four

alternatives significantly impairs the pueblo ' s ability to
continue religious practices by, e.g., increasing recreational
use, expanding road., and providing private, unmonitored access
to neighboring land owners . NPS hap not offered any compelling
government interest requiring such impairment , and has not
considered proposals using means of accommodating non-religious
visitor use that more fully protect the need. of the Pueblo
People. NPS should consider management options which will least
restrict Pueblo religious use while allowing a well-managed
increase in non-religious uses.

F. Conclue'oa

For all the reasons stated above, the DEIS violate. NpS's
statutory mandate and the requirements of NEPA . POTAP has
offered NPS with a modified Alternative 2 that eliminate. those
deficiencies and would comply with the law . This alternative
protect . the historic and natural resources of PEN, and
accovwodatep Pueblo religious practices , while still achieving
NPS's goals for PNM. FOTAP ' 5 modified Alternative ,2 does what
the DEIS' s alternatives do not, it minimizes environmental and
cultural resource damage by reducing uncontrolled access and
inappropriate uses.

Each of the components of the modified alternative are
analyzed somewhere in the DEIS . Accordingly , NPS could adopt the
modified alternative in the FEIS without further analysis. If,
however , NPS believes further analysis or public comment would be
helpful, a short pupplemental Bin could meet that need without
placing an undue burden on agency resources . SctOP encourages
NPS to consider FOTAP's modified alternative , and so avoid the
problems which would be created by adoption of one of the
alternatives discussed in the DEIS.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments . Please
do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any further
assistance in this matter.

cerely,

^11

im
b^Smue
Associate Attorney
Rocky Mountain office

7. See previous response and page 39 in the draft plan - "American
Indian Relationships, American Indian Religious Freedom Act, and
Traditional Uses."
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Supetiatendent
Petroglyph National Monument
4735 Unser Boulevard NW
Albuquerque NM 87120

Dear Superintendent,

After the public meeting on October 26th discussing the Draft General Management
Plan/Development Concept Plan for the Petroglyph National Monument, the Taylor Ranch
Neighborhood Association Board ofDirectors voted that no General Management Plan for the
Petroglyph National Monument u acceptable until it includes a provision for the extension ofPaseo
Del None westward through the monument to join Unsex.

We are concerned that the various altenutives in the draft route national traffic through west side
residential neighborhoods . The only way to avoid this disruption ofneighborhoods is to route traffic
on major commuting routes such as the Intestate highways and Paxo Del None. A short entrance
road from Pawn to the Monument would provide minimum disruption to the surrounding
neighborhoods.

We encourage you to suggest a way to resolve the impasse over the completion of Paste Del None so
that we can move beyond the correct stalemate . As traffic continues to increase along Coors and

Unter, a re iefvalve via Paste Del Norte becomes more and more essential . If that relief valve is
provided, the west side will be able to host national visitors to the Monument.

Sincerely,

Cell van Besktt
-resident
Taylor Ranch Neighborhood Association

A[itbad 9rvcr i, IM Abebrw s,rw/
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As immediate neighbors of the proposed parting lot for neighborhood access to Pearoglyph Park

at Calle Nortena and Taylor Ranch Road, the undersigned oppose any such enhancemeats for

reasons including, but not limited to:

I) a paved overlook at this site would not provide avi

penoglyphs, only rooftops of neighboring houses;

array

2) a paved parking area at this she would increase the potential for graffiti

end trash in the neighborhood (in fact, there are already 59 separate

graffafi tags in a 100 foot radius of the proposed site, and almost daily

drops ofalcohol bottles in the immediate median);

3) since the unimproved acreage is primarily privately ovmed, a padang tot

would only increase the ease of access to this private land for %rther

dumping ofteash, waltaig of pets and other recreational activities- in

essence, the National Perk Service would be providing a parking tat for

people to trespass onto private property.
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RESPONSES

1. The final plan has been revised to remove the proposed parking area at
Calle Nortena.
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October 19, 1995

IECEIYE® K,P.l,

OCT 2013

Mr. Douglas Bury, Acting Superintendent
Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Onset Blvd. NW
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87120

hum* ft%,M uarl.ent

Re: August 1995 Draft General Management /Development Concept
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for Petroglyph
National Monument.

Dear Mr. Eury:

The management staff of Westland Development Co. Inc. has

recently completed its review of the August 1995 draft. The
purpose of this letter is to document c -r comments z ad Concern.
regarding that document for the public record. I w 'tress our
concerns in two carts. but the nderlying issues are Connon to
both. First I will address those issues that are specific to
Westland Development Co. and its lands which abut the southern
and of the Monument. Secondly I will discuss chose concerns which
are more general in nature and impact the surrounding area on a
regional scale.

I SSUES OF SPECIFIC CONCERN TO WESTt.A1:) D_NELOPMEIT CO.

The NPS preferred ( Alternate 6 1 1 p l an shows two facilities

theta, adjacent to Westland'. property. They are a heritage
education center and an overtook and public parking facility.
Public access for these facilities is show:: across westland`s
property to the south . As we have indicated numerous times to the
NPS, public access for monument visitors through this area is

in consistent with Westland 's future development plans for the
area, which we envision as a low density residential resort area.

We believe that the heritage education center would be much
more appropriately located at the m uth of Rinco-eda Canyon
adjacent to the proposed visitor contact center. In these times
of tight federal budget constraints, this would make a lot note
sense because of economies of a that could be real,-cad by
combining the two facilities, 'both at the time Of initial
construction and over the life of one facility with retard to
management, maintenance, operations, staffing and security. The
Monument has extensive major arterial street frontage there, on

RESPONSES

1 The proposed plan has been revised. See alternative 1, "Visitor Center
- Boca Negra Canyon" section. The development of a facility for
heritage education has been eliminated, but the function of heritage
education is emphasized, The function may be included at the proposed
visitor center, or the National Park Service could cooperate with the city
and/or others to share the function of this facility outside of the
monument boundary.

The plan has been revised to include a visitor contact facility at the
southern end of Mesa Prieta and a parking area at or near the southern
portion of the monument. The National Park Service will continue to
work with Westland Development Co., Inc., and the city to explore
access options that are agreeable to the affected parties.
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Mr. Douglas Eury
October 19, 1995
page 2

Unser Boulevard , and there is an approved access point at at.

Joseph Street . This site has the added benefit of being such more

convenient to monument visitor- ,,is Interstate - 40 and Unser
Bou l eva rd , an d it will never disturb the tranquillity of, or

that are planned for the area south of the Mesa Prieto . Likewise,

the proposed overlook and public parking area would be much more
appropriately accessed from the existing Posed del Volcan near

Double Eagle II Airport , across National Monument property (once

they have completed purchasing it) on top, of the mesa, rather

than through the planned future residential areas from below.

2

A second area of concern that we have involves the National

Park Service proposed policy regarding rights-of way for

stcniwater drainage control and detention facilities. There is an
existing storm drainage control structure located on the

Mirehaven Arroyo at the south end Of the Mesa Prleta. In

addition, the April 1987 Northwest Mesa Drainage Management Plan

calls for future construction of a storm water detention facility

in the same general area as future development warrants it. Both

of these facilities are located just inside the southern boundary

of the Monument on Westland property that has not yet been

purchased by the National Park Service. These facilities are

needed to protect development in areas southeast of the Monument

and to accommodate future developed flows generated above the

Monument in the area of the Double Eagle II Airport.

On page 51, the Draft NPS Management Plan states, • As lands
adjacent to the Moawieat are developed ,... Requests for rights of
way for water, sewer ,... and atormwater control structures will
be reviewed on a case by case basis . However, there must be
specific statutory authority for granting such rights-of -way and
there must be no feasible or practicable alternative , even if the
costs are higher. - The Management Plan further states, ' Rights-
of-way issued by the National Park Service permit access for
construction , operation and saintenance of facilities but do not

the director .' This language concerns no greatly because '_
view 'feasibility" means the best possible engineering solution.

to a problem which can be constructed for the least possible

expenditure of the citizens dollars. It is clear from the
language in the Plan that the National Park Service does not care

how poorly an alternative engineering solution works, how much itF costs to construct or how such it will cost to operate and
maintain. it once it is built. The result of these policies will

3

RESPONSES

2. The National Park Service will continue to work with Westland
Development Co., Inc., and the city to identify an appropriate access to
the monument from the south . The environmental impacts and the cost
of building a road from Paseo del Volcan would outweigh the benefits
of building such a road.

3. The National Park Service does not have the authority to negotiate

regarding developments that would result in a derogation of the values

for which the monument was established. The National Park Service
does not have the authority to deviate from federal policy. The National

Park Service will continue to work with Westland Development Co.,

Inc., to develop alternatives and to resolve the stormwater drainage

issues.

solutions to the stormwater drainage problem . The protection of
our citizens and their property should have priority.
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Mr. Douglas Eury
October 19, 1995
page 3

Both the preferred alternative kl and alternative #2 in the
plan call for the expansion of the Monument boundaries in certain
areas. Although the.. proposed expansion
wescland's property directly, we are not in favor of them. The
National Park Service has been very slow in purchasing private
land chat is within the original monument boundaries. Although
the National Park Service has purchased about 1,309 of the nearly
2,000 acres of Westland's property that were within the original
boundary, there are still almost 700 acres that have not yet been
purchased . It now appears that additional federal dollars for

of M-lml-c t.Inj Vol, M, be B"-Bd D, TO,,
take additional private property without having the fund
available to pay for it is wrong

ISSUES OF GENERAL CONCERN REGARDING T:ME PROPOSED :ANAcSse T. PLAN

The General Management Plan is also identified as the
Development Concept Plan Environmental Impact Statement. It
addresses at length the impacts Z.!Az surround-g tomnwtity
may have on the Monument. dots ncc however, address the
impacts that the Monument is causing to the surrounding
community. According to the 1993 book titled "Environmental
Assessment' by R.K. Jain et. el., the purpose of an
environmental impact statement - is to assess the impacts of a

proposed federal action on the surrounding environment, including
both the natural environment ;tioohysica_) and the human
environment (socioeconomicl. Socioeconomic artr'_butes include
items such as land use patterns, lifestyles, psychological needs,
physiological systems, community needs, regional economic
stability, public sector review, per c-pira consw-ption and fuel
resources.

Obviously, blocking the Poser del Norte crossing of the
Monument will seriously impair the long range viability of this
community's arterial transportation network and generate serious
negative socioeconomic impacts. Undermining the future

employment and commercial centers associated with i
generate serious negative socioeconomic impacts. Not allowing
easements across the Monument to accommodate the storm drainage
and utility systems necessary to support future community
development will generate serious negative socioeconomic imparre.
Creating access Points to the Sonoett that will bring outside
traffic through residential neighborhoods will generate serious
negative socioeconomic impacts to those neighborhoods.

with a little cooperation and reasonableness on the part of
the National Perk Service, all of these issues could ba resolved

•

RESPONSES

4. The National Park Service can only purchase lands with funds
authorized and appropriated by Congress. The National Park Service
has been in the process of negotiating the purchase of lands from the
Westland Development Co., Inc., each year since the monument was
established. The National Park Service will continue to acquire private
lands within the monument boundary as funds are available.

5, The issue of Paseo del Norte has been identified as an issue beyond the
scope of this plan.

0
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Mr. Douglas £ury
October 19, 1995
page 4

in ways that would minimize negative impacts co the natural

environment of the Monument. By taking the hard line that it has,

the park Service has created perhaps the greatest negative !matt

of all on Petroglyph National Monument, the loss of the good will

of many of the people who supported the Monument and helped to

make it a reality with the understanding that it was intended to

be an 'Urban Park' that would coexist within a dynamic

metropolitan community.

Finally, we feel that the proposed alternative #1 is too

restrictive in providing access co, the genera! Public to ::ajar
portions of the Monument area which. i elude tee very best views

of the City, the Sandias and the Rio Grande Valley below. Our

elderly, handicapped and very young tizens who are not eb'_e to

endure the long trek that will be recuired to access these areas
on foot will not have an opportunity to experience some of the
prettiest places within their Monument.

Thank you for allowing us this opportunity to express our

thoughts and concerns regarding the ?.oust 1995 jraft General

Men¢gemenC Plan/Develoome nc concept Plan P.^.vi ro:.msnrsl _:12scc
Statement for the Petroglyph National !on`Ynent.

Sincerely.

Prod coo!
Project

t
Coordinator

cc: Mr. Bob Grant , Chairman, Petroviyoh National Monument
Advisory Comeission
Mr. Joe Chavez, Petroglyph National Monument A.dvisoty
Commission
Mayor Martin Chavez, city of Albuquerque

Mr. Alan A_rrsijo, Albuquerque City Council

Mr. Al Valdez, Chairman , 3ernalillo County Commissior..
Mr. Ken Sanchez , Bernalillo County Commission
Sena for Pete Domenici
Congressman Steve Schiff
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October 10, 1095

Pehogyph National Monument Advisory Commission
Chairperson Bob Grant
5001 Unser BNd. NW
Albugwtgue, NM 8]120

R.: Waabde Amon Council CammenY Raptu*rg PNOplryh Nation al MOmanwd Ora..
General Manegemem Plan EIS

D. Commissioners:

On behalf of the Westalde Action Council, I am pleased to forward the attached Waddellon

ccncmnng to Peucgtyph Monument Grett General Management Plan. The Westslde Action
Council is comprised of representatives from the:

Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce
Economic Forum
National Assodat or of industdal and Othce Parka {representing the devakpment
common y)

> Paradise Hills Neighborhood Aesodation
> Sled Rents
i volcano Cliffs Property Genera Assodatbn

Sander Properties limited Co.

White we recognize that Mere are other major Isaves dealing with the draft management plan, we
have elected to locus on the single significant Issue of to Pseeo dd None Crossing. The Paseo
dal Nona Oroeeing Is necessary as a matter of hllmesa, Ammon sense, history, and to. We
have attempted to provide a comprehenstve view of why this roadway crossing should be included
In the final mestemlen document

I eb0 Cab your aaaMlon fo another important dxumernimyour review. Atlabted b e recent
pe sgned by mpraeen

neigh borh ood leaders. Mao inducted are position of support for the Peseo
del Node crossing by various groups, including the Berraillto County Commissln. This type of
support again Pont; to the ten that much of Mbuquerque'e west mesa a untied on this Important
Issue.

We respeoduly request that you adopt a posftten that Includes the owes del Node Crossing in the
Final Management Plan. We believe that such a decision alt be telr, display common sense, and
be a sound compromise to the many perspectives that have been shared on this topic.

Beet wishes on your delteretlons . Thank you for your time.

BGB/dc
Endosuree

RESPONSES

1. The Paseo del Norte corridor is an issue beyond the scope of this plan.

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy . Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore , further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record,

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unser Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negra Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors. The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle Project
has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR INCLUDING THE
PASEO DEL NORTE CROSSING

IN THE MASTER PLAN
FOR

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT

INTRODUCTION

Morpea.tns p.Paa.W4 Norte Craning N the muter plan Is a significant prcposel
NsB'lllFaAVg6i1NA s :UOtvpt bMedt tfK111a1MMmuw ll:' OIMMd btaalar
a same of One, wledr highlight the benefits of this Important roadway.

BENEFITS TO THE MONUMENT

The Paco del None craeaing was an essential part of this urged Monument ham one
Inception of the planninglobbying process . If me Pant Service and to prowl
opponents had argued in 1990 that to crossing would not be amprahe. the
Monument would not have been created . This crossing benefits the Monument
because without the crossing, no Monument would be in existence:

Passe del Norte crossing the Monument south of the Piedras Mercedes Canyon can
be used to limit access to thin dorm area and better protect the Pledres Mercedes
pehoglyphs, witch represent to second best conanbadon in one, Monument, The
Pock AA Research Center could also be succeeetulN Integrated on this not end.

The long-planned Paeeo del Norm crossing pr idea more appropriate asses to many
areas of to Monument and would help eliminate neigut whood parking and future
momenta, issues . The wrreN on for WNmr paAdrg In existing neghboAapde sat of
the Monument will be a disaster . Thla has not worked in the Sand a foomite and It will
not work adjacent to the Monument.

The Pass del None route will provide better access to the sacred vole noes it
Mattes Americans from me northern pueMa. It enhances weir opportunity to conduct
traditional ceremonies in that area.

Pasco del Norm provides better 9ccesa to the Monument for vlakoro. We understand
that the Pant SeMce yearly visitor estimates used to jusey the Monument were based
upon the Peeeo del Nate crossing and a convenient location to to Visitor Center.

The depressed roadway section through this area will significantly limit noise Impacts.
It will not disrupt the Piedras Mercedes Canyon to the norm.

r.,mverimsan.nnow 2
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BENEFITS TO THE NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY

We recognize the spiritual elpliacence of Me sues to the Nadve AmMkan CamnuNN,
However, the Monument. size was eetWlMMd to take Into .assn Mute Jesus ad Afford the
Part, Service the ability to adequately piano ow pMeet Several loy Pointe be
aANMeret

> The Paaeo dN Node shape sbntweonly dredty impwts 3-5P pM. T e MaeenxRe
eW and gsop aphk shape for

of the
Mtepreparpoteedon of the otlwri8,$0?-

The roadway provides better access to the sacred volcanoes one. Tha 1adly
enhances opponunltlea to conduct cantonal catercorner In the ans.

BENEFITS TO ACHIEVING LONG TERM REGIONAL PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The planning for plumb del Norte has been thorough, comprehensive, and has
Included equitable compromises throughout the ends process. (See Attachment A .mining
key steps In the protons). It Is gone to move on with plane developed years ago. listed
below an several highlights of the process which support these penpecdvea:

The dedsin making process followed all local and llegal procedures and included
extensive , public dialogue among all Impacted panes.

AcquiMUon for the Pam, del News, dgM-ol-wsy, has been adenave and systemasc
over the past several decades.

Appropriate legal provisions have been established to insure the construct. of the
roadway ( see Attachment A to more MWq.

In the long contact 01 compromise and pubic Input, four major eastweat roadways
were eliminated from hrtrre consideration as tl orougleares : IGmmick , Aden, Calla
Norteta , and MonleM. The eliminate ., of theca major roadways was based upon

alleged significant Impacts to the Monument call del Norte was the preferred

atemedve because of the minimum impacts to the Monument

A major opponent to the roadway constnmtlon . `The FMnM of the Albuquerque
Petrogyphs ; supported! the Paaeo del None alignment throughout the long planning
process . As late lee 1800. FOTAP committed, in writing, to lobby in favor of the
present proposed Moment

As pm of the Ctizans Advisory Group In 1087 , the Sande Pueblo, the At Indan
Pueblo Council, Siena Club , FOTAP and many other environmental represenlatlves
partdpated in the approval process of the Paeeo can Node aoesing.

Prior to Me enactment of Me leglelsden creating the Pebaglyph National Mannwnt
the National Park Service ado. v4dged ad agreed to honor the City's plan for the
can amrctlan of Pascoe del NOM . The Park Service drafted a map iraorponing Paeeo
Mndelf and tea rayp was era d to Mo. Several yymans after passage of th e Was.

the Park Service hee dedMd to attempt to get out of Is, commitment.

arawr „wwrrwr.mw 3
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> Altematle roses to the extension are prombitsbirry expanswe . and wil not eMdendy
address tranepoitalfon needs or environmental concerns.

The cost for aitemetve roues Worse the exbang infrastructure rove dnent song tlw
corridor . In essence, alemsdue mutes Nos aside nations of dollars of edadng
Mhaedueture.

BENEPRS TO THE SURROUNDING NEIONSORNOOOS

As elated above, the roadway would help elhninew neighboring peaking and future
leapeee lesues. To repeat , the comment pan for vufor paftv in below
nelghborhaoda east of the monument wnll.be a d ! eaeter. The amen paddng atretegbe
are not effectIve or talk to the summing neignbor boode.

Based on current developments , the only altema to N a Peeeo del Norte crossing is
to reroute the roadway through the Paradise Hills neighborhood . Rerouting Paseo del
Norte through Paradise Hills would require the aesma eon of at bast S4 homes, 10
townhouses , a Texaco Nation, an Allsups comercance store site gas station. seat
tome, a shopping center with approxdnatety 15 operator-owned businesses, a Catholic
Church and Its educational building , and force a dozen or more street cleauses. Tire
roadway would also be adjacent to a community park , the community caner and gym,
the centers annex , a ewlmming Pont . two soccer aalde, another church , and the school
afltleted with a The Methodist Church would W effected . It would probably require
refocaWn. Finally . to chNAen of Peeogtyph Ebmensry School would be exposed to
high conceneaffone of canon monoxide generated by the 30.000 com Tensi ng Just is
few feet from the campus.

Cleady, a Pasco del Nom aaa rpment scaring has Ina best oved l enNronmen^
Impact . la tt tee y neaeaary ro deepay a1SMdcarrtpaNms of Paradise Mrs avid
adjoining neyhborhoods to preserve ' petremyphe Hat ane 1a endangered?

BENEFITS TO RESPONSIBILITY MEETING GROWTH AND SAFETY CHALLENGES
ON ALSUOUERGUE 'S WEST MESA

The Pueo del None rlghFORway through the Monument not only pro ides for the
roadway, but also provne, for a temdor for utiliy extension as well as necessary
drainage facilities . The corridor will save enonncus efforts and a NgnHkent amount of
public funds versus going around the Monument The corridor provMSS for a conduit
for all utilities to peas through the Monument at a point that Is least Intrusive to all
padbe Imdved.

> Alternate roadway ellgnnanfs do not address the long range lraneponaflon network. It
is an extremely expensive solution to avoid the Monument which does not benefit fa
long tem strategies already in plate.

> Over 60,000 vehicles tiff ire the Core Bouevadt.40 Interchange, Thar, most be
relief pro.tded for this facility. Some alt argue that exandftg Cows Boubyud is
amepdble. It is not simply eayendl g Coors SALL alone dace not meal to g-tem
capacity and m" bates,

4
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Cepeby ofs s*ryuaInlsmetlontl Nryohle mpldy being roacT Tie ly
must be able

to
m expend the Double Eagle it as e rogsver Ldliy. The Passe,

del
Wf

tq
Nate

ngrtwn PMVWM tllrod Sean s, oft area wYAotp MgeNnp the Paradise Nips
nNp+bortwod

.

The davabpnwi of do Paso 6y' NaS oprtl0or will provlda long tern b.nfl w
s.YbWTIng an Nfeedv fees Ps.g11 edam M Use ern.

Aa noted above ,
nvastmem made to data to

datalo twM.are a anersts and lnoro die huge
l intrstuct a

alorg
ong ft Posts, del None condor.

WIN the valid aeeumpdon vad the trarwportntlon system on the west mast moat he
expanded in the Mum. It Is ern etas that allemadn allgnments wtI coat between 90
and f 00 mllllon dollam. In today's economic dlmab this type of redden spending Is
not acceptable.
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THE HISTORY OF THE LONG-PLANNED PASEO DEL NORTE EXTENSION

I. THE ORIGINS AND QVINIFISHP OF THE PASEQ DEL NORTE EXTENSION
RIGHT.OF-WAV .

The long-planned Paaeo del None extension west of Coon Boulevard Iles almost
entirely within the historic Alameda Land Grant , the land grant immediately noficof
the.Attleco Land Grant. -

The Alameda Land Grant was established In 1710 by a grant from inc King of
Spain to Francisco Montag Vigil and his hairs . Later an in that same year, the
Alameda Grant was acid to Juan Gonzales, a Captain In the Spanish,Army.

In 1713 , the transfer of the Alameda Gram to Juan Gonzales was approved by the
Governor of the Province of Now Mexico . The title to Mr . Gonzales for the
Alameda Land Grant was also referred to as perfected title In the treaties between
the King of Spain and the Mexican Republic In 1821 and the Treaty Of Guadalupe
of Hildalgo and the United States in 1848.

In 1848 , the Treaty of Hlldelgo and the United States set out the Native American
Indian Reservation claims In the adjacent areas, Including the Sandia Indian and
laieta Indian Reservations . There were no claims by any of the local Native
American Indian tribes of any Interest M the Alameda Great properties for worship
purposes or any other reason.

On December 16, 1892 , in accordance with the Act of Congress dated March 3,
1891 , a written decree was entered , confirming the legal ownership status with
the heirs of Juan Gonzales . In 1919 , the Alameda Grant was sold to the San
Mateo Land and Cattle Company . In 1920, the United States Issued a patent to
the heirs of Juan Gonzales and Francisco Montag Vigil.

In 1929 , the Albert F . Black Family acquired title to 20 , 500 acres of the Alameda
Land Grant . This portion of the Alameda Land Grant extended from the west bank
of the Rio Grande River to the 'Ceje ' area of the west boundary of the Alameda
Grant , approximately four miles west of the small portion of the Alameda Grant
property that is being acquired for the Petroglyph Monument . The original holding
of the Alameda Land Grant extended cast to the base of the Sandia Mountains, just
south of the Sandia Indian Reservation . The 20, 500 acres of the Alameda Grant
purchased by the Black Family was completely fenced end maintained as private
ranch land prior to and subsequent to Its purchase . This land had been under
continuous private ownership and ranched by private Interests since 1710,
Including the Piedns Marcadas Canyon area of the Black Ranch.

In 1959 , the Albert F . Black Family sold 8,500 act" of the Black Ranch in the
Alameda Grant to U.S . Land Corporation , the parent company of Horizon
Corporation , which developed Paradise Hills. Certain mineral rights end easement
rights were reserved to the Black Family.

ATTACHMENTA
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In the mid - to late - 1980 ' s, portions of the planned right- of-way for Passe del None
to the City of Albuquerque were dedicated as a platting requirement.

In 1990, the City of Albuquerque and the National Park Service began to acquire
portions of the Alameda Gram property , formerly owned by the Black Family, for

the northern portion of the proposed Peuoglyph National Monument.

(^*YC pRLMNOYALS OF THE ALJGNNSNT OF PASEO Ba

1981:
Paradise Boulevard was originally the pdncipel acasss from Coors Boulevard
west to Paradise Hills and other Alameda Grant lands wean of Paradise Hills
in the Alameda Land Grant area.

1980:
Hearings began at the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments ('COG')
and Its Urban Transportation Planning Policy Board (' UTPPB' ) to study
moving Paradise Boulevard , the principal arterial went of Coors Boulevard
(NMSH 0448) to the south boundary of the Alameda Grant . COG is the
federally mandated , regional transportation board that approves all major
highways.

1981:
On March 20 , 1981, the UTPPB adopted resolution R-81-5, which
designated the study area to officially relocate Paradise Boulevard. The
study area was between Paradise Boulevard and the south boundary of the
Alameda Land Grant . The official 1981 Long Range Major Street Plan
(' LRMSP' ) Identified Peseo del Norte.

1983:
The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the North Valley River
Crossings Study , released In September 1983, proposed the Paw del Norte
alignment ( El Pueblo).

1985:
The UTPPB committee of COG passed resolution R-85-3 , deleting Paradise
Boulevard as the principal arterial west of Coors Boulevard and officially
designated Passe del Norte through the Petrogiyph Park as the east-went
principal arterial on the LRMSP of COG.

1988:
The Environmental Planning Commbalan approved the formal Federal
Environmental Impact Study concerning Pass e del Norte Boulevard.

3321"M
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1987:
The UTPPB established the present right -of-way location with mltlgetion
measures for the protection of the Pefroptyph National Monument In the
Shenandoah Subdivision at the Pasco del Norte escarpment crossing. This
action was the result of the efforts of a apeetel advisory com rlttro -
consisting of representatives of the City of Albuquerque. 8sIlaIt eit
Community Development (developer of Shenandoah Subdivision ) FOTAP,
Open Space Task Group and the Albuquerque Conservalbn Aaaoeletlon.

PSrMJM Boulovard 1, th, currently nuenozed Pm,, del Non, location.
through the narrowest portion of the Patrodvoh Park

Proponents of moving the principal east-west access from Paradise
Boulevard to the currently proposed alignment of passe del None during the
COGNTPPB hearing Included:

I . Ike Eastvold - President of the Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglypha
(FOTAP).

2. The Albuquerque Chapter of the Sierra Club.

3. The COG representative of the All Indian Pueblo Council, Edward
Palsano of the Pueblo of Sandia.

1987:

The Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan was completed - the culmination of a
planning effort by public sector ofcleN, property owners and conservation
groups for the protection and preservation of the cultural resources within an
area subsequently designated the Pebogtyph National Monument. Of
particular slgnilicancs In the plan Is the recognition of the need for the Unser
Blvd. and Paaeo del None , as recommended in the final EIS for the Unser
'Middle' project.

The Park Service endorsed the Plan, apecIBCelly commending the Peseo del
None crossing.

1988:
The Albuquerque City Council adopts Resolution R-339 approving the
Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan, which Included Peseo del None and
addresses drainage improvements , water and sewer lines, bikeways and
private WiffOss to be located within the right-of-way.

A Congressional Advisory Committee was formed . FOTAP, the Park Service,
Sierra Club, the All Indian Pueblo Council, the Albuquerque Conservation
Association , private property owners and city officials considered and agreed
upon boundaries and acquisition priorities . The Pasco del None crossing

RESPONSES
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was recognized and Included as an important boundary in the maps and the

text of the report . The present preferred route for the Pavia del None

crossing was specifically recommended by the Sierra Club . Friends of tin

Albuquerque Petrogfyphs, the All-Indian Pueblo Council end other

environmental groups as a demarcation road between top priority t

acquisition area (Piedrn Mercedes ) and a low priority " linkage ' scqulahpn to

the mouth. The Congressional Advisory Committee brought together many

diverse views , and a compromise of political, religious and economic .

}Meseta was nogotyUd . Private propeM rights of Individuals, dsvelgf_m

companies and the City were compromised In exchange for limitations open-

the creation and development of the Monument. The report of the

Congressional Advisory Committee prominently Incorporates the Paw del

Norte crossing In maps and the text of the report, which was used to lobby

Congress for the creation of the Monument . FOTAP widely disseminated a

map specifically listing the Paw del Norte crossing.

1989:
The City Council passed R-455 which established standards for Unser

Boulevard and specified the need to n adltg construction of the Paw dal
None crossing to mitigate potential traffic congestion and associated

Impacts within the Paradise Hills area . The Park Service, by its Regional

Director, endorsed the expedited construction of the Paseo del Norte

crossing.

The Congressional hearings on Senate Rill 286 to establish the Petroglyph

National Monument included a statement from the National Parks and

Conservation Association which recognized the need for a Peao del Norte

crossing . At the soma hearing . Ike Esstvold . president of FOTAP, lauded the

relocation of Paaeo del Norte to its present alignment.

1 890:
The Park Service prepared draft legislation referencing and incorporating a

wastrelmap rather than a metes and bounds description of the acreage ,
Congress,ene right-of-ways tow acquired . On the eve of cons id eration by

the Poll, Service omits Pasco del Norte from the map which Is to be enacted

into law. lie May 24 , 1990, the Public Works Department of the City of

Albuquerque requests that the map specific ally le theIdentify Paaeo del Norte.

Without hesitation , the Park Service incorporable the Paso del None

crossing Into the legislation enacted Into law by Congress,

The Senate Report accompanying the legislation establishes that the

Monument 'will be an ,man nark with a variety of existing land uses and

surrounding lands , the designation of a national monument is not Intended to

deprive landowners of the exiting users....'

As part of the lobbying effort, Ike Eastvold, president of FOTAP, Writes V
residents of Paradise / file and endorses it- Paaeo dal None crossing and

ssnUM
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Provides his wrinen commitment to lobby the 'decision makers ' for the
construction of the Pam del None crossing.

Public law 101-313.
Earabeahos Potrogryph National Monument eo June, 27, 1990. The statute
specMCaily incorporates a Park Sant map Voting the Ptwo del Norte
crossing : 'The Secretary shot Include 1.779 acres ... as daeinted on Me

The Park Service provided separate , written guaranties that the City, not the
Park Service , would manage at of the City lends within the Piedras

Mercedes portion of the Monument and that the Perk Service would not
attempt to 'veto' Unger Blvd., Double Eagle II 'or other proposed
developments'.

The Park Service analyzed the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) and
assured the City and everyone also that it does 0g1 apply to the Pasco del
None crossing.

1991:
City Council passes R.470 and refused federal funds In order to avoid any
question about the application of NEPA . The bikeways master plan
establishes provisions for bicycles on Paaeo del Nods. Drainage , utility linen,

and other Infrastructure plane were finalized based on the Pasty del None
crossing.

The Park Service again assures the public In writing the It does not oppose

the Posed del None crossing and NEPA does not apply.

The Park Service continues to take the logical position that the 'Unsr
Boulevard and Peaea dal None escarpment crossings are Consistent with

future roadway locations generally idendiled in the boundary map

established by Congress."

1992-1993:
The Park Service changes he portion and announces that it will not support

the long -planned extension of Pasco del None and NEPA Qges apply to all

City pains that am contrary to the Park Services ' now position.

3.3e1N:ea
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ritraalyoh Paiitin : The Park Sevice Should Manor Its Representations

The Park Service was an active participant In the Clty(County planning

process for the Pow del Marra crossing . The Park Service organized and

led the Political process to obtain a public consensus concerning On cfe.tJea

of the Petrogiyph Monument . The Congressional Advisory Comndttte was
formed , through the efforts of Senator Domenlci and the Perk Service. This

Committee , Including FOTAP, the Sierra Club, Park Service and the All Indian
Pueblo Council , specifically agreed end adopted the Paso del.Nod&Amxlj.

as the southern boundary of the Piedras Mercedes unit . The Park Service
_,...

than drafted the federal legislation which Incorporated the map ( also drafted

by the Park Service) and specifically listed the Pasco del Norte crossing.

A. Congress Has Already Authorized The Paaw del None Crossing.
I

The legislation creating the Petrogtyphs Monument Included the Pasco
del None extension . An additional .Act of Congress - is redundant.
The map prepared by the Park Service specifically designating the
Posen del None crossing was enacted Into law and the language of
the law Is specific concerning the possible expansion of the
Monument Into the Piedras Mercedes Unit . The statute provides for a
possible expansion to Include "the epproxhmetely 1,779 acres
generally known as the Piedras Marcadss Unit as decided on the man

Section 104 (5)(11 PL 101 -313 June 27, 1990 . See, also, 1 105

which provides that the City of Albuquerque shall manage and develop

the general management and operations[ plans for the Piedras

Mercedes Unit.

Through 1992 , the Perk Service and Friends of the Albuquerque
Petroglyphs and other groups never disputed the obligation to build
the long -planned Pow del Norte crossing . The Park Service
affirmatively stated it was not opposed.

Today's politically expedient argument by the Park Service politicians,
that the map drafted by the Park Service which shows Paeeo del None
dues not provide sufficient authority , Is contrary to the position and
Interpretations of the law by the Perk Service in 1991 . In commend
on the Peseo del Norte Corridor Analysis Report the Park Service
stated that -Both the Unser Boulevard and Pasco del None
escarpment crossings are consistent with future roadway locations
generally Identified In the boundary map established by Congress.`

Sorrethne in 1992, apparently as a result of pressure by extreme
special Interest, environmental groups , the Park Service embraced a
newly discovered , unprecedented loophole : it vas argued cot the that
time In 1992 that the specific and liters[ language of the statute which
___„ .he .map depicting U. Pena del None crowing was not

"11"m
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sufficient , that only a written text and the map together could create
sufficient authority for this crossing. No legal precedent for this new
position has been Identified at any time . Nor has the Park Service
sufficiently explained why this new theory does not apply to the Ureter
Boutaverd crossing.

As a matter of law and common sense words are given an ordinary,

everyday meaning and the statute cannot be construed to make words
wperfuow ,. veid or insignificant . Sea e. g., US v. Auarn , 614 F.
Supp . 1208 , 1218-19 (0.N.M. 1985). Basic black letter Jew
concerning the conveyance of property provides that a map or e
document referencing a dead is parleetly acceptable . The map drafted
by the Park Service depicting the Paseo del Norte craning along with
the specific ten of the statute also drafted by the Park Service
establishes the Monument 'as depicted on the map .' See genere/ry,
23 Am. Jur.2d 161 11983 ). Peace del Norte Is part of the enabling
legislation and an additional metes and bounds or other property
description in the text of the legislation to be superfluous. See 26
C.J.S. Asses 5 1011b) at 897888 119581 and 25 Am.Jur.2d,
easements and I name . 5 26 (1966).

The Secretary of the Interior Should Exercise Administrative Authority.
and Authorize the Paseo dot None Crossing.

Even without either of the separate specific authorities for
construction of the crossing noted above, the Park Service has the
administrative authority and, under the circumstances, is required to
allow the long-planned crossing. The Paseo del None Crossing Is
consistent with the values and purposes of this urban monument and
the Park Service must approve the extension. The Park Service's
position that it can not administratively authorize the crossing Is not
accurate as a manor of law or equity. For precedent for the authority
to administratively authorize a crossing, we need not look farther than
the Perk Service's decision to administratively authorize the Unser
Boulevard crossing. Paseo del None Is an essential part of the urban
monument. from the very inception of the planning/lobbying process.
If the Park Service or the present opponents had argued in 1990 that
the crossing would be opposed In 1995, the Monument would not
have been created. The crossing benefits the Monument because
without the crossing the Monument would not exist. As noted In the
legislative history, Paseo dal None Is an urban park not a wilderness
area . Passe was planned prior to the legislation, the legislation
speetteally Identifies the Paseo del Norte crossing, In 1991 the Pale
Service Interpreted the lawn authorizing it, end the only reasonable
conclusion that can be drawn is that Pas" del None Is a part of the
urban park from the Monument's Inception and therefore obviously
serves a park purpose.

3NU:es
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The crossing benefits and enhances the Purposes of this urban

monument . The body of the Chamber ' s transmhtal letter , a well u

the City of Albuquerque ' s submittal, summarize the benefits.

Contrary to the dfsdnformat (on campaign of tin opponents of IN

extension , roads pass through many national monuments and parka

Including Jewell Cave National Monument In South Dakota, JoshUa

Tree National Monument In Californi a ( lIvee road$ ), Death VaSey :

National Monument (bur MghwW+), the PHdMd perMLNedenallaa e-

In Arlsona , Olympia National Park, Yosemite (three highways ), Yseow

Stone (three highways ). Grand Teton (tyro highways ) and Acadia

National Park ( four highways).

The authority and precedent the Park Service argues Is now missing

with regard to Passe del Norte and can be located In a Park Services'

decision concerning this very monument . Another road bisecting

Peseo del None, Unser , Is lawful" and acceptable . The Park

Service ' s public position that Unaer U Somehow lawful but Paten dal

None Is not, Is more double-talk.

The construction of Paaeo dot None through the monument IS based

on other sound legal grounds. See Sierra Club v. N/ckle . 433 F.2d 29.

( 9th Cit . 19701 af'd on olbergrounds 405 U.S. 727, 731, 92 S.Ct.

1361 (1972). In this landmark eau, the State of California proposed

a new road through Sequoia National Park, part of a 20 mile road

project between two points outside of the park . The Secretary of

Interior determined that the proposal advanced bye Privets developer,

Welt Disney Productions , was an appropriate use. The Ninth Circuit
upheld the Secretary of Interior's decision. Id.

The legislation authorizing and creating the Sequoia National Park did

not expressly provide for construction of the roads through the park or

include as part of Its enabling legislation a map depicting the road In

question . The Park Service pulled no 'belt and switch' on the

California locale . The Welt Disney road approved In the Sierra Club

ease was not planned until well gft& creation of the park ; yet, the

Secretary of the I nterior found that the 9. 2 mile road did not
Impermissible derogate the purposes of Sequoia National Park.

By contrast , the Petroglyph monument was created pursuant to a map

expressly depicting Peeeo dot None , the property is subject ben

easement for a road and Polito del None was planned many Years.

Paso del Nona cannot possibly derogate the values and purposes of

this urban park. The Park Service needs to honor its word with the

City, local planning entities , the neighborhood associations, the

Impacted public and private developers and assist In the construction

of the Paaeo dal Norte cmasinp.

35eta:ee
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NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
SUPPORTING THE CONSTRUCTION OF

PASEO DEL NORTE ACROSS
PETROOLYP" NATIONAL MONUMENT

'3_

r AlemadaMoM Vaky 7,500

> Nameda Allsno 7,000

r Vista Hills 6,000

> Rlvefs Edge One 2,400

> Ladera Heights 21000

> Corals Heights 2,000

> Tanoan East 1,500

> Ladera East 1,600

> Eagle Rerah 1,500

r The Ridges of High Resort 1,500

s Eagle Ridge 510

r High Resort Village 375

> Saragossa 250

> Western Meadows Areas 250

> The Islands 150

San else 025

TOTAL RESIDENTS 90,160

RESPONSES
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April 30, 1995

TO; The New Madm Coegestioed Ddpadoen

-PROM: Repressntuwn ofIM NeRanab . North Valley adWatt SideNeg der

We the undersigned , ' represmptivei ofthe Idlowing neighborhood assow6ons,

hereby request that t h e New Modco delegation seek to amend the Perrogyph National

Monument enabling legislation to provide for the estimation ofPaseo del None and Unsex

Boulevard through the mountainous,
The failure of the Congress m provide for the extension of these roadways when the

Act was passed has posed a unique and unintended burden an not only the neighborhoods

adjacent to the monuanent but also to the Cities of Albuquerque and Ric Rancho. Without

these roadways , the neighborhoods ofParadise th11s and Taylor Ranch will bear the fob

brunt oftrathc burdens due to Monument vi hors and the tremendous population growth

in Rio Rarcho and on Albuquerque's West Side . That would also be a large ripple effect

particularly deranging to Rio Reneho and neighborhoods in s h e North Valley.

We believe that both the Delegation and the City of Albuquerque share the responv-

bilityforcorrectingthis deficiency inthelegisWion. We do not believe that n was the

intent ofCongress to expect the residents otlooal neighborhoods to sacrifice either their

safety or their quality of life due to formation of the Monument.

Wealso point out m You, n neighbors ofthe Monumentwe supported ie creation;

and without that sup Port , the Monument could very well never have been c reated. We

also coned that the Monument still needs the support and good will ofte Neighbor-

hoods ifit is to be a viable and functional part ofAlbuquerque.

We Rather believe that reasonable accommodation with respect to Native American

concerns can he made to happen , and urge the delegation to aggressively pursue whatever

methods , measures, and assisanee nay be necessary to secure than support for the roads.

While we respect your value in Washington on mantel, ofNdonel interest , we request

that you adopt a time table for accomplishing what we are salting . We believe data

reasonable deadline for getting the legislation through Congress is December 31, 1995.

NOTE: The numbers in parenthesis in the signanue blocks refer to the approarnate

f

/nu Im

m

be

er
rr

ooff^i
iddiviiduals

living within the boundaries of the association.

Witham W. Fulia . Preu Dave off0president
Paradise Hills Civic Association Taylor Reach Neighborhood

(16,500) Association (29,700)

RESPONSES
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The New Motion CongrmeoMi pelepdon May 1, 1995 Page 2

SUBJECT: Fxnestioa d Paso de: Nam

^^e A/AI ( f (^LLR;(^ maQ WIQ^

Steve Wentworth Psesidmt Fin Hums, Prwdeat her IAley. Presi

Ahmcda/ Nonh Valley Satagosa Homto msa Wes ows Area

Assodaton ( 7,500 ) Asoeision (250) Civic Assoeistym (250)

T es-For , Rex a Shumnay, Resides tray 'any, Resid
Westgate Heights Neighbor- Eagle Ranch Neighbor- Alameda Ag'wice Neighbor-
hood Association (10,000) hood Association (1,500) hood Coalition (7,000)

,PaZ Nsny ResidentB u P
Were Heights Neighbor- Ldnra Fist Neighbor- EaglnEagle dg d
hood Assodsion (2.000) hood Association (1,600) Association (510)

! N
or L 6orchgl.

San Bias HmnegJmus Presidsq Tanaa East
Association (125) Neighborhood Association

(1,800)

RESPONSES
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The New Mexico Cogr adond Delegsuon April 30 , 1995 Page 3

SUBJECT: Exe®siond'PumddNora

Bl4rRANCU@ AlsocTABows

P. Enaminger , C7GiuJ J Pnrident
/,{^y^!^^

AAwareness Te (2, 000) hood aASndauan (400) c/ Ne+Woodaad Amodation

(1,500)

Debos M. EB oR NEB HoMm, preaw
XwW/2a2

Prmdera, Yun W is High Rnort Ymap The JYande Horneowms

Neighborhood ASwciauon Neighborhood Auodation Aswduion (1S0)

(5,000) (375)
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RESOLUTION

ofth

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ofthe

PAFADLIHPSQ,L9 efVkA930CUATIOW

9hlctha r. purport oftbis resolution is to clarify the position oft eBord of
Directors ofthe Paradise BEla Ciiz Aacdnioaramm e rater taoh+ion dsed

April 4, 1995.

( I) Be it lmowe that the Board ofDhatora dose NOT sipport a gseeal
moratorium spin t developmeer on the Albuquerque West Side MR does it eadoae the
actions ofiedivit der ceaivg for a moNorium.

(2) The Board is patioorly concerned that infamiaun has been unable to keep
pace with the rapid devdopmeet ofthe Albuquerque West Side.

(3) Beaune ofthe lack ofwpportsag mfiimucturq the Board may request that a .

apaific project is the immediate vicinity ofParadise Hills be delayed or modified due to
sipddcant dome. imports or consequence niggmed by the development.

(4) The Boad and in stWng that the Cray of Albuquerque hb iot anshgshd a

need for the Monition and Paso del None projects and wishes to compliment the eats
ofMayor Chavez and the Public Works Department in than aggressive pundt of these
Pr tect

(5) The Bard be. worked, and ill coa 'vae to work, with developer m the
pursuit ofm=.Uy mussetory sotuioa to problems.

(6) The Board is supportive of the vision ofthe Wert Side Strategic Plan arid wares
to empbaixits insertion to retrain proactive with the City ofAlbuquaque.

(7) The Boad will no*in writing ad in peons appropriate the fofioWmg
agencies and officials who received notice afthe Apnl4 , 1995 rewbuiai. A9uquaque
City Atom y. Albuquaquee City Council, Albuquerque Public Works, Albuquerque
Em'vonmmtd Plmrvng Coainisaon, Albuquerque Mayo{s Office Benal91o Crary
Commissiooae , Bamlillo County Parks and Recreaion, Federal Offiw , and embers of

PASSED: May 2, 1995, a For 0 AgaIns, I absem.

^2 a....w, g [err y,
William SW Lawrence 0. Weaves

Praadea Ya President
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RmdWion Mry1, 1995

xr surd
Member
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BERNALILIA 00111191 RRBOUITTON NO

1. P,RVOSE : To r.effire the Board of County Commissioners',

2. county of Rernsllllo , position . On WaseaDel Norte

2.

4.

E.parpment Created, lq %#tt. suf 9re_ i altarnaelwv

N118REAe ♦ _tha1serA me County Iamm.saionere Adopted

Eagle IT interim Access Road, Onset Boulevard , Pasao del

Nutt. Road Nay: and

WIRSREAS , Paaso del Norte is the only seat-wet roadway

north of interstate 40 that provides for continuous travel

free the Sandie Mountains to the area vast of the

volcanoes) end

WNRREAd , this Ragion ' o Long Range uajer Street Plan

reflects the network of roadways which , the Board as one

of the Governing bodies agree , is necessary to serve the

future increased population and employment expected in the

Barnallllo county area ' s most dynamic growth Are.: and

wnrmEAs , the Pasao del Norte roadway corridor would cross

through the Petroglyph National Monument at one of the

narrowest points , which would allow the beet litigation

potential or any alleged impacts to the aonumentl end

WNEIIEAe , federal legislation has been proposed to

immediately extend Pasao del Norte through the Petroglyph

National Monument but has not hewn joined by all or the

New Maxicd Congressional Oe24gatlonl

RESPONSES



15.

16.

17.

1B.

19.

20.
21,
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
10,
31.
32.
33.
34.

COMMENTS RESPONSES

NOW THEREFORE , Be IT RESOLVED by the Board of County

Commissioners , County of Barnalilio that it respectfully

requests Congresses
l
n Bill Richardson , Congressman Steven

N. Schiff and Senator Jeff aingaasn to , imaadiataIfl

Join with Senator hte Bbmani¢i in_ptopotinq kb

expansion of Fesao del Norte . through tba reteet1y
H

b 'tf f' ^O lCmi........

they and we represent, and

HE IT ?UPTURN StsoLVtn, that a copy of this Resolution and

AR 10-93 be transmitted to Senator Jeff afngaman,

Senator Pat. Domenici ., Congressmen Bill Richardson,

Congressman Steven H . Schiff, the Superintende nt of the

Southwest Region of the National Park Service, the

Governor of the state of New Nexico, the Albuquerque City

Council and the Secretary of the Highway and

Transportation;

DONE , this 21st day of February 1995 , by the Board of

Countycommisdoners , state of New w.xcico.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

ALBERTALBERT -AL- VALDEZ, CHAIRMAN

.WGE

REiJ'9AfldlRZ , VIC ci IR

RT
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RFen,lmlrN

VRRIRE /.D, ea dry otMbuqurpa fad mncwed motR s kl the weer InWut that paaeucem oft kip

plaaaOlas dal Nam INt babatan Sell Gana Rata alw Ursa'Dt t ee cormaned nmpM1aq that apputrs ty

atlFRNT tIM) m9aa /aCton M 'BTBlf1'1NgW MamNrn aepa". peeopiryir AYea S Pak ad

Wmm"D.Mvg -k^gPea ON Nqb Oyou CS imeiarn afar ofUr Petoyrph Skin Perk
b&i

bat

aranaa low to popgirrb tf a Pabop 'ph NanI Pa k. arat

WNW".SatP'eardaundriae oftM PWOptypM1 Nrbnd Parkaimmpw wnra earlP an equead

(15,000) patogbpta and only three ( 3) a/aucN paoylypla.Matthlnthe pmpcad rlphtQ-way of Paso dal NatewM'a

me Patraypb me" Prk and

WNFREAS, atthe reuatoftlw mpycrtera otP.da pe National Pat vats alnnit motnpa ofPaao dr

Nam have ban i*!ed aria aided, and

YMENErkD . the aaratlvea br n aeamN mutkx Paasq dal Noa are not as ette damlba eibMal

adfdaadmaa thatwoud IN brvrlad m Dorn Pena dal NOV F a nadaat rnly dkaWmb bypea Via PMOatyph

Park ea addNOn Jr poHNbn that will be eeuaad by aWmnbes Uv,rAOng ma aaetlorm Mlaa eaN day, to

bconanbna and alma coat to the tiara of Paaa dal Nam, adt a vary mtimd kt ast on the Palmprypta.10th the

Fsbooph Natloal Park,

NO'NTNEREFCR ! DE R REDOLVEt , Oat ti Cory Cotrdl mMapupgte, the Nays of ADUpxryus, ea Cily

Coulwe of Rk Rana, the Mayor of ft Rands . the Near NNdm Smm LegtalaNn , the Owaar of Nw Neato, Neat

Mako' a senate and Nw Mexko'a Cmyaaran. at NdrAuaw d coilsbwry mark. everySdate the

mnrnmtanaf aft conainwbon ofpaso dal Node amain Golf Coune Road and Under Std . upon and .Min the

long planned alpnnant of Paso dal North at An early date, ad

FURT ER RESOLVm, that the Ecotan't Forum endorse, ft present alprvnfm of PamS Node and

'squeals that conaNAYbn of Vie wamry pardon of Pam dal Nab be mnananE forVwM.

All

RESPONSES
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GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

BOARD POSITION
Action: Approved

Date: October 12.1995

CHAMBER SUPPORTS REVISIONS To

PROPOSED PETROGLYPH PLAN

POSITION

Tfie Board of Directors of the Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce urges the

Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission to support Almmmive I. with

ccrumgvulfCauigas, deurihed in the Draft General Management Plan for Petroglyph

National Monument jutted August, 1995.

The o v erall approneb of Alternative I provides vaeions ways fort viaiton to sW and appreci-

ate many of the Momm^ne s significant resources . TTe alternative provides fora visitor

center at Boca Negta Canyon . Fforseback and bicycle riding would be permitted on

designated mesa - top uaila . A new petroglyph research center would be built south of boon

Naga Canyon , along with anew aintinfssraeive Newtonunerc . There weasel beaaty-

wned and city- managed visitor contact facility outside the monument south of the Piedma

Mmcadas Pueblo Ruin.

The Chamber believes that Alternative I strikes a reasonable balance beswnen resource

preservation and the ability of citizens to access Md enjoy the Monument . The Chan er

urges the Commiaion to n:cummend that Cho Munaycntent plan include the following:

1. The extension of Paco del None, through the Monument , should he

specifically addressed . At a minimum, the plan should protect this corridor.

The Pemo extension is cmoral to the overall rmvponation infrastructure

of Atteo oopue's W. Side and can be constructed in aaenviroumenully

sensitive manner.

2. An overall infmsarucmrt Rrttegy fortfie Monument andatc CityofAMuqua

due should he addressed. Utility easements (water, sewer, telephone, gas,

electricity) and flood conwl measures within the Mummment or adjacent to

the Menurrcnr should be uddrcsscd.

7. Double Sagle It Aiepan should be allowed toexpiad to serve increased

general aviation and freight traffic as well as serve as an industrial development

complex.

GREATER AER1.1QUERQUE CRAMQER Oi COMMERCE • (SOS) T64-3T00
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New MEXICO C)LAI'TER

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND OF'F7CL PROPERTY

THE FORUM FOR COMMERCIAL ROIL ESTATE
DOARD POSITTON

The Nev Mexico Chapter ofNAIOP siphons a legislative solution to the extension of

Patio Del None throesgh The Perogtypb National Moreasmanot,

Ti. Nev, Mexico Chapter ofNATOP strongly encourages federal legislation to break the

impasse over the extension of the Peace Del None through a small portions ofthe

Petroglyph National Monument . The Chapter has long supported the Mention ofPasw

Del None through the Monument as the most feasible and cost effective option. The

proposed alignment ofPasw Del None is consistent with the Long Range Major Street

Plan which includes long range planning decisions that significantly predate the creation of

the Park . flit mitigation ofimpaet on the Petroglyphs can be achieved in an acceptably

sensitive manner. It now appears that legislative action is the only solution to the Issue.

The connmetion ofPaeeo Del Norte through she Petroglyph National Monnnarot is

critical to Alhugneopee ' a transportetdon netwo.t
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I..mom Bed
chidomotning

t
P Netlseifi wmmt
4736 sear lbWewrdNW
Albgmque, Now Maum 81120

RE: Draft Gevwi Mwgemeet Plan / Development ConceptPlen
Eadmam®ul Impect $tatameot

Dear Sin
In review tithe pudWdted damusent by the eroreme d.md name I.1111 haw

great sites dronhdon Being avlewl. i.n grahiole rnm. Neva.leak tithe
diepamt end amps withina don.aentbdoee I reed the Pent Iwn relieved to em
the hate Dd Nat
U

6tttdyc ontbegrephta. adytbeaut eged, mce agein.
ly e language dtkh end

pawiott
[wipue^

Thitdorumantcandearlydateanyusetithe land wttkin the perk
bouedatbs . I 6evem11ced than is daawatalso requsebthepmWseim thew
nnmputt ..prdingugemw. Iende, lath that the purger. deli public hating?
Allwing the public t mmmwt would include the Park Smvite. I do mtbdbw that
.vddgive the ParkSavioepniM4tionaner these lands. TkeayWN¢m daeje^t

natthe ptmible useda plmoedrodway? TkiParkSawkn wcetrta^iinnl^yy plans m use
the NYlagr idevtldtta ds tmttae themonmntnt BetwhyhntheImpacttt
those resident. not been addrendinthisorpeviaaedocmtwm?

stawntk, the managementd flceeteldY& eubjmttothose
elines

I
tin

PhD., The National Pek moldy natoutsde tiibadtke
laaw.Imppeacatt

g ideyea mugtdlow the bCadthelawadtdudethefmpetmtpmhunan living
beingss moth sealherfew.

Ib.wareal awlsiontobeingexclddseaculbowremta. Maneduc for
ofyoung ch0dren.I eoneiantly tomd aS dtlu c6gdren at my tebad due thq en
the More. En iwnmenttfy. CNey pollutethdr coneotbmmmdWge.theywe9
have to live with tMbownt oughdagew. GldturAy.dtteychoose to outside
tithe laws. they will be. ewersNe t these I... The tultPd studies mttbe

esa^pmmtLtludebMhtbeLdlgeowum spazlaivOuM®upon thnhart
Me the cm.antresidents art the currant mdbmd resources? In tnotlmr fortyynw
wg1 the avant mAdmnakhots pptinwot than they ue at this moment in time?
Hanmerrydourddruaw0lhavetbdte94DiBemt et public whm their
mmmwb getrebuffedbycemmiadoo membmw? Is not whaatehmatappmppend m me i tk

tbeiim^
dmtyouimpose upmt imenntnotsit hatwmddbatsbeen ithistory
without the Pmt Service's Intervention?

RESPONSES

1. As stated in the plan, the primary access to the monument will be from
Unser Boulevard. Access to the Piedras Marcadas unit is recommended
to be from Paseo del Norte. Visitors to the monument will be directed to
access the monument from arterial and collector streets, not from
neighborhood streets.

tt 3'ne
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Comment. from Anders
Nre by 1,1906
PNM, Now Meam 89120
Pape Z.

The10Wt deeb .hould hew acme to the park However, why rte or
pathways W be altered to wit the vials done preervtdmlat Doe. that unmake
this pence, m dtemtimitt ? Ifhundreds dyeen ago tome osplrer hadtb®ated
Wat hvm.oe only we the wed aattlogi d the wcarpmer,twaWe we haw the
,ianinemntatk artthatwehnw flay lathesolution mended at the public
hearing, t atmlYpm'kpemonul of nei.mdamebes be allowed seem, mMe

alP
ark, . W .laim?hWe already hew that kind dtdectlw ware. Agyue

ing accepta carpe- may enter . local odgbboehond resident. may
not The special intere. gtw'qh king hundrds defnepem thnaah ow
neyhbmhaode to gat to w thhat ey deem sigdgcantlouttena . Yet we Me to pveee
culmrsi tradnima m hold taut we sere aaaptabla registered rdunfeas with the Path
Seevlo . I haw been accusd dctdtmal genocide fr tptog to mmerw the uemnt
culturd.esoeueee ofthe men, the merentmeat dwells.. Canleau rWiatieegy
weigh Nof U Mhtomen.wseelees ®gnifcnnt Shun9we e whntiredhetbete?

EemepmontPlan o tSOt deRm algm Paeeo Del Nets
along the Atiew Land GreatLU. The State fupdad lM cmtnwlioe via bridge
over the Rio(kamde ciao andan oasrpwtotengCmreeukvaedtoalign with tbta
wan line . That doument dearly sates that Paradise Boulevard Is no an acceptable
disnatevp . It does not appal this managementplan - statedIn this document
Theta=s Middle ProjutF1m78nNtwmantai rmpaetstudydearly mates that the
envimim-m -a tdtumt thaogee neeeriy to aallooww Paradise Badeeed to carry
therespmuibiityrtthetramcdthetutwe, or Srthatmatteethepresent, are

r
.stun yd btdemieentdomain - aeolotlomtotla ieeue. NeirLm

ofthe se r, is t
the
hetook tn eomuntthefunm u,®c Madmd.Navenai rgwomeet

That. Sir. is responsibility d@a monument pianoem wed the dat®-L If these

needtab.,aL6meed the anagem t
MtLSymmt. paetdtae set They

in A

clearly ddemmeees perkyvpth fot a toed senor the mccmmt, to dote the parking
lomthemesa toplusnorthtitheaWdyooMor. MY Ie-gnbmad
the inevit.We impseb we Hoed m reluctantly accept tt^nuseemt
Havre. bnring the Gudendthe monument's visited loadia-tone we can
healthily entertain If the monument wants to get visitors nom the top to the bottom
of the escarpment build a wad within the monument m allow the CttyofAI eemrym
to continue withis plane for Paem Tel Note. The Park Service meads to amapt
Some inevitable impact toe. Beep in mind that mrty'two other attrnedvee fr the
Pane Del Nora Guider have been r etedwithjumun-. -aigroincmtand
Quita i-vitahk . Ian tae twd go thtwgln.

Beard MemYr and Paat Preadmt PNCk

RESPONSES

2. The issue of Paseo del Norte has been identified as an issue beyond the
scope of this plan.

The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact
Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte
was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope
of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unser Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negra Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors. The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

It is not the purpose of the general management plan to resolve
citywide and regional transportation issues. The Unser Middle Project
has been discussed as an issue beyond the scope of this plan.
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Mr. Lawrence Seal
Chief of Planning
closupp ee^nmevdent
Petmglyph National Monument
4735 timer Blvd. NW
Albuqumqu. New Medco 87120

D. 1.1s. Bea(:

Tbia is my rtsponu to the Daf t General Management Aan/DeveapmeutCo
Plan. Pavimemev Impart Statement . These commrors art due by November6,1

As a former employ ee of the National Part Service and a member of to Blue
Ribbon Panel that studied the Pcboglyph National Monument, I find all the proposals in the
subject document to he out of one with today 's fascai olienset as defined by the Congress of
the United Sates . Given the demands of a National Paris System of 3t% areas, this plan
proposes costs that as unreali stic within the time frame of even the moll far-teaching
master loo. Practieelly Waiting- with ro urban population that bvimslly hemming iv
the northern portion of the monument with all in accouterments of marls , housing and -
shopping development, it is dilliculttosee how the NPS can hooppee eoprovide protectiond
the monument meurw . With the existing propensity ofvavdaliam already endent lathe
monument and with fewer pen onnel to protect the park the issue becomes even moan
unwieldy.

I believe it behooves the National Park Swine to take a mom reaisdcappreeehtn
this monument That would include the following:

(1) Edging smm[+ms-vid[orcenten, rangerofficeand adminimative otfce
bWldings - are sdfidene for W< famsazbf a fiance -beyond We time of the cuttem genet'

, emenr cl• TM- ^74.51 [L̂ ' n eusti i
ta

ts
d llu asll t lh 8 5 mcen wpoo o ng yd,. An . nufocugvgsomahavmndonenvewfaot

not needed, antis a4 million dollar reswch, ndmieisrtativeaM mamt,aece center

required. What woWda28 million dollar cultural education center add er the Moa^lg
besure, it nit woods very goodtmtif the 9ootion of where hefunGng x577,mefrom.To

obswctiutig to demandsmade by many people who live iuthe Monument' s'nciaity make
tins document stem ludicrous . I lecogmfe that the national intere t b to prevail - but men
Yosemite has to recognize its Taal and California visitors axe going to be ins prmnpal mm
and therefore their needs roust be kept is mind.

(2) The National Park Service could verywell find this Congreudeauthosiang
some Qarks to the extent that the controversy tan sur ounds the PeWglyph NM could
result m insfallingprcy eo those who see the NPs positron locked 'm stone . I honestlyfeel

the NPS would do wellm do some real tout searching - anal that bra rt'Q[h ce a donem the
decumem before us-as lorhe rml tams , of this monument The, were some very

a bvious goad reasons for es ablishing the monument in the Eat plan - bra , udortr ately
some d those reasons have been overtaken and many see Ne monument simple as an
a on . The Service cannot expect to have cotnrnuNry support by Tlusmgtn
advocate a position Was many see as ridiculous under today ' s conditions.s. This moms the
Service has to develop a more all -encompassing position on the Petmglyphs that terse,

RESPONSES

The proposed plan has been revised to eliminate new structures that
would serve as the heritage education center, the petroglyph research
center, and administrative offices. The costs of new construction and
trail facilities have been reduced.

0
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peopleiwtead of only ceda^n soups . Ths mean not only cow but the philosophy
aawaated with a pads and how it aHmrs the lives of the people.

(3) If the forces in Washington , D.C., remain through the foreseeable furore, th®1
believe the Service must matt differently towards the Pasty del Nose Road, u well ss the
bamdery is the northma pmt of the Monument that scene to be determined by
development. instead of the mourn . The issues of dog walking , cycling and horseback
tiding pale in ampmison m whethm or na m<NPS cm reali tirally protect the rtsome
and provide the kind of espcricva it wane the visitorto have . Just ss the Nosh American
wilderness seen byLcwia andCask no longer exists , in. si oila way tbeRtmglyphsare
not the same today aswhenm<y were peekedoutad btaame apma each Native
Amedcmlife

(4) Finally, the time taken WPM. the document u far is exc ss of who[ i[
should have takes, This contributes m a very costly pmdua - bah in terms of money m
well a rime. Theme an incmasing number ofpeople today this lake a dim view ache
goves^m [ N.Y.amel®g pusmomofaow ' e eanll The Service mud control bemthe
done itlakes en meet deadlines and take alma than chauvinistic approach m diradvea i[u
re,gdsd a follow.

Howard H . Chapman
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RUSSELL E. DICKENSON

September 13. 1995

Superintendent , Petroglyph National Monument
4735 Unser Blvd.. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120

Dear Superintendent:

Having been involved ,f lrtually from the beginning I.

reviewing plans for Petroglyph National Honument, I wish

to offer the *Iolloving comments On the Draft General Man-

agement Plan , issued August, 3995:

The National PaRK Service preferred alternative # 1 plans

far many multiuse and foot trails , and of too high a stan-

dard, for this type of cultural landscape . Many are in inap-

propriate locations . I believe that locations shown for some

trails ignores the Native American community ' s Jpscription of
important religious areas and cultural mites.

I believe there are too many neighborhood access points.

Controlled access is one of the keys to protection of the

petroglyphs. Neighborhood cooperatS must be sought and pro-

Locating the visitor reception and information and in-
formation center at the already impacted Boca Negra site

is a good Idea.

All in all , I would prefer Alternative 2, with the ex-
ception that the visitor Center should be located at Boca
Negro. Above all, in the administration and development of
the Monument , p oY tection of the petroglyphs and the intere -
retation of their significance and meaning muet remain
paramount.

Lastly, I feel I must comment on the complexity of the

current planning process and the extraordinary length of

time required by the NPS to produce a plan. It is far too

expensive as well and not cost effective,

motes as part or thebn strategy .

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

1. The "Neighborhood Access Trails" section of the final proposed plan
has been revised.
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I= VE© N .P.S.

NOV t4 "

',rghpnWi tl tklivilm
November 24. 1995

I

Superintendent , Petrogyph National Monument
4735 Unser Boulevard N.W.
Albuquerque . NM 87120

I want to thank the National Park Service and the Petrogyph National Monument
(the Monument') for Nis opportunity to again provide comments to the General
Management Plan (the 'GMP '). The fact that the preferred alternative includes
multiple-use of the Monument is encouraging to me in that public comments such as
mine are being considered. I apologize for mesa comments being submitted past the
deadline , and I hope they can still be useful to Monument planners.

I would also like to go on record as supporting the preferred alternative I. 1
strongly support mum -use trails. especially a trail system which extends throughout
the entire length of the Monument I feel that the Visitor Center and possible Heritage
Education Center should be accessed oft 1'40 and Unser Boulevard , thereby making
goes Negre Canyon and Rinconada Canyon ideal sites. I also agree that horseback
and bicycle access should avoid petrogyph viewing areas . These uses as primarily
more recreational in nature, and are not usually intended for viewing petroglyphs.
Consideration should be given to separating horses and bicycles from pedestrians
due to their conflicting nature.

I am very much against the overall approach of alternative 2, except I favor the
potential boundary addition on the mesa top between Unser Boulevard and the
escarpment which provides a more secure and reasonable boundary for the
Monument. I also favor the continuous foot trail proposed in alternative 2. if a muM-
use trail is not constructed . This Monument was created , with much public support, to
be an urban educational park not a wilderness area to be used only by archaeologists
and Native Americans . Attematte 3 also does not meet the intent of the Monument
purpose. but for the opposite reasons as for alternative 2. This alternative provides a
drive-through theme park for out-of-town visitors.

As we of only two residents Whose property backs up to the proposed tra illread at
Calla Nortena , I am very concerned about the design of this tmilhaed. Prat, the
parking symbol ( P) should be removed from all future alternative considerations and
be replaced with a neighborhood access arrow (T). I was Informed by Larry Beef at a

meeting of the Greater Albuquerque Recreational Trails Committee that neighborhood
access location will not be shown on the official Monument maps. I concur with Mr.
Seal's statements , but this must be published in writing in the plan now to avoid a
misunderstanding years from now . If the Calla Nortena access is published on future

maps, it will be unnecessarily overrun with out'ol-town visitors , even though there is

little worth seeing in the Monument within ortatat mile from this location. In fact, all
of the current use at Celle Nortena is not even Monument bound . As the Monument

boundary is 100%wire-fenced at this location , all present users are going west into
private lends within the volcano Cliffs subdivision (which is the some area proposed

as a boundary addition in alternative 2). If Volcano Cliffs is developed in this area, it

1. The "Neighborhood Access Trails" section of the final proposed plan
has been revised.
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is questionable tome whether a Cane Nortena access and parking tot will then be
needed, especially if a trailhead is provided near the Paseo del None crossing. I
strongly disagree with a parking lot large enough to accommodates to 10 vehicles,
including horse trailers . A maximum of five vehicles (without any trailers) is sufficient
to meet Monument and neighborhood access needs. This trailhead should be used
for neighborhood users ony, and all other users should be guided to the proposed
trallhead at Paseo del None which is only one-half mile away . Due to security.-
problems , I agree with a statement made by Larry Real that this taikhead (and all
otters) will be gated and locked at dusk everyday. Again however, I could not find
this statement included in the Draft Plan . In order to avoid future misunderstandings,
the GMP should dearly state which gates are to be locked . and when.

Larry Real also stated that neighborhoods would be adensivaly coordinated with
in the design and location of specific Improvements such as trallheads . I concur with
Mr. Real, and request that I be consulted with in the design and management of the
Celle Novena tmilhead.

i n previous usslons wth employees of th e Monument and e s Open
Space Division , No been given the ran -around on mitigating erosion problems at the
Fairmont Court culde-sac. I was told that nothing could be done until the GMP came
out. As stated in appendix H of the GMP, the areas at the end of Fairmont Court and
Calls Novena need to be included in the inventory of disturbed areas, and have
restoration plans prepared . Roth of these areas are in critical need of an immediate
plan.

Sincerely ,

oe D. Luehring
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(103) From, Richard Mooney at Ne-- INTERNET 11/3/95 11219PM (4

220 byte ., 84 ln)

To, MIDE -ARTOASUVM . 2NRe.ASU.EDU At NP- -INTERNET

bro. Larry Seal

Subjecr, PzTRWLYPM NATIONAL NONOMENS
__________- ----- ys..... Contents -------------------------------

Text ties 1: Text item

Lorry Heel
Chief of Planning

PattOglygA NationaL Monument

6001 meet Blvd. AN

Albuquerque, NM 87120

(505) 899-0205 at. 226
lorry beal9npv.gov

eovembet 3, 1995

Nubjaor$ Petreglyph Netlonal, Monument Oraft Plan and Envlro ,wental Impact

BtatFwot

Thank you for this opportunity to caroms n your draft general nmageman
t
end ppr C cept Plo. I wa s Able [ visit the Monument this v

and
sac
use surprised to find your Draft Plan made no refer a to the concept of
eenomy . within a short, two day study of the

are
ars e. I concluded that

there
is
is

a
A high probability that the horizon features ( volcano cinder cones

to the vest to mouth ..I . the tat.. to the east ) Will Provo toAnwit.
be Lo for l Alignmentss on

on
specific day. o r to local

canoes
celestial

located
wit

the Monumln0 A . eee s 'mana t. be or
celestial

ImportanchinelnthAlnce

. the petrogiaethem
ee
selveve s mayy demonstratetrate a similar

alt potential on a mor e localized stale for shadow or light play. both
thee horizon and 1...lldeat si have been Thoroughly documented

throughout the West And a Altostos ve r y Clone to the Monument . Your references
to thee. e ature,, but t landBOAP& may hint At an freight toward emi

theof theca (speciahethe
detail
detell In appendix 0 and N does not prsesent the

Inc. charfmall LA
l but t

c will be required to Identify thew. -fur.. to a ca
that the small. benign .tone In the path of the heavy erh lymant 1e not the
atone that tiro .. the shadow on a . yeeA on the egulnox.

Specifically , the following
text
text in

eugges
ouggwtSd for inclusion In Ab IONS

roMMON TO ALL N.TSRNATNES , page 32, Acch.ologlcal Sltee:

In the earliest stages of planning, the local terrain will be evaluated f

the potential for archeological and natural features important to celestial
allgmeent .. A thorough • vey will be mode once a feature I. suspect and
surrounding features/pet-glyphs -valuated for mo c omplicated
interpretation .. These evaluations will include considerations for long

range , horizon allgwmnte
And In..

range shadow alignments oc light play.
Final documentation of these features will include a highly accu rate, three
dleennional map of the feature details with the exact orlenletton identified.

page 34, protecting the Cultural Landscape and/or Appendix Oe

Prominent horizon feetute, ekyllne profile ., boulders close to petroglyp
he,
and the pettoglyphe thumeelvee, will not be disturbed unless thoroughly
evaluates not to be an alignment faature of properly documented by three
dimeesLocal mapping for future restoratlot.

• •
RESPONSES

Preserving opportunities for archaeoastronomical research would be
part of cultural resource protection and research programs. Further
detail regarding future research projects would be addressed in specific
research proposals.

I,.

A.

tl
fj.
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Appendia gr

scientist with familiarity in the field of Araheaoeetroncmy nay be regair

ad
to to those facture. Inc.e t,no group. may no longer be
familiar

iliar with all of the spacial
ffeeeaturns

ures usedend long ago to mark the celestial

vwnt. or be kentbth of me modern guee to Verity it..
fvauree . O.a. i n r ifled, the anetsey groups will be instrumental L.

valuating the ethnographic inter,retatationion of these features.

My specific observation was the potential for an Alignment from the

walled- in area atop the Nest Mesa at Seca xegra canyon to the Vulcan Volcano

in the southwest and past to the setting sure an tte winter gelatins. ones'

align»nts are possible to the adjacent valcanoes, including the potential

for a lunar alignment at minimum or maalmum extreme etandetill• approximately

5 degrees either side of the winter solstice on position . Observation of the

actual event is the most convincing method to confirm thus& allgneente.

Thanks age" for this opportunity. 1 can provide references for the miter

151
santioned if needed.

Eicherd M. Mooney

pq:F-AASQA6VVM . [ NSt. ASV.ZOO

NasTao-L$INNVM . MVN8T. EOV

• •

RESPONSES
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Law Offitte

MODRALL, SPERLING, POEM, HARRIS & SISK, P.A.

W CO 16 IYde -R, M^ W#c

Eat'rk J. Rog.

Octabef2S, 1995

W. Larry Beal
6001 Unset, S.W.
Albuquerque , NM 87120

Dear Mr. Beal:

Enclosed please find a copy of the written presentation to the Advisory Commission along
with an additional copy of the history and legal precedence cited by the Chamber. I artbully
await annwen , particularly to my questions about the public documents destroyed and withheld.

Yours truly,

Patrick J. Rogen

PJRtlmj
Enclosures
nnsu

OCT26 VZ
(kecf, p
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wa
MODRALL, SPERLNO, ROFNL. NARPUS & SM FA

October 19, 1995

On behalf of the Black Ranch and dLapropeny owaas to the wroa of the loo¢pannedu.sas
e.e.ww ham del Norm

n .
Mal

w..a m..

Flan for ft Pecoglyph National Ma iammt . W. gmually ag m with the mmmmta of
the City of Albuquerque as well as the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce iad nor
cemmems are directedat ft faihetee to include and incorporate *6 long-planoed Pasco
del Norte extension.

fa 1929 , the Albert F . Black Family acquired tide to 20,500 acres of the Alameda Land
Grant. This portion of the Alameda lend Gnat extended from the weabank of t e Rio

Kw v..ao Grande River to the '(:4a' ara of the west baadary of the Alameda Gtaot,
approximately four .miles west of the small pm-don of the Alameda Grant property that
Is being acquired for the Pet oglyph Monument. The original holding of the Aat%da

.`:.r'. Land Gnu exrcnded east to the bee of the Sandia Mwntaws , jot smth of the Sandia

$Cr"^
Indian Refavatlm . The 20 ,500 acne of the Alameda Gant pmchawd by the Black
family was completely feoca am maintained as pdvale ranch land prim to as

ty.Ni°"...°n subsequent m is purchase . This land had hem order conmoeus private owneship as
ranched by private intents ton 1710, including the Piedras Mmodas Canyon stn of
the Black Ranch.

fie excellent condition of the Piedras Mande penagiypha , all located to the norm of
the proposed awrsnon , are largely the remit of the conratiw effort of the Black
family over many yeah . The Black family has been active in the local planning process
and pertictpuni in various effort that have resulted in the elimination of many sepante
proposed east- to-west crossings of the Pevoglyphs in reliance Upon repraarationa e m
the ultimate coowocacn of the Pasco del Nmae extension . The support of the Black
family and other poets property owns, neighborhood atociadms , and the City for
the creation of this national Pak was critical and necessary, and should not be subject

to the cavalier dap sal now proposed by the Pack Service.

As indicated in the presentation by the Chamber of Commerce , explicit and implicit
authority of the Pam del Note crossing cams is the map drafted by the Park Sconce
and enacted into law . The Park Service specifically assured John Black, the Black family

The Park Service provided to the public in iatagtearton of the authority contained in
the 1990 a acmmt in the Pak Service commma to the Paseo del Norm Castor
Analysis Report 'Both the Una Boulevard and the Pasco del Norte Escarpment
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RESPONSES

1. The Draft and Final General Management Plan / Environmental Impact

Statements are consistent with federal law and policy. Paseo del Norte

was identified on page 21 of the draft plan as an issue beyond the scope

of this general management plan. Therefore, further analysis as cited in
1502.9(a) is not required.

2. A map depicting the Paseo del Norte extension does not constitute
congressional authorization. Agreeing to put the Paseo del Norte
alignment on a map does not constitute an NPS position or
endorsement for the road. Federal laws and NPS policies apply to all
units of the national park system, including units in urban areas. The
purpose of the monument is to protect resources from urbanization.

See response #3 below; monument purpose is a determination made by
the National Park Service.

In reference to the city's proposed benefits, the National Park Service
has determined that (1) a 4- to 6-lane roadway is not needed to provide
improved stormwater management, (2) a 4- to 6-lane roadway is not
required to provide access to visitor centers, (3) a 4- to 6-lane roadway
would not minimize noise impacts in the monument.

is 0
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aoadnp are consistent with future roadway leaden, generally identified in the..

bound=7 map evabliabed by Congress .' like the Chamber of Commerce , the Paradise

Hills Neighborhood Aspeiation and a variety of other prink property ow era and

citkes, the Black family and these wetdde property owners believe that the Pak
Service should honor its representation and work with its 'partner', the City, to develop

the Paseo del Nate tmadng.

Implicit aothodty for the road also eum beads Paso del None will save the valise
and purposes of the park. The City of ANuqueque and the Chamber of Commerce by
,non=red some. not all of the beneBn , including axe t to the Piedras MarcMaa

portion of the monammt , a right-of-nyleaaement for drainage and utility rand, bike

Dials , and of coarse the opportunity to keep faith with the City , velghbdhood

Ms ad citizen of Albugtugtl..

For Congteuionsi and public consumption , M 1 of the lobbying procma , the Para

Service estimated future visitor for this 'when ' monument. But this estimate , as much

as 40D,000 or more visitors , was inextricably bound to reasonable access , reasonable

uvtxpomdon alternatives and the commotion of Paseo dcl None . Aft" Congress and

the public took the bait, the preamt switch to a wilderness area and reducing or

eemivadvg access began. Eva the most generous , seta! high estimates of visitors by

the park Service , 30,000 to 90,000 , a^that the very high numbers of visitors

promnd to Congress and the public canoe possibly be achieved without the long-

planned Paseo del None aatasiw . Paten del None serves a Pak purpose because it

will allow the Park Service to approach the trot estimateptotoisd to the Congress and
the public. Paseo del None will allow the Park Service to aciatly saran the public.

Paseo del Nate was part of the bait that aatraud the support of Congress , neigbboabood

associations , private property owners , developers and the gruz l public to mppon the

new monument, the 'switch ' underway needs to be condemned by this Commission.

The attached snnoa by Trevor from January 13 , 1995 in large pan eapares t e

frustnatlon of many who are deeply mend about the Pack Service ' s new opposition

to the Paseo del Marc eversion and the procedures and tactics employed to achieve that

end: 'Well, Yea , That was a Doi to extend Paste del None Across the Monument,

but, bey , nothing amud here is carved in atone, you know ....' Eva assuming that the

goal of eliminating Paseo del None was lawful and universally aeapted as good Policy,

a good -end- does not justify the use of dishonorable mans to achieve these 'good

ends .' To achieve the new 'good ends' of eliminating the long-plannd Pass del Norm.

1M Puk Smite is empaired to bank faith with in partner , the City, neighborhood

associations , and private property owners who helped ono the monument. but also the

Mayor of Albuquerque and the United Starve Seater who was responsible Inc

introducing the legislation.

0
RESPONSES

3. The purpose of the monument is a determination made by the National
Park Service. The monument purpose is determined by assessing the
legislation and the legislative record with the proposed action. It has
been determined as stated on page 22, that Paseo del Norte does not
serve a monument purpose. There is no mention of Paseo del Norte in
Public Law 101-313 establishing the monument or in the legislative
record.

No monument purpose can be found for a six-lane 50 mph road
through the monument. Unser Boulevard has been determined to have
a monument purpose because it would relocate the current Unser
Boulevard, which goes through the center of Boca Negra Canyon. The
existing Unser Boulevard has an adverse effect on current (and future)
visitors. The new alignment for Unser Boulevard does not adversely
affect monument resources. Furthermore, Unser Boulevard was
mentioned in the legislative record.

•
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1.
PAlKla tCB

The Part Service ' s public position m Pam del Nate abwb be alone Mbb several
gain. of nit . The Puk Service has destroyed domameoa and withheld dscunwess that
do not support the Park Service ' s new portlan oa Pam del None and ft Path Service
has tailored it public panammmmb' s that only mppafive Nammmb am disclosed
m the public.

Fint, in teapwx to an initial public ingmty via the Freedom of infotmatim Am, an
effort as, determine the dais for the Put Scvkd ' fu'bce to home she awsa 6 the
Park Service removed docamma from is fib .' The Pack Service' s 'Ftesdom of

Infarmadm Act Officer' , Upon matpt of infotmsdoe that a writem Freedom of
Infornafm Act request would be Mad, inferred various Past Service passel about

the pending written request for information by as 'opponemt of she Park Service's

'pad4co' and dinGed Park Service personrai to'clean out' user MR3.

One other doctimeet that aaidentatly missed thepueg is a February Im k= Evers le
Regional Director of the Park Service to the Regiewt Solicits 'requesdog ' the Park

Sat attorney delete certain City legal defenses in a memo Nu would be released to
the pubic and portrayed as a neutral analysts of law . The Regional Direemr obviously
did not want a fair analysis released to the public bw robot desired a doinwat to serve
the Park Servlea new found agenda . The cynical manipvadm of all other public

prmmmamenu by senior Deparurcat of Inteaa/Pask Savior persmnet mule be

considered.

In addition m the purge, other documents weer out destroyed , but sae withheld. The

justfadm employed by the Park Service fa witbleoldigg impvnant public documents

is in itself revealing . The Park Servie refused to disclose cerain midst fact and

opdom prepared by 7mdt Park Service personnel m the mss that a di=lm= of this
accunm , nvtMUl afvnnation ' could confus the public and seriously impede a frank

discussion of issues,...'

s q Pteddmt Viiliiam I. Clinton's October 4. 1993 directive to department and

agency beads coo=ing the Freedom of Infformatim Ace Aaorraey General Renn's

nano of Oct 4, 1993 dincied all agencies :=i'ee the Pask Saavicel to apply a

premmpdon ofdiclwore rather than the previous saadad of witboldingdaumma m

the basis of a moctusim that a 'submntial legal base' existed . According to Semen y

Reno, the public interest is achieved only by the Maximum reasonable discloaae of

government iafomaton.

RESPONSES
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IL TAYEAYER UNTh PAAX SERVICE 1ATnN

The pent simadon u well summarised in ft attached Trevor artorn of June 15,
1993 ,wtmd'Fuuue Piano del None Alignment .' Tie Park Seviro' S revn>V of its
support for the a tension leads straight to the

Vint
of um . On omwely , the Park

Bevies , unlee it decides m honor the letter and spirit of it, Frtentation, will be using
tame tax downmpop sip an me ndsvedeew agenda, The City, aemeffi o County
and possibly Council of Gauvnmrnrs

*
will be forced to spend root of tax dollars to

obtain what 0A Park Savior pmioealy promised.

T e Park Stairs should not burden ha 'parbri ' the City, neighborhood associations,
or private developers and regwm a lawsuit on disclose docaments impmperty witthheld,
Norr should the Pak Service require that the City, oelghbamood anwaadcu or privua
property owners bring suit co require the Park Service in honor ft lane and spirit of
promises made when the monument was formed.

Justice William Douglas, a Supreme Corset Justice famous as a founding father of
mvimomeral law, also remarked in a famous ease about the unfa'hmate tendency of
govanmem on force taxpayers on litigate rather titan the govrmmmt sponsoring
legislation to achieve a fair and n{uiaabe ad. According to Justice Douglas, this
teadeocy dome all too natural to the government beaus, We federal govunmeat has a
Wgu bankroll and 'more endurance than any taxpayer.'

The ability and tendency of the federal govunmet to work its will through the fee of
its federal taxpayer-funded lawyers is not lost in this debate. While the Part Sevicebaa
the power b ruin, a .single-minded gal of eliminating the long-plaoned Paseo del None
extension , the City of Albuquerque must be more aepoaable. lidgadon and the
prospect of a 10-year or more battle serves the Park Savior's interest because the City
will feel oemendo s pressure to abandon a lawful, appropriate, long-planned extension
because of its ahligastons an the general welfare to the City of Albuquerque.

Presumably, the ability of rise Park Service to finance litigation for delay purposes was
exactly what the opponent, had in mind when they requested the Pak Service join in
litiguian. On July 25, 1993, Thomas Mulan wrote to Roger Kennedy, Director of the
Na9amf Part Service, and requested that the Park Service be the City of Mist as rque:
'1 am making this recommendation aft clot cmultarim with the Attorney General of
New Mexico. It u also my considered opinion, and f believe the opinion of the Attorney
General as well, that we are likely in have to go in Court in prow the Monument foam
the proposed adverse and inappropriate use, and that Our VkcHhood of me milinr is

nuirum.1 mAwn h National Ark service is ce-pwidfy'

The Black family and westaide private property owners favor a legislative fix as opposed
m lidga9on fm t is very emote. Ws odors T1u Albu lacryue Intend editorial of duly
13, 1995. W. respectfully request that t e Park Service bacon in previous

representdau. A. the City's 'patine', the Park Savior should draft legislation to
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addttls allot the kryloia the Pik Service now claim, tin The t4dUmet ofdte rut
Service's abiiptime to the City of Albogoagoe, oeigbbothood, asroda itoa, prism
property owned and the gar cal public . As stated in the oftodsl , 'Soup Map
dollars mum ju ,Marbly be ratted deowbae if Pmopyph Nafiooal Mooymmt ware to
be developed as a limited-me facility.*

The Pack Service bar at its back and all a kpoa of la wyer, . Man impa4edy, the
Park Sevice has a legion of Iddyi t,. The lark Saviee should out facer the City,
neighbahood ,SSoci Pion, and pcivrte property owrcm m hdgme tma ia.a. The Park
Service should out igsae this barmy, applicable law. Wkoeu. hooaty and equity; the
Pak Sarvim should , it it Wyse, that a mimte war nude in the eanblieg lepiladoo,

draft dunge to achieve the end pmmiacd the City, odgbbodmod associations and

private pc-pc" owns.

M. CONCt2ISTON

The new Pak Service position will mule were problems fir all p.oent and fnbue
wecede reddens . The new fond Pak Servile oppoddm to Paco del Nate iocivdea

a large element of bumaunlc , biddite milice . The Park Service pbldy adorned
Pape del None , included it It sup, , guaranteed that the Palk Service would not 'veto'
private development efam, p.sdmdY Sapeemi the Sari lrgiskdo it drafted as
providing aufficent authority to construct Paco dd None , aMatrad arctic reed

through the nmummt , and yes the Park Savior now mtnras to address these egregious
anon. The Park Service needs m honorably, Numbly discharge us dudes to the City,

pdvae property owner, and a dghbodiood usoeudma.

Me Pak Service ha, m ruse able basis in law , history , faimeu a egdty to now
oppone the eon mnucdon of the Plea del None crossing . The Paxo del Nom er.tg
should be included in all plan, prepared by the Perk Service without further delay.

in September of 19", the previous Mayor of Albuquerque requested that the Pads

Service 'keep its pis of the Wpm, respect the urban nature of the pack and the local

planning paws, and honor its comndtmmu to the City of Albuquerque , the recd

planning process , We ntigbbaWiod associatio , and psvam pmpnty sight.' The Pak

service has ,alum no such reasonable steps.

The Advisory Committee should send a suing mange that the local planning proms,

t e Park Swim' s Pampa , and local titers hewn beta trmomt,

The Advimy Cmimitu should:

(1) dires frc Park Serice togdopt the P=_seo Qd None their in ad Faire
plans:

(2) direct the Park Swim to pap. legslanm: and
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(3) a=ge ft Coepeuiaul dek`adon to nffm the kgisledee and link
all fuo¢e appmpdatlms for gemnl Puk Savior opmdom m paage of
the kglilaean.

MODRAIl, SPElLING, RORHI.,
HARRIS & SISK

Pa4ick 1. Rogan
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THE HISTORY OF THE LONG -PLANNED PASEO DEL NORTE EXTENSION

1. THE ORIGINS AND OWNERSHIP OF THE PASEO DEL NORTE EXTENSION

RIGHT-OF-WAY .

The long -planned Paseo del Norte extension west of Coors Boulevard lies almost

entirely within the historic Alameda Land Grant , the and grant Immediately north of

the Atrisco Land Grant.

The Alameda Land Grant was established in 1710 by a grant from the King of

Spain to Francisco Mantes Vigil and his heirs . Later on in that same year, the

Alameda Grant was sold to Juan Gonzales, a Captain In the Spanish Army.

In 1713 , the transfer of the Alameda Grant to Juan Gonzales was approved by the

Governor of the Province of New Mexico . The title to Mr. Gonzales for the

Alameda Land Grant was also referred to as perfected title In the treaties between

the King of Spain and the Mexican Republic in 1821 and the Treaty of Guadalupe

of Hildalgo and the United States in 1848.

In 1848 , the Treaty of Hildalgo and the United States set out the Native American

Indian Reservation claims in the adjacent areas , including the Sandia Indian and

Islets Indian Reservations . There were no claims by any of the local Native

American Indian tribes of any interest in the Alameda Grant properties for worship

purposes or any other reason.

On December 16, 1892 , in accordance with the Act of Congress dated March 3,

1891, a written decree was entered, confirming the legal ownership status with

the heirs of Juan Gonzales . In 1919 , the Alameda Grant was sold to the San

Mateo Land and Cattle Company . In 1920, the United States issued a patent to

the heirs of Juan Gonzales and Francisco Mantes Vigil.

In 1929 , the Albert F. Black Family acquired title to 20 . 500 acres of the Alameda

Land Grant . This portion of the Alameda Land Grant extended from the west bank

of the Rio Grande River to the 'Gala' area of the west boundary of the Alameda

Grant, approximately four miles west of the small portion of the Alameda Grant

property that is being acquired for the Petroglyph Monument . The original holding

of the Alameda Land Grant extended east to the base of the Sandia Mountains, just

south of the Sandia Indian Reservation . The 20 , 500 acres of the Alameda Grant

purchased by the Black Family was completely fenced and maintained as private

ranch land prior to and subsequent to its purchase . This land had been under

continuous private ownership and ranched by private interests since 1710,

including the Piedras Mercedes Canyon area of the Black Ranch.

In 1959 , the Albert F. Black Family sold 8 , 500 acres of the Black Ranch in the

Alameda Grant to U.S . Land Corporation , the parent company of Horizon

Corporation , which developed Paradise Hills . Certain mineral rights and easement

rights were reserved to the Black Family.

0
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In the mid- to late - 1980's , portions of the planned right-of-way for Paseo del Nona
to the City of Albuquerque were dedicated as a platting requirement.

In 1990 , the City of Albuquerque and the National Pat% Service began to acquire
portions of the Alameda Grant property , formerly owned by the Black Family, for
the northern portion of the proposed Petroglyph National Monument.

H. THE HISTORY OF THE APPROVALS OF THE ALIGNMENT OF PASEO DEL
NORTE WEST OR COORS BOULEVARD .

1961:
Paradise Boulevard was originally the principal access from Coors Boulevard
west to Paradise Hills and other Alameda Grant lands west of Paradise Hills
in the Alameda Land Grant area.

1980:
Hearings began at the Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments (' COG')
and its Urban Transportation Planning Policy Board ('UTPPS' ) to study
moving Paradise Boulevard , the principal arterial west of Coors Boulevard
(NMSH #448) to the south boundary of the Alameda Grant . COG is the
federally mandated , regional transportation board that approves all major
highways.

1981:
On March 20, 1981, the UTPPB adopted resolution R-81.5, which

designated the study area to officially relocate Paradise Boulevard. The

study area was between Paradise Boulevard and the south boundary of the
Alameda Land Grant. The official 1981 Long Range Major Street Plan
l°LRMSP'I Identified Paseo del Norte.

1983:
The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the North Valley River
Crossings Study , released in September 1983 , proposed the Paseo del Norte
alignment (El Pueblo).

1985:
The UTPPB committee of COG passed resolution R-85-3, deleting Paradise
Boulevard as the principal arterial west of Coors Boulevard and officially

designated Pased del Norte through the PaVaglyph Park as the east-west
principal arterial on the LRMSP of COG.

1988:
The Environmental Planning Commission approved the formal Federal
Environmental Impact Study concerning Paseo del None Boulevard.

332138.88
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1987:
The UTPPB established the present right-of-way location with mitigation
measures for the protection of the Petroglyph National Monument in the
Shennandoah Subdivision at the Paseo del Norte escarpment crossing. This
action was the result of the efforts of a special advisory committee
consisting of representatives of the City of Albuquerque , aellamah

Community Development (developer of Shenandoah subdivision ), POTAP,
Open Space Task Group and the Albuquerque Conservation Associaticn.

All Involved endorsed this move of the orlncloa[ e,st-west Ewri,l from
Paradise Boulevard to the Curnittly roggAld Paseo del None location.
through h portion of the P r alvoh Park

Proponents of moving the Principal east-west access from Paradise
Boulevard to the currently proposed alignment of Paseo del None during the
COG/UTPPB hearing included:

1. Ike Eastvold - President of the Friends of the Albuquerque Patroglyphs
(FOTAP).

2. The Albuquerque Chapter of the Sierra Club.

3. The COG representative of the All Indian Pueblo Council, Edward
Paisano of the Pueblo of Sandia.

1987:
The Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan was completed - the culmination of a

planning effort by public sector officials , property owners and conservation

groups for the protection and preservation of the cultural resources within an

area subsequently designated the Petroglyph National Monument. Of

particular significance in the plan is the recognition of the need for the Unser

Blvd. and Paseo del None , as recommended In the final EIS for the Unser

'Middle " project.

The Park Service endorsed the Plan, specifically commending the Paseo del

None crossing.

1988:
The Albuquerque City Council adopts Resolution R-339 approving the

Northwest Mesa Escarpment Plan, which included Paseo del None and

addresses drainage improvements , water and sower lines, bikeways and

private utilities to be located within the right-of-way.

A Congressional Advisory Committee was formed . FOTAP. the Park Service,

Sierra Club , the All Indian Pueblo Council , the Albuquerque Conservation

Association , private property owners and city officials considered and agreed

upon boundaries and acquisition priorities. The Paseo del Norte crossing

332108:95
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was recognized and Included as an Important boundary In the maps and the
text of the report . The present preferred route for the Paseo del None
crossing was specifically recommended by the Sierra Club, Friends of the
Albuquerque Petroglyphs , the All-Indian Pueblo Council and other
environmental groups as a demarcation road between top priority I
acquisition area ( Piedras Mercedes ) and a low priority ' linkage' acquisition to
the south . The Congressional Advisory Committee brought together many
diverse views , and a compromise of political , religious and economic
Interests was negotiated. Private property rights of Individuals, development
companies and the City were compromised In exchange for limitations upon
the creation and development Of the Monument . The report of the
Congressional Advisory Committee prominently incorporates the Paaeo del
None crossing In maps and the text of the report, which was used to lobby
Congress for the creation of the monument . FOTAP widely disseminated a
map specifically listing the Paaeo del None crossing.

1989:
The City Council passed R-455 which established standards for Unser
Boulevard and specified the need to expect6e construction of the Paseo del
None crossing to mitigate potential traffic congestion and associated
impacts within the Paradise Hills area, The Park Service , by its Regional
Director, endorsed the expedited construction of the Paaeo del None
crossing.

The Congressional hearings on Senate Bill 286 to establish the Petroglyph
-National Monument included a statement from the National Parks and
Conservation Association which recognized the need for a Paseo del None
crossing . At the same hearing , Ike Eastvold , president of FOTAP, lauded the
relocation of Pasco del Name to Its present alignment.

1990:
The Park Service prepared draft legislation referencing and Incorporating a
map rather than a metes and bounds description of the acreage , easements
and right-of-ways to be acquired . On the eve of consideration by Congress,
the Park Service omits Paseo del None from the map which is to be enacted
into law . On May 24 , 1990, the Public Works Department of the City of
Albuquerque requests that the map specifically identify Paseo del None.
Without hesitation , the Park Service Incorporates ;the Paseo del None
crossing into the legislation enacted into law by Congress.

The Senate Report accompanying the legislation establishes that the
Monument 'will be an u rban ,,it with a variety of existing land uses and
surrounding lands , the designation of a national monument is not intended to
deprive latWawners of the existing uses -.-

As part of the lobbying effort. Ike Eastvold , president of FOTAP, writes to
residents of Paradise Hills and endorses the Paseo del None crossing and

3.2188:88
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provides his written commitment to lobby the 'decision makors ' for the
construction of the Posed del Norte crossing,

Public law 101-313.
Establishes Petraglyph National Monument on June 27 , 1990 . The statute
specifically incorporates a Park Service map listing the Paseo del Norte
crossing : ' The Secretary shell include 1,779 acres .., as deolced on the

The Park Service provided separate , written guaranties that the City, not the
Park Service , would manage all of the City lands within the Piedras
Marcadas portion of the Monument and that the Park Service would not

attempt to 'veto' Unser Blvd., Double Eagle II 'or other proposed
developments'.

The Park Service analyzed the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) and
assured the City and everyone else that it does nm apply to the Paseo del

Norte crossing.

1991:
City Council passes R-470 and refused federal funds in order to avoid any
question about the application of NEPA. The bikeways master plan

establishes provisions for bicycles on Paseo del None. Drainage , utility lines,

and other infrastructure plans were finalized based on the Paseo del None

crossing.

The Park Service again assures the public In writing that it does not oppose

the Passe del None crossing and NEPA does not apply.

The Park Service continues to take the logical position that the 'Unser
Boulevard and Paseo del Norte escarpment crossings are consistent with

future roadway locations generally identified in the boundary map
established by Congress.'

1992-1993:
The Park Service changes its position and announces that it will not support

the long-planned extension of Paseo del None and NEPA dites apply to all

City plans that are contrary to the Park Services ' new position.

333188:58
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Pettoolveh Politics ; The Perk Service Should Honor Its Representations

The Park Service was an active participant in the City /County planning
process for the Paseo del None crossing . The Park Service organized and
led the political process to obtain a public consensus concerning the creation
of the Petrogiyph Monument . The Congressional Advisory Committee was
formed , through the efforts of Senator Donsenicl and the Park Service. This
Committee , Including FOTAP, the Starry Club, Park Service and the All Indian
Pueblo Council , specifically agreed and adopted the Paseo del Norte crossing
as the southern boundary of the Piedras Mercedes unit. The Park Service
then drafted the federal legislation which Incorporated the map ( also drafted
by the Park Service ) and specifically listed the Passe del Norte crossing.

A. Congress Has Already Authorized the Paseo del None Crossing.

The legislation creating the Petroglypha Monument included the Paseo

del Norte extension , An additional " Act of Congress " is redundant.

The map prepared by the Park Service specifically designating the
Pasoo del None crossing was enacted Into law and the language of
the law Is specific concerning the possible expansion of the
Monument Into the Piedras Mercedes Unit. The statute provides for a
possible expansion to include "the approximately 1,779 acres
generally known as the Piedras Mercedes Unit as depicted on the man

Section 1041a ) 11) PL 101 -313 June 27 , 1590 . See, 2/$O, S 105
which provides that the City of Albuquerque shall manage and develop
the general management and operational plans for the Piedras
Mercedes Unit.

Through 1992 , the Park Service and Friends of the Albuquerque
Petroglyphs and other groups never disputed the obligation to build

the long -planned Paseo del None crossing . The Park Service

affirmatively stated it was not opposed.

Today ' s politically expedient argument by the Park Service politicians,

that the map drafted by the Park Service which shows Pasco del Node

does not provide sufficient authority, is contrary to the position and

interpretations of the law by the Park Service in 1991 . In comments

on the Paseo del None Corridor Analysis Report the Park Service

stated that " Both the Unser Boulevard and Paseo del None

escarpment crossings are consistent with future roadway locations

generally identified in the boundary map established by Congress."

Sometime in 1992 , apparently as a result of pressure by extreme

special interest , environmental groups , the Park Service embraced a

newly discovered, unprecedented loophole : It was argued for the first

time in 1992 that the specific and literal language of the statute which

adopted the map depicting the Paseo del None crossing was not

332rea:ea
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sufficient , that only a written text and the map together ,.to create
sufficient authority for this crossing . No legal precedent for this new
position has been Identified at any time . Nor has the Park Service
sufficiently explained why this new theory does not apply to the Under
Boulevard crossing.

As a matter of law and common Sense, words are given an ordinary,
everyday meaning and the statute cannot be construed to make words
superfluous , void or Insignificant . See e.g., U.S. it. Austin, 614 F.
Supp. 1208 , 1218-19 (D.N.M. 1985). Basic black letter law
concerning the conveyance of property provides that a map or a
document referencing a deed Is perfectly acceptable . The map drafted
by the Perk Service depicting the Patera del None crossing along with
the specific text of the statute also drafted by the Park Service
establishes the Monument as depicted on the map.' See generally,
23 Am.Jur. 2d 4 61 (1983). Pasco del Norte is part of the enabling
legislation and an additional metes and bounds or other property
description In the text of the legislation to be superfluous. See 26
C.J.S. Qaada , 4 101(b) at 887888 119561 and 25 Am.Jur.2d,
Easements and L icense 5 26 (1966).

8. The Secretary of the Interior Should Exercise Administrative Authority
and Authorize the Paseo del None Crossing.

Even without either of the separate specific authorities for
construction of the crossing noted above , the Park Service has the
administrative authority and, under the circumstances , is required to
allow the long - planned crossing . The Paseo del None Crossing Is
consistent with the values and purposes of this urban monument and
the Park Service must approve the extension . The Park Service's
position that it can not administratively authorize the crossing is not
accurate as a matter of law or equity . For precedent for the authority
to administratively authorize a crossing , we need not look farther than
the Park Service ' s decision to administratively authorize the Under
Boulevard crossing . Paseo del None Is an essential part of the urban
monument , from the very inception of the planningylobbying process.
If the Park Service or the present opponents had argued in 1990 that
the crossing would be opposed In 1995, the Monument would not
have been created . The-crossing benefits the Monument because
without the crossing the Monument would not exist . As noted in the
legislative history , Paseo del Norte is an urban park not a wilderness
area . Paseo was planned prior to the legislation, the legislation
specifically identifies the Paseo del None crossing , In 1991 the Park
Service interpreted the law as authorizing it, and the only reasonable
conclusion that can be drawn is that Paseo del None is a part of the
urban park from the Monument ' s inception and therefore obviously
servos a park purpose.

33p18a:ea
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The crossing benefits and enhances the purposes of this urban
monument . no body of the Chamber 's transmittal letter, as well as
the City of Albuquerque' s submittal, summarizes the benefits.

Contrary to the dls- information campaign of the opponents of the
extension , roads pass through many national monuments and parks
Including Jewell Cave National Monument in South Dakota , Joshua
Tree National Monument in California (three roads ), Death Valley
National Monument ( four highways ), the Petrified Forest National Park
I. Arizona , Olympia National Park, Yosemite (three highways ). Yellow
Stone (three highways), Grand Teton (two highways ) and Acadia
National Park ( four highways).

The authority and precedent the Park Service argues Is now missing
with regard to Paseo del Norte and can be located in a Park Services'
decision concerning this very monument . Another road bisecting
Paseo del Norte , Unser , is 'lawful ' and acceptable . The Park
Service ' s public position that Unser is somehow lawful but Paseo del
Norte is not, is mere double-talk.

The construction of Paseo del Norte through the monument Is based
an other sound legal grounds . See Siena Club v. Hick/e, 433 F.2d 29
(9th Cit. 1970) aH'd on oche/grounds 405 U.S. 727, 731, 92 S.Ct.
1361 119721. In this landmark case , the State of California proposed
a new road through Sequoia National Park , pan of a 20 mile road
protect between two points outside of the park . The Secretary of
Interior determined that the proposal advanced by a private developer,
Walt Disney Productions , was an appropriate use, The Ninth Circuit
upheld the Secretary of Interior ' s decision. ld.

The legislation authorizing and creating the Sequoia National Park did
not expressly provide for construction of the roads through the perk or
include as pan of its enabling legislation a map depicting the road in
question . The Park Service pulled no "bail and switch" on the
California locals . The Walt Disney road approved in the Siarra Club
case was not planned until well after Creation of the park ; yet, the
Secretary of the interior found that the 9.2 mile road did not
impermissible derogate the purposes of Sequoia National Park.

By contrast, the Petrogiyph Monument was created pursuant toe map

expressly depicting Paseo del None , the property is subject to an

easement for a road and Paseo del Norte was planned many years.

Paseo del None cannot possibly derogate the values and purposes of

this urban park . The Park Service needs to honor its word with the

City, local planning entities , the neighborhood associations, the

impacted public and private developers and assist in the construction

of the Paseo del None crossing.
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Before ale federal government purchases any more
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the park nsa and its uneasy reieuovhip with local
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US. Sen Pete Damenid says he wilt seek another $3 mH-
lion so the National Park Service can acquire additional

privately owned acreage in the monument The Senate
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government.
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meat except for research and Native Americas uadtuoe
al uses.
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Petroglyph National Monument
6001 Unser Boulevard NW
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87120

Dear Mr. Beak

The Management Plan for Petroglyph 1Vadonal makes no mention of concessions
permitied in the monument andthe regulation thereof.

conducts tours for hire in Peooglyph National Monument. Until a management plan u in
effect, I woule that such an activity is a permissible, though unregulated, one.

I seenoreason for allowing this activity to continue, regulated or unregulated. Ina
monument this size, that is exploitation , plain and simple . As you know, concessions, and the
small return generated by them, has become a sore point in many National Parks.

There is a legislative exception which provides for participation by Native Americans. I
would encourage your agency to develop a formal plan for their participation and include it in
the general management plan for the monument.

The draft plan is so weak and vague in defining Native American participation in the
management of the monument that I believe it falls to live up to the expectations of the
legislation.

The revised plan should bespetlfi c in that it should define who is eligible topartldpate,
i.e.. Native Americanowned smell businesses . tribal governments , etc., and whether or not
the concession will be competitively bid. If there are too many interests competing for the
concession , the Park Service may find itself bogged down in protests each time the concession
is up for renewal.

To avoid thus , I wouldsuggest a single entitybe specifittL I personally think the Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center is the natural choice because as an umbrella organization it is the one
organization most tribes would likely approve. An umbrella organzason would permit the
greatest widespread participation. I would, however, suggest that you seek the advice and
consent on this from use Alt Indian Pueblo Council, and, at your dimetion, other Native
American alliances.

Lastly, I would encourage the Park Service to adopta plan which would eventually
utilize the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center to conduct most of the guided burs . This will reduce
agency personnel requirements which as you know, will be difficult, if not impossible, to fill in
an era of declining budgets. Secondly , it will provide anew source of income for Native
Americans , something that is sorely needed.

0
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Concessions management has not been identified as an issue to be
addressed by the management plan. Concessions would be regulated as
part of the daily operations of the monument.
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Mr. Larry Beal

PullUpset
yph National Monument

b Boulevard NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Dear IvEr. grab

As you know, the Petroglyph

Advisory

Commission has recommended a change in the
Draft Management Plan with respect to neighborhood access points .

Its
recommendation

would prohibit access to
r

Petroglyph Monument by
nearby

residents unless either a park
anger, volunteer or Native American guide is present.

This recommendation was based in

part

, if not in whole, on objection from the Friends
of the Albuquerque Petroglyphs . F'O'CAP argued the Park Service Plan, which the residents of
my community support, would create a private right for residents of the neighborhood while
denying the general public the same access rights. FOTAP is in error . The PR'S plan, which
keeps down tourist traffic in the neighborhood , would delete the seven neighborhood access
points from maps of the monument . The fact that neighborhood access points are not on any
map in no way

creates

a private right . The general public is not restricted from entering the
monument if it happens to be in one of the neighborhoods having access . Thus, both
residents and visitors have the same rights.

On the other hand the FOTAP plan

des.

a private right . Unless the Park Serviceor
the City of Albuquerque Open Space Division plans on staffing the seven access points on a
regular basis, residents of the neighborhoods wiB have no opportunity ro enter the
monument from those points . FOTAP, in contrast, could bring in tourists by the busload,
carload, or whatever and be free to access the monument at any time . That is a private right.
Furthermore , it makes no difference whether or not FOTAP has a formal or informal plan to
do this or whether or not they admit to having acquired a private right. The very ad of
granting a dyghh t of access tovolunteer gro but not to the general public (which includes
residents o£ the neighborhoods ), whether identified I. advance or not, is the creation of a
private right.

In case you are not aware , there is an anti-donation clause in the New Mexico
Constitution which prohibits the spending of public funds (state or local), for private use.
Inasmuch as the Piedras Marcadas unit, the Piedras Mercedes ruin, Boca Negro , and 2300 aces
of the At isro unit are city or state owned lands, the anibdonatlon clause applies to those
lands. Furthermore, the legislation which established this monument did not strip away the
sovereign rights of the State of New Mexico and that those properties which the dtv and the
state hold title to are subject to state laws .

It is my contention that the National Park Service has no legal justification for extending
a private right on city or state owned property to either FOTAP or any other volunteer group,
includin g Native American ones.

FOTAP has also suggested that neighborhood access to the monument would result in
increased vandalism . Whether or not that is true I do not know, If that is the case then the
Park Service must find another way of dealing with the problem . One way, of course, would
be to eliminate all neighborhood access points . This way, no private right is granted. This
action would , of course , alienate the neighborhoods even more against the monument as well
against as the Park Service .
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instead of alienating the neighborhoods I think it would be in the Park Service ' s interest
m cultivating neighborhood support for the monument. Paradise Hills prefers the original
concept as outlined in the Draft General Management Plan . You have previously followed the
lead of FOTAP before (on Paseo ) and have created the situation ( rightfully deserved) where
the National Park Service is viewed by the neighborhoods as the heavy.

Moving onto the next point, about a month ago I recommended that Native
Americans be allowed to have more involvement in the monument. I reiterated this point at
the hearing on October 19. Once again , I urge you fo consider this recommendation.

One last point the Management Plan would restrict access to the general public in the
volcano area, the geologic windows, and the Piedras Marcadas ruin. The park service further
argues that this restriction does not lead to a reG^ouv establishment even though Native
American religious activities which will ostensibly be wried out Here constitutes a primary
use. That argument is based on the contention that since the Native Americanactivity is not
an exclusive activity (research and guided mars being the others) nor is that use the major
activity (whirl is questionable), the plan as such is not an endorsement of religion

Let me point out that Native American activities in the monument are private activities
ae well as religious . Asaretigous activity ( provided that is not the primary activity), it is
permissible as such and s guaranteed by the American Indian Religious Freedom Ad.
However as a private activity , there has been an establishment of a private right The
Management Planendorses acome-and-goat-will opportunity that is afforded to Native
Amencana but not to the general pubtlc. Guided tours conducted by the park Service for the
public, which I would presume would have to arranged in advance, not spontaneously, is not
a right that is comparable to that which is to be granted to Native Americans, no matter how
we the Parkservice dresses it

Since the federal government does not hold title to these properties , and the city does,
that makes those lands subject to the same anti- donation clause which precludes the
establishment of a private right for the Friends of the Albuquerque Petroglyphs.

The Final Management Plan, if it is ever to be finished , must address how the Park
Service is going to deal with this constitutional issue and how the general public is not going to
be cheated by restrictions which the Park Services proposes for the areas in question. If that
does not occur, the matter will be brought to the attention to the New Mexico delegation with
a recommendation to reevaluate the purpose as well as need for the monument.

Sincerely,

44/+ s.

Larry Weaver
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PLANNING TEAM

Denver Service Center
Lawrence Beal, Chief of Planning,
Community Planner
Mary Riddle, Natural Resources
Specialist

Helen Starr, Landscape Architect (project
completion)

Holly Kirchner, Natural Resource
Specialist (project completion)

Diane Rhodes, Archeologist and Cultural
Resources Specialist

Marilyn Hof, Planner/Interpretation
Specialist

Richard Lichtkoppler, Resource
Economist

David Hesker, Visual Information
Specialist

Christy Fischer, Writer/Editor
Paula Machlin, Landscape Architect
(project initiation)

Michael Rees, Natural Resources
Specialist (project initiation)

Petroglyph National Monument
Stephen Whitesell, Former
Superintendent
Judith Cordova, Superintendent
Diane Souder, Chief of External Affairs
Reed McCluskey, Chief of Natural
Resources and Protection

Paul Henderson, Former Chief of
Interpretation and Cultural Resources

Greg Gnesios, Chief of Interpretation and
Cultural Resources

Southwest System Support Office
Joan Mitchell, Planning Division
George Esher, formerly Office of
American Indian Programs (project
initiation)

Alexandra Roberts, Ethnographer
Janet Schmitt, Formerly Division of
Environmental Compliance

Harpers Ferry Center
Sam Vaughn, Interpretive Planner

City of Albuquerque,
Ron Short, Director, Planning
Department

Sandy Fish, Planning Department
Jay Hart, Open Space Superintendent,
Open Space Division

Matthew Schmader, Archeologist, Open
Space Division

Randy Reed, formerly with Advance
Planning Division
DuWayne Ordonez, Parks and General
Services Department

John Hartmann, Public Works
Department

Rex Funk, former Open Space
Superintendent, Open Space Division
State of New Mexico

Robert Findling, Chief of Project
Management and Design, State Park
and Recreation Division

Michael Romero Taylor, State Historic
Preservation Officer

Thomas Merlan, former State Historic
Preservation Officer

Jim O'Hara, formerly with New Mexico
Historic Preservation Division

Pueblo Representative
Earl Gachupin, Zia Pueblo

Federal Aviation Administration
Joy Porter, Environmental Specialist

CONSULTANTS

Denver Service Center
Joel Kussman, Former Planning Branch
Chief

Allen Hagood, Geologist
Elmer Hernandez, Transportation
Engineer

Ron Johnson, Former Planning Section
Chief
Judy Shafer, Senior Section 106
Compliance Specialist

Kit Mullen, Former Senior NEPA
Compliance Specialist
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Jim Straughan, Supervisory Highway
Engineer
Howard Wagner, Branch of Roads and
Trails

Jim Ellis, Geotechnical Engineer
Jan Harris, Outdoor Recreation Planner
Ron Treants, Architect
Mark Kalvels, Civil Engineer

Southwest Regional Office
Doug Faris, Former Associate Regional
Director for Planning

Mary Gibson, Former, Deputy Assistant
Regional Director for Planning

Kevin Brandt, Former Acting Associate
Regional Director for Planning
Ed Natay, Office of American Indian
Programs

Harlan Hobbs, Chief, Division of Lands
Bob Muller, Division of Lands
Peggy Froeschauer, Cultural Landscape
Program Manager

Ron Ice, former Regional Archeologist
Arthur Ireland, Archeologist

Joe Sovick, Former Chief, Office of
Environmental Coordination

Petroglyph National Monument Advisory
Commission
Harvard G. Ayers
Jaime Chavez

Joe S. Chavez
Gerry Falls
Bob Grant, Former Chairman
Rosemary Harris, Chair
Ambrosio Ortega
Ray B. Powell, Jr.
Coda Roberson
William F. Weahkee
NPS Southwest System Support Office,
Field Director

Balloffet & Associates, Inc., Denver,
Colorado

U.S. Geological Survey, Albuquerque
Bureau of Applied Research in
Anthropology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona
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Vulcan Volcano
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Mesa top and volcanoes, looking northhwest

Piedras Marcadas Canyon, looking north

Visitors on developed trails in Boca Negra Canyon
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APPENDIX A: LEGISLATION

104 STAT. 272 PUBLIC LAW 101-313-JUNE 27, 1990

June 27, 1990

IS. 2881

Public lands.

Petcogiyph
National
Monument
Establishment
Act of 1990.
16 USC 431 note

Public Law 101-313
101st Congress

An Act

To establish Petroglyph National Monument and Pecos National Historical Park in
the State of New Mexico . and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled

TITLE I-PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT

SECTION 101 . SHORT TITLE AND CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS.

(a) This title may be cited as the "Petroglyph National Monument
Establishment Act of 1990".

(b) The Congress finds that-
(1) the nationally significant Las Imagines National

Archeological District on Albuquerque 's West Mesa Escarpment
contains more than 15,000 documented and prehistoric and
historic petroglyphs;

(2) the district also contains approximately sixty-five other
archeological sites;

(3) the West Mesa Escarpment and the petroglyphs are
threatened by urbanization and vandalism , and hundreds of
petroglypha have already been destroyed;

(4) the State of New Mexico has shown great leadership by
recognizing the importance of the archeological resources of the
West Mesa Escarpment through the establishment of the Las
Imagines National Archeological District;

(5) the city of Albuquerque has played a significant role in the
preservation of the natural, cultural, and recreational resources
of the West Mesa Escarpment;

(6) the Middle Rio Grande Pueblo Tribes have shown a strong
and sincere interest in the preservation of their heritage
through protection of the West Mesa Escarpment;

(7) the Atrisco Land Grant, now held by Westland Develop-
ment Company, Incorporated , a corporation whose stock is
owned primarily by heirs of the Atrisco Land Grant , has played
a significant role in the settlement of the West Mesa area since
1692, and the corporation's shareholders have shown a strong
interest in the preservation of their traditional lands;

(8) the National Park System has no unit established for the
specific purpose of protecting, preserving, and interpreting pre-
historic and historic rock art; and

(9) in light of the national significance of the West Mesa
Escarpment and the petroglyphs and the urgent need to protect
the cultural and natural resources of the area from urbaniza-
tion and vandalism, it is appropriate that a national monument
be established in the West Mesa Escarpment area, near Albu-
querque, New Mexico.
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PUBLIC LAW 101-313-JUNE 27, 1990 104 STAT. 273

SEC 102. ESTABLISHMENT OF PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT.

(a) In order to preserve, for the benefit and enjoyment of present

and future generations, that area in New Mexico containing the

nationally significant West Mesa Escarpment, the Las Imagines

National Archeological District, a portion of the Atrisco Land

Grant, and other significant natural and cultural resources, and to

facilitate research activities associated with the resources, there is

hereby established the Petroglyph National Monument (hereinafter

in this title referred to as the "monument") as a unit of the National

park system. The monument shall consist of approximately 5,280

acres generally known as the Atrisco Unit, as depicted on the map
entitled "Boundary Map, Petroglyph National Monument", num-
bered NM-PETR-80,010C and dated June 1990, which shall be on

file and available for public inspection in the offices of the National
park Service, Department of the Interior, in the offices of the
Department of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources of the
State of New Mexico, and in the office of the mayor of the city of
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

(b) The monument shall be administered by the Secretary of the
Interior (hereinafter in this title referred to as the "Secretary") or, if
the monument is expanded pursuant to section 104(a), by the Sec-
retary in cooperation with the State of New Mexico (hereinafter in
this title referred to as the "State") or the city of Albuquerque, New
Mexico (hereinafter in this title referred to as the "city"), in accord-
ance with section 105.

(c) Within 6 months after the date of enaction of this title, the
Secretary shall file a legal description of the monument with the
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United States
Senate and the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the
United States House of Representatives. Such legal description shall
have the same force and legal description as if included in this title,
except that the Secretary may correct clerical and typographical
errors in such legal description. The legal description shall be on file
and available for public inspection in the offices of the National
Park Service, Department of the Interior, in the offices of the
Department of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources of the
State of New Mexico, and in the office of the mayor of the city of
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Pvuidec4 That the Secretary may from
time to time, after completion of the general management plan
referred to in section 108(a), may make minor adjustments to the
monument boundary by publication of a revised map or other
boundary description in the Federal Register.

SEC. 103 . LAND ACQUISITION AUTHORITY.

(a) The Secretary is authorized to acquire lands and interests Gifis and
therein within the monument boundary by donation, purchase with property.
donated or appropriated funds, exchange, or transfer from any other
Federal agency, except that lands or interests therein owned by the
State or a political subdivision thereof may be acquired only by
donation or exchange.

(b) Where the surface and subsurface estates of private land to be
acquired are separately owned, the Secretary shall acquire the
subsurface estate to such land prior to or at the same time the
surface estate is acquired: Provided That this subsection shall not
be applicable if the Secretary determines that the prior acquisition
of the surface estate is necessary-

(1) to prevent damage to the resources of the monument; or

•

•

•
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(2) to properly manage and interpret the monument in accord-
ance with sections 102 and 105.

(cxl) The Secretary is authorized to exchange Federal lands
within the area described on the map referred to in section 102(a) as
the Piedras Marcadas Unit for lands owned by the city within the
area described as the Atrisco Unit on such map.

(2) The Secretary is authorized to exchange Federal lands within
the area described on the map referred to in section 102(a) as the
Boca Negra Unit for lands owned by the State within the area
described as the Atrisco Unit on such map.

(3) Exchanges shall be on the basis of equal value, and either
party to the exchange may pay or accept cash in order to equalize
the value of the properties exchanged.

Gifts and (d) Prior to acquiring fee simple ownership of private lands or
property. interests therein within the monument boundary, the Secretary is

authorized to acquire an appropriate interest in such land by dona.
tion or for a nominal fee from the owner or owners of such lands for
the purpose of providing immediate protection against trespass or
vandalism or initiating any resource inventories necessary to carry
out the purposes of this title.

SEC. 104 . EXPANSION OF THE MONUMENT.

(a) Upon the execution of a binding agreement between the
Secretary, the State, and the city that the lands identified in this
subsection shall be perpetually managed in accordance with section
105, the Secretary shall include such lands, totaling approximately
1,994 acres, within the monument boundary. The lands referred to
in this subsection are:

(1) the approximately 1,779 acres generally known as the
Piedras Marcadas Unit, as depicted on the map referred to in
section 102(a); and

(2) the approximately 215 acres generally known as the Boca
Negra Unit, as depicted on the map referred to in section 102(a).

(bXl) The Secretary is authorized to acquire, as provided in section
103(a), some or all of the approximately 95 acres of land, or interests
therein, within the area identified as "Potential Addition" on the
map referred to in section 102(a), if, after consultation with the
Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission established
under section 110, the Secretary determines that such acquisition
would further the purposes of this title.

(2) The authority of the Secretary to make acquisitions pursuant
to paragraph (1) shall expire on the date three years after the date
of enactment of this Act.

(3) Any lands acquired pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be incor-
porated into the monument and managed accordingly.

SEC. 105. ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE MONUMENT.

(a) The Secretary shall administer, manage, and protect the monu-
ment in accordance with the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16
U.S.C. 1 et seq.), the Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C.
461 et seg.), and this title, and in such a manner as to preserve, for
the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations, its
cultural and natural resources, and to provide for the interpretation
of and research on such resources.

(b) Units of the monument which may be added pursuant to
section 104(a) shall be managed and developed in accordance with
management and operational plans prepared concurrently with the
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National Park Service, consistent with section 108. Visitor use and
interpretive programs within such units shall be undertaken
consistent with plans developed with the assistance of the National

Park Service.
(c) The Secretary is authorized to enter into cooperative agree- Contracts.

ments with either the State or the city under which the Secretary
may manage and interpret any lands owned by the State or the city,
respectively, within the boundaries of the monument.

(d) In order to encourage a unified and cost effective interpretive Contracts.
program of the natural and cultural resources of the West Mesa Conservation.
Escarpment and its environs, the Secretary is authorized to enter
into cooperative agreements with other Federal, State, and local
public departments and agencies , Indian tribes, and nonprofit enti-
ties providing for the interpretation of these resources. Such agree-
ments shall include, but need not be limited to, a provision for the
Secretary to develop and operate interpretive facilities and pro-
grams an lands and interests in lands outside the monument bound-
ary, with the agreement of the owner or the administrator thereof.
Such cooperative agreements may also provide for financial and
technical assistance for the planning and implementation of
interpretive programs and minimal development related to these
programs.

(e) Federal laws generally applicable to units of the National Park
System, including but not limited to, the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 and the Archeological Resources Protection Act of
1979, shall apply to the monument. The Secretary is authorized to
pursue concurrent jurisdiction of the monument for the purposes of
law enforcement and implementation of Federal regulations.

SEC. 106 . LAND USE AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING.

The Secretary may participate in land use and transportation
management planning conducted by appropriate local authorities
for lands adjacent to the monument and may provide technical
assistance to such authorities and affected landowners for such
planning.

SEC 107. EXISTING TRANSMISSION OR DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES.

Nothing in this title shall be construed as authorizing or requiring
revocation of any interest or easement for existing transmission or
distribution facilities or prohibiting the operation and maintenance
of such facilities within or adjacent to the monument boundary.

SEC 108. GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN.

(a) Within 3 years from the date funding is made available for the
purposes of this section, the Secretary, in cooperation with the city
and the State , shall develop and transmit to the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources of the United States Senate and the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the United States
House of Representatives , a general management plan for the
monument consistent with the purposes of this title, including, but
not limited to-

(1) a statement of the number of visitors and types of public
use within the monument which can be accommodated in
accordance with the protection of its resources;

(2) a resource protection program;
(3) a general interpretive program;
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(4) a plan to implement the aoint resolution entitled "Amer-
ican Indian Religious Freedom', approved August 11 , 1978 (42
U.S.C. 1996);

(5) a general development plan for the monument, including
proposals for a visitors ' center, and the estimated cost thereof;
and

(6) a plan for the Rock Art Research Center established in
section 109.

(b) The general management plan shall be prepared in consulta-
tion with the Petroglyph National Monument Advisory Commission
established pursuant to section 110, appropriate Indian tribes and
their civil officials , the heirs of the Atrisco Land Grant, the New
Mexico State Historical Preservation Office, and other interested
parties.

Contracts . (c) The Secretary shall undertake, in consultation and cooperation
with appropriate New Mexico Indian tribes and their civil officials,
research on other Rio Grande style rock art sites on Federal lands in
New Mexico , and through cooperative agreements with State and

Reports . willing private landowners, on non-Federal lands . The Secretary
shall provide the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of
the United States Senate and the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the United States House of Representatives within 3 years
of the date funding is made available for the purposes of this section,
a report that-

(1) lists various locations of Rio Grande style rock art;
(2) identifies the ownership of the rock art;
(3) identifies the condition of the resources; and
(4) identifies the appropriate type of technical assistance

needed for the protection and care of these resources.
The report shall be updated and transmitted to such committees
every 2 years thereafter.

yCultural SEC. 1 09. ROCK ART RESEARCH CENTER.

Ind,anr, (a) In order to provide for research relating to Rio Grande style
Minorities . rock art, undertake comprehensive evaluations of petroglyphsPublic buildings within the monument, repare interpretive programs that are sen-and grounds . sitive to the concerns o?, he Indian and Hispanic peo lee, and relate

monument resources to other styles and forms of rock art, the
Secretary , acting through the National Park Service and in coopera-
tion with the University of New Mexico, other educational institu-
tions, foundations , Indian tribes, and private entities , shall establish
a Rock Art Research Center (hereinafter in this title referred to as
the "Center").

(b) The Center shall function as a focal point for the systematic
and scholarly collection , analysis, and dissemination of information
relating to Rio Grande style rock art, and other forms of rock art
within the region.

Education . (c) The Center shall produce research data and educational mate-
rials that will enhance public understanding of prehistoric and
historic rock art.

(d) The Center shall provide for a broad program of research
including ethnographic studies, resource management techniques,
and comparative studies of rock art forms and styles.

(e) Research shall be primarily directed toward rock art managed
by the National Park Service. The Secretary may enter into coopera-
tive agreements with other agencies and entities as may be appro-
priate to carry out the requirements of the Center.
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(f) The Secretary, acting through the National Park Service, is
authorized to undertake research and assist in the management and
protection of Rio Grande style rock art sites on public and, with the
agreement of the landowner, private lands within the Galisteo
Basin. The Secretary is authorized to enter into cooperative agree- Contracts.
ments with landowners of such rock art sites and expend appro-
priated funds for research, site protection, and interpretive
programs. Research shall include the identification and mapping of
rock art sites and the development of protection options.

SEC. 110 . PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT ADVISORY COMMISSION . Establishment.

(a) There is hereby established the Petroglyph National Monu-
ment Advisory Commission (hereinafter in this title referred to as
the "Commission"). The Commission shall be composed of eleven
members appointed by the Secretary for terms of 5 years as follows:

(1) one member, who shall have professional expertise in
history or archeology, appointed from recommendations submit-
ted by the Governor of the State of New Mexico;

(2) one member, who shall have professional expertise in
history or archeology, appointed from recommendations submit-
ted by the mayor of the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico;

(3) one member, who shall have professional expertise in
Indian history or ceremonial activities, appointed from rec-
ommendations submitted by the All Indian Pueblo Council;

(4) one member, who shall be a shareholder of the Westland
Development Company, Inco rated;

(5) one member, who shalllbe an heir of the Atrisco Land
Grant;

(6) one member, who shall be an affected landowner;
(7) one member, who shall have professional expertise in

Indian rock art;
(8) one member, who shall have professional expertise in

cultural anthropology;
(9) one member, who shall have professional expertise in

geology;
(10) one member from the general public; and
(11) the Director of the National Park Service, or his or her

designee, ex officio.
(b) Any member of the Commission may serve after the expiration

of his or her term until a successor is appointed . A vacancy in the
Commission shall be filled in the same manner in which the original
appointment was made.

(c) Members of the Commission shall serve without pay. While
away from their homes or regular places of business in the perform-
ance of services for the Commission, members of the Commission
shall be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of
subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed intermittently
in Government service are allowed expenses under section 5703 of
title 5, United States Code.

(d) The Chair and other officers of the Commission shall be elected
by a majority of the members of the Commission to serve for terms
established by the Commission.

(e) The Commission shall meet at the call of the Chair or a
majority of its members, but not less than twice annually. Six
members of the Commission shall constitute a quorum . Consistent
with the public meeting requirements of section 10 of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.), the Commission shall, from

•

•
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Termination
date.

time to time , meet with persons concerned with Indian history and
historic preservation , and with other interested persons.

(fl The Commission may make such bylaws, rules, and regulations
as it considers necessary to carry out its functions under this title.
Section 14(b) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App.)
shall not apply to the Commission.

(g) The Commission shall advise the Secretary on the manage-
ment and development of the monument, and on the preparation of
the general management plan referred to in section 108(a). The
Secretary , or his or her designee , shall from time to time, but at
least semiannually , meet and consult with the Commission on mat-
ters relating to the management and development of the monument.

(h) The Commission shall cease to exist 10 years after the date of
its first meeting.

SEC. III . AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
Reports . necessary for the purposes of this title . The Secretary shall prepare

and submit to the Committee on Energy. and Natural Resources of
the United States Senate and the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the United States House of Representatives , concurrently
with the submission to Congress of the President ' s proposed budget
for the second fiscal year beginning after the date of enactment of
this title , and every 5 years thereafter , a report on the status of the
agreement referred to in section 104(a ), its associated costs, and any
proposed alterations to the agreement.
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APPENDIX B: PLANNING / MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The Petroglyph National Monument author-
izing legislation (FL 101-313) and the NPS
Management Policies (NPS 1988) provided
primary direction for monument planning. In
addition, the following planning objectives
were established.

Management objectives, done for each NPS

unit, provide a framework for conserving

monument resources, integrating the

monument into its surrounding environment,

and accommodating public use in accordance

with NPS Management Policies. Based on NPS

policies and direction provided in the enabling

legislation, the following are the management

objectives for Petroglyph National Monument.

These were developed by the core team and

refined through later reviews.

Overall Objectives

• To preserve monument resources,
including the petroglyphs and their
context, the other archeological sites, the
volcanoes and geologic windows, the
cultural landscape, and the views from and
of the monument, and ensure that all
public use of the monument is compatible
with this objective.

• To provide opportunities for visitors to see
and learn about monument resources, in-
cluding the petroglyphs and their context,
the other archeological sites, the volcanoes
and geologic windows, the cultural land-
scape, and the views from and of the
monument, in ways that show respect for
the area's cultural and traditional
significance and value.

• To design and locate monument facilities,
roads, and trails and to limit that
development to those facilities needed for
management and visitor services in order

to minimize impacts on monument
resources and meet sustainable design
goals.

• To ensure, consistent with the American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, access for
the traditional and cultural activities of
American Indians.

• To manage the natural and cultural
resources in ways that allow for the
traditional use by Pueblo communities and
land grant heirs to continue.

• To work cooperatively with the city and
state to ensure that the monument's natural
and cultural resources are managed con-
sistently in accordance with federal law
and this plan.

• To work with developers of adjacent lands

so that these lands may be developed in a

manner that is compatible with monument

resource values.

• To protect the natural and cultural
resources for research and public
enjoyment.

• To encourage the participation of adjacent
neighborhoods, developments, and
community business leaders in the
protection of monument resources.

Specific Resource Objectives

• To maintain and reclaim the natural condi-
tions and ecological processes to the degree
practicable given the urban landscape and
resource preservation and protection
objectives.

• To establish a comprehensive resource
information base to monitor change and
support scientific and educational
objectives.

• To develop and maintain an open, con-

sultive relationship with the Pueblo

communities and Atrisco land grant heirs

regarding uses of monument resources.
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• To maintain the natural biodiversity of the

monument resources and, where

practicable and necessary, help reestablish

this biodiversity. To make vegetated areas

within developed areas of the monument

be as compatible as possible with native

plant communities.

• To maintain the scenic vistas to and from
the monument.

• To maintain minimal noise intrusion.

Visitor Experience/Interpretation Objectives

The following visitor experience objectives
define those experiences that are so central to
the monument's purpose and significance that
all visitors should have access to them.

• To provide the opportunity for visitors to
• understand, learn about, see, respect, and

appreciate (1) the value and importance of
the petroglyphs and their context as a
cultural expression and as traditionally and
culturally significant to the Pueblo culture,
(2) the importance of the escarpment,

volcanoes, and other archeological
resources by themselves and in the
continuum of American Indian and
Hispanic cultures, (3) the traditional,

cultural, and inspirational qualities of the
monument, (4) the different cultures

associated with the monument.

• To have the monument story unfold
naturally as visitors encounter well-
integrated facilities, interpretive media,
informed staff, and monument resources.

• Because of this greater understanding and
appreciation, to show respect for and want
to help preserve and protect monument
resources.

• To understand the reasons why the monu-
ment was set aside by Congress, which are
identified in the primary interpretive
themes (see the "Interpretation and the
Visitor Experience" section).

Appendix B: Planning/Management Objectives

• To be aware of options available to them,
know where to go for assistance, and know
how to visit the monument safely
(orientation).

• To provide visitors with information about
the petroglyphs before they actually see the
petroglyphs.

• To provide a range of opportunities/
interpretive experiences for all visitors,
including children, and to encourage them
to see and understand things in different
ways. Interpretive opportunities/
experiences should be meaningful,
enjoyable, and theme-related and should
be presented through different facilities,
programs, and interpretive media.

• For schoolchildren and other organized
groups to participate in theme- and
curriculum-related educational activities.

• To provide programs and interpretive
messages so that they will be available to
all visitors, including visitors with
disabilities.

• To provide opportunities for visitors to be
aware of ongoing petroglyph and other
types of research, which will be
information that will contribute to public
understanding and ongoing resource
protection.

• To enjoy the natural and cultural
landscape.

• To provide opportunities for visitors to
experience the quiet, sense of solitude, and
freedom from intrusions in a relatively
natural setting, especially while seeing the
petroglyphs.
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APPENDIX C: DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

This appendix summarizes the process and
information used to develop and revise the
alternatives. The alternative development
process is the combination of several factors
including direction provided by legislation;
development of purpose, significance, and
interpretive themes; issues and opportunities
identified through seeping; resource
information and analysis; overall concepts for

visitor use and resource management; and
continuing refinement through consultation
with a variety of interest groups and agency
staffs.

Table C-1 summarizes the basic resource and
socioeconomic information that was gathered
for the generation of alternatives.

TABLE C4. RESOURCE INFORMATION

Aerial photographs Landscape units

Areas of geologic interest Land use

Areas suitable for development

Areas with high noise levels
Areas with high research potential

Bird inventory - raptor habitat Market study of estimated future visitation

Cultural landscape overview Petroglyph and archeological site locations
• integrity and context of petroglyph

concentrations

• areas with both archeological sites and

petroglyphs
Places with opportunities for solitude

Drainage patterns - arroyos Rapid ethnographic assessment

Erosion study Site analysis of specific areas

Existing conditions - zoning, land use, Slope

landownership, utilities, escarpment crossings, Soils

disturbed areas and dumping sites

Floodplains Threatened and endangered species - general

survey
Threatened and endangered species - specific

development site survey

Traffic impact evaluation

Transit system evaluation

General vegetation Views and visual intrusions

Visitor access points

Habitat zones Wetlands

Historical photographs

The planning team used this information and to the monument from the mesa top, (2)

public input to generate initial alternatives multiple access points from below the escarp-

based on different overall approaches to visitor ment, and (3) limiting access to various

use and resource management. Some of the portions of the monument for research and

approaches considered were (1) primary access resource protection. Concepts of the initial
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alternatives were organized and presented in
the February 1993 alternatives newsletter.

Below is a description of the alternatives as
they were developed beginning in February
1992, why and at what point new alternatives
were developed, and why certain elements
changed. The various versions of the alter-
natives are not described in complete detail,
nor are maps included for each one. The
important defining elements are described.

In February 1992 the National Park Service

published a newsletter that included draft

purpose and significance statements for the

monument and showed three alternatives for

resources management and visitor use of the

monument. These alternatives designated areas

of the monument for varying levels and types

of uses and areas where use would be limited

to research, American Indian use, and
occasional guided tours. One alternative

• showed a road on the mesa top and a visitor
center at the volcanoes, while the others
focused use and a visitor center in the southern

or middle portions of the monument.

Between February 1993 and October 1993 the
planning team considered public comments,
collected further resource information, and
revised the alternatives. In September 1993
alternatives were developed that included the
following - alternative I located a visitor
center at the Laurelwood property, which is
adjacent to the monument boundary just south
of Rinconada Canyon. Visitor contact facilities
were proposed for Boca Negra and Piedras
Marcadas and parking only at Rinconada and
the volcanoes. Mesa Prieta was proposed as a
remote use area and accessed only by trail
from Rinconada Canyon.

In Alternative II the visitor center was at Boca

Negra Canyon and focused use in the middle

and northern portions of the monument.

Rinconada Canyon was accessible only by frail
from a parking area on the mesa top at the
southern end of the 81st Street. Parking and a

• visitor contact facility was located at Mesa
Prieta and Piedras Marcadas Canyon. Alter-
native III was the no-action alternative and

Appendix C: Development of Alternatives

included small parking areas at Piedras
Marcadas and Rinconada Canyons, and
continued use of the current visitor center with
no established access to Mesa Prieta. Boca
Negra Canyon would continue as it currently
operates.

In October 1993, just prior to an Advisory

Commission meeting in which the alternatives

to date were to be presented, the Park Service

learned that the landowner was not willing to
sell the Laurelwood property. At that meeting
the September version of the alternatives was
presented, but prefaced by saying that several
areas were now being studied to determine the

location for the visitor center as described in
alternative I. These areas were Lava Shadows,
Boca Negra and Rinconada Canyons, Mesa
Prieta, and monument lands adjacent to the
Laurelwood boundary. The Advisory Com-
mission felt very strongly that one alternative
should include a road on the mesa top. A
group of three Advisory Commission members
met to develop such an alternative that appears
as alternative 3 in this document.

Additionally, an NPS landscape architect,
architect, and natural resource specialist
conducted a study of several visitor center
sites. The analysis also identifies the pros and
cons of each site including nearness to
petroglyphs, soils, drainage, and aesthetics.
This information is discussed in more detail in
appendix L.

At the request of the Advisory Commission
another meeting was held in December 1993 to
give the public and advisory commission a
chance to see the latest version of the alterna-
tives and to provide additional comment. At
this meeting, the revised alternatives and a
"sub" alternative of I were presented.
Alternative I included a visitor center and
environmental education center at Boca Negra
Canyon, administration and petroglyph
research center at Lava Shadows, visitor
contact facilities and parking at Piedras
Marcadas and Rinconada Canyons, a trailhead
and parking at the south end of 81st Street,
interpretation and parking at the volcanoes, a
visitor contact facility at Mesa Prieta, and horse
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and bicycle trail access through the monument
at four locations to connect with trails on open
space lands. Horse and bicycle trails connected
Boca Negra and Piedras Marcadas Canyons.
Pedestrian-use-only trails were shown in the
monument south of the Atrisco grant line.
Alternative IA was developed in response to
requests by the public to allow horse and
bicycle use on the mesa top. Trails were shown
on the mesa top and around the volcanoes. All
other facilities were the same as described
under alternative I. Alternative II located the
visitor center and heritage and environmental
education center at Lava Shadows.

Administration and the petroglyph research

center were located on leased space outside the

monument boundary. Visitor contact facilities

were located at Piedras Marcadas, Mesa Prieta

and the 81st Street overlook. No access was

provided to the volcanoes. Rinconada Canyon

was accessed only by trail from Mesa Prieta or

81st Street. Nonfederal land acquisition would

be sought for lands west of the monument

boundary between Boca Negra and Piedras

Marcadas, and a multiuse trail would be

developed on these lands. Alternatives III and

IV were similar to alternatives III and IV in

this document.

Public comment on these alternatives was
generally in support of alternative I. The
Greater Albuquerque Trails committee strongly
advocated that horse and bicycle use should be
allowed to continue on top of the mesa and
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wanted multipurpose trails that did not allow

motorized vehicles included in the preferred

alternative. Friends of the Albuquerque

Petroglyphs and Indian community members

were generally in favor of alternative 1. Few

people spoke in support of supported a road

on the mesa top. The Westside Action Council

(representing several economic development

and neighborhood organizations) presented

another alternative that is discussed in more

detail under "Alternatives Considered but

Rejected." Their alternative included a visitor

center west of Piedras Marcadas Canyon, Paseo

del Norte passing through the monument, a

road on the mesa top and parking areas at

Boca Negra Canyon and Mesa Prieta, on the

mesa top (2), at the volcanoes (2), at the

northern geologic window (1), and on open

space lands (1). Pedestrian trails were shown

around the volcanoes and in petroglyph

concentrations and a multipurpose trail on the

mesa top and in the northern and southern

geologic windows.

After analysis of public comment, considera-

tion of political realities, and further consul-

tation with the city Open Space Division, the

West Side Action Council, and representatives

from the environmental and Pueblo com-

munity, the alternatives were revised to what

appear in this management plan.
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• APPENDIX D: DISCUSSION OF UNSER BOULEVARD AND PASEO DEL NORTE

Unser Boulevard is segmented into three
separate but related corridor study projects.

• Unser South, which runs adjacent to the
monument in the Atrisco unit and north
from 1-40 to Dellyne, has recently been
completed.

• Unser Middle, which includes Unser from
Dellyne north to Paradise Boulevard as
well as Paseo del Norte from Unser east to
Golf Course Road, is the subject of a recent
environmental impact statement that
created considerable controversy.
Construction has not yet begun.

• Unser North, from Paradise Boulevard to
the Sandoval County line, which is an
approved project with designs nearing
completion. Construction has not yet
begun.

The Unser Middle Transportation Corridor Study

Final Environmental Impact Statement , (Leedshill-

Herkenhoff, Inc. 1992) commonly referred to as

the "Unser Middle" project, involves the

construction of two principal multilane limited

access arterial roadways (Unser Boulevard and

Paseo Del Norte), utility lines, bicycle lanes,

and recreational trails. The project proposes

that both Unser Boulevard and Paseo Del

Norte cross the monument. Unser Boulevard,

according to City Council Resolution R-455, is

to be a limited access four-lane parkway

serving as a major arterial street. Paseo del

Norte is intended to be a freeway-type facility

to serve the northern urban area and comple-

ment the interstate system. Paseo is planned to

be four lanes, with the potential for future

widening to six lanes.

The city began the environmental study
process for the Unser Middle Project in 1990.
Due to the potential for adverse impacts
associated with the roadway project, an
environmental impact statement was deter-
mined to be the appropriate level of docu-
mentation. The stated purpose for the new
roadway construction in the Unser Boulevard
and Paseo del Norte corridors is to provide
improved transportation service on the west
side of Albuquerque and to relieve existing

and future (using the year 2010 as the base
year) traffic congestion on Coors Boulevard
and other area arterials.

The Unser Middle project is not a federal

action and does not involve federal assistance,

funds, or permits. At the time the EIS process

began, the city lands in the Piedras Marcadas

and Boca Negra units were not part of the

monument. Those lands were added to the

monument with the signing of a binding

agreement in June 1991 by the city and the

National Park Service. The enabling legislation

states that all lands added to the monument be

managed in accordance with all federal laws

generally applicable to units of the national

park system, including but not limited to the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

The Unser middle project environmental

impact statement (Leedshill-Herkenhoff, Inc.

1992) was not required under NEPA regu-
lations because it is not a federal project and

does not require federal permits. However, the

Unser Middle environmental impact statement

was intended to comply with the spirit and

intent of the National Environmental Policy

Act and state and Federal Highway Admin-

istration environmental impact statement
procedures. The National Park Service

participated in the environmental impact
statement as a cooperating agency but does not

agree with the findings of that document.

The Draft Unser Middle Transportation Corridor
Environmental Impact Statement was released in
March 1992. At a public hearing in April 1992,
additional alternatives for constructing Paseo
Del Norte, which avoided use of the monu-
ment lands, were suggested for further
evaluation. The city's final environmental
impact statement (Leedshill-Herkenhoff, Inc.
1992) evaluated those alternatives, but not to
the same level of detail as the original
alternatives. The final environmental impact
statement found that alternatives to avoid the
monument were neither prudent nor feasible
because of extraordinary cost and community
disruption and that the western alignment for
Unser and the middle alignment for Pasco Del
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Norte was the alternative of least harm. In
approving the environmental impact statement,
the City Council did not authorize the
expenditure of land acquisition and design and
development funds until a letter was received
from the city attorney stating that there were
no credible legal barriers to constructing the
road through the monument. In spite of the
opposition to the proposed project and
questions concerning the legal authority to
construct Paseo Del Norte through the monu-
ment, a record of decision was issued in
December 1993 and concluded the city's
environmental impact statement process.

The National Park Service has determined that
Unser Boulevard could be constructed along
the gas line right-of-way in a way that is
consistent with protection of monument
resources and purpose. The construction of
Unser Boulevard along the gas line alignment
would reduce the noise and visual impacts that
the current two-lane road now causes on Boca
Negra Canyon; thus, a monument purpose for
Unser Boulevard may be served.

No such argument for Paseo Del Norte can be

made. The construction of and use of Paseo

Del Norte would adversely impact the cultural

and natural resources for which the monument

was established. Construction of a major four-

to six-lane arterial roadway would effectively

sever the Piedras Marcadas unit from the rest

of the monument. Access to the Piedras

Marcadas Canyon would be significantly

reduced to auxiliary access through local

subdivisions. Visitors choosing to hike the

length of the escarpment would not be able to

do so uninterrupted by vehicular traffic. No

vehicular road currently crosses the escarp-

ment in the vicinity, and the impact of a new

50 mph roadway would greatly decrease the

overall quality of the visitor experience in areas

adjacent to the road.

Seeing the petroglyphs in as close to their

original context as possible helps visitors to

understand and consequently respect the

significance of the petroglyphs and associated

archeological sites. This would not be possible

adjacent to an elevated freeway. It is important

to provide a sense of solitude when seeing the

petroglyphs and to provide opportunities to

hear interpreters who are giving guided tours.

Noise generated from vehicles on Paseo Del

Norte would dramatically increase the noise

levels in the immediate vicinity of a large

petroglyph concentration. Visitors to the 800+

petroglyphs in the area would be distracted by

the constant traffic and the resulting noise and

visual intrusion.

Constructing the road would require that some
petroglyphs would need to be relocated or
buried. The integrity of the continuous volcanic
escarpment, one element in the nomination of
the Las Imagines Archeological District, would
be broken. American Indians have identified
these lands as significant to them and their
continued traditional and cultural practices.
The introduction of a "freeway type facility"
would significantly impact their use of the
area. A 50 mph freeway-type road does not
meet monument purposes. Therefore, the
management plan assumes that Unser
Boulevard, as a four-lane parkway, would be
built but that but that Paseo Del Norte would
not be constructed through. the monument.

Although the National Park Service has
determined that there is no authority and no
monument purpose for Paseo del Norte within
the monument, this road corridor is still under
consideration by the city and unresolved issues
about the road remain. Therefore, the road
alignment will be shown on monument
alternative planning maps as the "Paseo del
Norte study corridor."
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APPENDIX E: RELATED PLANS AND DOCUMENTS

"Planned Communities Criteria: Policy
Element" (City of Albuquerque 1991) -
Contains criteria for the adoption of other
smaller-scale plans in the undeveloped or
sparsely developed portions of Bernalillo
County. Concepts include development
standards and criteria that would identify and
conserve environmental resources and provide
the city with a basis to handle large-scale and
or noncontiguous development.

Trails and Bikeways Facility Plan (City of
Albuquerque 1993d) - This plan proposes a
multiuse trail system for recreational and
transportation trails, recommends development
standards, specifies trail locations, and sets
priorities for the use of public funds. Specific
trails planned within the boundaries of
Petroglyph National Monument were removed
from the proposed trails map in this plan.
Proposed trails outside the monument
boundary run beside Unser Boulevard, the San
Antonio arroyo, in Santa Fe Village at the base
of the escarpment. Escarpment crossing occur
at the Boca Negra Canyon and Pasco Del
Norte alignments, and south along 81st Street.

Bosque Action Plan (City of Albuquerque 1993a)
- This plan identifies goals, policies, and
projects to ensure the survival of the Rio
Grande Bosque and to provide a unique

recreational and educational experience for the
public. Policies address the environment/
wildlife, recreation and other public use,
education, and administration. The Bosque is
1-2 miles east of the monument.

Bikeways Master Plan (Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments 1992) - This plan
identifies bicycle facilities, including specifi-
cally designed bicycle trails and bicycle lanes.
Updated by the Urban Transportation Planning
Policy Board, the plan identifies bicycle
facilities along Unser and Paseo Del Norte.

Draft Open Space Facilities Plan (Southwest Land
Research, Inc. 1994) - Currently in draft
form, this plan establishes guidelines for the
implementing the open space goals in the
AlbuquerquelBernalillo County Comprehensive

Plan. Open space is considered relatively
undeveloped land dedicated to passive and
active uses not accommodated by the parks
system. The open space system provides visual
relief from urbanization and offers oppor-
tunities for education, recreation, cultural
activities, and conservation of natural
resources. The volcanoes, mesa-top lands, and
escarpment were acquired for open space.
Approximately 3,000 acres of land within the
boundaries of Petroglyph National Monument
are currently managed by the Albuquerque
Division of Open Space. This plan identifies
appropriate uses and management techniques
for the different types of open space lands; it
does not address open space lands within the
monument. A draft document is expected in
fall 1994.

Facility Plan for Arroyos (City of Albuquerque
1986) - This plan recognizes that Albuquer-
que's arroyos serve multiple purposes - such
as drainage, major open space, links between
open space lands, and a basis for urban trails.
The San Antonio, Boca Negra, and Piedras
Marcadas arroyos are identified as part of the
recreational arroyo network.

Draft West Side Strategic Plan (Consensus
Planning, Inc., in preparation, 1994) - The
purpose of this plan is to review existing plans
and policies that address the city's west side,
identify infrastructure needs and available
resources, and target infrastructure priorities
on the west site. It is expected that this plan
will result in planning strategies that guide
and integrate the diverse needs of the west
side.

Long Range Major Street Plan (Middle Rio
Grande Council of Governments 1993) - This
plan addresses the future development of the
major street system for the Greater Albuquer-
que urban area. The plan, which is updated
yearly, proposes roads ranging from limited
access principal arterials to collector streets.
The plan contains policies on the functional
classification of streets, rights-of-way, location
study corridors (where proposed alignments
have not been established but are under
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consideration), and access limitations. Proposed
principal arterials that have an impact on the
monument include the Paseo del Norte
extension, Unser Boulevard extension, Paseo
del Vulcan extension, and the extension of 20th
Street from the Sandoval County line north
into Rio Rancho. Other location study corridors
with possible impacts on the monument
include the Ladera Irving, Westside-McMahon
extensions to the Paseo del Vulcan extension,
Rainbow Boulevard northern and southern
extensions, 20th Street northern extension to
Northwest Loop, and the Northwest Loop.

Volcano Cliffs Conceptual Sector Development Plan
(Flatow Moore et al. 1982) - A master plan for
Volcano Cliffs was prepared, and the sub-
division directly north of the monument on the
mesa top was platted in the mid 1960s. The
master sector plan was never approved. In
1993 the city Planning Department conducted a
fiscal impact analysis for Volcano Cliffs, which
evaluated the expected costs, both public and
private, of developing the area.

Black Ranch: A Planned Community Master Plan
(A. Wayne Smith & Assoc. 1990) - Black
Ranch is a planned community containing
approximately 6,700 acres north and west of
Double Eagle II Airport, the volcanos, and the
northern geologic window. The planned
community has the potential to support a
population of over 40,000. Access to Black
Ranch may impact roads adjacent to and
through the monument. The Bemalillo County
Commission approved the master plan in 1990.

Draft Paseo Del Vulcan Corridor Study (Avid
Engineering Inc. 1994) - The Paseo del Vulcan
transportation corridor is directly west of the
monument boundary and is currently under
study by the State Highway and Transporta-
tion Department. Pasco Del Vulcan is intended
to be a six-lane, high-capacity, limited access
roadway extending north and east from 1-40
and connecting with 1-25. Preliminary planning
and evaluation for this roadway is currently
underway, and it has not been determined as
to whether the road will be west of Double
Eagle II Airport or between the airport and
Petroglyph National Monument. Impacts on

the monument will be evaluated as part of the
state's study.

Sector Plans - Sector plans provide general
land use and specific zoning, including
densities for a designated area. They also
identify transportation and trail networks as
well as park and open space requirements.
Several sector plans have been developed for
lands near the monument. These include the
Riverview Sector Plan (Community Sciences
Corp. 1986) (west of Coors Boulevard and
north of Montano), the Double Eagle 11 Sector
Plan (Greiner Engineering, Inc. 1989a and b),
the Coors Corridor Plan (from Central to NM
528) (City of Albuquerque 1984), the Seven Bar
Ranch Sector Plan (Denish 1981, revised 1985),
the Lava Shadows Sector Plan (Johnson 1984),
Draft Calabacillas Arroyo Corridor Plan (City of
Albuquerque 1989), and Draft San Antonio
Arroyo Corridor Plan (Resource Technologies,
Inc. 1988).

Drainage Master Plans - Several plans and
studies concerning drainage in and around the
monument have been or are being developed
and approved. Among them are the Far
Northwest Drainage Management Plan
(Bohannan-Huston, Inc. 1986) defining the 100-
year stormwater flows for the Westgate,
Ladera, San Antonio, Boca Negra, and
Mariposa watersheds), the Draft Northwest Mesa
Drainage Management Plan (Scanlon and Assoc.
1989) evaluating and making recommendations
for passing developed condition peak storm-
water flows generated within the Ladera, San
Antonio, Boca Negri, and Mariposa water-
sheds into the Rio Grande), and the Piedras
Marcadas Drainage Management Alternatives
(Easterling & Assoc. Inc. 1989c) identifying
strategies for addressing runoff from existing
and future westside development and deter-
mining ways to convey runoff through Petro-
glyph National Monument). Other drainage
management plans include the Black Ranch
Drainage Management Plan (Easterling and
Associates 1989a), the North Coors Drainage
Management Plan (Canton & Associates 1985),
the Piedras Marcadas Basin Drainage Management
Plan (Mann and Associates, Inc. 1983), and the
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Draft Calabacillas Arroyo Corridor Plan (City of
Albuquerque 1989).

Capital Improvement Program (City of
Albuquerque 1993b) - The Capital Improvement
Program for the city of Albuquerque provides
for the purchase, rehabilitation, or develop-
ment of property or systems to enhance the

Appendix E: Related Plans and Documents

physical development of the city. The plan
may be used to acquire and protect lands
proposed as major open space and for
Petroglyph National Monument. Easements for
access, trails, and buffers may be purchased.
CIP planning spans a 10-year horizon, with
biennial review.
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APPENDIX F: NPS ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE POLICY

Excavation of the Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
ruin is not recommended at this time because
"according to National Park Service
management policy, significant archeological
resources [will] remain preserved in situ
whenever possible." (NPS Management Policies,
V:1-2 and NPS 28).

The Park Service recognizes that monument
and public needs for development and
interpretation as well as environmental
processes may, upon occasion, dictate the
alteration or destruction of cultural resources.
NPS policies contain provisions for these
adverse affects when there is an "overriding
research, interpretation, site protection, or park
development need" (emphasis added; Draft
NPS 28).

The decision to excavate or stabilize archeo-
logical ruins or sites can only be made if all the
following criteria are met (from NPS
Management Policies):

The action is consistent with the park's
purposes and applicable NPS policies and
guidelines.

Cultural resource specialists have
participated in planning, and sufficient
data have been gathered to assess the
probable effects.

Relevant sections of the National Historic
Preservation Act have been complied with
in accordance with the regulations of the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(36 CFR 800) and the "Guidelines for

Federal Responsibilities under Section 110 of
the National Historic Preservation Act" (FR
53:4728).

In cases involving ethnographic resources,
associated American Indian and other
ethnic groups have been consulted, and
their concerns have been taken into
account.

Historic and prehistoric burial areas, whether
or not formally plotted and enclosed as
cemeteries, will be identified and protected.
They will not be disturbed or archeologically
investigated unless threatened with
destruction by park development, operational
activities, or natural forces.

The NPS policies regarding excavation have
been established to ensure the preservation of
sites for future research. Excavation would
recover information but the excavation process
would destroy the ability recover further
information as new techniques are developed.

The cost of excavating and stabilizing an adobe

ruin would be substantial. The adobe walls

would require considerable restoration and

continued upkeep. Curating and storing site

artifacts would represent a major investment of

time and funds, which would continue into the

future.

Human remains have been reported by
workers at the site. If human remains are
found, there must be compliance with the
Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (PL 101-601) and NPS policy.
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0 APPENDIX G: DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

Through the Cultural Landscape Overview (NPS
1994a), done especially for this planning
process, the National Park Service looked
carefully at the monument's cultural landscape
to ensure that these cultural resources would
not be adversely impacted by proposed
development. Because criteria that help define
a cultural landscape are linked to National
Register of Historic Places determinations,
Petroglyph National Monument may include
several potentially significant cultural land-
scapes. The final cultural landscape overview
report includes determination of eligibility
nomination forms for the identified landscapes.

Actually there are many types of cultural

landscapes, as defined in NPS 28. Most of the

monument's landscape and resources have

significance and value with regard to aesthetic,

scientific, educational, traditional, and cultural

considerations, and the following four types of

• potentially significant cultural landscapes were

defined in the overview as represented in the

monument:

(1) prehistoric vernacular component'

landscape - representing the time period

from roughly 6,500 B.C. to A.D. 1540.

(2) historic vernacular component landscape

- representing the Atrisco land grant and

its continuum of use by the descendants of

the original grantees. The time period

associated with this landscape ranges from

A.D. 1692 to A.D. 1944.

space lands associated with the city. The

time period associated with this landscape

ranges from A.D. 1710 to A.D. 1944.

(4) ethnographic landscape - representing the

contemporary traditional land use practices

of both the Pueblo and Atrisco land grant

heir groups maintaining an association

with the west mesa area. Features or areas

of this landscape hold special traditional

and cultural meaning for Pueblo peoples.

The Cultural Landscape Overview recommended

the prehistoric and historic vernacular land-

scapes as nationally significant under national

register criteria. These landscapes have

retained their integrity, particularly in the areas

of setting, location, association, and community

organization. The historic designed landscape

may be significant, but further study is needed

before a recommendation can be made. The

features of the ethnographic landscape need to

be identified by the various contemporary

groups who have maintained traditional

associations with and uses of this landscape.

Further ethnographic studies relating to

identification of traditional cultural properties

are recommended (see the list of further

studies needed in the "Cultural Resource

Management" section under "Actions Common

to All Alternatives"). Such studies would

include inquiries regarding features of the

ethnographic landscape, the contemporary

needs of its traditional user groups, and the

traditional and cultural values these landscape

features and resources hold for tribes.

(3) historic designed component landscape -

representing land use practices in the open

1. Component cultural landscapes have been defined by the NPS servicewide Cultural Landscape Inventory

Program as "a landscape unit which contributes to the significance of a landscape and itself can be further

subdivided into individual features. The Component Landscape may contribute to the significance of a

National Register property or, in some cases, be individually eligible for the National Register of Historic

Places."
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APPENDIX H: FURTHER CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE
STUDIES/PLANS NEEDED

TABLE H-1. FURTHER CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE STUDIES/PLANS NEEDED

FUTURE STUDIES NEEDED STUDY COMPONENTS

Cultural Resource Related Studies

Archeological inventories • Cover previously unsurveyed or poorly

documented areas, including an evaluation of site
significance and integrity.

Petroglyph inventories • Same as above.

Petroglyph/archeological site damage assessment • Document existing damage, potential
survey vulnerability, and threats.

Archeological overview and assessment • Consolidate, review, summarize, and evaluate

existing archeological data.
• Identify data gaps and research needs.

Archeological evaluation study • Evaluate archeological properties for national

register eligibility (to be completed where such

evaluations were not made as part of ongoing
inventories).

Site monitoring program • Monitor petroglyphs and other archeological sites

for damage indicators, thresholds, and types of
monitoring needed.

Data recovery plans/mitigation reports • Provide context and method to guide data
recovery.

• Recover data from sites that face imminent

destruction from natural processes or vandalism.

Restoration/conservation plan for petroglyphs and • Prioritize graffiti removal and repair of rock
other rock surfaces surfaces.

• Identify testing procedures, techniques, materials,

and professional expertise needed to restore

damaged petroglyphs.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo ruin management plan In cooperation with the Pueblo community, this

study would:

• Address potential development and management

of the ruin.

• Develop protection strategies.
• Develop research design(s).

Research design (archeological sites including • Guide and prioritize further archeological work in

petroglyphs) monument - e.g., examine relationships among
petroglyphs, archeological sites, and cultural
landscapes.

Research on Rio Grande style petroglyphs • See text for description of research.

Scope of collections statement • Define purpose, extent, and uses of monument

collections.

•
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• Appendix H. Further Cultural and Natural Resource Studies/Plans Needed

TABLE H-1. FURTHER CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE STUDIES /PLANS NEEDED (CONT.)

•

•

FUTURE STUDIES NEEDED STUDY COMPONENTS

Cultural Resource Related Studies (cont.)

Collections storage plan/collections management plan • Identify acceptable options for management and
care of collections.

• With scope of collection statement, provide a
consistent approach among the partners to manage
archeological artifacts, museum objects, records of

petroglyphs, and natural resource specimens.

Cultural landscape report • Continue work begun in cultural landscape

overview.

• Complete evaluation of the landscape for its
national register values, integrity, and significance.

• Include recommendations for long-term

management of the landscape.
• Include more specific inventory and analysis of

the ethnographic landscape.

Study to identify traditional cultural properties and • Identify and describe plants and other resources

traditional use within the monument traditionally used by
American Indian and Atrisco land grant heir

groups affiliated with the monument.
• Where groups are interested in sharing

information to help protect sites, acquire general

information regarding areas of traditional and

cultural sensitivity.
• Provide support data for cultural landscape report.

Comprehensive American Indian consultation plan • Provide protocol for consultation (including

implementation of American Indian Religious

Freedom Act and Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act provisions,
proposed development or decisions that would

affect ethnographic sites and accidental discovery

of burials or other traditional and cultural sites).

Cooperative ethnohistory program • Monument staff, American Indian, and/or Atrisco

heirs cooperate to record the monument's

ethnohistory.

• Through cooperative ventures with these groups,
produce up-to-date ethnographic data on the uses

of plants and other resources.

• Provide information essential for preparation of
the monument's cultural landscape report.

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation • Strategies to ensure discussions with American

Act implementation plan Indians regarding archeological investigations and

inadvertent discoveries

Petroglyph protection program • Develop a public education program aimed at

protection of petroglyphs.
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TABLE H-1. FURTHER CULTURAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE STUDIES/PLANS NEEDED (CONT.)

FUTURE STUDIES NEEDED STUDY COMPONENTS

Natural Resource Related Studies

Monitor and evaluate stormwater runoff and erosion • Monitor existing gullies, establish methods for
measuring stormwater runoff

• Identif resource threats

Develop and calibrate a runoff model for the • Develop in cooperation with the city, private

monument using historic and present-day flows sector developers, and the Albuquerque
Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control Authority.

• Provide data needed to evaluate requests for

drainage across monument lands. (As
development of lands continues adjacent to the

monument, the monument will continue to receive

these requests. Each request will be considered on

a case by case basis and may require an
environmental assessment or impact statement.)

Conduct a study to identify petroglyphs and other

cultural resources that are threatened by natural

processes , including erosion

Inventory and monitor biotic resources • Identify plant and animal species and

communities
• Develop long-term monitoring program

Reclamation of disturbed areas • Inventory and prioritize areas for reclamation

• Evaluate native, indigenous species for use in

monument
• Develop reclamation plans for specific sites

Fire management plan • Research fire history and role of fire in

Chihuahuan grassland

Cave management plan • Evaluate cave resources and management needs

Raptor protection study • Monitor raptor use in the monument
• Identify management strategies for their

protection.

Noise monitoring and evaluation • Monitor and evaluate ambient noise levels and
intrusions from adjacent development

Identification of indicators to measure carrying • Identify resource and social indicators that can be

capacity easily measured in the field for use in identifying

carrying capaci ty for the monument.

Trail plan • Detailed site design s for trail improvement.

Development concept plans • Detailed site designs for development sites.
Development concept plan maps in this document

are intended to eliminate the need for further

development concept planning at those sites; other

sites would require development concep t Plans.

NOTE: To maximize resource protection, natural resource studies would be integrated with multidisciplinary

cultural resource studies such as the cultural landscape report.

•
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• APPENDIX I: GENERAL DESIGN GUIDELINES

INTRODUCTION

The beauty and deeply rooted cultural heritage

of the monument's landscape should be

complemented by a built environment (roads,

trails, and other facilities) that directs the

visitor's attention toward the monument's

resources and away from the intrusive urban

development encroaching upon the area. The

goal of these guidelines is to encourage this

attention with design consistency and visual

quality that communicate a sense of place,

including imitation of natural landscape

patterns in developed areas and minimal

disturbance of ecological and cultural resources

during design, construction, and maintenance.

Site development and landscaping, including

walkways and visitor contact areas, should be

subtle and not dominate the surrounding

landscape. Design should effectively link the

natural and built forms by harmonizing the

patterns and biotic diversities found in the

landscape with the form, mass, scale, color,

and textures of facilities. Visitor facilities

should also reinforce interpretive themes and

messages. Instilling a sense of respect and

appreciation of the cultural and natural

resources is an important interpretive concept

that can addressed with appropriate and subtle

design elements. For example, siting trails a
minimum distance from petroglyphs can help

instruct visitors to view the rock images at a
respectful distance and prevent damaging the

resource.

The following is a series of guidelines
developed to consider in the preparation of
designs for park facilities.

SUMMARY OF DESIGN GUIDELINES

Planning Background and Design Values

Before the development of these guidelines, a
workshop was conducted to identify visitor
experience goals. Conclusions made in the
workshop became the foundation for the
design guideline development. Once the visitor

experience is understood, appropriate design
direction for facilities can be developed. The
primary goals identified in the workshop were
to provide opportunities for visitors to

• respect, experience, learn about, and
appreciate the cultures associated with the
cultural and natural landscape of the
monument

• view and appreciate petroglyphs in a variety
of appropriate settings and situations

• cooperate with the preservation of cultural
and natural resources

• understand primary interpretive themes

Throughout the discussions in the workshop,

key elements were addressed and identified as
important considerations of the planning and
design of visitor facilities. These elements,

which should be incorporated in design,

include the following:

• Spiritual/Respectful - These two values are

so closely related that combining them into

one category seemed appropriate. They both

entail creating a setting to encourage visitors

to feel contemplative, accepting, and

perhaps even inspired by the natural and
cultural resources of the monument. Because

the monument was established to recognize

the heritage of the culture that created the

petroglyphs, these values are of particular

significance to planning and design of the
monument facilities.

• Organic - An organic development should

be nestled into the topography and blend

into the landscape as if growing out of the

ground. Lines and shapes are contoured and

continuous. Contrast is not an aspect of
organic design.

• Unobtrusive - Incorporating this value into
the design of facilities for the monument
would result in a development that avoids
competition with the resource. Subdued and
blending in are key phrases to express this
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value. An emphasis on this value would
encourage visitors to focus on the resources
and not visitor facilities.

• Decompression - The value of decompres-
sion is the process of transforming visitors
experiences from the traveled urban en-
vironment to the quieter more contemplative
environment of the monument.

• Comfort - The premise of this value is to
provide physical as well as psychological
comfort at visitor facilities. Psychological
comfort would include such aspects as
assurance, feelings of ease, lack of confusion,
clearly defined areas, subtle transitions, easy
choices, and spaciousness.

• Indigenous - Indigenous architecture in
this region includes American Indian and
Hispanic American architecture.

Circulation and Sequence

1. A planned sequence of experiences should
be integrated into the circulation
throughout the facilities.

• Visitors should be guided from the
urban environment surrounding the
monument to the petroglyph
concentrations with a sequence of
gradual and distinctive spaces and
experiences to prepare them for an
increasingly contemplative focus.

• A gateway should be incorporated to
provide a subtle transition from the
urban environment to a special place.

• Circulation should be clear and easy,
with not many choices. Visitors should
be guided into the site - from roads
to trails to the resource.

2. Parking should be located within a

reasonable distance to resources and

facilities to ensure universal accessibility.

3. The natural topography and vegetation
should be integrated into the parking
areas.

• Terraced parking and islands of native
vegetation screens are two examples of
achieving this guideline.

• Roads, trails, and parking areas should
follow natural topography and
landforms.

4. Meandering routes with frequent stopping
and resting areas should be considered.

5. Roads and trails should be oriented to
focus on views that may inspire or provide
a larger contextual background.

• Mountain and petroglyph views
should be emphasized along routes.

6. Promote quiet and contemplative areas
dose to petroglyphs.

+ Trails dose to petroglyphs should be
narrow to discourage distractions from
conversations and talking.

7. Trails should be well defined to discourage
visitors from getting too close to rocks with
petroglyphs.

• Edges along trails should be defined.

8. Trail surfaces dose to petroglyph
concentrations should have soft, quiet, and
distinctive surfaces.

Architectural Character

9. The architectural character should
emphasize warmth and a welcoming
atmosphere.

• Colors should be warm, and materials
should generate warmth.

• A sense of entering a homelike
environment should be created.
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10. Structures should reflect the curvilinear,
contoured environment.

11. Structures should integrate indoor and
outdoor spaces, which could be done
through various means, including creating
a visual connection between the outside
and the inside and allowing outdoor
features to continue into the inside.

12. The scale of the development should take
the resource into consideration.

• Clustering and breaking up building
masses would be appropriate.

• Building mass should be low to the
ground.

13. Colors and materials should be compatible
with the surrounding landscape.

• Bright colors and reflective materials

would be inappropriate. Native
materials would be appropriate.

14. A kiva-like space should be incorporated

for storytelling, music, or other audio

messages.

15. A zoning scheme should be created to
separate visitor comfort, orientation, and
other services from the contemplative,
interpretive areas.

16. The human scale of space should be
emphasized.

17. Multisensory experiences should be
integrated to inspire a variety of moods.

Ideas to consider should include use of

light and dark spaces, locating aromatic

herbs close to use areas, including

ceremonial gestures, such as a fire ring and

music, in interpretive programs, and using

inspirational audio messages.

18. A stage-like setting should be created for
visitors to participate in the experience of
discovering the significance of the
monument's resources on their own.

Appendix I: General Design Guidelines

19. Variations of height and space or moving
from an open environment to a more
enclosed environment should be used. This
includes changes in the quality of light or
from bright to more subdued light.
Rhythms of spaces create decompression
and progression.

20. Materials can change from hard and
reflective to softer, more organic materials.

Design characteristics that reflect indigenous
architecture should be incorporated, including
the following:

American Indian

• local materials, including mud, plaster,
stone, and adobe

• materials that are reflective of the adjacent
natural spaces, i.e., the cliffs

• multilevel or low profile materials
• flat roofs of logs, thatching, and dirt, which

may also be used as decks

• shade structures or ramadas constructed of
logs

• irregular massing with modular additions
of rectangular rooms; circular spaces reflect
traditional and cultural significance

• contiguous additions of small rooms
• punched window openings
• multiple entries from a plaza or rooftop
• use of fireplace or ovens
• complex water drainage and storage

systems
• funnel-like entrances to subsurface areas

(such as used in pithouses)
• constructed near rivers, at the bases of

cliffs; pit houses were frequently built on
high ground

• handcrafted features

Hispanic American

• courtyards, container gardens, water
features,

• materials are adobe, jacal (vertical logs for
storage buildings)

• contiguous rooms around courtyard with a
zaguan or large gate

• low profile
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• use of portals and open porches
• punched window openings
• garden walls
• access from plaza
• earth or plank floors
• handcrafted features such as carved doors,

corbels, and zapatas or wooden braces
• protruding elements such as extended

vigas or wood logs

Landscape

21. Visitor areas should be screened from the
surrounding urban environment.

22. Natural areas between facilities should be
retained. For example, parking areas and
buildings should be separated with the
existing native environment to help
connect architecture with the landscape.

23. Development should be concentrated in
disturbed areas if site conditions warrant.

24. Views to resource features should be
preserved and enhanced.

25. Facilities should be sited judiciously to
avoid impacting views of the resources;
this is of critical importance.

26. All development should be minimally
intrusive.

27. The natural environment should be
integrated with the built environment to

encourage respect for natural processes.

This might include integrating the

outdoors with the indoors, framing views,

using native vegetation, allowing surface

drainage, and avoiding underground

drainage structures.

Information

28. Signs should have a low profile.

29. Low-volume sounds such as splashing or
running water and music should be used.

30. Formal exhibits should be used only in
orientation areas.

31. Suggestive, evocative interpretive and
exhibit devises should be used.
Storytelling, music, views, and display of
objects should be done in simple and
solitary settings to emphasize importance
of each item (like an alter).

FACILITY SIZE AND FUNCTION
(BUILDING AND PARKING NEEDS)

The major monument facilities were sized to
determine the area needs and functional
relationships. The major facilities include
monument administration, visitor center,
petroglyph research center, heritage education
facility, and parking for each of the four
functional facilities. Table I-1 below
summarizes the approximate square footage
needs for the buildings.

Parking needs were based on projected annual
visitation of 250,000 annually (see appendix 0).
The greater percentage of visitors (85% used
for calculation purposes) arrive between April
and October. Visitors would spend about an
hour at the visitor center and arrive mostly by
private car. Therefore, approximately 1,020
visitors per day and approximately 128 visitors
per hour could be expected.. Based on these
numbers, a parking area to accommodate 55
cars and 15 oversize vehicles (buses, RVs, etc.)
would be required for the visitor center.
Parking for the administrative facility is based
on the number of staff and totals 30 car spaces.
The heritage education facility would require
two bus parking spaces and 10 car spaces for
staff and other visitors.
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TABLE 1-1. SUMMARY OF APPROXIMATE SQUARE FOOTAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR VISITOR CENTER

Function

Public Circulation

Square Feet

• Entry/Vestibule 150
• Lobby (to accommodate 40) 600
• Seating Areas 200

950
Visitor Contact

• Information Desk 200
• Office (adjacent) 100

300
Exhibit Room 1,600
Audiovisual

• Seating for 60 1,000
• Projection Room 150

1,150

Multipurpose Room (for 40) 600
Demonstration/Storytelling Area 500

•
Reading Area 400
Book Sales

• Display 250
• Storage 150
• Office 100

500
First Aid Room 100
General Storage Room 250
Toilets (visitor and staff) 1,200
(includes janitor closet and unisex)

Net Total 7,550
+25% 1,888
GROSS TOTAL 9,438

(9,500) use

•
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APPENDIX J: DETAILED DISCUSSION OF BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AREAS

CRITERIA

In accordance with NPS Management Policies,
PL 101-628, sections 1216 and 1217, the criteria
necessary for the boundary adjustment areas
are as follows:

1. To include significant resources or opportu-
nities for public enjoyment related to
purposes of the park.

2. To address operational and management

issues such as access and boundary

identification by topographic or other

natural features or roads.

3. To protect park resources critical to fulfill-
ing the park's purposes.

4. To be feasible to administer in terms of size,
configuration, ownership, costs, and other
factors.

5. To ensure that other alternatives for
management and resource protection are
not adequate.

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION
OF CRITERIA

Additional Boundary Adjustment
Area, Alternative 1

These five lots have been recommended for
addition to the monument because of the
potential that they will be developed in a
fashion incompatible with adjacent monument
uses. The city has zoned these lots 0-1 Office
and Institutional Zone. In this zone, permitted
uses include offices, beauty/barber shops,
churches, medical supply and services offices,
photocopy stores, photographic studios, and
public utility structures such as transformers,
pumping stations, and electrical switching
stations.

Each of the alternatives envisions the
development of facilities within the former
state park area, which is adjacent to this
potential boundary addition. Much of the area
suitable for building facilities within the state
park area and the land within boundary
adjustment area 1 slope toward one another. It

would be extremely difficult to minimize the
visual impact of any development placed
within the boundary adjustment area from
visitors to the state park.

The addition of these lands to the monument

would create a more identifiable boundary.

Mojave Street is a fairly substantial roadway; a
boundary along its northern edge versus

behind office buildings or similar facilities

would be much easier for visitors to identify.

Adding these lands to the monument would be

feasible to administer in terms of size,

configuration, ownership, and cost. The only

other feasible means to protect these lands

would be to modify the existing zoning (and

concurrent change in proposed land use). The

change in zoning to more compatible uses such

as public parks, open space, or very low
density residential is not likely. Accordingly,

these properties should be added to the

monument.

Single-Family House and

Lot, All Alternatives

This property is at the end of Creggs Street at
the northern edge of the Atrisco unit. The
property is less than 1/3 acre in size and
includes a single-family residence. The
inclusion of this property within the existing
authorized boundary was an oversight in the
initial boundary mapping process.

This property does not include significant

resources or opportunities for the public to

further enjoy monument resources. It is the last

house on a street with seven houses abutting

the monument. This one residential property

does not aid in identifying the monument or

fulfill any monument purpose. Accordingly,

this property should be removed from the

monument boundary.

Volcano Cliffs Units 2 and 5, All Alternatives

In drawing the existing monument boundary, a
portion of Rim Rock Drive and lots on either
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side of this roadway were included within the

monument. The closure of Rim Rock Drive as

envisioned by each of the alternatives would

eliminate access to approximately 54 lots in the

Volcano Cliffs community. Some of these lots

must be acquired to provide access. The

National Park Service will work with affected

landowners, the Volcano Cliffs Property

Owners Association, and the city to ensure that

access will be provided to these lots. Given

several alternatives and the need to bring

various parties together, it is premature to
recommend a specific solution or adjustment at

this time.

Volcano Cliffs, Units 2 and 5 and Part of 24,

All Alternatives

This adjustment area includes 289 lots within

Volcano Cliffs subdivision Units #2, #5, and a

portion of #24. This mesa-top land is a visual

• extension of the monument and open space

lands with the same open space, long-distance

views, high desert vegetation, and wildlife

habitat resource values. Unlike the adjacent

open space lands, gravel roads have been

developed throughout the property as part of

the subdivision process in 1966 and 1967. This

area provides opportunities for visitors to

enjoy the expansive views of the Rio Grande

Valley and the Sandias to the east as well as

the broad, undeveloped mesa top and

volcanoes. The area also provides good

opportunities for picnic facilities that would

not have adverse impacts on monument

resources.

When and if utilities are provided to this area,

the private lands will be developed as single-

family housing. Single-family housing on this

site would separate the monument from the

Open Space lands and could require additional

utility crossings (water, sewer, and storm

water) of the escarpment. Development of the

area would increase the risk of resource

damage because of nearby residences.

Inclusion of this area within the monument

would provide substantial opportunities for

visitors to enjoy distant views east and west

relatively unimpaired by development. Con-

versely, should the property be developed as

currently zoned, visitors would have restricted

views and they would be faced with having

visually intrusive development separate

existing monument lands from open space

lands to the west. There is nothing to dis-

tinguish these lands from existing monument

and open space lands except the relatively

nonintrusive gravel roads that have already

been built (but which could easily be

reclaimed).

The addition of these lands to the monument is

feasible in terms of size and configuration.

Ownership is similar to other areas of Volcano

Cliffs currently within the monument

boundary - mostly .3- to .4-acre parcels.

Overall cost of this acquisition would be

approximately $4.5 million.

The Volcano Cliffs subdivision was platted in

1967, but there has been no residential or

commercial development to date. Generally,

this is attributed to the lack of utilities. With

the proposed extension of Unser Boulevard,

there is some potential that this area will

develop relatively rapidly. However, a recent

fiscal impact analysis by the city indicates that

the cost of utility/infrastructure expansion to

this area may be substantially more expensive

than in other areas of the city. The city's costs

for providing infrastructure are estimated to be

$10,000 per lot or approximately $2.9 million.

Given the relatively small difference between

the cost of providing infrastructure and the

cost of acquisition as open space, it is possible

that the city may decide to add this property

to the city's existing Open Space network.

Addition as part of the monument is

recommended only as part of alternative 2.

Cohen Property, No Action under Any
Alternatives

This 2.21-acre property, within the monument,
contains a single-family residence, swimming
pool, a sweat lodge, a Buddhist prayer wheel,
a stupa (shrine), and storage outbuildings. The
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property owners requested a boundary adjust-
ment to exclude their property from the monu-
ment. The approved Land Protection Plan
(National Park Service and City of Albuquer-
que 1991) recommends the fee simple acquisi-
tion of this property and the removal of
structures to help reestablish the undeveloped
character of the escarpment. Since the approval
of the Land Protection Plan the federal

government has acquired adjacent structures
and converted two of them to the interim
visitor center and staff offices. Once these NPS
facilities are no longer in use and are removed
from the site, the structures on the boundary
adjustment area would be a visual intrusion. It
is recommended that a boundary adjustment
not be made.
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APPENDIX K: FEE DETERMINATION

The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act,
as amended, provides for establishing fees
within units of the national park system. Three
specific types of fees are covered under the act
- entrance fees, daily recreation use fees, and
special recreation permit fees. The act outlines
six criteria for determining if an area, facility,
or service will be designated for fees. It is the
superintendent's responsibility to apply the
criteria and recommend, if appropriate, recrea-
tion fees for the park unit. The legislative
criteria are as follows:

• Direct and Indirect Cost to the
Government - This criterion is used to
determine the government's cost of estab-
lishing and maintaining a fee collection
program including direct costs - salaries,
equipment (registers, safes, lock boxes),
transportation, supplies (forms, tickets,
register tapes), facility maintenance, and any
capital improvements (entrance booths,
roads, etc.), and indirect costs - primarily
overhead expenses including administrative
staff time to manage the fee program.

• Benefit to the Recipient - Generally, this
is a yes/no answer. If visitors benefit from
the program, service, or activity, then a fee
should be considered.

• Comparability - If a fee is charged, it is
NPS policy that fees will be set at a level
that will not create unfair competition with
private facilities.

• Economic and Administrative Feasibility
of Fee Collection - Fee collection is
considered feasible if the collection method
is workable and cost-effective. Variables to
consider include visitation level, effect of
fees on visitation, number of visitor access
points, ease of collection and enforcement,
availability of staff, and overall revenue
potential.

• Public Policy or Interest Served - The act
established federal policy, which says that
people taking advantage of facilities/
services should pay a greater share of the
associated operating charges than the public
as a whole. In weighing this policy, it needs
to be kept in mind that the National Park
Service is committed to ensuring that a full
spectrum of park visitors have access to
park experiences.

• Other Pertinent Factors - These include
considering whether other park purposes
are served by establishing a fee program
(i.e., increased visitor contact, reduction of
crime, etc.)
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APPENDIX L: VISITOR CENTER SITE SELECTION CRITERIA AND ANALYSIS

The visitor center represents the focal point for

visitor facilities at Petroglyph National

Monument. This facility provides visitors with

orientation to all of the monument's resources

and a basic understanding of the petroglyphs,

their meaning, and their setting as well as

providing other services such as restrooms.

Ideally, all visitors would come to the visitor

center early in their visit to the monument to

have a basic understanding of the resources

and enhance their experiences. After visiting

the center, visitors should also have easy access

to the monument's resources. In this manner

the visitor center and the monument's

resources become cohesive parts of visitors'

experiences. The challenge of locating the

visitor center to meet this ideal goal is to select

a site that provides the ease of access while

also balancing the needs for protecting the

sensitive resources. To accomplish this

objective a systematic approach was employed

to evaluate sites with the greatest development

potential within the monument and select a

site based on a careful consideration of its

attributes.

The first step in this process was to identify
the criteria for selecting an appropriate
development site. The following criteria were
developed:

1. Accessible to a major street - This aspect
is important for visitors as well as for
reducing development costs of new road
construction. A major street would also
handle increased traffic flows from visitors

to the monument.

2. Easy Access to 1-40 - Less than 1/2 mile

from the southern end of the monument, I-

40 is the closest interstate to the monu-

ment. Proximity to this highway would

allow visitors the opportunity to visit a

national monument easily and with

minimal traffic conflicts.

another relies on existing city streets.
There must be clear and direct routes for
visitors to travel to various portions of the
monument with a minimum of conflicts
with area residents.

4. Proximity to escarpment with petroglyphs
- Convenience and ease of access to
petroglyphs would provide visitors with a
minimum of intrusions to seeing the
primary monument resources. A direct,
relatively short path from the visitor center
allows visitors to focus on information
gained in the centers and enables a better
appreciation of the petroglyphs.

5. Site with dramatic setting - Many areas

within the monument offer dramatic views

of the Sandia Mountains, the escarpment,

the Rio Grande Valley, and the city. These

views not only enhance the aesthetic

experiences of visitors but also provide an

appropriate context for the petroglyph

cultural landscape.

6. Minimal intrusions - Because the
monument is near rapidly developing
edges of Albuquerque, there are many
adjacent land uses that detract from the
natural scenery of the monument lands.
Although it may be impossible to locate
the visitor center completely away from
the urban and suburban incursions,
appropriate site selection and facility
orientation can reduce the negative
impacts on visitor experiences.

7. Access to utilities - While avoiding
development for aesthetic purposes is
appropriate, this should be balanced with
practical concerns such as utility access.
Public utilities are readily available to
many parts of the monument, and locating
facilities nearby would result in reducing
construction costs and environmental
impacts due to construction activities.

•

3. Access to other portions of the monument
- Because the monument is in the midst 8. Suitable soils that avoid slope, drainage, •

of suburban development with relatively and floodplain constraints - Most of the

small land base, access from one part to soils within the monument are suitable for
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most types of development. However,
appropriate slopes are an important
consideration. Sites with slopes no greater
than 10% would be appropriate. Also,

potential sites should be outside of the
100-year floodplain, with minimal
interference of natural drainage patterns.

9. Minimal impacts on vegetation and

wildlife and their habitats - A

monumentwide vegetation inventory is

currently being conducted, which will

provide more specific data in the future

for development considerations. However,

a conservative approach to site selection

would be to give greater consideration to

sites previously disturbed to reduce the

likelihood of negative impacts on the

natural environment.

10. Avoid impacts on archeological, cultural,
and historical resources.

• 11. Minimize impacts on existing and future

neighborhoods.

SITE IDENTIFICATION

•

An initial selection of sites was conducted

based on the above criteria. Six sites were

identified for potential development of

monument facilities. All six sites meet all or

most of the criteria. In general, they are at the

base of the escarpment and close to one of the

four major petroglyph concentrations (Mesa

Prieta, Rinconada Canyon, Boca Negra Canyon,

and Piedras Marcadas Canyon). A site

considered but rejected (see "Alternatives

Considered But Rejected" section is dose to

Piedras Marcadas Canyon. This northern

location does not meet the criteria for ease of

access to the other parts of the monument.

The six sites, with the site analysis, are

1. Mesa Prieta . This site is within a short
walking distance to the "elbow" of the
canyon and the petroglyphs along the
mesa escarpment. In general, it has easy
slopes and is somewhat screened from

future surrounding development. Access

to the site would be from the proposed
98th Street.

Benefits:

• proximity to 1-40

• good southern exposure on 5% and less
slopes

• dramatic views to escarpment, city and
Sandias/no view to water tank

• existing topography screens majority of
future development to retain natural
setting of site

• easy access to abundant petroglyphs

Disadvantages:
• future access from 98th street requires

cooperation from private landowner,
Westland Corporation, and city;
uncertain assurance that 98th will be a
reality

• future surrounding residential
development

• relatively undisturbed land would be
impacted by development

2. Water Tank The site is between the Mesa
Prieta site and the existing water tank. It is
on somewhat steeper northwest-facing
slopes and would also be accessed from
the proposed 98th Street.

Benefits:
• proximity to 1-40
• views to escarpment, city, and Sandias
• access to limited number of

petroglyphs
• wide variety of interpretive

opportunities on the site

Disadvantages:
• located on north-facing slope of 5-10%
• same access as Mesa Prieta
• views to water tank
• future surrounding residential

development would intrude on the

natural setting of the site

• relatively undisturbed land

3. Laurelwood . This site is near the
proposed property acquisition for visitor
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center development. The privately owned
lots are no longer feasible for acquisition;
however, a potential development site is
available within the authorized monument
boundary. It would be accessed from the
proposed Lava Bluffs Street.

Benefits:

Benefits:
• central location
• good exposure on southeast-facing 5%

slopes
• severely disturbed land
• views to Rio Grande, Sandias, city
• access to overlooks
• easy access from Unser

• roximit to 1-40
•

p y
located on 2-5% slopes Disadvantages:

• views to Sandias and escarpment • difficult access to minimal petroglyphs
• di t b d t d t t f hs ur e escarpmen race rom ts e

Disadvantages: petroglyph context
• access to limited petroglyphs
• some disturbed land
• future access from residential

development
• surrounding residential development

4. Rinconada . This site is at the mouth of
the canyon on the northern portion of the
site. It is accessed directly from Unser
Road. The site has been somewhat
disturbed and offers ready access to
abundant petroglyphs.

Benefits:
• proximity to 1-40
• located on northeast-facing 2-5% slopes
• access to abundant petroglyphs
• disturbed land for development
• views to Sandias and escarpment

easy access from Unser

Disadvantages:
• overhead power lines across site may

be harmful to health and detract from
views

• sensitive site

5. Lava Shadows . This site is also accessed
directly from Unser Road on a
significantly disturbed site. Although the
site does not offer immediate access to
petroglyphs, there are a limited number of
petroglyphs available on a 15-18 minute
hike. There are also opportunities for some
excellent views of Albuquerque from the
top of the Aberlee road cut.

6. Boca Negra. This site is at the former
state park and currently provides
restrooms, interpretive shelters, picnicking,
petroglyph viewing trails, and parking.

Benefits:
• located on level 2-3% slopes
• access to abundant petroglyphs
• previously developed land
• views to escarpment, Rio Grande,

Sandias, Albuquerque

• access to overlooks
• easy access to Atrisco/Unser

Disadvantages.
• distance from 1-40
• existing drainage constraint
• surrounding residential and office

development

CONCLUSION

The Boca Negra location appears to have many
advantages that make it the most desirable site.
Its abundant and good quality petroglyphs
provide the best petroglyph viewing oppor-
tunities without impacting sensitive land-
scapes. Although the Mesa. Prieta site has a
superior natural ambiance, its relatively
pristine environment, vulnerable archeological
sites, and uncertain future for access make it
less desirable. Rinconada Canyon also has
excellent petroglyph viewing opportunities;
however, it would also impact a sensitive
environment. Lava Shadows has the advantage
of being highly disturbed but offers inferior
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petroglyph viewing opportunities. Finally, both
the water tank and the Laurelwood sites are
not desirable because of their limited size and
their future settings would be surrounded by
housing developments. The water tank site also
has the disadvantage of uncertain access.

BUILDING AND PARKING NEEDS

See appendix 1.

SCHEMATIC SITE PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Each potential development area was evaluated

by producing schematic site plans. The four

primary functions - visitor center, monument

administration, petroglyph research center, and

heritage education facility, in addition to

Appendix L: Visitor Center Site Selection Criteria and Analysis

parking and access - were included in the
schematics. In each of the schematics, the
maximum level of development appropriate for
each site was incorporated. Each of these could
be scaled back to further reduce impacts at the
site. In this manner, a preliminary
determination of natural and cultural
sensitivity was identified and each site was
evaluated based on maximum development to
determine its suitability. Following the
schematic planning, the benefits and
disadvantages were identified to further
evaluate the desirability of the each area.

FACILITY SIZE AND FUNCTION

See tables I-1 and 1-2 in appendix I.
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APPENDIX M: ABANDONED SURFACE MINES

There are three abandoned mines within the
monument. Mining at site 1 (described below)
and site 2 ceased at least 15 years ago, before
the city bought the property for an open space
park. Mining activity at site 3 continued until
the mid 1980s. The main use for the mined
cinder and scoria was for road surfacing,
decorative rock, stormwater channel armor,
and other mineral material uses.

Mine reclamation is the practice of returning
disturbed sites to conditions and processes
representing the undisturbed ecological zone in
which the mining operation lies. Typical
activities and goals for reclaiming the cinder
mines include (1) reshaping waste rock piles
for erosion control and establishing contours
that blend with surrounding lands, (2)
reducing highwalls to lessen safety hazards,
and (3) reclaiming the site. All reclamation
activities would focus on disturbed areas and
minimize intrusion on adjacent lands. A
description of the general approaches needed
to accelerate the recovery process follows.

Site 1, Southeast Slope of Vulcan Volcano

removed from the site. Soils were pushed to
the side and subsequently buried beneath
material from the pits.

The first step would be to regrade the scoria
stockpiles to the approximate original contours.
Then the topsoil would be replaced, most of
which is buried below the unweathered scoria.
If some of the scoria is transported to site 1 for
backfilling, the weathered materials would be
regraded to make the site compatible with the
surrounding undisturbed lands. After comple-
tion of the rough grading, topsoil would be
added to provide a better environment for
reclaimed. The site would be revegetated with
native indigenous species. The estimated cost
would be $1,700.

Site 3, South of JA Volcano

Site 3 consists of a 125' x 175' x 15' quarry and

a 175' x 165' area where fines (fine gravel and
smaller material from crushing, sorting, and
perhaps washing of scoria) were stockpiled.

There are also three stockpiles of well-graded,
cobble-sized scoria.

Fill would be added and then graded to blend
the site with the surrounding landscape. (The
amount of fill required to minimize the exist-
ing steep slopes would be much less than
would be required to restore original contours.)

Possible sources of fill include sediment from
stormwater detention basins within the Albu-
querque area and scoria stockpiles from site 2
(above). The material at site 2 is similar in

character to that found within site 1. After
completion of the rough grading, topsoil

materials would be added to provide a better
environment for reclamation. The site would

be revegetated with native indigenous species.
The estimated cost would be $21, 235.

Site 2, Between the Existing Parking Area and
Black Volcano

Site 2 consists of two small pits where material
was excavated and pushed into berms on the
perimeter. It appears that little material was

Reclamation plans for this site would be con-

tingent on the final disposal of the piles of
scoria onsite that may be removed by the pre-

vious owner. If left onsite, the washed/graded

scoria material would be extremely difficult to

revegetate because of the porous nature of the
scoria itself and the uniform grade. One option

would be to mix the scoria with fine material,
perhaps from the sediment basins mentioned
above, as part of the process of backfilling the
quarry. It would be important to ensure that

most voids are filled to inhibit downward
washing of fines (fine gravel and smaller

material from crushing, sorting, and perhaps
washing of scoria) from the surface. The fines

from the washing/sorting operations could be

used, but there would not be enough material

to regrade the entire site. After completion of
the rough grading, topsoil would be added to

provide a better environment for reclamation.
The site would be revegetated with native

indigenous species. The estimated cost would
be $6,925.
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APPENDIX N: STAFFING FOR PROPOSED ACTION

VISITOR SERVICES

Boca Negra Visitor Center - shared NPS/city responsibility

Hours of operation 8 AM to 8 PM - 7 days/week - April to October

8 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - Nov. to March

Daily staffing needs 2 permanent employees - year-round

2 seasonal employees - April to October

NPS staffing needs 3 permanent employees
3 seasonal employees - April to October

Total NPS staffing needs = 4.5 FTEs

Total city staffing needs* = 1 FTE

Piedras Marcadas Ruin Center - (city responsibility)

Hours of operation 9 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - year-round

Daily staffing needs 1 permanent employees - year-round

Total city staffing needs* 3 permanent employees - year-round
= 3 FTEs

Piedras Marcadas Canyon Visitor Contact Facility - (city responsibility)

Hours of operation 9 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - year-round

facility functions staffed or unstaffed

Daily staffing needs 1 permanent employee, year-round

1 permanent employee

Total city staffing needs* = 1 FTE

Rinconada Canyon Visitor Contact Facility - (NPS responsibility)
Hours of operation 9 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - year-round

facility functions staffed or unstaffed

Daily staffing needs 1 permanent employee - year-round
1 permanent employee

Total NPS staffing needs = I FTE

Mesa Prieta Visitor Contact Facility - (NPS responsibility)
Hours of operation 9 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - year-round

facility functions staffed or unstaffed

Daily staffing needs 1 permanent employee - year-round
1 permanent employee

Total NPS staffing needs = 1 FTE

Guided Interpretive Tours/Roving Assignments - (shared NPS/city responsibility)

Hours of service 9 AM to 8 PM - 7 days/week - April to October

9 AM to 5 PM - 7 days/week - November to March

Daily staffing needs 2 permanent employees - year-round
1 seasonal employee - April to October

Total NPS staffing needs 2 permanent employees
1 seasonal employee - April to October

= 2.5 FTEs

Total city staffing needs* = I FTE
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Visitor Services Management/Administration
Staffing needs 1 division chief (NPS Only)

1 heritage education program coordinator
1 clerical assistant

Total NPS staffing needs = 3 FTEs

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

Workload 10,000 sq. ft. Boca Negra Canyon Visitor Center (NPS and city)
3,000 sq. ft. Piedras Marcadas Ruin Visitor Contact Facility (City)
1,500 sq. ft. Piedras Marcadas Visitor Contact Facility (City)
1,500 sq. ft. Rinconada Canyon Visitor Contact Facility (NPS)
1,500 sq. ft. Mesa Prieta Visitor Contact Facility (NPS)
35 miles of trail (NPS and city)

trash collection monumentwide (NPS and city)
fence, arroyo, parking, trailhead maintenance monumentwide (NPS and city)

NPS staffing needs 1 maintenance manager (NPS only)
1 custodial employee
1 trails worker
1 building/facility maintenance employees

Total NPS staffing needs = 4 FTEs
City staffing needs I trails worker

1 building/facility maintenance employee
Total city staffing needs* = 2 FTEs

VISITOR AND RESOURCE PROTECTION (NPS and City Responsibility)

Hours of operation 16 hours/day, 365 days/year
Scope of operation 1 ranger roving/vehicle patrol - all times

I ranger on foot patrol - visitor hours
Total NPS staffing needs 2 permanent visitor protection supervisors (NPS only)

1 permanent clerical assistant
5 permanent visitor protection rangers
1 permit coordinator/protection specialist
= 9 FTEs

Total city staffing needs* 1 sergeant
2 rangers
1 clerical /dispatcher
= 4 FTEs

0

•
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (NPS and City Responsibility)

Total NPS staffing needs 1 natural resources manager
1 natural resources technician
1 cultural resources manager
I cultural resource technician
=4FTEs

Total city staffing needs* 1 resources management specialist
=1FTE

PETROGLYPH RESEARCH FUNCTIONS (NPS Responsibility)

Total NPS staffing needs 1 director
1 petroglyph research coordinator
= 2 FTEs

•

ADMINISTRATION

Total NPS staffing needs 1 administrative officer
1 purchasing agent/contracting officer

1 personnel assistant

1 clerical assistant

=4FTEs

MONUMENT MANAGEMENT (NPS and City Responsibility)

Total NPS staffing needs 1 monument manager
I management assistant
1 secretary
= 3 FTEs

Total city staffing needs* 1 monument manager
1 management assistant
1 clerical assistant
= 3 FTEs

TOTAL NPS NEEDS = 38 FTEs
TOTAL CITY NEEDS = 16 FTE5*

* Provided by city Open Space Division
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APPENDIX 0: PROJECTED VISITOR USE

THE PROCESS

Located as it is, on the west side of New
Mexico's largest city, the monument has
excellent potential of becoming one of the

area's major visitor attractions. A significant

percent of monument visitation will come from

the local area because of its proximity to the

large urban population of the greater Albu-

querque area. Out-of-state visitation will grow

as the monument becomes better known
throughout the country. Access to the monu-
ment via the interstate highway system is
excellent. The monument is less than 1 mile
north of 1-40 and about 6 miles west of 1-25.

Another factor affecting the amount and type
of visitor use the monument has is the level
and type of visitor-related development. A
park with a relatively high level of developed
infrastructure (visitor center, parking areas,
roads, etc.) and visitor services (interpretation,

guided tours, etc.) would encourage higher

levels of visitor use than one that offers
minimal development and limited visitor

services.

Monument visitation has grown in recent years

(see "Visitor Use Statistics and Analysis"

section). A period of rapid growth would be

expected as visitor-related facilities are

developed and the facilities become known to

the public.

A user market analysis of the monument was
done by the Socioeconomic Studies Division of

the National Park Service. This study examined

activity participation rates, population sizes,

driving times, and visitor demographics.

Three general markets are identified for most

units within the national park system: regional

domestic, national domestic, and foreign.

Potential proportions from these markets were

estimated based on user surveys conducted at

four nearby parks with some similar charac-

teristics as the monument - Bandelier

National Monument, Chaco Culture National

Historical Park, Wupatki National Monument,

and Mesa Verde National Park. These surveys

determined that the market shares (the percent-

age of the potential market that visited a
particular park) ranged from 7.78% to 50.28%.
The average for the four parks was 28.12%.

In determining the user market potential, most
emphasis was placed on the regional market. A
population analysis of the nine-state region -
containing over 2,000 zip code areas - was
conducted. Forty-four groups of similar neigh-
borhoods were identified based on socio-
economic and demographic attributes. Using
participation rates, the zip code areas were
matched with the 44 market segments to deter-
mine the potential user market within the
regional area. These zip code areas represent
the areas with the shortest drive times to the
monument. It was determined that the average
drive time within the regional market area is
4.41 hours. In 1990 this drive time equated to a
potential regional market of approximately
312,600 persons.

Combining all three markets and using this
market segmentation method to project the
level of visitor use for Petroglyph National
Monument for 1990 resulted in a figure of
60,000 projected visits. Actual visitor use of the
Boca Negra unit (actually the Indian Petro-
glyph State Park) amounted to over 48,000
visits in 1990 (see table 11 in "Affected
Environment" section). This use, plus the un-
recorded use of the rest of the monument area,

is probably very near the projected figure of

60,000 visits.

Based on the U.S. Census projections of the 44

market segment populations, the full potential
for the Petroglyph National Monument region

in the year 2010 will be about 1,045,684 visits.

This figure and the lowest market share, 7.78%,

was used to project a conservative forecast of

future visitor use of the monument. A 7.78%

market share was the lowest, and it is therefore

the most conservative. Conservative visitor

projections are called for because they are the

most easily achieved and there is no reliable
information upon which to base or support
higher projections.
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To determine the projected monument visita-

tion, full potential of 1,045,684 visits was

multiplied by the regional market share of

7.78%. This result was 81,356 visits. Prior

analysis showed that this figure was 32.65% of

the total domestic market. Visitors from out-

side the region accounted for 67.35% of the

total domestic market (167,820 visits). The

foreign market (33,703 visits) was an additional

11.92% of the total domestic market. These

figures were then combined to determine the

total potential visits (282,879 visits).

Based upon these analyses, it is projected that

by the year 2000 Petroglyph National Monu-

ment should expect to accommodate about

189,000 visits. By the year 2010, nearly 283,000

visits are projected for the monument. These

figures are conservative. Based on the recorded

use of the monument in the last couple of
years and the comparison of the expected and
actual use in 1990, these are reasonable

projections.

THE PROJECTIONS

It is not possible to accurately predict a pattern
of use for the monument from only four years'
data and the fact that there may be significant
changes to visitor facilities and because of the
number and nature of variables that affect visi-
tation. These variables include national and
international economic conditions that can
affect family income that affects travel and
tourism patterns, visitor facilities that could be
visitor attractions such as a visitor center with
a dynamic and popular multimedia presenta-
tion, and the ability of the region to attract
tourists to related sites. Many other factors can
also influence visitation. However, it is certain
that reported visitation to the monument will
increase once the monument is developed and
facilities are fully functioning.

Appendix 0: Projected Visitor Use

Visitation studies conducted in the mid 1980s
before establishment of the monument pro-
jected monument visitation to range from
210,000 to 400,000 visitors per year. These
studies used visitation to the Indian Petroglyph
State Park, Albuquerque region visitation
levels, and visitation to other federal and state
parks and monuments as the basis for pro-
jections.

To better understand potential visitor impacts,
a study of projected visitation, using a user
market analysis, was conducted by the NPS
Socioeconomic Studies Division. This study
examined activity participation rates, popula-
tion sizes, distance, and visitor demographics.

The study estimated that there would be about

189,000 annual visits to the monument by the

year 2,000 and that there would be 283,000 an-

nual visits by the year 2,010. These estimates

assume that visitor facilities would be de-
veloped as recommended in the proposed

action (alternative 1). These visitation projec-

tions are intended for use in impact assessment

only. They cannot be considered as desired or

optimum levels or goals for future use.

These projections can be put in perspective by
comparisons with other national park system

areas such as Bandelier, Pecos, and El Moro

National Monuments in New Mexico and

Saguaro, Walnut Canyon, and Wupatki

National Monuments and Petrified Forest
National Park in Arizona (see table below).

Each of these national park system areas have
community, accessibility, and resource differ-
ences from Petroglyph National Monument.
However, using 1990 and 1994 visitor levels,
some comparisons can be made on the poten-
tial future visitation for Petroglyph National
Monument.
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TABLE 0-1. VISITS TO SELECTED NATIONAL PARK UNITS IN ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO

1990 AND 1994, AND PERCENT OF CHANGE

PARK 1990 VISITS 1994 VISITS

PERCENT

CHANGE 1990

TO 1994

Aztec NM 80,037 84,345 5%

Bandelier NM 327,918 430,138 31%

Canyon De Chelly NM 642,189 767,368 19%

Capulin Volcano NM 53,857 54,403 1%

Carlsbad Caverns NP 747,016 617,087 -17%

Chaco Culture NHP 72,675 76,173 5%

El Malpais NM 78,993 101,492 28%

El Mono NM 69,343 87,548 26%

Fort Union NM 17,031 20,301 19%

Gila Cliff Dwellings NM 52,316 59,693 14%

Grand Canyon NM 3,776,685 4,364,316 16%

Hubble Trading Post NHS 180,923 237,013 31%

Navajo NM 76,808 105,234 37%

Pecos NHP 45,316 39,517 -13%

Petrified Forest NP 844,582 922,927 9%

Petroglyph NM 48,403 88,059 82%

Saguaro NM 702,328 768,685 9%

Salinas Pueblo Missions NM 36,313 51,391 42%

Sunset Crater NM 502,450 522,963 4%

Walnut Canyon NM 134,429 162,295 21%

White Sands NM 582,487 583,061 1%

Wupatki NM 249,954 264,747 6%

SOURCE: National Park Service, Washington Office, Socioeconomic Studies Division
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As the nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our
nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and water
resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the environmental and cultural
values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor
recreation. The department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their
development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging ste wardship and citizen participation in
their care. The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and
for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration.
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